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hlOW ^^^^ Criterion's Complete, Superior

}i0 /VlO^" Telescope For Serious Astronomers

The 4 Inch DYNASCOPE Reflector
$4995

Reg U. S Pot. Off.

Af an unbelievably low price!

© O

ONLY

F. O. B. Hartford, Conn.

Shipping Weight 16 lbs.

Express chorges collect

• With New Combination Mount And Free-Moving Polar Axis

• A Parabolic Mirror! • 4-Power Finder! • Folding Tripod!

• 3 Achromatic Eyepieces, 65X - 1 SOX - 167X

d ol the scientific accurocy and technical

sflecting telescope. If you were to purchase

yourself, you would spend much more than

of this precision instrument. And in building your

;ver hope to attain the accuracy and co-ordination

which hove been engineered into the Dynascope.

i high resolving power of the parabolic mirror produces exquisite

inition which clearly separates such celestial phenomena as double
stars. The 4-inch mirror gothers Vi more light than a S'/j-inch

irror. The Dynascope parabolic mirror is aluminized and then

oaled with a layer of zircon quartz for maximum protection and
lasting use. A parabolic mirror of such quality hos previously been

obtainable only in high-priced instruments.

everything — there is

no added charges

s—or a view finder.

ed Combi-
nation Equaiorial and
Altazimuth Mount
With Free-Moving

Polar Axis.

• The Dynascope assembly include

absolutely nothing else to buy. There or

for extra eyepiec

Bakelite

Tube©
^y 4-poini Tube Suspension

Q Iripod with

Hardwood Folding Legs

7

ATTBNTm
DYNASCOPB OWNERS!
New Improved Combination Equa-

torial and Altazimuth mount with

free-moving Polar Axis, now avail-

able separately at $14.95. Weight
12 lbs. Or if you desire to trade in

your old mount, return with legs

securely wrapped and $5. New
mount will be shipped FOB Hart-

ford. Easily attached. No adapters

required.

• The tripod with hardwood folding legs is fitted with position

locks for absolute stability. Study the list of features and you
\ will agree that this unprecedented offer is the most generous

and oil-inclusive you have ever seen anywhere. The usual

\ Criterion money-back guorontee applies and, in fact,

. * if you con duplicate this instrument for less than twice

our unheord of low price, your money will be
refunded ot once. With a precision instrument like

the Dynascope Reflector, production is necessarily

limited but we can make immediate shipment
at this time. Send check or money order now

with full guarantee of satisfaction.

• NOW YOU CAN HAVE A REFLECTING TELESCOPE

OF EXCELLENT CALIBER FOR ACCURATE

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION!

• THE ONLY TELESCOPE AVAILABLE FOR UNDER
$75. WITH A PARABOLIC MIRROR, RACK &
PINION FOCUS, AND 3 ACHROMATIC EYEPIECES!

Manufacturers arid Distributors of Optical Instruments

THE CRITERION MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. NHD8, 331 Church Street • Hartford 1, Connecticut

Telephone: CHapel 7-1696 • Cable Address: CRICO



An Excellent Way to Test
Your Understanding of Music

Will you accept WITHOUT CHARGE th<

'Brah

Music-Appreciation Recording of

f

tnS VIOLIN CONCERTO IN D MAJOR
WAITER GOEHR, conducliug the LONDON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRA • Endre Wolf, uiolimst

ON TWO RECORDS (a 12-inch and a 10-inch disc)*

First play the 12-inch PERFORMANCE record and
see how much—and what—you hear in It . . .

Then play the 10-inch ANALYSIS record—and
see how much you may have been missing

«=IMPORTANT, PLEASE NOTE: Unlike most Music-Appreciatiom Records (sec below), this recording, because of the
length of the Brahms' concerto, is on two records-a 12" disc with the uninterrupted performance only, and a 10" disc
presenting the analysis, written and conducted by Thomas Scherraan, Musical Director of Music-Appeecution Records.

SPONSORED BY THE BOOK-OF-THE-MONTH CLUB

"-pHls NEW IDEA is designed for those who en-

^ joy good music but who are aware, too

often, that they do not listen to it with com-
plete understanding and appreciation. There is

no doubt about the reason : most of us are not

properly primed about wbal to listen for.

Miisic-AppRECiATiON- Records meet this need—
for a fuller understanding of music-better
than any means ever devised. This enjoyable
form of self-education is comparable to the

Music Appreciation courses given in many
universities.

YOU SUBSCRIBE BUT TAKE ONLY THE
RECORDS YOU WANT ... A new Music-
Appreciatio.\ Rlcohd is issucd-for subscrib-

ers only-every month. You receive a descrip-

tive Announcement about each record, written

by the noted composer and music commenta-
tor. Deems Taylor. After reading this An-
nouncement you may take the record or not.

lyoii are not ohli0nled to take any specified

mmihcr of records. And you may stop the sub-

scription at any time!

TWO TYPES OF RECORDS ... All Music-
Appreciatio.s- Recorhs arc high-fidelity, long-
playing records of the highest quality-33H

R.P.M. on Vinylite. They are of two kinds:

first, a so-called Standard Record-a twelve-

inch disc—which presents the uninterrupted

performance on one side, featuring orchestras

and artists of recognized distinction, and on
the other side an illuminating analysis of the

music with the themes and other main features

played separately, with running explanatory

comment, so that you learn what to listen for.

This standard record is sold for $3.60 to sub-

scribers only. When the selection, because of

its length, requires two records, as in the case

of Brahms' Tiolin CoiiccrlLi-a 12-inch record

giving the performance and a 10-inch record

giving the analysis-the price is $4.90 for the

two. (A small charge is added to the prices

above to cover postage and handling.)

TRY A ONE-MONTH SUBSCRIPTION —
WITH NO OBLIGATION TO CONTINUE
. . . W hv not m.ike a simple tri.il lo sec if

these records are as pleasurable and as en-

lightening as you may anticipate? The
Tirabins recording will be sent to you at once
-ii'ilbonl charge. You may end the subscrip-

tion immediately after hearing this record-

ing, or you may cancel any time thereafter.

In any case, the gift recording is yours to keep.

PLEASE RETURN ONLY IF YOU HAVE A SSVa R.P.M.

RECORD PLAYER

MUSIC-APPRECIATION RECORDS "4'-'

c/o Book-of-the-Month Club, Inc.

345 Hudson Street, New York 14, N. Y.

Please send me at once the Music-Appreciation record-

ing of Brahms' Tiolin Concerto in D major, without
charge, and enroll me as a Trial Subscriber to Mtisic-

Apprechtio.v Records, with the privilege of canceling at

any time. I understand that, as a subscriber, I am not
obligated to buy any specified number of records, but may
take only those I want. Also, I may cancel my subscrip-
tion after hearing the first recording, or any time there-

after at my pleasure, but the gift offer is free in any case.

;»r.
"J

nfrs. >
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CITY "»»•»'
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
Old King Boreas is usually in a gener-

ous mood when he pays liis annual re-

spects to Mt. Hood. Feu places in our land
receive more snow than the towering
volcanic cones of the Pacific Northwest.
Though midwinter temperatures are sel-

dom severe even at timber line on Mt.
Hood, a single storm can bury the forests

beneath a five- or six-foot blanket of snow.
Accumulations of 20 feet or more are not
uncommon.
Winter sports enthusiasts by the tliou-

sand from Portland, just 60 miles away,
and other cities flock to Mt. Hood's gleam-
ing slopes. A fine highway skirting the

base is kept open the year round, and a

short, easy-grade spur road swings up
through the forest to Tiniberline Lodge.
Here and at Government Camp settlement
on the main cross-country highway, skiers

find several chair lifts, many rope tows,
and a i!'/4 mile aerial tramway. Several
three- or four-mile ski trails between Tim-
berline and Government Camp yield ex-

cellent ojiportunities for nature study in

the winter wonderland of Ml. Hood.

I'uhlicatiiin Oflice: American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at Seventy-ninth Street, New York 24, New York

Please address all correspondence concerning Membership, change of address or missing issues to Circulation Manager.
American Museum of ^atural History, Central Park West at 79th Street, New York 24, N. Y.
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at Seventy-ninth Street. Subscription is $5.00 a year, sinulc copies fifty cents. Subscription to Canada. Newfoundland, and all foreign countries is $5.50,
Entered as second class matter March 9, 1936, at the Post Office at New York, under the Act of Auijust 24, 1912. Copyright 1956, by the American Museum
of Natural liistory. Manuscripts and illustrations submitted to the Editorial Office will be handled with care, but we cannot assume responsibility for their safety.

The iiuericaii Museum is open to the public every day in the year ivilhoul rhari>e



S-xplore the h/or/d
IMriTH ZENITH SHORT ^MfAVE RADIO
...the radio of explorers

PIONEERED AND PROVED IN THE ARCTIC
BY FAMED EXPLORER ADMIRAL DONALD B. MacMILLAN

Zeniths new super deluxe Trans-Oceanic Portable Radio

Zenith Short Wave was first used in the Arctic in 1923,

during the historic polar Expedition of Admiral (then

Commander) Donald B. MacMillan. The Zenith Short

Wave equipment carried by this Expedition enabled it

to be the first in the Arctic to keep in constant contact

with the outside world!

Again, two years later—while less than 12 degrees

from the North Pole— the MacMillan National Geo-

graphic Arctic Expedition transmitted voice by Zenith

Short Wave radio to the cruiser U.S.S. Seattle, saiHng

off Tasmania on the other side of the earth! From these

pioneer Short Wave experiments, Zenith developed the

first practical portable Short Wave radio!

You, too, can tune in the world with the Zenith trans-
oceanic portable radio, or get the best long distance

domestic reception on standard broadcast! Also covers

international Short Wave bands, marine, weather and
amateur Short Wave coverage bands, plus ship-to-ship

and ship-to-shore reception. Students can tune in

foreign lands and learn languages as they are actually

spoken!

This fabulous Short and Standard Wave trans-
oceanic radio operates on ships, trains, planes and in

steel buildings. Tropically treated against high humidity

to prevent loss of sensitivity. AC/DC or battery oper-

ated. In black stag, $139. 95 *; brown cowhide, $159. 95*.

IMPORTANT! A Zenith battery-operated portable is as necessary in your home as a flashlight in case of power failure caused by air raid or other emergency!

ONLY BUILDS :^£NiTft QUALITY ^
The Royalty of RADIO and Television'^

Backed by 37 years of leadership in radionics exclusively

ALSO MAKERS OF FINE HEARING AIDS
^-^ Zenith Radio Corporation, Chicago 39, 111.

lugsested retail price not including batteries. Slightly higher in Far West and South. Prices and specifications subject to change without notice.



Letters
Mushrooms on Trees

Sms:

While on a walk through a neighbor's

extensive woodlot this fall, my youngest

son and I happened upon a most intriguing

sight. This woodlot is rather large lor our

part of die state and fortunately seldom

visited, so that tlie wildlife is quite undis-

turbed. We came into a \alley densely for-

ested with red pine having numerous dead

dry branches, dius constituting a formicla-

able obstacle to easy walking. The floor of

this valley was liberally covered with a

growth of mushrooms in all stages of de-

velopment. These mushrooms were of a

delicate color and had the appearance of

baking powder biscuits that had been

lightly browned on top. As pleasing as this

view was, it was made more fascinating

by the observation that the dead branches

of the evergreen trees all about us were

decorated with these mushrooms. The
mushrooms were impaled in such a way
tliat tlie stem was projecting upwards and

the cap was down. The eftect was that of

white candles in the trees. A few of them
had the marks of teeth or the bills of birds.

I have never before seen such a curious

sight. Could you please tell me what crea-

tures of the forest might have done this

and why?
Caul Frederick Hammerstrom, M.D.

Jamestown, N. Y.

The following information is of-

fered by George G. Goodwin of the
American Museum's Department of
Mammals:

Strange as it may seem to some of us,

scjuirrels, especially the red squirrel, are

partial to mushrooms and toadstools.

Every fall, red squirrels supplement their

winter cache of nuts and seeds with a

quantity of fungi. Before such perishable

goods can be stored they must be cured,

or Uiey would soon rot. To process these

delicacies, the squirrels hang them on

trees, usually on the lower dead branches

of evergreen trees, where they will be

sheltered from the rain. Here they are left

initil properly dried and cured; then the

squirrels carry them to their storerooms.

However, a wholesale operation such as

the one mentioned by Dr. Hammerstrom is

most unusual. In fact, it is the largest

mushrooiii-drying project on record. Nev-

ertheless, it was probably the work of

squirrels; birds would have no objective

in such a procedure. I have frequently

seen red squirrels depositing large fungi

in trees to dry but never more than five or

si.\ in one place.

On one occasion in northern British Co-

lumbia, a red squirrel had some toadstools

drying in a tree near my tent. Strangely

enough, there was no pilfering of the

cache by other squirrels at the time,

though there were plenty of squirrels in

the neighborhood. Unfortunately, this

squirrel was shot. Within half an hour,

four red squirrels were fighting over the

loot, and a fine battle ensued. One squirrel

would grab a mushroom, and another

would seize him by the throat. Both would

then come tumbling to earth, and a third

would attempt to seize the spoils. Then

still another would show similar intentions,

and these two would engage in fierce com-

bat. Finally the mushrooms were broken

into small fragments and scattered on tiie

groimd. It is strange that these squirrels

should sense so quickly that the rightful

owner of the drying mushrooms was dead.

Long Live The Oak
Sirs:

I have long intended to express the

pleasure that Natural History has af-

forded me through the years . . ., and I can

delay no longer after reading Ross E.

Hutchins' article, "Many Lives Has the

Oak, " in the November issue. So here goes

an "orchid" not only to Dr. Hutchins for

his eloquent and profoundly engrossing

piece of writing but to all your editorial

staff who produce this fine publication. . . .

(Miss) Miriam Sachs

New York, N. Y.

Pioneers In Anvient Wrecks
Sirs:

Mr. Heller's article in the November
issue suggests that Dr. Mendel Peterson

invented underwater historical research.

Surely it would be more accurate as well

as more polite to make some mention of

the French, who were indulging in such

research early in this century, in conven-

tional diving dresses, and in 1947 were
officially pursuing studies of ancient wrecks

using modern equipment to do so. . .

P. B. Home
New York, N. Y.

Kolob Cabin
Sirs:

I "discovered" your fine magazine in

the library at Washington State College

and was excited to find in the issue for

last April an article by Joyce and Josef

Muench on the "Five-Fingered Canyons
of the Kolob." One of the photographs in

this article is of a cabin my father, Gustive

O. Larson, built while homesteading that

area in the early 30's. [See photo at left.]

I remember as a small boy being fright-

ened by a rattlesnake while climbing on

tlie logs near the corner of the cabin.

The area, besides being a place of quiet

majesty, has hosted some western history,

too, which my father or the prominent

southern Utah historian William R. Palmer
of Cedar City, Utah, could tell more about.

It was a refuge for fugiti\es from justice.

Old Indians came there to make arrow-

heads and other things. Dad took me to a

Irdge behind the cabin in the picture,

where we found several hunting tools

chipped from hard quartzite frem the

((i])pcr-pink cliffs.

The materials for the cabin were hauled

in, fences were built, and grapes were even
transplanted; so it was becoming a second

home to us. However, before any private

title was secured, the area was declared

part of the National Park System, and it

now belongs to the people.

G. Olof Larson
Pullman. Wash.

Continued on papr .W
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A Three pontifical pelicans mourninf!: tlieir empty pouches.
Photographed at Santa Barl>ara. Calif., hv ^ incent J. Mandese.



THE PRAIRIE TREK

EXPEDITION FOR BOYS
TO AMERICAN SOUTHWEST

Exploring and collecting in mountains anil

canyons by young naturalists, journalists,

and photographers. StafE known in school.

camp, and museum circles. 28th summer.

Prospectus available.

HILLIS L. HOWIE
The Community School

900 Lay Road, St. Louis 24, Missouri

HACKMATACK
CAMP FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

INTERESTED IN NATURE STUDY

A wonderful spot for youngsters

7-12 years of age! Here in the

beautiful Berkshires our special

facilities and expert staff is ready

to help those interested in mtural
history subjects.

Geology, botany, birds, conserva-

tion, the sky, and all that lives in

the earth, the air and water.

Swimming, riding, shop, crafts,

daily farm activities.

• Write about your child to •

GEORGE F. DILLMAN
OTIS, MASS.

EXPLORE
THE WEST!

Boys 14-18

Adventure! Education! Spoil!

Camp in the open under rugged con-

ditions while studying geology, ar-

chaeology; learn the culture and lore

of the Wyoming frontier. Prospect for

gold, visit a glacier, excavate an In-

dian camp site. Learn Natural His-

tory, Archaeology, Geology, Fossil

Study, Frontier Lore. Pack trips,

swimming. Good food. Experienced

leaders. Early application advised.

Write for folder today.

Flying "U" Caravan (lamp

Harold N. Calm
lli'iil. Ill IliiiliiK). Dii'kinsiiii Di.ll.'i-.'.

YOUR NEW BOOKS
Theodore Roosevelt • North American Indians • Plants

California Grizzly • Wild America • Exploration

WILD AMERICA

by Roger Tory Peterson

and James Fisher

Houghton Mifflin Company

.$.5.00, 434 pp., 128 illus.

npHIS is the record of a 100-day field

trip that started in Newfoundland and

ended up in the Pribilof Islands. Through

the eyes of James Fisher, one of England s

most versatile naturalists, and his guide,

Roger Tory Peterson, you see many of our

continent's most interesting wild areas.

No other book in recent years has pro-

\'ided such a vivid and intimate glimpse of

the great variety of wildlife that can be

found in North America.

It is always a gratifying e.vpcrience to

be able to show a foreigner the best your

country has to offer in his field of interest.

In WiM America Mr. Peterson lets you

share in the fun. Each chapter is prefaced

by some comments by Mr. Peterson about

the area and then Mr. Fisher lets you read

what he put down in his diary. Frequent-

ly Mr. Peterson interrupts or summarizes

with a few remarks that clarify Mr. Fish-

er's obser\ations. The book contains 36

chapters, each touching on one of the

highspots of the trip. One visits a gannet

colony in Newfoundland, the Great

Smokies, tlie E\erglades, the Florida Keys,

a cloud forest in tropical Mexico, deserts

and the desert mountains of the South-

west, the shores of the Pacific, the volcanic

peaks of the Cascades, and finally Alaska.

In all, -Mr. Fisher saw 401 birds that were

new to him and Mr. Peterson ended the

Near with a personal list of 572 North

American birds, an unchallenged record

for one indixidual in a year's time.

Mr. Fisher closes his part of the book

with a tribute of which we can be proud

;

"We Europeans who have not visited

Nortli Americans in their homes, read

of them and see what the movies show

us. Many of us get half a light on half

a lifc-the dollar half. . . . We do not

see so well the rugged altruism, the

public spirit, the guardianship, the fair

dealing of the American at home. \\ hy

should they talk of what they take lor

granted?

They show us too little of their earth-

ly paradise, and publicize too little their

determination to share it with wild na-

ture. Perhaps they have forgotten that

they had dedicated National Parks be-

fore we in England had even one little,

local, iirivate nature-protection society.

Or perhaps they think that to tell of

these things would arovise again our

not-so-secret resentment at the boast

that all that the Americans have is big-

ger and better, and all that they do is

swifter and surer. But do we resent it?

Maybe. ( If you feel the way you say

you do about what you've seen," said

Roger, "you tell them, not me.

"

"And this is what I have tried to do

—to tell of Wild America, and say that

never have I seen such wonders or met

landlords so worthy of their land. They

ha\e had, and still have, the power to

ravage it; and instead have made it a

garden.

"

RicHABD H. Pouch

XhEODORE ROOSEVELT'S
AMERICA

- by Farida A. Wiley

The De\ in-Adair Company, $5.75,

418 pp., 1 photo, 36 silhouettes

npHIS is the third volume in die series of

biographical works devoted to Ameri-

can naturalists, the first tvvo dealing with

John Burroughs and Ernest Thompson

Seton. Theordore Roosevelt was a con-

spicuous figure in world politics, in na-

tional economics, and in so many strictly

human activities that it has perhaps been

overlooked that he was a great lover of

nature and the out-of-doors and one of the

early advocates of conservation as a duty

to the coming generations.

Most of the pages are given over to

selections of Roosevelt's writings, which

disclose him removed from the demands

of crowded city life and reacting to the

wide open spaces. Several introductory

essays appraise Theodore Roosevelt as a

naturalist, and there is a foreword by his

daughter, Ethel Roosevelt Derby.

The chapters follow a chronological

pattern from the western cattle country in

the 1880's to the Roosevelt Expedition to

South America and the journey down the

River of Doubt in 1914. In addition to

Hoosc\clt's own words quoted from his

books, lectures, and magazine articles,

there is a sidelight pro\ided by Leo Mil-

ler's chapter on the South American ex-

periences, for the late Leo Miller was a

nmseimi collector on that expedition and

was greatly impressed by what he saw of

Roosevelt's energy and devotion to natural

history.
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Tile book is largely narrative, easy to

read, and replete with ineidents, wliieli

quite often have the characteristies ol ad-

venture. Several passages are philosophie

essays typified by the arguments about

proteetive coloration and the need for eon-

ser\ation measures.

The unique and beautiful line cuts by

Ugo ^[ochi add drama and graceful dee-

oration to the pages of this book.

This is a book to read with interest and

leave on the library table as a topic for

conversation.

Harold E. Anthony

Worlds beyond
the horizon:

The great age of discovery from

Colimibus to the present

by Joachim G. Leithiiuser

Translated from the German by

Hugh Merrick

Alfred A. Knopf, $6.75

412 pp., 59 plates, 44 drawings, 17 maps.

pERHAPS I was not in the proper frame

of mind when I read this book, but I

can think of no aspect of human endeavor

tliat reveals mankind in a less flattering

light than the history of exploration.

Naturally there are excei^tions, but from

the time Cohmibus annexed the Bahamas

until the mid-eighteenth century — when
the search for knowledge occasionally

joined the search for spoils—the story is

essentially a sordid chronicle of greed,

murder, intrigue, and worse.

History has rationalized warfare, and

occasionally succeeded in making it ap-

pear noble, but no one seems to have felt

the need to whitewash exploration — at

least in its earlier and more lurid phases.

Certainly Mr. Leithauser is enough of a

realist to make no such attempt. On the

contrary, he has a keen dramatic sense,

and in retelling the classic voyages and

expeditions from the days of Columbus

up to and including the exploration of

Antarctica, he makes the most of the

material. The book concludes with a short

and sober accoimt of the j^rospects for the

e,\ploration of outer space.

In dealing with so vast a subject it is

obvious that the author can only hit the

high spots. Even so, there are some rather

curious emphases. Magellan rates less

space than Stanley—but then Magellan

wasn't reporting for an important New
York newspaper. The Virginia colonies are

discussed for pages, while the coloniza-

tion of New England is dismissed in a

short paragraph, which will probably

cause the book to be banned in Boston.

One can also object to the organization of

material, which is topical and regional

ratlier than chronological, widi the result

tliat tile author is constantly skipping

back and forth from one century to

auolliiT. On the whole the illustrations arc

good, although some of the early maps

are reproduced so small as to be meaning-

less. Worlds Beyond the Horizon makes

interesting, if occasionally depressing,

reading.

Hahhy Tsciiopik, Jr.

National geographic on
indians of the americas:
a Color-illustrated record

by Matthew VV. Stirling, and others

Sold only through the

National Geographic Society, $7.50

432 pp., 262 illust. in color;

124 photographs, 6 maps.

pROBABLY everyone who is interested

in American Indians has wished, at

one time or another, that he might turn

back the clock and see some tribal group

as it was before the native's way of life

was destroyed or modified by that of the

white man. Imagine the Plains Indian

when the West still teemed with bufifalo

herds; the Pueblo-dwellers of the South-

west when die great cliff-dwellings were

still inhabited; the splendor of Maya cul-

ture before it mysteriously withered and

died. Such romantic daydreams are a

part of the lure of anthropological science,

but to convert a dream into an accurate

picture is a trick involving knowledge,

research, and great technical skill.

Over the past fifteen-odd years the Na-

tional Geographic Society has performed

a very valuable service by publishing a

series of articles illustrated by meticulous-

ly detailed color re-creations depicting the

high points of American Indian life from

the Arctic Circle to the Andes. These ad-

mirable paintings by W. Langdon Kihn

and H. M. Hergct, showing the American

Indian at war, at work, at play, in council

and in ceremony, are known and beloved

by millions of readers of the National

Geographic.

It is these paintings that form the core

of the present book, although general

coverage of the subject has been consider-

ably broadened and amplified through the

inclusion of color and black and wliite

photographs, maps, and the reproduction

of early prints. The text, much of it by Dr.

Matthew \V. Stirling of the Smithsonian

Institution, is likewise readable and in-

formative. Some sections seem to be en-

tirely new, and where necessary earlier

articles have been rewritten and brought

up to date. In some cases the revision has

resulted in curious situations. Tlius, in the

article on the Incas, chronological infor-

mation is attributed to Philip Ainsworth

Means that only came to light years after

this author's death.

Although the coverage of North Amer-

ica, Mexico, and Central America is prob-

ably adequate for popular purposes, ar-

ticles on South America are limited to

PRESERVE YOUR NATURAL HISTORY MAGAZINES
Handsome undated binders for your NATURAL HISTORY Magazines.

Maroon morocco-grained imitation leather with gold stamping. Holds

ten issues. $2.50 postpaid.

Orders to Canada 50C extra. Central and South America $1.50 extra. No European

rders accepted.
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American Museum of Natural History • New York 24, New York
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A A SECTION OF THK EARTH one-fifth the area of the United States, pliotograjilied liy the record-breakinj; Vikin<; II.

Exploring the

ATMOSPHERE
Through what layers must our rockets — and rocketers — pass

— before entering the silent darkness of interstellar space?

By Homer E. Newell, Jr.*

Niuuil Research Luhoralory

MAN'S continuous quest for

knowledge has led him into

many strange places. He has trav-

ersed the face of the earth, pene-

trated below its surface, and de-

scended to the depths of the ocean.

He has scaled the highest peak

and doubled that altitude in piloted

aircraft. But a dozen miles or so

has been the limit, to date, of his

personal explorations aloft.

< VlKl\(; 12. slioolin;; to-

ward the ionospiiere with

a lieaw load of reconling

inf^lrunients at tlie laiineh-

ing in January, 1955.





die atmosphere or mesosphere,

ionosphere, and exosphere. These

regions exhibit a gradual transition

from the atmospheric characteris-

tics we know at sea level to the

extreme conditions e.xisting in the

exosphere, which merges with in-

terplanetary space. The density of

the air decreases steadily with alti-

tude, but its temperature varies

much less evenly, owing to the

varying amounts of solar energy

absorbed by the several layers.

The characteristics of the air

change with the time of day, with

the seasons, and also with latitude.

The mass or weight of our total

atmosphere is equal to about one-

millionth that of the earth. Of tliis

mass, about three-fourths is con-

centrated in the troposphere, about

one-fifth in the stratosphere, and

less than one per cent in the meso-

sphere. The ionosphere and exo-

sphere together contain less than

.0005 per cent of the total. A ver-

tical column of air one foot square

from sea level to the top of the

atmosphere weighs about a ton.

The Troposphere

The troposphere blankets the

earth to a depth of about seven

miles in the middle latitudes, but

at the poles it is only about five miles

thick, while at the equator it is about

ten miles. This densest layer is com-

posed of roughly four parts of mole-

cular nitrogen mixed with one part

of molecular oxygen. It also contains

small amounts of carbon dioxide and

traces of inert gases, such as helium

and argon. The air pressure at sea

level is normally about 30 inches

of mercury, or 15 pounds per

square inch. Temperatures range

from a mean of 50 degrees Fahren-

heit, at sea level, to minus 80 de-

grees at the tropopause, the top

of the troposphere. Wind velocities

mount gradually from the normal

12 to 15 miles per hour at moder-

ate altitudes to over 40 miles per

hour at the upper boimdary of the

> This full-scale Viking
Rocket can be seen in the

Hifih Altitude Researcli Ex-

hibit recently given to tlie

Haydcn Planetarium of the

American Museum by the

Martin Company.

Structural views of the Viking Rocket,

showing its instruments and power plant.
FOREPART. Cameras for determining cloud for.

motion and rocket altitude are here, also telemeter-

ing and doppler instruments, ond cut-off equipment

NOSE. Co



troposphere—which happens to cor-

respond to the highest flight of a

kite.

Settlements of human beings are

to be foinid in Tibet and in the

Andes at 18,000 feet. Sea-level resi-

dents, however, require an oxygen

supply to sustain consciousness at

altitudes over 16,000. Above 20,000

tliere is scarcely enough oxygen to

support the burning of a candle.

The peak of Mount Everest stands

a little under six miles, at which

altitude, within a mile of the tropo-

pause, the daytime sky appears

deep purple.

The skies of the middle and

lower troposphere owe their fami-

liar blue to the scattering of sun-

light in the air. Most of our weather

is made in this layer, directly or

indirectly as an effect of solar radia-

tion. Thus clouds are formed by

evaporation and subsequent con-

densation, while general large-scale

atmospheric circulations are respon-

sible for the movement of pressure

areas, cold fronts, and most of the

other weather phenomena that char-

acterize the troposphere.

The Stratosphere

The air in the stratosphere is sim-

ilar in composition to that of the

ti()]Kisi)h('re hut greatly rarified, so

tliat man cannot exist there with-

out carrying along all the oxygen

lie needs. The airplane has invaded

tlie stratosphere to an altitude of

something over 11 miles, and the

occupied balloon has gotten to I3li,

but the stratosphere reaches on up

to an altitude of some 19 miles.

Sounding balloons, reaching to as

high as 25 miles, have traversed the

whole stratosphere.

Diminishing winds characterize

the lower reaches of the strato-

sphere. This layer is not completely

quiet as it was once thought to be.

Above the 15-mile level, appre-

ciable winds are found. Pressures

decrease with altitude, from about

4 inches of mercury at the tropo-

pause to less than a tenth of that

at an altitude of 20 miles.

In the upper half of the strato-

sphere, there exists the major por-

tion of the ozonosphere, character-

ized by a concentration of ozone.

This gas is a special form of oxygen,

one of its so-called allotropes, for

it has three atoms to each mole-

cule ( O3 ) instead of two ( Oo ) . It

is created by absorption of the sun's

ultra-violet rays. The ozonosphere

acts as an insulating screen, pre-

venting harmful ultraviolet ra\s

from reaching the earth. Having

a maximum concentration of only

one part to 100,000 parts of air ( at

about 18 miles altitude), the entire

ozone layer would be less than an

eighth of an inch thick if subjected

to the pressures we live in at sea

level.

Above the middle and higher

latitudes, the stratosphere partly

lives up to its name, which means
literally "the sphere that is spread

evenly," in that its temperature

varies but little from the 100-odd

degrees below freezing reached at

the tropopause, though there is a

slight increase in temperature set-

ting in at the top. Above the

tropics, however, the stratosphere

belies its name. There the tempera-

ture begins to increase soon after

the tropopause is passed.

The y\1esosphere

Extending from the top of the

stratosphere at about 20 miles

and reaching into the ionosphere at

55 miles is the middle atmo-

sphere. Including both the upper

reaches of the ozonosphere and the

lower portion of the ionosphere,

the mesosphere is a region of

widely differing temperatures and

high winds. Wind velocities of hun-

ECTION. Just behind the ethyl alcohol

(omitted here) are sensors to measure fuel

^hout flight, also high altitude cameras.

REAR SECTION. Behind a 700-gallon tank of boiling oxygen is o pressure

sphere used to pressurize the oxygen and the hydrogen peroxide tanks. Here also

is space for power control apparatus, radar equipment, and odditional cameras.

EXPLORIiXG THE ATMOSPHERE



Jules Verge's projectile train:

an illustration that appeared in his

hook From the Earth to the Moon,
puhlished in 1865.

dreds of miles loer hour are fre-

quent, and average values lie be-

tween 60 and 120 miles per hoin-.

It is in the upper part of the meso-

sphere that most of our meteors

become luminous.

Heated by ultraviolet light ab-

sorbed by ozone from the sun's

radiation, the mesosphere warms

up from the stratospheric cold to

almost ground level temperatures

at about 35 miles. Beyond that

level, temperatures fall rapidly with

increasing height to a minimum of

around —115 degrees Fahrenheit

near 50 miles.

At this level occur the highest

of all our clouds. These cirrus-like

formations of "noctilucent" clouds

arc visible only at twilight or early

in the morning, when they are still

in direct sunlight. The sub-freez-

ing temperatures at this height sup-

port the theory that the noctilu-

cents are composed essentially of

ice crystals, instead of water vapor.

The Ionosphere

The ionosphere is generally

thought of as beginning at an alti-

tude of about 60 miles, but the

D-layer, when present, actually ap-

pears in the mesosphere only .36 to

TAIL. The power plant delivers its

thrust here, expending energy ot

230,000 horsepower at burn-out.

Steam produced through decompo-

sition of hydrogen peroxide drives

the turbo-pump. Peak speed: 4280

m.p.h.

40 miles above the ground. The

ionosphere extends to more than

200 miles above the earth's surface.

The pressure of the rarified air,

diminishing from 0.00002 inches of

mercury at the lower reaches of the

ionosphere, becomes virtually negli-

gible at the top of it.

This region is characterized by

free electrical charges, the result

of ionization of air particles, in-

duced by solar x-rays and ultra-

violet radiations. The ionosphere is

where many of the electrical and

magnetic phenomena of the skies

occur, such as airglow and the

aurora displays near the earth's

poles.

At one time, it was thought that

the upper ahnosphere was of con-

stant temperature — and quiet.
According to present theory, how-

ever, much heat is created in the

continuous photo-chemical activity

caused by absorption of solar radia-

tion. The resulting convection, as

well as solar and lunar air tides,

cause fairly high winds. Sun spots

too, cause disturbances. Tempera-

tures in the upper ionosphere range

generally upwards of 212 degrees

Fahrenheit, the sea-level boiling

point of water.

The so-called D-layer is identi-

fied at the bottom of the iono-

sphere, deep in the mesophen-.

Then, at 60 miles, comes the

E-layer, a level at which maximum
absorption of solar radiations takes

place. The E-layer is identifii\l

also with the so-called "electrical

winds," massive flows of current

arising as a result of tidal and ther-

mal motions and affecting the

earth's magnetic field.

The upper ionosphere, above the

E-region, includes an "F" and per-

haps a "G" layer, although the ex-

istence of the latter has never been

established. The F-region shows a

maximum in the neighborhood of

170 miles above the earth. Our pre-

sent knowledge of these upper re-

gions is gleaned from radio and

rocket soundings, and from obser-

vations of the aurora, which occa-

sionally reach to as high as 600

miles.

The ionosphere is significant in

NATUH.VL HISTORY, JANUARY, 191^6



anotlirr way. It reflects low-fie-

qucncy radio waves back to earth,

making possible long distance

broadcasting. High frequency TV
waves penetrate this barrier and

are lost in outer space—which im-

poses a line-of-sight limitation on

all high-frecjiiency telecasting.

The Exosphere

In this uppermost layer, the at-

mosphere merges gradually with

interstellar space. Random gaseous

particles—relatively unhampered by

collisions with each other—continu-

ally rise and fall under the influ-

ence of gravity, occasionally escap-

ing to outer space. The atmosphere

is too thin here to screen out any

significant portion of the sun's radi-

ation. Nor can it impede the pas-

sage of particle radiations such as

micrometeorites and cosmic rays.

Rocket Development

During the past half-century, a

great deal of material relating to

the atmosphere has been gathered

by ground-based observers and by

LELEVISION requires relays or coaxial

le because waves pass through iono-

ere. Lower frequencies bounce liack.

^ The atmosphere fillers out harmful rays of the sun's radiation. The
shorter the wavelength, the higiier it is screened out (see inset) . Vehicles

like the Viking, are needed to study the sun's composition and energy.

means of balloons. Most of this in-

formation, however, concerns only

local meteorology—having been ob-

tained from relatively low altitudes.

To evaluate the part of the sun's

energy that does not reach balloon

altitude, instruments must be car-

ried higher by other means.

The rocket has been the obvious

answer.

The rocket was an invention of

the early Chinese. In British hands,

it played an important part in

breaking the power of Napoleon

at Leipzig in 1813. Nineteenth cen-

tury speculation about rocket travel

was climaxed in 186.5, when Jules

Verne envisioned a rocket-drawn

train of passenger cars in his Trip

to the Moon.

Realistic further developments in

rocketry, however, were to wait

another fifty years. Then, Robert

H. Goddard of Worcester, Mass.,

brought space travel within the

EXPLORING THE ATMOSPHERE

reach of science in his experiments

using the first liquid-propelled

rockets.

Hermann Oberth, an Austrian

contemporary, led the research ef-

fort in Europe. By 1931, rockets

were carrying mail regularly on

routes between isolated valleys in

the Alps. Such developments laid

the giound-work for the V-2 rocket

—the design of which was under-

taken in 19.3.5. The first successful

experimental flight took place in

1942.

Though designed as a weapon,

the German V-2 pla\'ed an import-

ant role in early postwar high alti-

tude research. It could carry a ton

of instruments to a height of about

100 miles and so was employed to

advantage, during 1946, in an ex-

tensive program conducted by the

Naval Research Laboratory and

other research agencies of the

Armed Forces.
continticti on pitpc 49
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A Apus, the tadpole slirimp (left), is only two or three inches long, hut its

shiekllike covering makes it look like a horseshoe crah. The other creatures

are fairy shrimps, which also appeared in large numhers in Bicycle Dry Lake.

did they come from?
When sudden rains filled a dry lake bed that was being used as an

air field, thousands of tadpole shrimps appeared as if from nowhere

ISIfifural Scieti:

By Arthur S. Lockley
ion. Los Annehs Slale College

S^ 11

LAST August, Bicycle Dry Lake
J near Barstow, California, was

transformed into a shallow, muddy
lake by a heavy rainstorm. The lake

had rarely had even small amounts

of water in it for many years. In

fact, the Army had been regularly

using it as a landing strip.

About two weeks after a hot spell,

someone noticed that the new lake

was alive with large numbers of

small swimming animals between

two and three inches long. An ency-

clopedia was consulted, and it was

noticed that the little creatures re-

sembled trilobites, which have not

lived on earth for about 215 million

years.

H

Newspapers, needless to say, sug-

gested that living trilobites had been

discovered near Barstow, Califor-

nia!

What was this animal? Where
had it come from?

To settle these questions, the

Army authorities most generously

invited the writer and several col-

leagues to go to the lake and study

the situation at first hand.

The writer identified the animal

as belonging to one of the most

primitive crustacean groups — the

Branchiopoda, or "Gill-foots." Spe-

cifically, it was one of the Notos-

traca, or tadpole shrimps, which are

characterized bv a shieldlike cara-

pace covering most of the body. It

is this shield that makes the tadpole

shrimp resemble the trilobites, as

well as the much larger marine

horseshoe crab.

Our little creature had been

known to science for many years as

a form living on earth today. It is

called Apus longicaudatus Le
Conte. The genus Apus dates back

to Triassic times, 190 million years

ago. In the United States, it occurs

only in the western states. Zoolo-

gists had long known of its pro-

clivity to spring up when dry pools

get filled by rain.

How can this creature, which
obviously depends on water, sur-

NATURAL HISTORY, JANUARY, 1 956
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vive for long periods where there

is no water? So-ealled "resting

eggs" are tlie answer. The facts

are not all known, but observa-

tions JMclieate that during the life

histor\ of the population, thick-

sheiled lirown, resting or winter

eggs are laid. These are able to

withstand dryness and great varia-

tions in temperature, unlike the

thin-shelled "summer" eggs, which

hatch almost at once. When rains

or melting snow produce a pond

or lake, perhaps as much as sev-

eral years later, the eggs are re-

leased from their mud prisons and

hatch.

The form that emerges is much
simpler than the adult and is called

a nauplius. It develops through a

series of molts—sometimes as many

as sixteen—until the adult is pro-

duced. This may take only two

weeks, but the time depends a

good bit on temperature.

In some populations of tadpole

shrimps, males are quite rare and

the females produce unfertilized or

parthenogenetic eggs. These hatch

just as do the fertilized eggs pro-

duced from the union of male and

female.

It has been reported that in

Africa, branchiopod larvae have

hatched from eggs that have been

caked in mud for fifteen years.

Perhaps our tadpole shrimps had

waited as long. But it's hard to get

information like this, because

weather stations are not often kept

ill operation in the areas where the

tadpole shrimps might do their

most spectacular performance.

True, often the eggs are carried

from one place to another by agen-

cies such as wind, birds, insects,

or aircraft wheels. But when the

outburst is as explosive as it was at

Bicycle Dry Lake, it is possible

that the tadpole shrimps also came

from resting eggs laid some years

before.

When the shallow depths of Bi-

cycle Lake became literally teem-

ing with these creatures, ducks and

wading birds soon took advantage

of the excellent source of food, and

the entire appearance of the place

was changed briefly—all because

of a sudden rainstorm.

'' The author (left) seining for specimens with a colleague

alter the Army requested a scientific explanation.

'*' A NET-LOAD of fairy and tadpole

shrimps from the temporary lake.

^^'^i<^-:^-

•^^fs*-. -

"^ As THE LAKE began to dry, it left dying shrimps in pools

and cracks in the exposed bottom.

Pholos by John Rvarilon

,*«if*8ii-k'.'»«3!'->*WS«»l«"-'«>>>'>»^»««M»*^
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^ Rauwolfia hktero-
PHYLLA. a source of tli

reserpine.

The Root

that relieves

Blood Pressure
A plaiil i('iur(h from aiiciciU India

proves a boon to snfferers from hypertension and certain menial illnesses

THROUGHOUT most of human
liistoi y, the botanist and medi-

cine man were one. With the ad-

vent of modern scientific mechcine,

the primitive herbalist lost his pres-

tige. But in recent decades, he has

been coming back into his own.

Today's pharmacologist, explor-

ing the plant resources of Africa or

South America, must start with the

local medicine man, for he is apt

to know tlie properties of almost

i6

every plant in his homeland. It

was the wily witch doctor who gave

us cocaine, curare, and quinine.

And now from classic India comes

Rauwolfia, from whose roots is ex-

tracted a substance that promises

new hope to the millions of patients

suffering from high blood pres-

sure, certain mental illnesses, and

other ailments.

High blood pressure, otherwise

known as hypertension, is one of

By Louis G. Nickei.l*

the more serious causes of the di-

seases of the heart and circulatory

system that kill 44 out of every

100 persons in the United States.

Its symptoms may be headache,

dizziness, blurred vision, and nose-

bleed. Hypertension overbin-dens

the heart, impairs the kidneys, ag-

gravates many organic debilities,

and is usually a contributory cause

in cases of apoplectic stroke.

Children under 15 who are
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< Thk witch doctok
has l)ccome a syiiilio!

for superstition, Init

lie pave us many <lrii^ri.

idcliiilinjr cocaine, cii-

i:ii r, anil (|uininc.

Bcllmann U I

hypertensive usually have an or-

ganic disease. By the age of 30,

about 2/2 per cent of us are hyper-

tensive. The percentage then rises

quite rapidly, reaching almost 50

per cent by the age of 50.

As much as 3,000 years ago,

Raiiwolfia was used in India to treat

fevers and snakebite. In time, the

Hindus came to use it as a seda-

tive and in the treatment of vari-

ous forms of insanity. In certain

parts of India, in fact, the poorer

classes gave this drug to their chil-

dren to put them to sleep, and the

practice is still carried on in some
areas today. We are told that

Gandhi took Raiiwolfia to sustain

him in his program of passive re-

sistance. All this before modern
medical science dreamed that this

shrub might come to the rescue of

millions of people suffering from

high blood pressure and other di-

seases.

Why, after decades of success-

ful scientific use in India, did the

drug fail to attract the attention of

clinicians in this country? Partly,

because Raiiwolfia is slow-acting.

When an investigator wanted to

test its effect, a single dose would

not be enough to prove its virtues.

It was by accident that successive

treatments on the same patient

gave the clue. Then, almost over-

night, there was sudden excitement

over Raiiwolfia.

Although used in Europe for over

300 years in the treatment of anx-

iety cases, the drug was not tested

to any extent in this country until

1950. Probably the first clinician to

work with it was Dr. R. W. Wilkins

in Boston. The spur for him was a

series of medical articles from

India, which reported carefully

controlled experiments and modest

but firm claims. These excited Dr.

Wilkins' interest in the material.

His investigations confirmed the

results of the Indian investigators.

It is the roots of the plant called

Raiiwolfia serpentina that provide

the drug. Scientists had known
for many years that Raiiwolfia

roots contained numerous alkaloids.

Some of these had been purified

"Louis G. NiCKELLhas made plant physio-
logy his career. Graduating from Yale
University in 1942, he ser\'ed four years
in the U.S. Marine Corps and returned to
earn his doctorate in 1949. He was em-

ployed as a Research Associate at the
Brooklyn Botanical Garden for two years
and is now Plant Physiologist and Head
of die Phytochemistry Laboratory at Pfizer
and Co.—Ed.

THE ROOT THAT RELIEVES BLOOD Pl^SSURE

and studied extensively. But the

active ingredient could not be

pinned down. Finally, a group of

Swiss investigators named Mueller,

Schlittler, and Bein isolated this

new alkaloid, reserpine, in 1952.

It turned out to be the most potent

of the alkaloids in serpentina and

was found to be the sole agent re-

sponsible for the sedative and

hypotensive action for which the

root was useful.

Soon after the value of this plant

became recognized scientifically,

India placed an embargo on Raii-

wolfia serpentina. A search then be-

gan in various parts of the \\'orld

for alternatives or related forms

that might contain the precious

alkaloid.

Raiiwolfia is related to the olean-

der and the periwinkle, and there

are over 130 different species of it.

They grow throughout the world

in tropical and semi-tropical re-

gions. In size and shape, they range

from small shrubs a foot high to

trees over 40 feet high.

Botanical exploration and chemi-

cal study have shown to date that

the roots of at least three other

species of Raiiwolfia contain worth-

while levels of the important alka-

loid, reserpine. One, R. micrantha,

has the same general geographical

17
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> An Arabian doctor
lecturing on antidotes

for snake poison, one of

the early uses for Rail'

wolfia in India.

^ Gathering herbs to

test their medicinal
vahie Fioin .1 (Jeinian

ni a n u « t I I ji t w 1 it ten
almul 1200.

distribution as serpentina and is

tlierefore not of much help in cir-

cumventing the embargo. The sec-

ond, R. vonntoria, is found in con-

siderable abundance in equatorial

Africa. The third, R. hirsiita, is

widespread in both the Eastern and

Western Hemisphere, occurring on

all continents except Europe. (In

technical articles hirsiita also goes

under the names of heteroplujUa

and canescens.) At least four more

species are now known to contain

rescrpine, and there is little doubt

that still others will be found.

Previous e.xiDcrience with hyper-

tension had taught clinicians to look

for certain problems with any new
remedy. Many compounds and ex-

tracts had been studied, and some

had held considerable promise for

a time. These included extracts of

green hellebore (Veratrum viride)

and dihydroergocornine, both of

which are effective when taken by

mouth. But their limitations soon

became evident, as was the case

with all other drugs tried. Veratrum

often resulted in nausea, vomiting,

and other complications, and it re-

quired extremely careful control in

administration. Dihydroergocornine

was ineffective in such a high per-

centage of cases that its usefulness

was limited. Then, too, patients

became resistant to its action after

extended use.

Salient Advantni^es

Clinicians have found that rescr-

pine lowers blood pressure, slows

down the heartbeat, and has a gen-

eral sedative effect. It is relatively

slow in its action yet is compatiljlc

witli otiicr liypotensive agents, thus

allowing combination treatment.

For instance, it can be simultane-

ously used with quick-acting hypo-

tensive agents whose value might

in time be lost if used alone. Most

important is the fact that patients

taking reserpine have not been

shown to develop tolerance or ad-

diction to it.

The drug is still being produced

only from the roots of Ratiuolfia

plants. But the chemical structure

of reserpine has been determined,

and efforts to synthesize it in the

laboratory will be made. There is

also widespread interest in the pos-

sibility of cultivating one of these

species.

To illustrate how quickly the use

of reserpine has mushroomed, dur-

ing 19.54 ( the first full year of use

)

about two dozen companies were

preparing finished products. These

products were used in millions of

prescriptions, whose sale price was

in the neighborhood of 18 to 20

million dollars.

Rauwolfia's effect on high blood

pressure is only part of the story.

That this new "miracle drug"

should also prove its worth spec-

tacularly in the field of psycho-

therapy becomes impressive when

we realize that half of the hospital

beds in the country are occupied

by mental patients. Besides the

hundreds of thousands of bedrid-

den patients, over eight million per-

sons have some type of mental ill-

ness that prevents them from per-

forming their normal jobs.

Ratiwolfia has been proved to

have a relaxing effect on psychotic

patients and also on less seriously

afflicted persons. In psychiatry, it

enables the patient to talk more

freely during treatment. Results

that are little short of amazing
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have been reported in this field.

Some of the leading investigators

have predicted that if long-term

experiments are consistent with the

results so far, reserpine will be the

most important development we
have yet seen in the history of

psychiatry.

Though faith in reserpine is not

unanimous among psychiatrists, all

apparently agree that it should re-

duce the need for electric shock

treatment. This alone would be a

boon to psychiatry. The excellent

promise it holds in the treatment

of schizophrenia was voiced in a

recent meeting sponsored by the

New York Academy of Sciences,

where the use of reserpine in men-

tal and nervous disorders was the

sole topic of discussion. Pointing

out that 47 per cent of the in-pa-

tients in mental hospitals are in

this diagnostic category and that

about a quarter of a billion dollars

is s^Dent on their care each year.

Dr. L. E. Hollistcr of the Stanford

University School of Medicine re-

minded us that a comparable prob-

lem existed no more than eight

years ago in regard to tuberculosis.

"Since the introduction of effective

drugs in the treatment of that di-

sease," stated Dr. Hollister, "the

entire character of the treatment

has changed ... It is altogether

possible that reserpine, chlorpro-

mazine, and other drugs to follow

may cause a similar revolution in

the treatment of the mentally ill."

Caution is of course the byword
of serious medical research men,

but the vast majority are optimis-

tic aljout Rauwolfia. Some go so

far as to say that it is the greatest

medical discovery since the "anti-

biotic era" was ushered in by pen-

icillin.

The ancient herbalists of India

believed long ago that Rauwolfia

was a good thing. The white-coated

practitioners of modern science

have applied the exact scientific

method to demonstrate that it is

broadly beneficial beyond what
anyone might have dared hope.

And in the process, we somehow
gain new confidence in the search

for knowledge and in the vast re-

sources of the plant world.

^ Model showing the molecular structure of reserpine,

the alkaloid responsible for Rainvolfiu s medicinal value.

A Dr. Robert W. Wilkins,
probably the first clinician

to work with Rauwolfia in

this country.

^ KoTARO MuRAi, Francis A.

Hochstein. and W. H. Boep-
nian, who isolated reserpine

from Rnurvolfin hetorophylla
— the most recent commer-
cial advance in tliis field.
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Editorial Introduction

:

Recently when the author of this article was in New York City, we
asked him to tell about the most exciting experience he had ever had
during his years of exploration among the wild tribes of Brazil. A
self-deprecating smile came over his face, as if to deny that adventures

had any connection with his work. But we knew this could hardly be
true, for at the age of 46. Harald Schultz had traveled in many little-

known parts of Brazil and had pursued liis studies among no fewer than
seventeen different tribes. After a moment of thought, he said: "I had
two experiences that stand above the others. One uneasy time was
when I met the Umutinas for the first time. The otiier was when I left

them, under rather uncomfortable circumstances."

We persuaded him that he should write down the two experiences

he narrated, and the reader can judge whether his words "uneasy"
and "uncomfortable" are adequate. Here is the first. The second will

appear in the next issue of Natural History.

here
CDme
the

Umutinas!
Like so many red devils sjiringing fi-om the encir-

cling forest, they dashed forward with hows drawn to

provide one of the most hair-raising receptions ever

recorded hy a white man meeting a group of aborigines

By Harald Schultz
o/ (/,i Sran- Museum Sua }'aula. Ilrnzil

All I'liolufruphs by lliv aulhnr. SPI

A A.S THK NATIVKS led tllC

aiitlior clf)siT l(» tlieir village,

the {luide, sliowri lif'rc. \)\cw

a liurii to annoutu't; tlieir a|>-

liroacli. H<; is Atukar*'-, who
liceaiiif till' author's best
fri<'ncl, Nol(! his necklace of

jaguar teeth aiul liis sparse

l)cur(l. Tlip Brazilians call

the Uiiuitinas the "Barha-
flos," whicli uioan.s llie

lieardci] oiu's.
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Part I:

THIS happened in 1943, when

little was known of the cnstoms

ami lu'iiefs of the Umutinas.

1 had ridden all day on the back

of a truck, traveUng tinough the

dry country of central Mato Grosso,

following the tracks made hy heavy

ox carts with wooden wheels. The

ruts were now very hard and dusty,

and our truck jumped and .shud-

dered without letup. The hot sun

binned pitilessly, and we held our

(\cs half closed against the bright

light as we rode hour after liour.

It was flat open country with

grass, bushes, sand, and stones, but

on the horizon rocky mountains

rose, covered with sparse vegeta-

tion.

Houses made of poles covered

witli clay and with thatched roofs

appeared from time to time. As we
came closer to a river, hght forest

took the place of the flatland vege-

tation.

We were not far from the Jahu-
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^ On this occasion, after the oriiiinal meetinir, Hashipa had heen dancing with eyes closed, deep in the spirit

of the ritual. When he heard tlic click of the author's camera, he suddenly raised his knife in a menacing
gesture. The author took two steps hackwards and forced a laugh. "I do not know wliat lie had in mind," says

Harald Schultz. "Perhaps he was making fun, or trying to frighten me."'

coara River, which flows to the up-

per Paraguay in the interior of

Mato Grosso. Only a wide section

of grassland separated us from the

heavier forests of the Paraguay

River, where the Umutina Indians

lived. Forty years ago, they had

been a powerful and hostile tribe,

feared by all. Armed only with

bows and arrows and clubs, but

with the knowledge of nature that

belongs only to an Indian, they had

" Harald Schultz was born in Brazil, the
son of Dr. Wolfgang Schultz and the
famous Brazilian singer Joaninha Rasmus-
sen Schultz. Interested in tlie natural sci-

ences since childhood, he pursued his
studies in Germany and then, after 1924,
went back to Brazil. In 1942, tlie great
General ( now Marshal ) Candido Mariano

da Silva Rondon invited him to reorgan-
ize the section of the Brazilian Indian Pro-
tection Service concerned with documen-
tary work among the Brazilian Indians,

and for five years he directed this work.
He has served as assistant to the eminent
Brazilian anthropologist Professor Herbert
Baldus and has published many papers.

courageously defended their terri-

tory against the white invader.

However, they had lost nian\' of

their ninnbers.

We stopxDcd near a big house

roofed with sheet metal—the settle-

ment of a trader. His customers

were diamond prospectors and

ipecac gatherers, to whom he sold

the essentials for life in the jimgle

so far away from civilization-

clothes and medicines, oil, guns, and

food, even some perfumes.

HERE COME THE UMUTINAs!



"Are you not afraid to visit these

wild animals of the jungle?" he

asked me, certainly half joking but

also half trying to scare me.

"Why should I be afraid?" I an-

swered, shaking his hand. "I have

liked the other Indians I have met.

Tell me why I should not like

these." I laughed, trying to hide the

curiosity awakened by his question.

"Oh, I never trust them com-

pletely, you know!" said Senhor

Crescencio. "I have lived here for

more than 40 years—came as a little

boy of about 14, worked hard, and

now I am the owner of this trading

post. These Indians have killed

many good people."

"Yes, I know that very well, Sen-

hor Crescencio, but the Umutinas

were pacified in 1911 by Helmano

dos Santos Mascarenhas. And that

is a long time ago. So why do you

fear them still?"

"To be honest, Senhor Haroldo,

they have never done any harm to

me or to any member of my family.

Many years ago they came to my
house from time to time, trying to

obtain presents. Only men came.

Later they also brought their fami-

lies, and this is always a sign of

peace and trust. They needed iron

tools—axes, knives, scissors—but my
wife and I have never trusted them

completely. In our opinion, they

are animals of the forest, wild can-

nibals, and we don't want them."

"Why do you call them canni-

bals? Do you have any reason to

^ A STRONG YOUNG MAN and a good hunter: Katula, Jakuepa's eldest

son. Though he has his own fields, he is as yet unmarried. The
Umutina men tie their hair up in this fashion and pluck their eyebrows.

think that they eat human flesh?"

The trader laughed ruefully.

"Senhor Haroldo, you don't know
with whom you are going to deal.

Years ago they ate the heads of

their dead enemies. I hope they will

not eat yours."

He was joking, but there was

something serious behind what he

said.

"How do you know this?"

"Very simple. One of my servants

was taken prisoner by the Umuti-

nas when he was a little boy. He is

old now, but he often talks about

what he saw. They did not kill him
—he was too young—, but they

killed a man they caught with him."

"Do you know the details—how it

happened?"

"Oh yes, I have heard the story

often, but perhaps you would rath-

er hear it at first hand."

I nodded.

"Raimundo! Raimundo!" he
called. "Come here and meet this

gentleman who wants to visit the

Umutinas. He says he is a friend of

all Indians. Ha-ha-ha!"

An old man appeared and said,

"How are you?" He looked like one

who has worked hard all his life

but earned very little.

"Thanks, I am very fine," I said.

"And how are you?"

Senhor Raimundo nodded.

"Tell him your story," said the

trader.

Raimundo sat down on the trunk

of a tree and started to talk:

"When I was a very young fellow

—I do not remember exactly how



old—we were out in tlic jungle

looking for a medicinal plant that

grows here in abundance. The price

was high, and we all needed money.

There was plenty of game, and we
could stay in the jungle for a long

time. We went far into the forest,

never thinking of the danger of

Indians or wild animals. Then one

day we were suddenly surrounded

by a large group of Umutinas, who
must have been on a hunting trip.

One of our men did not wait. He
only shouted, 'The Indians!' and

started shooting his rifle. He killed

one of the Indians.

"I don't know whether these In-

dians had come to attack us or not.

If so, I should think they could

easily have killed us with their

arrows, because they were hiding

behind big trees. Anyway, after we

had killed one of them, they be-

came furious, almost like wild ani-

mals. They jumped at us and beat

us with their heavy clubs, which

were made of hard black wood.

Two of our group were killed on

the spot, but I and the man who
had shot at them were made pris-

oners.

"They tied us up with vines and

then started talking to the man who
had killed one of them. They al-

ways said the same word, repeating

it over and over. We did not under-

stand it. But suddenly the man saiil

to me, 'Raimundo, I think I know

what they are saying. Someone told

me once. They are asking my name.

I think they want to be our friends.

Perhaps tlicy are not going to kill

us.'

"He started laughing excitedly

A The author and his Uniutina friends. The women's skirts are

woven into a continuous band, witlioul bcfiinninp or end.

A The only young girl of marriagc-

al)le afie in the Umutina village:

Jukucpa's daughter. She could not

marry, because all were too closely re-

lated to her. \^'hcn they |)roposed that

the author become her lui.*]iand and
he laughingly asked why not. slie said:

"Tliat would be no good, jjecause you
do not like the way I prepare my
food."

^ A INUSCHIEVOl S YOUNG GIRL of the

trilii'. who kept looking into all the

author's boxes uutil lie put her in

cliarge of guarding thcui from the

others.

A An Umutina house, showing the characteristic sloping straw

wall. The men build tlie houses, but tliey belong to the women.



^ First step in a fish poisoning

expedition: hriniring the timbo
vines, which contain the poison.

^ The vines are beaten and then carried into the

pool so their juice can be mixed with the water.

^ Spreading the lathery juice through the

pool. The chief of tiie parly watches to see that

all his helpers do a thorough job. It may take

two hours to treat every portion of the pool.

^ Special bows and arrows are used
for shooting the drugged fish. The
man will sjioot all four or five arrows
before collecting the fish. EacJi per-

son collects for his o^vn family. The
poison only suffocates the fish and in

no way affects their food value.
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and then said his name, 'Fehsberto,'

and repeated it whenever they

spoke. The Indians tried to pro-

nounce the name and asked him

over and over. Finally one of them

could say 'Felisberto' more or less

correctly,—the one who had caught

him—, and then it happened.

"One of the other Indians had

been standing behind Felisberto

with a club in his hands, and the

Indian \vho had caught him gave

a signal with his eyes. The man be-

hind Felisberto then struck him on

the head so heavily that he fell to

the ground dead, without sign of

pain. '

"After awhile they cut his head

off and started a fire. They boiled

the meat for about two hours. Then
they started eating it, but vomiting

part of it because of aversion. The
man who had killed Felisberto col-

lected the teeth from the skull and

later made a necklace for his wife."

Raimundo was now visibly dis-

turbed by the memory and inter-

rupted his story.

"But how did you escape?" I

asked, "Why did they not kill you?"

"Probably because I was too

young. I was only a boy. Later I

learned why they killed prisoners

and ate their heads. They only ate

the heads of strong, dangerous, and

courageous enemies. They believed

that by doing so they would gain

the victim's power and courage and

his good qualities as a warrior. It

was a kind of an honor to the enemy
killed, and again there was a special

reason related to the belief of the

eternal life of the soul. Names be-

longed to certain families or family

groups. Other families could not use

them. Names were as much a pos-

session as a precious stone is among
us." ^

"What did they do with the other

bodies—the two they had killed?

Did they eat them, too?"

"No, they pushed them into hol-

low trunks of rotten trees. Their

movements were full of haste, and

they seemed to be hateful. They

carried home the Indian who had

been killed by Felisberto, loudly

crying while they marched through

the forest. They buried him in his

own hut. He was the father of two

small children. His wife slept upon
his grave on her straw mat."

"Did they mistreat you?" I asked.

"How long did you live among
them?"

"They were very kind to me. No-

body ever showed any anger to-

ward me. But I was unhappy. Their

food was very strange at first, and

I kept watching for a chance to go

back to my parents. One day, after

a couple of weeks, perhaps months,

they went on a trip to catch fish

by poisoning one of the lakes. All

the Indians were leaving the vil-

lage, so I had to go with them. But

when they became busy killing fish,

they seemed to forget about me. I

hid behind a big tree; then I started

walking quietly. Pretty soon I be-

gan running as if the devil were

after my soul. I had taken careful

notice of the direction I would have

to go if I were ever to escape. The
forest on the borders of the upper

Paraguay is not very wide, you

know, so I was able to get through

it in two hours. Then I started

across the open grassland."

The old man drew a deep breath

and narrowed his eyes. "This was
many, many years ago," he went

on. "The war between the Indians

and the white man later became

^ All this inform.i(ion was verified later by the
author when he lived among the Umntinas for
more than eight months. The fact about eating
dead enemies is known not only from the Umu-
tinas but from many other tribes of Brazil, as for
example the Tupi of the Brazilian coast during
early colonial times.

more intense, and then came the

pacification. But with the pacifica-

tion came also the contact with the

white man, and the diseases that

followed killed more Indians than

bullets ever could."

"How many Umutina Indians do
you think existed when you were
their prisoner?"

"I am a simple man, Senhor, and
I cannot be responsible for an exact

number. I think there were several

hundred of them in more than three

or four villages. They were like ants

in the one village where I lived.

There seemed to be struggles

among different groups. And they

killed each other for reasons I could

not understand."

To the Point of Contact

Later, when our truck was ready

to start again, the trader gave me
friendly encouragement: "Good luck

to you," he said. "I'm sure you will

like the Umutina Indians. The devil

is never as black as he is painted."

I thanked him, and we traveled

through the flat grassland to the

Paraguay River, crossing it by a

shallow ford. I was thinking about

the boy who had been captured by
the Umutinas when we came into

sight of the post of the Brazilian

Indian Service called Fraternidade

Indigena, which means "Indian

Brotherhood."

There was a large square formed
by the administration buildings, an

Indian school and nursery, and two
rows of small houses occupied b\-

Indians—a total population of about

200.

Senhor Jose Ferdelis \\as in

charge here. He greeted me and
learned the purpose of my trip.

"You can't visit the Umutina," he
said, "without first being in\^ited by
them."

"I have come just to stud\- them,"

I said.

"I will send a messenger, one of

their relatives, to tell them you are

here and want to meet them."

"Tell them I have many axes,

knives, and other useful things for

them," I suggested.

The messenger left the same day.

The only thing to do now was to
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A Back home, the fisli arc scaled and cleaned. Some are boiled and eaten at once. The larger quantity

are dried on a rack. Several weeks later, the dried fish will be ground and mixed with pepper and

corn flour, then cooked as a paste. The author pronounced it "horrible," but the Umutinas love it.

wait. A near-by creek of clear water

invited us to swim, and the day

passed quickly.

Later, wlicn we were in front of

tlie agent's house chatting, I asked:

"When do you expect the messen-

ger to get back?"

"He will be back soon, I tliink,"

said Senlior Jose Ferdelis.

Just then, one of the otlicis said,

"Look at that! Smoke in tlie forest."

A column of smoke was rising

far in the distance.

"I think it is a sign that the Umu-

tinas are coming," said Scnhor Jose

I'crdelis.

After awhile, another smoke sig-

nal appeared, this time closer. Some-

what later, a third rose, now only

about half a mile away.

I was getting e.xcited, for I had

traveled far to see these Indians

and was sure they would prove to

be interesting. But I was not pre-

pared for anything so frightening

as was to occur. It happened all of

a sudden.

26

Red spots jumped out of the for-

est about 200 }'ards from where we
were sitting, and the Umutinas

came charging tou'ard us. They

looked like devils popping out of

hell. They were painted red from

head to foot — bodies, arms, and

legs—, but their faces were stripes

of black, yellow, and red. They

carried long heavy bows and ar-

rows. As they ran toward us, they

shouted and jumped; and then they

all stojipcd, drew their bow strings,

and aimed directly at us!

Surely, I thought, they aren't go-

ing to attack us.

If a band of Indians like this all

shoot at once at close range, you

are practically certain to be struck.

The chances are that one volley will

leave you bristling like a pin

cushion. I could scarcely believe my
eyes; but the next moment I heard

their bow strings twang!

I waited to be struck, every

muscle tight. But no arrows came.

The Indians then ran backward

a short distance, stopped, and

jumped to both sides. A moment
later they charged again. At about

50 yards they stopped once more,

drew their bow strings, and point-

ed the arrows at us. I could see

their angry-looking faces, their ex-

posed teeth. The strings of the bows
sang again, and my heart poimded,

but the arrows did not fly. How
the warriors could so skillfully stop

the arrows from sliding through

their fingers I could not imagine.

.\gain they rushed forward, jump-

ing grotesquely from side to side,

and then another volley. Now they

were so close I coidd sec their ar-

rows were tipped with metal points

made from knife blades. So it went,

charge after charge. Their grue-

some shouts and the twanging of

the bow strings filled our ears.

Every minute I thought this cat-

and-mouse game would end and
that one of the arrows would come
flying toward me.

The Indians were now trembling
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all over, but I sensed that the emo-

tion was not anger; it was excite-

ment and fear — fear at meeting

white people. Actually their per-

formance had not been an attack

but was their usual form of greet-

ing. Instead of walking up and

shaking hands, it was customary for

the Umutinas to put on a full-

fledged attack—all except letting the

arrows go.

Then they came close and spoke

in whispers, repeating the same

word over and over: "Mistekame,

mistekaine." They said it ten times

and more.

"They want to know your name,"

said Jose Ferdelis. "Mistekaine

means 'Who are you? What is your

name?'

"

"Mistekaine — Haroldo," I said.

Each time I spoke my name, they

tried to pronounce it, at first badly,

then better. At last, they pro-

nounced it "Haroodo." Now it was

my turn to know the name of each

of them.

The eldest was Jukuepa, his two

sons Katulii and Julapare. Jukuepa's

brother-in-law was Hashipa.

They were calmer now, and I de-

livered to each a steel axe and a

pointed knife. Jukuepa returned the

gesture by presenting me with a

beautiful arrow adorned with pom-
pons of white down and with guide

feathers taken from eagle wings.

No More Axes

Later, a single Umutina burst out

of the jungle—a thinner man than

any of the others but very muscular

—and went through the same per-

formance, ending by asking my
name just as the others had.

Now, however, there was a prob-

lem. I was out of axes and had only

one pointed knife left. All of the

other Indians had gotten an ax as

well as a knife.

Senhor Ferdelis said: "Now you

will have an enemy. He will expect

an ax and you have none."

There was nothing else to do, so

I handed the Indian the knife. He
looked at it, then looked at the axes

the other Indians were holding.

Suddenly he started jumping again.

He trembled tliroughout his body,

raised the pointed kiiifo in his fist,

and jumped toward me. Hate

flashed in his nearly-closed eyes.

His face, being completely covered

witli jiaint, did not reveal any other

feeling. He then brought the point

of the knife down to my shoulder at

the soft place between the collar

bone and the shoulder blade. M>-

heart was pounding. I could see

the knife trembling under the man's

hand. He held the point there for

what seemed like minutes.

I could not stop the impulse to

move backward two steps, but he

followed me. I'm sure that my face

must have been pale. I tried to

laugh but could not. There was a

strange feeling in my spine. The
Indian pressed the knife down-
ward, and I thought surely he was
going to drive it into me. Then he

started whispering the same "Miste-

kame, mistekame (Who are you,

who are you?)."

"I am Haroldo," I answered and

kept saying it until he knew my
name correctly.

Strangely enough, this Indian,

Atukare by name, later became my
best friend.

Our interpreter was the same In-

dian who had taken the message

to the Umutina village. "They have

been out fishing," he said, "killing

fish with the poison called timbo.

There were plenty of fish, but the

Indians complain that there is a

lack of manioc flour and raw sugar.

They want you to come with these

things at once. They say they will

be glad to have a guest in their

village."

I promised that I would start on

the morrow, explaining that manioc

flour and raw sugar would have to

be bought back at Barra dos

Bugres.

The Indians rested a little, eating

boiled beans and drinking the re-

freshment offered b>' the manager.

Then they started the march back

to their village, about 40 miles in-

side the jungle.

The next day a dugout, paddled

by twelve strong arms of ci\'ilized

Indians, took us upstream. Two
days later we arrived at the Umu-
tina village.

HERE COME THE UMUTINAS

Long before our arrival, a horn

was blown to announce that we
were coming. The Indians in the

village answered in the same way,

indicating that we were welcome.

There was no ceremonial "wel-

come attack" this time. Two young

Umutinas, their whole bodies

painted red, were waiting for us.

A Ghostly Village

It was already dark, and it was

raining lightly. The houses were

not ver}' far from the shore, looking

like mounds of straw in the dark.

Dogs were yelping, children crying

in fear. The women came close to

see the strange visitor. Many tamed

birds of the forest were ambling

around the clearing, and two tall

black-headed storks were standing

near the fire, like two human beings

trying to get warm.

"Wliy so many pet animals?" I

asked.

The answer did not come easily,

but in time they told me:

"Some of them already contain

the souls of dead Umutinas, others

are waiting to get them. All of us

choose the animal we will live in

after death."

The spooky storks, the gloom and

rain, everything oppressed me. I

was tired, and my mosquito net was
dripping wet. "This is a bad place,"

I said to myself. "But it's not a time

to complain."

Jukuepa was hospitable. He gave

me a place to hang my hammock
between fires that were burning on

the floor in one of the huts. He of-

fered me a present of welcome—

a

veiy fineh' made club of heaw
black palmwood, similar to a

sword. Himdreds of fish were smok-

ing on drying racks, and he offered

me some for dinner.

This was the beginning of my
long sojourn among these interest-

ing Indians. That night, trying to

sleep in ni)- hammock, I kept think-

ing of that hair-raising greeting and

hoping the\' would not show me a

real fight * ^ +
Next inoiith, Harald Schultz will toll

how ho was almost killed anions the
Umutinas and of the strange part
plavod by Atukare, the Indian who
got only a knife.
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An Ancient Practice

Presented for the First Tiime

At the jrigid fringe of the inhabited world, these fur-clad figures from out of the

primitive past travel by dog sled from 10 to 40 miles onto the sea ice for the ivinter walrus hunt. Their life depends

on it. In their heads they carry the timeless techniques that have permitted them to survive in a icorld of tooth and

claw. Beneath their furs they wear the amulets that will help their luck in the hunt. In their hearts they knoiv

that some may be carried out to sea on broken ice, never to return. Bui the tribe must live on. Six sleds and 85

dogs took part in this hunt.

^ Old Shapl.ngalok almost didn't make it. He was marooned for nine days on drifting ice.

1

J
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h i
A At their hunting camp on newly-fonned ice, they climb a pressure ridge to look for walrus.

Wherever a lead of open water forms in the moving ice, the animals may he sighted. Or a walrus

may break through new "ruljher" ice at any time to breathe.

Walrus Hunt
One of the most hazardous pursuits in the arctic is the annual walrus hunt of the Iglulik

Eskimos, who give us a glimpse of what life may have been like in the Middle Stone Age

A Photo Series by Richard Harrington* Text by Edward Weyer, Jr.

EVER since WilHam Edward
Parry discovered this group of

Eskimos on his second voyage

( 1821-23 ), the Iglulik Eskimos have

attracted scientific interest. But

owing to their inaccessible location

at the head of ice-choked Foxe

Basin, few explorers visited them

until fairly recent times. Their win-

ter walrus hunting has probably not

been witnessed by more than half

a dozen white men, and no photo-

graphic record had been made of it

until Richard Harrington under-

took a special trip for this purpose.

He writes that his journey by

dog sled from Repulse Bay north-

west of Hudson Bay to the Eskimo

settlement on the island of Iglulik,

a distance of some 250 miles, was

the toughest trip he ever made.

With him was an Iglulik Eskimo

named Kalaut. Thev had to travel

° Richard Harrington is the author of

T/ic Face of the Arctic. In addition to ex-

tensive travels in the north, he has also

photographed native peoples as far south
as Tierra del Fiiego and in Australia and
tlie islands of Polynesia.—Ed.

walrus hunt

A If one ok tiik scvttekkd (;i;()I ps of inmters Ix-ars a walrus emerge.

they run toward tlie breathing liole to friglitcn it. By the lime they reach

the spot, tlie animal may be out of Iireatli so that the hunters can more
easily harpoon i(. as thev have done here. The second man stands ready
to help kill ihe animal. Sojnetimos a lance is used, sometimes nowadays,
a rifle, but they shoot sparingly lest they scare other walruses away.
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^ The ice is chopped away to get tlie walrus out. Tlie iloi;s, as well

versed in their part as the men in theirs, stand ready to help.

A A FREQUENT accident. Pressure has caused
sheet of ice to come slitherins over the hole whe

into the teeth of the wind most of

the way, and at times the gales

prevented any movement. It was

the month of January, at a time of

the year when there is barely any

daylight at that latitude. Toward
the end of the journey they ran

out of food. The trip took nearly

twice as long as it should have.

Survivors from the Mesolithic

The Iglulik Eskimos are inter-

esting because their mode of life

is extreme even for Eskimos, liv-

ing as they do at the edge of the

inhabited world in the central

arctic. In technology, they repre-

sent a stage comparable to the Mid-

dle Stone Age.

Modern studies of the Iglulik

Eskimos have been made by Ther-

kel Mathiassen, the late Knud Ras-

mussen, and others. But equally

important in one sense is the fact

that when William Edward Parry

discovered the tribe, he and his

second-in-command, G. F. Lyon,

recorded detailed observations on

their life and thought before civili-

zation could have had any effect on

them. Thus in the description these

men give us of their winter at the

village of Iglulik, we have a pris-

tine glimpse of the habits and be-

liefs of a nature-people, unmodified

by any influences that might blur

the view of this much earlier stage

of human existence.

30

We cannot compare their mar-

riage customs with those of Stone

Age man, because little is known of

the latter. But it may be noted that

the explorers foimd the tribe living

in a state of flexible monogamy,

freely exchanging their wives under

certain circumstances and showing

little evidence of marital jealousy.

It is possible, from what Stefansson

has reported from the Eskimos of

Coronation Gulf to the west, that the

Igluik Eskimos did not know "the

facts of life."

In hunting techniques, they

showed elaborate specialization.

Summer found them scouring the

country for caribou. During the

winter, they lived in snow houses

along the shore and hunted sea

mammals out on the floating ice.

Life for them hung upon the bow
string and harpoon line, and they

shared their food communally.

Like other tribes among the

Central Eskimos, the Iglulingmiut

were hampered by many taboos

intended to avoid contact between

products of the land and products

of the sea. At walrus hunting time,

instead of using a moss wick in

their seal oil lamps, they were re-

quired to use only a wick molded

of powdered walrus ivory. And
they could not wear boots that had
been used while salmon fishing.

On the practical side, however,

the Iglulik Ekimos offer brilliant

examples of the ingenious use of

extremely limited materials. So far

beyond the limit of trees, driftwood

is rare, and these Eskimos are some-

times forced to make a sledge out

of wet walrus hides, folded up and

frozen. The snow house itself is a

classic example of ingenuity, with

its window of ice or gut.

The walrus hunt illustrates how
vital and indispensable a weapon
the harpoon is to any people who
live by sea hunting. On land, the

wounded animal can be pursued,

by dogs or men. But at sea, to in-

jure an animal simply by gun or

lance is almost certainly to lose it,

for it will sink or dive and come up
far away if at all. To prevent this,

primitive people many centuries

ago invented the harpoon to hold

the stricken animal on the end of a

line. This implement has permitted

the survival of tribes in regions

otherwise uninhabitable. The head

of the harpoon upon entering the

body of the animal, becomes de-

tached from the shaft and tiuns

crosssways beneath the skin like a

toggle, with the line attached to it

and held by the hunter.

Even when the harpoon strikes

its mark, however, the task of land-

ing a walrus weighing a ton or a

ton and a half is difficult. If not

careful, the hunter can be caught

in a coil of his own line and
dragged from the slippery ice to

NATURAL HISTORY, JANUARY, 1 956



the walrus was. The Eskimos are in danger of

losing their catch, their dogs, even their own lives.

drown in the frigid sea. His ob-

jective is to snub the rawhide line

around the harpoon shaft, which

he has stuck into the ice, and to

draw the animal close enough to

kill it by spearing. Two or more

always work together at this.

For hauling the carcass up onto

the ice, the Eskimo has devised so

astonishing an equivalent of the

block-and-tackle that some suspect

he may have borrowed the idea

from rigging seen on the early ships

of the white man. He fastens one

end of the line to the walrus' nose.

He then passes the line around the

upright harpoon and back to the

walrus, threading it through a loop

cut in the animal's hide. The hunt-

ers then pull on the free end, and

the line slides through the slits in

the hide as through a pulley. This

gives them a mechanical advan-

tage of approximately two to one

over a straight pull, except for a

slight amount of friction. Some-

times the hunters run the line

around one of the walrus' tusks in-

stead of through a loop in the skin.

This suggests a way in which the

people may accidentally have dis-

covered the principle in the normal

course of their work.

A Difficult Assignment

"Photographing this operation,"

writes Mr. Harrington, "was the

most grueling project I have ever

WALRUS HUNT

A A NEW CHANCE to save the day. The dogs are hitched to tlie

carcass, and the liunters urge them to their utmost. Men and
dogs pull frantically to forestall another fiasco on the shifting ice.

Out on the ice at

last: a female walrus

weighing something
over 1000 pounds.
The hunters are now
chortling with glee.

^ The tusks are in

considerable demand.
They provide ivory
for harpoon heads,
toggles for dog tracers,

and otlier implements.



^ The man who harpooned tlic animal gets his choice of the meat, usually

the forepart. But otherwise, food is divided communally among the Iglulik

Eskimos, for today's fortunate hunter may be tomorrow's "hard luck
Harry."

^ Back on shore, Shapungalok's frozen feet are treated by tlie manager
of the trading post. Notice the fatigue and pain WTitten on his face after

nine days near death on a floating cake of ice.

carried out. The hunters usually re-

turn at night from the drifting ice,

as no shelter can be erected where

there is not even snow suitable for

a snow hut. But the hunters are

often marooned for days on the ice,

and every year some men freeze

to death.

"A constant spray was drifting

off the open water, covering our

fur clothes and chilling us thor-

oughly. The surface of the ice was
wet, and it was almost impossible

not to sink into the water at some
time or other, especially when
crossing new ice. When looking

around for the best points from
which to take pictures, I always

had to keep a close watch for new
leads suddenly opening up in the

ice, and they often did, almost rm-

der my feet. Another hazard occurs

when the advancing ice builds up
upon itself until its own weight

causes sudden breakage and sink-

ing. Once when a sheet of ice slith-

ered over the piece on which we
were standing, we almost lost our

equipment and I recovered my
gloves just as they were disappear-

ing under the advancing sheet.

"Since the hunting is always done
when the wind is blowing off the

water, bringing fog and mist, it is

impossible to get clear, sharp pho-

tographs of this. And if the wind
shifts to an offshore position, it is

almost certain death to remain on

the ice, because vast cakes break

off, drift loose, and become broken

into small pieces."

By the time the Eskimos with

whom Mr. Harrington was working

had secured their first walrus, he

seems to have grown sufficiently

tired and hungry to rejoice equally

with his companions, for he writes:

"But there was adequate reward

for all the hardships we suffered.

The first walrus was split open
swiftly and the stomach lifted out.

There, inside, we found the choic-

est tidbits of half-digested sea food.

We ate the crabmeat and clams

and found them just nicely sea-

soned by the gastric juice of the

walrus."



Everglades

Boardwalk
I

ANHINGA
yf T RA I L

The Anhinga Trail is a photographic paradise for amateur

and professional alike, and you only have to walk a few steps

NOWHERE else in America

will 150 paces carry you
among greater concentrations of

spectacular bird life than on the

Anhinga Trail in the Everglades

National Park, in southern Florida.

Only 40 miles southwest of Miami
and two miles beyond the entrance

to the lV2-million-acre government

sanctuary, this wildlife boardwalk

zigzags northward into the heart

of an area such as an explorer

By Edwin Way Teale"*

might journey hundreds of miles to

see. Yet the trail is as easy to travel

as a sidewalk, for it is built of

planks supported by piles over the

water and land of Taylor Slough.

Over it, tens of thousands from all

over America and from many for-

eign countries have entered a world

of creatures that live their natural

lives in a wilderness relationship

older than the Seminoles.

It was Bearing sunset on the last

°Ein\iN Way Tealk's hooks

—from Grassroot Jungles to

Nortit with the Spring—num-
ber more than a dozen and are

so well known that he needs no
introduction. He has received the respected

John Burroughs Medal and has contributed

articles to N.\tural History Magazine
ever since 1941 when his interest in nature

compelled him to lea\e an editorial career

to devote himself exclusively to writing. He
is active in a wide assortment of scientific

societies and has been president of the New
York Entomological Society.—Ed.

'^ Looking toward the end of the Anhinga Trail, where the Jioarilwalk

broadens to provide camera space for visiting nature photographers.
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T/ie 6z/dfs and the animals here are never fed. They are living

B
day of February when I first came

to the Anhinga Trail. Wherever I

looked, as I stood at the vantage

point of its farther end, the hfe of

the Everglades was in action. Rip-

ples spread away from dabbling

coot among the spatterdock leaves.

Anhingas — the water-turkeys for

whom the trail is named — swam
submerged with only their snaky

necks above water. Overhead, three

wood ibis, America's only member
of the stork family, soared in wide

curves, losing altitude slowly as

they descended to roost for the

night. Resplendent in metallic hues,

purple gallinules stalked across the

lily pads. And in the shallows.

white American egrets fished for

blunt-nosed gar, producing circles

of expanding ripples on the tinted

water at every thrust of their spear-

like bills. Here and there, scattered

on islands just above the water

line, stretched the black, beached

"logs" that surprises visitors by

turning into alligators. Even that

most shy of all southern swamp
birds, the limpkin, wandered close

beside the boardwalk. Fortunate

visitors here sometimes have seen

baby limpkins trailing along behind

their parents on their earliest snail-

hunting expeditions.

Park officials have wisely ruled

against feeding the wildlife along

the Anhinga Trail. The creatures

you watch there are not pan-

handlers congregating to beg for

unnatural food. Each is following

its own hereditary pattern of be-

havior, engaging in the activity

that has characterized its kind for

thousands of years. Here you see

the Everglades unchanged.

Only one element has been al-

tered. The creatures have learned

—with that almost pathetic swift-

ness with which they discover such

things when given a chance—that

here they need have no fear of

man. They have lost much of their

timidity and secretiveness. The con-

sequence is something almost magi-

cal. The visitor has the impression

of being in the very heart of a wild

world whose inhabitants are una-

ware of his presence. He seems

standing unseen, invisible, amid all

the varied life that spawns so richly

in the Everglades.

This impression persisted when I

returned under different conditions,

even under the full glare of the mid-

day sun. About the boardwalk a

wheel of interrelated life revolves

continually. It provides a wildlife

show that never ends. Different

hours, different days, different sea-

sons reveal new aspects of life. Each

visit, even though you return a hun-

dred times, will reward you with

^ As SEEN FROM THE END OF THE BOARDWALK: An nii(lisluil)t(l natural lialjitat. inhaltited Ijy an ajjundan

''lii'v'*



ir own efforts, just os they did before man came

fresh sights and new surprises.

Looking down, you may suddenly

become aware that ahnost directly

below you, only a dozen feet away,

an American bittern stands rigid in

the swamp vegetation. Or below the

wire-mesh sides of the boardwalk,

you may see a black water snake

looped in the grass sunning itself.

Sometimes there is a splash and

an uproar among the roosting herons

as an alligator lunges toward some

victim swimming in the water.

Otters have been seen feeding

hardly a hundred yards from the

trail.

It is during the winter season,

at precisely the time when the

greatest number of visitors from

the North are in Florida, that the

Anhinga Trail is most interesting.

Then there is the greatest concen-

tration of birds in the slough. Dur-

ing the summer season, when water

covers 80 per cent of the Ever-

glades, the snowy egrets and Ameri-

can egrets, the wood ibis and white

)

eatures that have lost their fear of man.

£<fioin Way Teale

Allan D. Crulckshank from Nal'l Audubon Soc.

<The Anhinga. or Water Turkey,
after wliicli the Trail is named.

'*' Purple Gallinule,
standing on spatterdock or

yellow pond lily leaves.

A'(il7 Audubon Soc. •



^ OR OTHER CREATURES.

tJ., IT IS MISTAKEN KINDNESS TO FEED ANY
'VILDLIFE HERE, AND IT IS PROHIBITED TO
* 00 SO. 9ECAUSE THERE IS, AMPLE NATURAL
food. ARTIFICIAL FEEDING ENCOURAGES

t.¥ULNER/>lBILITY TO DISEASES, DEPENDENCE
yUPON MRN, AND AN 'UNNATURAL SITUATION'.

^ A Great White Heron.
Eilivin Way Teale

ibis, the anhingas and bitterns, the

little blue and Louisiana herons,

tend to spread out. E.xtending from

December 1 to April 30, the winter

season is a time of clear weather

and comparatively little rainfall.

Long before this dry season of

the year ends, nests are already

being built by many Everglades

birds. On March 1, I counted four

anhinga nests already taking shape

among the low willows within full

view of the trail. At such times,

watchers can see, in all its bizarre

aspects, the courtship dis^^lay of

the water turkey. During the latter

part of the winter, the resident

birds at this far southern tip of the

United States are already in full

breeding plumage.

Along the length of the Ever-

glades boardwalk, a wildlife pho-

tographer finds a happy hunting

ground unparalleled in my experi-

ence. It is the only place I know
of where an amateur with simple

photographic equipment can, in a

fairly short time, procure enough

slides or movies to put on an im-

pressive showing for his friends.

Blinds are unnecessary; telephoto

lenses are not even essential. Al-

most every step brings some new
subject before one's camera. The
Anhinga Trail is a roadway to a

thousand pictures. Here are crea-

tures unrestrained, untamed, living

wild and natural lives, yet mov-

ing close at hand and unafraid.

The bird that probably has been

photographed more than any other

here is a certain purple gallinule

^ A Coot feedinf; at sunset among the spatterdock.

Edwin Ifay Tcale
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,l,hnnh from yat'l Auduhon Soc.

A American Eguet, a graceful l)ii(l w'nh a winiisjnoail of almost five feet.

A An American Bittern
wadinn; among the swamp
vegetation near the Trail.

EVERGLADES BOARDWALK

that poses beautifully as it feeds

near the end of the trail. One year

tliis bird appeared simultaneously in

four different wildlife lectures illus-

trated with color movies, and in

how many thousands of still photo-

graphs it has been recorded, no-

body knows.

If any one hour is more inter-

esting than others for visiting the

Anhinga Trail it is probably toward

the close of day. It is then that

the large swamp birds, returning

from feeding, come sailing and flap-

ping over the low trees to settle

in their roosts for the night. All

this wide land of sloughs and saw-

grass and mangrove, of ditches

and shallow lakes, is heron country.

And at sunset they come home,

from little snowy egrets and green

herons to the wide-winged Ameri-

can egrets and great blues. You

see them even after the redness

has left the western sky, in silhou-

ette against the glow above the

l)lack trees. Strikingly apparent be-

comes the difference in wingbeat—

the slow, plodding stroke of the

larger birds, the curious up-flipping

stroke of the limpkins. And when

all is dark and you are leaving,

frogs have begun their brasing and

fireflies—although the season is still

winter — are flashing among the

bushes.

Veteran naturalists and beginners

both find fascination in the activity

unfolded so close at hand along

the Anhinga Trail. The whole cycle

of interdependent life, the ecology

of the Everglades, is sjjread out

ab(Hit you. Larger fish can be seen

preying on smaller fish and an-

hingas and herons preying on them.

Food chains, predator chains, these

can be observed running through

the life of the slough. Here the

elderK' anil the young alike may

become explorers, for cars can drive

up and park at the very entrance

to the Anhinga Trail.

First built in 1949, two years

after President Truman dedicated

the Everglades National Park on

December 6, 1947, the .\nhinga

Trail was rebuilt in 195.3. Although

I have visited every state in the

Union and been in almost all the

great national parks, it seems to

me that this simple wooden path

into Taylor Slough is one of the

most interesting and successful

features to be found an\Avhere

among our natural wonders. Yet

its total cost was onl\- $2,000!
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Asphalt
The aiicie

EACH clay President Eisen-

liower, scores of diplomats,

and numberless foreign and Amer-

ican visitors travel up and down
Pennsylvania Avenue. Few of these

thousands are probably aware that

British Information Servica



^ "DtAiH Ikap of iHE Aces": A well-known mural by tlie late Charles R. Kniftlit,

depicting the ancient scene at the La Brea pits. (In the Los Angeles County Museum.)

Preservative oi the Affes
[it to strange uses ; modern science is finding increasingly varied applications

the asphalt with which the thor-

oughfare was originally paved

came from the same "lake" that

supplied Columbus with pitch to

caulk the seams of his ships.

On his third voyage to the New

World, Columbus gave orders to

drop anchor off the shores of a

tropical island, which he named
La Trinidad. Then, before setting

sail for more distant lands, he "ca-

reened his galleons and caulked

their storm-racked seams with nat-

ural waterproofing material." The
material of which he wrote in his

log in 1498 came from Trinidad's

Pitch Lake, as did the asphalt used

in paving the streets in many lead-

ing cities around the world. Michi-

gan Boulevard in Chicago and the

Thames-Victoria Embankment in

London are among the famous

thoroughfares originally paved
with asphalt from Trinidad's Pitch

Lake. After four and a half cen-

turies, the lake still produces as-

phalt.

Another daring adventurer who
sighted Trinidad was Sir Walter

Raleigh. Stories had been circu-

lating in Spain and England of a

fabulously wealthy area called "El

Dorado" somewhere in northern

South America. Rumors reached Sir

ASPHALT— PRESERVATIVE OF THE AGES

By Mildred C. Pergande

Walter Raleigh in his retreat at

Sherborne, and he decided to take

command of an expedition. He set

out with five vessels and landed

about two months later on the

island from which asphalt flowed

into the sea. We have the descrip-

tion from his notes of the vovage,

which were published in England

upon his return in order to refute

accusations b\- his enemies at court

that he had not even crossed the

Atlantic.

Casting anchor at Point Ciwia-

pan on March 22, 1595, he explored

the coast in his barge and in time

came to a port that was called by
the natives Piche and by the Span-

iards Tierra de Brea ("Land of

Tar"). There he rediscovered the

lake of "stone pitch," as he called

it, and marveled at the vast quan-

tities of caulking material waiting

to be used. He tried it out on his

own ships and found it excellent.

He pointed out that because it did

not melt in the sun like the pitch

of Norway, it would be "very prof-
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italilc for shii:)s tradint^ the south

parts.

"

Raleigh was indeed prophetic,

for in the years since his visit more

than ten miUion tons of asphalt

have been removed from Pitch

Lake, and the supply seems well-

nigh inexhaustible.

Moderns Still Marvel

The island of Trinidad, 1974

miles from New York, has an area

of 1755 square miles. Bitumen, or

fossil pitch, can be found through-

out its southern part. Point La Brea

is, in fact, formed of hardened

pitch extending out into the Gulf

of Paria. Pitch Lake is located on

the highest part of La Brea Point,

at Brighton, about 58 miles from

Port-of-Spain. Standing on the

shore, you see 114 acres of a gray-

ish-black mass spread out before

you. The surface of the lake is a

series of irregular folds and creas-

es, in wliich rain water has accu-

mulated.

The asphalt is constantly in mo-

tion from the center of the lake

toward the edges, in what are

called flows or currents. This cen-
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ter, wliich has been measured to a

depth of 285 feet but may be deeper,

is known as the "Mother of the

Lake." The asphalt here is fresh

and soft compared to that taken

from other parts of the lake. In

isolated spots and along the shore

line, shrubs and vegetation flourish.

Small trees slowly migrate from

place to place with the movement
of the asphalt. Because their roots

and stumps gradually sink into the

soft mass, they rarely reach more

than eighteen feet in height.

If the soft spots are avoided, it is

possible to walk on the lake with

no danger of sinking or getting

stuck as one would in a quagmire.

The soft spots, after exposure,

gradually take on tlie consistency

of the other parts of the lake. Along

the shore and continuing in a ra-

vine that passes through thc> village

of La Brea and down to the ocean

are deposits known as "land as-

phalt." This is a hard, dry variety

of asphalt, which does not flow as

does the more liquid substance of

the lake. This is most likely the

material that Raleigh found as he

stepped from his barge. The "land

< Typical excavation at Rancho
La Brea showing hones of Pleis-

tocene animals as seen in the Fit

Observation Station at Hancock
Park, Los Angeles, Calif. The
skull of a wolf, hip jjones of a

large ground sloth, and a mas-
todon skull are partly exposed
here.

asphalt" has hardened through cen-

turies of exposure and loss of vola-

tile constituents. Its quality is poor,

however, as it contains dirt, sticks,

and dead leaves.

On other parts of the island,

there are small craters of asphalt

that erupt and bubble like the mud
geysers of Yellowstone Park. Some
of these craters are at the bottom

of the Gulf of Paria along the coast

from San Fernando to Irois. They
occasionally expel quantities of pe-

troleum and lumps or cakes of

pitch.

A Petroleum Product

Geologists believe that Pitch

Lake has probably been in exist

ence for thousands of years. Petro

leum is the "mother substance'

from which asphalt is producetl,

largely by evaporation. In fact, as-

phalt is obtained as a residue in the

distillation or refining of petroleum.

Mining techniques at Pitch Lake
are much the same as they were

years ago. The crude asphalt,

which is usually wet with sinfacc

water and filled with cavities ere

ated by gas, is dug out with a pick

or mattock. The pitch-cutter has

five helpers, who pick up the lumps

and take them to trucks or small

cars run by a cable on a narrow

gauge track. These pieces of as-

phalt weigh from 40 to 100 pounds

each; and the men, called "head-

ers," balance them easily on their

heads. The mining is done in shifts

from .3:00 a.m. until noon, to avoitl

working during the hot tropical af-

ternoons.

If you return to a place where

asphalt has been dug the previous

day, you find that the surface looks

a little rough, but within a week

the hole will have filled up com-
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pletely. Asphalt melts at, or a little

below, the boiling point of water,

and it burns with a smoky flame.

But at normal temperatures it is a

solid, which nevertheless retains

enough plasticity to accommodate

itself to an uneven surface. If you

put a block of the seemingly solid

stuff on a coin, it will soon show a

sharp imprint. Yet it will break

clean if you strike it with a light

hammer. It was the viscosity of as-

phalt, together with its stickiness

and excellent waterproofing quali-

ties, that made it popular with the

seafaring people of ancient times.

A survey made several years ago

showed that the level of the lake

in Trinidad had dropped about 20

feet during the past century. How-
ever, it is believed that the lake is

being constantly replenished by a

seepage of oil from permeable beds

deep below the surface.

The asphalt taken from Pitch

Lake must have the moisture re-

moved before it can be usexJ com-

mercially. The crude asphalt is

dumped into large tanks or vats

and heated. As it softens and melts,

the water boils away. The refined

asphalt is then transferred to barrels

or drums for shipment.

Deposits of asphalt-impregnated

sandstone and limestone, which
are usually called "rock asphalt" to

distinguish them from the purer de-

posits of the Trinidad type, occur

in many parts of the world, includ-

ing Switzerland, France, Belgium,

Italy, Sicily, Greece, Russia, and

Syria. In the United States, rock

asphalt is found in Texas, Oklaho-

ma, Alabama, Kentucky, Utah, Cal-

ifornia, and Oregon. An exception-

ally pure asphalt known as gilsonite

occurs as vein deposits in eastern

Utah and Colorado, where it is

mined and used for many purx^oses

where pure bitumen is needed.

In Mexico, asphalt springs occur

at points along the Tamesi River

and near Chijol, which is 25 miles

west of Tampico, and in the Mexi-

can state of Vera Cruz. In 1535, a

spring of semiliquid asphalt was

discovered in what is now the prov-

ince of Camagiiey in Cuba and was

used for caulking the hulls of ships.

In present-day Cuba, asphalt in

quantity is also found in the prov-

inces of Matanzas and Las Villas.

Another so-called "pitch lake" is

located in northern Venezuela, only

ai)out 105 miles west of the island

of Trinidad. This 1100-acre deposit

is covered with vegetation, and

water stands in pools on its surface.

The lake is fed by asphalt bubbling

from springs at various points. Its

surface hardens as it is exposed to

the air, forming a crust up to sev-

eral feet thick. The asphalt can be

dug out in much the same way as

at the Trinidad lake.

Prehistoric Animals Trapped

During mining operations at

Pitch Lake, bone fragments and

fossils are occasionally uncovered.

Some years ago, scientists con-

cluded that two bone fragments

and a tooth found in the lake had

come from a mastodon, prehistoric

relative of the elephant. The find

helped to plot the distribution of

these large animals during the Ice

Age.
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A Building a gufa on tlie Tigris

River. The boat is woven of pliant

materials and coated outside with
asphalt.

^ The finished gufa ferryin

passengers across the Tigris

Greater quantities of prehistoric

remains have been taken from an-

other asphalt lake—the so-called La

Brea Tar Pits about eight miles

from Los Angeles, California. Vlas-

todons, woolly mammoths, giant

sloths, elephants, saber-toothed

tigers, cave bears, vultures, and

other birds were trapped, as well

as botanical specimens such as the

trunks of trees and acorns. The

theory regarding the La Brea pits

is that they were originally formed

by blowouts of gas from oil depos-

its below the surface. The craters

then filled with soft asphalt, which

in time crusted over. When the

heavy beasts stepped onto the ap-

parently firm asphalt surface, they

sank into it, and their struggles

only caused them to become more

deeply engulfed. Their thrashing

about may have attracted other

animals and vultures to the spot,

providing additional victims for
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fossil diggers to exhume thousands

of years later. The flesh decayed,

but the asphalt has preserved the

skeletons. Paleontologists have iden-

tified the animals as belonging to

the recent Ice Age, which reached

its peak about 11,000 years ago."

A Ghost Tree

In February, 192S, a curious

event occurred at Pitch Lake. A
dead tree suddenly came through

the surface of the lake in a per-

fectly upright position and contin-

ued to rise until about si.x feet of

it was exposed. Workmen sawed

pieces from the top as specimens,

and scientists have concluded from

these that tlie tree may have liecn

"Si-c "The Tar-Pit TlEi-r." hy Edwin H. Collnr
in Natural History Mai;a/ine for Dcfcnihcr
1940, .ind "T.lr-Trap Treasure." bv Blaekmi'
Hnmphrey, in the issue for March,' 1930. -Kii

buried in the lake 4000 to 5000

years. The tree continued to rise

until it reached a height of ten

feet above the lake. For several

days it remained stationary; then

it started to tilt to one side, and

within a month it had disappeared

completely.

Anything placed on the surface

of the lake will shift its position

from day to day. The motion is

very slow, but the incident of the

tree indicates that the movement

is not only on the surface but

throughout the entire mass. The
movement does not seem to follow

any set course.

Asphalt was known to the world

long before the discovery of Pitch

Lake by Columbus. But experts

who have analyzed pitchlike mate-

rials used by the ancients advise
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us that even in scholarly writings,

the word "pitch" has been used

loosely for resins that are not as-

l^halt or bitumen. The word "as-

phalt" is derived from a Greek

word which may have had earlier

roots in the ancient cultures of

Mesopotamia. Prehistoric peoples

probably first used the black or

brownish-black substance to join

together various objects. Its water-

proofing qualities seem to have

been discovered early. The saga

of the hero Ut-napishtim tells how
he built a ship in which to escape

an approaching flood. "I coated the

inside with six gar of asphalt and

the outside with three gar of as-

phalt." This is a forerunner of other

flood stories. Some sources contend

that Noah also waterproofed his

ark with asphalt, when, according

to Genesis VI, 14, the Lord in-

structed him to pitch it within and

without.

Used by Ancient Builders

One of the first recorded uses of

asphalt was by the pre-Babylonian

inhabitants of the Euphrates Valley

in what is now Iraq, in the period

between 3S00 b.c. and 2500 b.c.

The people applied asphalt to

carved wooden ornaments, then

laid gold foil on them. Archeolo-

gists have uncovered floors that

were made of a layer of asphalt

and clay brick cemented together

with asphalt. Royal baths and

drains were waterproofed with it.

Blocks of asphalt consisting of a

mixture of bitumen, loam, and

gra\'el were used to line large sew-

ers that drained the cities. Statues

ASPHALT— PRESERVATIVE OF XHE AGES

^ Asphalt was used l)etwocn

tlic liricks in the wall of

Islitar Gate in Baliylon, built

liy Kin;: ]Neljuclia(Jnezzar.

were overlaid with ivory and

mother-of-pearl embedded in as-

phalt. At the height of Babylonian

glory, each successive monarch con-

structed some important project to

perpetuate his reign. Some kings

built roads, others erected palaces

or built retaining walls on the

banks of the Euphrates River.

Evidence that asphalt was used

in re-enforcing these works has

been found. Among other natural

sources, the people probably got

their asphalt from certain springs

known as the Fountains of Is, on

a tributary of the Euphrates. Mod-

ern scientists know that the ancient

historian Herodotus was referring

to present-day Hit on the Euph-

rates when he wrote of a city called

Is, and of a river by the same

name, from whose source rose

many "gouts" (clots) of bitumen.

He mentions that this bitumen was

used in the wall of Babylon. A
bridge 370 feet long across the

Euphrates, which archeologists say

was built by King Nebuchadnez-

zar, had piers built of bricks set

in bituminous mortar. The base of

each pier was covered with a pro-

tective coating of asphalt.

The Tower of Babel is said to

have been built with asphalt mastic

as mortar, and the ark in which the

mother of the infant Moses is said

to have hid him in the bulrushes

also is supposed to have been

daubed with pitch. But we cannot

be sure of the exact material. It is

interesting to observe tliat in a

Mesopotamian counterpart of this

story the great King Sargon is said

to have been placed as a baby in

a casket of rushes by his priestess

mother Itti-bel, and asphalt is again

mentioned as being used to close

the lid. Certainly the people of this

area have for man\' centuries used

asphalt for caulking their circular

boats called gufas.
{conlinuad on page SI )
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^ A STUDY IN HOT AND
fill, symbol of the Park,
lie lovelier than when the land is snowy.

Sno-niobile.

^ij T^ .
,

^ Midway Geyser Basin, as seen hj- Sno-mol)ilers wlio have come from
COLD. Old raith- nv . v^ II . .1 . » . .1 I 1 »i 1 r 1 I

. , , West ieIlow!.tone. tlie western entrance to the iiark and the home ot the %
, IS said never to t;. ,^;,„

*

NO-MOBILING
through

Yellowstone
If ) o\i want to see the famous wonder-

land without crowds, visit it in winter

,>j» By Josef Muench



A WiNTiiR VISITORS find the animals un-

usually friendly, and many photographic
opportunities entice the camera fan.

mm

A Castle Geyser keeps its cone hare for the few
visitors who venture into the Park wlien it is hlanketcd

^ FiREHOLE River Canyon in the grip of winter: an

unfamiliar view of one of Yellowstone's lively little

V
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^ They live about six animals to the acre
and move about under the snow all winter.

Haymaker «f the HICH SPOTS
The pika's cry seems to come from nowhere, and he moves his hay with the weather

By Will Barker
Illiistratious b\ Bon Hir^ES

AUDUBON once received a let-

. ter from Thomas Nuttall

about the pika, or cony, a tiny

mammal of the mountainous re-

gions of western North America.

"I first discovered it by its peculiar

cry," wrote Nuttall, "far up in the

mountain of a dividing ridge be-

tween the waters of the Columbia
and Colorado, and the Missouri,

hiding among loose piles of rocks.

From this retreat I heard a slender

but very distinct bleat, like that of

a young kid or goat. But in vain I
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tried to discover any large animal

around me. At length I may almost

literally say, the mountain brought

forth nothing much larger than a

mouse, as I discovered that this

little animal was the real author of

this unexpected note."

All who marvel at the skill of a

ventriloquist would be taken with

the pika's seeming ability to thi-ow

its voice. Its cry is a higli-pitched

Ka-ack!, and it is often repeated as

many as twenty times at two-

second intervals. First it seems to

come from one spot in the tinnbled

masses of a rock slide, then from

another. But if you are patient,

you will eventually spy the crier,

perched on top of a broken granite

boulder and appearing very much
like a dwarf guinea pig.

The pika's short, broad ears are

circled by white. Its chunky, seven-

ounce body is covered with dense,

soft fur of buff or gray. Its shoe-

button eyes are black as jet. If you

watch closely as the pika utters

each cry, you will see that its body
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jnks forward and upward and that

its cars twitch.

The pika hves in colonies of

aliout six animals to an acre and is

well equipped to get over its rough

anil rugged terrain. The soles of

its feet are almost entirely covered

by fur except for naked pads near

the toe-ends, which afford traction

and enable it to leap from rock to

rock without losing its footing.

Such leaps often save the pika

from a weasel, one of its most

relentless enemies. Others that prey

upon it include martens, eagles,

hawks, and owls.

The pika is best known for its

haymaking. Instead of migrating

to more productive realms or sleep-

ing through the lean months, it

gathers great quantities of vege-

table material and cures it in the

sun. You will see it busy on its

haymaking expeditions during late

summer and early fall. It generally

goes out in the early morning or

late afternoon and may travel sev-

eral hundred feet from its home to

harvest its supplies. It collects

many varieties of plants, cutting

off short lengths of such herbs as

the gentian, the saxifrage, and the

yarrow. It even climbs into the

lower branches of bushes or trees

—aspen, elder, and chokecherry—

and nips off twigs and leaves with

its rather long chisel-like incisors.

Carrying the cuttings crosswise

in its mouth, this diminutive rela-

tive of the rabbit builds a haystack,

always placing it so that the sun

can cure the vegetation. The stack

is usually in the lee of some sort of

shelter, a fallen tree or lichen-

covered rock. The animal cuts only

enough forage each day to make
one layer, and the stack is the

sole property of the pika that builds

it. Stacks often contain as much as

a bushel, and as many as 34 varie-

ties of plants have been counted in

them. Thistles must be a favorite

food; most haystacks contain some.

Pikas watch their haystacks well,

as two biologists discovered. The
men were spending the night above

timber line in the Salmon River

Mountains. Shortly after sundown,

a terrific wind and rain storm came

up. All during the night, the two

men heard the cries of pikas, as

the rain changed to hail and sleet,

then to snow. In the morning, there

was not a haystack in sight. All had

been dragged to safety.

Although the pika is industrious,

it stops work for several hours each

day around noon to take its ease

dozing on a sloping rock. You may
not notice it there, for it assumes

a bunched-up position and looks

rather like a large furry Easter egg.

When it awakens, watch to see it

wash its face cat-fashion before

resuming its work.

The choice of a sloping rock for

its noontime nap has earned the

pika the name Rock Rabbit. It is

also known as the Calling or

Whistling Hare, Little Chief Hare,

and Tailless Hare. Miners call it

the Starved Rat, for it never be-

comes really fat. Another name in

general use in western North Amer-

ica is Cony, which is more applica-

ble to the Syrian and African hyra.x,

a hoofed mammal of rock-dwelling

habits that resembles an earless

rabbit. The "family name" of the

pika is Ochotonu, Latin for "small,

short-eared rabbit without a tail."

Species of pikas closely resembling

ours live in the Himalayas and

Urals, and the name "pika" comes

from the language of the Tungus

tribe in northeastern Siberia.

Although pikas were first dis-

covered on this continent as long

ago as 1828 in the Canadian Rock-

ies, not much is known about them

scientifically. Probably no one has

made a year-round field study of

their habits and behavior, largely

because they live at inclement alti-

tudes varying from 8,000 to 14,000

feet. Three or four young are born

in any month from late May to

early September. The little animals

weigh about an ounce at birth and

are weaned early. When about one-

fourth grown, they subsist entirely

on vegetable matter.

Pikas are active beneath the

snow all winter. The naturalist

Olaus Murie was driving a dog

team one winter up the Toklat

River in the Alaska Range. As he

passed a tall bluff, he heard the

Ka-ack! of the pika coming from

within the deep snow blanketing

the bank. His passing sledge ex-

cited the snowbound pikas, and
he heard the same wailing ciy

that Nuttall described as so be-

wildering to his friend Audubon.

^ Diligent tliounh

he is, he lets the
sun do his work
during siesta time.

HAYMAKER OF THE HIGH SPOTS
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Miif A^nimal Concert
m(iv

By Carroll Van Court

When "The Bird Sonji" echoed amono the vaultins; redwoods, the worhl of nature came alive

IT was to be a fine summer vaca-

tion, among the big northern

California redwood trees; and I had

been promised it, on condition that

I practice my music while away. So

I packed my things, and in my suit-

case I also put my flute and music

rack, with some books of exercises

and operas I was learning to play.

The place where I was going was

called Camp Vacation, a lovely little

resort on the Russian River, between

Guerneville and Monte Rio, about

75 miles north of San Francisco.

Across the river from our camp,

about a mile away, was the famous

Bohemian Grove, meeting place of

that long-famous organization, the

Bohemian Club of San Francisco.

One morning, I decided to prac-

tice my music in the Grove, early,

before the crowd of vacationers be-

gan to wander through the place. I

had rented a rowboat for several

weeks, so I rowed across the river

to the Grove, tied my boat to a tree,

and went in.

In the center of the Grove, there

is a circle of seats, all carved out of

huge redwood logs, making it an

ideal place for big bonfires,

speeches, and the clever dramas

they staged in the open air.

What a beautiful setting — ferns

fifteen feet high, enormous redwood

trees, the redolent smell of the

woods, charming greenery all

around me. I sat down on one of the

log seats and let my imagination re-

call the pictures of past meetings in

the famous Grove and some of the
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celebrities who had attended them.

I could see William Jennings Bry-

an, Senator Phelan, Admiral Dewey,

Major General Leonard Wood,
President Hoover, three San Fran-

cisco Mayors — Rolph, Latham,

Robinson—, the famous novelist

Gertrude Atherton (only woman
member, I believe, of the Bohemian

Club ), Upton Sinclair, Jack London,

George Sterling, and many others.

Time to iDractice. I set up my
music rack, put a piece of music on

it, and began to warm up, first with

a few difficult scales. In about ten

minutes, a couple of blue jays flew

down from somewhere and perched

on the lower limb of a near-by tree,

chattering in answer to my flute

notes and acting puzzled, because

they could hear the birdlike tones

coming from me but could see no

birds, anywhere, making the sounds.

They cocked their heads, this way
and that, but could not understand

it. I had to laugh at their excited

antics.

Then, in another tree, a big brown

bird started chirping along with me
and the jays.

I heard a rustle a few feet away,

and the beautiful head of a startled

fawn appeared, with its large eyes,

listening as if hypnotized. I sat still,

and the fawn stayed, to enjoy the

free concert.

On a log, near the ground, a tiny

chipmunk ran out, sat up, and

watched me, evidently with ap-

proval, for the little fellow decided

to stick it out as long as I did.

Right over my head, from the tree

above, a spider let herself down to

within a few feet of me and hung
there. She was fascinated by the

vibrations, as a European spider is

said to have been by the violin of

one of the composers who practiced

for her pleasure.

Then some insects landed on my
music and clung to the page, with

evident pleasure.

By this time, the trees had many
birds joining in with me, in Nature's

Concert, all singing like mad.

I was enjoying my amazing and

novel rehearsal as much as they

were. And the piece I was studying

—"The Bird Song" from "Pagliacci"

—was very appropriate.

Then, a group of five early

hikers, hearing my instrument,

strolled into the log circle.

I stopped for only a couple of

seconds, pointed to the trees around

me, and said one word, "Listen." I

put my finger on my lips to ask for

silence. Then I resumed my prac-

tice.

They caught on to the idea, slid

quietly onto a log seat, and sat

marveling at my Animal Concert,

as I did.

When I had finished my practice,

the birds chirped plaintively at me
a few times, as if in complaint be-

cause I had ceased; and as I folded

my rack like the Arabs and silently

stole away, I thought I had never

played before a more appreciative

audience in my life, or one so de-

lightfully unusual!
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KXPLORINC; THE ATMOSPHERE

Mc-anw'hilc, rockets were being

designed specifically for research.

The first of these, the "Private A,"

was an 8-foot, 500-pound vehicle,

which developed a thrust of 1,000

pounds. It was flown, in 1944, to

ail altitude of 11 miles.

The "WAC Corporal," developed

for Arm\' Ordnance by Jet Propul-

sion Laboratories at the California

Institute of Technology, was flown

the following year. It soared some

44 miles above White Sands, N.M.,

carrying 2.5 pounds of instrumenta-

tion. Later, a two-stage bumper

configuration—using a V-2 as the

initial stage—ascended 200 miles

higher, into the exosphere. In 1955,

the Aerojet "Aerobee" rocket, with

195 pounds of Air Force instru-

mentation, reached an altitude of

12.3 miles.

In addition, a number of small

rockets, using a solid propellant,

were employed in upper air e.\-

plorations by the State University

of Iowa and the Naval Research

Laboratory. Called "Roekoons" be-

cause they are launched at consid-

erable height from balloons, these

rockets have been highly practical

within their inherent performance

limits. Being easy to handle and

relatively low in cost, Roekoons are

used in quantity.

The Martin Viking was devel-

oped for more specialized work,

with particular reference to the

ionosphere—involving greater in-

strumentation loads as well as

much higher altitudes. This rocket

is 45 feet in length—and has a base

diameter of four feet. The gross

weight is about 7'A tons. Propelled

by an engine developing 21,000

pounds of thrust, it attains a top

speed of nearly 4,000 miles per

hour.

Two of the \'iking rockets fired

between 1949 and 1953 reached al-

titudes well over 130 miles, carry-

ing between them more than a ton

of instrumentation. In May, 1954,

Viking No. 11 broke the record for

single-stage rockets by attaining a

height of 158 miles.

Many important questions re-

main imanswercd concerning the

upper atmosphere and its varied

functions in screening and process-

ing the rays of the sun.

The internal temperature of the

sun is nearly 20 million degrees F.

This great heat converts hydrogen

into helium, in a reaction chang-

ing 4 million tons of matter per

second into energy that is radiated

into space.

What happens to the solar en-

ergy that reaches the vicinity of

the earth but does not penetrate

the atmosphere? What effect does

this energy absorption have upon
the earth's affairs-upon the soils

and waters and air, as well as up-

on the flora and the fauna of our

world?

Among the more immediate ap-

proaches to such knowledge is the

precise determination of the sun's

spectrum in the short-wavelength

region and direct study of the iono-

sphere—the composition of the air

and its state of ionization, dissocia-

tion, and excitation.

In addition, the various particles

that impinge on the upper air from

outer space need to be studied at

first hand. Among such particles,

special interest attaches to those

identified with the low-energy end

of the cosmic ray spectrum and to

the charged particles that are re-

sponsible for auroral activity.

Cosmic Rays

The ionos|)lierc represents a re-

search laboratory of virtual))' infi-

nite extent—one containing an in-

exhaustible supply of nuclear parti-

cles for study and evaluation by
the scientist. Cosmic rays contain

protons, alpha particles, and nuclei

of the heavier atoms. Their intensi-

ties and certain of their general

characteristics have been estab-

lished; but their source, since they

appear to come from all outward

directions, remains undetermined.

The intensity of these rays ap-

pears to be fairly constant, above

the mesosphere, where a uniform

bombardment takes place. Below

this level, multiple collisions with

air particles produce secondary
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radiations, new meson particles Ije-

ing created and subseciuently elec-

trons and gamma rays. The tre-

mendous energy of the primary

ra\s is dissipated in the process.

The charged particles constituting

the cosmic rays are deflected by

the earth's magnetic field as they

approach from interplanetary

space. At any given magnetic lati-

tude, only those particles of suffi-

cient magnetic rigidity can reach

the top of the atmosphere; all others

are deflected away. The minimum
magnetic rigidity for penetration to

the top of the atmosphere increases

from zero at the poles to roughly 60

billion volts at the geomagnetic

ecjuator.

Auroras and Airglow

No completely satisfactory ex-

planation has yet been found for

tlie familiar auroras—the Northern

and Southern Lights to be seen in

the night skies at latitudes near

the poles. It is believed that the

auroras are caused by streams of

cliarged particles interrupted by

the atmosphere on their journey

from the sun. This is borne out by

high-velocity protons that have

been observed by the spectroscope

in these displays.

Still another item requiring closer

study at high altitudes, is the phen-

omenon of airglow, an emission by

the molecules in the upper air. Air-

glow is associated with the various

photo-chemical processes going on

at high altitude. The intensity, at

night, sometimes amounts to five

times that of starlight. The precise

altitude at which the various wave-

lengths in this glow appear are as

yet undetermined.

International Geophysical Year

Rocketr\' and atmospheric re-

search will be brought into sharp

focus during the period from July,

1957, to December, 1958, which

has been designated as the "Inter-

national Geophysical Year," abbre-

viated IGY. A concerted effort will

be made at that time, by teams of

scientists from 40 nations, to con-

duct important new upper air re-

search, along with numerous other

geophysical studies.

An even more spectacular indi-

cation of mounting interest and ac-

tivity in this field came last sum-

mer in the President's announce-

ment of plans to develop an earth

satellite. An orbital "platform" of

this nature will be capable of sus-

tained observations from a position

of 200 or more miles aloft, at the

threshold of the exosphere. Such

satellites will be used for IGY
studies. They, too, will contribute

to our ever-growing knowledge of

our atmosphere.

UA? ^ Cy^wvAJ ^Uj Ci

"^'^'tv^

'Watson! Don't ask any lllIl'^tion^. Jii>l put the egg back where you got it!
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An

Australian

"Sea

Serpent 99

The rare oarfisli is

the monster responsible for

some of the legends

By Joyce Burns Glen

TWELVE feet of sea mon-

ster was washed ashore on

the coast of New South Wales

recently. It was the rare oarfish,

or ribbonfish, a long narrow crea-

ture that weaves its way through

the water with an undulating

movement like a ribbon. The
body of this specimen was about

a foot wide from top to bottom

but only two inches thick.

The oarfish is covered with a

delicate silvery skin, as if painted

l„^,a Burns CU-n

A It took five (;iiii.s Io Imld tlii^ 1:2.|iimI iMrlij^li, whicli
was washed up on a beach near Sydney. Australia.

all over, and is studded with body

tubercles. It has a red crest of

slender spines running from head

to tail. Unfortunately the con-

spicuous portion of this crest on

the head cannot be seen on this

specimen. Curious oar-shaped ap-

pendages hang from the under-

side of the oarfish and give it its

name.

Although oarfish are edible, the

flesh is soft and rather jellylike.

These fish live in the ocean

depths and are washed up on

beaches occasionally after heavy

storms. None had been seen in

Australian waters since 1947 until

several specimens appeared re-

cently off the eastern coast.

This strange deep-sea denizen

is so rare that very little is known
of its habits or life histor\ . Mucii

longer specimens than this one

are known. Exaggerated accounts

have no doubt led to some of the

legends of the sea serpent.

ASPHALT-PRESERVATIVE OF THE AGES co„„„„c,; /.„,„ p„,c

«

Great chunks of asphalt appar-

ently floated up from the bottom of

the Dead Sea in Biblical times, and

this largest of Palestinian lakes

was even called Lake Asphaltities

by the ancient Greeks and Bomans.

They used the material that could

be picked up on the shore to tar

their galleys. Modern scientists

know that the presence of asphalt

may indicate oil resources, and six

companies are said to have ob-

tained drilling rights in this region.

Until recent times, it was sup-

posed that asphalt was used by the

ancient Egyptians in mummifica-

tion. Early writers such as Strabo

(about A.D. 24) and Diodorus

(about A.D. 50) stated that bitumen

from the Dead Sea was used by

the Egyptians for embalming, but

chemical analysis of available ma-

terial by such experts as Alfred

Lucas and the D\itch chemist R. J.

Forbes indicates that asphalt was

rarely if ever used in mummifica-

tion before 1000 b.c, except per-

haps to coat the cloth wrappings

that protected the bodies.

During earlier times, however,

asphalt U'as employed to preserve

objects buried with a mumm\-. In

the tomb of the boy Pharaoh Tut-

ankhamen, who ruled Egypt about

1355 B.C., many articles such as

chests and couches were preserved

with asphalt, ^^'ooden cases con-

taining fowl for the funeran' meat
were foimd intact after having

been coated with asphalt. After a

mummy was prepared, a liquid or

semiliquid resinous material was
poined o\er it, and also over the

coffin and the \'iscera, which had
been put into a jar. Asphalt, being
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cheaper than balsam and resin, may
have been used more widely in the

less elegant burials.

In the twelfth century, the word

iiniiuiya came to be applied to an

ointment made from scrapings ob-

tained from mummy linen and

from material taken from the cavi-

ties of embalmed bodies. It was

prescribed by a celebrated Arabian

physician for the treatment of

wounds, and it came to be used

for sprains, inflammation, pleurisy,

and pneumonia. The supply of

mummies was limited, however,

and when tomb-robbing became

more and more hazardous, the bod-

ies of slaves or criminals who had

recently been executed were filled

with asphalt and aged artificially

in the sun. A French physician,

Guy de la Fontaine, who traveled

to Egypt in 1564, exposed this

gruesome practice, and it was later

discontinued.

Petroleum asphalt, which is a

by-product of the petroleum indus-

try, is obtained by the distillation

and refining of crude oil. Growth

of the automobile traffic after the

turn of the century resulted in pro-

duction of petroleum asphalt in

quantity. Within about ten years,

domestic petroleum asphalt out-

stripped natural asphalt imported

from Trinidad and Venezuela. In

1954, sales of asphaltic materials

from crude petroleum amounted to

over 16 million short tons, while

lake asphalt imports totaled only

4200 tons.

Both the natural substance and

manufactured asphalt have come

a long way since the first experi-

mental street paving in the United

States in 1870. The Bureau of

Mines of the U. S. Department of

the Interior lists nine general uses of

asphalt. The largest quantity goes

into paving (roads, sidewalks, and

the like). Over four-fifths of all the

paved roads in the United States

are surfaced with asphalt. Roofiiv,

is next, including manufactured as

phalt shingles as well as roof coat

ing. Then follow briquctting, wluri

asphalt is used to bind coal dus

or coke into briquettes for heating

and waterproofing for tunnels

building foundations, bridges, ant

boats. The other uses include mold

ing compounds for electrical equip

ment, wiring, and push buttons

mastic for laying pavements am:

floors, or for lining reservoirs antl

tanks; pipe coatings to protcci

pipes from corrosion; floor tilcs-

and paints and enamels.

Surely asphalt can be called tlu

preservative of the ages. The an-

cients found it practically intlis

pensable in their civilization, and

our modern technological ad-

vances have put asphalt to a much

wider variety of uses. Who knows,

perhaps this oldest ally of the

mariner and mason may find some

use in the space ships of the future, r

BOOKS con,in,.e.l Iron, pag, 7

several on tlie Andes and to one on the

forest Indians of the Guianas. This is

slender coverage for an entire continent.

Yet when so much is offered, it is almost

greedy to demand more. This is a beauti-

ful book which will unquestionably be-

come one of the most popular in the field.

Harry Tschopik, Jr.

Growing plants under
artificial light

.. by Peggie Schulz

M. Barrows and Company, $3.50

146 pp., 28 illus.

N the days of our grandmothers, grow-

ing plants in the hou.se was a rela-

tively simple matter, but the variety of

plant life that could be house-broken

was very restricted. Usually the thriftiest

collections to be seen were found in

kitchen windows, where the warmth and

lnnnidity from vapors arising from the

stove were conducive to growth. In the

darker living rooms and stair wells, the

cast iron Aspidistra survived, but with

no great enthusiasm.

Today, how changed arc conditions

under which plants may be cultivated

indoors. The home grower now has avail-

able efficient light sources, equipment for

housing the plants so they receive the

desired humidity and ventilation, a lit-
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erature that describes a wide variety of

house plants and the growth conditions

they require, and convenient market

sources to draw upon for material.

No doubt the most important factors

in improved home culture of plants are

the modern advance in knowledge re-

garding the plants' use of light and the

availability of light sources and fixtures,

which are easy to install in homes and

not extravagant to maintain. Today,

plants are grown to healthy maturity

not only in windows, but in attics, in

dark basements, and wherever one may
take the notion. They are grown imder

these conditions not only in small num-
bers for personal satisfaction, but in

quantities sufficient for sale.

Growing Plants Under Artificial Light

tells, in simple language, just how to go

^2(3^-^
"Why. of course Gene Autry eats whale blubber!''
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about taking advantage of these im-

proved facilities. The sketches and half-

tones supplement admirably the funda-

mental data so ably set forth. It is very

helpful also to have a list of dealers and

supplies with their addresses.

This book is a "must" for anyone con-

templating the adventure into house-

plant culture, and it will be useful even

to those who have already got their feet

wet in such an adventure.

Harold E. Anthony

American men of
SCIENCE, Vol. II

j Edited by Jaques Cattell

R. R. Bowker and the Science Press

$20.00, 1276 pp.

"TpHE ninth edition of A/nerican Men of

Science, Vol. II, gives biographical facts

on 25,000 American and Canadian biolo-

gists. Vol. I, which appeared last year,

covered the physical sciences. Vol. Ill,

which is scheduled for publication in the

summer of 1956, will include the social

siit'iiees.

The growth of these volumes is a com-

mentary on the rapid expansion of science.

The ninth edition shows a 50 per cent

gain over the eighth, published seven

years ago, in the number of physicists and

biologists considered eligible for inclusion

in a work of this sort. The social scientists

ha\e not been included before. The three

volumes will contain over 90,000 biog-

raphies.—Ed.

California grizzly

by Tracy I. Storer

and Lloyd P. Tevis, Jr.

University of California Press, $7.50

335 pp., 36 illustrations.

•TpHIS is a substantial documentation of

the history of the Golden State's im-

pressive though now extinct wild animal,

the California grizzly bear. It attained a

size ranking it with the world's largest

carnivorous mammals. Before the white

man reached California, this big bear ex-

isted in substantial numbers, had little to

fear from the Indians, and was the dom-

inant element in the wildlife of the primi-

tive environment. Today there are no

California grizzlies alive and only a very

few specimens in the museums of the

world. This book brings together a great

store of factual data, a vast amount of

anecdote, folklore, and hearsay to provide

what will undoubtedly be the standard

reference and authority for years to come.

Such a powerful and conspicuous ani-

mal would be certain to make an impres-

sion on the human inhabitants of Cali-

fornia, and we find the bear on the Great

Seal of California and its presence re-

YOUR NEW BOOKS

fleeted in many place names. It is sur-

prising that so little importance was at-

tached to recording its life history and

accumulating museum material that today

the animal has dropped out of sight and

most of our knowledge is casual and frag-

mentary.

It is a sad commentary that so many of

the anecdotes tell of how the bears were

killed, captured, or pitted against bulls in

an arena. The bear was too dangerous to

be compatible with modern man's occu-

pation of California, but something short

of extermination should have been possi-

ble. Under certain circumstances this huge

bear became tame and friendly, and some

of the most interesting pages of this book

tell of the surprising experiences of Griz-

zly Adams and his various pet grizzlies.

Bodi text and illustrations are interest-

ing and the reader gains not only an in-

sight into the part played by the bear, but

also quite a glimpse of the adventurous

and rugged circumstances of California's

early days.

Harold E. Anthony

]y[AMMALS OF THE WORLD

by Francois Bourliere

Alfred A. Knopf, $12.50

223 pp., 245 illus.

TpHIS book of many handsome illustra-

tions, both black and white and in

color, carries a text that introduces the

mammals as elements of a particular en-

vironment and tells how they live. The

author emphasizes the ecological aspect

in an interesting and educational fashion.

The animals are not described for pur-

poses of identification. Instead tiie reader

will encounter descriptive passages of the

major environments in which the mam-
mals live, the principal factors of cli-

mate, topography, and vegetative cover

that condition the very existence of the

mammals.
Mammals have been popular subjects

for pictorial expression from the very

beginnings of man's recorded history.

The end papers of tliis book show the

ancient cave paintings and reveal that

the primitive artist was not "doodling"

for his own amusement but brought out

form and action in startling realism.

Modern photography now provides a

more effective and dramatic vehicle for

educating the public than has ever been

hitherto available.

Bourliere divides the world into six

major categories, tropical forests, deserts,

temperate forests, the great north, the

mountains and the water. The reader

will note the great variety and adapta-

bility of mammal life. If there is a po-

tential li\'elihood for a mammal, on or

under the surface of the earth, in the

trees, in the air, or in the water, some

mamnial will be discovered living there.

Today many of these creatures are highly

specialized, particularly tailored to fit the

circumstances, one might say. But this

has not always been the case, for what

we see today is the end result of a long

evolutionary prelude.

This re\iewcr must take exception to

the statement that armadillos are terres-

trial vegetarians (they are principally

insectivorous or omnivorous at most)

and that wolves still exist in small luun-

bers in .\evv York State. The last wolf

known to be a native New Yorker was

killed before the turn of the century.

Harold E. Anthony

Spider, egg,

AND microcosm
— --by Eugene Kinkead

Alfred A. Knopf, $4.00

243 pp.

'TpHIS book gives profiles of. tliree re-

markable men who have devoted much

of their lives to and still continue to find

reward in the intensive study of seemingly

small things. All are biologists of great

imagination who have left more or less

deep marks on their fields of science.

Dr. Alexander Petrunkevitch, Professor
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Emeritus of Zoology at Yale University,

at 79 years still champions the spider in

active fashion. The dean of American

arachnologists, he has contributed vol-

uminously to the world literature on arach-

nid morpholog>' and e\olution. Noted as

a vvriter, linguist, nature photographer,

and philosopher, Petrunkevitch has been,

above all, a remarkable teacher, whose

magnetism still attracts a large circle of

admirers.

To Dr. Alexis Romanoff, who at 63 is

Professor of Chemical Embryology at Cor-

nell University, the egg is all. A quiet man,

he lets his splendid publications speak

for themselves, and they speak loudly in

terms of gain to tlie poultry industry and

consiuners of eggs. In this book we learn

a lot about eggs and the innumerable

ramifications of a seemingly simple sub-

ject.

Dr. Roman \'ishniac of New York City,

commercial photographer and microbiolo-

gist, is preoccupied with the Protozoa and

sees beauty in small tilings. His contribu-

tion is an amazing series of remarkable

photographs, many taken under seemingly

impossible circumstances. His picture phil-

osophy is a simple one: "The photog-

rapher must not think like a man. He
must think like a bug."

Each of these verbal portraits is a

separate unit and appeared earlier nearly

in its present form in the New Yorker

magazine. In such a short space the

author-reporter has necessarily painted

sketch biographies against the background

of more or less light excursions into tin

field of each biologist. The book gain-.

imity from an interesting introdtiction b\

E. B. White who hails the dedication of

such men "whose feeling for their subjct t

is so intense that their professional lilc

is one long love affair."

Unfortimately, there are factual error'.,

and the reader will perhaps regret the lack

of photographs of the men and their work-

shops. Furtlier, it would be necessary to

go to their original works to form a com-

prehensive impression of the scope ot

tlieir studies. Willis J. Gertsch

LETTERS ,o.„„..,</ro.

Cat Ctnnntents
Sins:

I would like to congratulate you on your

.superb arti'cle on cats in the November
i.ssue of Natural History. As a collector

of cat pictures, I would very much like to

have a copy of the portrait of a Red Tabby.

It is just wonderful. I want to frame it. . .

( Mrs. ) Victoria Brown
Shippan Point, Conn.

Enlargements are unfortunately un-

available.—Ed.

SxBs:

As a lover of animals in general and par-

ticularly of our friends, the dogs and cats,

I protest the vicious anti-cat article that

appeared in the November issue of your

magazine.

Luckily, I had a chance to see tliis article

before buying a copy of this otlierwise at-

tractive publication. I tliink the sly asper-

sions on cats, in the guise of featuring

them, have cost you several sales, and that

this loss will grow in the future.

We cat-lo\ers enjoy cat pictures, and

find factual articles on them interesting;

but why such an ob\ioiisly biased writer

as this Gary Webster?

There is no objection to his being in-

formative by recounting historical inci-

dents, though he could have found a

greater proportion of ones in which cats

were truly loved and honored. True, he

mentions the ancient Egyptians, but his

sympathies appear to lie with their

enemies.

The objection is to his opinionated edi-

torial conclu.sions on the nature of the cat.

He repeats tlie old slanders of the cat-

haters as fact. It is true tliat cats are not

servile. Many persons are irritated by this,

but the demand for servility is no tribute

to the nature of such persons.

The true cat-lover is not looking for

something to boss, but something to love

which will love him in return. The affec-

tionate and devoted response of cats that

are truly loved is something that Mr.
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A Doc AND SNAKE. A remarkable photograph by Henry B. Kane.

Webster and his ilk have not experienced.

I do not say could not experience, for I

have known people who in their later years

found to their surprise that a cat's nature

is entirely different from what they had

supposed. Of course, every cat is an in-

di\idual. and has his own unique person-

ality—just as is the case among humans.

But I have never known any cat that could

not truly love and ser\'c (I use the word
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"serve" deliberately ) a human of kindness

and understanding ( not bossiness ) if given

a fair chance.

We of my famiU' are blessed in that we
have known what it is to merit and enjoy

tlie companionship, love, and linjaltij of

cats.

Brevard Stephenson

Pittsburgh, Penna.

Trve Champions
Sirs:

A friend loaned me a copy of the May
issue of Naturay History, and I found

much interest in "Whistler in Boots."

HowcNcr, in the article entitled "Big

Cypress Swamj)," the claim that Florida

and Tennessee have the largest trees east

of tlie Rockies is an error. In McCurtain

A Horned toad, tluinilinail edition. "Thoiifili Iiorni'd loads arc associated

wilii liot. dry rcijions,"' writes V\ . C. Vaiiderwertii. who took lliis picture,

"lliey seem to like the cooliii'ss of watered {jardeiis and lawns. This alert

little fellow was found in a garden in iNornian, Okla., along with four others,

presumahly from the same lot of eggs."

County in southeastern Oklahoma there is

a Bald Cypress that is slightly more than

14 feet in diameter. The tree grows on

Muddy Boggy Creek, on land that is

flooded only when the creek overflows.

The tree is not fluted any more than an

elm or an oak. At 30 feet, it has a diamcti r

of 10 or 12 feet. The location is between

the burg of Eagletown and the town ol

Broken Bow. The tree has gained onl.\

four inches in diameter in 60 years.

David J. Edwards
Calvin, Okla.

The following information is of-

fered by James B. Craig, Editor of
American Forests, the publication of
the American Forestry Association
which for some lime has been consid-
ered the clearing house for tree cham-
pionships:

According to our up-to-date figures ou

big tree champions, "The Senator" BaM
Cypress in Florida has been dethroned 1>>

a new champion of the same species, but

its location is the Middle Fork of the

Obion River in Weakley County in nortli-

western Tennessee, rather than in Okla-

homa. The new champion has a circuui

ference of 39 feet, 8 inches and a hciiilit

of 122 feet, six inches.

These Champions, of course, are always

being dethroned, which is the purpose of

the contest, namely to get the biggest trees

of various species.

Safetif for (lie Giant
Sirs:

Dr. Harold N. Cole, who expressed con-

cern over the safety of the giant cypress

at Longwood, Florida, will be glad to

know that there is a large metal fence

around it. I visit the spot frequently and

know that Mrs. Hughes, who lives on the

grounds, is a good "caretaker." She would

tolerate no vandalism if it were within her

power to stop it.

Incidentally, diere are a few other nota-

ble trees in the area, which do not attract

as much attention as the giant because

they are somewhat off the beaten track.

Arthur D. Bates

Suniniirfii'ld, Fla.

Sirs:

Please accept my congratulations on

Miss Weaver's excellent article about the

Indian, Sequoya, in Natural History.

LUDWIG K. MOOREHEAI)

New York, N. Y.

NOTICE — Readers arc encour-
aged to submit their own pho-
tographs of natural history suli-

jecls. Those selected for pub-
lication on these pages will be
paid f<ir at $.^.00 each, with full

credit to the photographer. Re-
turn postage must be included.

S6 NATURAL HISTORY, JANUARY, I956



Will Your Next Vacation Really Be Something To Remember?
The surcil way to c|uarantco a now, difforent, and exciting
to learn the hundreds of things you can do and the places yo
on the money you want to spend.

Normon Ford, founder of

you that In his book, VVhei

mon who has spent a life

vorld-known Globe Trotters Club, tells

Vocation on o Shoestring. This is the
searching for the woys to get more

fn his book, you learn

vacations on fa

vhilc you fish.

—about vacations at world-famous beaches, under paltn and cue;
lyptus trees, in government-subsidized vacation resorts, in India
country, along rugged coastlines, on ships and by rail.

ler paradises, farm vaca
drifting down lazy stri

—about dude
nal parks and in

afford; what to sec. do
ost Americans

nd ho

-ah,.ul low-cr.st sailing ship cruises, houscbo.il ^.lt.ltl..ns in the

North Woods, fantastically low-cost mountain vacations, inc un-

known vacation wonderlands almost at your front door.

How to stop saying—
"/ Always Spend Too Much On My Vacation"

Of course, Norman lord knows where to get real vacation bargains

in all America, from Maine to California, and in Canada, Mexico,

etc. At no time does he ask you to spend a lot of money to enjoy

yourself, no matter how really different and exciting is the vacation

you choose through his experienced advice. Always, he tells you the

many things you can do within your budget and how to get more for

your money (if you travel by car, he shows how most auto parties

can save S6 or S7 a day).

Vou cant help but learn something that is just meant for you. Yet.

Wlurc to V'aialiitii oil a Shoalrhig costs only SI. To make sure your
next vacation will be something to talk about, get the facts now. Use

'Round the World on a Shoestring
If you know the seldom-advertised ways of reaching foreign countries,

you don't need fantastic sums of money in order to travel. You could
spend S500-S1000 on a one-way luxury steamer to Buenos Aires-but do
you know you con travel all the way to Argentina through colorful Mexico,
the Andes, Peru, etc. by bus and rail for iust S109 in fares?

You can spend $5000 on o luxury cruise around the world. But do you
know you can travel around the world via deluxe freighter for only a fourth

the cost—or via connecting steamer for S700—and that there are dozens of
other round the world routings for under SIOOD?

Do you know all about the really comfortable, low-cost routings to what-
ever part of the globe you're interested in? India, soy, and how to reoch it

of lowest cost vio rail from Europe through France, Italy, Yugoslavia, Greece,
Turkey, and the Middle East? Or how to see South America economically?
Which air lines Americans living down there take to cut S30, S50, S75 off

the top fares?

There are two ways to travel— like a tourist, who spends a lot, or like

a traveler, who knows all the ways to reach his destination economically,
comfortably, and while seeing the most.

Norman Ford's big new guide. How to Travel Without Being Rich, gives
you the traveler's picture of the world, showing you the lower cost, com-
fortable ways to prac'ically any part of the world. Page after page reveols

the ship, rail, bus, airplane and other routings that save you money ond
open the world to you.

What do you want to do? Explore the South Seas? This is the only guide
in the world that names the schoone-s, tells what they charge, where they
go (even how to reach Gauguin's old home). Visit Mexico? This is the guide
that tells you the low cost ways of reach ng the sights (how 56( takes you
via 8-passenger automobile as far as those not-in-:he-know pay $5.60 to

reoch). Roam around South America? Europe? Any other part of the world?
This is the guide that tells you where and how to go at prices you con
leally aFFord.

If you've ever wanted to travel, prove now, once and for oil, that travel

is within your reach. Send now for How to Trove/ Without Being Rich. It's

a big book, with over 75,000 wo-ds, filled with facts, prices, and routings,

and its yours For only $1.50. Even one little hint can save you this sum

WHERE WILL YOU GO
IN FLORIDA?

IF YOU WANT A VACATION YOU CAN AFFORD
1 lorida needn t he expensive-not if \ou know jusc where to go for what-
ever you seek in llorida. And if there's any man who can give you the

facts you want its Norman lord, founder of the world-famous Globe
Trotters Club. (Yes. llorida is his home whenever he isn't traveling I)

His big book, Norman lord's llorida, tells you, first of all, road by

road, mile by mile, everything you'll find in Florida, w;hether you're on
vacation, or looking over job, business, real estate, or retirement prospects.

Always, he names the hotels, motels, and restaurants where you can stop

for the best accommodations and meals at the price you want to pay.

lor that longer vacation, if you let Norman lord guide you, you'll find

a real "paradise"- just the spot which has everything you want.

0/ course, llnrf's wuch more lo ibh hia hoot.

IF YOU WANT A JOB OR A HOME IN FLORIDA
No

let hii

an Ford tells you just head. Hi;
al estate opi

owns you want to kr

job with a future, c

you've ever wanted to run a tourist court

tells you today's inside story of these popul

IF YOU WANT TO RETIRE ON A SMALL INCOME

Iks with hundreds of
rs, state officials, etc.,

ut if you're going to

ness of your own. If

an orange grove, he

No an Ford
got.

ells you
ether its
help ou

ley

seasonal job
extra income.) Because I\i

Yes, no matter what y
vacation, get a job, buy a

pives you the facts you n

book with plenty of maps and well

only a fraction of the money voi

Florida blind.

For your copy fill out coupon bel<

ttle or a lot. (If you need a part-time or
ir income, he tells you where to pick up
n Ford always tells you where life in Florida

can help you take life easy now.
seek in Florida—w-faeiher you want to retire.

Tie, or start a business, Sorman lord's Florida
to find exactlv what vou want. Vet this big

d well over 100,000 words sells for only $2-
d spend carelessly it you went to

Passenger-carrying

FREIGHTERS are the secret

of /ow-cosf travel

Yes, for no more than you'd spend at a resort, you can take a never-to-be-

forgotten cruise to Rio and Buenos Aires. Or through the West Indies or

along the St. Lawrence River to French Canada. In fact, trips to almost
rywhe llhin

And what accommodations you get; large rooms with beds (not

bunks), probably a private bath, lots of good food and plenty of

relaxation as you speed from port to port.

Depending upon how fast you want to go, a round the world cruise can
be yours for as little as S250-S.^OO a month. And there are shorter trips.

Fast, uncrowded voyages to England. France, the Mediterranean: two or
three week vacations up and down the Pacific Coast or to New Orleans.
Name the port and the chances are vou can find it listed in Travel Routes
.hoiirid the World. This is the booli that names the lines, tells where
they go, how much they charge, briefly describes accommodations. Hun-
dreds of thousands of travelers all over the world swear by it. Travel
editors and travel writers say "To learn how to travel for as little as youd
spend at a resort get Traiel Routes .-iroiiiid the World.''

It's yours for just SI, and the big 130-page 1956 edition includes practi-

cally every passenger-carrying service starting from or going to New "^'ork,

Canada, New Orleans, the Pacific Coast. Mexico. South America. England.
France, the Mediterranean. Africa, the Indies. Australia, the South Seas.

Japan. Flawaii. etc. There's a whole section called "How to Sec the World
at Low Cost." plus pages and pages of photos and maps.

A big SI worth, especially as it can open the way to more travel th.in

you ever thought possible. lor your copy, sintply fill out coupon.

iH^ Fill Out and Send at Once

for Quick Delivery

Mail to HARIAN PUBLICATIONS, 87 First Ave.

Greenlawn (Long Island), New York

I have enclosed S (cash, check, or money order). Please

send me the books checked below. You will refund my money if I am not

satisfied.

Where to Vacation on a Shoestring. SI.

a Norman Ford's Florido. S2.

Q How to Travel Without Being Rich. SI. SO.

n Travel Routes Around the World. SI.

Special offer: All books above lor 55.

Print iVj

.Iddress-



* The Opera Society
INVITES YOU TO ACCEPT

ANYONE ofthese recordedOPERAS

L^THAVIATA
Violetta Valery Margit Opawsky
Alfred Germont Leo Larsen
Georges Germont Henk Driessen
Annina Catharina Hessels

and other outstanding artists

THE MARRIAGE OF

Figaro Siemen Jongsma
Susanna Anneke van der Graaf
II Conte Almaviva Henk Driessen
La Contessa Margit Opawsky

and other outstanding artists

Certainly The Most Generous Offer You Will Ever Encounter

CARMEN
Carmen Cora Canne Meyer
Don Jose Leo Larsen
Escamillo Gerard Holthaus
Micaela Corry van Beckum

and other outstanding artists

TO PROVE TO YOU the remarkable qual-
ity and the amazing high-fidelity of the

Opera Society's recordings — we offer you any
one of these magnificent opera performances
of Carmen, La Travjata or The Marriage op
FlGARO-as a FREE GIFT. There is absolutely
no requirement to buy a record from the Soci-
ety ever!

Why Do We Make This Astounding Offer?
We want to demonstrate to you the exciting
enjoyment of opera performances planned for
record listening. Your FREE selection will in-
troduce you -WITHOUT OBLIGATION

-

to the glorious listening pleasure offered in
ALL of the twenty operas listed below. Hear,
in your own home, all the great music of each
opera — every famous aria, duet, chorus, over-
ture—brilliantly re-created by world renowned
artists and orchestras. Spectacular productions
up to two hours in length; recorded on long-
playing high-fidelity discs encompassing the

entire tonal range of human hearing . , . from
50 to 1.5,000 cycles.

Save Over 50% Off Usual Cost
You may have any or all of these operas de-
livered to your home — free of charge — at the
rate of one a month. Only if you decide to
keep any of them — do you pay the low mem-
bership price indicated below — saving over
50% off the usual retail cost of recordings of,

equal quality. Yes, you may listen to your
heart's content, and never pav a cent unless
you keep a recording. The FREE INTRO-
DUCTORY GIFT is yours without charge,
in any case.

Mail Coupon Now! Right now you may
cro.ss off in the coupon those operas you own,
or know beforehand you don't want to try. The
others will be delivered for free audition. But
this FREE GIFT offer is limited! Mail coupon
without delay. The Opera Society, Dept. 1-NH,
45 Columbus Avenue, New York 23.

(L^O^^yTt) CL^<»^»<ii^ 2.^^^^^^ C

20 GLORIOUS OPERAS PLANNED FOR YOUR ENJOYMENT
* VERDI: LA TRAVIATA . Margit Opawshy. soprano;

Leo Larsen, tenor, Garfield Swift, bantofie. Chorus,

Nelherlands Philharmonic Orchestra. Walter Goehr,

conduclof

* MOZART: THE MARRIAGE OF FIGARO . Opawsky.

soprano, Anneke van der Graaf, soprano, Siemen
Jongsma, bass, Henk Onessen, bass; Chorus; Nether-

lands Ptiilhafmonic, Walter Goehr. conductor.

• STRAUSS: DIE FIEDERMAUS • Uta

J
Graf, soprano, Hedda Heusscr, soprano,

baritone, Radio Zurtch Orchestra and

Chorus, Walter Goehr, conductor.

* BIZET: CARMEN • Cora Canne

Beckur

Corr

soprano, Larsen, tenor, Gerard Holthaus,

baritone. Chorus, Netherlands Philharmonic Orcheslra,

Walter Goehr, conductor

* MOHTEVIROI: THE CORONATION OF POPPEA .

Sylvia Gaehwiller, soprano: Marte Helblmg, mez/O'

soprano; Mabella Ott Penetio, contralto, Bruchner-

Ruggeberg, tenor. Frani Kelch, bass: Zurich Tonhalle

Orch. and Chorus: Walter Goehr, conductor,

*• ROSSIKI: THE BARBER OF SEVILLE . Meyer,

mezzo-soprano; Ne! Ouval. mezzo soprano, Paul Conrad,

tenor; Paolo Conn, baritone; Chorus; Nettierlands

Philharmonic; Aleiander Krannhals, conductor.

• TCHAIKOVSKY: THE QUEEN OF SPADES . Elizaveta

Smolenskaya, soprano, Valentma Bonsenko, contralto,

Ceofgi Nelepp, tenor, Aleiei Ivanov, baritone: Chorus

and Orch. Boljhoi Theater, A. Melik-Pasheyev, cond.

*-k*i MOZART: DON GIOVANNI . Gertrude Gfob-

Prandl, soprano, Hilde Konelzni, soprano, Hedda Heus-

ser, soprano, Mariano Stabile, baritone, Alois PernerS'

dorter, bass, Herbert Handl, tenor. Chorus Vienna State

Opera, Vienna Symphony. Hans Swarowsky, conductor.

** VERDI; RIGOLETTO . Heusser. soprano; Anny De
Lone, contralto. Conrad, tenor, Gorin, baritone, Gee
Smtth, bass, Ctiorus; Netherlands Philharmonic Or-

chestra, Walter Goehr. conductor.

-** WEBER: OBERON . Paula Bauer, soprano. Fran:
Fehnnger. tenor, Robert Titze, baritone. Chorus
and Orchestra of the South German RadiO;

Hans MullerKray, conductor,

•• GOUNOD: FAUST . Graf, soprano; Graaf.

soprano. Larsen, tenor, Gonn, baritone, Frans

van de Ven, baritone. Chorus, Netherlands Phil-

harmonic Orchestra. Walter Goehr, conductor.

** STRAUSS: THE CTPSY BARON . Graf,

soprano, Heusser, soprano, Tuscher. mezzt
Albert Kunz, tenor, Karl Pistorius, tenor, Milli

lone, Radio Zurich Orch and Chorus, Goehi

SPECIAL MEMBERSHIP PRICES

* One 13" dlic (opprox, 1 hour) .., $2.95

•• Album of iwo 10" d>Kt
(approx. I'l hours} $3,75

**• Album of two 12' diKl
(appfo«. 2 houri) $5.50

hailov. bass. Chorus and Orch, Bolshoi Ttieater, Nikolai

Colovanov, conductor.

*•* HANDEL: MESSIAH . Adrienne Cole, soprano;

Watty Krap, contralto, Larsen, tenor, Guus Hoekman.
bass. Chorus and Orchestra of the Handel Society;

Walter Goehr. conductor

** BIZET: THE PEARIFISHERS • Mattiwilda Dotibs,

soprano, Enzo Fery, tenor, Jean Borthayre, bass. Pans
" iilharmonic and Chorus. Leibowilz, cond.

VERDI: II TROVATORE . Opawsky,

Swift, baritone. Chorus, Netherlands Phil-

harmonic Orch . Walter Goehr, conductor

• * MOZART THE ABDUCTION FROM THE
SERAGLIO . Manlyn Tyler, soprano, Helen

Petfich, soprano, John van Kesteren,

ugust Griebel, bass, Cologne Opera Chorus,

liurzench Orch ol Cologne, Otto Ackermann, cond.

* HAYDN: ORFEO AND EURIOICE . Judith Hellwig,

soprano, Heusser, soprano, Hand!, tenor. Alfred Pocll,

bass. Chorus and Orchestra of the Vienna State Opera.

Hans Swarowsky. conductor

** OFFENBACH LA BELLE KELENE . Jamne Linda,

soprano, Janine Weishardt, mezzo soprano, Andre Bran.

tenor. Jacques Linsolas, baritone. Pans Phtlhatmonic

and Chorus, Rene leibowitz. conductor

•** WA6NER: LOHENGRIN . Soloists and chorus

of the Netherlands Opera The Netherlands Philhar-

monic Orchestra; Walter Goehr, conductor.

m\l COUPON - NO IMONEY - NOW
THE OPERA SOCIETY, Dept. 1-NH
45 Columbus Avenue, New York 23, N.Y.
Send me as a FREE GIFT (check one)
33' ( RPM recorded performance of

D CARMEN n LA TRAVIATA FIGARO
and enroll me as a Trial Member in the
Society'. I may try any record for 5 days.
I pay only for those I keep — it low
membership price indicated at the left

—saving 50*^. I may return any record
and pay nothing—and I may cancel my
Trial Membership at any time. Free Gift
is mine to keep in any case. The lonp
playing selections I have NOT crossed
out below will be delivered for free
audition, about one a month.

1_ LA TRAVIATA ]] FAUST
Veriii ' Gounod

2 MARRIAGE OF 1? GYPSY BARON'• FIGARO "•
.<r/r^„„

Mozart

3.
?'E

Strauss

13_ BORIS
GODOUNOV
Mussorgsky

14. MESSIAH
Handel

15. THE
PEARLFISHERS
Bizet

16 IL TROVATORE
Verdi

17 ABDUCTION
FROM THE

7 OUEEN OF SERAGLIO
'• SPADES Mozart

(Pique Dame) .» oRFEO AND
Tchaikoisky 'O- EURIDICE

g_ DON GIOVANNI Haydt:

FLEDERMAUS
Strauss

4 CARMEN
Bizet

5 CORONATION
OF POPPEA
Morttet'erdi

R BARBER OF
SEVILLE
Rossini

Moza
g_ RIGOLETTO

Verdi

10. OBERON
' Weber

iq LA BELLl
"'• HELENE

Offenbach

20. LOHENGRIN
Wagner

Selections NOT listed by ortler of release

Name

Address

City Zone. . . .State. . , .

Canada: 105 Bond St.. Toronto 2. Onr.

) c.<^>*s«rj) CL^^»<^^ ci^««>^^^^ (
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kiQl/i/ Vli^^ Criterion's Complefe, Superior

^£|V ^^ ' Telescope For Serious Astronomers

The 4 Inch DYNASCOPE Reflector
$4995

Reg U S Pot. Off,

Af an unbelievably low price I

ONLY

New Improved Combi-
nation Equatorial and
Altazimuth Mount
With Free-Moving

Polar Axis.

Bakelite

Tube©
^y 4-potnf Tube Suspension

Q Tripod with

Hardwood Folding Legs

ATTEHTIOH
VYHASCOPE OWHBRS!
New Improved Combination Equa-

torial and Altazimuth mount with

free-moving Polar Axis, now avail-

able separotely at $14.95. Weight
12 lbs. Or if you desire to trade In

your old mount, return with legs

securely wrapped and $5. New
mount will be shipped FOB Hart-

ford. Easily attached. No adapters

required.

F. O. B. Hartford, Conn.

Shipping Weight 16 lbs.

Express charges collect

• With New Combination Mount And Free-Moving Polar Axis

• A Parabolic Mirror! • 4-Power Finder! • Folding Tripod!

• 3 Achromatic Eyepieces, 65X - 1 SOX - 167X

• You will be truly amozed at the scientific accurocy and technical

g built into this complete reflecting telescope. If you were to purchose
the parts and assemble them yourself, you would spend much more than

the unheard of low price of this precision instrument. And in building your
own telescope you could never hope to attain the accuracy and co-ordination

of parts which hove been engineered into the Dynoscope.

• The high resolving power of the parabolic mirror produces exquisite

definition which clearly separates such celestial phenomena as double
stars. The 4-inch mirror gathers '/a more light than a 3y2-lnch

lirror. The Dynoscope parabolic mirror is aluminized and then

coated with a layer of zircon quartz for maximum protection and
lasting use. A parabolic mirror of such quality has previously been

obtainable only in high-priced instruments,

• The Dynoscope assembly includes everything—there is

absolutely nothing else to buy. There are no added charges

for extra eyepieces— or a view finder.

y • The tripod with hardwood folding legs is fitted with position

.\ locks for absolute stability. Study the list of features and you

\ will agree that this unprecedented offer is the most generous
nd all-inclusive you hove ever seen anywhere. The usual

% Iriterlon money-bock guorontec

if you can duplicate this inslrun

our unheard of low prtci

refunded at once. With a pr

applies and, in fact,

ent for less than twice

, your money will be
:cision instrument like

ssorilythe Dynoscope Reflector, production i

limited but we con make immediate shipment
at this time. Send check or money order now

with full guorontee of satisfaction.

• THE ONLY TELESCOPE AVAILABLE FOR UNDER
$75. WITH A PARABOLIC MIRROR, RACK &
PINION FOCUS, AND 3 ACHROMATIC EYEPIECES!

Monufocfurers one/ D/sfribufors of Optical Instruments

THE CRITERION MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. NHD9, 331 Church Street • Hartford 1, Connecticut

Telephone: CHapel 7-1696 • Cable Address: CRICO

J



9th SYMPHONY
(THE CHORALE)

The Most Majestic Symphony in All /Music in a New High-Fidelity Performance

by the Netherlands Philharmonic Orchestra and Chorus Under the Baton of W^alter Goehr.

Internationally Famous Artists: CORRY BUSTER, soprano; ELIZABETH PRITCHARD, alto

DAVID GAREN, Tenor; LEONARDO WOLOVSKY, bass

«g4^Bee(lioveii'sls<^y8'hmiPII0\IES
ALL THREE SYMPHONIES COMPLETE TO THE LAST NOTE I

THE MOST ASTOUNDING
RECORD OFFER E\IER MADE!

IN ALL the history of recorded music, there has never

been .m offer as thrilling as this! If you act at once you
may take an album containing this majestic new perform-

ance of Beethoven's Ninth . . . plus Beethoven's 1st and
8th Symphonies—as a FREE GIFT—just for the asking.

And tliere is absolutely NO obligation to buy another rec-

ord from the Society, unless you wish to do so.

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony (The Chorale) stands

alone as the supreme achievement in the realm of the

symphony. Created near the end of Beethoven's stormy

life, it sums up all that this titan of music has to say of

Man and his Destiny. But this monumental masterpiece

is so costly and difficult to perform that it is presented only

on special occasions—and always to "sell out" audiences.

That is why this FREE offer, with no strings attached

is so extraordinary.

Why Do We Moke This Astounding OfFer?

This fabulous gift will demonstrate to you the extraordinary tonal

fidelity and artistic level of the Society's recordings. Vou hear in

your own home magnificent classics sensitively performed by world
renowned soloists, conductors and orchestras . . . flawlessly repro-

duced with the entire lonul range of humun hearing . . . from 50 to

15,000 cycles. You'll find these recordings add up to hours and
hours of exciting pleasure for you . , . and provide a proud musical

heritage for the whole family.

Save Over 40% OfF The Usual Cost
You do not obligate yourself in any way when you send for your

free new record ilbum, and enroll as a Trial Member. You do n«l

have to buy anything from the Society ever, but enjoy all the ad-

vantages of membership.

For example, look at the l/jirly forthcoming new releases listed in

the coupon. You as a Trial Member may audition FREE any or all

of them. All you have to do is select the masterpieces you want to

listen to. Those you want to try {and only thosel will be sent to

your home—/iff of c/iarge—it the rate of about two discs a month.

You may reliirn any recording wilhonl paying a cent—even after

playing it lor fire frill days. And for those ynu Iteep you are billed

only the low membership price of $1.89 per long playmg disc-

containing 40 minutes or more of glorious music. A saving of over

Wl, of} tlie usual retail cost for recordings of equal quality.

MAII, COUPON NOW ! Send now for your free album contain-

ing Beethoven's 9th . . . plus Beethoven's 1st and 8th Symphonies.

At the same time, cross oti in the oninon those .selections you

already own or know you don't want to try. The others will be

sent, about two discs a month, for free trial- H';'//>o»/ oliligatiim.

This .Her is necessarily limited. Please return coupon today.

Mail Coiipoii-VVITHOUT MONEY-lo:
The Musical Mosterplec

43 West 61st Street, Ne
iely, Dept. 73-2

rk 23, N. Y.

Rush me FREE, the long playing album of Beethoven's majestic 9th SYMPHONY'
— plus Beethoven's 1st and 8th Symphonies — mine to keep absolutely free, without
any obligation. 1 have crossed out below the forthcoming releases I already own
in satisfactory 33V3 R.P.M. High Fidelity recordings. 1 need do nothing more to

enjoy the others in my home for Free Audition. They will be delivered free of charge
— at the rate of about two discs a month. I am not obligated to buy any record

ever. 1 may try all releases for 5 full days.

CROSS OUT only those yo

I.DVORAK: Symph. No. 5, "Fron the

New World"; Zurich Tonholle Orch.;
Ackermann, cond.

2. TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto;
Odnoposoff, solo; Goehr, cond.

3. MOZART: Piano Concerto No. 24;
Johannesen, solo; Ackermonn, cond.

4. BACH: Magnificat in D; Soloists;

Reinhart Chorus; Winlerthur Symph.
5. BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto, "Em-

peror"; H. Kann, piano; Nether-
lands Phil. Orch.; Ackermann, cond.

6. BIZET: Symphony in C; Utrecht
Symph. Orch.; Hupperls, cond.

7. VIVALDI: The Four Seasons; L. Kauf-
man, violin; H. Swoboda, cond.

8. SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto; Mewion-
Wood, piano; Goehr, cond.

9. HAYDN: Trumpet-Concerto; Wobiisch,
solo; Orch. Vienna Op.; Hciller,
^ond. Flute Concerto; Urfer, solo.

10. SCHUBERT: Piano Quint., "Trout";

DO NOT want to audition.

16. BEETHOVEN: "Appassionata" ond
"Moonlight" Sonatas; Kann, piano.

17. BRUCH: Violin Concerto; PAGANINI:
La Campanella; R. Odnopotoff, vio-

lin; Netherlonds Orch. Goehr, cond.
18. MOZART: Clarinet Quintet

al Qu

P. Po Wii rthu

11. MOZART: "Jupiter" Symphony; antJ

Symphony No. 17; Winterlhur
Symph. Orch.; Ackermann, cond.

12. CHOPIN: Piano Concerto No. 1;

Mewton-Wood, piano; Goehr, cond.

13. BACH: Violin Concerto No. 2; Cha-
conne; R. Odnoposoff, violin; Neth-
erlands Phil. Orch.; Goehr, cond.

14. RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF: Capriccio Es-

pagnol, Intro antl March from "Coq
d'Or"; MUSSORGSKY: Intro to "Kho-
vantchina"; V. Desarzens, cond.

15. DEBUSSY: Quartet in G; Pascal Siring
Quartet. Sonata for Cello and Piano
Garbousova, cello; Bolsom, piano.

Selectic

19. SAINT-SAENS: V
Havanaise; L. Kc
eriands Phil. Orch.; Berg, cond.

20. MOZART: Symphonies Nos. 40 and 34;
Netherlands Phil. Orch.; H. Swo-
boda, cond.

21.G0LDMARK: Rustic Wudding Symph.;
Orch. Vienna Stale Op.; H. Swo-
boda, cond.

22. BEETHOVEN: Symph. NO. 7; Zurich
Tonholle Orch.; Ackermonn, cond.

23. CHOPIN: Sonata No. 2; Fantaisie-
Impromptu; R. Goldsand, piono.

24. HAYDN: "Surprise"; one* "Military"
Symphonies; Netherlands Phil. Orch.;
H. Swoboda, cond,

25. FRANCK: Symphony in min.; Neth-
erlonds Phil. Orch.: Goehr, cond.

26. STRAVINSKY: Firebird and Piano
Concerto; Netherlonds Phil. Orch.;
Mewton-Wood. piano; Goehr. cond.

27. SCHUBERT: Symph. No. 3; ond Fan-
tasy and Rondo for Piano and Trch.;

Hupperts, cond.; F. Pellcg, piano.
28. PROKOFIEFF: Violin Concerto No. 1;

R. Odnoposoff, violin; Hollreiser,

cond. Piano Concerto No. 1; Richter,
piano; Kondroshin, cond.

29. MENDELSSOHN: "Scotch" Symphony;
Netherlands Phil.; W. Goehr, cond,

30. DVORAK: "American" Quartet; Pas-
cal Quort. Carnaval Overture; Orch.

piano. Vienna Op.; Swobodo, cond.
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This Indian is a Chamula of Mexico's
southernmost stale, Chiapas. The unusual
shoes he wears are the same as are know n

to have been used more than 1000 years

ago by the Mayas. Similar styles can be
seen on many of the figures carved on
Maya stones dating from the Late Classic

Period (about the seventh to the ninth

century.)

Tile Chamulas have preserved much of

their cultural vigor despite European in-

fluence during recent centuries and are
one of the most colorful groups of Middle
America. There are approximately 26.(100

of them, living scattered among the for-

ested mountains of Chiapas. Tliough the
state of Chiapas includes some of the
ancient Mayan lands, it actually faces the
Pacific Ocean rather than the Atlantic. Its

liighest mountain. Cerro Zontehuitz. is

about 9. too feel high. In area, it is slightly

larger than W c-t \ irginia. and as manv as
2(10.000 Indian^ nia> live « ithin its border^.
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...the radio of explorers
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PIONEERED AND PROVED IN THE ARCTIC
BY FAMED EXPLORER ADMIRAL DONALD B. MacMILLAN

Zenith's new super deluxe Trans-Oceanic Portable Radio

Zenith Short Wave was first used in the Arctic in 1923,

during the historic polar Expedition of Admiral (then

Commander) Donald B. MacMillan. The Zenith Short

Wave equipment carried by this Expedition enabled it

to be the first in the Arctic to keep in constant contact

with the outside world!

Again, two years later— while less than 12 degrees

from the North Pole— the MacMillan National Geo-

graphic Arctic Expedition transmitted voice by Zenith

Short Wave radio to the cruiser U.S.S. Seattle, sailing

off Tasmania on the other side of the earth! From these

pioneer Short Wave experiments. Zenith developed the

first practical portable Short Wave radio!

IMPORTANT! A Zenith baltery-operated portable is as necessary in your home

You, too, can tune in the world with the Zenith trans-

oceanic portable radio, or get the best long distance

domestic reception on standard broadcast! Also covers

international Short Wave bands, marine, weather and
amateur Short Wave coverage bands, plus ship-to-ship

and ship-to-shore reception. Students can tune in

foreign lands and learn languages as they are actually

spoken!

This fabulous Short and Standard Wave trans-
oceanic radio operates on ships, trains, planes and in

steel buildings. Tropically treated against high humidity

to prevent loss of sensitivity. AC DC or battery oper-

ated. Inblackstag, $139. 95 *; brown cowhide, $159.95*.

3S a flashlight in case of power failure caused by air raid or other emergency!

ONLY BUILDS :^£NtTH QUALITY

• failur

The Royalty of RADIO and Television'

Backed by 37 ye.irs of leadership in radionics exclu;

ALSO MAKERS OF FINE HEARING AIDS
Zenith Radio Corporation. Chicago 39. 111.

vely

^Manufacturer's suggested retail price not including batteries. Slightly (liRtier in Far West and Soutti. Prices end specifications subject to change without notice.
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Trivet A
Circular in shape, approx.

5y, inches in diameter

Trivot B

These l)eaiitirtil lii\('ls ean be used to

raise a vase iroiii a table, enhance a

floral arrangement, or, of course, to

use for hot dishes on a dining tahle.

They make uni(|ue wall decorations

too. When ordering, please sjierily

whether you want tlie trivet marked

"A," "B," or "C."

Meiiilifis are entitled to a lO^r di^coiinl

from the purchase price.

Jfidia

M. or centuries the gifted craftsmen

of India have heen carving artistic, dec-

orative pieces from Shesham Wood.

These superh trivets are fine examples

of their work.

After the Shesham trees are dried and

cut into planks, the carver sketches the

design witli a free liand and chisels the

relief sections with sharp, simple tools.

Open perforation work is done with a

jigsaw pe<ldled by foot and guided hy

the swift, sure hands of the craftsman.

The wood is then smoothed and polished

to a lustrous shine. The finished piece

is an exciting work of art that will com-

pliment the most discriminating decor.

$2.9.T. i>osli>nkl.

Send your orders to:

THE MUSEUM SHOP
The American Museum of Natural History, New York 24, New York
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Two himhs under the same title

Primitive art

. ----- by Franz Boas

DoviT Piil)Iications, Inc., $1.95

372 pp., 308 figs., 1.5 plates.

by Erwin O. Christensen

Tliomas Y. Crowell Company, $15.00

348 pp., 348 Black and white illus.,

32 color plates.

TN 1927, when Franz Boas' brilliant

pioneer study first appeared, primitive

art was known and appreciated chiefly by

a small minority of artistically-minded in-

tellectuals who admired it in part because

it was so far removed from classical tradi-

tion. To the average person of the Twen-

ties, however, primitive art was strange

and ungainly, frequently indecent, and

often downright ugly.

Today most fine arts museums of any

pretensions have staged highly successful

sliowings of the artistic productions of

primitive people from Africa, ancient Peru,

the Pacific islands, or Stone Age Europe.

'Hierc are probably as many avid collectors

bidding for the carvings of Gabun and

Baluba "savages" as for the canvasses of

Gauguin and Braque.

Primitive art has arrived. It is not only

respectable; it is fashionable, and very

expensive. In spite of all that has been

written from various points of view, I

suspect that it has arrived chiefly because

it has merit and competance, and we to-

day are aware enough to realize it.

^Vllethe^ one understands the syniliolic

meaning and original function of a ma,sk,

a figurine, or a sandpainting, it has strik-

ing and interesting form, texture, color,

or design. After the wild and often un-

disciplined experimentation by our own
artists in search of something new. it has

a dignity and sincerity that is apparent

to anyone.

Most primitive art was collected by an-

thropologists, explorers, and missionaires,

which is why the great bulk of it is

housed in natural history museums. Only

recently has it begun to find its way into

museums of art. This accident of history

explains the two basically different atti-

tudes toward tlie material. The anthro-

pologist sees primitive art as a part of eul-

line generally. He is interested in ques-

tions of origin, process, stylistic change,

and the like. The art historian is concerned

chiefly with aesthetics. He is more inter-

YOUR NEW BOOKS

cstcd in (he ol)ject tlian in its cultural

context.

Tile present two books, each entitled

Primitive Art, represent these two diver-

gent points of view both of which are legi-

timate and valid. Boas, the anthropolo-

gist, is scientific, objective, and keenly

anaKtical. Cliristensen the art historian is

subjective and selective, and his text is

tinged with the cliches of art criticism.

He deals only superficially with the his-

tory and provenience of the pieces, since,

as an artist, he is interested primarily in

the objects themselves.

The books contrast sharply in other

ways. Christensen's is a new, delu.xe edi-

tion, superbly illustrated with black-and-

white and color photographs, and with

drawings. Boas' is an unassuming paper-

backed reprint, with poorly reproduced

photographs and .some line drawings that

are less than adequate.

Each book has its defects and its merits.

Boas' is still the authoritative study of

primitive art, even though the illustrations

are inadequate and the Indian art of the

Pacific Northwest is overemphasized at

the expense of other areas. Christensen's

is an eye-filling once-over-hghtly trip

through the entire field of primitive art.

For the reader who wants to know what

primitive artists were capable of produc-

ing, it is a good introduction, provided

he realizes that the illustrations are highly

selected and that the text is frequently

naive.

Harry Tschopik, Jr.

Xhe windward road

....-.----by Archie Carr

Alfred A. Knopf, Inc. $4..50

282 pp., 17 illus., 3 maps.

TT IS a surprising but incontestable fact

that the green turtle had a marked in-

fluence on early exploration and activities

in the Caribbean area. In this delightful

book, Archie Carr goes so far as to say,

"All early acti\'ity in tlie New World

tropics — exploration, colonization, buc-

caneering, and even the maneu\crings of

naval squadrons—was in some way or

degree dependent on turtles." The author

establishes the validity of this thesis witli

numerous examples of man's depending

on sea turtles for fresh meat while on long

voyages before the development of re-

frigeration. He draws an interesting com-

parison between the role of the bison in

the settling of the western United States

and that of tlie green turtle in the develop-

ment of the Caribbean region. The con-

trasts and similarities between the two

animals are interesting to contemplate.

Turtles have made an important impact

on man in many parts of the world

throughout human history. These animals

have been Archie Carr's professional ob-

session, which lias proved a boon to the

turtles and mankind, as well as to Dr. Carr.

This book is difficult to classify—except

to term it non-fiction. It is partly a book

about sea turtles, but definitely not a

book on turtles. It is partly a travel guide

to some out-of-the-way spots in the Car-

ibbean. As such, it is full of local flavor

and aroma. Most of all, the book consists

of a series of beautifully written, colorful

accounts of the author's experiences "pry-

ing about in strange places " while seeking

knowledge of the sea turtles. It is a

fascinating book, filled with interoeting

anecdotes, as well as engaging biological

A uatiiralisfs

adventures

oil remote

Caribbean shores

by ARCHIE CARR
Author oi Higti Jungles and Low

A suprenieK' gifted nature writer,

Archie Carr, Professor of Biological

Sciences, Universit\' of Florida, now
tells the fascinating sror\' of his search

for facts about the habits of the

great sea turtles of the Caribbean—

a

search that reads like a scientific mys-

tcrv storv. It is a book, too, about the

amazing people, plants and animals of

the islands, a thrilling experience for

all nature lovers. Illustrated ii-itb pho-

tographs and maps.

S4.50 at most hookstoro

ALFRED A. KNOPF .
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'shanty
boat cruises

EXPLORE
THE WEST!

Boys 14-18

Adventure! Education! Sport!

Camp in the open under rugged con-

ditions «hi!e studying geology, ar-

cliaeology; learn the culture and lore

of the Wyoming frontier. Prospect for

gold, visit a glacier, excavate an In-

dian camp site. Learn Natural His-

tory, Archaeology, Geology, Fossil

Study, Frontier Lore. Pack trips,

swimming. Good food. Experienced

leaders. Early application advised.

Write for folder today.

Flying "U" Caravan Camp
Harold N. Calm

II, pi. ..f Hi..l..K>. I)i.kins..n CW,,!,:

HACKMATACK
CAMP FOR BOYS AND GIRLS

INTERESTED IN NATURE STUDY

A wonderful spot for youngsters
7-12 years of age! Here in the

beautiful Berkshires our special

facilities and expert staff is ready
to help those interested in natural

history subjects.

Geology, botany, birds, conserva-
tion, the sky, and all that lives in

the earth, the air and water.

Swimming, riding, shop, crafts,

daily farm activities.

• Write aboul your child to •

GEORGE F. DILLMAN
OTIS, MASS.

(>hsi_T\ati(>ns. It is sure to make many
readers hoi5e that Archie Carr will eon-

tinue to pry about and write about his

(luest for information on turtles.

J-\.MEs A. Oliver

The viking rocket story

Ijv Milton W. Rosen

Harper and Bros., $3.75
242 pp., 10 drawings, 47 photos

"pVEN if you are not too much interested

in rockets, or if you feel that you have

read enough about them. The Vikitig Roc-

ket Story is a book not to be missed. Those

who are not interested in rockets per se

will read with astonishment what a tre-

mendous undertaking a big "shoot" ac-

tually is, how many scientific disciplines,

engineering activities, organizational

bodies and, last but not least, different in-

dividuals of different temperaments and

inclinations have to mesh to bring about

a success. As for those who have read

other books on rockets, the answer is

furnished by the author in saying that:

"the past and, indeed, the future have

been treated thoroughly,—it is the present

that lacks dociuncntation."

The man who wrote this book was in

charge of the Viking Rocket project. Mr.

Rosen is also a good writer. He tells not

only about the rockets and the trials and

tribulations of the men who made them

work, but also about the men themselves.

The Viking of the U.S. Navy (origin-

ally named Neptune) was the first large

lirpiid fuel rocket built in this country

after the Second World War. Like the

German V-2, it used ethyl alcohol as its

fuel and liquid oxygen as the oxidizer,

but in many respects it differed from the

V-2. It had a different shape, a different

construction, and a different method of

stabilization. Nattirally every Viking man

looked enviously at the high-altitude re-

cord established by a V-2 rocket from the

White Sands Proving Ground in New
Me.\ico. That altitude record had been

114 miles, and everybody involved in the

Project felt that tlic Viking had to licat

that.

But Vikings Nos. 1 and 2 developed a

minor flaw when in flight and reached

only 50 and 32 miles, respectively. No. 3

had to be "cut off" by radio (meaning

that the fuel flow had to be stopped),

because there was danger that it might

fall outside the Proving Ground. No. 4,

fired from shipboard ( and one has to read

tlie story to realize how much preparation

this needed), climbed to 105 miles, and

No. 5 to 108. No. 6 suffered a failure of

the fins and made only 40 miles. No. 7

finally succeeded, climbing to 136 miles.

No. 9, the first model of a somewhat

larger type, achieved the same altitude.

So did No. 10, but No. 11, fired May 24,

1954, set a new record: 158 miles.

Some two years ironi now all these li'.;-

ures will look cpiitc small, because sati Hi!.-

shots to a maximum distance will ha\i-

been made. But the rocket that will lilt

the three-stage satellite assembly oft the

groimd will probably be a still more im-

proved Viking. It will exist only because

it had unimproved predecessors, the ones

whose story is told in this book.

Willy Ley.

Yankee's people and
PLACES

by Irving and Electa Jolinson

and Lydia Edes

W. W. Norton and Co.

$5.00, 332 pp., 44 photographs, 3 maps

'TT'HIS is just the book for frustrated land-

lubbers, explorers, and anyone who

ever loved a boat. The remarkable John-

sons emerge from its wind-blown pages

as insatiable adventurers, gifted chroni-

clers, and yachtsmen par excellence as

they tell the story of their circumnaviga-

tion of the globe under sail, mostly square

sails and one 1600-square-foot balloon

jib. As five times before, it is a 35,000-

mile, 18-month sojourn in their beautiful

96-foot brigantine with a doctor and an

amateur crew of 21 girls and young men
who must be covmted the most fortunate

of our citizens.

Odd and fascinating niches ol the

globe cross the pages as the skipper wan-

ders to the places that he has come to

like best in 20 years of seafaring—Zanzi-

bar, Cape Town, Haiti, Bangkok, Singa-

pore, Indonesia, Borneo, New Guinea,

the Solomons, Tahiti, Rapa, Pitcairn, the

Tuamotus, the Galapagos, to mention a

few—places where lonely people await the

YcDikee with a warmth reserved tor old

friends.

One cannot read this tale of adventure

in the South Seas without feeling the

great attraction that captured Stevenson

and Melville generations before James

Michener and Joshua Logan made them

into a household dream. Interspersed

through the text are beautifully descripti\e

letters by Lydia Edes to her family, which

are filled with the excitement ot new

adventure, and here and there arc reflec-

tions, predictions, tips ( for example, a

cruising guide to the Galapagos complete

with map), and assorted facts otherwise

hard to come by.

One learns to know the young crew-

men, their idiosyncrasies and strong points,

and marvels at the job of hmnan rela-

tions which the Johnsons face with the

bursting young family and the constant

barrage of eager Robinson Crusoes who
converge for haircuts when they learn

that the golden bUmdc is the ship's barber.

But, alas, unlike Bligh's crew, the ex-

pedition finally turns homeward, breasting
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tlie stormy Atlantic. Landfall is finally

111 kIc ofl Coney Island, and somt'oni' is

licard to ask an old <iiii-stiiiii, "W lial

kind of nati\cs \iw in lliiisc liiiiii)-

liiinscs?" The once soft aiiKitciirs cincrKe

fniiii the Yankee at Gloucester witli an ap-

pneiation of tlie world, its people, and

Iiartienlarly the Johnsons which lime will

never dim.

E. Thomas Gim.iaho

The jungle is a woman
- - - - by Jane Doliiigcr

Henry Regnery Company, $3.95

22.5 pp., 16 photos.

Tlie jungle is a woman,

She bares her bosom to the rain

.\ncl sings her Pagan hive-song

Insensible to pain

HIS lurid little ditty supplies the title

and sets the tone of the latest in Ama-

zonian "exploration"—this time by a wo-

man. It seems that the audioress, formerly

a secretary in an airline office in Miami,

sees a classified ad reading: "Author

needs adventure-loving Girl Friday." She

answers it, and in no time flat finds her-

.<;elf headed for the Gran Pajonal, that

"traetlcss," "unexplored" wilderness in

eastern Peru, now so familiar to readers of

ad\enture tales.

With her is her author-employer and

traveling companion, a Mr. Krippene. He
is not just searching for unexplored rivers

or rare orchids, or even uranium. He is

looking for living, breathing examples of

the Java Ape Man, and in Peru, too.

During most of the narrative Pithecan-

thropus unfortunately gets lost in the

shuffle, and instead we are subjected to a

routine treatment of piranha fish, snakes,

and menacing Indians. The time would

seem ripe to work out some system of

symbols to deal with these stock hazards

of Amazonian travel so that they would

not have to be described in detail.

Miss Dolinger (now Mrs. Krippene) is

unable to keep the names of the Ucayali

tribes straight, and her ethnological ob-

servations are about eighty percent inac-

curate. We are told, for example, that the

Sliipibo Indians deform their children's

heads so that they can tell them from

monkeys, and that the Piros attract but-

terflies all over their bodies. Perhaps the

Shipibos I knew were unusually percep-

tive, but they had no trouble sorting out

the children from the monkeys, and our

Piro boatmen were not troubled with

butterflies—at least, not externally.

The Java Ape Men, of course, never

materialize. Instead, the adventurers fin-

ally come upon a band of naked "i5re-

Stone Age people" (whatever they are)

who converse in grunts and eat their food

raw. Ma>be this is what is called "science

fiction"; certainly it is not science.

Harry Tschopik, Jn.
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Lc/3ULS ACASSIZ FUEHTES:
His Life . . . and Correspondence

ed. l)y Mary Fnertes Boynton

Oxford University Press, $7..50

•317 pp. 1 photo, 16 original drawings,

largely unpublished

VWlll'-N Louis Fnertes was yet in col-

lege, Elliott Cones, tlie leading orni-

thologist of the day, declared that he gave

promise of becoming America's greatest

painter of birds, not excepting Audubon
himself. And at a memorial service held

years later after Fnertes' tragic death in

an automobile accident, Frank M. Chap-

man said: "If the birds of the world had

met to select a human being who could

best express to mankind the beauty and

charm of their forms, their songs, their

rhythmic flight . . ., they would unques-

tionably have chosen Louis Fuertes."

These tributes by qualified experts

were well founded.

Enthusiastic field observations, almost

throughout the world, provided Fuertes

with a store of information about birds;

he possessed a unique ability to transfer

these impressions of the living bird to the

canvas. Some artists, including Audubon,

excelled Fuertes at producing large fin-

ished compositions, but the latter's bird

portraits, which adorned many of the

leading bird books of the day, are, as a

series, unmatched here or abroad.

The enthusiasm, sparkling wit, and

whimsy of Louis Fuertes won him a host

of friends, and are visible in his extensive

correspondence with members of his fam-

ily and with other artists and naturalists.

Abbott Thayer, Frank Chapman, John

Burroughs, and many others. His daugh-

ter, Mary Fuertes Boynton, wisely decided

to use a selection of tliese letters as the

focal point of this biography. The result

is a very entertaining and heart-warming

book.

Dean Amadon

Zambesi
by J. F. Macdonald

St. Nhirtin's Press. .$4.50

240 pp.. 12 ilhis.

'npHIS is tlie story of one of the world's

great rivers, a river of little significance

to the average reader because it has no

important shipping and runs for many of

its 1700 miles through country uninviting

and seldom visited by the tourist. The

river is the underlving theme, but the

author has much to say of the people who
live along its course. This is a thought-

provoking book. The interesting historical

background and well-written description

of topography, environment, and climate

provide the setting for a better under-

standing of the all-important <iiiestion in

Africa todav', namcK'. what is to be the

lot of the black man.

Starting at Zambesi headwaters, in An-
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DIATOMS
Modem Man

Few household pro(hicts have not been helped

by the varied and beautiful plants known as diatoms

By Jennie E. Harris

64

il to ex-

cposits.
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tract (liatotiiite in tlie <'arly days of discovery at the Loinpoc deposits.



IN the white hills of Lompoc,

California, electric shovels are

scooping up encasements of plants

that lived millions of years ago.

Millions of encasements in every

million-year-old spoonful. Most of

them are microscopic, with the cool

look of ice, and often they are as

filigreed as flakes of snow. It takes

a microscope to see their intricate

designs, which become even more

intricate under the electron micro-

scope.

Massed together, these whole and

fragmentary shells make the Lom-

poc hills white. But they are not

pressed together. The loose contact

between the particles gives the

mass porosity, lightness. Only the

outer points of rays or spears touch.

All stay firm, unyielding, as when

they lived some 12 to 28 million

years ago in the Miocene period.

It was further back, in the Creta-

ceous period, that their earliest

forms came into being. Perhaps dur-

ing the early millions of years their

evolution was slow. Then in the

following era, the Tertiary, when
the Alps upheaved and the vol-

canoes in our Rocky Moimtain re-

gion rolled quantities of lava over

the landscape, this new kind of

plant, the diatom, extended its dis-

tribution. There were hoards of di-

atoms on the surface of waters,

suspended in layers inside waters,

and around rocks and precipices

DIATOMS SERVE MODERN MAN

UlArOMS are cliissiftrd tiilli tin- (dime.
'I'licir ninny s/i«/>f'.s arf a rhiilh'tifiv to tin- i)li<>toiir<ij)hi>r, Inil

his Insk is no easy one, because ti diatom 1 .2001h of an inili

long is well above the avenifie size. They have been divided
into ttco broad divisions, the Centrab-s (or C.entrieae I and
the I'ennatae. Tiie (enlrales are rhirfly joiind in the sea

and usually have a eyiindriral and sometimes diselihe sliape.

irilh railiid marLinns and often iiilh sfiines. (See first three

l)hotou.rai>hs.) The I'ennatae (last Ino fdiotofiraphsl are
commonly bi)al-shaiietl, icith marhintis arranged on either
side of a median line.

< Lo\C SPIRALLY TWISTED
CHAINS witli a conspicuous
niniihor of lon^ huirlikr- pro-

jcclions charar-tcrizi' tlii- icp-

rcsfutativc of llif (^cnlraics,

C.liaetoci-ros debilis.

* AsrnAiGin
i.s exhil)ite(l

didymus.

CllAINLIKi;|-01tM

hy Chaeloceros

These two representatives
of tlic other broad group of

diatoms, tlio Pennatae. are of

the ^ciuiN Meridian. They are

rr('sh-\v iilcr ioriiis ami pxliiliil

hcauliful fanlikc iiallcnis.

A The DISC-SHAPED diato.ms

are rcpresentcil here hy Cos-

cinodiscns ajiicnlatus.



Jolms-Mantill,.

A TlIK DIATOMITK woiiKlNGS at Loiiijioc. (luaiititips of ovoil)iii(I<'ii must l)c removed to reach the pure layers.

suhmcrt^t'd in water. This plant, this

single cell, ])ecamc one of the most

prolifie of growing things.

It is still prolific, though the total

mass production may now be more

moderate than in the Miocene per-

iod. .Several thousand species of dia-

toms are known, and they are

classed among the algae. Scientists

find them in most waters—in the

Atlantic and the Pacific, in fresh

Alaska rivcis where salmon return

to spawn, in siibtropics near .Sar-

gasso, in tlic antarctic wliere up-

ended hcrgs gleam brick red or

darkly chocolate with their diatom

coating.

Diatoms coat logs in sticams and

ditches. You can dip up diatoms in

a siioonlul ol jioiid mud. Pluck a

cattail liorii a iiiaisli and you find

their slippery accumulations around

the stem. Forms of luxuriant diver-

sity inhabit warm waters, but the

greatest numbers are found in polar

seas. Diatoms abound in the antarc-

tic, making a rich pasturage for

66

\aiious creatures. Living diatoms

are usually golden-brown, but the

refraction of light from their intri-

cate scidpturing causes some to ap-

pear bright green, rich blue, or red.

They can live frozen inside solid

blocks of ice, to revive and repro-

duce when thawed out. They ap-

l)ear to be fragile yet are most

hardy, because each builds a shell

of silica for skeletal support.

Quartz is silica. So is opal. Silicon

ranks second only to oxygen among
the earth's most abimdant elements.

Its oxide, silica, comprises over 58

per cent of the earth's crust. Silica

is the coarseness in grass bladc^s that

gives your fingers a vicious cut. It

is part of the glisten and the soimd

of the so-called singing sand—harp

strings in the sands of Arabia or

bell-like ringing in southern Cali-

lornia's musical dunes. Sandstone

sparkles with silica. Silica is one of

the petrifying substances of our

gemmed forests.

In sea water, however, silica may

exist as less than one part, or only

a few parts, per million. Yet the

diatom, the one-celled plant, has

power to take silica from water and

fashion for itself a crystal box that

has defied pressure and dissolution

through millions of years.

The box of the diatom is as much
a part of it as our skeleton is part

of us. There are two halves, one

overlapping the other like the two

halves of an aspirin tin, but in

thousands of shapes and patterns.

Surely nowhere else, unless perhaps

among living coral, can you find

such arrays of lacy beauty. Some
cases arc like needles of frost, moon
crescents, or stars with as many as

20 points. Some are like tiny but-

tressed fortresses. Some shapes are

concave, some convex. Sometimes

the crystal-like walls, perhaps only

a few millionths of an inch thick,

are dotted, arabesqued, girdled—

each fairy pattern making a fine

disj'jlay of symmetry or asymmetry.

Yet the maker of each jewel box is
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a plant, differing from other plants

in till" way it builds its t>pc ot cell

Nvall.

Many forms live attached to a

rock or to another plant, but some

of them have the power of inde-

pendent movement. They are not

the only plants with movement, but

they show certain peculiarities in

the way they move. They are fast

in comparison with the slow-moving

algae known as desmids, for in-

stance, though slow in comparison

with microscopic animals such as

the unicellular protozoa or the mi-

crocrustaceans. Their movement is

sometimes described as deliberate,

stately, steady. Some of them move

forward a short distance, pause,

then move back almost the same

way they came, sometimes in rhyth-

mic little jerks. How they move may
niN'stifv the watcher, for he sees no

apparent action. "Cytoplasmic

streaming" is one phrase that botan-

ists have used in describing the

movements.

If you ask a specialist in diatoms

to tell you about some of the excit-

ing mysteries connected with them,

he may say: "How did they evolve

A Most of tiic diatoms used conmu-r-

cially lived and died in the Miocene pe-

riod, which lasted roiinhly from 12 mil-

lion to 28 million years a'^o. The Cali-

fornia coast for some distance north and

south of the famous deposits at Loni[)oc

were then under water as shown here.

into so many and such widcK' di-

\eise spi'cies or loiin-designs? How
does the diatom extract and meta-

bolize silica? Why do diatoms have

a preponderance of pigments other

than green chlorophyll? In what

state do many of them tide over a

dormant period, and what is the

stimulus that brings them quickly

into heavy productivity?" He may
admit perplexity about certain as-

pects of their reproduction. These

are only a few of the questions on

which specialists are accumulating

information.

Reproduction

To reproduce, the strange little

plant usually divides into two

daughters, one slightly larger than

the other. Division in the larger

species is apt to occur during the

night. Some believe that the cell

first increases in size, the growth

pushing up the cover of the box.

The nucleus divides. Then finally

there are two so-called protoplasts,

with a duplication of tiny cell or-

gans, one set lying in the cover part

of the box, the other in the inner

or bottom part. Thereupon each

daughter secretes a new half-shell.

The daughter that keeps the origi-

nal cover as a cover builds a new

half-shell of normal size that fits

inside it. But the lesser daughter,

using the original bottom as a top,

must build a smaller half-shell to

fit inside. Sometimes expansion

takes place at the time of division,

but when not, one daughter may

get smaller and smaller each time.

When a minimum stage is reached,

nature resorts to special methods

to restore size.

Sometimes at this stage, the pro-

toplast sheds both halves of its shell

and goes through a resting period,

not dividing, just growing. When
full size is reached, the organism

forms a new shell.

Sometimes the protoplasts of two

small diatoms escape from their

shells, meet, and fuse. Then from

the so-called auxospore a full-sized

diatom develops. There are also

other methods.

With two diatoms di\iding into

four, four into eight, eight into six-

teen, ad infinitum, there might soon

be more diatoms than all the people

that have been born on earth since

time began. Tliose swift generations

would soon clog the oceans if they

were not gulped down as food and

if their own food supply were not

limited. The diatom itself gains food

by photosynthesis, somewhat as do

more familiar plants, and b\ absorp-

tion from the water.

What grass is to the land, the

diatom is to the sea. Ocean life

pyramids up from this flowerless

midget plant. Copcpods and other

crustaceans that stain the ocean eat

diatoms. Porpoises, shrimps, and

fishes cat copcpods. Seals, whales,

dolphins eat shrimps. Thus the

pN'ramid grows.

Diatoms provide a large percent-

age of the diet of oysters and the

young of large fish. Sardines, men-

haden, and parrot fi.sh select dia-

toms as a main part of their food.

Herring and mackerel s\\'allow the

tiny plants on long migrations-

swallow them easily without slow-

ing their migratory pace.

No diatoms live below about 600

feet—the limit of ocean vegetation.

Beneath this, a deep blue endures,

ever deeper in descent and flashing

with stars—the torches and glowing

"portholes" of fishes and other lu-

minescent creatures.

Down through the depths falls an

invisible hail. Down through the

realm where first all led colors are

cjuenched out, then the greens, and

finalK' the blues. The diatom acts

out its delicate role, dies; and the

insides of its shell perish and disin-

tegrate. The outside, closed up but

empty, sinks to the ocean floor. Or

it may dissolve on the way down
and return as silica to the water.

This immeasurable descent in seas

and other waters, this hailing down

of microscopic shells, goes on un-

endingly, unseen. It is known that

subsurface cmrents transport the

nonliving diatom shells, perhaps

over great distances. The diatom

shell in its descent stays transparent,

translucent, opalescent. Onl\- when

clean and dr\-. in air. or imder re-

fleeted simliiiht or imder balanced

light is it white.
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So enduring is tliis fall of shells,

sometimes in lesser, sometimes in

greater amounts but without ceas-

ing, that it has laid a thick carpet

of encasements here and there on

the ocean floor, down in a realm of

utter blackness. Here lie the jew-

eled mementos of long ago. They

have survived pressure of 7 tons per

square inch, but that is because

water is both inside and out. They

are not uncriishable. Many have

been broken during the millions of

years that have elapsed since they

fell. The little, intricately carved

boxes which we think of as white

accumulate at depths where the

color white does not exist. Then

some of the ocean bottom upheaves,

or perhaps it is a laden lake that

upheaves, and they are brought

near or above the surface. They

may lie hidden beneath later de-

posits until an abrasion in the

earth's crust makes them visible.

Men find them, quarry them, call

the encasements fossil flour and

their earth dkitomitc.

New Zealand, Japan, Russia, Ger-

many, Canada, Spain, Portugal, and

Italy have diatomitc deposits. Large

amounts are in Africa. A bed lies

at the bottom of a lake on the island

of Skye off the coast of Scotland.

Diatomaceous ooze carpets a broad

belt in the antarctic. Another belt

crosses the North Pacific from
Alaska to Japan.

At least 150 sizable deposits are

known in the United States— in

California, Oregon, Florida, Idaho,

Nevada, New Mexico, New York,

New Hampshire, Massachusetts.

Diatoms in greater or lesser

amounts occur in sediments of a

great many lake beds, in swamps
and marshes resulting from lakes,

and in oceanic fringes. Deriosits un-

derlie parts of Richmond, Virgina,

from a few feet to .30 feet thick.

The thickest deposits of diatom-

aceous origin in the United States

are near the Santa Maria oil fields

in California. Here the main deposit

is 1400 feet deep. Does the nearness

to oil fields seem strange? Diatoms
store up food in the form of oil, oil

more like dolphin oil than vegetable

oil. They may be a source of petrol-

68

cum, but geologists do not rest the

question there.

From two to eleven per cent of

a living diatom may be oil. One
authority estimates that in a dia-

tomite deposit the size of the one

at Lompoc, diaton s could have pro-

duced enough oil to fill a lake

twelve miles square and fourteen

feet deep. But that oil would long

since have been dispersed.

Because of other substances in

the ooze, diatomite may be cream,

gray, tan, green, or almost black.

Exceptional purity makes the Lom-
poc diatomite white.

When volcanoes were erupting

along our present western coast,

building the great cones of Shasta

and Hood, diatoms were laying

down their layers on the ocean floor.

Parts of the floor heaved up, were

eroded, then worn down. Rain

seeped through the shell layers,

washing, purifying, draining away
other kinds of ooze. Epochs passed.

Gradually further erosions revealed

some of the white.

Early Discoveries

Meanwhile our coastline devel-

oped, and in the seventeenth cen-

tury, explorers cruising in the vicin-

ity of the Palos Verdes Hills may
have exclaimed, "That looks like

snow. Snow in all this heat!" The
snow did not melt, did not even

feel damp.

Even back in the sixth centiny,

diatomite had its renown. Justinian

the Great ordered diatomite bricks

to repair the Cathedral of Santa

Sophia in Constantinople.

In 1866, Alfred Nobel of the

Nobel Prizes, trying to tame nitro-

glycerine for commercial use, added

Germany's diatomite (called kiesel-

guhr). The diatomaceous earth was
the "carrier"; its porosity soaked up
the nitroglycerine and made it less

dangerous in handling. Residt: the

first dynamite.

In 1893, near Lompoc, the Ba-

laams, father and sons, took out

chunks of the white material and

sold them in San Francisco for heat-

insulating material. The porous

white stuff retarded the exchange

of temperatures. Furthermore, you

could try to burn it—throw it into

the flames as Charlemagne is re-

ported to have done with his asbes-

tos tablecloth to clean it—and it

would emerge not even scorched.

But to the Balaams, diatomite was
only a sideline. They farmed.

Ranchers became interested in

the strange white chunks of stone

and marveled that the\' floated in

water.

"I put a piece into a gallon of

water," one would say. "It soaked

up every drop and still looked dry.

Felt dry, too." Or, "My Janey gath-

ered up a whole armload, like pick-

ing up a rag doll. As lightweight as

that. Think of her lifting up that

much.

"

Ranch business boomed. The
Magne Silica Company formed. In

1912, Arthur Krieger of Milwaukee,

having studied kieselguhr in Ger-

many, formed the Kieselguhr Com-
pany of America. He knew Lom-
poc's deposits to be pure and began
producing the filtering material that

was later given the name Celite.

When this company sold out to

Johns-Manville, the name Celite re-

mained.

A cross section of those extensive

deposits at Lompoc reveals layers

that prove periods of greater and

lesser fall. There seems to have

been a strangely steady rhythm,

with the diatomite strata folded into

arches and troughs. Over 300 spe-

cies of diatoms are found there —
tiny jeweled suns, ovals, footballs,

triangles, many fragmentary, all

exquisitely dotted and rayed, all of

marine origin, dating mostly from

the Upper Miocene period. The
Miocene is considered the Golden

Age of Diatoms.

The workable deposits at Lom-
poc, only a fraction of the total,

cover about 4 square miles and are

700 feet deep. Power-driven shovels

and other equipment dig the white

chtmks from the hills and load them

into trucks. The trucks deposit them

in "glory holes"—shafts sunk riaht

into the solid diatomite. Railways

move through two miles of tunnels

to central storage bins, where pillars

of diatomite support the under-

gi-ound roof. From the bins, the
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< A HKM AIIK ABI-E IMIOTOI.H APIl

>li(iuinK liDU (III- edge)^ >( n diutiim

Mii-H" ovirlap. This i.|>f<-imcn be-

l()n({^ to Ou: (icMiis NavUuln. I Repro-
(liK'i-d lit nuii-niliriilion of 'iflOj

A SoAiK DIATOMS live Singly; otiieri- ilusler on
liH-fifi iilsiaf- or other supports, as shown in this photo-

graph ol hlhmia. The niagniiicatian is 13 diainctors.

A This is how Asiorionella formosn
h)oks wlicn magnified 230 lime-.
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^ Trucks, like this one, (luiii|) tin- ciudc
material into storage sliafts that are cut in the
deposit. Tlie sliafts are emptied from below.

'' Trains of cars travel underground as

shown here, to be loaded from the storage
shafts.

chmiks progress to mills, each mill

adjacent to a hill.

Having lain underwater tor eons,

a Lompoc block contains about 40

per cent moistme. Men remove this

by careful milling and drying. Dia-

tomite can take in three times its

weight in water. But fortunately it

aljsorbs little moisture from the air.

Its huge absorbency is due to its

inner spaces. A whole handful

weighs almost nothing. A iiiliir

foot of the best diatomaceous cartli

when powdered can weigh as little

as ten pounds. Even a half pound

or less can boast a surface area of

about 4.5,000 square feet—the size of

a football field!

Porous, lightweiglit, enduring,

this stuff is also chemically inert.

Only hxdrofluoric acid and lint alk-

ali solutions affect it in any way.

Hold some in your hand. It looks

like dry white chalk. Press a little

between thimib and forefinger. Do
you feel the midget grit of separate

shell cases?

In the ]890's, Captain William

Borrows of San Francisco told how
he mixed some white blocks with

otiier ingredients to insulate steam-

pipes. Owners of icehouses began
talking about diatomite's ability to

imprison the cold.

At first, men shied off from using

it in excessively hot temperatures.

"Risk it for extreme heat? I'd rather

70

^ Hkre one of tile luidergroinid railways is emerging, loaded with crude
diatomite tliat has been dropped to the cars from underground bins. The
train will carry it to the primary crusiicrs. after which it will ])e dried,

milled. Mud |)urificd hv ;i -i-rie- ol' r|j--ifi<'i-- and cyclone separators.

lose fuel." But gradually tests

proved it safe for blast furnaces,

boilers, and kilns, even at tempera-

tures over 1000 degrees F. Johns-

Manville processes diatomite with

asbestos and other binders for

boiler furnaces, hot blast stoves,

petroleiun cracking furnaces, pro-

ducer gas mains, and many other

types of industrial equipment.

In North Africa and in tlie South

Pacific during World War II, diato-

nn'te filtered the drinking water for

our troops, removed organisms that

cause dysentery. It also insulated

submarine linings.

Chief uses today are as filter-aids

and fillers. Diatomite is sometimes

used in filtering public drinking

water and .swimming pools. It is a

filter-aid for all kinds of sugar liq-

uors and syrups. It makes for spark-

ling clarity, gives beer its sharp

brilliance. It helps recover dry-

cleaning fluids, clearing them for

re-use. It helps process water for

papermaking.

Diatomite is added to help liq-
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uids flow tliioiigh filters freely with-

out clogging. It is graded, so that a

special filter-aid can be used for

each purpose to eliminate unwanted

particles or to let desired particles

pass through, as with orange juice,

prune juice, and grape juice. The

finest textiues are used to clarify

vinegar, milk sugar, gelatine, ex-

tracts, yeast food, glues, chemicals,

metal compounds, and many phar-

maceuticals. Middling-fine diato-

mite is used for dyes, lacquers, liq-

uid soaps, crude and refinery oils,

shellacs, glucose, antibiotics. Coarse

diatomite filter-aids are used for ad-

hesives, casein, cider, dextrose, cel-

lulose esters, heavy oils, synthetic

resins, textile sizings, tar, varnish,

wax.

Diatomite is used in house paint,

varnish, and lacquer. It absorbs oil

lightly; its tiny protrusions of silica

diffuse light gently, retard cracking

and flaking of paint, and serve to

Johns-Mnnvillc

•. A BLOCK OF CRUDE DIATOMITE is SO

light that it easily floats on water.

The tiny air spaces that make it

Ijuoyant account for its unique
value as an insulating material.

iiicicase llic \ isihilit)' of nigiit signs.

Diatomite adds thickness to paper,

lieips it absorb ink, and is used as

a filler in fertilizers.

The abrasive power of the scrub-

bing powder used in youi- kite hiii

sink may be due to the tins lans,

stars, and other shapes that diatoms

wove ioi- themselves eons ago.

Those fine polishes for yoiu' ear, lor

metals, glass, and airplane bodies

hold diatomite—to clean brightly

without scratching. The strength of

plastics, the safety of safety

matches, are due largely to diatoms.

Diatoms enter the whole complex

world of catalysts. They help in the

manufacture of sulphuric and jilios-

phoric acids, linoleum, artificial

leather, cosmetics, phonograph rec-

ords, pavements, roads, wallboards,

floors, and roofs.

About 150,000 tons of diatomite

a year come from the Lompoc de-

posits. If 40 million diatoms make
up a cubic inch of porous white,

how many are in a ton? You'd al-

most need an electronic computer

for the answer, the stuff is so light-

weight.

Diatomite business in the United

States totals about $15 million a

year. Some diatomite is made up of

marine deposits, some of fresh

water. All the most important eco-

nomic workings to date are from

diatoms of the Miocene period.

See It for Yourself

Dip up mud from a sizable pool

and smear some under the micro-

scope lens. Better to take your sam-

ple from sluggish water, preferabb'

greenish or brownish and slightK'

oily. Scoop from the liottom of the

pool and along the edges of ma-

rooned leaves. Avfiid green scinn;

Ibis is mostly spirogyra. Witliout

lingering, place a drop onto tlu'

slide of a microscope with a 10-

power eye]5iece and an objective of,

say, 43.\. You may detect some

green algae and a tiny creature or

^\vn of the animal kingdom, but yf)u

arc looking for diatoms. They will

vary in shape and markings. But if

Ihey look crystal-hard, have sym-

metrical and intricate designs, and

move forward, stop, retreat, or move
n(f in a slightly different direction,

and 11 they do this repeatedl)', they

are jirobabls' diatoms. ( Desmids

also ni()\c, l)nt slowly and in a

straight patli. ) Draw a ])icture of tlu-

objects in their relative positions:

notice a little later how the posi-

tions have changed. This will help

you in spotting the diatoms that are

ca]iable of motion.

Watch the impressive dignity of

these living organisms as they move
almost beyond the field of vision,

pause, and perliaps return in almost

identical paths. Detect tlie d\ing,

eacli perfc-ct case with its multiijle

filigree holding an expiring bit of

protoplasm. Look down on the re-

mains of the already dead, the help-

less jewel boxes, one side quietly

closed over the other, with no move-

ment whatever except to fall.

Where did diatoms come from,

and how? Are they, in their pro-

digious numbers, to outlast man?
Who can tell? We only know that

they help us in a thousand ways.

Through our varied industries they

are of crucial importance to us

from morning to night—these tin\-

ancient plants, which the man on

the street ma\' never have heard

about, or ever seen.

Filter action of diatomaceous earth.

If Celite filter pow-

ders are not used,

fine solids form a

seal over the filter

surfoce and stop

tfie flow of liquids.

During filtration,

small omounts of

Celite are odded
to keep forming a
fresh filter surface.
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A The littlk chkaturk (li>(ic<l ilio plioiu^raiilii i wiih mw- of

tiny teeth and iiiii;lily hisses. Its hody was only ahout five

inches long. Perhaps it was hhifFinj;. hut no chances were taken.
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> Tts brownish fur was fine

and soft, liut it lacked the

lon^ ^iiard hairs of the

Vii'jiinia o|)osstini. The
animal moved with ',

amazing speeil an
silenceon ils pad<led

feet. Even when
c 1 i m I) i n ^ , it

made 1 i 1 1 1 (!

noise.

POSSUM without

PASSPORT
This miniature marsupial got past

the immigration officials by hiding in a bunch of bananas, family and all

By Jack Dermid

SHIPMENTS of bananas arriving

from the tropics do not always

contain bananas alone. Strange

creatures from foreign lands are

frequently found hidden among
them, as most dealers will testify.

These curious stowaways include

venemous-looking snakes, giant

spiders, lizards, even iguanas and

small mammals. One animal ap-

pears with such regularity that it

has been nicknamed the "banana

stowaway." This is the murine op-

ossum {Marmosa sp.).

POSSUM WITHOUT PASSPORT

At first glance, this small opossum

with short brownish fur and naked

tail looks like a partly grown rat.

In fact, the word "miu'ine" comes

from the Latin word for mouse and

signifies mouselike or ratlike. But

instead of protruding incisor teeth

and blunt snout, the murine opos-

sum has a long pointed muzzle and

a mouthful of tiny teeth. Other

opossum characteristics soon be-

come apparent. The tail is a useful

organ instead of merely something

to drag behind. The ears are naked

and leathery, and the hind feet are

equipped with an opposable
tliunili. As the rat characteristics

fail to materialize, tlie little crea-

ture suddenly becomes cute, a mini-

ature replica of our \'irginia opos-

sum except that it lacks long coarse

guard hairs in its coat.

How Marmosa can hide away in

a load of bananas and travel a

thousand miles or more without

being discovered or perishing is

amazing. From grove to dealer, the

bananas are subjected to much
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^ Irs TAIL was almost half ajiain as

lonj; as its body. It lum^ like this

M'ith tail and hind feet hut was not
ohserved to hani: hy its tail alone,
thouj;!] jtrohahly capahle of doing
so. It moved ahoiit mostly at ni";ht.

^ Sometimes the animal would
thrust its hody slightly forward and
box with its front paws. It did not
need to have its feet on solid footing:

to f;ape and hiss.

liancUing. The bunches are cut

from the trees, graded, weighed,

dipped to kill insects, loaded and

unloaded many times, hauled from

place to place, and finally stored

in ripening vaults until ready for

the retail market. Marmosa has

quite a varied journey.

The ocean voyage alone must be
a rough ordeal for an animal ac-

customed to tropical climates. Carl

G. Hartman in his book Possoms
tells that the holds of banana boats

are held at the favorable ripening

temperature of 57 degrees F. Since

ripening fruit consumes a great

deal of oxygen, the air is continu-

ously changed, and he suggests that

Marmosa may move to the intakes

and live there on insects carried in

by the warm air.

Regardless of the difficulties of

travel, a murine opossum arrived

safe and sound not long ago at the

Beasley Produce Company in Ral-

eigh, N. C. The animal was not dis-

covered until the bananas were
being stripped from the stems. A
worker cutting away a hand of

bananas found a curious little nest

about the size of a grapefruit, com-
posed of dried leaves and shredded
stems. The nest looked empty, but
no chances were taken. The worker
cautiously opened it with the blade
of a knife, and the startling little

creature reared up through the

leaves, hissing with all its might.

Its open jaws revealed long rows

of tiny teeth, and its big teardrop

eyes glistened. The little monster

was quickly captured in a large

fruit jar and hustled away to the

North Carolina State Museum,
where it was identified as a murine
opossum. There was room to spare

in the jar, for the tiny animal's body
was only about five inches long. Its

tail made up the rest of its twelve-

inch total length.

Lady opossum not ahne

Then the great discovery was
made. The little lady was not

traveling alone. She had brought

along a family of seven very im-

mature youngsters. They were at-

tached to her breasts and did not

resemble their mother at all. They
were little more than partly devel-

oped embryos, with oversized,

grotseque heads and stumpy legs.

Dark round spots under the naked

skin revealed the future location of

their eyes. It is characteristic of

marsupials to bear premature
young, but the murine opossum,

unlike its Virginia cousin, does not

have a brood pouch for holding its

babies during the early days of

development. They simply attach

themselves to the breasts and dan-

gle freely. In captivity, unfortun-

ately, this particular brood gradu-

^ Aote how the nuirine opossum's opposable tlninib on the 1

foot can grip a branch. Although bluffing here, the animal could us(

jaws effectively and on several occasions caught a large beetle mid



A Several typical opossum features are revealed: lonji whiskers projecting in all tlireclion?. naked and
leathery ears, and a crease down the front of the nose. Some murine opossums are said to have hecome good pets.

ally became detached and perished.

A look at the bill of lading re-

vealed that our little immigrant

had traveled quite a distance from

her native home. Steaming banana

groves in tropical Ecuador had

been her point of origin. She had

boarded the steamship Helena not

far from the equator, passed

through the Panama Canal, docked

at Charleston, S. C, and then tra-

veled some 250 miles by truck to

Raleigh.

Besides the insects she may have

captured at the air intakes during

her journey, she feasted on ba-

nanas, for a number of partly

eaten ones were found near her

nest. In captivity, she continued to

eat bananas regulaily, but she

would also accept raw meat and

other foods. Her favorite dish

seemed to be insects, particularly

large beetles, which she mimched

with relish, producing a sound like

someone crunching on popcorn.

Madame Marmosa customarih'

slept by da\' and became active at

night, moving about her cage with

surprising speed and quietness.

^Vhen himgry, she would pounce

upon beetles as fast as they were

tossed into her cage, sometimes

catching them first with her front

feet, at other times directly with

her jaws. Should a beetle fly past,

she would bite it out of the air.

Although this murine opossum

]i\ecl over two months in captivity,

she never became tame enough to

he handled freely, ^^^lenever an at-

tempt was made to pick her up,

she would rear back on her hind

legs, hissing and flasliing her jaws

open. Perhaps she was only bluff-

ing, but it was an effective bluff

that quickly discouraged would-be

handlers. W'iien pressed, she would

flee; she was never observed to pla\'

"possum" or feign death. Such
wildness is not always displayed b\-

the murine opossum. Some of them
have made interesting and friend]\

pets.

The murine opossum is truly an

interesting animal personalitx'. .\

number ha\e turned up in this

country as banana stowawa\'s. The
reader may someda\' hear of one

arriving in his home town.
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A Umutina men, iln>~<(l Idi ill.' lir-t ilancr in a csclr <>) ci^lil.cn riluals. TIk y are holding flutes

so sacred tliat they must be kept hidden except when in use. This ceremony was photographed by
Harald Sclujltz for the first and last time. Tlie tribe lias already been exterminated by civilization.
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here

came

the

Umutiniis!

part

^Jk

Editorial Forfuonl

:

.

Readers will rt'cail in llic la-t is^uc- of N \ti kai, Histohv tin- uiliiji- iMililliil. "Iliri-

Come liie Llimitinas," hy Ilarald Siliiill/.. an antliiopoln-jisl wiin has worked arn<ing many
tribes in Brazil, lie is the leadin;; aiithorily on ihe culture and customs of the Umutinas.

Harald Scliullz had lived a total of eifihl months with the Umutinas when the as-

tonishing events descrihed in this article look place. lie will carry the .scars for the rest

of his life, hut the experience never flumpened his curiosity about the Indians; and it is a
tribute to .Mr. .Schult/"s understanding nature that he is able to analyze so tolerantly the
psyclndngical (dements back of this attack by an Indian whom he bad always considered
friendly and Irustworlhy. Viewed objectively, it is a reminder that danger can come when
least expected to those wiu) tread the jungle trails in [lursuit of knowledge about the
little-known tribes of the wilderness.

After a recent visit to the United States. Harald .Schullz relumed to the Amazon for

further antiiropcdo^'ical stutlies. Here is his ncrriuiil of tin- lime when he was ".\lmost
Murdered."

m^s.
An anthropolo<;ist tells how he wa.s .siiddenly allacked while

living alone among the Umutinas, deep in the Brazilian wilderness

By Harald Schultz

THREE montlis of hardship led

up to this incident, hardship

not only for me as a white man liv-

ing among the Umutinas but for the

Indians themselves. It was 1945,

and an epidemic of whooping cough

and dysentery was raging. Food
had run short, and the land was

charred by the worst fires in many
years.

When I first met the Umutinas,

scarcely anything was known of

their life. I had collected notes on

some of their important rituals and

had reached a point where it seemed

possible to witness and record their

most sacred ceremonies, which had

to do with honoring the spirits of the

dead.

For the first three weeks of this

difficult period, I was thankful to

have a voluntary helper, a brave

young Brazilian named Otto Er-

nesto Mohn. After that, I was alone.

fininiflu

^ \\ ITU TiiKlii I-NTIKK ISODIFS jiaintcfl black and with white jioinpon.s adorning llieir faces, the

men danced hour after hour in tliis deeply religious ceremony iiavinfi to do with life and
death. The women remained in the houses lliroufrhout hut answered the songs of the men.

ALMOST MURDERED



•^ These Stick-buivdles are synil)ol# or fetishes

representing the wild pig. The dancers, who
wear masks and otlier regalia so as to imper-
sonate spirits, are given gifts of food prepared
by the women. They give formal thanks.

^ Best informed of the Umutina story-tellers

and sister of the Indian who attacked the author:
Matarepatii. She wears her hair siiort in the
Umutina fasliion for women. Tiie rings in her
ears are carveil from palm nut and embellished
witii bright feathers. Her necklace is of seeds
and monkev teetii.

and the nearest Indian post was 50

miles away.

All the lands iip-river had been

destroyed by fire. It had rushed

through the forest on the river

banks, burning bark, branches, and

leaves. Lakes were so dry that al-

most no fish remained in them.

There was no game in the jungle.

The fire had burned a great part of

the lands cidtivated by the Indians,

and the rest bad been eaten by im-

countable grasshoppers. Disease,

death, and destruction stalked the

land.

The Indians blamed it on the

white man.

"Ucise pikina! Tlie bad white men
have put fire into nature," said old

Jukuepa, trembling. "It has burnt

our forest, our crops, even our

houses." ( During an absence of sev-

eral days on a fishing trip, the peo-

ple had lost their big houses by fire

and were now forced to live in little

huts.) Jukuepa raised his arms an-

grily and shook them: "Our children

are ill. They will all die!"

The smoke made it difficult to

breathe while lying in my hammock
under a mosqiu'to net, and our fight

against the whooping cough was

78

not always victorious. All luwacci-

nated children died. The disease

took the form of bronchial pneu-

monia among the adults and killed

Jukuepa's mother-in-law, among

others. Fortunately, the Umutinas

still trusted me enough not to blame

me for the deaths.

With the coming of the rains,

orchids blossomed on the dry trees

like pink drops of blood, and soon

the whole forest turned green again.

The corn grew, game came back,

fish swam to the headwaters, and

the disease started to decline. But of

tlie 23 Umutinas I had originally

known, only 15 now remained.

We were all exhausted by the

fight, but I still wanted to witness

the death cult rituals.

The Ceremonial Ground

One clay, all the men disappeared.

"Where are your husbands?" I

asked the women.

"They are hunting in the forest,"

they tried to convince me. They did

not want me to be here during these

ceremonies.

Finally, Atukare's wife laughed

and said, "No, it's a lie. They are

preparing the dancing square for the

Adoe rituals bidden in the forest."

We followed the foot tracks and

found the men working hard, cutting

trees and clearing the land.

"Look, everybody," I said. "I

have a good surprise. I have saved a

box full of brown loaf sugar to

sweeten your beverages during the

dances. It is >oius if you will let me
stay."

Old Jukuepa talked with the

others. Presently he said: "It is

agreed, but we shall have to build a

house for you here close to our danc-

ing square."

They started at once, and my
straw hut was ready next day. This

was about a mile from their villagt*

and I often walked back through the

jungle to have a meal with Kupo
and his wife.

The first sign that Kupo was feel-

ing aggrieved came when I was
walking toward the hut one evening.

He had always been friendly and

had helped me much in understand-

ing the Umutina rituals. But this

time I overheard him talking ex-

citedly with his elder sister.

"Udsc pikina, udsc pikina!" he was
saying. "I hate all white men. They
have killed everybody and they are
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A The author pliolof;raj)lu'cl some of tliose cerenionir.- lidun- he wii-

altackcd, luit lie roliuned to tlic tribe afterwards to plioto^iajili otli('i>.

These rituals are dedicated to the souls of the ancestors, particularly

those who had died durin;^ the year. Each dancer personifies one or
more of his dead relali\('s. and ihc masks and dances keeii ( haiiiiiii;;.

*^ Tirr CTIIKF adorns the dancers

lor tlie deulh cult ceremonies and
lias to provide the expensive red

dye, uriicii. The dancers have to i)ay

him the following: year with part

(>r llii' (i<h and name thev secure.

^ A DANCE dedicated to the spirit

that f!:ives iiood fishing. Jurinia.

who was once a powerful chiel.

The dancers iiide tiieir faces \villi

their own hair. Old men without

much of it wear special hair masks.

A DANCER in the Bakure with the woman who wa- *

the nearest relative to liic deceased. Tiie little child

joins his motiier, afraid of sta>in,ii at home alon.
'*']^Ji

when there is so mucii noise and spooky activity.
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•^ Ui\E ol tlie lev* iii<;;litliiiie »liiiice». Eatli man liold* a lon-^ stem of a palm
leaf, split at the upper end so he can rattle it. The dancers sing in hiijli-

pitched voices, gossipinii about everyone's life. Even the author came in

for criticism because he was always bothering them with his cameras and
seemed never to understand the real beauty of the enactment.

responsible for all our sadness."

I went up to him and said in a

friendly way, "What is wrong, Ku-

po?"

He looked at me, and his face

showed hatred. He then told me
how, many years ago, his father and

uncle had gone out fishing with the

bow and arrow. While they were

walking along the banks of the Para-

guay River, some white men had

come up the river carrying machin-

ery for dredging gold. The white

men had shot both his uncle and his

father. Bullet holes in their bodies

later proved this.

A few days after this conversation,

things got worse. Kupo came into

my hut and sat down witho\it a

word. He remained uncommunica-

tive, and when a little later his wife

came, I saw that they did not talk

to each other. I decided that there

must have been a family dispute,

and I didn't want to become in-

volved. But after a couple of days,
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there was still no peace in Kupo's

home.

Heavy rains came. The river was

full and muddy, and we had no fish.

The drowned forest allowed no

hunting, and we had no meat for

several days.

The Misunderstanding

The fourth da>' l)r()uglit bright

sunshine. Feeling hungry, I walked

over to Kupo's house. Only his wife

was there, with the two children.

"Where is your husband?" I

asked.

"He is not here," she answered,

turning her face to the ground. "He

has gone — abandoned me. He said

that I could stay in my relatives'

house with my little daughter and

that you should take his son with

you to educate him among civilized

people."

I now know that Kupo's wife was

really joking, at least in part. But I

made the mistake of siding against

Kupo in the presence of the children.

"But where is my three-barreled

gun? " I said.

"Kupo took it, and he will never

come back," she answered.

The loss of my hunting gun was
serious, and I started thinking about

how I could live here alone, entirely

dependent on the Indians for food.

I grew angry:

"If Kupo, your husband, has aban-

doned you, he is a very bad man, " I

said, "a runaway and no friend of

mine any more. He is a low thief for

having taken my gun."

Both the children were listening.

Atiaka now smiled and said: "It was
only a joke. My husband is out hunt-

ing and will be back soon."

Then shots were heard, and some
of the Indians in the village said:

"Kupo must have killed game. There

were three shots.

"

.\bout midday, they told me that

Kupo had killed two monkeys and a

big deer. The monkeys were already

boiling, I was told, in a clay pot at

his sister's house.

"Go at once," said Kupo's younger

sister, "Go, my brother killed a deer

for you. Now you will have plenty

of meat for many days."

I had now forgotten about the lie

Kupo's wife had told. I never

thought that the children might

tell him the names I had called him.

I found Kupo beside the small

kitchen hut near his house. It con-

sisted only of four poles covered

with a straw roof. He was kneeling,

skinning an animal with my big

jungle knife, and he paid no atten-

tion to me. I sat down on a tree

trunk near the fire.

"What kind of an animal isthat,

Kupo?" I asked. "Is it a deer?"

He didn't answer. I repeated the

question. Still no answer. Now I saw

his face. He was angry. I hesitated,

then shouted:

"Now, Kupo, what does all this

mean? Take off that ugly, angry

face. This is childish."

I knew almost at once I had made
a mistake and had spoken too se-

verely. Sickness had left me tired

and weak from the work of many
months. I had forgotten that the

best way to gain the respect of In-
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dians is to be calm under all circum-

stances. And Kupo's children had

told him that I had called him a liar,

a thief, and a deserter.

Kupo moved toward me like a

wildcat. He lifted the big jungle

knife over his head and brought it

down in a heavy stroke over my left

shoulder. The blade cut deeply

through all the muscles, stopping

only at the shoulder blade. Blood

poured out over me at once, rimning

down my naked body. I was wearing

only shorts and sandals.

"Kupo!" I cried, "what are you

doing? Stop this." I jumped from

my seat, trying to escape his second

attempt.

There was only one way open, and

I started running backward out of

the kitchen, followed by Kupo with

the knife. I had no weapon. I had

left my Mauser rifle on the wall of

his house. Further, Kupo was strong

and well trained. Behind his house

was a new field, recently seeded with

rice, and heavy tree trunks lay

around. I jumped over these but af-

ter a few jumps stumbled and fell to

the ground on my back. Kupo ar-

rived almost at the same instant and

lifted his right hand high. He then

swung the knife against my uncov-

ered body.

I drew my legs back to protect my
stomach and when he was close

enough, pushed him with all my
might. Later I found that he had cut

me a little above the stomach, but

at the moment I did not notice it.

Kupo's hands were slippery with

blood and he lost the knife. It fell

four or five feet from us, and we
both tried to get it at once. I got it

and rose to my feet, completely

covered with blood.

Besides being too weak to use the

knife effectively, I lacked the will to

hurt Kupo, for he had always been

my friend and he had two children

who needed him.

He only jumped a little aside

when he saw the knife and then be-

"an running to his house. He took

my Mauser Precision Rifle from the

wall and aimed it at me.

"Kupo, stop, we are friends!" I

called.

But he did not stop. I had only

time to jump behind the trunk of a

cut tree before Kupo aimed and

pulled the trigger. The first bullet

hit my left arm, which I could not

hide. I felt the shock, and the bullet

broke one of the bones. My left

hand and part of the arm hung down
without any movement.

Kupo was again loading. He was

only about fifteen feet away when I

heard the cartridge explode and

felt the shock in my chest near the

heart. There was only a drop of

blood, but then my chest started to

swell from the blood inside the chan-

nel made by the bullet.

There were five cartridges in the

magazine of the rifle. Kupo lost the

third shot, and while he was reload-

ing, I ran toward a high cornfield.

He could have killed me easily this

time, but he missed.

'' These figures wcarinfi enormous "masks" are accompanied by women, while

the chief follows, siniring and rattlinir. The two black-headed storks arc believed to

harbor the spirits of dead relatives. They take part in the ritual in their own way.
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A The two women who fed Dr. Schultz when he was knifed and s-hot: Hiiarcpala and Ma-

tarepata, with little Joaquini. He, too, wears the feather earrings characteristic of the trilie.

> Indoors is almost outdoors in the land of the Umutinas. Tliere are no partitions in the liouse. Eacli

family occupies the space represented l)y the fire, work space, and malting on which they sleep.
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< The rough stone
generally gives little

hint of the beauty it

will have when pol-

ished.

By

Lee BoLTiN
Photographs hy the author

Isle of

From the mining of the gems in river beds and open mines

to the bartering that takes place under a handkerchief, Ceylon's

gem industry partakes of the lore and legend of the fabulous East

IN his chronicle TJie Arabian

Niglits, Siiibad, writing to liis

master Haronn al-Rashid, tells

glowingly of the rubies and sap-

phires of Ceylon. And those ven-

erable traders the Chinese long

knew the island as Pa-Ou-Tchow,

the "Isle of Gems." But even cen-

turies before these visits, legend

tells of Taprobane (Land of Cop-
per-color) as the source of mag-
nificent gems.

Under the rule of the medieval

kings, the mining of gems was a

royal monopoly. In recent times,

however, the industry has been
taken over by the Sinhalese and
the Moors, more or less evenly
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divided. The Sinhalese carry on

the work of mining, both in pits

and in the rivers; and the Moors

take care of the cutting and selling.

Unlike many countries, the gov-

ernment of Ceylon owns all min-

erals found beneath the surface of

the earth. It also superintends the

actual digging process and collects

a portion of the find. Here the uni-

versal conflict over taxation ensues,

with a lively pursuit on one hand

and clever evasion on the other.

There are two principal metliods

for extracting the treasiue, both

stemming from ancient times and

both still very primitive. Pit mines,

of which there are several hundred.

are simple vertical shafts that go

down to an average of 30 feet.

Small teams of Sinhalese work at

the foot of these pits, scraping

away at the mineral-bearing stra-

tum. The material is loaded into

circular woven baskets and carried

to the surface. This stratum occurs

usually in the bed of some primeval

river, and the gems are trapped in

small clumps of pebbles or of

gneiss. It is these accumulations

that are sought after.

River mining is accomplished by
blocking off some of the swift

water in a stream whose source is

high in the mountains at the core

of the island. A barricade of bam-
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boo poles is thrown across tlie

stream to lessen the cin-rent in the

area that is being worked. A large

liole is then dug in the river bed

to the depth of about ten yards,

and the gem-bearing soil is dragged

to the surface with long claw-

ended poles.

In both cases the material is e.\-

amined while being swirled in flat,

circular baskets with a steady

rotary motion. The rough stones are

extracted and put aside for fur-

ther assessment. The whole process

is a slow, laborious task, often

with disappointment as the only

reward.

The more desirable stones, sap-

phires and rubies, are not too

frequently come upon. The more

common moonstones and garnets

occur quite often. A beautiful

green-yellow chrysoberyl, the aptly

named cat's-eye, finds its source

here. Sapphires of superb quality,

varying in color from blue, azure,

and indigo to gray and green, bring

prices ranging up to $10,000 and

higher.

An extremely rare find, made a

few years ago, was a twelve-rayed

star ruby. This uniquely spectacu-

lar gem was brought to the Amer-
ican Museum of Natural History

by one of Ceylon's leading export-

ers. So singular were its qualities

that it was publicly displayed in

the Museum and received a great

deal of attention all over the

nation.

In addition to the foregoing gems,

amethysts, tourmalines, white top-

azes, and aquamarines are

frequently found, as well as zircons.

Undiscovered Riches?

The original source of all these

treasures is in the mountains. The
endless rains of the southwest mon-
soon, feeding the many down-racing

streams since time immemorial,

have carried the mineral wealth to

the alluvial plain, and over the cen-

turies the deposition has been enor-

mous. Some geological opinion

holds that a fabulous supply of gems
still awaits discovery in the moun-
tain fastness. Perhaps an attempt

will someday be made to breach

this Eldorado. Because of the diffi-

cult terrain, considerable invest-

ment in time and material would be

necessary, even with modem ma-

chinery, but discoveries might be

made that would make the world

the richer.

In the shadow of Adam's Peak,

legendary site of a visitation of

Buddha and focus of uncountable

pilgrimages, stands the city of Rat-

napura. This is Ceylon's "City of

Gems," the center of the island's

gemming activity. Here the stones

from the surrounding mines are

brought to be classified, appraised,

and put into the hands of lapidaries

in preparation for final marketing.

UsiialK' tlie roii^h cutting of the

^ The STRANGE HANDKERCHIEF
CAME, by which Ceylon's gem deal-

ers and exporters determine a mu-
tually satisfactory price through a

broker. This practice has been fol-

lowed for five or six centuries.

^ The river ahners scrape up
the gravel from the bottom
mth poles equipped witii

claws. The usual hamboo bar-

ricade for slowing tlie water h
just out of view here.
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A The material is collected in baskets and inspected for valuable stones. Sometimes tbe men grapple to 30 feet.

gems is done by younger men as

part of their lengthy apprenticeship.

In the early stages of grinding, one

person turns the wheel and also

does the grinding. When a final

decision has been reached determin-

ing the ultimate shape of the stone,

it is turned over to the seasoned

men for final faceting and polishing.

The machines used are the simple

wheel, sprinkled with abrasive and

driven by the ceaseless cranking of

an assistant. For some obscure rea-

son, electric power, though avail-

able, is scorned by these master

craftsmen.

Secret Signals

The most singular aspect of the

whole process comes after the mine

operator has sold his gems to one

of Ratnapura's gem dealers. These

dealers act as a kind of collecting

point for gems. To their shops come
the exporters, whose headquarters

are in Colombo, the capital of the

island and its principal port. At this

juncture a third man is called in to

fimction as a broker. These brokers

do not deal directly in gems but

act only as judges to the transactions

between the dealer and the exporter.

The entire matter of bid and ask

is carried out under cover of a hand-

kerchief or similar small piece of

material, with all the communica-

tions carried on through contact of

the fingers alone. The hand-under-

the-handkerchief technique started

about 500 or 600 years ago. It has

been accepted as standard operating

practice ever since. The buyer and

seller do not consult directly, and

the decision of the broker is ac-

cepted as final.

This unique method is botli pic-

turesque and extremely practical.

On one hand an arbiter, expert and

honorable, gives witness and valid-

ity to each transaction. On the other,

prices, always sensitive, are kept

confined to the individuals con-

cerned. In a field as competitive as

gem trading, this is critical. Should

any information concerning a par-

ticular bid become common knowl-

edge, the value of the gem could be

seriously impaired.

In practice, the broker takes the

asking price from the seller, always

under the handkerchief, and gives it

to the buyer. They then discuss a

minimum figiu^e and a figure for a

first oflier. This usually leads to much
seesawing until a price mutually

satisfactory is reached. Often, at the

outset of the negotiations, the bid

and asked price are so close that

the broker will get the principals to

put their hands together, one over

the other, and will place the stone

in question in the upper hand and

state what he feels is a fair price.

The transaction is then settled, and

no more discussion can be enter-

tained. For his efforts, the broker

receives a fee of 3!? from the seller.

From this point on, the purchaser

will either take the newly acquired

gems to his own shop to be mounted
in settings or will export them. The
beauty of these treasures ultimately

brings pleasure to owners in coun-

tries all over the world.
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^ As IT IS CUT, SO it shines

:

reflccllons from tlic facets of a sappliirc.

^ The rough polishing may be done by
in apprentice, operating his own wheel.

A FoK THE FINER POLISHING, the gem is set in a holder . .

.

^ . . . and carefully polished by an experienced man,
while an assistant tirelessly keeps tlie wheel turninj;.
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ree erns
If your vacation trip takes you to one of the places where whole forests of these giants

can be seen, you will sense what the world looked like when coal was being formed

By Henricks Hodge*
All pholofraphs by Ihr rtulhnr

BEAUTIFUL though they are,

the lowly ferns that decorate

our temperate woodlands give lit-

tle idea of the size that some of

their giant cousins attain. The tree

ferns of the tropics stand head and

shoulders above all other members
of the great fern group. Some of

them raise their slender trunks to

a height of 60 feet — about the

equivalent of a 6-story building.

The 300 or more species of living

tree ferns inhabit the cooler tem-

perature situations of the tropics

and subtropics. They thrive especi-

ally well on lush, rain-swept moun-

tain slopes where the torrid climate

is tempered by elevation. There

they may form small forests, partic-

ularly on abandoned agricultural

land.

Tree ferns may be found growing

as high as timber line, which in the

tropics may lie above 10,000 feet.

Seemingly the rainier the climate,

the better these giant ferns like it.

They are at their best in that mon-

tane belt where the cumulus clouds,

sailing in from the surrounding

lands, impinge upon the moun-
tains, saturating them with mist or

rain and forming what have been

* Tree ferns and tumbling moun-
laiii lorronls go together, for tjie

giants of forndoni thrive best
where tropical mountain slopes
are bathed in mist and rain.
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A A BEAUTIFUL ROSETTE of huge compound leaves, typical of all tree fern?.

fittingly called the "weeping
woods." It makes little difference

whether the habitat be in Hawaii

or the West Indies, in the Andes or

the distant Himalayas, for the con-

ditions are essentially the same the

tropical world around. In these

areas, the traveler will see tree

ferns in all their grandeur, silhouet-

ted as often as not in the fog, their

delicate crowns conspicuous among

the surrounding mass of vegetation.

Some tree ferns have wandered

out of the confines of the tropics

into the temperate zone. In the

mild oceanic climate of New Zea-

land, for instance, they grow even

in sight of glacier ice. From that

temperate land has come Cijathea

mechiUaris, a tree fern that can

stand even a few degrees of frost.

This enables it to be grown in cer-

tain favored sections of the United

States, such as California and Flor-

ida. On our Pacific Coast it can be

seen in San Francisco's Golden

Gate Park, where the Pacific fogs,

as they roll in, apparently give

these alien ferns a welcome taste

of their native atmosphere.

Resemble Smaller Cousins

Tree ferns resemble their more

famiUar lowly cousins of our wood-

"The author first admired tree ferns

while hunting plants as a professional

botanist in the American tropics. He now
can admire them daily in the conservatory

of famed Longwood Gardens, at Kennett

Square, Pennsylvania, where he heads the

new Department of Education. Massa-

TREE FERNS

chusetts-born and educated (Ph.D in

Biology, Harvard ) , Dr. Hodge has ser\'ed

as college professor, plant explorer in

many tropical lands, and as principal bot-

anist with the United States Department

oF Agriculture's famed Plant Introduction

unit.—Eu.

lands except for their over-size di-

mensions and certain technical dif-

ferences known only to fern spec-

ialists. The stems of most ferns are

short underground structures called

rhizomes, usually lying in a hori-

zontal plane. However, the stems

or rhizomes of tree ferns grow

stiffly erect to form a tough, filirous

trunk.

Tree fern trunks are not to be

compared to tree tnmks. They lack

the solid woody cylinder and

growth layer ( cambium ) typical of

the trunks of most trees. The tree

fern trunk is incapable of growth

in girth and grows slowly only in

length from a single terminal bud.

The giant leaves or fronds are at

first tightly coiled in the bud in the

form of elegantly designed "fiddle-

heads " or croziers, as the reader

may have observed among our

common woodland ferns. The "fid-
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^ Tree ferns in a mountain glade in tlic West Indies.

Fine stands of them ean he seen near tourist routes

in Puerto Kieo and other parts of the Cariljhean.

^ Tree ferns, like the modest ferns of oiu- forest floor,

liave "fiddlelieads." so called hecause they resemhle the

liead of a violin. They are the ti^iiitK -rolled leaf buds.

In this ease, they are protected with spines and heavily

clolhcd with s(al> liairs.

ilk'hfads ' uncoil progressively, pro-

ducing new whorls of leaves, and

with each successive season, the

gigantic green crown of the tree

fern rises higher and higher.

Curiously, multitudes of tiny,

aerial roots often grow down over

parts of the trunk, covering it with

an interlacing network. This serves

as a wonderful footing for the

growth of tropical air plants. As a

result, tree fern trunks often look

like green ferneries, cloaked as they

are with mosses, tiny ferns, ^^mtl

.similar plants.

In their arborescent form, at

least, our existing tree ferns are

perhaps our closest approach to

those distant ancestors which, in

the age of coal, first gave the earth

a green cloak of forests. Most of

the arborescent fernlike plants of

those ancient times were the so-

called "seed-ferns" (Pterido-

spcrmae). Where coal was being

formed, these were more abundant

than the tree ferns. Some of these

90

fern allies of long ago reached a

height of 100 feet. There were, at

the same time, true ferns of arbor-

escent habit in those days, though

none of them can be included in

any modern family.

Kinds and Uses

The family that includes most of

the living tree ferns is the Cyathea-

ccae. Another family, the Dickson-

iaceae, includes most of the near-

temperate species, all of the

southern hemisphere ones of Aus-

tralasian origin, and also the genus

Cibotitim, which includes two Mex-

ican species. These latter are com-

monly grown in the United States

as display plants for hotels and the

like. They have pale green, mncli

divided leaves, which are scNcial

feet long. They are sold before the

trunks have begun to assume tree

form.

Orchid fancieis in the (nipics

have long recognized the \alnc nl

tree fern trunks and often cut lluiii

to length and hang them up as

supports on which to grow their

exotic specimens. Fern trimks are

termite resistant and make practic-

ally indestructible posts. Many a

simple tropical dwelling stands on

them. Long ago, the fierce Carib

Indians of the Lesser Antilles found

another use. They noted that dried

tree fern trunks made fine tinder

and used it as their standard ma-

terial for carrying fire from place

to place. Dried fern trunk will burn

for hours, very conveniently with-

out smoke or visible flame. The

Caribs called it icdtii liakiiiijd,

meaning "voracious fire."

But oi all the uses of the giant

ferns, tin' one that seems most fit-

ting is their utilization as orna-

mentals in horticulture. No botani-

cal garden woidd consider its con-

servatory complete without at least

one arborescent fern. Many a home
ownci- in the tropics and subtropics

Iccls ihe same way about these

ln\(Iy [danls. (,'ertainly few species
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A This ki.aborate grken
IHACKRY in l)iit one part of a

single leaf of a tree fern.

< Tree fern leaves make
some of the finest sky-

])alterns of the plant world.

'* PiiAMTOMS of the "weep-
ini:-woo(ls": tree ferns grow-

in;: at in.OnO feet in the cloud-

liatlied atmosphere of the
Andes at timher line.

can offer anything comparable to

the lacey tracery of their magnifi-

cent leaves.

Next time you see one of these

splendid plants, imagine a whole

forest of them, on one of those

breathtaking mountain slopes in

tlie tropics, amid swirling mists and

tumbling torrents. If you visit such

a region on your next vacation trip

—perhaps the Luquillo Mountains

of Puerto Rico, Jamaica's Blue

-Mountain Peak, or the knife-edged

ridges of Hawaii—you will be able

to conjm-e up a good impression of

what a good pteridophyte forest

would have looked like eons ago,

when the coal beds were being laid

down for races yet unborn to binii

in their hearths in climates too cokl

for tree ferns.

TREE FERNS 91
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Some lively encounters

with anacondas that help to clear up

our ideas of

how dangerous they are and how big they get

^^cantS^M^ ^cutt
By Rolf Blomberg

I
HAD been told that the com-

mander of a certain Ecuadorian

military post on the Putumayo River

owned an anaconda skin measm'ing

more than 10 meters—about 33 feet.

So I looked him up.

"That's correct," he said. "Actu-

ally 12 meters."

"But do you have it here?" I

asked.

On many trips to the Amazon, I

had been trying to find a record

specimen. One is commonly told

that there are anacondas measur-

ing 30, 40, even 60 feet. A postcard

turned out by a photographer in

Manaos and sold all over Brazil

shows one that is stated to have a

length of 40 meters (over 131 feet)

and a weight of 20 tons! What the

photograph shows could be any

anaconda between 4 and 8 meters,

maybe more, but its length is im-

possible to determine since there is

nothing in the picture with which

to compare it. This postcard has

GIANT SNAKE HUNT

naturally helped the wild stories

about giant snakes. But experience

had taught me that those who claim

to own a record-size skin generally

can't produce the evidence. Usually

they tell you that the skin has been

given away or that it has rotted or

been gnawed up by rats. I was

therefore greatly surprised when
the commander answered: "Sure,

I have it Jiere." He ordered a sol-

dier to bring it.

Here was something of a sensa-

tion! A new record, I thought.

Theodore Roosevelt had offered

$5000 for a skin or skeleton only 30

feet long.

The soldier brought the skin, and

we imrolled it on the floor. It meas-

ured exactly 6 meters—only half

the length the commander had

claimed.

"That's a bit disappointing," I

said. "Only 6 meters!"

"It's hard to believe," answered

the commander, laughing. "I

thought it was 12, and it looks like

12, doesn't it?"

This inclination of people to

exaggerate when it comes to snakes

seems similar to the amateur fisher-

man's ability to add inches or feet

to the fish that got away. I think

it must be wishful thinking. But it

is a more serious matter when the

authors of books that are othenvise

reliable talk frivolously about the

possibilities of anacondas as much
as .50 and 60 feet long. Such stories

cannot possibly be taken seriously.

One reason there are exaggerated

ideas about the size of snakes is

that it is no trick at all to stretch a

skin as much as 20 per cent. la

this manner, an unscrupulous per-

son is able to manufactm-e a much
larger snake than ever existed. In

fact, it is difficult to skin a snake

without stretching the hide appre-

ciably.

We also hear gross exaggerations

about how dangerous the anaconda
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^ In shallow water, there is some chance of capturing a large anaconda, hut in deeper
water, the snake moves with surli incredihle speed that the attempt is ahnost liopeU-ss.

is. Despite intensive research, I have

only been able to find two definite

cases of anacondas causing the

death of human beings.

One man was killed on the Napo
River in Ecuador, when he went

for a swim and was entwined by
one of these snakes. He struggled

in vain to get away but was drawn
under water and carried off. He
was later found farther down-
stream, dead and bearing distinct

marks of the ghost-squeeze. Evi-

dently the reptile had been unable

to devour so large a victim.

The other incident occurred at

the mouth of the Yasuni River, a

tributary of the Napo. Some chil-

dren were bathing, and a boy of 13

suddenly disappeared. His friends

were sure he had drowned. After a

moment, they saw bubbles rising

from a spot near the shore, and one
of the boys dived down to seai-ch.

He came up pale with fright. He
had felt around for his friend in the

water and had touched something

he was sure was an enormous snake

—an anaconda! He had often been

told that a gigantic anaconda
haunted the river hereabouts. It was
even said to have swallowed two

persons. No doubt the same fate

had now taken his friend. The dead

boy's father was determined to take

vengeance on the murderer and

after a day and night of unwearied

search, he discovered the reptile. It

was lying with half its body on the

shore, the other half in the water.

It had vomited up the devoured

boy. With five shots of his Win-
chester, the boy's father killed the

snake. It was an enormous ana-

conda.

'pcCtHctt^ <M. t^ ^tuei^tt

When I was at home in Sweden
in 1952, I was offered a job as the

leader of a motion picture expedi-

tion to the Amazon. The aim was to

make a documentary film of an

exploratory trip to this immense
jungle country. Natives and animals

were to be the main actors, and the

climax of the film was to be the cap-

tine of a giant snake. I knew that

there were plenty of anacondas in

the region around the Putumayo
and Caqueta Rivers in southeastern

Colombia, so we set off for that lo-

cality. We had to make two expedi-

tions, however, before we got our

pictures, because dining the first

trip the rains caught us before we
had finished our work. Neither were

we very successful in finding a giant

snake. The only anaconda we caught

on the first trip measiu^ed 4*2 meters

(about 14/4 feet), and we had cer-

tain!},' thought of a snake actor of

more imposing dimensions. The cap-

ture of this reptile was nevertheless

rather dramatic.

We were on oiu' way down the

Caguan River, a tributary of the

Caqueta, when we discovered this

snake stretched out on the trunk of

a tree sloping out over the river. It

had been raining continuously for

the last few days, but now the sun

had peeped out a while, and the big

snake had evidently crept up on the

trunk to warm itself. She looked
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much larger than she was, perhaps

I)ecause she was very thick.

How could we catch her alive? It

didn't look easy. If she threw her-

self into the river, we wouldn't have

tiie slightest chance to get hold of

lier. To catch an anaconda in the

water, especially in deep water, is

almost impossible, because in that

element the snake is incredibly

<juick. That is why we always try to

find them when they have left the

w ater to bask in the sun or to digest

their food. We had brought a cou-

ple of nets, and if we could get one

under the tree trunk, the snake

would land in it instead of in the

water.

With greatest care, we maneu-

vered our canoe closer. The snake

didn't react. An anaconda hasn't got

many enemies—at least, not an aca-

conda of this size. Crocodiles are

the only ones, I suppose, so she

probably didn't think we were any-

thing to be afraid of. And that was

her mistake.

We placed our canoe diagonally

under the trunk but farther out,

tying the prow to a branch so that

the current wouldn't carry us away.

While Munoz (the taxidermist) and

Torgny (the film director) watched

the anaconda with their guns in

readiness, Jorge (a Colombian
hunter) and I slid into the river and

made our way to the shore, swim-

ming and wading. We pulled the

net along, succeeding with consid-

erable difficulty in laying it out be-

tween the shore and the canoe right

under the snake. But now the hard-

est part of the job came: to snare

the creature.

(^ettuu^ tAe l^a^ /iiou*tcC it

Slowly we approached the ana-

conda, each with a lasso. Still no

reaction, only the tongue working

and the hard, ice-cold eyes warily

watching us. With great care, we
laid a loose snare clear around the

snake's body and the tree trunk. I

was holding a lasso ready to pull as

hard as I could, while Jorge, with

a sheath knife between his teeth,

waded out to try to lay another

snare around the snake.

With twigs and leaves in the way,

he couldn't get at it. He started cut-

ting leaves away, and the snake

raised her head. Jorge stood mo-
tionless. The suspense was almost

unendurable; seconds seemed as

long as minutes. The anaconda let

her head drop again. Then Jorge

flung the line and got it around the

snake and the trunk. He made a

slip knot and threw the end of the

line to Torgny in the canoe.

Now the very worst part came: to

get a snare around the snake's head.

Jorge tossed the line but missed.

Now the anaconda started to move,

sliding slowly forward with her

head raised.

We couldn't wait any more!

"Pull as hard as you can!"

screamed Jorge. We tightened the

snares, pulling on them so hard that

they cut into the flesh of our hands.

The anaconda possessed an incredi-

ble strength. For all my hanging on

to the lasso, with all my weight, she

rid herself of the snare. I threw my-
self at her tail and pulled as hard as

I could, but I could only hold it for

a moment.

It looked as if we were going to

lose our anaconda. She was fighting

hard to make her escape. She would

strain her body, then let it slacken,

and in this way she puUed out of

the snare inch by inch. With open,

hissing mouth, she swung from side

to side, lunging at Jorge but fortu-

nately not reaching him.

We were all excited, Torgny
most. He kept yelling: "Put the

snare around the neck!"

That wasn't so easy! The snake

was striking furiously in all direc-

tions and would not allow anyone

to get near.

But Jorge was ready for action

again. He went straight up to the

anaconda and flung the lasso once

more. This time he was successful.

The loop went around the neck. He

< Four of the eleven anacon-
das that the men of the Colom-
bian Military Base at Puerto
Lejiuizanio found in a single

tangle. The largest one was over

191/2 feet long.
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^ At last, the big one was ours

.

pulled liard, throwing himself baek-

ward. At the same moment, how-
ever, the anaconda slid out of the

other snare — the one around her

body tying her to the trunk. She

dropped into the water. The net

wasn't where it should be! The cur-

rent had carried it away.

Jorge wouldn't let go. I went to

his rescue and helped pull at the

lasso. Working together, we were
able to drag our frantically wrest-

ling prey toward the shore. The
anaconda was lashing the water vi-

olently. Torgny and Muiioz also

jumped into the water and hurried

to our rescue. With united effort,

we dragged the snake up onto the

shore. Here the anaconda made a

ball of herself, probably because

96

the snare around her neck made her

want to protect her head. We
brought the net, spread it on the

shore, and pulled it over the snake,

making a package of our anaconda.

With a knife, we freed her from the

snare, and she then began to thrust

furiously in all directions, trying to

get out of her confinement. But she

could not break the strong, elastic

net. We were all dirty, wet, and

tired.

7ilaA*H C<zt^^ Setianiia ^nct

This was our first anaconda, and

we named her Seiiorita Ana. She

traveled with us all the way to

Sweden. By the time we arrived at

my home near Stockholm, she

wasn't in too good condition. When

I opened the case, she was stiff and

cold and didn't show any sign of

life. I touched her, pinched her. No
reaction. Dead? Oh, no. She was
only "deep-frozen" after the flight

from New York to Stockholm. We
had been at 9000 to 1.3,000 feet, and

Seiiorita Ana had had no heat in the

luggage room. A wami bath, how-

ever, had a wonderful effect on her.

Suddenly there was action in her

long body. With a hiss, she opened

her big mouth and struck swift as

lightning against the broom with

which I was handling her.

On the following days, the air

was warm, and she took her sun

bath on the lawn outside the house

among tulips and other spring flow-

ers. Then she traveled to the Goth-
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ciibiiiLi; Aijiiarinm, wliero ;i nice

warm tenariiiin was waiting for

licr. Five months she remained on a

food strike, bnt then she decided to

eat and golibled np guinea pigs and

rats with good appetite.

A strange destiny indeed for an

anaconda from the Soiitli American

jungles.

'Bettcn, ./luc^

Onr second expedition was more

successful, and we caught four ana-

condas. We took three of them back

to Sweden. I will tell you about the

biggest one.

Kvi anaconda, as a rule, has a

fi.xed hunting ground. So we gath-

ered all the information we could

about big anacondas that had been

seen. Oiu- best chance seemed to be

on the upper Caucaj'a River, which

rises in a swampy region north of

tlie Putumayo. Some Witoto In-

dians, living near the mouth of the

ri\-er, liad given us good hints and
mentioned some small lakes and

ponds where they recently had seen

\-er\- large gmoa, as they called

them. The VVitotos considered us

completely crazy, however, to want

to catch these monsters; they kept

carefully away from the places

where they might encounter one.

Just before we started, something

happened that seemed to point to-

ward a good result. Some hunters

from the adjacent Colombian mili-

tary base of Puerto Leguizamo had

had a strange adventure near the

mouth of the Caucaya River. On the

bank, they had discovered eleven

anacondas in a single tangle. They
shot four of them; the rest escaped

into the river. The largest specimen

was more than 6 meters long (about

19)2 feet). Our guide was Obdidio

Villamizar, "the best hunter and

fisherman on the Putumayo," a

tough fellow who knew the jimgles

^ . . . and had to he content to travel to Sweden in a hifi packing case.

and swamps like his own trousers'

pocket. In a 12-mcter canoe with an

outboard motor, we traveled far up

the Caucaya, and in a smaller canoe

belonging to Villamizar, we ex-

plored numerous quebradas — nar-

row, winding streams barricaded by

iirush heaps and fallen trees — and

little lakes and swamps. VVe also

made long and exhausting wander-

ings through the moist jungles, per-

petually on the lookout for a giant

snake.

We caught many kinds of reptiles,

both poisonous and nonpoisonous,

but there were no signs of anacon-

das. Yet we were determined not

to give up the search, even if we
had to spend a month or two longer

in this unhealtliy jungle, where two

of us had already contracted ma-

laria. The rainy season was drawing

near, and once it came, our chances

would be small.

We intensified our search, work-

ing from sunrise to dusk. At last, in

a small tributary of the Caucaya,

our efforts were rewarded. A fine

big anaconda had been careless

enough to crawl up on the shore.

There were five of us on the job,

and we offered something of a blitz-

krieg. We di\'ed down on the ana-

conda with forks and lassos and a

grim determination not to let her

escape. The struggle was wild. We
battled and pulled and tumbled

down in the mud. Tlie anaconda

hissed and struck at us and made
unceasing efforts to squeeze us. We
\elled and perspired. Meantime,

Kurt kept hopping about with his

moving picture camera, trying to

record the actions of the snake from

all angles. Sometimes he was almost

in its jaws. Olle Bohlin. oiu- sound

engineer, was kept busy with his

tape recorder, but Torgny, the film

director, didn't bother about an\- di-

recting at this point. The snake at-

tended to that.

Finalh', the show was over. The

anaconda was ours, safely in a big

case that we had brought along for

the purpose. All of us were utterly

exhausted, but we had captured a

snake that was 7 meter.s lont, (al-

most 23 feet ) and nearly as thick as

a telephone pole.
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Proof of the Ice Age now stares us in the \

"vWpi^^y>^h'

IN the light of modern knowledge,

we find little difficulty in visual-

izing the continental ice sheets of

massive proportions that spread

over northern Europe and North

America during the past million

years. We can understand how
these great masses of slowly mov-

ing ice could pluck rocks and huge

boulders from hills and peaks and

move them hundreds of miles to

the middle of a prairie or some

other distant place. But the name
"drift" was given to these Ixjiildcrs

98

and assorted deposits of clay, sand,

gravel, and cobbles because they

were once thought to have been

dropped from drifting icebergs.

They are still called "glacial drift."

Glaciers were not always so eas-

ily understood. Nearly all geologi-

cal concepts were born of modest

beginnings, and the labor pains of

the glacial concept were worse than

most.

Tempers Hared, jealousy reared

its ugly head, and friendsliips were

(h'ssolvc'd when scientists bctian ar-

guing about the origm of this mys-

terious "glacial drift." When sonu'

dared to suggest that glaciers far

larger than any remaining on earth

might have existed, they were ridi-

culed, and their observations, how-

ever brilliant, were disregarded.

These ideas had to be born and re-

born with varying interpretations

before the scientific world accepted

the Ice Age as a fact of geological

history.

Curiosity about the debris left

by moving ice sheets began in
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iOncept is Born
many wild guesses frayed scientific nerves before the truth came out

BY RICHARD J. HARTESVELDT*

northern Europe, much of which is

covered with this glacial drift.

Nearly all observers agreed that

some large-scale means of transpor-

tation had been involved, but many
wrong answers were suggested be-

fore the right one was hit upon.

Biblical interpretations were fav-

ored, and there was a widespread

"Richard J. Hartesveldt has been
senior ranger-naturalist at Yoseniite Na-
tional Park for the past three summers and
has also worked for the Park Service in

Hawaii, Death Valley, and the De\irs

THE GLACIAL CONCEPT IS BORN

theory that an immense deluge of

water had swept over the face of

the earth, moving stones from one

location to another and rounding

them by rubbing them against one

another.

Emanuel Swedenborg, in 1719,

was one of the first to theorize

along this line.

Postpile. He holds an M.S. in conservation

and an M.F. in wildlife management;
and he teaches biology, nature study,

camp counselling, and conservation at San
Jose State College in California.—En.

In 1740, Danial Tilias. an Ameri-

can, thought that a flood had been

responsible, but he could not ac-

count for its origin. He made one

excellent observation. He pointed

out that granite erratics—rocks that

had been carried away from their

original location—were found at

various distances from the parent

mountain and that the greater the

distance, the more rounded were

the corners and edges.

When Benjamin DeW'itt. also an

American, noticed in 1793 that a
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A Emam KL SwKnKNBOKG. in 1719.

favored a vast flood ratlicr tlian

ice as the moving lorcc
Btjtrinann Archil

A I^KiKR DoBSON thon«;ht the
parallel jtlacial slriations were
caused by stones in iceljerjjs.

tremendous variety of boiiklers

were found along the shore of Lake

Superior, he visuaHzed an earth-

quake, an eruption, or a flood, with

Lake Superior as the source from

which the water had flowed to de-

luge the earth. Ice was furthest

from his thoughts.

In 1810, a Dr. Samuel Akerly ex-

plained the situation in New York

State by visualizing the breaking

of a huge, imaginary natural dam
in the Catskill Mountains. Several

others held similar theories. It re-

mained ff)r T. F. Jamieson, in 1862,

to prove by admirable firsthand

observation that a bursting dam
could produce none of the effects

so commonly found in glaciated

country. After hurrying to the site

of a burst dam, he found that the

water had denuded the hillside in

its path but that there were no

glacial scratches parallel to the

torrent. Indeed, he found real gla-

cial stiiations that ran neaily at

right angles to the path of the

water. The bmst dam did not pro-

duce anything resembling the

"drift," which we now know was

produced by glacial action.

Icebergs and Glacial Drift

Several English geologists be-

lieved that drifting icebergs had

transported and deposited the "gla-

cial drift." A strong objection to this

theory was that northern explorers

had seldom seen rocks being car-

ried on floating bergs. They said

the process would have been far

too slow to cause such vast deposits

as were seen scattered over north-

ern Europe.

It was a Connecticut uiillowner,

Peter Dobson, wiiose lively imagi-

nation produced the suggestion that

the parallel glacial scratches and

grooves we now call striations were

caused bv stones embedded in the

undersides of icebergs. His state-

ment gained him wide recognition,

and even the celebrated American

geologist James Dwight Dana gave

Dobsons theory serious considera-

tion. Dana concluded, however,

that floating bergs could not have

left scratches on such \'aried topo-

graphy.

A Baltimore dentist. Dr. II. II.

Hayden, tried to imagine the con-

ditions that would cause a world-

wide flood, with currents strong

enough to transport rock materials.

He suggested that the earth might

suddenly have turned its northern

pole toward the sun, causing a

rapid melting of great quantities of

polar ice. He pictured a flood of

water rushing througli Bering

Strait between Alaska and Siberia.

Another flood came down through

the channel between northern

Europe and Greenland. This great

mass of water, he thought, must
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have swept over nortliern North

America. Labrador, where the

\\'ater from Greenland and Baffin

Ba>' woidd have struck the con-

tinent, he pointed out, had had its

soil washed away.

Not all of those studying this

puzzle were groping blindly. In

countries where glaciers existed,

people noticed that these "rivers of

ice" moved and carried rock frag-

ments. As early as 172.3, a Swiss

naturalist,
J. J. Scheuchzer, men-

tioned the movement of glaciers

and suggested that water filling

crevasses in the ice and then freez-

ing was the force that pushed the

ice down the valley with its load

of rock. We now know that ice can

change its shape slowly under stress

and that gravity is the force that

moves a glacier. It was in 1802 that

a man named Playfair asserted that

glaciers moved down-valley be-

cause of their own tremendous

THE GLACIAL CONCEPT IS BORN

^ J .4 M E S D >V I G H T

Dana presented bolli

the iceberg anil ;;la-

cier theories in lii.s

Muuual of Gcolopy
but favored tiie t'or-

recl glacial tlieory.

* Swiss glaciers like

the Corner Grat
helped European ge-

ologists visualize con-

tinental ice masses.

weight. He also pointed out that

they carried rocks and dumped
them at the melting front. Pointing

to a boulder weighing 2520 pounds,

he reasoned that it could only have

been moved by ice and daringly

speculated about glaciers of greater

lengths. Gradually, principles that

were found to operate in valley

glaciers came to be applied to gla-

ciers of continental size.

A Bold Idea

The year 1821 marked the be-

ginning of the true glacial theory.

J. Venetz, a Swiss civil engineer,

observed that moraines — piles of

rock deposited by glaciers—existed

far below the present glaciers, and

expressed his belief that the ice

must once have extended to that

distance. After discussing his theory

with his friends, Venetz announced

in 1829 that all of northern Europe

had once been covered with ice!

* 1,01 IS Ag\ssiz <'haiii|ii-

oiicd tile tlirorv of i-oiiti-

nenlal glaciers and -ai<l tiie

i<;i' era orrurn-d simultane-

ous ly in Enrojic and
America.

This was a catacKsmic pronoimce-

ment.

Five years later, a friend of \'cn-

etz's named Jean de Charpentier.

Director of Mines at \'aud, Switz-

erland, enlarged upon \'enetz's

views in a paper read in Lucerne.

He pointed out that overhanging

rocks had sometimes been
scratched on the underside. The
only explanation, he said, was a

mass of moving ice conforming to

each recess in the rock.

Several people were impressed

with this theory. Not so, however,

with J. A. de Luc, who said that

"de Charpentier would have done

better to leave his imagination out

of it and not create glaciers that

would present the Supreme Being

\\ ith a problem in having to melt

tlinn."

Louis .\gassiz. the noted zoolo-

gist, frankly doubted de Charpen-

tier's concept at first. But he visited

coniiniioii on pnpc 110
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THE
,-^j JV)/Mf

IN THE

Jumping Bean

These natural curiosities from Mexico entertain young and old, but few

realize that their secret is one of nature's tricks for beating the heat

ALVIOST everyone has seen

Mexican jumping beans.

T1k\ are often sold in novelty

shops and other places and are fre-

quently displayed in show win-

dows, because their jitterbug move-

ments attract attention. Yet, as is

often the case in the world of na-

ture, the story behind these curi-

osities is much more interesting

than the mere fact that the beans

appear to be endowed with a mys-

terious ability to hop about.

As far as modern scientific rec-

ords are concerned, the story be-

gan in 1857 when the insect that

puts the jump in the jumping bean

was first described and named in

the Proceedings of the Ashmolean

Society of Oxford, England. TJie

insect has had its name changed

several times in the intervening

years, having been at different

times placed in the genera Laspeij-

resia and Ccirpocapsa. However,

the presently accepted name is

Luspcijresia saltitans. The insect is

a close relative of the common ap-

ple worm, and there may be more

than one species involved.

By Ross E. Hutchins*

The plant that produces the

bean was first described by botan-

ists about this same time. It is

called Scbastkmia Pringlei. The

plants of the genus Scbastiania are

tropical shrubs that belong to the

Euphorbiaccae, or spurge group of

}ilants. You are no doubt familiar

with such common spurges as Poin-

settia and snow-on-the-mountain.

In Mexico, the jumping bean plant

is called yerba de fleclia ("arrow

plant"), because its milky, poison-

ous sap was once used as an arrow

jjoison. It has also been used as a
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^ Mexico, they are known as brin-

tres — "leapers." The heat of the

d generally stimulates them into

iter activity.

A A MULTIPLE-EXPO-
SURE PHOTOGRAPH
showing how the
"beans" hop alxml.

^ This i* the moth that laiil the (•;;<; that

made the caterpillar that jmt the jump in

tlie jumping "Iiean."* This insect is a close

relative ol the eominon "aiiplo worm." or
i-odlini! motli.

fish poison. If one stirs his coffee

or any other drink with a sinall

twig of the plant, the sap is said to

act as a strong cathartic.

This interesting shrub grows in

the region of the Rio Mayo in

southern Sonora and Chihuahua,

where it thrives in the barrancas

and arroyos. It grows up to about

five feet and bears shiny, lance-

shaped leaves. The flower spikes

appear in early summer when rain

comes to this arid land.

It is probably about this time

that the adult moth deposits its

eggs in the developing seed pods,

though not much is known about

the insect's life history. The seed

pods mature by late summer.
As if there were not already

enough of interest about this plant.

Nature has added another touch.

When the three-parted seed pods
are fully developed and dry, they

snap open and the seeds can be

"Ross E. HuTCHiNs became interested

in the adaptation of animals to extreme
conditions while ranging the frigid 6000-
foot elevations around the cattle ranch
on which he grew up near Yellowstone
Park. He secured his Ph.D. from Iowa
State College at Ames and has been a

professional zoologist and entomologist in

heard hurtling through the dry

brush like BB shot. This serves to

disperse the plants to new locations.

Certain of the pods, however, do

not rupture and toss their seeds,

for the simple reason that there are

no seeds to toss. The eggs that were

laid by the moth in the developing

ovaries of the plant hatched into

small caterpillars that consumed

the entire contents of the pods.

These pods or beans merely drop

to the groimd, where they begin

their careers as "jumpers."

But this is still not the end of the

story; in fact, it is really just the

beginning, as far as the jumping

beans are concerned.

After the beans with the caterpil-

lars inside fall off of the plant, there

are two things that may happen to

them. The first is the natin-al and

more usual sequence of events; the

second occurs only with the entry

of man into the story. Let us con-

the South for over 20 years. During World
War II, he ser\ed in the Medical Corps

of the Navy, "\\hile living for a year in

a tent at Pago Bay on Guam," he says, "I

did little to further the war effort, hut I

learned much about the fantasic realm

of life on a tropical coral reef." He writes

frequently for X.vtur.vl Hi.stohy.—Ed.

sider the natural course of events.

The beans drop upon the barren,

rocky soil, which is parched b>' the

subtropical sun. The sparse vegeta-

tion offers little shade, and the

temperature at the earth's surface

climbs rapidly at midday. The

beans would soon become so hot

that the enclosed larvel insect would

be killed. So what does the insect do?

The caterpillar has already lined

the walls of its cell with silk, and,

as the rising heat stimulates it, it

grasps the silken wall with its legs

and snaps its body. This causes the

bean to jump or move a little. The

hotter the temperature, the more

vigorously does the little creature

jerk its house about. It's pretty

much a hit-and-miss proposition as

to where the bean will end up, but

the chances are good that it will

land in some crevice where it will

be protected from both birds and

desert heat. Incidentalh", the cater-

pillar weighs about as much as the

shell of the bean enclosing it, so it

has sufficient momentum to carry it-

self some distance, perhaps even

for several inches in one hop.

It is amazing how much energy

is contained in the tiny caterpillar.
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^ The sides of two "beans" have been cut away lino to show tlie small caterpillars that put the hop in the

jumping "beans." The silken lining of the shell that tiie insect grasps when it snaps its body can he seen.

•\x1

mXICAHJUMPIHG 8£AH
Playing Chart

Do >iot Ke«p Beans Enclosed—They Breathe

luchlnff or r

llw on D<«d End ;

to the f^turtlnft Zon*
7 Any b*an Un

chsHK^ at »n> I

dark lln«4 *x bnns.
Common 10 An sam* endu the pla>er wji

towns 1

'^ Close-up of a "bean" showing whore the cator-

jiiilar has jiartly cut througli tlio exit door from
the inside. Months later, the pupa will push

this hatch open and emerge as an adult moth.

< Bi\(;<) wrrn means: One of sev-

eral games of chance utili/.ing jiunp-

ing beans as pawns.
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It li\cs ill tlic l)can lor al)f)ut si\-

montlis and will continno to jniiip,

especially if heat reaches it.

After a few months, the cater-

])illar cuts a circular door in the

end of the bean, but the door is

not cut all the way through and the

lid remains in place. The caterpillar

then changes into the pupal state,

in which it remains until spring.

The cutting of this escape hatch is

rather amazing when one considers

that the caterpillar can have no

foreknowledge of its use, and will

itself never use it. But it is an in-

stinctive act and a part of the chain

of events that occur in tiic lile of

llie insect.

When spring conies once more

to the land of cactus and thorn

trees, the ycrha dc flcchci again puts

forth its blossoms. Now the pupa

inside each jumping bean becomes

active and pushes out through tlie

piepared door. The back of each

pupa splits open, and out crawls a

tiny moth that soon mates and flies

away to lay its eggs in the develop-

ing seed pods of the host plant. And
so the yearly cycle is renewed.

However, another fate — an un-

natural one—may overtake the brin-

cador that lulls from the tjerba de

jlrclui. In certain areas, young men
and boys collect these curiosities in

great numbers and sell them to lo-

cal buyers, who in turn export them

to the United States. There they

become objects of wonder and

amazement. Games of chance have

even been devised in which the un-

suspecting hrincadoTCfi are used as

the pawns.

The fate of the caterpillar in the

exported jumping bean is gloomy,

though. Since it cannot find its host

plant outside its native land, it can-

not perpetuate itself.

^ This brincndor was cut open after tlie caterpillar had trans-

formed to the pupal state. The pupa is now surrounded by a silken

^ When spring comes to the arid rejrion of soutlicrn

Sonora and Chihualuia. the pupa pusiies open its door.

* Soon a tiny adult moth will break out of the pupal case.

W lien il finds a mate, eggs will again he laid in the develop-

ing seed pods of the "arrowplant," and the strange cycle

will begin again.

^ An empty seed pod, abandoned by its

insect after many months of occupancy.

THE JUMP IN THE JUMPING BEAN



ALMOST MURDERED

The news about the attack inter-

rupted the rituals. All the Indians

came to the hut where I was lying

and showed me serious faces. The

strongest reaction came from Atu-

kare. This was the Indian who, as

described in the earlier article, had

pointed his knife down on my shoul-

der when I gave him only a knife

and no ax at the ceremony of greet-

ing. Now he vowed that he would

shoot Kupo with his bow!

"Oh, no, Atukare," I said. "That

would make no sense. Please go to

my house and bring me my ham-

mock and my gun."

I was feeling so badly that I was

KODACHROMES
GEORGEOUS 2"x2" COLOR SLIDES OF

NORTH AMERICA BY

JACK BREED
!\aliin,I lli^lorv Oiuilitr

New England Fall Foliage; Notional Porks;

Arizono; Utoh; Colotodo; Condion Rockies;

Old Mexico; Novaio, Hopi, Pueblo Indians.

Send 25c for somple slide and catalogue.

8 Bosworth Street

Boston 8, Moss.fac4 Steed

CATCH THEM ALIVE
AND UNHURT!

Trap Can't harm Children or Pets

.\piMzliiK HAVAHART trap captures raMIng ran,

ralibits. squirrels, skunks, weasels, etc. Takes

rnlnkp. coons wittiout injuring them. Straying nets

and imullrv are released utihurt Easy to set

—

open ends give animal contldenee. Fully guaran

teed. .No Jaws or springs to break. Rustproof. Sizes

for all needs. Senil coupon for valuable FREE
rtfl page booklet on trapping secrets.

Sine I should die unless help could

be prociued from the Indian agency,

Fraternidade Indigena. "Look what

Kupo has done to me," I said to

Jukuepa. "Do you think I am going

to die?"

Jukuepa nodded his head and

grunted something incomprehen-

sible. Then he said: "Yes, you will

die, Haroldo." But he would not

leave at night for the Post. These

Indians were afraid to travel by

night because of poisonous snakes.

I was still losing some blood and

was afraid that time should go too

fast. But they would only say, "Not

today, tomorrow."

When they tied my hammock up

in the house, I tried to climb into it,

but the world disappeared and I

knew absolutely nothing more.

Would Kupo Return?

I awakened when it was dark and

was still lying on the straw mat.

They had made a pillow of bark.

The Indians were gone. Two fires

were binning on the groimd.

When I moved a little, Mitopo-

nepa jumped from his bed and said:

'May I help \'ou? What do you

need?"

With his assistance I was able to

get into my hammock, but I could

not sleep. I kept thinking of Kupo's

promise to return and kill me. Each

little noise scared me. Whenever a

cricket walked on the straw roof or

a lizard fell to the ground, I would

think: "Now, this must be Kupo."

But Kupo did not come, and in

the early morning his wife was again

the Good Samaritan, anointing my
wounds with medicinal herbs.

"Where are the ones I told to go

for help?" I asked.

She an.swercd: "Atukare and Jula-

pare started to the Indian Post yes-

terday while yon were dead." (The

Umutinas have the same word for

illness and death. If they want to

imply that there is no hope, that the

person is really dead or already

buricxl, they add the word nioto,

meaning earth and signifying "dead

and already buried." They used this

form in referring to me, because

they considered me quite dead. In-

deed, the two messengers used the

same word in reporting the situation

to the Indian Post, and the agent

sent a wire to Rio de Janeiro an-

nouncing that I had been assassi-

nated by the Umutinas.

)

Help came quickly. My good

friend Jose Ferdelis, the agent of

the Indian Service, led a group of

more than a dozen civilized Indians,

well armed with guns, jungle knives,

and other weapons. They had expec-

ted a hostile reception.

They started carrying me out tiie

same day they arrived. A long pole

had been cut, and my hammock was

tied to it. Two men carried this on

their shoulders, relaying when they

became tired. I expected to suffer

considerably during the trip, but

the others carefully cut all the

branches that might hurt me, and

nothing bad happened. We had to

cross 50 miles of jungle, swamp, and

open savannah, but I was not even

scratched by a thorn.

All in all, it was a most unpleasant

experience, except for the kindness

of the Indians who took care of me.

People say that I must have the

spirit of a cat to have lived through

this. It was a close call. As for Kupo,

he is still living at the Indian Post

on the Upper Paraguay River, with

his wife and children. He was the

unfortunate example of a marginal

Indian — one who had entered that

difficult realm half-way between the

world of the white man and the

world of the Indian. In addition to

having lost his father and uncle at

the hands of the white man, he had

early in life been banished from his

tribe for having married his cousin,

which is taboo among the Umutinas.

He had had a little taste of civiliza-

tion and had grown to resent its de-

structive effect on the native culture.

He was resentful toward the white

man's bullets and diseases, and he

took it out on me. I think I can un-

derstand how he felt. And if I had

not lost my temper, I might never

have been "almost murdered."
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Dame Nature—

Sculptress r

in Ice
Exquisite trinkets and art forms are

fashioned by wind and weather

alon"! our winter streams

By GEOROii FoiiiiKST Photoiirnphs by Don Siiiner A Ponilcrous clepliant feet of every
size are found among tlie iceland toys.

TAKE the cold black waters of a winter stream;

the rain, snow, and sleet of a frigid mid-winter day;

tlie resources of an infinitely varied artist — and you

have Nature's own showcase of gems.

It requires little imagination to recognize the "mer-

chandise," though it carries no hibels or price tags.

Items are available strictly on a "serve yourself" basis,

but shoplifting is, of course, frowned upon. Customers

are warned that the wares are extremely x'erishable,

subject to change without notice. But "browsing"' is

definitely encouraged among all who appreciate an

old art that cannot be seen in galleries.

^ Ribbons, bows, and icy poiicorn strings glitter and sway in the winter wind.
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Letters
A An I'M si \i. iMiriiEi Mr mI a IKiiif;

Hill eves and sen-itivr nip-uil lKiii>.

(inirrel. .-how in

n- vibrissac. B%
its « ide niMtur-

.lolin H. (icraid.

Ctits (iiul H'i(rfit>s

Sins:

... In liis article, "Majesty in a Fur

Coat," Mr. Webster does not allude to two

former Scottish customs invoking eats.

One was the throwing of a eat into the sea

by witches to raise a storm. There was a

famous trial connected with this in 1590,

as recounted in Dr. Margaret Murray's

TIic Witch Cult in Wcttcrn Europe. The

other was the roasting of a live cat on a

spit for purposes of divination. This latter

was described (though not at first hand)

by Martin Martin in his book on the West-

ern Islands of Scotland, written in the last

decade of the seventeeth century. Ac-

cording to his account, when this was done

"a very big Cat comes, attended by a nmn-

ber of lesser Cats, desiring to reli<\c the

Cat turn'd upon the Spit, and then answers

tile Question." This was a third method ot

cli\ination, only resorted to when two other

methods had failed, so it was probably not

very fretiuent.

One does not need to go to Scotland to

find witches appearing in the form of eats.

At the trial of the Salem witches in 1692,

Sarah Carrier, aged 8, described how her

mother came to her in the form of a black

io8

cat (Winfield S. Nexins, Witchcraft in

Snlcm Village in 1692, p. 185.)

J. L. Camphki.i.

Isle of Canna, Scotland Pr.si,i,ni oi ,i,o

l-olklorv Insliliilr

of S.oailntI

Zoo 'Roos
Sins:

In his article on Australian tree kanga-

roos in the December issue, John Sidney

makes the statement that unless these ani-

mals are provided with their natural diet,

the reader probably won't see them in the

local zoo. He also states that they don't

live long in captivity. This pessimistic

viewpoint may be altered when he learns

that the Chicago Zoological Park. Brook-

field. 111., has a pair of Matschie tree kan-

garoos from New Guinea which are still

!i\ing after a residence of six years. Their

diet includes corn, rolled oats, grains, al-

falfa, carrots, apples, sweet potatoes,

grapes, and bananas — obviously not a

natural diet.

ALEX.\Ni)En Lindsay
Brookficld, 111.

Hrnol,fi,hl l.o

Tiil«» .S'liriiiff.v — f*.v Itatv
find Its Fatv

[iis:

Dr. Harringtons article, "Man's Oldest

Date in America" in your December issue

is very instructive in placing man here

23,800 years ago — though Biblical and

secular history and chronology plainly

show that the Flood was less than 4500

years ago, with the Babel dispersion more

than 100 years after that.

You scientists ably show that man is

smarter tlian God, giving God blame for

a miserable beginning, and giving man
credit for a glorious development.

You may know the age of the rocks —

but know little of the Rock of Ages.

Roy Holliday
Coon Rapids, Iowa.

Sims:

Dr. Mark R. Harrington's very infornia-

ti\e and well-written article, "Man's Old-

est Date in America," . . . was of especial

interest to me, for I took occasion to \ isit

the Ttile Si^rings site near Las X'egas,

Nevada, in 1943 and 1944 while I was

stationed at the Las Vegas Army Air Force

Base. -At that time I remembered reading

Dr. Simpson's paper on the Nevada Pleis-

tocene fauna, and had already \isitcd

Gypsum Cave on the strength of Dr. Har-

rington's fascinating descriptions of it . . .
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Or] line of Miy \isits, to Tule Springs,

Dr. l^ichard Casscll, a dentist by profes-

sion and a froe-lancx' photograplu^r Ijy

avocation, accompanied nic and took sev-

eral pictures of the exposed manimotli

tusks, one or two of which appeared in

Natuhal HisTOnY in November, 1945.

Knowing the tremendous vahie ol the

site ... I did not permit any of our group

t iilcst tliis part of the wash in any way.

\'isils til Tule Spring were one of my most

treasured experiences in tlie Western

United States, and they liecame even more

memorable . . . upon learning tiiat this site

places man in America more than 2.3,800

years ago.

Perhaps it would be difficult to accom-

plish, but it .seems to me that an area ol

such great archeological importance should

in .some way be protected from possible

vandalism . . . Don'ald J. Zinn
/Wtnciillc I'riifrxmr uf 7.mi\iiV.<l

University of Rhode Island,

Kingston, R. I.

BOOKS <•""'.„ //r„,„„„«.6.<

giila, the author proceeds by logical stages

downstream, describing the environmental

features of each natural area and then

dealing with the peoples, past and present,

wliii live along the river. In some respects,

il is difficult to remain oriented with the

river because these digressions plunge the

reader into the philosophy, if such it is,

of human relation.ships. As Tennyson re-

minds us, the coming and going of man
is transitory compared to the eternity of

lliiuing water. And so the reader will do

well to maintain two channels of thought

in reading this book—one to stay with the

leisurely ri\er and have little emotional

disturbance, the other to analyze and ex-

Ijlore the anthropological data so aliK'

presented and to expect emotional reac-

tions.

As one who has seen a fair amoimt of

this area from the air and had some closer

contact on the ground, this reviewer finds

Macdonald's presentation fair and un-

biased and his te.xi: factually soimd. He is

careful to give both sides, he appreciates

the difficulties, and makes allowances for

human nature. But he also makes clear

the very real difficulties that arise when
cultures centuries apart are mingled in

an area as undeveloped as that of the

Zambesi.

H.\uoLD E. Anthony.

,00 MILES UP

the other rockets and sounding balloons

that ha\c made significant eontribulious

are also included.

The earlier edition ended with a chapter

on the Viking Rocket. At that time, \'ik-

ing's achievements represented the front-

ier of upper-air exploration, and the Viking

still holds the record lor single stage alti-

tude (at 1.58 miles). New developments

have been announced in the intervening

years, however, and the last three chap-

ters of the new book, entitled "The Fu-

ture and the Upper Air," "The Minimum
Satellite," and "Beyond the Earth," make
200 Miles Up as nearly current as security

restrictions permit.

On July 29, 1955, tlie President of the

United States announced that the United

States, as part of its contribution to the

International Geophysical Year ( 19.57-58),

would attempt to launch an artificial earth

satellite. Mr. Vaeth has described with

especial competence the device itself and

the objectives to which it will be assigned.

His position as Head of the Weapons and

Systems Division of the U. S. Navy Spe-

cial Devices Center, Office of Naval Re-

search, should give assurance that he

speaks from firsthand knowledge.

Joseph M. Chamberlain

Ma-ka-tai-me-sue-kia-

kiak: black hawk;
AN AUTOBIOGRAPHY



cently become available, anci Mr. Jack-

son has put them to good use. His numer-

ous notes based on them illuminate and

amplify Black Hawk's original narrative.

Black Hawk probably saw more Ameri-

can expansion than any Indian who ever

lived. Unlike his fellow tribesman, Keokuk,

who preached a policy of peaceful co-

existence with the Whites, Black Hawk
fought savagely to the last ditch. But

while Black Hawk's story is a tragic tale

of his futile battle for survival, it is also a

chronicle of American history from an

Indian's point of view. During his 70-

year lifetime, Black Hawk lived under

lour flags. He fought armies whose mem-
bers included Abraham Lincoln, Jefferson

Davis, and Zachary Taylor. He knew such

greats of his day as George C;itlin, Henry

Schoolcraft, and Andrew Jackson. Black

Hawk's autobiography is a generous slice

of Americana.

Some comment must be made on the

format of his book. Most university press

productions have all the zip and dash of a

telephone directory. Black Hawk, designed

by Ralph Eckerstroni, is as jDleasing and

stylish in its imaginative layout and
modern typography as anything produced

by a commercial publishing house. It is

something of a landmark, and the Univer-

sity of Illinois Press is to be congratulated.

Hahrv Tschopik. Jn.

RecorfUnins

The pueblo Indians

in story, song, and dance
Music by Swift Eagle

Description by Charles Gallenkamp

Soundbook CS 10.5, $.5.00

pOR anyone, child or adult, desiring to

hear authentic American Indian music,

this album is an excellent, though brief,

introduction. It consists of a ten-inch .3.3!3

r.p.m. record accompanied by an intelli-

gent and informative text, charmingly illus-

trated by the Indian artist, Yeffe Kimball.

One side of the record is a legend,

"The Bear Boy," narrated by a Pueblo

Indian, Swift Eagle. I found his -accent

objectionable, but my children enjoyed

the story. The other side, however, is very

good indeed. While the singer in all

cases is Swift Eagle, he sings, like most

Pueblo Indians, in the manner of neigh-

boring tribesmen as well. Thus, while

"The Laughing Horse" is sung in the

serious, measured style of the eastern

Pueblos of New Mexico, "Hunting the

Fox " is rendered in the unearthly falsetto

of the Navaho, and "The Buffalo Dance"

in the exciting, rapid style of the Sioux.

The other selections, which provide back-

ground music for "The Bear Boy, " are all

typical Pueblo melodies.

Harry Tschopik, Jr.

THE GLACIAL CONCEPT IS BORN v,l from pane 101

de Charpcnticr in 18.36, and the

two of them went to e.xamine a

Swiss glacier. Agassiz thereupon

not only agreed with de Charpen-

tier but felt his theory had not been

carried far enough. He became one

of the foremost glacial geologists of

his time.

The following year, in an address

to the Helvetic Society, Agassiz ex-

plained his Ice Age concept, stating

that ice once extended from the

North Pole to the Alps. He also

thought that the mean temperature

of the earth was lower during the

Ice Age. In a book he published.

'

. : • y

"Those? Thojrc kmitly pint'."

Agassiz theorized that the peaks of

the Alps were thrust up through

the ice, breaking the rock into

smaller particles, which fell onto

the ice and were then carried away.

He included in his book the theo-

ries of Venetz and de Charpentier.

However, de Charpentier was pre-

paring a paper of his own at that

time and was so enraged by Agas-

siz's breach of propriety in jimiping

the gun that he terminated their

friendship.

In 1846, Louis Agassiz came to

America to become a professor at

Harvard University. Here he ap-

plied his glacial theory to nearly

evcr)'thing he saw. After siu'veying

the Lake Superior region, he was

convinced that "glacial drift" was

due to a great ice sheet. The drift

deposits, he concluded, would not

terminate so abruptly near the 39th

parallel in that vicinity if watei-

had been the transporting agent.

He also asserted that the glacial

epoch had occurred in Europe at

the same time as in America. This

was a brilliant conclusion; and it

was verified over a century later

b\' the Carbon 14 method of tlatini;.

.\ttention began to focus on

Greenland, an immense ice-covered
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MONSANTO

CHEMISTRY

IN ACTION

Helping nature to

serve you better
A TYPICAL EXAMPLE...

Actual plywood "strength test" photographed at St. Louis Zoo

GREATER STRENGTH WITH LIGHTWEIGHT WOOD
Plywood, consisting of many thin wood sheets

bonded permanently together with Monsanto
adhesives, is so strong and durable that a

^-inch panel actually supports hundreds of

pounds of prancing elephant. The grain of

alternating sheets is crisscrossed for added
strength. When bonded together these sheets

produce solid, lightweight plywood— twice

as strong as ordinary lumber, it won't split

or puncture, is easy to saw, finish, paint.

Adding strength to plywood demonstrates
how Monsanto research and development
improve natural resources for better living.

Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Where Creative Chemistry Works Wonders For You



island. It was noted that the ice

accumidated in the interior and

flowed radially to the sea. T. F.

Jamieson, who had observed the

burst dam, now conceived of heav\-

masses of ice covering Europe,

even where there were mountain

peaks of 1200 feet or more. Float-

ing ice in the arctic, he pointed out,

drifts aimlessly about and could not

produce parallel striations on rock.

He thought that the climate in the

Ice Age was more humid and

colder. Arctic shells were found in

sunny Sicily. Old shore lines far

above the present levels of salt

lakes in Asia also bore out the

theory that the climate was once

wetter.

Numerous other theories were
advanced, few of which aided in

the laborious birth of the idea

known as the glacial concept. Stub-

born Josiah Whitney, first State

Geologist of California, exchanged

verbal blows with the famed natur-

alist John Muir concerning the

origin of Yosemite Valley. Whitney,

who earlier ailmitted to glacial de-

posits on the floor of the valley,

later claimed that the glacial theory

as applied to Yosemite was absurd.

The powers of flowing ice, he

stated, had been greatly exagger-

ated.

Timothy Conrad, a paleontolo-

91 HIT PARADE SONGS ^T^
By Top Stars of Radio, T-V, Staqe and Screen '^ *'*"o Va)u

r t\ r r >-Y>^"^s Tc 73 "ITLULL PARADE SONGS
r If r r with your order
I II k ! OF 18 HIT PARADE
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J
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I I 2
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gist, tried to account for the origin

of glacier ice by imagining numer-

ous frozen lakes being lifted up
during a land upheaval. The ice in

the lakes, he reasoned, then slid

downward, carrying with it sand

and gravel.

By 1880, the glacial concept was
brought well on its way to univer-

sal understanding when James
Dwight Dana, in his Manual of Ge-

ologij, presented the pros and cons

of the two remaining theories of

drift deposits—icebergs and gla-

ciers. His beliefs were slanted

strongly in favor of the glacial

theory. He noted alpine plants in

North America whose location

could be accounted for only by a

cold Ice Age climate. Snow and
ice, he said, could accumulate in

northern centers and pile so deeply

tliat it could cover the land, flowing

across valleys and over low moun-
tains and hills.

As the glacial concept grew, it

shook off the remaining opposition,

but some clie-liards held on into the

twcntietli century. Today, the finer

points of glaciation are continually

being elaborated. And as this body
of knowledge grows, our minds ex-

pand to embrace in greater detail

the era wlien continental masses of

ice coN'ered nearly a third of the

earth's land surface, greatly modi-

fying the climate and influencing

life for the early races of man who
lived within its shadow.
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STOP SAYING . . .

"/ CAN'T AffORD TO RETIRE
n

By NORMAN D. FORD
author, ''Where to Retire on a Siimll hiroiiir". "How to Earn an Income While

Retired", "ISornian Ford's Florida", founder of the Globt-lrotUTH Club

weeks' rest? Wh;it"s the one easy way to
cut your vacation costs in the town you
choose?

IF
THERE is anything I have found
out in traveling up and down this

country it is that it costs less to

retire than you may think it does

—

provided you know where to retire.

As founder of the Globetrotter's

Club, 1 made it my business to dis-

cover low cost beauty spots all over
the world. And I also learned that

right here in the U.S. there are hun-
dreds cf undiscovered towns, islands,

and bigger communities which are

just right for the man or woman who
wants to retire now and has only a

small amount of money. Here are

just a few of them.

Do You Know Where to Find
These Best Retirement Values

in the U. S.?

If You Like an Island

Which is the New England find of the
year? That wonderful Maine island which
is not only a retirement center because
living costs are so low they attract many
who otherwise could not afford to retire,

but a real find in New England towns, for
it's 10-15 degrees warmer here in winter
than on the mainland (and 10-15 degrees
cooler in summer)?

Which is the town for the lucky few?
"You sent me to the perfect island," a
woman wrote me. "This island is so per-
fect, take it out of your book and let's

keep it for the lucky few." Plenty of sea-

food here for the picking. Vegetables
grown all year round. Warm winters due
to nearby Gulf Stream. Low building
costs; you can erect your 3-5 room cottage
for $3500-$5000.

Do You Prefer the Theatre
and Music?

Which town do people call the most
"cultural" small town in all America?
It's a friendly town in North Carolina
with a cosmopolitan retired population.
Cool summers (1500 feet high), warm
winters. Little Theatre, art and music
club, library, TV. Or consider that won-
derful mountain health spa, farther west,
completely surrounded by a national
park. A grand recreation centre for every
type of sport and pastime, where there's

something to do every single day of the
year.

19" What About Florida?
Where do you get the most sunshine in

Florida, the friendliest towns, the lowest
prices? Which is the still unknown sec-

tion, where you can still buy Florida
property at reasonable prices? Where do
you find the best chances to pick up extra
income? Which are the best Florida com-
munities if you want a job with a future
or a business of your own? Which are the
best towns for a short vacation or a few

Do You Prefer the
Southwest?

Do you know the favorite retirement spot
in all the Southwest for those who like a
Little Theatre, art galleries, etc.? In
which Southwestern town does the sun
actually shine S5% of all daylight hours?
Which is the best town in Texas if you
want plenty to do and cool summers?
Can you find low, low prices anywhere in

Arizona or New Mexico?

or America's Pacific Coast?
Which is the most beautiful town in all

California? Nothing has been allowed
to detract from the beauty of this land-
scaped hillside community with its Old
World appearances. Prices high, but bet-
ter bargains available nearby.

Where can you find the most healthful
climate in the world? University ex-
perts name a town in Washington State.

It lies in a unique dry belt, where there
are green fields most of the year. Army,
Navy, and seafaring men have found it

already and retire here on a small pen-
sion. Golf, tennis, bowling, fishing, hunt-
ing, boating, TV. Many part time jobs.

Of course, these are only a handful of the
hundreds of beauty spots, hideaways, and
larger communities in the U.S., where
you can retire now on little money and
enjoy yourself completely. The best of
them are described in Where to Retire
oil a Small Income. And while this book
has a chapter on Florida, if you're think-
ing of Florida, get Norman Ford's Flori-
da as well. It's a big complete guide to
everything you seek in this big state. Both
books are described below and in the
column to the right.

WHERE TO RETIRE

ON A SMALL INCOME

THIS book selects out of the hundreds
of thousands of communities in the
U.S. and its island territories only

those places where living costs are less,

where the surroundings are pleasant, and
where nature and the community get

together to guarantee a good time from
fishing, boating, gardening, concerts, or
the like. The book never overlooks the

fact that some people must get part-time
or seasonal work to pad out their incomes.

It covers cities, towns, and farms
throughout America—from New England
south to Florida, west to California and
north to the Pacific Northwest. It in-

cludes Hawaii, Puerto Rico, and the

American Virgin Islands. Some people
spend hundreds of dollars trying to get

information like this by traveling around
the country. Frequently they fail—there

is just too much of America to explore.
Where lo Retire on a Snuill Income

saves you from that danger. Yet the big
1956 edition costs only $1.

WHERE WILL
YOU GO IN FLORIDA?

FloRM)A needn't be expensive—not
if you know just where to go for
whatever you seek in Florida. And

if there's any man who can give you the
facts you want, it's Norman Ford, found-
er of the world-famous Globetrotters
Club. (Yes, Florida is his home when-
ever he isn't traveling!)

His I'iu hook. Norniun Ford's Florida,
tells you first of all. road hy road, mile
by mile, everything you'll find in Florida
whether you're on vacation, or looking
over job, business, real estate, or retire-

ment prospects.

Through his experienced advice you
learn exactly where you can retire now
on the money you've got. whether it's a

little or a lot. (If you need a part-time
or seasonal job to help out your income,
he tells you where to pick up extra in-

come.) Because Norman Ford always
tells you where life in Florida is pleas-
antest on a small income, he can help
you take life easy now.

If you're going to Florida for a job
with a future or a business of your own.
his talks with hundreds of business men
and state officials, etc., lets him pinpoint
the towns you want to know about. If

you've ever wanted to run a tourist court
or own an orange grove, he tells you
today's inside story of these popular
investments.

Yes, no matter what you seek in Flor-
ida, this big book (with well over 100,000
words and plenty of maps) gives you the
facts you want. Price—only $2. only a
fraction of the money you'd spend need-
lessly if you went to Florida blind. Use
coupon to order.

HOW to EARN an INCOME
WHILE RETIRED

IN this new handbook of easy and
profitable retirement ideas, you'll find
many that will really excite you and

give you the income you need for early
retirement.

Few people know all their rights under
Social Security and how much they are
entitled to receive. One big section of
flow lo Earn an Income While Retired
details how you can guarantee receiving
the largest possible income.

Thus, every plan in this big book con-
siders your own special circumstances:
whether you want a job or a small part-
time business of your own. whether you
want to earn an income from a hobby,
if you have a social security income, etc.

Price, only $1.50.
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America's Tree Farms... a great, green glory to see...

From the forests of America came the nimble Salem ships

and the lumbering Conestoga wagons . . . the stately homes

of Charleston and the rough-hewn stockades of the frontier

forts. From the very beginning, America has been a land

of abundant timber.

That there will always be an abundance is the goal of a

growing movement dedicated to good forestry, the Ameri-

can Tree Farm System. Wherever you see the green-and-

white Tree Farm sign as you tour the nation's highways,

you'll know that trees are being grown as a renewable crop

on privately owned lands, large and small. You'll know, too.

that water, soil and recreational areas are being conserved

for the future.

Much has been written of America's woodlands, the rich-

est and most varied in the world, but a celebrated naturahst

probably put it best when he wrote, "The forests of America

must have been a great delight to God — for they were the

best He ever planted."

FREE Tour Informaiion S^SSSS^b
Let us help plan your motor trip. Write: Tour Bureau,

Sinclair Oil Corporation, 600 Fifth Avenue, New York 20,

N. Y. — also ask for our colorful National Parks Map.

Sinclair Salutes American Forest Products Industries, Inc.,

a non-profit, educational organization, for the promise of an ever-green

America through its sponsorship of the Tree Farm System in more than
\ Jl (jreCCt MdntC ttl OH

40 states.
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HOW \^ITH Criterion's Complete, Superior

NEW lAOonf Telescope For Serious Astronomers

ONLY

F. O. B. Hartford, Conn.

The 4 inch DYNASCOPE Reflector
Reg- U. S- Pat. Off.

Af an unbelievably low price!

© O

• With New Combination Mount And Free-Moving Polar Axis

• A Parabolic Mirror! • 4-Power Finder! • Folding Tripod!

• 3 Achromatic Eyepieces, 65X - 130X - 167X

• You will be truly amazed at the scientific accuracy and technical

ering built into this complete reflecting telescope. If you were to purchase

the parts and assemble them yourself, you would spend much more than

the unheard of low price of this precision instrument. And in building your

own telescope you could never hope to attain the accuracy and co-ordination

of ports which have been engineered into the Dynascope.

• The high resolving power of the parabolic mirror produces exquisite

definition which clearly separates such celestial phenomena as double

stars. The 4-inch mirror gathers Va more light than a G'/j-inch

mirror. The Dynascope parabolic mirror is oluminized and then

coated with a loyer of zircon quartz for maximum protection and
lasting use. A parabolic mirror of such quality has previously been

obtoinoble only in high-priced instruments.

• The Dynascope
absolutely nothing else

embly

for

;s everything— the

. There are no added cho

tro eyepieces— or a view fir

New Improved Combi-

nation Equaforial and
Altazimuth Mount
With Free-Moving

Polar Axis.

1^ Bakeliie
^^ Tube

fc# 4-point Tube Suspension

f\ Tripod with
^^ Hardwood Folding Legs

AUBNTIOH
DYHASCOPE OWHERS!
New Improved Combination Equa-

torial and Altazimuth mount with

free-moving Polar Axis, now avail-

able seporately at $14.95. Weight

12 lbs. Or if you desire to trade in

your old mount, return with legs

securely wrapped and $5. New
mount will be shipped FOB Hart-

ford. Easily attached. No adapters

required.

• The tripod with hardwood folding legs is fitted with position

. locks for absolute stability. Study the list of features and you

\will agree that this unprecedented offer is the most generous

and all-inclusive you hove ever seen anywhere. The usual

Criterion money-bock guarantee applies and, in fact,

.
' if you can duplicote this instrument for less than twice

our unheard of low price, your money will be

refunded at once. With a precision instrument like

the Dynascope Reflector, production is necessarily

limited but we can make immediate shipment

at this time. Send check or money order now
with full guarantee of satisfaction.

NOW YOU CAN HAVE A REFLECTING TELESCOPE

OF EXCELLENT CALIBER FOR ACCURATE

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION!

• THE ONLY TELESCOPE AVAILABLE FOR UNDER

$75. WITH A PARABOLIC MIRROR, RACK &

PINION FOCUS, AND 3 ACHROMATIC EYEPIECES!

Monufocfurers and Disfributors of Optical Instruments

THE CRITERION MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. NHDIO, 331 Church Street • Hartford 1, Connecticut

Telephone: CHapel 7-1696 • Cable Address: CRICO
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ES YOU TO ACCEPT

BEETHOVENS
9"' SYMPHONY

(THE CHORALE)
"The Most Majestic Symphony in All Ali/sic in a New High-Fidelity Performance

by the Netherlands Philharmonic Orchestra and Chorus Under the Baton of Walter Gochr.

Internationally Famous Artists: CORRY BUSTER, soprano; ELIZABETH PRITCHARD, alto

DAVID GAREN, Tenor; LEONARDO WOLOVSKY, bass

,. « a^Beefhoven's ¥ ^M 8ih S11IPH0\IES
'^t '3^'^irSS^'mS^/^ ALL THREE SYMPHONIES COMPLETE TO THE LAST NOTE!

a 5~v»<rs (7-vxy-^ i

THE MOST 4STOUND/NG
RECORD OFFER EVER MA\i^\

IN ALL the history ut recorded music, there has never

been an offer as thrilling as this! If you act at once you
may take an album containing this majestic new perform-

ance of Beethoven's Ninth . . . plus Beethoven's 1st and
8th Symphonies—as a FREE GIFT—just for the asking.

And there is absolutely NO obligation to buy another rec-

ord from the Society, unless you wish to do so.

Beethoven's Ninth Symphony (The Chorale) stands

alone as the supreme achievement in the realm of the

symphony. Created near the end of Beethoven's stormy

life, it sums up all that this titan of music has to say of

Man and his Destiny. But this monumental masterpiece

is so costly and difficult to perform that it is presented only

on special occasions—and always to "sell out" audiences.

That is why this FREE offer, with no strings attached

is so extraordinary.

Why Do We Make This Astounding OfFer?
This fabulous gift will demonstrate to you the extraordinary tonal

fidelity and artistic level of the Society's recordinfis. Vou hear in

your own home magnificent classics sensitively performed by world
renowned soloists, conductors and orchestras . . . flawlessly repro-

duced with the entire totuil ratige of humtin hftirtng . . . from 50 to

15,000 cycles. You'll find these recordings add up to hours and
hours of exciting pleasure for you . . . and provide a proud musical
heritage for the whole family.

Save Over 40% Off The Usual Cost
You do not obligate yourself in any way when you send for your
free new record album, and enroll as a Trial Member. You do not

have to buy anything from the Society ever, but enjoy all the ad-

vantages of membership.

For example, look at the thirty forthcoming new releases listed in

the coupon. You as a Trial Member may audition FREE any or all

ot them. All you have to do is select the masterpieces you want to

listen to. Those you want to try (and only those! will be sent to

your home—Iree oj charge—at the rate of about two discs a month.
Yon may return any recording witbont paying a cent—even after

playing it far pie jnll days. And for those you keep you are billed

only the low membership price of $1.89 per long playing disc-
containing 40 minutes or more of glorious music. A saving oj over

40% off the usual retail cost for recordings of equal quality.

MAIL COUPON NOW ! Send now for your jree album contain-

ing Beethoven's 9th . . . plus Beethoven's 1st and 8th Symphonies.
At the same time, cross off in the coupon those selections you
already own or know you don't want to try. The others will be
sent, about two discs a month, for free trial—h7/Ao/// obligation.

This ofler is necessarily limited. Please return coupon today.

J iT-vst<o iTsi^r-ti(T-v^^ i;

Mail Coupoii-WITHOUT MONEY-to:
The Musical Masterpiece Society, Dept. 73-3

43 West 61st Street, New York 23, N. Y.

Rush me FREE, the long playing album of Becchoven's maiestic 9th SYMPHONY
-plus Beethoven's 1st and Sch Symphonies -mine to keep absolutely free, without

any obligation. I have crossed out below the forthcoming releases I already own
in satisfactory iiVi R.P.M. High Fidelity recordings. I need do nothing more to

enjoy the others in my home for Free Audition. They will be delivered free of charge

— at the rate of about two discs a month. I am not obligated to buy any record

ever. I may try all releases for 5 full days.

CROSS OUT only those you DO NOT wont to oudition.

I.DVORAK: Symph. No. 5, "Frotti the 16. BEETHOVEN: "Appassionata" and
New Worltl": Zurich Tonholle Orch.; "Moonlight" Sonatas; Konn, piono.

Ackermonn, cond. 17. BRUCH: Violin Concerto; PAGANINI:

2. TCHAIKOVSKY: Violin Concerto; La Campanella; R^Odnopo.off, vio-

nrlr.nr,n=nff cnirt- r;ophr rnnd 'm; Netherlands Orch. Goehr, cond.

S.MOMRTrpiano Concerti No.' 24; 18.M0ZART: Clarinet ^Quintet
JnJ»j^

P.

4.s;"'^nmi;;^^;n"r^i":;t: "•SS¥SEj;''S.Si
Reinhort Chorus; Winterthur Symph.

e,|ands PhiL Orch.; Berg, co'nd.
5. BEETHOVEN: Piano Concerto, "Em- 20. MOZART: Symphonies Nos. 40 ond 34;

peror"; H. Konn, piano; Nether- Netherlands Phil. Orch.; H. Swo-
lands Phil. Orch.; Ackermonn, cond. boj^ ,o„^

e. BIZET: Symphony in C; Utrecht 21. GOLDMARK: Rustic Wetlding Symph.;
Symph. Orch.; Hupperts, cond. Qrch. Vienna Stole Op.; H. Swo-

7. VIVALDI: The Four Seasons; L. Kouf- bodo, cond.
man, violin; H. Swoboda, cond. 22. BEETHOVEN: Symph. NO. 7; Zurich

8. SCHUMANN: Piano Concerto; Mewton- Tonholle Orch.; Ackermonn, cond.
Wood, piono; Goehr, cond. 23. CHOPIN: Sonata No. 2; Fantaisie-

9. HAYDN: Trumpet-Concerto; Wobiisch, Impromptu; R. Goldsand, piono.

solo; Orch. Vienna Op.; Heiller, 24. HAYDN: "Surprise"; and "Military"

^ond. Flute Concerto; Urfer, solo. Symphonies; Netherlands Phil Orch.;

10. SCHUBERT: Piano Quint., "Trout"; H. Swobodo, cond.

P. Pozzi, piano; Winterthur Quart. 25. FRANCK: Symphony in min.; Neth-

11. MOZART:' "Jupiter" Symphony; and „^ Vl^l^.lJJ^t- '-'I'^^i'^J"''"''
j°''^-

Symphony No. 17; Winterthur 2G. STRAVINSKY: Firebird and Piano

Symph. Orch.; Ackermonn, cond. Concerto; Netherlonds Ph,l. Orch

12. CHOPIN: Piano Concerto No. 1; 27. Sc7u'BERT:°SympT"No. 3° ondTan:
„ ^.Tu ,; ,? ; ^'°"V „ ^ ,' "11 tasy and Rondo for Piano and Orch.;
13. BACH: Violin Concerto No. 2; Cha- Hupperts cond F Pelleg piono.

conne; R. Odnoposoff, violin; Nefh- 28. PROKDFIEFF: Violin Concerto No.'l;
erlonds Phil. Orch.; Goehr, cond. r Odnoposoff, violin; Hollreiser,

14. RIMSKY-KORSAKOFF: Capriccio Es- cond. Piano Concerto No. 1; Richter,
pagnol, Intro and March from "Coq piono- Kondroshin, cond.

• d'Or"; MUSSORGSKY: Intro to "Kho- 29. MENDELSSOHN: "Scotch" Symphony;
vantchina"; V. Desarzens, cond. Netherlonds Phil.; W. Goehr, cond.

15. DEBUSSY: Ouartet in G; Pascal String 30. DVORAK: "American" Quartet; Pos-

Quortet. Sonata for Cello and Piano col Quort. Carnaval Overture; Orch.
Gorbousova, cello; Balsam, piano. Vienna Op.; Swoboda, cond.

Selections are not listed by order of release.

For those I ice/. I will be billed Name
only the low membership price

of 51.89 per long pUiying disc. Address
plus a few cents for shipping.

But, I m,iy return any recording ^. ^one St.ite
and pav nothing. May cancel my ^ ' _ , - _ ^
Trial l\Iembership at any time. Canada: 105 Bond St.. Toronto :. Ont.

m
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Its adjustment to life on and in a glacier is so extraordinary that science

can as yet only guess how it reproduces the next generation
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Sired by a jackass—with a horse for a mother—unable to propagate
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evolution that has left him jobless
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The dark green leaves of the ocotillo

form an attractive background for a pro-

fusion of brilliantly colored spring wild-

flowers in our southwestern deserts. Dur-
ing periods of drought, the ocotillo sheds

its leaves, but shortly after the first good
rain, its branches are reclothed.

The cylindrical stems of the barrel cac-

tus, crowned by yellow flowers, are occa-

sionally hollowed out by wood rats in their

quest for food and water. Before it. in

the left foreground, is the hedgehog cac-

tus. Its stems are sometimes so densely

covered by spines that their surfaces are

completely hidden.
The beavertail, in the right foreground,

is a cactus without spines, but it is not

defenseless. Its stems are studded with
prickly hairs that are irritating to the

skin.

This artistic arrangement is a striking

example of the variety of color and form
that carpets the desert floor in the spring-

time.

This striking photograph was taken by
Josef Muench.

Publication Office: American Museum of Natural History, Central Park West at Sevontyninth Street, New York 21, New York
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Sir HUBERT WILKINS, world-famous explorer, says:

"Not even

the Arctic wastes

are lonelier

than a man
without hearing ! U-

"The same radionic science that kept me in touch with the world

through 10,000 miles of space, helps me hear friends in the same room again.

Sir Hubert Wilkins is one of the most

exciting figures of modern times. His

explorations have taken him from the

bitter cold of the Arctic to the stifling

heat of the tropics. His discoveries have

made immeasurable contributions to

the advancement of human knowledge.

Eminent explorer, scientist, author and

aviation pioneer. Sir Hubert tells how
he regained his hearing:

"How precious even simple sounds

are when you no longer hear them. For

years I had felt myself slipping into

a crevasse of silence more lonely than

any polar waste. And with each pass-

ing day as my hearing ability waned, I

was robbed of a vital part of an active

existence.

"Then one day a thought struck me.

Couldn't the radionic science that let

me talk to men 10,000 miles away, also

help me hear people in the same room?
I began my search for a hearing aid-
determined to buy the finest. And I

found it when my physician told me of

the magic of a Zenith Hearing Aid. I

discovered that Zenith, the most eco-

nomical and popular of all hearing

aids, satisfies my needs . . . and signi-

ficantly was created by the same com-
pany which had developed my long-

range radio. I learned that high price

in modern hearing aids was no guaran-

tee of quality. And from the first mo-
ment I put on my Zenith, my wonder-

ful world of sound was restored to me.

"I know there are millions of people

who are suffering with the same prob-

lem I had. To you I say: Don't let a

hearing loss rob you of your youth and

enthusiasm. Get a Zenith hearing aid

today. Don't go on suffering needlessly

in a world of muffled sound."

We feel privileged to bring this mes-

sage of hope to America's hard-of-

hearing from Sir Hubert Wilkins. He is

but one of many distinguished explor-

ers, authors, educators, statesmen and
executives who could well afford to

pay any price for a hearing aid, bttt

choose to wear a $50 Zenith.®

Now! A Tiny, Light, Full-Powered

Hearing Aid for $50 Complete!

So small it can hide under a man's

necktie— so light it can be worn in a

woman's hair— the 4-transistor Zenith

"50-X" sells for only $50 complete.

Operates for about 10(5 a week. Try

this finest-quality Zenith on our 10-

Day Money-Back Guarantee. If you

do not find that it equals or excels other

makes selling for $200 or more, simply

return it for full refund. Price includes

earphone and cord, stock earmold,

One-Year Warranty and Five-Year

Service Plan. Time payments, if de-

sired. Four other superb new transistor

models to choose from.

Visit your Zenith Hearing Aid
Dealer today. His name is listed in your

classified telephone directory. Or \\ rite

to Zenith Radio Corporation, Hearing

Aid Division, 5801 Dickens Avenue,

Chicago 39, Illinois, for free literature

and local dealer list.

See your physician! He is the only per-

son qualified to examine, test and diag-

nose the condition of your delicate

hearing mechanism. Don't risk accept-

ing this attention from any hearing aid

salesman. Remember, if your physi-

cian says a hearing aid is what you

need, there is nothing "medical" or

"scientific" involved in your purchase

of any aid, at any price.

ZENITH RADIO CORPORATION
Leader in Radionics Exclusively lor Over a Third o] a Cenniry



hy University of

ChiciKO Press at $11.0(1

Now available for (he first time in book
form, the Encyclopedia demonstrates the

logical structure common to all the sci-

ences, and integrates the knowledge and
methodology of every major scientific dis-

cipline within a single philosophical frame-

work. Among the noted contributors are

Niels Bohr, Bertrand Russell, Rudolf Car-

nap, Ernest Nagel, Philipp Frank, Egon
Brunswik and Felix Mainx.

Free to \'ou on Joining the

I IBKAR^ <)l ,S( IFNf i:

Jnvites You to Receive as a Membership GIFT

the Monutnenlal New Ttvo-Voltirne

INTERNATIONAL ENCYCLOPEDIA

OF UNIFIED SCIENCE
TN THESE volumes, thirteen of the most distinguished scientific figures of oufj
•* time provide what The New York Times has called "the foundation on

}i'liich may be built the bridges that are to connect the sciences."

Because these volumes may be so important to the work and thinking of

readers of this publication, the Library of Science has arranged to send you

the Encyclopedia entirely without charge to demonstrate the benefits of mem-
bership. For the Library of Science brings its members, at substantial savings,

the books destined to play an important role in their thinking—authoritative

works from the individual disciplines, books pointing up the unity of science,

special translations and importations. Reduced Member's Prices and free books

of your choice with every fourth Selection taken effect savings up to 40%.
You are invited to enroll in the Library of Science and choose your first

Selection below. With it you will receive the two volumes of the International

Encyclopedia of Unified Science entirely free, as much as $16.00 worth of

books for as little as $3.95. Your only obligation is to take as few as three

more Selections (at reduced Member's Prices) in the next 24 months—out of

approximately 30 fine volumes available. If you wish, you may substitute any

of the Selections described below as your free membership Gift.

Choose your first Membership Selection from these outstanding volumes in the LIBRARY OF SCIENCE

5 SCIENTIFIC AMERICAN BOOKS
5 volumes, 10S2 pages, paperhouini^'

87 noted contributors to Scientific American
highlight the latest research and problems

on the frontiers of scientific knowledge today

—Atomic Power; Automatic Control; First

Book of Animals; Physics and Chemistry of

Life; The New Astronomy.

List price $5.00, Member's price $4.50

"(Five volumes count as one Selection)

PHYSICS & MICROPHYSICS
by Louis De Broglie

Just translated. "A unique book . . . The
presentation of molecular physics of the last

decades should broaden and deepen the scope

of every reader." —Albert Einstein

List price $4.50, Member's price $3.95

LIBRARY OF SCIENCE ^^^

59 Fourth Avenue, New York 3, N. Y.

Please enroll me as a member and send the

books indicated below, one without charge

as my free GIFT BOOK and the other as my
initial Selection to be billed at the special

Member's Price plus a few cents charge for

postage. I agree to take as few as 3 more
Selections in the next 24 months, and may
cancel membership any time after taking my
first 4 Selections.

FREE BOOK
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Antarctic Exploration • Hurricanes • American Caves

The Hittites • Northwest Coast Indians • Waterfowl

The antarctic
challenged

by Admiral Lord Mountevans

John do Graff, Inc., $4.50

247 pp., illus., map

pORTY-FOUR years ago two sledge

parties reached the South Pole. One,

led by Captain Roald Amundsen from

Norway, returned safely to its base near

the edge of the Antarctic Continent; the

other, led by Captain Robert F. Scott

from Great Britain, perished to a man
far out on the blizzard-swept ice.

The last person to see tlie Scott party

alive was Teddy Evans, a young naval

officer who led the final supporting

team. After a terrible return journey

he was invalided home critically ill with

scurvy. On recovering, he began a dra-

matically successful career in the Royal

Navy, culminating in his retirement as an

Admiral and with the title Lord Mount-

evans, taken from an antarctic peak Scott

had named for him. In his new-found

leisure the old explorer now returns to tlie

antarctic, his first love, since as he writes

".
. . there is nothing of which I am so

proud as the fact that once—long ago—
I was captain of the Terra Nova and

second in command to Robert Falcon

Scott."

Lord Mountevans has written in The
Antarctic CluiUengcd an unpretentious

and in every way admirable oudine of

the history of antarctic exploration. In

sixteen chapters he carries tlie story

from Magellan's voyage around Cape
Horn down to the Norwegian-Swedish-

British expedition of 1952. Despite his

personal background he is eminently

fair to the explorers of other lands and
clearly has little use for the nationalist

rivalries that have arisen in recent

years. His characteristic impartiality

is nowhere better shown than in tlie

description of Amundsen's race to the

South Pole and in the generous account

of the part played by Dr. Frederick

A. Cook on the "Belgica" expedition.

Perhaps the most commendable aspect

of this well-written book is die light

of experience the author continually

dirows on events, whether they are

aboard a whaler jammed in the pack-

ice, or surround the predicament of

an explorer suspended part way down
an immense ice crevasse. Great though

his admiration may be for the old-time

sailor-explorers. Lord Mountevans also

respects the motlern pioneers who re-

visit the old haunts by means of ice-

breaker, airplane, and tractor.

In the next few years the old chal-

lenge to Antarctica is to be repeated

on an immense scale, thanks to the

many expeditions that will probe its

secrets during the fortlicoming Inter-

national Geophysical Year, 1957-58.

Lord Mountevans' book will provide an

excellent background for anyone trying

to follow tlie news reports intelligently,

and it should be required reading for

the thousands of tenderfoots who, in

one way or another, will find them-

selves directly or indirectly concerned

in the vast operations down-under.

Trevor Lloyd

Indians of the
northwest coast

- - by Philip Drucker

Anthropological Handbook Number 10.

Published for

The American Museum of

Natural History

by McGraw-Hill Book Co., $5.75

208 pp., 104 illus.

'T^'HIS book contains tlie best and most

complete summary of Northwest

Coast Indian life that I have ever seen.

All important aspects of aboriginal

Northwest Coast culture are presented

topically under the following headings:

the land, the people, prehistory, physi-

cal anthropology, history of European

contacts, economy, material culture, so-

ciety, religion, ceremonials, the cycle of

life, art, subareas, and cultural rela-

tionships.

For a siunmary or synthesis, the de-

tails are remarkably complete. Here,

perhaps for die first time, is presented

a feasible account of how to use a

halibut hook. All previous descriptions

of halibut fishing that I have read

have been either inadequate or impos-

sible, an unusual situation in view of

the many years of study and many
descriptions of Northwest Coast tribes.

On tlie other hand, I would have ap-

preciated some additional information

in tlie chapter on ceremonials, consider-

ing die complexity and wealth of avail-

able detail on tlie subject. The rare

photograph of a ceremonial (Fig. 79),

the source of which is not identified,

is a still picture from an almost un-

known movie of the southern Kwakiutl

made between 1910 and 1914 by or for

Edward S. Curtis.

Speculating on the origins of Northwest

Coast civiHzation, Dr. Drucker reaches

the interesting conclusions diat it was

derived from ancient Eskimo cultural

patterns that had been modified and

adapted to the milder and richer en-

vironment of the Northwest Coast. Tlie

resultant pattern was further modified,

enriched, and elaborated by die ances-

tors of the Salishan tribes and tlie Tlin-

git, Haida, and Tsimshian who came to

the coast from the interior. The Asiatic

influences in Northwest Coast culture

were transmitted by Eskimo and Aleut

or else formed a part of the ancestral

cultural base.

This book will be useful not only

to andiropologists and students but also

to those who desire some background

for the appreciation of Northwest Coast

art or who simply would like to be in-

troduced to the most imusual Indians

in North America. I recommend this

book highly.

George I. Quimby

Xhe hurricane
HUNTERS

by Ivan Ray Tannehill

Dodd. Mead & Co., $3.00

271 pp., 28 illus.

A/I'OST of us have experienced hur-

ricanes, feeling their splendor as

well as their horror. Mr. Tannehill gives

one an imderstanding of them as well as

of the history of the study leading to

increasing control of their destructive

force.

No two hurricanes are alike, he repeats

tliroughout die book. Yet he presents

a general form which is helpful to tlie

public as well as to the hunters. By
tlieir very repetition, the many graphic

descriptions of the eyes of hurricanes

give die reader a never-to-be-forgotten

YOUR NEW BOOKS 117



The M.useun7 Shop Recommends...

ra^

Indian Dolls

These colorful dolls were handmade from scrap

materials by the Navajo Indians of Arizona and

New Mexico. Although the dolls are about 7V2 inches

in height there are no two exactly alike because they

are made by many individual families without direct

supervision. Truly beautiful examples of this long-

established Indian art.

$1.30 (I /Hiir, poslixiid.

o
The Pueblo Indians

in Slory, Soiie. and Dance

Here is the most successful effort yet made to create

a real sense of presence in the fascinating world of

the Pueblo Indian. All the richness and beauty of a

selection of Indian songs, dances, and stories per-

formed by Swift Eagle—are brought to you on a

high-fidelity recording. Background text by Charles

(Jallenkamp. brilliant young anthropologist and

writer. Colorful illustrations by Yeffe Kimball, in-

ternationally known artist. When ordering. ])lease

specify whether you want a 33i/:> rpm or 45 rpm
ncording. $5.25, postpaid.

Indians of the Plains
by Robert H. Louie. This is the hrsl volume in a

series of anthropological hand! ks published for

the American Museum of Natural History. It is a

vivid recreation of the life of the Plains Indians who
figured so largely in our history. Included are the

Dakota, Crow. Blackfoot. Cheyenne. Plains Cree, the

Kiowa, Mandan. and the Lite tribes, from the time

of their discovery to today. 100 drawings, photos,

maps. 207 pages. $4.90, postpaid.

Mohawk Doll

She's 71/2 inches high,

with jet black hair and

bright eyes that open and

close, arms that move.

Her composition body is

dressed in snow-white

buckskin leather, gaily

embroidered with colorful

beads. She will delight any

little girl or doll collector.

Complete with red feather

for her hair.

$2.75. postpaid.

Mi'iiilxrs iirr I'tilillpfl to a 10'}', tliscuunt from

Send your orders to :

THE MUSEUM SHOP
The American Museum of Natural History, New York 24, New York



piiliirc, as il lie himscll:' had hcen witliiu

siicli eyes. Tliis same efFcet holds, tun,

lor the power ol the winds, whieh rush

and sereani in violence in their planned

spirals, and of the seas below, raised

mountainously and broken violently, or

scooped out far below their normal

surface.

A son of a sailor named Redfield

(1802-1857) worked out theories on

whieh modern stud\- ol hurrieanes is

based. Self-educated, he collected every

possible report of hurricanes, devising

a law of storms, publishing many ar-

ticles in the "American Journal of Sci-

ence." He demonstrated that "a tropical

storm is an organized rotary wind system

antl not just a mass of air moving

straightaway at high velocities."

The book describes the students of

hurricanes up to the development of

flights into hurricanes by planes. The de-

scriptions of the turbulence endured by

the men in these planes make it incredible

that there have been so few fatalities. The

fact is stressed that the courageous fliers

are stirred by constant thought of how life

and property can be saved by their

work. Toward the end of the book, on

page 252, one short paragraph proves

their accomplishment:

"Very great progress has been made
in recent years in sending out timely

warnings ... At the beginning of this

century, a hurricane causing ten million

dollars in property damage was likely

to take several himdred lives. Twenty-

five years later, the average was about

160 lives. Ten years later (1936-1940

average) the figure had been reduced

to twenty-five and was steadily going

down . . . Experience in prediction, on-

the-spot operation, and fast commimi-

cation are vital."

The book is written without literary

pretensions of any sort. It is of value

for its simple exposition of an increas-

ingly important subject.

Grace E. Barstow Murphy

The secret of the
hittites

by C. W. Ceram

Alfred A. Knopf, $5.00

281 pp., 48 plates, line drawings

'TpHE great popularity enjoyed by Gods,

Graves, utiil Scholars several years ago

will undoubtedly be followed by a similar

reception for this second book by C. W.
Ceram. His subject here is a more special-

ized one, but the manner of writing is the

same, and we find ourselves acquiring a

considerable knowledge of Hittite arche-

ology and history in a book that has die

compelling interest of a good novel.

YOUR NEW BOOKS

'] lie book is actually constructed like a

no\il. The story opens with an account of

the first discoveries in the early nineteenth

century of great ruins in Asia Minor that

were soon ascribed to the Hittites. The
plot that de\clops is the gradual evolve-

nient of our knowledge of the Hittites

through various archeological episodes and
is climaxed with the final "cracking" of

the Hittite hieroglyphics, which is just

now being completed. The Hittite Em-
pire, which was all but completely un-

known a century ago, becomes \ indicated

as having played a major role in the

political and cultural history of the Near
East in the second niillenniiun B.C. As
protagonists tlie story has the areheologists

and epigraphers whose personalities are

explored and whose discoveries or disap-

pointments give the reader a feeling of

participation in the quest.

When a nonspecialist writes a book on a

scientific subject, there is always the

chance that an expert who has devoted his

life to research in tliat field will find fault.

In general, howe\er, Ceram seems to ha\e

been careful, and if specific details may
be debatable, the author must be com-
mended for giving the layman a most

readable and informative book on a sub-

ject of great interest.

Gordon F. EKiiOLM

XhE NEZ PERCES:
TRIBESMEN OF THE
COLUMBIA PLATEAU

-------- bv Francis Haines

University of Oklahoma Press, $5.00

329 pp., 21 illus., 3 maiDs

'T~'HE history of the Nez Perces tribes-

men of the Columbia River plateau

represents something of an American

Indian success story: Indians who were,

on the whole, friendly to whites rather

than hostile, who were adaptable and

receptive rather than backward and re-

sistant, and who have become respect-

able citizens rather than drunken bimis.

It is difficult to know how and why
the Nez Perces succeeded where otiier

tribes failed. As a matter of fact, this

little band of plateau dwellers began its

career of adaptation wiUi two strikes

against it. The tribe inhabited what

was in pre-Columbian times one of the

most culturally retarded areas of North

America. A sedentary people who lived

by fishing, hunting, and gathering wild

camas bulbs, they became famous horse-

men and horse breeders in spite of the

fact that horses were not an economic

necessity and were actually a luxury.

The Nez Perces are tlie only Indian

tribe on record who practiced selective

breeding of livestock without being

taught it by a civilized neighbor, and

they bred the gaudiest horses tliat na-

ture has produced — the famous two-

toned sport models with polka dots

known as Appaloosas.

The history of the Nez Perces is

colorful and unusual. The tribesmen

welcomed Lewis and Clark and materi-

ally aided their expedition. The Indians

became Christians of their own volition

and actually invited a delegation of

missionaries lo their villages. Until the

Idaho gold rush of the 1860's, they lived

peacefully with the wliite man. When
this invasion precipitated the Nez Per-

ces War of 1877, Chief Joseph, often

called "The Red Napoleon," led one of

the jjKJst brilliant strategic retreats in

military history. In recent times they

have learned to compete with the white

man on his own level and in his own
terms. This book is a valuable contri-

bution to the culture history of a little-

known tribe.

Hahry TscnopiK, Jr.

Almanac and
weather forecaster

--------by Eric Sloanc

Little, Brown & Co., $3.50

168 pp., 104 illus.

A REVIEW of Eric Sloane's Almanac
and Weather Forecaster must of

necessity reflect a major schism which
the book presents.

The reader is taken into tow by Mr.

Sloane, wandering and working with

him through the length of one year,

sharing the author's reflections, experi-

ences, and observations at "Weather
Hill," Brookficld, Connecticut.

The sensitivity and insight of Sloane

die artist is woven with tlie fund of

knowledge garnered from the practical

experiences of Sloane the true rural-

suburban dweller to create for tlie

reader a sweeping range of the sights,

sounds, and smells of a typical New
England commimity as it bares itself

to the changes of the seasons.

Rustic, folksy, and woodsy images are

charmingly drawn by Mr. Sloane. The
nostalgic flavor of the old ice-cutters,

of wood weathered by the winds of

many years, of tiie delightful sayings

and proverbs of generations of New
England farmers are warmly etched in

words and drawings by the author.

The reader will enjoy Mr. Sloane's

theory of how ducks make forced land-

ings on frozen roads and how tlie

American Indians' representation for a

thiuiderstonii so closely resembles tliat

of the weather map symbol.

But we are told that tliis is a weatlier

book — that "an\one can become his

own weadier expert simph' b\' looking

out tlie window." It is precisely this

continued on paiic \tii
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A The women make floor mats, talilc mats, and baskets from toiif;h grass by an

intricate knotting technique. The designs are attractive, and the craft is profilaljlc.
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SIOHE ncE AUSTRALIA

RRTISTS of milingiQibi

A friendly visit among the Aborigines of Arnhem Land, who are

retaining the best in their culture under a plan of government help

By Lyn Harrington
Photographs by Richard Harrington

THE Aborigines of Australia

have long been known as a

vanishing race. But just as some of

the North American Indians and

Eskimos are now on the increase,

so the tide has recently turned for

these people. There are about

50,000 Aborigines of pure extrac-

tion, and their numbers are grow-

ing.

Education, social work, and
health services greatly increased

once the government realized that

the natives were there to stay. Non-

permanent reserves have been es-

tablished to provide protection but

not segregation, and to enable them

to be fitted for Australian life as

full citizens. Schools, hospitals, gov-

ernment agencies, and missions are

STONE AGE ARTISTS OF MILINGIMBI

allovv'ed within the reserves, but no

other encroachments. In fact, you

need permission to enter Arnhem
Land in the north of Australia.

This is the largest of the Aborig-

inal Reserves, and it embraces

31,000 square miles of rocks, sand,

jungle, and seacoast.

Permission granted, we made the

only possible visiting arrangements

—to stay as paying guests at one of

Arnhem Land's ten missions. We
were happy to be assigned to the

Methodist Mission at .Milingimbi,

275 miles east of Darwin, on one

of the Crocodile Islands.

We set oflF early one morning,

before the wind should whip up to

buffet the hght airplane. Rain

dripped from the wings in one of

the numerous downpours, which

left Darwin sparkling bright but

stewing in humidity. It was the be-

ginning of "the \Vet," a four-month

season of intermittent rains and

high temperatures.

The land below us looked empty.

•< If A WIFE devotes herself to

marketable- liaiiilirrafts at the

expense of licr food-^atlicring

duties, tradition permits the
luishanil the privilege of wal-

loping her on the head or ])ody

with tlic wife-jjeating hlailc. It

is quite cajiahlc of splitting a

skull, hut iiiisl)ands usually
stop sliort of that.
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The WIFK carries this at-

tractive l)asket when slie.

jioes foraging. Tlic strange

little quarter-skirt is made
for sitting down.

^ A SINGLE LEAF will set Geirwana
digging for a yam. She knows at a

glance which are edible and wlii('li

are poisonous. Her digging stick is

her one implement — for clams,
crabs, lizards, and roots.

except for occasional cattle stations

and the futile little roads that once

led to American Army camps. Then
we were over Arnhem Land itself,

where brown rivers snaked slug-

gishly toward the Arafura Sea.

They were already in flood, and

some would be 20 miles wide later

in the season.

On marshy plains, we saw wild

buffalo, introduced from Malaya,

standing in family groups. A few

tossed their horns threateningly at

the aircraft. For some years, the

buffaloes were shot for their tough

hides. But their inaccessibility and

the sagging price for the licavy

leather protects them now.

Clouds of ducks sprang into the

air from the swamps. Then, for

mile after uninteresting mile, the

country slid beneath us. Red eroded

cliffs appeared inland, but mostly

there was just monotonous thin jun-

gle, with never a sign of life.

"During the 'Dry,' you can some-

times see small wurleys along the

riverbanks," the pilot told us.

The huts he referred to were not

in evidence. Actually, these north-

ern tribes scarcely need houses ex-

cept for the small bark shelters they

set up during the wet season. At

other times, they lead a roving

existence, hunting within well-

defined though invisible bounda-

ries. They still do not trespass on

another clan's hunting grounds, al-

though the intruder is no longer

greeted with spears. Life is easy

for these tribes of the tropical north.

^;S^S/A^ASf/A>^j&;y/^/i^̂ ^i^S^y^!/A^^^



compared with the effort of wring-

ing out an existence in tlic intensely

dry interior.

We came down at a tremendous

airfield. "The Royal Australian Air

Force used this mission as a base

during the war," our pilot com-

mented. "It was bombed a few

times. You can see bullet holes in

the coconut palms."

Aboriginal Fanners

The Aborigines had been well

treated by the occupying Air Force

and had enjoyed the buzz of war-

time activity. Life today, as a re-

sult, seems monotonous. A plane

doesn't surprise them in the least;

and they welcome any break in the

routine.

Rev. A. E. Wells, the English

missionary, met us in his jeep, and

we drove two miles between

needle-pointed red anthills and pre-

historic macrozamia cycads, inter-

mediate between tree ferns and

palms. The buildings of the mission

were set on concrete bases to foil

the termites, or on high posts to

avoid the worst of the mosquitoes.

Some 60 acres of land were

cleared, half in plantations of man-

goes, pineapples of incredible

sweetness, custard apples, citrus

fruits, peanuts, potatoes, and other

garden produce. The mission had

also built up a herd of goats and

cattle to provide food for the staff

and for the Aborigines settled in the

vicinity. Magnificent tamarind trees

grew beside a pool and along the

beach—living memorials to Indo-

nesian traders who came from

Macassar 50 years ago.

Men and women worked in the

fields, not very hard, for the script-

and-rations wages paid by the mis-

sion. Some women wore cotton

dresses, but most preferred only a

skirt. The men wore khaki shorts or

a cotton square tied at the comers,

called a nw^ha.

Away from the mission, they usu-

ally dispensed with everything ex-

cept personal adornments. The
nagha had its uses, though. It was
a good substitute for pockets, and

an astonishing amount could be

tucked inside without bulging.

Youngsters dressed like their elders,

although small children wore noth-

ing at all.

I had no sooner climbed out of

the jeep than a bright-eyed boy
parroted, "How are you? I am fine.

You know Hop'long Cassidy?"

I nodded, "I know of him." He
couldn't say another word for the

glory of it, and besides, his English

was very limited.

He knew Hopalong Cassidy from

the outdated movies shown weekly

f/;̂ /^/^/^/i^/^/^/^/^/^^/ss^if^^^
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'^ Playing the five-foot musical tube, the didjoridu. It is ornamented i

flesifins of painted clay and bound with feathers. Baralji is wearinj; tlie na

A "This is the sort of fi^li

we firow licre," said the hoy.

displaying; the armored snout

of a sawfish taken in the
tropical waters off north
Australia.

'-e'o-^ ^«>-o -«>.^>,^>^

at the mission. Westerns were most

popular, Mr. Wells told us, and

sometimes the effect carried over

into daily life. After one such film,

the boys decided to lasso the mis-

sion donkey, which was running

wild with the island horses. They

managed to rope the animal, but

it escaped and strangled when the

lariat caught on a root. The tribal

elders decided that as punishment

the boys must carry bushels of sand

to make an effigy of the donkey on

the ground. The corroboree that

night celebrated the donkey's sad

tale in song and pantomime.

The children overwhelmed us at

first. Every time we emerged from

Making fire

by the ancient method.

The amateur is more likely

to produre only i)listers.

The REV<»l,vl^(, sru;K kindles

a tiny spark, which is quickly
placed in a bundle of driei

Jirass. Tlie fire maker tlu-i

blows gently to create a (lanu

the mission, they would throng

around us, eying us brightly. Their

noisy responses mimicked our

words and expressions with satiric

exaggeration.

1 suddenly understood the alarm

the early Australian settlers felt

when surrounded by hordes of skin-

ny, vociferous, wild-looking people.

Their black skins gave them a sort

of anonymity, though they were by

no means identical in features. I

retreated ignominiously.

What a paradox, that 1 should

have come so far to see these peo-

ple, and at considerable expense,

only to sit indoors reading anthro-

pological treatises while Anthro-

]i<)logy itself sauntered a few yards

:i\\a\'!

So I lathered u\) with mosquito

lotion and stepped outside. Prompt-

ly one brash youngster demanded,

"Got lollies [candies]?" They had

not really come for handouts but

lor the excitement of being noticed.

They bore us off up the beach un-

der the tamarinds, where families

rested in the shade or worked at

crafts.

While no Aboriginal will develop
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"^'''*;«'^1 ^ Two A<;i.\G AHTISTS, the "Rr-inhrandls of Arnlicni Land," painting A
""^i llic <loii(l-an<!-o\>lcr (lcsi;;ii on a >niall lioy for tlie corrohorec. *

< At a remote place on the beach, the

lion were workin<!; on a "magic slick."

"liis was to be used in a special corro-

loree.

ulcers from tension or overwork, the

Yulnu (the People) do keep occu-

pied as a rule. The women gather

grasses and roots to make string,

which they weave into bags and

baskets and mats. The mats are par-

ticularly attractive, and many are

sold through the mission—small

ones for table use, large ones for

the floor. Everyday implements are

adorned with clay painting or with

incised geometric designs.

The Family at Work
The men of the tribe spend their

time hunting with spears, fishing in

dugout canoes, or making weapons

and sacred objects. They bring

home large fish, wallabies, birds,

and turtles. The women prepare the

food, and it is their duty to collect

"ground tucker," which is any food

that grows or can be unearthed.

This includes fruits, berries, yams,

bulbs, lizards, crabs, or large in-

sects.

Himting with their parents has

given the children very sharp eyes,

and a single leaf will reveal the lo-

cation of a yam. They pointed out

bright red fruit on an unfamiliar

tree and assured me that it was

"good tucker." Small berries came

under the same category.

The mosquitoes were dreadful in

the sticky heat. Every now and

then, the children would stroke my
arms, which I assumed was a sign

of afi^ection. It wasn't. They were

surreptitiously transferring the mos-

quito lotion to their own skins! But

one delightful girl elected to walk

behind me waving a branch to keep

the flies away, reminding me of old

steel engravings of the Queen of

Sheba.

When the mosquitoes become

unbearable (and the Yulnu can en-

dure a lot of such punishment), the

men strip a stringybark (eucalypt)

tree and lay great bark sheets over

a framework. A platform of poles

serves as a sleeping bench, under-

neath which they build smoky fires.

The choking smudge is just slightly

preferable to the insects.

Two clans of natives lived at

either end of the beach. Those at

the north seemed more energetic

and ambitious. Most had built them-

selves small huts of corrugated iron

(a favorite building material in

Outback Australia). Those at the

opi")osite end were content with

small wurleys of bark or iron bent

over like a half tube, scarcely high

enough to sit in. Boys who had be-

gun their initiation lived by them-

selves in a spot taboo to females.

Uninitiated boys and women are

forbidden to look upon sacred ob-

jects, though to do so no longer

seems to carry the death penalty.

One day as we went up the beach,

the women suddenly screeched

something, and my guides slieared

off inland. In a secluded part of the

beach, the yoimg men were en-

gaged in some ritualistic procedure.

The boys steered my husband in

that direction, not daring to look

tliemselvcs. Although he was no

initiate, m\^ husband was pennitted
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to watch, and even to photograph.

The men were rolHng pieces of hair

into twine with bits of down to

make a "magic stick."

Art is a significant part of every-

day Hfe among the Australian

Aborigines, and it reaches its height

among the tribes of Arnhem Land.

They engrave intricate designs on

long tobacco pipes, paint the

women's baskets, and even decorate

the wife-beating blade. Custom per-

mits them to use this latter imple-

ment if the wife neglects her food-

gathering duties.

Mr. F. D. McCarthy, Curator of

Anthropology in Sydney's museum,

has pointed out that we have been

slow to appreciate this aboriginal

art. We now realize that these peo-

ple possess an art that is full of

traditional meaning and rich in in-

teresting motifs, placing it higher on

the artistic scale than we have pre-

viously thought.

One group of craftsmen, gathered

under a tree, were carving angular

figures out of soft wood—fish, tur-

tles, crocodiles, humans. These were
decorated with clay paints in their

own symmetrical designs.

"The Aborigines must have edu-

cation to meet the white Australians

on their ground," Mr. Wells ex-

plained. "That means settling down.

They need some way of making a

livelihood once they give up living

off the land. We tried out this idea,

and the Yulnu took to it at once.

We buy these things and ship them

to Darwin, where they're sold to

tourists who want souvenirs of

Aboriginal workmanship."

A couple of men were sitting on

the gunwale of a boat drawn up on

shore, alternately puffing on a

three-foot tobacco pipe, which the}-

shared with anyone who came
along. Its stem was decorated from

bowl to mouthpiece with geometric

designs crosshatched in ochre. Be-

tween puffs, one man idly drew in

the sand the outline of a fish, then

filled in with crosshatching. Certain

of these northern tribes make "X-

ray" drawings that include the in-

ternal organs.

Paintings on rectangles of stringy-

bark, however, represent the high-

126

est development of Australian

primitive art. Those who paint

them are Arnhem Land's "Great

Masters." Their work shows great

skill, and the artists use a wide

range of motifs, grouped into dec-

orative panels. The art seems ab-

stract to unaccustomed eyes, but it

is immediately intelligible to those

who know the conventionalized

symbols for cloud, rain, turtle,

heaven, and territorial boundaries.

Another day, we watched Dain-

ginum, considered the greatest

Stone Age artist alive today, work-

ing with vast patience on Mo-

wingel's little black body. Yilgari,

another aging artist, assisted at in-

tervals. For five hours, the little

eight-year-old boy lay on his back

without a murmur while the paint

was applied.

The two old masters took their

time with preparations. White pipe

clay was reduced to a powder be-

tween two stones, then transferred

to a clam shell with a bit of water.

Red ochre was ground up and

placed in a second shell. More red

ochre and white pipe clay were

mixed to form a yellow. ( Black pig-

ment comes from charcoal or mud,

but they did not need it in this

instance, since the child's own skin

provided an effective black accent.

)

Dainginum drew the outlines for

the cloud-and-oyster design; then,

with a twig that he flattened be-

tween his teeth for a brush, he filled

in some of the scallops. For fine

lines, which call for a skillful and

steady hand, he used the rib of a

small feather. Although his colors,

implements, and motifs were

^ I'llK MAN who is considered the ^realc.-it ol Sloiic Ajje artists

living today: Dainginum, displayinfi: a selection of his work on a

framework of spears. Ea<-li panel tells its own supernatural story.
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How to Keep the F!ie

A This innocknt co.^je of inaltiiij; did not
move i'or hours . . .

^ . . . Tlien the photo{i;rapher

saw a hand and a foot emerge.

limited, he achieved a notable re-

sult, and every stroke had specific

meaning to his fellows.

The intricate clond-and-oyster de-

sign was the totem of Mowingel's

family, and only the annual "natural

increase ceremony" would call for

an elaliorate painting like this. It is

a ritual believed to increase plant

and animal life. In general, only

initiated males are painted for tribal

ceremonies.

^niBr^ainmen^ After Dark
Nearly every night, some singing

and dancing went on around the

encampment, like our old-fashioned

parlor entertainments. At times, the

entertainment took a more elab-

orate turn, the equivalent of a

school concert, say. The corroboree

was a serious occasion with historic

and religious overtones, like Mem-
orial Day, perhaps; and it drew
hundreds of natives from a large

region.

The host tribe provided most of

the food, though visitors brought

some. We often heard the Yulnu at

Milingimbi preparing for a very

special corroboree to celebrate the

Morning Star. This took weeks of

preparation and went on for three

weeks once the tribes had assem-

bled.

Mr. C. P. Mountford of the Adel-

aide Museum recounts the legend.

"At Purulka, the aboriginal heaven,

all night is spent in singing and

ceremony. As dawn approaches,

two women say to the chief spirit,

Ts it not time you let the morning

stars out of the bag, so they can go

to earth and wake the people? If

you do not, they will sleep all the

time, and perhaps die.' So the spirit

opens a string bag, and the stars

escape, each to his own country.

When the Aborigines on earth see

the morning stars rise, they get up
and go about the day's work. Then,

as the sun starts to rise, the spirit

man at Purulka takes hold of the

strings to which the morning stars

are tied, pulls them in, and stows

them away until next morning."

Corroborees take place at night,

in a specially selected spot, where

initiated members in paint and

feathers perform ritualistic dances.

The women sit on the sidelines,

sometimes completely out of sight,

beating time or chanting in sing-

song style. The dances represent

tribal activities, history, and hunt-

ing adventures. Today, the people

sometimes re-enact a movie or por-

tray some misadventure of a white

man. The Aborigines are marvelous

mimics.

After a serious corroboree, the

natives scatter to theu- hunting

"^ Lo AND BEHOLD, the old hoy
was only trying to take a siesta

without bothersome mosquitoes.

grounds, spiritualh' refreshed by

communion with their "Dreaming."

"The Dreaming" refers to tribal his-

tory and tradition and territor\-, al-

ways linked with the supernatural.

Night after night, from an open

glade at Milingimbi, came the

clacking of hardwood gilgil sticks

and the drone of the dkljcridu, a
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ALASKAN

Sinow 91ea
Its adjustment to life on and in a glacier is so

extraordinary that science can as yet only guess

how it reproduces the next generation

By Carleton Ray

YOU might conclude that I was

hard up for company when I

got interested in snow fleas on the

700 square miles of the Juneau Ice

Field, liut the fact is that I would

have found them fascinating wher-

ever I might have run across them.

And I had good company in the

team of scientists with whom I took

up residence in a sixteen-foot-

square Jamesway hut on the edge

of the Lemon Creek Glacier.

We hadn't been there long be-

fore we realized that this glacier
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looked like just about the dirtiest

hunk of snow and ice we had ever

seen. We were on the verge of a

discovery but didn't know it.

Except during periods when
fresh snow was on the surface, the

upper glacier, which because of al-

titude is never bare of snow, had

the appearance of being liberally

sprinkled with soot or pepper.

Shortly the light dawned on us: the

dirt moved. It didn't move much

but enough to establish tliat it was

Uviii" dirt.

A It is on the upper reaches of

ilacit-rs like this one in the Juneau
Ire Field that these tiny creatures

sometimes become so nvmierous as

to make the snow look dirty.

< The upper, larger animal is a

rock-snow borderline type of snow
flea tiiat does not venture far out

onto the snow. The lower, smaller

one is the species discussed in this

article.

It was up to me as zoologist to

get down on my belly and try to

determine what sort of beast we
had discovered. And so I did, but

every time I tried to pick up one

of the little specks, it would give a

sudden jump of about an inch and

disappear down into the snow.

It was clear that we were dealing

with snow fleas, which belong to

a primitive order of insects called

springtails or Collembola. The
name "springtail" is derived from

the fact that this insect has on the

rear end of its abdomen a projec-

*
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tion that folds fonvard under the

body and hooks into a little extended

bump on the mid-body. When this

"spring" is suddenly released from

its forward position, it flies back-

ward and has the effect of throw-

ing the insect forward. Because of

this jumping power, the inoffensive

springtails are called "fleas," though

their relation to the familiar biting

kind is remote—thank goodness!

I managed to collect some speci-

mens and sent an assortment to Dr.

Harlow B. Mills, a leading expert

in this field of science. My excite-

ment grew when he wrote: "This

collection is the most interesting

one I have ever seen from Alaska."

He then commented on my suspi-

cion that these snow fleas might be

the only North American ones yet

found that were accustomed to liv-

ing on the snow more or less per-

manently instead of merely occur-

ring there by accident.

The question of how this tiny

animal has adapted itself to such a

harsh environment and what it uses

for food carried us into some Lili-

putian explorations. Man, being

something of a giant among ani-

mals in the broad sense, tends to

THE ALASKAN SNOW FLEA

notice only the creatures that ap-

proximate him in size. I began to

realize how unfortunate this is as

I delved deeper into the secrets of

the snow fleas.

Springtails are found the world

over in a great variety of habitats,

from glaciers to tide pools. But

most kinds live in the litter of forest

floors. They all seem to be herbi-

vorous, eating what plant material

is available. Some are extraordinary

jumpers, able to leap a full six to

eight inches, or 100-150 times their

own length. Snow fleas are not of

such Olympic calibre. Still, the

inch they do jump is equal to 25

times their length, which is equiva-

lent to a man jumping 150 feet from

a standing start.

The reason I doubted that my
snow fleas merely ventured out on-

to the snow in good weather, as

all respectable North American

snow fleas were supposed to do,

was that they were most numerous

in mid-glacier, a good half mile

from the nearest rock. At least, this

was the case during summer. I was

satisfied that this species spent its

time in summer exclusively on the

snow, a habit that had been ob-

served among some of their Euro-

pean cousins in the Alps.

In these mid-glacier regions,

snow fleas were amazingly plenti-

ful. Under ideal conditions, as

many as 120 could be counted per

s( 1 11 are foot of snow. Ideal condi-

tions seemed to exist when the day

was fairly warm (45 degrees or

above), either sunny or cloudy, and

with the air fairly still. They
seemed to disappear when there

was wind, precipitation of any sort,

crusting of the surface, or darkness.

W'liere did they go? They disap-

peared down into the snow, be-

lii've it or not.

Snow fleas are small; otherwise

they could not use the tiny spaces

between the crystals of coarse snow.

These crevices are absolutely essen-

tial to the snow fleas for purposes

of retreat.

How could such tiny cold-

blooded creatures stay warm in this

world of snow and ice? We need

not wonder so much about them

during the day, when they are able

to absorb heat from the sun's radia-

tion even when the sky is overcast.

All snow fleas, with the exception

of the golden snow flea, are black—

a characteristic not often found

among springtails that do not fre-

quent the snow. This color helps

them to absorb infrared or heat ra-

diation. Infrared can penetrate

clouds, which explains wh\' these

animals are not much affected b\"

cloudy skies. The temperature of

the snow where they live sta>s

close to 32 degrees all through the

summer melt season, and the snow-

fleas themselves no doubt become

much wanner than this.

But with the coming of night,

the snow flea's existence becomes

much more complicated. As soon as

the sun goes down, the air cools

and the surface of the snow radi-

ates back into the atmosphere some

of the heat it has absorbed during

the day. This may result in crust-

ing, but whether a crust fonns oi'

not, the snow fleas retreat soon af-

ter sunset to the tunnels and cav-

erns under the surface. There, their

temperature probabh- falls to that

of their surroundings—32 degrees F.

confinticd on jtnpr iftft



Sired by a jackass —

with a horse for a mother —

unable to propagate himself —

this rugged individualist has helped promote

Unsung

an economic evolution that has left him jobless

Empire Bnilder—

''" MULE
By Gary Webster

POEMS and statues, paintings

and ballads pay tribute to the

horse. His half brother, the mule,

is a noble beast without whom his-

tory would be quite different. Yet

few pause to recognize his central

role in the drama of western civili-

zation. Instead of singing praises

of the sturdy hybrid, those who
know him best devote their talents

to framing new jokes about him.

Most jibes directed at the beast

focus on one of three matters. First,

he is sterile—quite incapable of pro-

pagating his kind. Second, he is the

offspring of a jackass (mated to a

horse). Third, in season and out, he

kicks with great skill and every evi-

dence of malice aforethought.

"No wonder the mule is so or-

nery," runs a proverbial quip. "He's

the only common animal who has

neither pride of ancestry nor hope

of posterity." Josh Billings, home-

spun humorist of the last century,

put it like this: "The mule is haf

hoss and haf jackass, and then kums

to a full stop, natm- discovering her

mistake."

Youngsters of past generations

learned to joke about the jar-head
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as though he had no redeeming

qualities. "The best way to put a

mule into his stall," said a standard

formula, "is to hire someone else to

do it." Half a hundred collections of

humor included the question, "Why
does Missouri stand at the head in

mule-raising in the U. S.?" "Be-

cause," ran the answer, "it would be

dangerous to stand at the other

end." Grandpa thought that one hi-

larious.

Perhaps the ancient herdsman
who saw the world's first mule

blinked his eyes and concluded that

nature had played a joke. For even

the most ardent admirer of the ani-

mal never entered him in a beauty

contest. He looks just like what he

is: a cross between a donkey and a

horse, with all the most unattractive

features of both.

Yet the ungainly fellow soon

proved his special usefulness. Near

Eastern breeders of prehistoric

times knew the mule to be stronger

than the donkey, tougher than the

horse. What he loses in looks, he

gains in fortitude. From his mother,

the mare, he derives strength and

courage. From his father, the jack,

he inherits patience, sobriety, and

sure-footedness.

His skin is harder and less sensi-

tive than that of the horse. He is

less impatient under heavy loads,

more cautious in places of danger,

less susceptible to disease. Like his

father, the mule thrives on a diet

so coarse that it would make a horse

ill. He has the donkey's indifference

to heat, the horse's capacity to pack

heavy loads. As a work animal in

hot regions, he is magnificent.

Assyrians and Egyx^tians appre-

ciated him so highly that they some-

times represented him on monu-
ments. They used the mule as a

pack animal, reserving their horses

for military expeditions. Neither

lieast seems to have been abundant,

for human labor was the chief

source of energy in building the

pyramids and other great structures

of the period.

Mules were still comparatively

rare when David became King of

Israel, some 3000 years ago. His

sons, the princes, were proud to

have them for their personal

mounts. Solomon even rode a mule

when he was proclaimed king, and
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A The mule is the most successful hybrid that man ever tlcvcloped.

the high vahie that was placed on

them is indicated by the fact that

they were among the yearly pres-

ents given him during his long

reign.

The people of Israel were pro-

hiliited from breeding their own
mules (Leviticus 19:19). So they

probably imported them from great

stockyards in Armenia. Old Testa-

ment references indicate that the

nude was used as a beast of burden

and baggage animal in war, and he

was harnessed to litters as well as

ridden. Sennacherib carried off a

large number of mules after he in-

vaded and conquered Judah. Con-

versely, exiles who returned to that

land from captivity in Babylon

brought home 245 of the animals.

Dining this era, the hybrids were

used to pull chariots in the great

city of Nineveh. One monument
even shows a woman of the city

riding a mule. Another ancient

marker depicts gay blades of Baby-

lon riding mules to a deer hunt.

The Romans who became mas-

ters of the known world had a high

opinion of the mule. Already, breed-

ing had become a recognized art. It

was well known that mating of a

stallion and a female donkey never

produced a mule. Such a hybrid,

vastly inferior to progeny of a male

donkey and a mare, was called the

liinniis. Centuries have modified tlie

name but little. Still familiar to

stockmen as the hinny, this animal

is never intentionalh' reared.

Detailed knowledge of genetics

is still lacking, but it appears that
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Where man maved, so moved the mule

In the Gold Hush

A Staggering undfr lieavy packs, the mules followed

the miners to anil from <;<>I<1 deposits in the Klondyke.

In Commerce
A Last of the 20-mnle team Borax wajions. Mules
survived heat and poor food as no horse could.

horse- and donkey-qiiaiitics are

transmitted quite differently. Hy-

brids seem to get the size and body

of the mother, whereas the feet,

head, and tail appear to be most

affected by the father. So a horse

father and donkey mother produce

a creature that most people con-

sider all l)ut useless, the little hinny,

while a donkey father and a horse

mother produce the sturdy, sure-

footed mule.

Though stockmen in the time of

the Caesars had no scientific ex-

planations in terms of chromosome

reactions, they were well aware of

differences between inuliis and hin-

nus. They bred the former so effec-

tively that the Latin name was only

slightly changed in transmission to

English and other languages.

They had not yet formed the

modern attitude of scornful con-

tempt toward the mule. The Ro-

mans used the animal for carrying

packsaddles, drawing carriages, and

plowing in light soil. They even em-

ployed an enclosed chair attached

to two long poles, especially de-

signed to be slung between two

mules. Passengers were wealthy

and high-born ladies who could af-

ford to ride in style.

The decline and fall of the Ro-

man Empire caused the center of

progress to shift southward. For a

period of several centuries, Africa
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threatened to regain her ancient po-

sition as hub of the civilized world.

Mule-breeding continued through-

out this epoch. Fine hybrids were

greatly prized, for governors of both

Syria and Egypt sent them as gifts

to the prophet Mohammed. One
white mule named Duldul was ac-

companied by a bale of rich cloth-

ing and two Coptic slave girls.

Mohammed was not especially in-

terested in the girls but took great

pride in his white mule.

Followers of the prophet invaded

Europe early in the eighth centmy.

Charles M artel and his Franks

stopped their advance in 732, but

the swarthy fanatics clung tena-

ciously to most of the region that

later became Spain. They were

hardly established in their new do-

mains before they began breeding

mules, for the hybrid seemed es-

pecially fitted for service in the

rough, moimtainous country. Gen-

erations of experiment had already

given Moorish stockmen great skill.

Now they produced mules with big,

strong bodies—plus the slender legs

and small feet of a donkey.

It was this type of mule that be-

came the major pack- and riding-

animal of old Catalonia. Firmly

cstabli.shed in most of Spain, it re-

mained behind when Europeans

began to drive out the Moors, in the

thirteenth century.

By this time, however, the sure-

footed animal was strongly linked

with the hated invaders who had

made such good use of it. Some
even argue, in fact, that the deroga-

tory views of the mule may stem,

at least in part, from centuries of

strife between horse-breeding

Christians and mule-breeding Mos-

lems.

Dutlawinq the Mule

As soon as King Alfonso X became

master of Castile and Leon, he tried

to outlaw Spanish use of the mule.

His first edict was issued soon after

the capture of Seville, in 1248. Ac-

cording to it, the cahiiUcro of Spain

was required to foresake use of the

mule and stick to the ancient and

honorable practice of riding the

horse. But many a mule must have

given Alfonso the Learned, as he

was called, a lusty hee-haw. For

even the nobility rode hybrids in

preference to the clumsy, high-

spirited horses then being bred.

Matters reached such a state that

a special report was made to Ferdi-

nand and Isabella, just two years

after the discovery of America. Ac-

cording to it, the nation could mus-

ter only 10,000 or 12,000 horses for

use in battle against the Moors.

Meanwhile, at least 100,000 sub-

jects of the king were riding mules.

Ferdinand pulled out dusty codes,
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In Agriculture

IEasy to keep and easy to feed, the mule
Is treasured by the farmer.

ordered that only clergy and women
should ride mules—on penalty of

having the mounts killed.

Christopher Columbus was de-

cidedly put out. In 1505, he asked

for a special license that would

permit him to ride muleback in-

stead of horseback. His Majesty

graciously granted it to the old ex-

plorer by virtue of his age and in-

firmities. But he made it clear that

this Moorish practice was not for

everyone. A few mules were ac-

tually executed at Valladolid and

other towns because their owners

insisted on riding them.

Adventurers and explorers in

Spanish America found conditions

that demanded the use of mules.

Importation and breeding soon

reached major proportions. For 400

years the drab and despised mule

served as the most important work

animal of the two continents.

It was the mule who proved

hardy enough to survive the rigors

of swamps, deserts, and mountains.

The world's most significant pack

trail at that time crossed the Isth-

mus of Panama from Panama City

on the Pacific side to Nombre de

Dios on the Atlantic. Leather, grain,

meat, and other provisions were

shipped west; gold and silver came

east. And Nicaragua became the

great center of mule-raising for the

isthmus trade. It was not unusual

In War
Even in mechan-
ized war, mules
played a strate^iic

|)art. Left, train-

ing a stuliiiorn

|)U|>il. E>ventuaily

lie will ijet used to

flying to work.

Black Star

1,1 Ilecreation

* On a Grand Canyon trail,

where sure -footing counts,

the mule is dependable.

for 1500 animals to leave one of the

terminal cities in a single day. Most

of the loot of South America that

was funneled into Panama crossed

the isthmus by mule train, then

went to Europe by ship. In the

single month of March, 1550, the

Spanish hauled 1200 muleloads of

gold and silver to Atlantic ports.

Inevitably, privateers began to

eye the situation with great interest.

Sir Francis Drake heard that the

mules of the isthmus packed metal

bars as though they were cordwood.

So he attacked a train on Valentine

Day, 1573. To his disgust, the Span-

ish had sensed trouble and sent onh

less important freight. Six weeks

later, however, the dashing English-

man captured a valuable train of

190 mules. But he had only 35 Eu-
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ropeans in his command, and—cany

what they could—they had to leave

more than 15 tons of bar silver be-

hind.

Mule traffic along the strategic

trail continued long after the flow

of precious metal was exhausted.

Goods shipped to or from California

could take one of two routes: the

long, precarious voyage around the

Cape—or across Panama by mule.

Consequently, business boomed
during the California gold rush.

Mules staggered westward with

miners and their gear, packed mil-

lions in gold back to the eastern

coast.

As late as 1852, Captain Ulysses

S. Grant and company rode mules

on one leg of the trip across Pan-

ama. Though a railroad line was

then under construction, mule trains

operated between the end of the

line and the coast.

Mules were a major factor in the

early development of California.

Pushing slowly northward from

Spanish centers, the hybrids were

numerous in fifteenth-century Mex-

ico. As fast as missions were estab-

lished in new territory, mules went

along. Charles III of Spain decided

in 1768 to settle the northwestern

portion of his North American Em-
pire. So he sent a viceroy with

orders to build posts in such spots

as San Diego and Monterey. Start-

ing from Lower California, the ex-

pedition gathered stock from every

mission on the way. They found 16

broken mules at the Mission of San

Francisco Xavier, 26 at San Jose de

Cummundia. When they had ac-

cumulated more than 100 of the

essential animals, along with a

smaller number of horses, they

moved into Upper California.

Cowboy movies to the contrary,

the mule played a more significant

role in the development of our West

than did the more glamorous horse.

Mules survived heat and poor food

that no horse could endure. They

reached a peak of usefulness on

the Sante Fe trail, where Mexican

"mule skinners" packed animals

with loads up to .300 pounds.

Mules pulled clumsy mud-wagons

—light coaches similar to the army
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ambulance—over multitudes of

trails and rough roads. Three pairs

of them were hitched to the first

Concord coaches that rolled west of

the Mississippi. Even in 1875, more

of America's freight was hauled by

mule trains than by railroads.

Travel difficulties were such that

it was not feasible to bring mules

from the southwest to farming re-

gions of the east. As late as 1826,

the vast sugar industry of Louisiana

boasted only an occasional mule.

Two or three expeditions were or-

ganized to bring herds of them

from the west; one speculator

bought 600 in San Francisco for the

purpose. Nothing came of his or

other efforts.

HuniB-hrEii Mules

It was a gentleman planter of

Virginia who first saw that farmers

of the Atlantic seaboard would have

to raise their own mules. His name
was George Washington.

As early as September, 1785, he

expressed great eagerness to experi-

ment with the hybrids. He gave his

agent an order to buy "a good Jack

Ass from Spain, to breed from" but

found the price too high and can-

celed the request. King Charles IV

learned of his interest and shipped

two animals to him as a gift. One
died at sea. The other, duly re-

ceived, was named Royal Gift and

given a special stall on the Mt. Ver-

non estate. On December 19, 1785,

Washington wrote a formal letter of

"thanks for the Jack Asses." It is still

preserved in the Spanish National

Archives at Madrid.

General Lafayette sent his Ameri-

can comrade an animal from Malta.

Wasliington expanded his stable so

rapidly that when he made his will

in 1799, he disposed of 42 working

mules and 15 younger ones.

Henry Clay brought a pure-

blooded jack into Kentucky in 1832.

Four years later, a Dr. Davis of

South Carolina imported one di-

rectly from Spain. Throughout the

southeast, plantation owners clam-

ored for mules. These hardy ani-

mals, easy to keep and to feed,

offered riches to those lucky enough

to secure them. At the mid-point of

the nineteenth century, U. S. mule

production was rising faster than

that of any other farm animal. The
total number in the nation actually

doubled between 1850 and 1860.

Tens of thousands hauled ammu-
nition, supplies, and guns in the

Civil War. Observers from other na-

tions were tremendously impressed

with the stamina of the animal.

Both Japan and Russia began buy-

ing mules for military purposes;

England organized special Mule
Batteries for service in border dis-

tricts of India.

Peacetime uses of the animal mul-

tiplied. Spain and France produced

great nimibers for export—50,000

a year left the Poitou district of

France alone. Brazil launched a

mule-drawn express coach, with a

scheduled run of 100 miles in 12

hours. An expeditionary force into

Egypt rejected pleas of horse-

breeders, selected mules from Sicily.

Missouri, Texas, Tennessee, and

Kentucky jostled for leadership in

the U. S. trade.

During the second half of the last

century, mules literally built em-

pires. They hauled supplies and

equipment for work camps along

sprawling railroad lines. Vast num-
bers were worked in mines; some

of them spent most of their lives

underground. Others pulled barges

through canals, streetcars in grow-

ing cities, lumber wagons in the

forests. By 1875, the mule's pres-

tige had become so great that some

of the animals were exhibited at

the famous Crystal Palace Show.

General Kitchener was given a

special exhibition at West Point in

1910. Sixty-four Missouri mules, re-

cently acquired, were loaded with

14,000 pounds of ammunition and

supplies in just 14 minutes. The
bond between the animals and the

future officers grew so strong that

the mule became mascot of the

West Point football squad.

In spite of mechanized conflict,

mules played a strategic part in

World War I. Nearly 5000 were

killed with the A.E.F. alone. From
the end of the struggle until about

1925, the mule continued to in-

crease in importance. That year,
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U. S. farms and industries worked

nearly 6,000,000 of them.

Ever since that time, trucks and

tractors have been replacing mides

at an increasing rate. World War
II brought a temporary revival to

the trade, but interest sagged as

soon as production of machines was

increased. There is no doubt about

it; the hardtail is doomed.

There is something a bit pathetic

about the fact that dog-food plants

are now springing up most rapidly

in sections where mules are most

abundant. Give the patient empire-

builder another hundred years or

so, and he will be all but extinct in

the United States. Children of the

future will know him only as a

queer-looking specimen at the zoo.

Perhaps his stock will rise when

he is no longer on hand to provoke

abuse, profanity, and crude jokes.

No amount of humor at his expense

can alter the fact that he is the

most successful hybrid that man
ever developed. Bred one genera-

tion at a time for more than 3000

years, his patient labor was essen-

tial to the development of the

mechanized culture that has made
him obsolete.

This familiar friend is vanishing from the Amcriran scene. Here,

the famous Missouri mules get their last exercise hefore shipment to

Spain, where they are more adaptable to the terrain than machinery.
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i Seaitle

iTacoma WASHINGTON

he mounds are about 25 mils's

outhwesi of Tocoma, Washington.

"(.

After more than a century

of controversial theorizing, iheir anonvmous architect

proves to have heen neither man, fish, nor animal

THEMystery OF THE

Mima Mounds

led liiiili and 70 I'cct in diameter.

IF you have driven over old U. S.

Highway 99 between Portland,

Oregon, and Seattle, Washington,

you probably noticed the odd-look-

ing mounds shown in these pic-

tures. They look like half gravel-

spheres scattered over the prairie

on both sides of the highway north

and south of the town of Tenino.

There are about a million of them.

You may have wondered who or

what formed them. Explorers, geo-

logists, naturalists, and casual trav-

elers have been trying to find the

answer to that question for more

than a century. Now, at last, recent

studies of frozen ground in Alaska

point the way, and the answer to

the mystery is forthcoming.

The one million Mima Mounds,

as they are called, are spread over

20 miles. They vary from 1 to 7

feet high and from 10 to 70 feet

wide. Those in any one prairie

tend to have the same size and

shape.

The Indians may have had ideas

about them, but the first white man
to report them was Captain Charles

THE MYSTERY OF THE MIMA MOUNDS

By HowAKD E. Jackson
.//( p/iolos courli;y of Arlhtir M . Kilchi,'

Wilkes, who explored the Puget

Sound country in 1839 to 1S41. He
wagered that the mounds were In-

dian burial grounds. To prove it,

he dug into a number of them, but

he found nothing except soil and
gravel.

Wilkes' face may have been red

and his hands blistered, but he

wasn't alone in his belief. Tlie

burial groimd theory thrived down
through the years, despite the fail-

ure of all efforts to find traces of

any animal or human remains.

Sir James Douglas of the Hud-
son's Ba\' Company saw the baffl-

ing bimips while ti-aveling over-

land from Fort Vancouver to Fort

Nisqually in 1S40. He believed

they were the result of volcanic

eruptions. Then along came George

Gibbs. He saw the mounds in tlie

late ISTOs and described them to

the great naturalist Louis Agassiz,

who unhesitatingly explained them

as the work of a species of sucker-

fish. He said they were built as

spawning nests while the area was
under water and that the ocean
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A Air views like this one of tlie

Uffiit Lake Section played a prom-
inent part in disproving the liotly

deliated gopher theory and other

imaginative explanations.

> Akthlr M. Ritchie, pro-

pounder of the present theory,

standing beside an exposed sec-

tion of one of the moimds, ex-

amining the distrihulion of ma-
terial in and inider it. Cross

sections like this helped to

validate the theory that the

mounds were dei)Osited hy
floodwaters and shaped by the

interaction of freezing and
melting.

later receded and left them ex-

posed.

Other attempted explanations

say that the mounds were the work

of ants or beavers or some other

animal who built them as founda-

tions for homes during a period of

flooding.

In 187.3, Joseph LeConte, a con-

frere of Agassiz's, pooh-poohed the

fish theory. He was just as positive

that the hillocks were the product

of natural erosion following the re-

cession of an ice sheet. He thought

they formed when waters of an in-

land sea or huge fresh-water lake

drained away.

Pioneers from Kansas and Ne-

braska swore that the hillocks were

similar to ones created by buffaloes
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in the Midwest. They argued that

the buffaloes produced the moimds

while making mud wallows in

which to seek refuge from flies.

This explanation overlooked the

fact that buffaloes were never

found in large numbers in western

Wasliington. A few may have wan-

dered over the Cascade Mountains

from eastern Washington but cer-

tainly not enough of them to create

a million mounds.

The most farfetched bison theory

was that the Indians built the

mounds as buffalo decoys!

Theory followed theory. Some
would-be naturalists held that they

resulted when high winds swept

away the soil except where it clung

to the roots of giant trees, but no

wind like that has ever been re-

corded. Some speculated as to

whether underground oil or gas

pressure might have caused the

swells, but modern drilling has

failed to reveal any oil.

Clue in Frost Action

The case started to break with

the coming of J. Harlen Bretz, in

1913. In his Ghiciation of the Pii<i,cf

Sound Region, he concluded that

during the Ice Age, silt blowing

across the surface of the Great Ice

Sheet collected in depressions, and

that as the ice melted, this accumu-

lation fell through to the gravel be-

neath, forming the mounds. His ex-

planation was generally accepted

for many years.
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In 1932, H. M. Eakin shed light

on the general problem by recog-

nizing that frost action could re-

arrange mixed materials deposited

by running water. Now the geolo-

gists were hot on the trail. Could it

be that the mounds were related

to frozen ground? One clue, oddly

enough, was to be found not on

home ground but in studies of fro-

zen ground in Alaska. Two more

sleuths, the U. S. Army and the

U. S. Permafrost Division, partici-

pated in this development.

R. C. Newcomb of the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey contended in 1940

that the Mima Mounds were the

collapsed remains of buckled blocks

of frozen ground, such as can be

observed over wide areas in Alaska

today. He deduced that during the

last Ice Age, the ground in the

Tenino-Mima prairie area froze,

contracted, and cracked in a pat-

A A SCENE in present-day Alaska showing how freezing of the earth can

produce the first stage in the creation of featvires like the Mima Mounds.

Cross sections of stages of mound development Ice
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AS THE SURFACE partially thawed, the ice between the blocks melted out and ports f-
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V AFTER THE FLOOD. Though the blocks were angular, the frozen cores were rounded '*.

"^ for the same reason that on ice cube becomes rounded as it thaws. The waters ^

^ carried away the thawed material and left the mounds. The mounds might have ^^

been washed away but for the fact that flooding conditions abated.

THE MYSTERY OF THE MIMA MOUNDS

terned network. Ice formed in the

cracks and expanded into ice

wedges, which caused the blocks

of earth between them to bulge up-

ward. When the ice melted, the

earth bulges stood out as mounds.

Running neck and neck with

Newcomb for the final solution was
Arthur .\I. Ritchie, geologist for the

Washington State Highway Com-
mission. Ritchie began likewise

with the frozen-ground theory, but

he felt that some of the features of

the mounds could best be ac-

counted for by erosion of an ice

network after partially thawing. He
Ijclieved that floodwaters during

the melting period washed away
the thawed material from the un-

thawed cores of each earth block.

The round frozen cores that re-

mained after the flood became the

mounds. In other words, he be-

lieved that the mounds had been

"stripped" by floodwaters and not

that they were just the "collapsed"

remains of buckled polygonal
blocks of frozen ground.

The spacing of the mounds, ac-

cording to his explanation, was de-

termined by the distances between

the original earth polygons. These

irregularly shaped blocks of earth

thawed appreciably before the

flood came upon them, but each

block still had within it a core of

frozen earth. The shape of this

core would be rounded or mound-
shaped, inasmuch as the thawing of

an irregularly shaped block of earth

is similar to the thawing of an ice

cube: both become roimded, be-

cause the edges melt away more
rapidly than the sides. Tha\ving

thus gave to the mounds then-

basic shape, whereas the floodwater

merely cleaned the thawed debris

away from the frozen cores.

The timing of each event was an

important factor in the analysis of

the mounds. If the floodwater had

come after the pohgons had com-

pletely thawed, all of the material

of which the mounds were com-

posed would have been washed

away. The same result woidd have

occurred if the river had flowed

o\'er the mounds a long time.

Many times, flood rivers had
continiirtt on prtpc 162
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* 1 ilK 3()-FOOT KKTCll that carried cameramen Jack Couffer and Conrail Hall to the Galapagos
to film scenes for Walt Disney's forthcoming True Life Adventure feature, "Islands of the Sea."

^ The bull sea lion that took um-
brage when the cameramen wooed his

harem into the sea with "sea lion talk."



ONE of man's oldest dreams,

preserved in myth and legend

the world over, is of a world where

humankind and ai'inials live side by

side without fcar':)r animosity. But

the wild animals Ihat coexist with

man in the forests, plains, and shores

of the world that we know are shy

things — secretive, afraid, forever

hiding from man's eyes. There was

once a time when the earth was pop-

ulated by wild animals who lived

out their lives without knowing the

sight of man — his stones, arrows,

or rifle shots — for the animal world

is an older world than that of man.

But in the relatively short time that

man has peopled the globe, his in-

creasing population has spread

across the sphere of his habitat to

nearly every corner of its surface.

Because of man's ways — hunting

ways — a land where animals know
no fear must be a land where ani-

mals do not know man. There is a

spot, a mere dot on a world map,

that man, in his haste to populate

the world, has nearly overlooked.

This dot represents a group of is-

lands — a few volcanic cones that jut

from the deep sea in a seldom trav-

eled part of the Pacific Ocean 800

miles southwest of Panama. They
are called the Galapagos Islands.

No culture of primitive man has

taught fear to the many animal hab-

itants of these islands, and even to-

day the popidation of humans is very

small in the Galapagos and very

localized. The animals of the Gala-

pagos have yet to learn man's ways.

I went to this remote spot with my
partner, Conrad Hall, to film a part

of a True Life Adventure feature,

"Islands of the Sea," for Walt Dis-

ney. In the eight months that we
lived aboard the little 30-foot ketch

that was both our home and trans-

portation, the strange anomalies of

these islands of prehistoric reptiles,

volcanic fires, and high crater domes

became as commonplace as scenes

from our own countryside at home.

But even though the geography

came to seem ordinary, we could not

accustom ourselves to the uncom-

(fes (pavenkfie

mon feeling of knowing wild ani-

mals that were unafraid.

The animals of the Galapagos

seemed almost naive in their curi-

ous regard for us. Small gnomclike

night herons stood in the firelight

around our beachside campfires,

their shoulders hunched, forever

watching us. We wandered through

great flocks of nesting sea birds —
albatross, boobies, man-of-war

birds, and gulls—and felt that we
were tolerated in their rookeries.

We sat on surf-washed rocks with

penguins and flightless cormorants;

and they, like the others, were at-

tracted to us by their uncontrolled

curiosity. Even the huge marine

lizards that lay covering the rocks

of the shore in great herds were un-

afraid, and as we walked through

the closely-packed animals we were

careful lest we step on them.

In the Galapagos, mockingbirds

perched on our hats, and ha\^'ks ac-

companied us on hikes through the

bush. The hawks were large curious

birds, and as we walked they would

^ CoXRAD Hall recording: the frolics

of a group of sea lions on the shore of

one of the islands of the Galapagos.

llever were wild creatures friendlier than in

this symphony of mutual curiosity on one of the

least disturbed islands in the tropics

By Jack C. Couffer
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^ A YOUNG BOOBY happily poses for the author.

fly ahead to perch upon limbs that

overhung the course of our travel.

They stared with bright penetrating

eyes as we passed within an arm's

reach of their perches, and then, tak-

ing off and flying ahead, they again

landed on the scrubby limbs of the

palo santo trees to scrutinize the

strange walking things that had in-

vaded their land. For miles they ac-

companied us in this way, always

looking, watching us as if they had

the power to gain some understand-

ing of our ways. The curiosity of

the animals was almost a travesty

of our own behavior: we, who had

come to study the beasts, found that

we were studied by them as well.

Perhaps our best friends — and,

paradoxically, our only enemies —
were the sea lions of the Galapagos.

We first came upon them inshore

from a calm cove. There, on a nar-

row crescent of white sand beach,

bordered on one side by the rough

black rock of a lava flow and on the

other by dense green clumps of
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mangrove trees, a herd of 40 sea

lions lay basking in the hot sun.

Lohos del mar, they are called by

the residents of the Galapagos —
"wolves of the sea." But unlike the

snarling wolves of the forest, we
came to regard the Johos of the sea

as our friends. The sun-dried fur of

their short thick pelage was a golden

color, and the herd slept with a deep

sleep. They lay one across the other,

one animal's head resting upon the

neck of another, using it like a soft

pillow. They lay so close together

that when one loho moved, it dis-

turbed another, so that even in sleep

the herd was constantly moving, ad-

justing to more comfortable posi-

tions.

Battle-scarred Master

All but one of the Johos were fe-

males, animals with small delicately

modeled heads. But lying in the cen-

ter of the herd of smaller animals

was the massive bulk of a single bull

sea lion — the ruler of the harem.

The bull held his head pointed high

even in sleep, dominating the scene

like the spire of a liigh village

church. His nose was pointed to the

sky as he let the sun beat against

the muscles of his huge chest; and

eyes set below the knobbed dome of

his head opened now and then, just

a narrow slit, to see that all went

well in the herd. The leathery skin

of the old bull lobo's flanks and chest

showed wide black slashes, scars

commemorating his many battles,

battles we knew had been fought

with challenging males for the pos-

session of the harem ladies.

We moved quietly in the shallows

off the beach, setting up the equip-

ment that we would need to photo-

graph the lobos when they swam
beneath the sea. We spoke in low

tones so that we might not awaken
the sleeping animals, and we won-

dered what they would do when
finally we roused them. We sus-

pected that when they awoke and

saw human strangers, they would
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flee in wild flight for the protection

of the water. Thinking this, we posi-

tioned ourselves in water more than

waist-deep just off the beach. To

escape to the open sea, the animals

would have to pass close by us.

When we were ready we called

to the lohos — imitating the booming

of their own voices — aaaarrrr,

aaaarrrr. Hearing the sound, a few

of the sleepers opened their eyes

and lifted their heads to peer at us.

We continued to call. Those that

had awakened raised their bodies

up onto their flippers and, staring

at us curiously, moved awkwardly

down the incline of sand toward the

water's edge. As they moved, they

bumped the bodies of the other

sleepers, so that in a moment the

entire herd was alert and hobbling

down the sand toward us. Obvi-

ously, they were not afraid. Now,

we wondered, are they angry? At

the water the lohos lowered their

heads, dove in, and swam toward

us like a mob advancing. Only the

old bull remained on the beach now.

He could not be trifled with curi-

osity. He stood there, a dark figure

on the white sand, and bellowed a

deep call after his imruly harem.

The ladies swam to us. We saw

that, like the other animals of the

Galapagos, they were friends. They

milled close around us, diving to

peer at our legs and observing us

with intent curiosity. One lady,

smaller than the rest, swam duectly

to the camera box, and holding the

A Using a CA.MER.^ box for underwater photography, one of the camera-

men films the sea lions cavorting off tlie shores of the Galapagos.

^ While photographing their antics, the author was surprised to have

a female sea lion come close enougli to grasp tlie camera in her flippers.

thing with her flippers to support

herself in the water, peered into the

camera lens. To see the face looming

up so suddenly in the view finder

was startling. I reached out and

touched the brown head, scratching

behind the eyes, rubbing the

dwarfed ears. The fur which looked

so soft was surprisingly stiff. This

little loho — Baby, we came to call

her — was the most forward animal

in the herd, and she became our star.

Like the prima ballerina leading

her dancers, she directed the others

in the lithe movements of a beauti-

ful underwater ballet. Pirouetting,

turning, twisting toward and away,

arching their supple bodies in the

graceful liquid curves of a fantastic

dance, the animals performed be-

fore our cameras. We watched

through the view finders of our ma-

chines, thrilled by the actions of our

actresses, warmed by their complete

friendliness.

We spent an hour that first day

photographing the ladies, and many
more hours on other days. But pres-

ently we saw our dancers turn and

swim quickly away out of the zone

of our vision beneath the sea. Some-

thing had startled them. We looked

up in time to see the bull sea lion.

He had been studying us from the

beach, his anger growing with the

increasing familiarity showed us by

his harem. Finally he could stand it

no longer. With a loud bellow, he

charged down the sand and plunged

into shallow water off the beach. He
came at us in an amazing burst of

speed, like a torpedo across the sur-

face of the bay. His back humped
up, head out, glaring at us, he came

as if propelled by the shot of a can-

"main -II
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^ This giant lizard, like the other creatures that had not

learned to fear man, allowed the photographer to take a

studied portrait.

^ No BLIND WAS NECESSARY, and good pictures went
])egging in the undisturhed wonderland of the

Galapagos.

non. His shoulders pushed aside a

white wave of water like the bow
wave of a speeding barge as he

charged toward us. We could see

into his open mouth. There were

sharp heavy yellow teeth like the

jaws of an angry bear.

We had no time to think, barely

time to act. Our only reactions were

ones of impulse. The charging bull

was nearly upon us. Like a lion

trainer wielding his chair, I swung

my camera box between my body

and the attacking bull. The 50-

pound camera box did not make a

good club — it was difficult to swing.

But to have something in my hands

gave some comfort under the appre-

hension I felt. Encumbered by the

resistance of the water I could not

move quickly, but the bull was in

his element. I shouted a reply to the

sea lion's bellowed challenge and

bluffing, moved toward him, return-

ing the charge. Then, swinging the

heavy camera box through the

water, I clumsily met the attack,

striking the bull a heavy blow on the

nose. The bull came to a surprised

stop. He seemed to stand in the

water only a length away, his huge

foreparts above the surface, glower-

ing at us, cursing us with tremen-

dous deep bellows; but he did not

charge again.

True, the bull sea lion was not a

friend, but neither was he attacking
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us in the blind charge of fear like

the wild things that know man. In

the Galapagos we were merely

strangers, trespassers. We were,

after all, competing with the bull for

the favor of his harem. He did not

attack us as hated men but as he

would attack another intruding bull

lobo.

Eyes in the Night

That evening our ketch lay at an-

chor in the protected cove. The

beach of the sea lions was now de-

serted, for they were feeding some-

where far at sea and would not re-

turn until dawn. There was a cool

sea breeze from off the bay where

the anchor light, nodding sleepily

with the slow roll of the boat,

showed like a bright planet in a sky

full of stars. We sat on the beach at

the head of the bay, and the sand

around us sparkled with the flicker-

ing orange glow from the firelight.

On a black grate the white sides of a

gamefish were sizzling, dropping

bright drops of fat to explode in

flaming splashes of light on the em-

bers. We sat in the near dark, on a

beach where few men had ever been

before, and felt that we were being

watched by a stranger's eyes. The
unsaid thought passed through our

minds. It was as if some unknown
being were studying us from the

outside ring of darkness. Uneasiness

crept over us, but neither of us

would be the first to admit it — nor

the first to look behind. It was silly

— and yet we felt the eyes.

Perhaps it was a soft, flitting shad-

ow cast through the starlight that

made me turn. I looked into the

wide unblinking eyes of a brown owl

that stood on the sand only a few

paces away. He startled me, being

so close, so intent; and I had to

laugh aloud. The owl seemed siu-

prised by this outburst, but it did not

frighten him. He stood high up on

his legs and, with an exaggerated

pivoting action, moved his head

from side to side, as if to see us

better from all angles. Then he took

a short unsteady walk a bit closer.

He stood there on the sand, no more

than eight feet away, watching us

with the intent curiosity of a child.

It was no wonder that we had felt

his eyes.

In a moment another shadow

glided very swiftly across the sand,

and on wings as soft and silent as

the filtered starlight, another owl

dropped to the sand beside the first.

Others came now, perching on the

rocks and twigs and cactus branches

and standing on the beach. They sat

in the border of firelight watching

us, occasionally changing perches as

if to gain some new perspective.

They came until we counted eleven.

They stood around us in a circle, as
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^ Every man was his own director in this "no-man's land," and there was no need to carry a foldinf!; camp chair.

we had seen the night herons and

bitterns do at another camp. They
simply stood and watched and

seemed, for all the world, to under-

stand what they saw. My partner

arose once to fetch more wood and

walked toward the circle of watch-

ing owls. Like a wave, the birds re-

treated, awkwardly running on the

sand, holding their wings half out

to maintain a balance. They kept

the distance from which they had

chosen to observe us. Eight feet was
safe; they would come no closer.

The figure retiu'ned, carrying the

wood into the firelight glow, and the

wave of waiting owls surged in

again, closing the gap. From eight

feet their yellow eyes stared at us.

It was strange to observe this ani-

mal curiosity and to find ourselves

accepted by the wildlife of this ani-

mal land. And because of it, in the

same way that one is charmed by

the naivete of a child, we reacted

with a friendliness of our own. Many
times we might easily have taken a

dove dinner by killing the birds with

a stick, but we could not do it. In the

Galapagos, where animals are un-

afraid, we found ourselves talking

aloud to the wild things around us,

as one talks to a pet clog or cat. We
called the sea lions by imitating their

grunted barks, and they seemed to

understand and came to us. We gave

names to the penguins — George,

Mr. Peepers — and, absurdly, we
found ourselves talking to them with

human words but imitating their

own voices: "Smoke cools, smoke

cools." We talked to the owls, and

they seemed to answer us with a

prolonged whistling note, a half-

screech.

The owls stayed on the beach

watching us until we finished eating

and climbed into the skiff to row to

the boat. Then, as we rowed across

the still water of the bay, they took

wing and followed us, circling

around the slowly moving skiff, hov-

ering above our heads. When we
climbed aboard the ketch, all eleven

of them found perches in the rigging

and on the superstructure of the

boat. We sat on deck for awhile,

talking to them, enjoN'ing with them

the friendship of this rare experi-

ence. We thought how strangeh' out

of place owls were at sea. And fin-

ally, when we said good night to

them and climbed do\\'n the com-

panionway into the cabin of the

boat, they were perched in the rig-

ging all around. Closing the hatch

must have discouraged them, for

an hoiu' later, when I poked my
head up to look, they were gone.
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m A The author, engrossed in the aetions of two ol' liis siiljjeets.

apia
THE BROODING FATHER

He carries the egjis in his month until they hatch; and it niak's

are absent at mating time, one female will court another

By Lester R. Aronson



IN 1941, when I first started peer-

ing into the reprockictive habits

of this fish, its name was scarcely

known except to a handful of zool-

ogists and a small group of aquar-

ists who had advanced beyond the

guppies and swordtails. Less than

twelve years later, we find Tilapia

known to farmers from Indonesia

to the Philippines and from Haiti

to Africa. It has even been on spe-

cial sale at Macy's!

Its widespread appeal to fish

farmers stems from the discovery

that these fishes are exceptionally

prolific breeders. Further, they will

thrive in the tropics in all sorts of

otherwise inhospitable waters, such

as rice swamps, salt marshes, or

even city drainage ditches. Above

all, tilapias can provide tasty dishes

even for the gourmet.

The name Tilapia, which is ac-

cented on the first "a," with the

sound of either lay or lap, was

coined by a zoologist, Andrew
Smith, over 100 years ago. He did

not apply it to a single kind of fish

but rather to a group of related

African species which now number
almost a hundred. The native Afri-

can tribes have local names for

these, but there are no English

equivalents, and most are known
only by the technical names given

to them by the taxonomists.

"

The one I am describing here is

Tilapia macrocephala (also called

T. heudeloti) . It is the predominant

fish of the group along the coast of

West Africa from Senegal south to

Gabon. While it does not grow as

large as some of the others and is

therefore of less interest to fishery

workers, it does form a staple in

the diet in many coastal villages.

In the early twenties, when the

aquarium hobby in the United

States was still in its infancy, Tila-

pia macrocephala made the long

journey across the Atlantic, prob-

ably via Europe, to America. Here

it was christened the Large Mrican

Mouthbreeder, or the West African

Mouthbreeder, and later, the Black-

chinned Mouthbreeder. As these

names imply, this fish has rather

unique breeding habits, which
prompted the dean of American

aquarists, Mr. William T. Innes, to

send a few individuals to Dr. G.

Kinds and Uses -

* A BAITKKY of television
ciiiiioras and tcclinirians rf-

cor<liii;j; liic slraii;;i' iM-liaNior

of tin- WCst African Moutii-

l)rec(icr for tl)o AiiKTican .Mu-

seum's Advt'iUure program.

Kingslcy Noble at the American

Museum of Natural History. Dr.

Noble placed them in tanks in the

newly built greenhouse on the roof

of the Museum's African Wing.

This was about 19.36. Here the fish

bred prolifically, and the large

stock that was established has been

maintained ever since.

In 1941, having completed a

series of studies on reproductive

behavior in frogs and toads, I be-

came intrigued by the unusual

spawning habits of these West
African mouthbreeders and decided

that I should give them some atten-

tion. I have been studying them

ever since, and the end is no\\'here

in sight.

I started my project by selecting

mature males and females of equal

size from the 80-gallon stock tanks.

One pair was placed in each of

several fifteen-gallon observation

aquaria. Apparently some of the

Tilapia did not see eye to eye with

my arrangements and preferred in-

stead to fight. These fish were

promptly separated. However, most

of the pairs eventually accepted

the situation and started the pre-

liminaries to mating.

Their courtship consists of a

number of distinct behavioral acts,

to which we have given descripti\^e

names. Thus, the male and female

approach each other and dip their

heads (head-nod), or puff their

throats and spread their gill co\'ers

(throat-puff), or vibrate their

* Tilapia mossnmbica, sometimes called the large-mouthed kurper or iiream,

is considered to he most useful for stocking swamps and artificial ponds.

Its virtues are being popularized enthusiastically by the Food and Agricul-

tural Organization (F\0) of the United Nations. Tilapia t'sciilrnla and
Tilapia variabilis are caught in iiuge quantities in the vast expanses of Lake
Victoria and other large East African lakes. Tilapia Galilaea is found in the

ancient .Sea of Galilee, the Nile, and across Africa to the Niger and the west

coast. It is especially good eating. Tilapia melanopleura is considered a game
fish in the Zambesi River of the Rhodesias and is there called the red perch.
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Home aquarists who look

beyond conventional types find

Tilapia an interestin<; oddity.

This view was taken in the

Museuuj's smaller aiiuarium.

bodies (body-quiver), or slap each

other with their tails (tail-slap).

As with so many other animals,

courtship is not always a smooth

and peaceful process. At times it

is characterized by periods of vio-

lence. Sometimes the fish nip their

partners so strenuously that scales

fall off and fins are frayed. Occa-

sionally they lock jaws in violent

strife. After a time, the nipping or

fighting will yield to another span

of peaceful courtship.

Eventually the pair selects a spot

and builds a nest. The male and

female scoop up mouthfuls of gra-

vel and, moving forward a few in-

ches at a time, spit out the loads

at the periphery of the nest. They

handle large pebbles individually

and generally move them a greater

distance than the small ones. The

nests are saucer-shaped, round or

slightly oval, and about one inch

deep by four to five inches wide,

though the size varies. Occasionally

pairs will construct two or three

nests, shifting their building activi-

ties back and forth from one to an-

other. In these cases the observer,

anxious to know in which nest the

eggs are to be deposited, may be

kept guessing until the very last

minute.

Once the nest is completed, a

new behavior appears. One fish or

the other now swims head-down in

an almost vertical position and la-

boriously mouths the bottom of the

nest. This has been labeled "nest

cleaning," since we suspect that

noxious material clinging to the

bottom of the nest is removed by

the process.

Now comes another behavior,

nest-passing. The male and female

swim very slowly over the nest, one

at a time, gently rubbing their gen-

ital papillae on the bottom. This

behavior gradually becomes more

and more intense as the male and

female await their turn at the

nest. During some of these nest-

passes, the female will stop for a

moment or two, and her body will

be seen to quiver. This is the long-

awaited sign that the egg-laying

is not far off. A few more nest-

passes, and then, during one of the

spawning-quivers, a batch of about

20 large golden-yellow eggs, about

the size of small grape seeds, are

forcefully ejected from the orifice

of her genital papilla.

The female then swims from the

nest, and the male, who has been

patiently waiting behind her, swims

over the newly laid eggs and

spreads his sperm-containing milt

over them. By this time the female

has circled around behind him, and

as soon as he moves on, she swims

in and deposits a second batch of

eggs. The male promptly fertilizes

these, too. These procedures may
be repeated two or three more

times until all the eggs are laid.

Then the male returns to the

nest once again but this time to

suck up the eggs into his month.

Within a minute, the eggs arc all

gone from the nest. Many jioms ol

continuous and painstaking labor
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have been invested in a nest that

is used for only a few critical min-

utes. But this is well worth the ef-

fort, for the eggs are all together

in a protected spot and the male

seldom misses any unless, of course,

he cannot pack them all into his

mouth. In that case, the female

usually gathers up the leftovers.

From Egg to Small Fry

The eggs are carried in the

mouth of the male or female for

8 to 20 days, the average being

about 2 weeks. During this time,

the embryos develop into small fry,

and the nutritive yolk is gradually

absorbed. When finally released,

they are fully formed little fish,

abovit i^j to % inch long and fully

capable of fending for themselves.

This they must do immediately by

swimming into tiny crevices, such

as the interstices between plants.

Otherwise they will be eaten, espe-

cially by the faithful father who
has just released them. You may
consider such behavior reprehen-

sible, but remember that the male

has eaten little or nothing during

the entire incubatory period. Actu-

all\', most of the baby fish are able

to make their escape.
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One of the greatest advances in

the science of animal behavior in

recent years has been the adoption

of quantitative methods. Formerly,

students of behavior were satisfied

with simply describing what ani-

mals did in given circumstances.

Now behaviorists like to know how

many animals in a group will act

in a similar manner, how much

their behavior will vary from in-

dividual to individual, and how

many times an animal will repeat

a certain act under specific circum-

stances.

After watching a number ot

spawnings, I felt that I understooc

and could recognize the various

courtship, spawning, and parental

behavior patterns. I then started

taking quantitative records on

many pairs of fish, using a stop

watch and tally system to record

the frequency of the various be-

havioral items. In doing so, a num-

ber of interesting features in the

reproductive behavior of Tilapia

were uncovered.

In many animals, the nomial

sexual behavior of males and fe-

males is so different that it is pos-

sible to refer to male behavior or

female behavior. This is not true

A Carefully tended in these tanks, the Tilapia that were

given to the American Museum's Department of Animal
Behavior in the middle thirties have tlirived and multiplied.

in Tilapia. The reproductive pat-

terns of the male and female—head-

nodding, throat-puffing, body-quiv-

ering, tail-slapping, nest-building,

and nest-passing—are all the same

for both sexes. Even the motions in-

volved in egg-laying and fertiliza-

tion are exactly similar, and as we

said before, both the male and the

female will pick up eggs and incu-

bate the \oung. However, when the

tally sheets were examined, a new

pattern came into focus, for it was

seen at once that the t\vo sexes per-
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"* Clearing the nest. Both
male and female take part

in this operation.

^ Shortly after they are laid,

the male passes over the e<jgs and
fertilizes them. If two females
are "courtin^," one of them per-

forms even this movement.

r^***

^ The male is now pick-

ing up the eggs. The female
may also pick up some but

less energetically, and she is

more apt to swallow them.



formed these behaviors at vastly

different rates.

The female performed most of

the early courtship patterns much
more frequently than the male. On
the other hand, the records showed

more nest-passes for the male than

for the female several hours be-

fore spawning; but as the time for

egg-laying approached, this rela-

tionship became reversed, with the

female doing much more of the

nest-passing. The same was true for

spawning-quivers. When eggs are

in the nest, both males and females

will pick them up, but a male will

tackle the job almost immediately,

while the female will dawdle. She

may act very disturbed by the pres-

ence of eggs, but she will not pick

them up for at least five or ten

minutes. That is why one usually

sees males performing the parental

chores; they simply get to the eggs

first.

Some Eggs Sivalloived

When in special circumstances

the male is prevented from picking

up the eggs, and the female eventu-

ally gets around to the job, it still

takes her several minutes to gather

them all up. The male can do this

in a matter of seconds. Also, the

male incubates the eggs more effi-

ciently. He often errs, to be sure,

and swallows a few. Occasionally,

after carrying his precious brood

lor a few hours, he may swallow

tliein all. But the female is much
more prone to swallow eggs than

the male, though I have seen a few

females care for a brood just as

effectively as do the males.

Thus we see that our quantitative

observations have brought to liglit

a number of differences between

the sexual behavior of males and

females, and this paved the way for

several interesting experiments.

I was particularly anxious to

know what would happen if I vio-

lated customary procedure and es-

tablished pairs consisting of two
adult females. When I did this in a

number of aquaria under observa-

tion, my female-female pairs soon

started courting each other. Once
more I resorted to the stop watch

and tally sheets. Having selected

fish with slightly difi^erent markings,

particularly on their backs, I could

easily distinguish them and so

could record the behavior of each

female.

It was not long before I was able

to detect marked differences in the

frequencies of the several courtship

patterns. One fish was performing

at the female rate and the other at

the male rate! Indeed, the differ-

ence was so evident that before the

actual spawning occurred, I could

tell which fish was the "acting

male." In every case I proved cor-

rect. When the functional female

laid the eggs, the "acting male" al-

ways swam over the eggs as if

spreading milt over them. Of
course, the "acting male" did not

possess sperm, and the eggs were
therefore not actually fertilized.

From then on the situation was a

little confused. Both fish were slow

in approaching the eggs. They
eventually did pick them up, but
in most cases the two females

shared the brood more or less

equally. Since the eggs were infer-

tile, they soon deteriorated and dis-

integrated.

These observations are important

because they contribute to the al-

ready mounting evidence that bi-

sexual behavior (or homosexual be-

havior, as it is commonly called) is

a very widespread phenomenon in

the animal kingdom and must have
appeared very early in the history

of backboned animals. More im-

portant, what kind of behavior ap-

pears may depend largely on par-

ticular circumstances at the time-
in this case, the pairing together

of two females. Like other animals,

fishes are able to respond to events

in their surroundings. Their be-

havior is not nearly so rigid as is

sometimes supposed.

In studying the ways of animals,

there is a great temptation to as-

sume that the behavioral repertoire

of one species will be the same, or

at least very similar, in closely re-

lated forms. This is not alwa\'s the

case. In many species of Tilapia,

for example, the female usually or

always incubates the eggs, and

tliere are several other differences

in the spawning procedures. So the

reader must not be surprised if he

reads elsewhere that Madam Tila-

pia sometimes assumes the conven-

tional role of the brooding mother.

< The EXP \NDEDTHKO AT shows
that this male has a mouthful
of e<;f;s. He <;ocs iiunjiry for

as much as 20 (lavs while
carrying: them. When the
yoinif: fish hatch out and swim
away, he may try to eat a few.
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A. Zero hour: The one-celled egg, a little

less than one-eighth inch long, bears no re-

semblance to the adult fish. At the tip end
is the protoplasm. The rest is nutritious yolk.

A One hour: The protoplasm has be-

come two cells, separated by a deep
furrow.

A Two HOIRS: Each of the two cells has

divided again, making four cells.

y Three hoiiis: Once again the ce

divide, and there are eight of iheni acr<

the surface of the yolk.

! 3



;
I One and one-half days: A long,
lulrr thickening has apiiuared on the
face, the very first signs of our new

y Five and one-haif days: The surface of the yolk is entwined with a

network of blood vessels, bringing nourishment to the embryo, which is

now one-fifth inch long. The yolk shrinks steadily, pulling the heart
gradually inside the body. Black and gold pigment cells dot the b()(l\

and are densely packed in the glistening eye.

y Twelve days old: These odd-looking small fry still carry their
own food supply, the bulging yolk sac. Part of the sac is covered
by the stomach wall.

< Two days: This slender bar, broader at the
liead end, soon shapes into eyes, ears, nerve cord,
and digestive system. Black pigment cells, which
give the adult fish some of its color, are spotted
over the yolk.

^ I'oi II days: The embryo, now over one-sixth inch long.
ha, takin on more di'finite form. Its tail swings freely
wlicii it^ shell i~ plucked away. The heart begins to beat.
anlicipaling the blond lliat will soon be coursing through
it. The pci.-ition of the heart, strange as it may seera, is

out on the yolk, beneath the head. The chorion has lieen

rciiKived in this and the next two photographs.

V Seven days after the sperm first penetrated the egg. the
young fish breaks out of its shell, in no way resembling
the small mass of protoplasm that was its beginning. It

spends the next eight or nine days using up its food source,
the yolk, and becoming more like its parents.

^ Fifteen days old: When they are released from father's

mouth, they resemble the adults. They must forage for their

own food, but they are fair game for other fish, including
their own parents!

i



A The skull of Midland Man, painstakingly pieced to«;ether by Dr. T. Da!e

Stewart of the U. S. National Museum. Age : probably between 9000 and 12,000 years.

MDDLAINID MAIN!
The story of what are believed to be the

oldest skeletal remains yet discovered in North or South Anieri( a

KEITH GLASSCOCK, a pipe

welder from I-'ampa, Texas,

was an off-hour hunter of relics. The
discovery he made on a Sunday in

June of 1953 hit the headlines and

made history.

As on many previous trips, his

wife and children accompanied

him that afternoon on a search for

chipped flint weapons on the ranch

of Clarence Scharbauer near Mid-

land, Texas. Suddenly, his oldest

son, Pat Keith, aged 12, picked
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something out of the sand and held

it up for his father to see. "Say,

Daddy, isn't this a piece of human
bone?"

After examining it, Glasscock

felt sure his son was right. Knowing

that the area had yielded Folsom

points, representing one of the old-

est cultures in North America, he

wondered whether this bone might

not be very ancient. But not till he

had found part of the upper tienti-

tion was he convinced it was a

By Annette H. Richards
All phol-pruphs ronr/.sy of ihv Mus.um o/ .V.-i.' Mexico

human skull. He also collected two

hand bones, a first rib, and two pro-

jectile points showing human work-

manship.

What he did next entitles him to

the und\ing gratitude of profes-

sional archeologists everywhere. He
left the stuff just where he had

found it, except for the loose frag-

ments that might have been

crushed by grazing cattle or blown

away by the wind. He marked the

location and notified a qualified
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arclicologist, Dr. Fred Wcndorf at

the Laboratory of Antliropology in

Santa Fe, New Mexico.

When Dr. Wendorf saw the Fo.s-

sili/.ed state ot tlie hones, liis re-

marks tended to confirm Ghiss-

coek's judgment. This liancUul of

skeletal fragments might well date

from the Ice Age! Previously, Fol-

som Man had been known only

from objects showing his workman-

ship, not from any skeletal remains.

If it could be proved that this indi-

vidual belonged with the remains of

the Folsom culture, it would mean

tiiat he roamed the Southwest when

it was green and lush 10,000 years

ago, and he might be the oldest hu-

man being ever found in North

America.

Appreciating the potential im-

portance of his discovery, Glasscock

again showed his respect for sci-

ence by loaning his entire collection

of i)()ne fragments to Dr. Wendorf.

Archeological wheels grind shnv-

ly. E.xcited as Dr. Wendorf was by

the find, he could not go personally

to Midland, Texas, until the follow-

ing fall.

It was on October 28, 195.3, that

he joined Glasscock, Dr. Alex D.

Krieger, research archeologist at the

University of Texas, and others in a

preliminary expedition. They found

additional skull fragments, another

rib section, and other artifacts. They

drew maps and dug test archeologi-

cal trenches. But now the excite-

ment grew even more intense, for

the bones seemed to lie at an even

older geological level. This might

mean that the skull was not Folsom

Man but a predecessor!

Prompt action was necessary to

protect the site. One of the most

perishable things is an archeological

excavation. Sun, wind, rain, animals,

and ( worst of all ) amateur treasure

hunters can easily destroy evidence

that can never be restored. A full-

fledged drought was in high gear,

and wind-blown sand was the num-

ber one problem.

Piltdown Man hat! recently been

proved a fraud, and nobody was go-

ing to fumble this job. The archeo-

logical world had been set agog by

Midland Man, but all agreed that

the site must be given careful and

* Keith Glasscock, pipe welder from Pampa, Texas, at tiie spot

where he and his son found the first fragments of Midland Man's skull,

hand hones, and riljs.

'' This careful trenching helped to establish Midland Man's posi-

tion in the chronological sequence. In the nearest trench, close to the

measuring stick, can he seen the clear line of demarcation between

the red and gray Judkins sand layers. Midland Man's bones were found
in the gray layer. Folsom points were found above the red layer, and
recentl}' one fragment appeared in the gray.

:\ - V *?*

r^ y*^'^'
*c>
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^ In this closer view of the
preceding scene, Edward
Moorman, who assisted Dr.
^'endorf. is pointing with his

trowel to tlie line between the
red and gray layers. This is

deduced to represent the be-

ginning of the dry period.

^ Here the tan Monahans
SAND superimposes the red
layer. Folsom iSIan lived at the
level between the two.

^ An exposed section showing the same separation between tin

red and grav sands in the blowout in which Midland I\Ian was fouml.
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thorough study before any conclu-

sions could be released for publica-

tion.

A tew mcjnths later, in February,

1954, a second expedition was or-

ganized. Dr. Claude C. Albritton,

geologist and dean of the faculty of

Southern Methodist University at

Dallas, conducted detailed strati-

graphic studies of the trenches

opened by the archeologists. Could

shifting sands have played a trick?

By checking and rechecking Mid-

land Man's geological placement,

the scientists tried to make doubly

sure that he was really older than

any indication of Folsom Man in

tliat area. They also found more

samples for dating by chemical

methods.

Skull Reconstructed

The task of fitting together the

hundred or so skull fragments was

assigned to Dr. T. Dale Stewart,

Curator of Physical Anthropology

at the United States National Mu-

seum in Washington, D. C. Under

his expert fingers, the splintered

pieces formed an almost complete

skull, except for most of the face

and base.

Samples were given to Dr. F. J.

McClure of the National Institute

of Dental Research for the same

fluorine tests that had exposed Pilt-

down Man. If the fluorine content

of the bones proved to be the same

as that of animal specimens from

the same soil—animals known to

have been extinct since glacial times

—Midland Man's antiquity would

be confirmed.

Months passed. Finally, a full

year after the initial discovery, the

long-awaited word came from
Washington. The judgment of the

archeologists was corroborated. The
public could now be told. On Inde-

pendence Day, 1954, Dr. Wendorf
and Dr. Krieger announced the dis-

covery of the "First American."

Soon people across the land read in

the papers of a man older than the

Folsom culture. Midland Man's

age? "At least 12,000 years," was

the estimate, ".
. . maybe much

older." Materials iVoiii tin- era oi

Folsom Man had already been

dated by Carbon 14 at about SOOO

to 10,000 B. c. Midland Man's skull,

rib, and hand bones lay bcncalh the

lowest Folsom relics that had been

found in this area.

Davy Crockett may have been

"King of the Wild Frontier" in his

relatively recent day, but he prob-

ably had an easy time compared to

Midland Man, whose frontier was

really wild. Davy had a rifle to help

him kill his "b'ars," but this pre-

historic man was forced to hunt

huge, now extinct bison, horses, and

four-horned antelopes with hand-

made spears.

The region where Midland Man
once hunted those animals of the

past is today a Dust Bowl. But

where blinding dust storms now
sweep across the lone prairie, moist

and mild climatic conditions existed

in Midland Man's time, favorable

to the existence of many animals.

His bones, in fact, actually lay in an

ancient lake bottom, as snails and

ostracods testify.

The Midland dig was located in

an isolated cluster of five sand

dunes, a mile by a mile and a half

in extent, on an otherwise feature-

less plain about 2600 feet above

sea level. The remains were found

in the bottom of a blowout, a sort

of horseshoe-shaped basin 500 feet

across, opening toward the south.

One of the exciting events of this

dig was the discovery of a hitherto

unknown dry period which seemed
to separate the wet period of the

Midland bones from that of the

Folsom relics. Analysis of the layers

exposed in the trenches showed this

drought. Starting from the top, suc-

cessive layers of sand were dis-

closed—tan, red, gray, white. The
top layer, known as Monahans
sand, is the most recent and is

easily blown about by high winds.

The ne.xt three layers, all of them

Judkins sand, are more stable. In

the particular blowout where the

bones were found, the wind had

carried away the two upper layers

and some of the third. It was in the

gray sand on top of the fourth layer

that the skull, rib, and hand bones

were found. What interested the

archeologists was the drought layer

shown by the red sand just above

this gray sand.

When was this drought, and how
long did it last? A bit difficult to

say, but on the basis of what had

been found up to that time, the ex-

perts felt that it might have lasted

from 2000 to 10,000 years. Only last

fall, however, new evidence came

to light, of which there has been no

official annoimcemcnt. A basal frag-

ment of an unfluted Folsom point

was found in the gray sands that

contained the skeletal remains. This

seems either to push Folsom Man
back further or to bring Midland

Man up to the earliest Folsom

levels.

Welcome but not surprising e\i-

dence was also found in the pres-

ence of hearths. Burned bones in-

cluded a four-horned antelope. This

animal supports the conjecture that

< This five-inch piece of

fossilized hone from a

iiorse's lef; was found even

below tlie layer in which
Midland Man's hones were.

Marks left on it by the

hand of man prove that

someone else was there
earlier.
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the Midland remains fall near the

beginning of the Folsom horizon.

Investigations will continue as

funds become available.

The further back archeologists

probe, the scarcer becomes the evi-

dence of human life on this planet.

Textiles decay, wood rots, houses

crumble, and very little besides fos-

silized bones and stone implements

remains. However, scientists can

sometimes deduce a lot even from

these few remnants. The layers of

accumulated material in which arti-

facts are found help place them in

the time scale and reveal whether

they were used in a dry or wet

climate. Charred stones from an-

cient hearths tell of the knowledge

of fire. Organic material (but not

fossilized bone ) can be put through

the Carbon 14 test. The shape and

size of crudely chipped stone points

show how the ancient people

hunted—by spear or by bow and

arrow. The remains of extinct ani-

mals disclose the kind of meat they

ate. And fossilized human bones —
the most highly treasured prizes—re-

veal what manner of man left the

traces.

We can hardly complain at

America's being called the New
World, quite apart from the recency

of Columbus' discovery. Human re-

mains far older than any we can

claim have been found in consider-

able abundance in other parts of

the world. Fully a score of localities

in Europe and adjacent lands have

yielded skeletal material belonging

to Neanderthal Man, a human type

believed to have lived somewhere

between 25,000 and 50,000 years

ago. By far the most ancient human
remains have come from Asia. Ages

ranging from a quarter of a million

to a million years have been as-

signed to Java Man {Pithecanthro-

pus erectus), discovered by Dubois

in 1891 and amplified by von
Koenigswald since 1936. Also ex-

ceedingly old are the remains of 30

or 40 individuals found at Chou-

koutien, China, the site made
famous as the home of Peking Man.

And there have been innumerable

other important skeletal finds in

.\sia, Africa, and Europe.

During the million years, more or

less, since the earliest known people

lived in Asia, man has undergone

definite physical development. But

the Western Hemisphere has pro-

duced traces only of the relatively

modern type we call Homo sapiens.

In Europe, the famous Cro-Magnon
race, which lived 10,000 or 15,000

years ago, was a representative of

this type.

The Star Witness

A battle royal was waged among
archeologists in the first half of the

twentieth century over the question

of whether man could have been in

the Western Hemisphere before the

retreat of the last great glacier,

which is now known to have begun

10,000 or 11,000 years ago. A truce

was called in 1926 when a number
of discoveries in the western part of

our country offered indisputable

evidence of at least a modest an-

tiquity for man in the New World.

The star witness was Folsom Man,

who, although he himself has re-

mained an anthropological ghost,

left numerous calling cards in the

form of characteristically chipped

stone points. His specially shaped

and finely made projectile points

usually have an unmistakable shal-

low groove chipped down the side

of the blade. Folsom Man roamed

widely over the central plains from

Canada to Mexico, and his claim to

antiquity is beyond dispute.

Now come actual bones—indeed,

a fairly complete skull—from the

earliest Folsom horizon.

In the fall of 19.54, the third ex-

pedition at the Midland site un-

covered a campsite with some of

Midland Man's actual tools and

artifacts in the same gray layer in

which his bones had been found.

Archeologists also learned two new
facts about Folsom Man. They
found what they believe are the

first stone-lined hearths yet im-

earthed from Folsom culture. And
they picked up unfltited points so

much like regular Folsom points in

outline, size, and chipping that in

tlie future, fluting or grooving may
nf)t be considered indispensable in

diagnosing Folsom workmanship.

Perhaps the variation in fluting—

on one side, both sides, or neithei

side—was due to the thickness of

the stones out of which the points

were fasliioned rather than to dif-

ferent makers.

Dr. Wendorf and Dr. Krieger de-

scribe their Midland Man as the

least controversial and most satis-

factory find so far in the search for

the Earliest American. Still cau-

tious, however, they say, "We're

fairly certain of our ground, but we
don't want to come right out and

say this is the oldest human skull

found in this hemisphere." With a

grin, tall, young Dr. Wendorf adds,

"It would be fairly safe to call him
the first Texan." Texas, according to

its own claims, has not only the

biggest, bestest, and mostest; it now
is putting in a strong claim for the

ohlcst American skull.

An amusing sidelight of our still

predominantly masculine civiliza-

tion is that, although this archco-

logical milestone is known as Mid-

land Man, it is really a woman!
Maybe that is why Midland Man's

exact age is still a mystery. If femi-

nine evasiveness in the matter of

age is as ancient as it is widespread,

the young lady would probably

have enjoyed seeing the quandary

in which the scientists find them-

selves regarding her antiquity.

Though Midland Man makes no

claim to being the first person to

have graced our hemisphere, he ap-

pears to be as old as any other

skeletal material yet found in North

or South America. Other cultures,

like Sandia, Clovis, and the recent

Nevada discoveries, have left evi-

dence of more ancient human life

in America. But as of this moment,

no other human skull on record in

America can prove itself older. And
as fossilized human bones are hard

to come by, perhaps Midland Man
will hold this distinction for some

time.

For vnluable advice in the prepara-

tion of this article, the author and
Nathhai. History Magazine are in-

debted to Claude C. Albritton. F. J.

MrC.lure. Harry L. Shapiro. T. Dale
Stewart, and Fred Wendorf.—Ed.
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ine thai wouliln't

Stop Crowing

This veritable Jack- and-the-beanstalk among

Wistaria vines has already smothered one ten-room

house and is clutching at another in its march to fame

as one of the horticultural wonders of the world

By Aubrey B. Haines

if

f

IF TOLD that near Los Angeles

there is a single vine whose

weight is estimated at 225 tons, you

might suspect a joke. Yet at the foot

of Mount Wilson, on the outskirts

of the suburb of Sierra Madre, you

can see this unbelievable Wistaria

vine, and its beauty is proportional

to its gigantic size.

It covers approximately an acre

and is growing larger and heavier

each year. Innumerable trellises and

arbors help support its magnificent

branches, and during its blossoming

season—usually in late March and

throughout April—one and a half

million lavender blossoms hang

overhead in grapelike clusters. This

present season will mark its si.xty-

fourth year of growth.

The story of how the Sierra Madre

Wistaria came to be planted is an

amazing one. At first it was no dif-

ferent from any other. Back in 1892,

Mrs. Alice Brugman traveled five

miles by horse and buggy to Mon-

rovia, where she bought a Chinese

Wistaria seedling in a gallon tin

can for 50(' at a nursery. Transplant-

ing it in a spot near the front porch

of her home at 201 West Carter

Avenue in Sierra Madre, she re-

marked to a neighbor, "I hope that

it will grow to cover my house. Per-

THE VINE THAT \\'OULl)X T STOP GROWING

haps it will in about 20 years. Wis-

taria is said to grow fast."

Mrs. Brugman did not have long

to wait. First the vine began to

cover the porch. Soon it stretched

itself up the side of the house to the

roof. Then it forced the windows

and the doors. To hack away at the

rapidly extending branches ap-

peared useless; and finding this out,

Mrs. Brugman determined to sell

the house and the vine.

Some people looked upon the

plant as a monstrosity, but its new
owner, Henry T. Fennel, was en-

tranced by it. He claimed that he

could almost hear the vine growing

on hot summer nights. The noise

was probably from snapping shin-

gles loosened by the plant's creep-

ing "tendrils." Though botanists

may doubt the figure, actual meas-

urements at this time are said to

have revealed that the Wistaria was

growing as much as 10 inches in a

single 24-hour period.

But Mr. Fennel's entrancement

soon gave way to astonishment

when he found that he must soon

abandon the ten-room house he had

purchased and build another one.

He was careful to ha\e his new
house constructed 200 feet from

the vine's main stem. A portion of
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the old house still stands as the

basic support for the vine, and a

bronze plaque marks the spot where

the original plant got its start. But

today the vine is not content with

the title of the world's largest Wis-

taria; it is clutching at the new
house.

The next owner of the gigantic

plant was Mrs. Carrie Ida Lawless,

one of the vine's greatest admirers.

Because of the tremendous cost of

A J'l.AMlK 04 iKAK.s A<,<». llif vine ni>H c<>\<i> aji acre and
attracts tourists from all parts of the world.

^ WnF.N ITS i:\Ti!\tnan\ Ai!V (;i;()\vi\(;-i'()\\ 1 I! was nali/.cd.

tlio Wistaria Vim; Association was formed to care for it and
provide facilities for the visiting |iidilic. Since 191f, more
than lialf a niilHon persons have visited the spot.

^ Tins VIKW from the porch of the liousc shows only part of
the "ianl W istaria. It is now fed vitamins and fertilizer.

maintenance, the vine and its sur-

rounding land had not been fully

developed. Mrs. Lawless spent more

than $100,000 to beautify the expan-

sive grounds and develop them into

the Wistaria Vine Gardens.

In later years the huge plant was
acquired by Richard Thayer, who
had planned to chop it down be-

cause of the cost of upkeep. The
groimds were to be subdivided into

homesites. But individuals and or-

ganizations throughout the country

protested, and the vine was given a

new lease on life through the forma-

tion of the Wistaria Vine Associa-

tion. This organization has assumed

the full responsibility for managing
the affairs of the grounds.

Keeping alive the monstrous Wis-

taria is an exacting business. During

the past ten years the cost of main-

tenance has reached as high as

810,000 a year. Besides taxes on the

property, this money is spent for

maintaining a year-round gardener,

who is aided for nearly three months

of the year by three experts in prun-

ing.

Since 1914, more than half a mil-

lion persons have visited the huge
vine. It is the world's largest blos-

soming plant. Some of its branches

measure 500 feet in length, and

it normally produces 40 blossoms to

the square foot. Underneath the

gorgeous bowers there are picnic

tables and easy chairs, where vis-

itors inay enjoy the coolness of the

spring day.

Scientists, endeavoring to explain

ikt0X'^S^'^.



the difference between the tempera-

ture within and outside the garden,

claim that the plant expels so much

water that it probably lowers the

temperature several degrees. Also,

the vine and blossoms keep most of

the sunlight out. Water is nm all day

aiul night, but the roots are so

thirsty that none of the water re-

mains long on top of the ground.

In recent years new iDlants have

been started, and now the lavender

blooms are intermingled with pink

and white ones, thus enhancing the

beauty of the display.

The Wistaria Garden has been

open to visitors since 1914. In 1918,

when the plant was featured in a

Red Cross benefit for World War I

relief, 12,000 persons visited it. It

has now become a veritable flower-

lovers' shrine. Each year as many as

30,000 people see it during its four-

to six-week blossoming season, to

marvel at the gorgeous array of

flowers and enjoy the long, cool

paths, almost entirely shaded from

the sun. Visitors from every state in

the country and almost every nation

on the face of the earth have walked

under the trellises. One of the most

famous recent visitors was Trygve

Lie from Norway, former Secretary-

General of the United Nations.

For the past 41 years, an annual

flower festival has been held in

connection with the blossoming of

the plant. Here a queen and her

princesses are chosen from among
many girls between the ages of six-

teen and nineteen. The judges are

the presidents of various men's and

women's service clubs in the city.

It was Fennel who developetl and

trained the giant Wistaria. But dur-

ing the 1930's, Mrs. Lawless devel-

oped the groimds. Here she spent

a fortune on landscaping and setting

out rare plants, both native and tro-

pical. She also installed metal arbors

and supports for the vine and made
extensive additions to the arbors,

allowing the plant to spread over

the greater part of the property.

The vine is beginning to envelop a

90-foot oak tree. Root "croppage"

has been discovered as far away as

265 feet from the place where the

vine was first planted. The giant

plant is fed with huge quantities of

manure and given "shots" of plant

food at various key points.

Ranks tvith the Finest

Today the Sierra Madre Wistaria

is ranked as one of the horticultural

wonders of the world, among which

are usually included the gardens at

Buckingham Palace in London,

Mexico's Floating Gardens of Xochi-

milco, Japan's Yokohama Rock Gar-

dens, and the Shalimar Gardens of

Kashmir.

Every year the Wistaria gardens

and the Sierra Madre Chamber of

Commerce answer hundreds of in-

quiries from people who have

come from all over the United

States. Last season some of the in-

quirers stated that they were coming

to see the gardens for the twenty-

fifth time! Such is the devotion

people exhibit for this giant plant.

A few religious persons make the

pilgrimage each year in order to

engage in prayer; others come to

sit for hours under some nice bower

with a favorite book.

Flower lovers may be interested

to know that the Chinese Wistaria

is excellent for landscaping. It

grows fast, covers bare areas, and

is one of the liveliest of blooming

plants. It grows best in the sun or

in partial shade. For background

planting, however, it must be

pruned and trained during its first

few years. In planting Wistaria, it

is best to allow at least 20 feet of

space for one plant. For a good start,

tiic ball of roots should be planted

in a mixture of two parts of manure
with three parts of garden soil. The
])Iant should be fed with a plant

food a month or two before the

blossoming season, and two feed-

ings a year will keep a vine in good

condition. The Wistaria thrives best

in the temperate zones, although it

can grow in such different climates

as that of Southern California and

the New England States.

Botanists marvel at the growth

rate of the Sierra Madre vine.

Earlier owners hired several gar-

deners to give the plant hypoder-

mic injections of Vitamin Bj.

Strangely enough, the Wistaria

makes its greatest growth after a

cold winter followed by a sudden

hot spell. It also produces the

greatest number of blossoms under

these same conditions. It is said

that in 1949, by actual measure-

ment, the vine grew 26 inches in a

48-hour period. One year, when
Mrs. Lawless owned the plant and

wanted to withhold the blooming

till the desired time, gardeners

packed it in ice.

Beneath the overhanging bowers

of the plant is a souvenir stand

where the visitor may jDurchase

Wistaria stick cologne and perfume.

A swimming pool, lounges, and
chairs are near by. Each Easter

Sunday, sunrise services are held

under the vine, sponsored by the

Sierra Madre Ministerial Union.

All the principal churches in the

cit\' participate, and between 500

and 600 persons usually attend.

The vine gardens are open to the

public from ten in the morning

until six at night during the blos-

soming season. Admission is 50(*.

A tearoom serves light lunches.

Transportation to Sierra Madre
from Pasadena or Los Angeles may
be acquired from Metropolitan

Motor Coach Lines.

Artists and poets have paid trib-

ute to the famous plant, and visit-

ors have called it "the most gor-

geous bower of flowers in the ^^^est-

crn Hemisphere." The ^^'istaria

vine itself disproves that modern

people have no time for mere

beauty.

i6i
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THE MYSTERY OF THE MIMA MOUNDS

been considered as the agency that

miglit have produced them, but

such a process acting alone would

destroy the mounds rather than

tonn them. So the real answer went

begging until it was realized that

the cores of each polygon must

have been frozen, which saved

them from destruction.

Troy L. Pewe of the U. S. Geo-

logical Survey threw in his lot with

Ritchie. He had observed similar

moimds near Fairbanks, Alaska. He
said that field studies of perma-

nently frozen ground showed that

ice masses occur in networks but

that when these masses melt,

mounds are formed. At first he be-

lieved, like Newcomb, that the

ground between the ice wedges

sank down into the depressions left

by the melted ice. He now agrees

with Ritchie that erosion was all-

important in the final development

of the mounds.

The Gopher Theory

Oddly enough, ail thiriug the

past decade or two while these

notetl geologists were scientifically

arriving at the solution, two local

scientists were explaining the

mounds in an entirely different

way. Their explanation was taken

seriously enough to start a big con-

troversy between geologists and

biologists. Walter W. Dalquest, of

the University of Washington, and

Victor B. Scheffer, from the U. S.

Fish and \Vildlife Service, con-

tended that the moimds were

formed indirectly by generations of

prehistoric pocket gophers. The go-

phers were supposed to have mi-

grated into the region shortly after

the last glacial period, when the

outwash prairies left by the melting

glaciers were relatively smooth.

The continued burrowing of the

gophers in building their nesting

places was thought to have loos-

ened the soil so that the growth of

vegetation was greatly stimulatetl,

gradually producing the mounds.

These scientists pointed out that

large rocks, too heavy to be moved

by the gophers, had accumulated

at the base of each hillock. This oc-

curred, they said, when the bur-

rowing of the gophers around and

beneath the stones permitted the

rocks to settle into the earth.

"That novel idea [the gopher

theor\] left geologists in a position

of arguing on what a gopher might

or might not do," says Ritchie with

a smile. "In view of the knowledge

of periglacial geological processes

now accumulated, it seems clear

that the origin of the mounds is no

longer a biological problem, so

there is little need to continue to

evaluate the engineering aptitude

of gophers!" Others pointed out

that if all those mounds were built

by gophers, they would represent

a unique monument to a colony of

extremely energetic animals.

Today the gopher theory has

given way to the frozen-ground

erosional theory. With the airplane

and other modern methods of get-

ting evidence, the frost experts

claim a clear-cut case. Though ob-

servers on foot can see no regular-

ity, airplane photographs show the

moimds to be rather evenly spaced

in discontinuous rows. This in it-

self invalidates many of the theories,

for whoever heard of ants, buffa-

loes, or gophers building mounds
in rows?

Ritchie recaps many points of

evidence in his "The Erosional

Origin of the Mima Mounds of

Southwest Washington," in the

Journal of Geology, January, 1953.

His explanation has received wide
acceptance. It looks as though it

is the one that will stick.

At first thought, it would seem
a shame that the mystery is solved.

For over 115 years, man has had
the fun of trying to solve this enig-

ma of nature. Now, no more wild

guesses. Suckerfish! Gophers! It was
fascinating while it lasted. Perhaps

that is the way the Creator wanted
it. But after a certain time, the puz-

zle had to be solved. As any good

research scientist will tell you,

truth is like gold: the fun is in the

finiling of it.
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Letters
White Crown Iteer

Sins:

In Nara Park, which is taiiioiis for its

many tame deer, tlicrc is one deer

that has a white crown, and I offer

yoii tliis photograph of her.

The park is in Nara-Shi, Nara-Ken,

Japan, and the deer are kept by the

shrine of Kasuga Jinsha.

The white-crowned deer is a female.

She was born in May, 1954. The hair

of lier crown is pure white and very

pretty. The people of Nara-City admire

this deer and call her the "Queen of

Deer."

I thought your readers might be inter-

ested, and perhaps some scientist can

explain this.

Kaohu Muhai
Nara-Ken, Japan

When two eminent mamtnalogists at

the American Museum were shown the

picture of the "Queen of Deer," they

admitted that neither of them had ever

encountered a phenomenon like this be-

fore. "The animal is apparently a Sika

deer," said one of them. "Yes," said

the other, "but it appears under a new
"heading.' "—Ed.

Scorpions
Sirs:

In response to your article "Do Snakes

Commit Suicide?" I would now like

to ask whether scorpions are known to

commit suicide.

In primeval days in Syria around

4000 B.C., the scorpion was depicted

on clay tablets, stelae, monuments, etc.,

as a minor deity and left unharmed.

The cuneiform writings of that period

state that the reason the scorpion was
revered was because it would commit

suicide by its own sting rather than be

destroyed by a formidable foe.

R. DE R. Bahondes, M.D.
Veterans Administration Regional Office

Los Angeles, Calif.

The story that the hopeless scorpion

turns its fiery sting upon itself to com-

mit suicide is a tradition of many peoples

of the world. The great age of this belief

is attested by the above reference, nearly

6000 years old. Literary allusions of tliis

type often stem from a few or even a single

source, and are passed on intact from one

age to another. And today, right in our ow n

Southwest it is common to hear some-

one speak of the scorpion's tendency to

commit suicide. But to concede that the

scorpion actually does so would award

the animal reasoning and intellectual

faculties which we know it does not

possess. The thesis must be rejected in

spite of the fact that on occasion a

scorpion may be seen to strike its bod>'

repeatedly with its own sting. Scorpions

are essentially blind, nocturnal animals

and know their environment largely

through chemo-tartic stimuli associated

with touch. When the scorpion seizes

prey, it holds it in its pincers and then

curls its long tail forward over the back

to bring the sting into use far in front

of the head. The scorpion strikes in

front and to the sides with lightning

speed and can be goaded to repeated.
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frantic stabbing. Under such conditions

of stress, self-inflicted stings are prob-

ably not infrequent. I have beard tbat

one of the old cowboy tests of the scor-

pion was to ring it with fire and wait

for the frantic creature to sting itself.

One can easily understand why such a

tormented animal would resort, during

the process of the roasting, to violent

and ultimately convulsive stabbing.

Probably it can be presumed tbat the

scorpion's venom has small effect upon
its own body or members of its own
species as is the case with venomous
snakes.—Ed.

BOOKS un„f,l Iran, pag,- 119

area tliat forces a different kind of ap-

praisal. The distressing fact emerges

that Mr. Sloane frequently hovers on the

brink of scientific accuracy.
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The dangers of simplification of me-
teorology are thrust aside vvitli several

degrees of carelessness. Line drawings,

sprinkled liberally, and in many cases

effectively, tliroughout the book bring

the reader tantalizingly close, but inac-

curately so, to many of the fundamental

causes and characteristics of meteoro-

logical phenomena.

Thus, distorted, glib, or dangerously

superficial explanations are presented so

as to create erroneous mental images of

weather phenomena which include high

and low pressure areas, stability and

instability of die air, aurorae, and

twinkling of stars as an indication of

a particular type of weather. His airy

explanation of how "polar air streams"

have moved the frequency of hurricanes

northward dismisses difficult and com-
plex considerations with distressing and
slightly inaccurate ease. Another ex-

ample of iriisleading types of drawings

is tlie author's cross-section diagrams

of cold and warm fronts which curiously

seem to show cold air coming down
die right side of tiie page (nonnally

considered the east in basic map illus-

trations). This is a kind of disrupting

image if the reader seeks a proper

mental orientation of die movements
of air masses.

To read this book as a reflection of

Eric Sloane's philosophy and a demon-
stration of an extraordinarily keen sense

of perception of the relation of man to

animals, earth, and sky is to thoroughly

enjoy it. To present the book fundamen-
tally as the work of a meteorologist and
as a book of weather science interpre-

tation (as part of the title and jacket

suggests) is to invite a more critical

evaluation. One wishes that a more dis-

ciplined attention were put to bear on
those line drawings and portions of text

which form a part of basic weather
instruction.

Fr.\nk FomiESTER

Celebrated
AxMERICAN CAVES
- edited by Charles E. Mohr

and Howard N. Sloane

Rutgers Univ. Pres.s, $5.00

339 pp., 107 ilius.

/^ elebratec! Amcrinin Caves introduces

the reader to our most noted caves.

The story includes their history, their

unique features, physical difficulties one

encounters in exploring caves, unusual

finds of animal life in them, archeological

discoveries made in caves, legends about

them, and the economic and odier uses

to which caves have been put.

Fifteen contributors, all members of the

National Speleological Society, the spon-

sor of this book, have written about the

caves diey know about from long personal

experience. The authors' knowledge of

archeology and other branches of science

ably fits them to describe the wonders of

these caves. Each man is an expert in his

own field.

The quest for the unknown is what
leads the true cave hunter into the dark-

ness. The tbrill of discovering blind fish,

blind salamanders, cave crickets, scorpions,

vampire bats, even cave-dwelling birds,

new and beautiful rock formations, and
gypsum cave flowers are all shared with
the reader. One explorer came upon a
unique fish that Uves only in a 93° F.

spring in a cave in Nevada.

The experience of descending into the

DeNil's Hole in Texas, over 400 feet in

depth; the tragic story of Floyd Collins;

die story of bats trained for carrying in-

cendiary bombs; important archeological

finds, such as "Lost John", the prehistoric

Indian gypsum miner foimd in Mammotli
Cave; the wanderings of the "Leather
Man" in New York and Connecticut; and
many others are yours if you read this

most interesting book.

David M. Seaman
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1 RAVELS AND TRADITIONS
OF WATERFOWL
- - - - by H. Albert Hochbaum

University of Minnesota Press, $5.00

301 pp.

'T'HE vast numbers of ducks and geese

that once nested and flourished on
the Great Plains of North America have
been sadly decimated by drought, drain-

age, and overshooting. Alarmed by this

decrease, Mr. James Ford Bell of Min-
neapolis founded the Delta Waterfowl
Research Station, with headquarters in

the vast marshes .south of Lake Mani-
toba. Scientists and conservationists have
visited this research station in increas-

ing numbers and have added much to

our knowledge of tlie habits and re-

quirements of diese vahiable birds. The
most distinguished of their contributions

is a book, Tlic Caiivasbacks of a Prairie

Marsh, written and illustrated by H. Al-
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1)1 il Il()clil)aiii]i, tlic Director of the Delta

Lal)(jr:it(iry, which won the coveted

iinvvster Award of the American Orni-

ihiilogists' Union. Now, after a further

decade of intensive observation, Dr. Hoch-

baiim lias published another volume on

waterfowl, one which, as Professor Rowan
says in the introduction, will detract

iJDtliing from the author's "enviable repu-

tation as observer, recorder, and artist."

Southbound flocks of clangorous geese.

Hying in formation, have long been

symbols of bird migration. It is this

problem of migration, of homing ability

and orientation, to which Hochbaiun ad-

dresses himself in this book. The early

wanderings of young ducks as tliey fol-

low their mother about the marsh, their

later random flights to other marshes

north, east, south, and west, and finally

the undcviating annual migrations to

and from the south, are shown to be

successive steps in gaining familiarity

with the environment. Although the

migratory impulse itself and some of

the means of orientation may be innate

and imlearned, Hochbaum believes that

the migrations of waterfowl are molded

to a great extent by learning and tradi-

tion. Better to interpret his own ob-

servations, Hochbaum includes a discus-

sion of all recent work on homing and

orientation in birds.

Travels and Traditions of Waterfowl

is a well-doc\miented contribution to

science. But many who are not scien-

tists will prize this book for its wealth

of sympathetic lore about the waterfowl

of our prairie marshes.

D. Ama])()N

STONE AGE ARTISTS OF MILINGIMBI .,...,.„ ; fr„,„ „„.... ,27

graduated tube about five feet long

and three inches in diameter at the

bottom. Baralji, a fine-looking young

man who served as interpreter, was

choreographer. He designed many
of the dances, the effigies of sand,

and the music, which were all part

of the event. When King George VI

died, the corroboree went on every

night while the dead monarch lay

in state in far-off Westminster

Abbey.

We asked if we might attend one

of the sessions. Baralji called for us

l)y lamplight, and we saw that his

initiation welts gleamed on breast

and shoulders. We followed him

with flashlights down the broad

shell path.

The camp was completely dark

except for a smoky lantern set on

the ground, which lighted our faces

and the whites of the "orchestra's"

eyes. Vague rustlings indicated

watchers in the shadows. We sat on

a log, Baralji on a gasoline tin.

Laughter sprang from the darkness

every now and then, where men,

women, and children were loung-

ing.

From somewhere behind him,

Nmuramura produced a didjeridii.

He played a few bars on it, a dron-

ing vibrant sound, punctuated with

a strong beat.

At first, all the music seemed

much alike. But when I began to

search for the beat and to mark it

out in the dust, it proved remark-

STONE AGE ARTISTS OF MILINGIMBI

ably varied. This (lidjericlii had a

decidedly sonorous boom.

"May I try it?"

Nmuramura passed me the hol-

low tube. It was surprisingly heavy,

made of smokewood smoothed on

the outside by the touch of many
hands. I tried blowing into it but

made ludicrous sounds. The black

men didn't conceal their amuse-

ment, and I could imagine their

"take-off" of my attempt would be

low comedy. Actually, you don't

blow into it, Baralji explained. You
"pull wind." This was easier said

than understood—or accomplished.

Baralji then brought out his own
didjeridu, one decorated with ritual-

istic designs intended to make it a

more effective instrument. He
squirted a mouthful of water down
inside to give it better tone, then

began to play. It was incredible

how long the sound went on with-

out his gasping for breath or stop-

ping to wipe the mouthpiece.

The other men beat time, one

with a hammer handle, the other

with a tobacco tin against the log.

The women in the shadows clapped

rhythmically, their cupped hands

smacking skinny thighs. Anything

would do, but not to beat time

would be unthinkable.

The "song man" annoimccd the

numbers, with suggestions from the

shadows. He would hum over the

melody abstractly at first, then start

in. Usually it was a song with an

Indonesian air plus some yelling.

Baralji held up the didjeridu for

a time, then rested the end on the

ground. When he wearied of his

perch, he slid onto the ground with-

out losing a beat . . . then rested the

instrument in the fork of his toes

. . . then crossed his ankles.

"How many more rounds you

want? " he inquired pleasantU'.

"Just one more," said my hus-

band.

They did two more songs. The

last was the result of good-natured

banter from the unseen audience—

a

ditty about a mosquito attacking a

man and telling how the latter took

vengeance. It was evidently hilari-

ous.

A few weeks at the mission, and

some study in its excellent library,

gave us some knowledge of the

Yulnu. But there are infinite grada-

tions of behavior, varying from

place to place and from tribe to

tribe, which we could never learn

because of language barriers.

Those Aborigines who live around

the missions are not far removed

from their ancient mode of life,

though they long for the bright

lights of Darwin. They appreciate

medical aid, and their children at-

tend schools more and more. Many
of the old customs are gone forever,

but the best are retained. Tribal

control is the Aboriginal's best pro-

tection during his present evolu-

tionary period.
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THE ALASKAN SNOW FLEA

By midmorning of the next day,

however, they are out again on the

surface, as hvely as ever. What
brings them up? No one seems to

have the answer. I beheve that Hght

is a factor.

I suspect that snow fleas adjust

their metabolism as do many other

animals that live in comparatively

cold places. Such animals are much
more active at low temperatures

than their relatives living in warmer
places. Snow fleas remain active

even at the freezing point, a feat

many of their close relations cannot

accomplish. Even on their icy home,

they are very active little creatures.

The food of the snow flea poses a

problem not so difficult to solve. A
vegetarian so small must live on

what is available, and only a limited

diet can be found on the snow. Al-

most all of it is brought by wind.

Evergreens are the dominant trees

near glaciers, and all of them shed

wind-blown pollen in great quanti-

ties in the warm months. This pol-

len is very common on the snow,

and though it is resistant stuff, the

snow flea is able to digest it. The

little insect does this even without

the aid of chewing, for snow fleas,

like all springtails, possess only

rudimentary mouthparts.

A less resistant item of diet might

be the various one-celled algae that

live on snow surfaces. One kind,

Chlannjdomonas, becomes so plenti-

ful by late summer that it turns

large patches of snow a distinct red-

dish tint and is responsible for the

'red snow" that may be seen on

glaciers especially during the late

summer months.

Where Do They If'itiler?

The most frustrating question

concerning snow fleas is what be-

comes of them in winter. Certainly

they are not able to remain active

when the temperature drops far be-

low the freezing point. They must

winter over in a dormant state,

probably as a resistant egg. This

process is by no means imknown
among insects and is called dia-

pause. But where and how could

they do this?

If the eggs of the snow fleas were

to remain in mid-glacier through

the winter, the creatures would

have a minimum of ten or twelve

feet of snow and ice to crawl up

through when warm weather ar-

rived in late spring. This would

seem to be a hopeless task. Fiuther-

more, how would they be notified of

the arrival of spring under ten or

twelve feet of snow? It is a possi-

bility that trickling water, etching

paths down through the snow as it

melts, might wake up the dormant

eggs or young. Nevertheless, we
must regard it as unlikely that the-

snow fleas pass the winter in mid-

glacier.

The only other possibility of

winter quarters is among the rocks

at the glacier's edge. We have al-

ready seen, however, that the snow
flea we have been studying lives

primarily in mid-glacier. I was not

on the Lemon Creek Glacier late

enough in the summer to see

whether the snow fleas migrated to

the rocks at season's end, but I

doubt that this occurs. How could

these almost sightless little insects

find the rim of a glacier anyway?
The rim is higher than the center.

By crawling and hopping continu-

ally uphill, some of them might find

it. But we must remember that a

glacier is far from smooth and that

uphill to a snow flea is merely over

the ne.xt snow crystal.

So I come to the last suggestion,

though with no assurance whatever

that it is correct. I suspect that those

snow fleas that are near the rim of

the glacier at the end of the season

do manage to take shelter and lay

cold-resistant eggs in the rocks or

shallow snow. Then these prospec-

tive parents and all other snow fleas

die. In the next warni weather, their

eggs hatch, and the snow is again

repopulated from the rim of the

glacier inward toward the center

r("gions.

Like all other arguments, this one

has a serious fault. In 1954, our

team arrived on the glacier very

early in June, and there were al-

ready hordes of snow fleas to greet

us. Further, they were in mid-

glacier, and this was before the melt

season had begun or the snowfall

liad ceased. Perhaps the snow fleas

do spend a cold winter in mid-

glacier. Perhaps the young can

know when spring is imminent and

make their way up through the

snow to the sun at the surface. I

wouldn't be surprised at anything

this amazing little insect might

imdertake.
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MONSANTO

CHEMISTRY

IN ACTION

Helping nature to

serve you better
A TYPICAL EXAMPLE...

NEW WEED KILLERS . . .

WEEDS STEAL FOOD AND WATER, hide in-

sects, clog ditches, overrun pastures, crowd
our crops and cost the U. S. five billion dollars

a year! But Monsanto weed killers increase

crop and grass yields, can actually coax $8-9

more profit from an acre of wheat or in one
season add 31 lbs. of extra beef to a steer!

GREATER FARM PROFITS
Monsanto also produces dozens of powerful

herbicides and farm chemicals for many spe-

cific jobs. Safe, inexpensive and easy-to-apply,

these chemicals are another example of how
Monsanto chemistry makes our natural re-

sources more productive. Monsanto Chemical
Company, St. Louis 1, Missouri.

Where Creative Chemistry Works Wonders For You



Honorary

Vice President

of the world-famous

Glolutrotters Cliih

By NORMAN D. FORD

DO you know there are thousands

of Americans nowadays who
travel far for only a few dollars

a day, and they do what thousands

of other Americans think only the

rich can afford?

Do you know that living below

the border is so cheap you can

vacation for a month in a flower

bedecked villa in Mexico with pri-

vate swimming pool for what you'd

spend in the U.S. in a week in an

ordinary resort?

Do you know that for no more
than you'd spend at such a resort,

you can visit Cuba, Europe, or

South America, or take your two

or three weeks' vacation cruising

through the West Indies? Or you

can take a never-to-be-forgotten

cruise to Rio or Buenos Aires or

through the Canal to either coast or

along the St. Lawrence River to

French Canada and still spend no
more than at a resort?

As founder of the Globetrotters

Club, I have spent years searching

for the many ways in which to travel

on the least amount of money, the

countries which are best to visit, and

the ways in which to get the most for

your money. 1 think I can tell you

about exciting, low cost places both

near at home and farther away,

where you can spend unusual vaca-

tions at a cost you never dreamed
possible. About the real "finds"

travelers always get excited about

if they should stumble upon such

wonderful, lower cost places to stay

and eat. About ways you probably

never knew to cut transportation

costs by using freighters, the lower

cost foreign liners, and other forms

of transportation.

Know what yoii can do on the

money you've i^ot. Look over the

accompanying list of seven books
bearing the imprint of Harian Pub-
lications the publishing firm known
throughout the world for publishing

WHERE DO YOU
hard-to-learn facts about how to

travel almost anywhere in the world

as nearly on a shoestring as possible.

Some of them are my books—others

are by other world travelers. Each
one will show you how to see more
of the world—and how to do so with-

out beinu rich.

STOP SAYING THAT TRAVEL IS TOO EXPENSIVE

Passenger earryin- FKEIGIITERS
are the seerel oi low cost travel

pOR no more than you'd spend at a resort,^ you can take that trip you've always talked

about: to the West Indies. Europe, the Medi-
terranean, around the world. In fact trips to

almost everywhere are within your means.
And what acconimodaliuus you get: large

rooms with beds (not hunks), probably a pri-

vate bath, lots of good food and plenty of

relaxation as you speed from port to port.

Depending upon how fast you want to go, a

round-the-world cruise can be yours for as little

as $250-$300 a month. And there are shorter

trips. Fast, uncrowded voyages to England,
France, the Mediterranean; two or three week
vacations up and down the Pacific Coast or to

New Orleans. Name the port and the chances

are you can find it listed in Travel Routes
Around the Worid. the world's origm.il and most
complete guide to passenger carrying Ircighters.

This is the book that names the lines, tells

where they go, how much they charge, briefly

describes accommodations. Hundreds of thou-

sands of travelers all over the world swear by

it. During the 20 years in which it's been pub-

lished, hundreds of travel writers and travel

editors have said "To learn how to travel for as

little as you'd spend at a resort, get Travel

Routes Around the World."
It's yours for just $1, and the big 130 page

1956 edition includes practically every passenger

carrying service starting from or going to New
York. Canada, New Orleans, the Pacific Coast.

Mexico, South America, England, France, the

Mediterranean, Africa, the Indies, Australia, the

South Seas, Japan, Hawaii, etc. There's a whole
section called How to See the World at Low
Ctnist, plus pages and pages of photos and maps.
A big $1 worth, especially as it can open the

way to more travel than you ever thought pos

sible. For your copy, simply fill out coupon.

AIR TRAVEL CAN COST LESS

DO you know you can Hy down to the West
Indies via a big DC-6 for only $40 or to

the gay cities of Panama, with their nightclubs,

and huge free port shopping bazaars, for only

$55?
If you know where to look for them, there

are lower cost air services—scheduled, lower cost

airlines to the most exciting countries of South
America or to Scandinavia, as well as dozens
upon dozens of other seldom-advertised oppor-
tunities to travel far for less than most people

think air travel must cost.

Norman Ford's big guide Air Routes of the

World tells you where the world's airlines go,

their reliability, the planes used, the combination
fares they ofTer, which services cost less. etc.

Page after page reveals the hidden extras in

your air ticket. ( Do you know how to fly to

Europe and then to the cities and countries you
want to see. yet spend less than many do for

steamer across the ocean and rail in Europe?)
There's just as revealing information on how

to cut your travel costs practically anywhere else

in the world. (Do you know which are the

recommended airlines to South America if you
want to s;ive monev on voiir fare'' Which are

the recommended airlines to the West Indies tn

see more, the best ways to reach Mexico? Do
you know how to spend $300-51250 less on a

complete round the world air tour—how to take

a longer air tour of the world for only $82 a

week?)
Do you know where to stay in the cities you'll

visit (which are the comfortable, lower cost

hotels recommended by Americans who've been
there), how to schedule every day of your trip

—

whether it's to Europe, the West Indies. Mexico.
South America—and whether you'll be gone Hi

days, a month, or longer? Do you know what
to do about excess baggage to avoid heavy addi-

tional costs; how to save many dollars on pay-
later plans; when and how to use excursion fares

to cut your travel costs still more?
In all the world, not another book tells you

how to get more out of air travel, how to cui

your costs, and have a trip you might not think

today you can afford.

Prove to yourself that air travel can open the

world to you, no matter how short a vacation
you have. Send now for Air Routes of the World
It costs only $1.5t)—which you can save man-,

times over through just one bint.

ROUND THE WORLD ON A SHOESTRING

¥ F you know ALL the ways ot reaching foreign
A countries, you don't need fantastic sums of

money in order to travel. You could spend $550-
$1000 on a one-way luxury steamer ticket to

Buenos Aires, or you can get there for $107 in

fares via bus and rail through colorful Mexico,
Panama, Colombia, Peru, the Andes, etc.

You could spend $5000 on a luxury cruise

around the world or $700 via connecting steamers.
You can island hop around the West Indies via

plane for several hundred dollars—or see the

islands more leisurely by motor schooner for

much, much less. There's hardly a place on earth
you can't reach for less if you know ALL the
travel ways.

Norman Ford, founder of the Globetrotters
Club and America's top expert on low-cost travel,

has gathered into one handy book dozens upon
dozens of specific travel routings to all parts

of the world—Mexico, South America, Europe,
Africa and the Mediterranean, the Far East,

Australia, the South Seas, etc.—so that you can
see more at prices you can afford by combining
freighters, liners, rail, bus, plane, and other

competing services.

Over and over again he proves that you can
travel now—that you don't have to wait tor

some far-off day when you've saved much more
money.

$1.50 brings you his big guide How to Travel

Without Beinii Rich, the guide that proves now,
once and for all. that travel is within the reach

of any one wlio has ever yearned to see far-away

places. Send for your copy now.



WANT TO GO?
WHAT DO YOU WANT IN CALIFORNIA?

A j<»l> or a l>usiiit'(S!< ol y<»ur <)>\n'^

A vafation lo Hollywood, San Francisco,

Yoseniile, cLsewlicrc in (California—

at a price you can alTor<l ?

A place to retire on a small income?
A home in the sun, with year-round s|»ring-like days?

1

NO mailer what you seek in Calilornia. William
Redgrave's big book California—the stale

that has everythiiif; shows you city by city, town
hy town, road by road, everything you'll find in

this big state.

If you are vacationing, his clear and detailed

facts just about guarantee you won't miss any-

thing worth seeing. And you will welcome his

long lists of recommended restaurants, motels,

and hotels where you can stop at the price you
want to pay.

It you're looking for a job or a business of

your own, California—the state that has every-

thinfi gives you the facts you want. With Wil-
liam Redgrave's help you'll find the California

that appeals to you—whole regions with just

the degree of warmth and sunshine you want.

with houses and rentals priced within your
means. If you're single, you'll find the best
places to live for the fun and entertainmenl
you want. If you're a family man. you'll find

the best places to raise a family. If you want
to retire, you'll find the picasanlcst places in

all California to live on a small income.
There's so much more to this book—the facts

you need if you're thinking of living in a trailer,

the best places to fish and hunt, where to go
for a college education, what you'll pay in taxes,

how best to (ind your own retirement or vaca-
tion paradise, etc., etc. There's so much infor-

mation, in fact, that you probably wouldn't
learn as much about California in months, even
years, of traveling around this big state as you
can learn from this one big book. Yet it costs

only $2. Mail coupon today for your copy.

WHERE THE DOLLAR BUYS SO MUCH MORE

p\0 you know where to find an island right
J-' near the U. S. so nearly like Tahiti in appear-

ance, beauty, and color even the natives say it

was made from a rainbow? (And that costs

here are so low you can not only reach it but

also stay a while for hardly more than you'd
spend at a resort in the U. S.)

Do you know where to find the world's best

mountain hideaways or its most dazzling surf-

washed coastal resorts, where even today you
can live for a song?

Do you know where it costs less to spend a
while, the surroundings are pleasant, and the

climate well-nigh perfect in such places as

Mexico, the West Indies, Peru, France, along
the Mediterranean, and in the world's other low-
cost wonderlands?

Or if you've thought of more distant places, do
you know which of the South Sea Islands are

as unspoiled today as in Conrad's day? Or
which is the one spot world travelers call the

most beautiful place on earth, where two can

live in sheer luxury, with a retinue of servants

for only $175 a month?
Bargain Paradises of the World, a big new book

with about 100 photos and 4 maps, proves that

if you can afford a vacation in the U. S., the

rest of the world is closer than you think.

Authors Norman D. Ford and William Red-
grave, honorary vice presidents of the Globe-
trotters Club, show that the American dollar is

respected all over the world and buys a lot

more than you'd give it credit for.

Yes, if you're planning lo retire, this book
shows that you can live for months on end in

the world's wonderlands for hardly more than

you'd spend for a few months at home. Or if

you've dreamed of taking time out for a real

rest, this book shows how you can afford it.

In any case, when it can cost as little as

$24.50 from the U. S. border lo reach some of

the World's Bargain Paradises, it's lime you
learned how much you can do on the money
you've got. Send now for Bar^^ain Paradises of
the World. Price $1.50. Use coupon to order.

Mail to HARIAN PUBLICATIONS, 89 First Ave.
GREENLAWN (Long Island), New York

1 have enclosed $ (cash, check, money order). Please send me the
books checked below. YOU WILL REFUND MY MONEY IF 1 AM NOT
SATISFIED.

D Travel routes around the world. $L
D Air routes of the world. $1.50.

n How to travel without being rich [round the world on a shoestring). $1,50,

D California—the state that has everything, $2,

Bargain paradises of the world (wliere the dollar buys so much more). $1.50,

Where to vacation on a shoestring {how to stop saying "I Always spend too
much on my vacation"). $1,

Norman Ford"s Florida, $2.

,
, ) Any $6 worth of books for $5

Special y ^i^y jg ^y^|.j^ ^j ^^^^.j jpj.
J..7 ,Q

oners:
j ^j, ^^^^^^ above—$10.50 value—for $8.50

Print Name

A ddrcss

City & State

Where Will You Go
in Florida?

If You Want a Vacation

You Can AfFord?

FLORIDA needn't be expensive—not if you
know just where to go for whatever you seek

in Florida. And if there's any man who can
give you the facts you want it's Norman Ford,
founder of the world-famous Globe Trotters

Club. (Yes, Florida is his home whenever he
isn't traveling!)

His big book, Norman Ford's Florida, tells

you, first of alt, road by road, mile by mile,

everything you'll find in Florida, whether you're

on vacation, or looking over job, business, real

estate, or retirement prospects.

Always, he names the hotels, motels, and
restaurants where you can stop for the best

accommodations and meals at the price you want
to pay. For that longer vacation, if you let

Norman Ford guide you, you'll find a real

"paradisc"^—just the spot which has everything

you want.

Of course, there's much )n<>rc lo this hig hook.

If you want a job or a home in Florida,

Norman Ford tells you just where to head. If

jou want to retire on a small income, Nor-

man Ford tells you where life in Florida is

picasantcst on a small income.

Yes. no matter what you seek in Florida

—

whether you want to retire, \acalion. get a job,

buy a home, or start a business. Norman Ford's

Florida gives you the facts you need to find

exactly what you want. Yet this big book with

plenty of maps and well over 100.000 words
sells for only $2—only a fraction of the money
you'd spend needlessly if you went to Florida

blind.

For your copy, fill out coupon now.

How to Stop Saying

"I always spend too much
on my vacation"

IN his new book. Where to Vacation on a

Shoestring, Norman Ford, founder of the

world-famous Globetrotters Club, tells you
about hundreds of undiscovered beauty spots

all over America. Canada. Mexico, and else-

where, where you'll have the time of your life

and spend less money.

He tells you how to get real values in what-

ever kind of vacation you want, whether it's a

weekend at a beach or two weeks in the moun-
tains or an auto tour of America.

He tells you ail about the national parks and
how to reach them with double the sightseeing.

He shows where to get the real bargain base-

ment in government supported vacation resorts.

He has the data you want whether you vacation

on a real western ranch, or cruise on a house-
boat into the Minnesota woods or on a sailing

ship along the Maine coast, or if you want to

do any of the hundreds of things the American
vacationist can do—// he knows where lo find

out about such exciting ways to vacation and
ho IV lo do them with the least expenditure of

Whatever your plans might be—-to tour the

magnificent Colorado Rockies or relax at a

luxury hotel where rates tumble to a third of

their high season level or to sighlsee for a week
in New York or Los Angeles or New Orleans

—

no matter what are your plans, in Norman
Ford's big book, you'll find the facts you want
on what to do before leaving, where to find

low cost accommodations, what to see. and how
lo cut your costs. Yes, he covers rail and plane
vacations, too.

There are close to 75,000 words in Where to

Vacation on a Shoestring, and a book as big

as this for only $1 is a real value. When you
think of how it will give you a fuller, happier,

and lower cost vacation, you'll say it's one of

the best investments you ever made. Use cou-
pon to order.



The southern helle pointed the way...

The garden capital of colonial America, Cliarleston was

once described by an early tourist as "a southern belle with

flowers in her hair. " When you drive there today, you 11

find her as excitingly beautiful as ever.

Here you can tour through stately ante-bellum homes . .

.

visit rich historic sites . . . and wander through many of the

region's loveliest gardens, including Middleton Place, the

nation's first landscaped gardens, and Cypress Gardens,

where you ride in boats through a floral wonderland.

But Charleston today has no monopoly on garden beauty.

Wherever you drive from coast to coast you'll find America

blooming with many spectacular gardens due, in large part,

to the untiring efforts of the nation's garden clubs. One of

the largest and most active groups is the National Council

of State Garden Clubs, Inc., an association of state federa-

tions which works luiflaggingK- to promote horticulture, chdc

beaut)^ and conservation.

The need for a garden has been part of the American

character from the very beginning. 11 jc Pilgrim dames of

Plymouth brought flower seeds with them to brighten this

wild new land and man\' an overcrowded covered wagon
rumbled west with a few dusty geraniums bobbing on the

load. It's a proud banner that the ladies of the garden clubs

have inherited from the "southern belle. " They carry it

exceedingly well.

FREE Tour Information -^ '

'
"^

If you would like to \ isit Cliarifston, or tlri\e amAvhcrc in the

U.S.A., let us help plan your motor trip. Write: Tour Bureau,
Sinclair Oil Corporation, 600 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y.
— also ask for our colorful National Parks Map.

SINCLAIR SALUTES THE NATIONAL
COUNCIL OF STATE GARDEN CLUBS, Inc.

for its work in making a more beautilul America
SINCLAIR

A GreatName in Oil
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Criterion's Complete, Superior

Telescope For Serious Astronomers
NOW Wif^^.

Jew MOUNT!

The 4 Inch DYNASCOPE Reflector
Reg U. S. Pol. Off. ^ ^ ^^AF

At an unbelievably low price! ^—®^ 'Vm
© O

II be truly ama
lo this complete

F. O. B. Hartford, Conn.

Shipping Weight 16 lbs.

Express charges collect

• With New Combination Mount And Free-Moving Polar Axis

• A Parabolic Mirror! • 4-Power Finder! • Folding Tripod!

• 3 Achromatic Eyepieces, 65X • 130X - 167X

d at the scientific accuracy and technical

^fleeting telescope. If you were to purchase

the ports ond assemble them yourself, you would spend much more than

unheard of low price of this precision instrument. And in building your

n telescope you could never hope to attain the accuracy and co-ordination

of parts which have been engineered into the Dynascope.

! high resolving powe
Inition which clearly s

stars. The 4-inch m
rror. The Dynascope

' of the parabolic mirror produces exquisite

!parates such celestial phenomena as double

rror gathers y^ more light than a SVi-inch

parabolic mirror is aluminized and then

• The Dyn
bsolutely nothing

New Improved Combl-
naiion Equaiorial and
Altazimuth Mount
With Free-Moving

Polar Axis.

^ Baketite
^^ Tube

^y 4-point Tube Suspension

Q Tripod with

Hardwood Folding Legs

ATTEHTION

DYNASCOPE OWNERS!
New Improved Combination Equa-

torial and Altazimuth mount with

tree-moving Polar Axis, now avail-

able separately at $14.95. Weight
12 lbs. Or if you desire to trade in

your old mount, return with legs

securely wrapped and $5. New
mount will be shipped FOB Hart-

ford. Easily attached. No adopters

required.

coated with a layer of zircon quartz for maximum protection and
lasting use. A parabolic mirror of such quality has previously been

obtainable only in high-priced instruments.

rope assembly includes everything— there is

;lse to buy. There ore no added charges

for extra eyepieces— or a view finder.

• The tripod with hardwood folding legs is fitted with position

locks for absolute stability. Study the list of features and you
will agree that this unprecedented offer is the most generous

and all-inclusive you hove ever seen anywhere. The usual

Criterion money-bock guarantee applies and, in foci,

• if you can duplicate this instrument for less than twice

our unheard of low price, your money will be
refunded ol once. With o precision instrument like

the Dynoscope Reflector, production is necessarily

limited but we can make immediate shipment
at this time. Send check or money order now

with full guarantee of satisfaction.

• NOW YOU CAN HAVE A REFLECTING TELESCOPE

OF EXCELLENT CALIBER FOR ACCURATE

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION!

THE ONLY TELESCOPE AVAILABLE FOR UNDER
$75. WITH A PARABOLIC MIRROR, RACK &
PINION FOCUS, AND 3 ACHROMATIC EYEPIECES!

A^onufacfurers and Disfribuiors of Optical Insirumenis

THE CRITERION MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. NHD12, 331 Church Street • Hartford 1, Connecticut

Telephone: CHapel 7-1696 • Cable Address: CRICO



ACCEPT
THIS

10
FREE GIFT BEETHOVEN

OF ALL THESE ilu No 24 in F Shorp, Op. 78
C-anl Jofianncien, Pianul

MASTERPIECES BACH Toccota and Fugue
in minor

I (he Orgon of Iht

COMPLETE ON TWO LONG PLAYING 33W R.P.M. DISCS.

Jab'-inad,,. Sail tal«, C./

DUKAS ^Xu
UlrocM S/mpl,ony, Paul Huppc-rl!, cond.

CHOPIN Impromptu

R. Go/diand, Pianist

BERLIOZ—- >

Nethorhnds Phllhaiman,^, Wallor Goehr, cond.

MOZARTrete^'^-"
Nclher/onds Pdi/hormonic OrcheslfO, Ollo
Acltermonn, conducing

YOU MAY BE OUR GUEST ON A LUXURIOUS BRAHMS o/etr
'"''"''

Ufrechi Symphony, Paul Hupperfs, conducting

WAGNER JJetrkT;
Zunch Tanhalle Orcheilra. Ollo Ackermann,
conducing

\/l\/AI ni Concerto in C for

W I V#^kl^l TwoTrumpeli

H. Sevensfern and f. Hauidoerhr, Trumpeters^

Nclher/onds P(i/)hoi-monic Orchestra, Otto

MUSSORGSKY
Night on Bald Mountain, Netherlands Phil-

hormonk Orchestra, Walter Goehr, cond.

FREE TWP
,

TOEUROPE!
-I

f

17 Thrilling Days for TWO.. .

^^^

IN ENGLAND, FRANCE, ITALY, SWITZERLAND

or if you %
prefer, take

00
2,500°.

NO OBLIGATION TO BUY ANYTHING—NOW OR EVER

IN

CASH

i-Fi installation

u. 1 color TV S

graph «>"«' "•°'
;,„ble super Hi-Fi Phonogra

Phonographs, 20 po
^ jg,u„ sets of

plete Recorded OP^"^*,fs„-,e.v limited Edition R.

3000 High Ficf

TOTAL $
VALUE
OVER ,

In this unique musical game

mkyOHl IS A V/INNER!
because you get 10 FREE High Fidelity Masterpieces

as an IMMEDIATE GIFT!

NAME I

' ADDRESS.
. . . . . .

!'"^'' '""'"'^

j

CITY I

I LIMIT O ^^^'^ STATE I

Cont«it will ba ~
"

" "- — - - I
JadBcd by n nationally- " """*
known certified Independent orvaoIzstloD.

HERE'S YOUR CHANCE to win a
LUXURY TRIP to Europe - for

TWO - including visits to Paris, Rome and
London . . . with all expenses paid by the
famous Musical Masterpiece Society! Or
you can pocket a small fortune in cash, if

you prefer! Thousands of other valuable
prizes worth over $25,000.00 will be given to

make new friends for the Musical Master-
piece Society!
YOU WIN FROM THE START for if

you just mail the coupon below now, you
are already an immediate WINNER — be-
cause we will give you all 10 MAJOR
WORKS of Music described at the right,

on high fidelity long-play records — ABSO-
LUTELY FREE! There is no obligation to
buy anything or pay anything except 25# to
help cover shipping expenses on these 10
valuable masterpieces!
We make this extraordinary offer because

we want to acquaint you with the remarka-
ble High Fidelity . . . and the magnificent
performances . . . that distinguish the
Musical Masterpiece Society's recordings!
There's no better way for us to demonstrate
the advantages our members enjoy, than
actually to place these records in your
hands — as a GIFT. And to make sure that

INTERNATIONAL PRAISE I

"The recording Is of such
perfection It seems to
bring the artists Into
your living room".

—G/oriou5 Sounds,
Amsterdam. Holland

"The discs can be rec-
ided without reser-

vation to record owners".
-Tlie Action.

Zuricli, Switz.

"tJncommonly fine, even
for these days of tech-
nical advancement".
— Los Angeles Examiner.

as many people as possible hear them, we
offer the huge prizes listed above!
You don't have to write any elaborate es-

says — or solve any tricky puzzles to be a
winner. You can win the Grand Prize . . .

or any of the hundreds of other Awards . . .

by simply filling out the official entry blank
that comes with your Free Recordings. You
don't need a knowledge of music. You don't
have to buy or pay anything. In fact, there
has never been a contest easier to enter, or
more fun than this!

FREE TRIAL MEMBERSHIP, TOO!
Along with your FREE recordings, we will

also give you, immediately — without cost
or obligation on your part — a Trial Mem-
bership in the Society. This Membership
(which may be cancelled at any time) is

valuable, because it entitles you to audition
— Free of Charge, in your own home — any
of the Society's future selections. Each will

be described to you in advance, and you
may reject any recording either before or
after receiving it. You are not required to
buy any records, but you may keep those
you want, simply by paying only $1.89 per
long playing disc containing up to 40 min-
utes of music—a saving of 40^c off the usual
retail price! Just imagine the record col-

lection you can build, almost for pennies!

NO STRINGS ATTACHED
You incur mi i.l.lii;,iti,>u to Inn auvlhiuc. SiuipK-

mail coupon at one,-. \\\-W simuI ^our FREE re-

cordings of these TEN M.\JOR W ORKS - and
put vour name down .is elicihle to win a luxuo'
Tour of Europe-or auv one of the other valuable
prize.';! However, to lie eli\;ilile. \iiur coupon nni.'st

lie in the mail hefoie June .3lltli. Mail it today!
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From a i olor transparency by Arnold Maahs
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New Guinea Chiefs Give to Get Rich Arnold Maahs 176

Pecuniary ostentation reaches sucli a point in this island tribe that
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exjiress their spiritual devotion through infinite patieme in the most
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The crowning glory of the Mbowamb

of New Guinea is his headdress, which

is used for all ceremonial occasions. This

native dancer wears a '"feather inlay" or

mosaic headdress. Bits of feathers are

fastened in a foundation of latticed ham-

boo and pandanus leaves, to form variou-

patterns and designs. The border at the

sides consists of the long black tail feathers

of the Bird of Paradise, and the crown i^-

made of two Duke of Saxony birds— skin-

feathers, and all.

The custom of loaning headdresses is

widespread, the owner receiving a large

piece of pork in payment. The poorer man
will make decorations for himself out of

chicken feathers and other readily avail-

able material. Among the Mbo»anili.

wealtii and dress go hand in hand.

The Mbowamb paint their faces onh
for high festivals. The designs have no sig-

nificance : eadi native paints according In

his preference.
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It Defies

Comparison'
THE ROYAL "500"

Pocket Radio

Only 3'/j' wide, 55/4 'high,

V/i' deep. 19 ounces.

Two colors: black (SOOy!

or maroon iSOORl. both

witti Roman gold trim.

Unbreakable nylon case.

$75,00'

Jack for silent earphone attachment

Announcing Zenith's New Tubeless Pocket Radio

So Hny you can take it wherever you go... so powerful

it plays on trains, boats and planes where others won't!

Here is a superb new Zenith radio—the Royal "500" all-

transistor pocket radio—small enough for pocket or purse...

powerful enough for all outdoors!

The rich-toned, icicn-transistor Royal "500" is so powerful

it actually operates where others won't... pulls in more sta-

tions than radios of equivalent size... and gives you clear,

strong reception indoors, outdoors or in a car. Just think!

With the Royal "500" you need no longer buy both a car radio

and a porlahle! This versatile instrument, with its unbreakable
nylon case, gives you the advantages of both!

And here's more good news for your pocketbook ! You can
use the new mercury batteries, in which the volume determines

the current used. Playing at normal volume actually prolongs

battery life ! Or, you can operate this versatile radio for only

a fraction oj a cent an hour on four ordinary long-life penlite

batteries, available everywhere.

When you sec the beautiful, gold-trimmed Royal "500" at

your Zenith dealer's, we think you'll agree it's the finest

pocket radio you've ever seen ... or heard ! A real companion

!

With the silent earphone attachment you can listen to news

and music without annoying the person sitting next to you.

By Zenith -Manufacturer

of America's Finest Quality

All-Transistor Hearing Aids

Zenith's newest

achievement in

its crusade to

lower the cost of

hearing — the

tiny, full-powered, 4.transistor

"50-X" hearing aid. So tiny it

can be worn under a man's neck-

tiS; so light it can be worn in a

woman's hair. Engineered to

give performance unexcelled by

many aids selling at more than

four times its price. Zenith's

finest quality. Only $50.*

VM^^ THE QUALITY GOES IN
BEFORE THE NAME GOES ON

The Royalty of RADIO and TELEVISION'
Backed by 37 years
of leadership in radionics exclusively

Zenith Radio Corporation, Chicago 39, Illinois

elfiil pria. Prices and sptcificalions subject to chortle without nolic*



' New Nature Books

for Boys and Girls

^-^

Hanks
CHARLES L. RIPPER

All the facts about these monarchs

of the sky, accurately told. The

author's superb illustrations cap-

ture their proud, eager spirit. Ages

8-12. $2.00

YOUR NEW BOOKS

Major
The Story of a Black Bear

The growing up of a bear, delight-

fully described and pictured, from

a stumbling cub to a triumphant

full-grown animal, lllus. by the

author. Ages 8-12. $2.00

Deserts

DELIA GOETZ

The mysterious waste-

lands of the world:

their physiography;

human, animal, and

plant life; and modern

_ ^ development. lllus. hy

)j Louis Darling. Ages

8-12. $2.00

MORROW JUNIOR BOOKS
William Morrow & Company

425 Fourth Ave., New York 16

Whales • Teacher Among the Ojihways

The Golden Eagle • Fur Hunters

Jr OLLOW THE WHALE
by Ivan T. Sanderson

Littlf, Brown and Co., $6.00

423 pp., 11 map.s, 14 pp. of illus.

yWHALES have figured largely in the

lives of seafaring men since the dawn
of civilization. In Follow the Whale, Ivan

Sanderson has re-cnactcd the whole fabu-

lous story of man's chequered career in

quest of the giants of the sea, with cm-
pha.sis on the whale rather than on man.

He has an interesting technique in pre-

senting his facts that stimulates the imagi-

nation of the reader.

Ivan Sanderson has firsthand informa-

tion on this subject from his own personal

experiences and a basic understanding of

the greatest creatures that ever lived. He
draws on the wealth of knowledge found

in the fat volumes and historical and scien-

tific publications and from effects avail-

able in the many whaling museums and
libraries. His researches carried him into

such remote fields as Cro-Magnon cave

painting, the ashes left by prehistoric

man, and hieroglyphics inscribed on stone

by the ancient Egyptians. Furthermore,

he has not entirely ignored the informa-

tion that could be drawn from native folk-

lore, tradition, and superstition.

Ivan Sanderson shows how long before

recorded time maritime jieoples, with their

puny weapons and flimsy boats, matched
their skill and courage against a himdred

t<ms of threatening annihilation. In nar-

ratives no less thrilling, he traces the dra-

matic course of whaling through its var-

ious phases—from Neolithic man to the

Phoenicians, the Basques, the Japanese,

tile Norsemen, the American Indians, and
finally to the modern floating whale fac-

tory of today.

Much has been written about whales,

but they are still among the strange and
mysterious creatures about which we
know so little. Only recently was it

learned that a sehoyl of whales may b<'

quite communicative, uttering sounds

pitched in a key inaudible to the human
ear. Their recorded sounds have been
likened to a crowil of children eomiuu out

ol school.

luillow the Whcilc is fascinating and
sliould be of real interest to the general

reader and more esjjecially to the histor-

ian, naturalist, and tho.se interested in the

sea.

I\an Sanderson is a graduate of Eton

and Cambridge, a well-known lecturer,

explorer, author, and collector of wild

animals, and a familiar personality on

radio and television. Mr. Sanderson has

led numerous expeditions to remote parts

of the earth. He made his first trip aroimd

tho world at the age of seventeen, spend-

ing several months in Indonesia collecting

biological specimens for the British Mu-
seum of Natural History.

George G. Goodwin

T
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HE NYLON SAFARI
- by Rehna Cloete

Houghton Mifflin Co., $3.50

276 pp., mmierous illus.

•TpHIS is not just another story about a

carefully planned hunting trip to the

Dark Continent. It is something delight-

fully and pleasingly different. The Nylon

Safari, as the name implies, is a feminine

conception, embellished by a woman's im-

agination of a safari that she doubtfully

accepted, in the first place, as a desirable

way to celebrate an anniversary.

The principal characters of this book

are, of course, Rehna Cloete or "Tiny";

"Call me Bill," the white hunter, a parody

of all white hunters rolled into one; and

her husband Stuart, who dragged Tiny

from the comforts of a modern, luxury

hotel into the wilds, to satisfy a long-

coveted dream.

For three weeks Tiny accompanied her

husband, the white hunter, and the laugh-

ing, good-natured safari boys on a cam-

era trip througli mud and drought in

Tanganyika. They followed a route, stop-

ped at resthouses, hotels, and camped in

places that I know well. The exciting ex-

periences described by Tiny, so charm-

ingly detailed and unvarnislied, give a

very realistic conception of the daily rou-

tine on a safari. The day began in the

bitter cold hours of the morning, five

o'clock, and often ended after dark at

night, sometimes with die car hopelessly

bogged down in a mudhole, much to the

amusement of the safari boys who always

burst into great peals of laughter.

Eventually Tiny and her companions

made their contacts with tlie great crea-

tures of the African veldt, elephant, rhino-

ceros, lion, and many others. They also

saw the countless herds of game on the

plains. But it is the means by which she

NATURAL HISTORY, APRIL, 1 956



F/{f£ — Urania riphaeus from Madagascar, the world's mosf colorful

day-flying moth, with any $5.00 purchase from this advertisement

(purchased separately $1.00 each)

BUTTERFLY COLLECTING is a rapidly grow-

ing hobby. Start enjoying It now with our

butterfly mounting kit. It is recommended

by leading educators and museums.

The COMPLETE HOBBY KIT contains:

Ten perfect, named tropical butterflies.

One 4" X 12" balsa spreading board for mount-
ing specimens.

Fifty insect pins.

Sixty glass-headed pins.

Two glass strips used in mounting.

One pair of broad-point insect forceps.

One chemically treated relaxing jar for soften-
ing dried butterflies.

One glass-top Riker display mount.

Paper strips for pinning down wings.

The Dnttcrfhj World News — a 24-page booklet
with easy-to-follow instructions and pic-

tures that explain how to relax and mount
butterflies. Much other valuable and
interesting information for the collector.

AIL for ONLY $3.95, postpaid

BUTTERFLY MOUNTING
KIT ... . $3.95

BUTTERFLY SALE

K:

BUTTERFLY NET
Nylon

12" diameter frame of heavy gauge wire, easily

removable from handle. It is attached to the

handle by an aluminum sleeve, which slides on

and off'. The bag is made of a fine durable green-

dyed nylon mesh. The handle is of kiln-dried

hardwood, 24" long. Postpaid, $2.00.

25 diflferent Formosan Butterflies, .$2.00; Formosa — 100 perfect, assorted

butterflies (including rare Papilios Horishanus, Hoppo and 15 other Papilios)

$5.95 complete. Limited supply; Brilliant blue Morpho aega, Brazil, three for

$1.00; Brazil moths, four for $1.00; Rare and beautiful Catopsilia avellaneda

from Cuba, $1.00 each, pair for $2.00; Morpho hecuba obidonus from Brazil,

colorful, $1.25; Beautiful Papilio columbus sardinero, Cuba, $1.25; Colorful

Teinopalpus imperialis from India, $1.00; While they last, rare Armandia
lidderdali, $1.50; From Form,osa, Stichopthalma howqua, 75c.

The above specimens are first quality, unmounted in paper, wings folded. We
pay postage on all orders of $2.00 or more; postage 15 cents on all orders for less.

BUTTERFLIES MOUNTED IN RIKER MOUNTS
#421a—An example of protective coloration, leaf butterfly, kallima inachus.

One specimen spread to show upperside, another shown on twig to show re-

semblance to dead leaf — in 6'/-; x 8'2 mount. Only $2.00 postpaid. Indo-30,

Papilio sarpedon, transparent green, tailless swallowtail, edged with

black, in 4 X 5 mount $1.00. Indo-25b, Papilio hermosanus, large black

swallowtail with iridescent green patches on hind wing. A green dust

is sprinkled over the whole insect. In 4 x 5 mount for only $1.00.

Natural butterflies for decoration. Use for floral display, window
decoration, picture and novelties. Twenty-five (25) mounted butter-

flies for artwork, only $2.00.

Also a complete line of Insect Pins, Spreading Boards, Tropical

butterflies. List free.

BUTTERFLY ART JEWELRY, INC.

289-291 East 98th Street • Dept. M • Brooklyn 12, N. Y.



obtained her objective, told with rare hu-

mor, that makes this story different and

so fascinating to read.

There were the dark moments when

fear, discomfort, and multitudes of mos-

quitoes made life miserable, but e\entu-

ally Tiny came to know herself, took

everything in her stride, and ends up

telling her readers that there could be

no more exciting and no more wonderful

safari than hers—now that it is over!

George G. Goodwin

BOOK
MANUSCRIPTS

INVITED
If you are looking for a pub-

lisher, send for our free, illus-

trated booklet titled To the

Author in Search of a PubliahgT.

It tells how we can publish, pro-

mote and distribute your book,

as we have done for hundreds of

other writers. All subjects con-

sidered. New authors welcomed.
Write today for Booklet NH.
Ifa free.

VANTAGE PRESS, INC.

120 West 31st Street, New York 1

In Culif.: 6-2r,.J HoUiju'Ood Bind., Hollyu'oud i'.V

/i. Waah.. D. C: 1019 Vermont Ave.. N.W.

A comprehensive picture

of a fascinating culture

"I'rohjbly will come to be regardeil

as i\ handbook on the subject . . .

particularly valuable for its excellent

photographs and drawings of the

tools and handiwork developed by the

various tribes."—SpoA.fl»c Chronicle.

Line drawings and pholographx •

liihliography and index. $5.75 at all

luK.I^'.lores

INDIANS OF THE

NORTHWEST COAST
By PHILIP DRUCKER

PUBLISHED FOR THE
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T.HE GOLDEN EAGLE:
King of Birds

. by Seton Gordon

Citadel Press, $.5.00

246 pp., 17 photos, 1 map

TT is quickly apparent from a reading of

this work that anyone interested in

birds has missed a great deal if he hasn't

observed the Golden Eagle at close cjuart-

irs. And not many people have because

of the remoteness and relative inaccessibil-

ity of its eyries. But this book is much

more than an account of the pleasures of

eagle watching in the rugged and beauti-

ful highlands of central Scotland and on

tlie Isle of Skye; it is the document of a

glorious, harassed, controversial, and of-

ten savagely treated creature as seen

through the eyes of a perceptive natura-

list who for half a century has lived among

eagles.

The narrative recounts the history of

Golden Eagles in England and their dis-

tribution througliout the northern regions

of tile world. Details are given of their use

in falconry, their marvelous flight, their

food, and their enemies, of which man
alone threatens their existence. Gordon

has screened the literature and blended

it with his own ricli knowledge. Some
eagles, he says, live to 93 years of age;

the incubation period is given as 43-44

days; the ma.ximuni weight is about 13

pounds; and there is no evidence that the

Goldt'U Eagle can lift more than its own
weight. He gives records of eagles kill-

ing wildcats, adders, rattlesnakes, lambs,

and even deer, but their main staple of

food is rabbits and hares—and they thus

are valuable to man. The author paints an

audacious, aloof, and noble bird against

;i backgroimd of its affectionate care for

its young, with the couples often rt-main-

ing paired for years and perhaps for life.

Inevitably the author must tell the

sorry tales of a few "Hawk Mountains"

in our own Southwest. One shocking story

is of the killing of 8300 Golden Eagles by

a single aviator in a light plane. It is a

testament to Gordon that, with all of his

love for this great bird, he presents an

imbiased, unemotional report. He corre-

lates the killings with similar occurrences

in England many years ago. He reveals

important facts and not a little false

mythology concerning the ancient ani-

mosity between the sheepman and the

Golden Eagle. One result is that in Europe

mere handfuls of eagles remain. For ex-

ample, only 40 to 50 i^airs remain in

Swit/.erkmd and only 50 to 60 in Sweden,

and they no longer breed in many coun-

tries which belatedly 1ki\c offered them

full protection.
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The conservationist and the bird

watcher will find provocative material in

this book. By studying it tliey will be bi t

ter able to evaluate the problems of tin

rancher. There is more to these problems

in America than the mere squandering of

great riches in Golden Eagles along the

lines of the Passenger Pigeon, the Buffalo,

the Heath Hen, the Eskimo Curlew, and

so many of the wonderful animals which

formerly constituted our wildlife bank.

Perhaps this report will help us to see the

problem for what it really is and to deal

fairly with it; else we will have the familar

situation of a succeeding generation leap-

ing to "save" a great bird when only a

fragment of the population remains.

My only criticism of Seton Gordon's re-

port is that, while he mentions a remark-

able solution to the problem of the preda-

tions of the Golden Eagle, I feel he does

not make as much of it as he should. The
Swiss, in the Canton of Bern, have de-

vised a system which guarantees the pro-

tection of the Golden Eagle and is etpiit-

able to the sheeijmen; namely, when pre-

dations occur they are reported to a war-

den, and, if confirmed, the State pays for

the loss. The Swiss method might work

in America and might not prove more

costly than the more orthodox game con-

trols. At least the matter of poiJulation

control would be in official hands. Thus

we might avoid much of the wholesale

decimation of a bird that has many friends

in America — although none seems to be

as articulate as Mr. Gordon.

E. Thomas Gilll\ru

A.YORAMA
- - - by Raymond de Coccola and

Paul King

Oxford University Press, $4..50

316 pp., 6 drawings, end p;iper m;ips

pATHER DE COCCOLA, a native

Corsican, came to the Central Arctic

as an Oblate missionary in 1937 after an

education in France. For twelve years he

lived among those Eskimos who iniiabit

both sides of Coronation Gulf and the

Queen Maud Sea. His principal missions

were at Cambridge Bay on Victoria

Island and Burnside Harbour on Bathurst

Inlet, but apparently he spent very little

time at either place. Instead he lived

almost constantly with the natives— seal-

ing, fishing, hunting caribou and bear,

making long winter sledge trips with

them.

This is the story of his experiences as

translated by his collaborator, Paul King,

a British Cohnnbian newsp;ipt'rman. Al-

though told in narrative form, some liber-

ties have admittedly been taken with

time, place, and persons in order to

facilitate the even flow of the story. This
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perhaps exiolains liow such a wealth of

Eskimo customs could be attributed to

the Ii\rs of sue h a tew families.

The ihriur of the book is pretty well

summed up in the native term Aijoraiiia,

which the author translates "Because I

am helpless." It might be more freely

translated as "Life is like that," a term

used frequently whenever an Eskimo re-

signedly accepts the buflets ol his harsh

environment.

The story that de Coccola tells is not

a pretty one. It begins with the birth of

a baby in a snow hut and ends with the

stench of decomposing bodies following

a pestilence; nor has the author dealt

any less realistically with the other facts

of Eskimo life as he saw them. In his

eyes Eskimo life is a grim and unending

battle against cold and hunger. But there

is much of beauty in the book also—both

the beauty of die country and the beauty

of the Eskimo spirit. Beautiful also are

the translations of the many Eskimo

songs.

Father de Coccola tells very little of

his mission labors. One almost wonders

if the Eskimos did not effect as much of

a conversion on the father as he did upon

them. One feels sure that they liked and

respected him and he them.

The book ends with a glossary of the

Eskmio terms used. In addition, it is

illustrated with lively pen-and-ink draw-

ings by James Houston, himself a traveler

among "the People Beyond."

Robert McKenna

JVIe papoose sitter
------ by Gordon Langley Hall

Thomas Y. Crowell Company, $3. .50

24.3 pp.

""pHE "papooses" for whom Mr. Hall was

sitter were offspring of the Ojibway
Indians who live at Gull Bay on Lake
Nipigon in northern Ontario. When, at

the age of nineteen, the author forsook his

native England to become for a year a

reservation school teacher in the frozen

north, little did he realize tliat he was also

assuming the roles of baby-sitter, mid-

wife, doctor, counselor, and social arbiter

in this eccentric Canadian Indian com-
munity.

Actually tlie Gidl Bay Ojibways have

lost so much of their native cvilture that

they can scarcely be considered "Indians."

They trap, fish, wear moccasins, and speak

their native tongue, but here all resem-

blance to Indians as we think of them
ceases. They are as much at home in bush

planes as on dog sleds. They read movie

magazines and comic books, and listen to

news of the outside world on battery-

operated radio sets. On die other hand,

their x'eision of Western culture is bizarre,

to say the le.ist. Red nail polish is in

YOUR NEW BOOKS

vogue for both sexes. The pupils in \lr.

Hall's schoolroom constantly ehcwcd

snuff, and were supplied with spit cans as

a necessary convenience. At a dance given

to honor the autlior's mothers fortieth

birthday, the Ojibways concocted a punch

of mixed canned fruit and vegetable juices

garnished with prunes, asparagus tips,

and sardines.

More than anything else the happy-go-

lucky inhabitants of Gull Bay resemble

characters out of a Steinbeck novel, and

the author describes them sympathetic-

ally and with affection. For the reader

who is interested in the traditional cus-

toms of the Canadian Ojibways, this is

definitely not the book. But although it is

obviously embroidered and rather ineptly

written, it is a humorous account ol pres-

ent-day Indian life in interior Canada.

Hahhy TsciropiK, Jn.

Xhe fur hunters of
the far west

----by Alexander Ross

Ed. by Kenneth A. Spaulding

University of Oklahoma Press, $.5.00

304 pp., 19 illus., 1 map

TN 1810, a young Scotsman named

Alexander Ross enrolled in John Jacob

Astor's Pacific Fur Company and sailed

around the Horn to Fort Astoria, the

great fur-trading depot at the mouth of

the Columbia River. In 1825, he re-

signed from the Hudson's Bay Company,

the British firm that succeeded Astor's

enterprise. These two dates bracket the

Far Western fur trade from its active

beginning to its initial decline, and Ross'

account of this dramatic era is one of

tlie most complete and detailed that has

come down to us.

During the brief span of fifteen years,

a handful of mountain men pushed their

way from tile Pacific, through Oregon

Territory, and across the Cascade Moun-

tains and the Rockies to the Continental

Divide. The quest for beaxers led to the

exploration of the Pacific Northwest, and

most of the information necessary for

the ultimate occupation of this region

by settlers was obtained by these men
who explored America from the west.

The chief theme of the book is the

competition between British and Ameri-

can interests for the vast wealth in furs,

and of the ultimate triumph of free trade

o\er corporate enterprise. The characters

are a cross section of the northwest

frontier — traditional-minded company
managers and adxenturous, adaptable

mountain men, Indian trappers and war-

riors, and tight-fisted Scotch traders.

Indian encampments, trading posts, and

frontier forts are described in detail and

illustrated by the roughly contemporarx'

paintings and drawings of Alfred Jacob

Miller and Henrj' James Warre.

for Folks Who Love Gardens
And Our Feathered Friends

THIS GIANT BUTTERFLY IS

A GARDEN WEATHERVANE
flutters With Every Breeze!

•Windv Clndv", the bie, beautiful ^ ^^ne
butterfly, will brave any weather JpCj"**
to brighten your garden or lawn. ^W „„(!
Mounts easily on garage, fence, ^T
garden stake or lawn. Always
points into the wind, and moves her wings like a
giant Tiger Swallowtail alighting. Responds even
to gentle zephyrs. Can fly out a hurricane!

Authentic coloring. Wingspread 16". Made of
aluminum, brass and stainless steel. Rustproof.
sturdy. Comes with post for lawn mounting and
strap for side mounting.
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WINDOW
BIRD BATH
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Watch
Songsters

Frolic

birds to vour house! Window' Bird Bath invites
nytime for a drink and a bath.

. ^_,, up view as they frolic! Comes
with handy screw-on bracket. Easy to mount on
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the window and pour.
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Have Nature's Magic Music
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^ The many bamboo sticks lian>;inii down his chest indicate tliat this chief lias held many Mokas, or fjiving festivals.

He is wearing the Moka shell, which is a niolhcr-of-pearl or gold-lippcd shell of great value among these people.
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^ Thk Mmowamb natives held the cere-
monv (lf.-<iil)ed in this article at Ogel-

\0lien

< Their houses are huilt of a framework
of timljer covei'ed with kiinai ^rass.

Owing to the cold climate, they are more
comfortahlewhen heated with a small fire.

New Guinea Chiefs

^ii^e to Get Kick
Pecuniary ostentation reaches such a point in this inland tribe

that everyone is ahnost constantly in debt, and no social prestige

equals that of exhausting one's resources in an orgy of generosity

OF all the ceremonies of the

southwest Pacific, the Moka
Celebration (also referred to as

Moga) of the Mbovvamb natives at

Mt. Hagen, in the interior of New
Guinea, is the most incomprehen-

sible to the modern mind. What
could be more foreign to our eco-

nomic philosophy than the belief

that wealth does not depend upon
having but on giving away?

About the only time when our

social system approaches the spirit

of the Moka is when everyone in

the community is in debt, even the

richest man. In New Guinea, the

biggest chief will complain, almost

weeping, "I'm a poor man. I have

nothing left." He will go out begging

from those who owe him, and along

the way, he will be besieged by his

creditors, begging from him. Yet it

is most important for a man in this

tribe to be able to receive from or

give to a Moka.

To belong to the Moka commu-

By Arnold Maahs*
Photographs by Iho author

nity puts him in the upper class of

the Mbowamb society. To under-

stand this, you must realize that

these people consider that things

become of value only as they cir-

culate among a wide uT:.mber of

people. An article thus has value

only as it is traded. It is therefore

through this formalized trading or

exchanging that an\' native achieves

the reputation of being a rich man.

In this sense, the Moka is for the

benefit of the individual. But it also

"Arnold Maahs is currently working
for a Ph.D. in antliropolog>'. He joined
the U. S. Air Force prior to Pearl Harbor
and served five years, gaining the rank
of Lieutenant Colonel. He subsequently

used motion pictures he filmed in New

Guinea to raise $750,000 to rebuild the
missions of the American Lutheran
Church in New Guinea. He has since

traveled in many countries around the

world making motion pictures, one of

vvhicii was produced by Twentiedi Cen-

NEW GUINEA CHIEFS GIVE TO GET RICH

tury Fox Film Corp. under the title "The
Word." His wife has accompanied him
in these tra\els, and they li\e with their

two youngsters on a "broken-dowTi" farm
in Tilleda. Wisconsin, beside a fine trout

stream.—Ed.
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*• Fl l.l.Y l)l!l>isi;i» lOK TiiK SiNG-SiNc;. l\u> woman now wears a

(P l)ii<J-of-|)ara<lisc iilunic in her lieadilress. Small eowrie sliells

I lainhu I adoin Im r lonliead, and a laifie Bailer ?liell liana's at her
jy. c:liest. Bracelets on her wrists are made from the anuses of pigs.
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helps to lift others out of economic
difficulties.

Because of the amount of prop-

erty involved in a Moka, considei-

able preparation is necessary. And
the arithmetic is so complicated tliat

it would seem that only a mathe-
matical genius could follow it. Re-

member, the Mbowamb native

cannot read or write; he owns no
adding machine and has never

heard of a bookkeeping system.

Now, imagine him entering into no
less than eighty transactions, each
of which involves either eight, ten,

or more pearl shells. In addition, an

indefinite number of other shells

change ownership, as well as stone

axes and other things of value. Fur-

ther, pigs are put up "as security,"

and their individual sizes must all

be remembered. For when a man
gives his property away in the Moka,
he wants to be sure he will get it

back again.

Wealth in Bankruptcy

Not every loan can be called a

Moka but only when it concerns

eight, ten, or sixteen gold-lipped,

mother-of-pearl shells, which are

loaned at the public ceremony.

Over against these shells, the one

who receives them has to put up a

number of pigs. The pigs will be

returned in an equivalent number
when the Moka is paid back. The
articles involved can be loaned to

other men, but they always travel in

a definite circle of friends. This

leaves the native struggling and
slaving to pay back, and the wealth-

iest man may be "bankrupt."

But nothing can take the place

of the prestige that comes from hold-

ing a Moka ceremony.

This was the operation that I

traveled to the communit\' of Murip
to observe and photograph. I had

asked my good friend Rev. Felix

Doering of the Lutheran Mission at

Ogelbeng to keep me informed.

When he radioed that a Moka was
to be held about ten miles from

his station, I flew from Madang and

landed on the airstrip in front of his

house. From there I rode a bicycle

along a very slippery road of red

clay to Murip, a collection of native
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liiilN. The festival was to Ix'Ciin there

the clay of my arrival.

Murip was the home of a native

mission teaeher named Ogla, wlio

was my host. He and a man named

Pok of Ogelbeng were to be my in-

terpreters and guides.

On my bieyele I had oiitdistaneed

ni>' earriers, so I sat down to wait

on the veranda of the native house

Ogla had provided for me. Mvn'ip is

higher than Ogelbeng, and I soon

wished I had brought more blankets.

When my carriers arrived, I made
some tea and had something to eat.

Upon finishing, I found Pok and

Ogla sitting on the grass with several

other natives engaged in "drinking"

sugar cane. The term "drinking" is

the one the natives use in describ-

ing the tearing, sucking, and chew-

ing necessary to extract the last bit

of juice from the cane. The guests

were smacking their lips as loudly

as possible—a gesture of politeness

indicating their enjoyment and high

opinion of the quality of the sugar

cane.

Pok found the hospitality of

Murip much to his liking and sug-

gested that we wait until we heard

the soimd of drums before going to

the dancing grounds. But I vetoed

his suggestion, and, as the supply

of sugar cane was exhausted, we
set out.

As we turned off the main track

to go to the dancing ground, we
met the first dancers, three young

women who willingly put on a dance

for my benefit.

The dress and decorations of these

three and of the other dancers were

the most elaborate I had seen any-

where in New Guinea. They repre-

sented far too much wealth for one

person actually to have, but plumes,

feathers, and shells are borrowed for

the occasion from friends and rc-la-

tives. Usually a piece of pork is

given for the use of the decorations,

and the borrower retiuns the fa\'or

at some future date.

The women's headdresses con-

tained bird-of-paradise plumes; and

small cowrie shells called tanihu

formed a band at the forehead. A
fur cap or strips of fur had been put

in place either above or behind the

A Two Mbowamb women wearing Moka sliells on
their chests. Their faces arc covered with red paint.

'' Grkat nu.mbers of pics arc used in the Moka cerenion
lliousand persons congregated lo cujov it, nianv walking far to



Q)
A Women dancers maichinf; in lull dress.

Most wear hiiKC Bailer shells on the hreast.

tambii shells. I counted as many as

fourteen Green Snail shells hanging

from the headdress at the back of

the neck. Possum tails were fastened

at the neck or hung below the waist.

Mother-of-pearl and Bailer shells

were worn on the back and also on

the chest. Both native and European

beads were worn around the neck.

A liberal application of pig grease

had been smeared over the entire

body, and the faces were all painted.

The dance was a sliding of the

knees in a sideways motion so that

the long scarves that hung from the

women's waists, front and back,

swirled and swished. The dancers

stood in line and sang and swayed

before one group of spectators and

then tinned to face another.

With Pok as my guide, I walketl

along a native path that took us to

where a great number of pigs were

being staked for trading. Farther on,

at the end of the dancing ground,

the men's house was crowded with

perhaps half a hundred natives

packed in like sardines. They oblig-

ingly moved aside and made room

for me and even found a piece of

wood for me to sit on.

I found myself surrounded by

several Wiic Niiims, the wealthiest

and most important men of the tribe.

At my right sat the "Papa of All the

Pigs "—the richest and biggest man

involved in the Moka, whose duty

and privilege it was to boss the

proceedings. His pigs were to be

brought in first; then those of the

Number Two man, and so on down
the line. I counted a total of 103 pigs.

Through Pok, I was able to con-

verse with the Witc Niiiins, or Big

Chiefs. In the company of these

great men, natives of lesser degree

had not the temerity to speak.

Upon inquiry, I found that the

Papa of All the Pigs had ten wives.

It was popular to have many wives,

because many pigs could not be

raised without many wives. This

combination, the "Papa" stated, was
"good fashion."

At my left sat an even bigger

Chief — indeed, the Chief of all

Chiefs and the biggest man among
the Mbowambs. His name was
Raglpa. In addition to his wealth,

he was also one of the many fathers-

in-law of the Papa of All the Pigs.

Both were about the same age, and

Raglpa had once had ten wives, too.

However, two of them had died and

two had run away. Two more were

now old and were living with their

children. This had reduced his

harem to a mere four wives. He said

he had eighteen children, eight girls

and ten boys.

^ The face paint is applied with very

jrreat eare while watcliin<: in a mirror.

Not many years ago, this would have
been impossible.
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it was v( r\' ini])()itaiit tliat tlic donor

rcnicinljcr llic sizes ol the pigs.

A group of women were dancing

and singing in the rain, telhng in

plaintive tones how hard they had

worked raising the pigs that were

now being distributed. They felt

sorry for the pigs, which were going

to strange owners.

I liad gone back into the house

because of the rain, and a number

of women, whose skins were covered

with grease, crowded in with us.

riic lard on their bodies was rancid,

and tlie odor of some fifty natives

jammed into the house was suffocat-

ing. The dancers outside put on their

rain capes (karukas) made of panda-

nus leaves sewed together, and con-

tinued their song and dance.

The rain kept falling, and I

wanted to get back to my house at

Murip, but 1 had forgotten my rain-

coat and plastic coverings. I was

afraid my cameras would get wet

in their canvas bags; but when I

< After elaborate dancing, the

day arrived for cutting and eat-

ins the meat.

'^ One of the dancers takes time
out to devour a ciiunk of suck-

ling pig.
<P

Raglpa now turned to me and

said, "How many wives do you

have?"

1 replied that I had only one.

"What's the matter with you?" he

asked.

Paying Off with Pigs

The Big Chiefs are not possessed

of an inferiority complex, nor are

they inclined to be shrinking violets.

They never lose an opportunity to

tell people what great men they are.

And with only one wife—well, there

was just something wrong.

The Papa of the Pigs now said

that he wanted to wait until morn-

ing to tie up the animals to the

Moka pegs. But those who were to

receive them couldn't control their

eagerness. They said they had

waited so long that they simply

couldn't wait anymore. So, even

though it was still raining, the pigs

were led in and fastened to the

stakes. Then they were counted, ap-

praised, admired, distributed, and

led away by their new owners.

One man got eighteen, which he

promptly distributed to the small

men who had helped him in the j)ast.

It was paying his debt. His wives

led some away, of course. But it was

mostly a matter of pigs merely

changing hands. At some time in the

future when the Moka was repaid,

the pigs in equivalent sizes would

have to be returned. For this reason,
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asked the natives if I could borrow

two karukas for the trip to Murip,

there was no response.

After much discussion, I was told

that all the people also wanted to

keep dry. My interpreter then went

out to see if he could solve the prob-

lem, and after some time he came

back with Raglpa, the biggest Chief

in the tribe.

The old Chief had one kanika in

his hand, which he presented to me.

Then followed a conversation typi-

cal of the Mbowamb people. He
said, "You and I are the same kind

of men, for we have both come long

distances."

I nodded my head, and the Chief

continued: "This is not my place,

and it isn't your place either. We
are both strangers here."

To this I agreed, and he con-

tinued, "The people here won't give

you a rain cape. They don't feel

sorry for you. No one will give you

a karitka."

As this was quite obvious, I

nodded my head.

"Yes," the Chief continued, "no

one will feel sorry for you here. But

I feel sorry for you. Therefore, I

give you my karuka, as I am a very

good friend of yours.

"

This was my cue to tell the Chief

that he was a big man, a generous

man, a rich man with many pigs and

shells. As there is little modesty

among primitives, he admitted it all.

"Yes, we are both big men," the

Chief said. "In your country, you

are a big man, and so am I in mine."

I thought the matter closed and

decided that the Chief would never

get to Wisconsin anyway; so I said,

"Yes, in my country I am a big man."

The Chief nodded. "Now tomor-

row, when you return the kariika,

bring me a present of a goId-li])]5ed

shell for it."

What a salesman the Chief would

have made! He deliberately built

me up. He didn't want much for the

loan of a rain cape! ( A gold-lipped

shell is equivalent to the price of a

big pig. ) Even in the United States,

a big pig would be very good rental

for the loan of an umbrella on a

rainy night!

Pointing to the long line of bam-

boo sticks on his chest, I said, "You

are a rich man. You have made many

Mokas. You have the wives and the

shells and the pigs. I am only a rub-

bish man. I am so poor I don't even

own a raincoat."

Raglpa laughed, and the men in

the house roared. He had known all

along that his request for a gold-

lipped shell was ridiculous, but he

thought he'd tr\' it anyway. Later

I gave the old man a couple of razor

blades, which made him very happy.

A httle later, the "Papa" of the

Moka came and said that he had

decided to delay the killing of the

pigs until Monday. The natives

would then eat the pork on Tuesday

and exchange the shells and end the

Moka on Wednesday. This pieant

I woidd have three idle days.

I said, "It looks as though I'll be

ready to die b\' the time you get to

the last big sing-sing."

He said, "Are you going to age so

rapidly in a few days?"

I told him that I was impatient.

He laughed. "All right then. To-

morrow we'll show the shells and so

on, in ordei' to have the sing-sing on

Monda)'.

"

This was excellent for me, so I

told him it was "good fella."

An Angri; Native

While we were talking, one of the

men picked a large leaf from one of

the bushes, and this so angered the

native who had planted it that he

wanted to beat the vandal. While

he was searching for a club, the man
ran for his life. Several of the friends

of the outraged man joined in pur-

suit, one of them carrying a bow
and arrows. But the offender lost

himself in the maze of trails. It was

an instance of how easily anger is

aroused in these people.

The conversation then turned to

a recent miu-der a day's walk from

Ogelbeng. Four men had been in-

volved in it. One had gone to the

\ictim and invited him to come to

his house for the killing of a pig.

Completely unsuspecting, the man
went along. En route they met the

other three men, who fell on the

victim and strangled him.

It is almost impossibli' to hide

A ThK VAI.l'ABI.l: I.Ol.ll-I.M'I'KI) SlIEI

wi-re rari>full\ laiil on the j^round

more than 6()(t of llioin. Tin- .^pcctat^

derived much pleasure from i>elioldi

such opulence.

anything from a native community,

but somehow these men were not

seen. They were clever, too, in dis-

posing of the body. They dug a

hole in a stream bed, put the bod>'

in, and covered it with rocks. Then

they arranged other stones so that

sand woidd cover the body and the

hole. It had all the earmarks of a

perfect crime.

Then came the search for the

missing man. Relatives and friends

combed the countryside, searching

all the thickets and swamps. The)-

agreed that he must have been

killed but were unable to find a

trace.

But natives have an amazing

memory for detail. One day, a man
noticed a difference in the bed of

the stream. Rocks were in a dif-

ferent place, and the water followed

a different course. He investigated

and found the body.

Then came the process of finding

the guilty men. Natives usually

know exactly where any person is

at a given time. Ask for an indi-

vidual, and you will be told he is

at his house, in his garden, or gone

visiting. The natives checked and

double checked imtil they were

able to piece together the crime,

and the next morning a line of

liolice bovs went out to bring in the

ciiminals.
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It is iiiipossiljle lor a native to

mil away. Outside his own conimu-

II it)-, lie is a stianjicr in a foreign

land. No one will tjive Iiini food or

shelter.

The poliec were thus able to take

the four men into eustody. It was

then diseovered that the murderers

had killed four other men, and the

only reason they had done away

with the last victim was because

they suspected him of evil magic.

The house at Murip was on top

of a mountain, and the wind had

a clean sweep up the valley. Most

of the day, a cold driviny; rain fell

in sheets. Inside the house it was

almost as miserable as outside.

I'inally, I prevailed upon the na-

tives to build a fireplace inside and

start a blazing fire.

I was now living in a timeless

world. There was no sun, and I

had no watch. When I became liun-

gry, I ate. When 1 got sleepy, I

went to bed. The sun refused to

shine even the third day, and I had

been unable to take a single color

picture.

Finally the sun shone, and I had

^ Each shell is carefully polished and rinuncd with red clay. TlieC
can scai'cely be treated too carefully. This chief has hcen the rccipienlp

and it is possible that his sad face ex|iresscs the heavy responsibilitij^

he now carries until he can acciiiiiulate enouiih lo hecome a sensae

lional giver.">

a field da\'. The dancing ground

was so jammed with people that

photography was a problem. Some-
one would walk in front of the

camera just when I found a place.

The pork had already been
roasted by hot stones placed in

holes dug in the ground. Each hog
had been cut into four pieces, and
the dancing ground was now lit-

tered with pork.

The women began their dance

first. As soon as two or three were
decorated, they would begin to

dance, displaying their elaborate

costumes first in one direction and
then another. These were young
women and \oungsters of six or

seven.

The men's dance was more of a

march, with three, four, or five

abreast in a huge circle. At every

step, they would stamp the ground

as hard as possible. Their decora-

tions were simpler and fewer than

those of the women. But a head-

dress of bird-of-paradise plumes

was essential for each man.

Suddenly the men stopped danc-

ing, and it was time to divide the

pork. A piece of pork would be held

up and the attention of everyone

directed to it. It would then be pre-

sented to the recipient. No pa\ment
could be made more public or have

more witnesses.

Then the payments for the deco-

rations began. The idea was to put

more meat on a man's shoulders

than he could carry, so that

e\er}'one would be impressed b>'

the donor's generosity. The givers

shrewdly picked out an old man,

however. They piled up such a load

of pork on his shoulders that three

men had to steady the load as he

carried it away. Meanwhile, the

donors called attention to theh"

generosity through much jelling.

This was also a good time for big

men to pay off debts at a cheap

rate. At a previous Moka, some of

the "small" men had helped the big

Chief with a shell that w-as worth

a pig. But it was now perfectly

legitimate for the big man to pay

for the shell with one leg of a pig.

Thus, the Chief could pay for four

shells with only one pig.

continurit on pnpf -2.1



A The caterpillak hej^ins

the spinning; of its cocoon.

^ Fifteen minutes later it has
made a little progress.

^ After two days, we find the
beginning of a definite chanse.

JVlany have seen this butterfly {Papilio machaon) , but

few have aspired to take a set of photographs of it comparable to

these by the celebrated European photographer, H. Eisenbeiss. The
genus Papilio, as originahy designated by Linnaeus, embraced all the

butterflies, but it is now restricted to the typical swallow-tailed butter-

flies and some of their near allies. Several subspecies of Papilio machaon
are known from the Northern Hemisphere, including North America.

utterfly

A remarkable photo series showing the metamorphosis oi

a widely distributed butterfly of the Northern Hemisphert

By H. Eisenbeiss

^ Then things move much more rapidly. These
two stages were achieved within only two minutes.
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< On April 28, six and a lialf inoiUlis after the

fii:-t picture was lakcii, the Ijutterfly enierfjed.

'*' Tk.\ minutes latkk, its wiiifjs had spread and
hardened as shown here. Tlie lowly caterpillar

lias hecoinc a resfdendi-nt creature of the air.



< Fkaimei) in tlie plcxiijlas nose

of an Ice Patrol plane, an ol)-

scrver scans tlic ocean ior icebeiins.

IT was April 14, 1912. A youne;

man was pulled out of the North

Atlantic into a crowded lifeboat. "I

don't want to live," he sobbed. "My
wife has just drowned!" An icebere;

stood only 100 yards away, and as

the young man stared at it, he shook

his fist and screamed, "Murderer!

Murderer! Mtn-derer!"

Time marches on to late 194.3,

when a 12,000-barrel Dutch tanker

lost its convoy in the fop; of the

North Atlantic, rammed an iccbert!;,

and exploded. Only two badly

burned men smvived; the others

were burned to death or drowned.

The plucky, tangy fishermen who
work the Grand Banks of New-
foundland, pulling out cod and had-

dock for Boston, Bristol, and Bor-

deaux, know the inscrutable menace

of the iceberg better than most.

"C'est diahoUquc!" the French fish-

ermen say with vast simplicity.

The iceberg gives a challenge that

man hates: "Pass at your own risk!"

It invades the busiest ocean turn-

pike in the world — the congested

waters of the western North Atlan-

tic. It is the largest moving thing in

nature that man has not mastered.

Often camouflaged by fog or

storm as it grinds through the night,

the iceberg is an enemy whom all

fear, a monster whose exposed part

may be as large as a six-story build-

ing but with about eight times more

of it underwater.

Visualize moving a mass bigger

than a 6-story building 7 to 50 miles

in a day, for that is how far the Gulf

I 86

Tke Battle o

A Bkautiflil in broad daylight l>ut a horror in

io": one of tlie several hundred berKS that .«lic

Stream can move a Grand Banks

berg. Lost bergs are terrible jugger-

nauts in the expansive ocean. Un-

tracked, they may be found again

only when the lookout yells, "Ice-

berg dead ahead!" and the fragile

ship crunches into the granite-like

ice.

Around the clock from February

to July, planes patrol the Grand

Banks, guarding a million lives plus

ships and cargo worth $10 billion.
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he Bergs
The International Ice Patrol has made the

sea lanes safe; now scientists are weigh-

ing the practicality of towing large bergs

to the rescue of drought-stricken areas

fn from western Greenlanrl each season to nien-

tlie North Atlantic's $10 liillion shipping ronle.

The instant there is trouble, a cutter

is reach' to streak to the site with

whatever help it can give. Tliis

unique international crusade is more

than heroic and romantic, it is a bril-

liant action in useful research.

THE BATTLE OF THE BERGS

The best way for you to sense the

challenge of the iceberg is to make

you an armchair obscr\'er on a doc-

umented Ice Patrol Operation. You

are aboard a Coast Guard cutter.

Night is coming; so is a storm. Yon

are tracking three bergs. The storm,

with its 50-mile-an-hour wind, la.shes

the rigging; and the foaming sea

slashes over the cutter and hurls it

about like a chip in the palm of a

giant. "If we should strike one of

those bergs . . . ," you shudder. You

brush the thought aside. The most

skilled team of iceberg detectives in

the world are on the job. Even

through the storm, they keep track

of the movement of the ic\' specters.

"Jesse C. Burt, who holds a Ph.D. in

history, early became interested in the

"Titanic" disaster. Later, as a Har\ard

stndent, his interest in icebergs was re-

newed by visits to the Widener Library,

which was built to the menior\ ol a

member of the Widener faniih' who was
lost in the "Titanic." Word lias just come
that shortK- after finishing this article for

N.\TUK,\L HisToHY Magazine, Dr. Burt

slipped on the ice and snflFered an injur>

to his writing wrist. But he promises us

anotlier article soon.—En.
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^ The icecap that covers almost all of Greenland creeps

outward in all directions and discharges into the sea in

"jilastic rivers" of greater or lesser width.

'*' Five miles of the face of Pcttiwick Glacier in Greenland, photo-

graplicd from a Coast Guard helicopter.

U. S, Coast Guard, /ri

i~<(<lfii^it'..^
^".j"

Finally dawn comes; the seas

gradually begin to quiet. The ice-

berg detectives, without heroics,

summarize their detailed observa-

tions on wind, temperature, sea,

storm, and — their three bergs. A
report crackles over the radio waves

to the nerve center of the Ice Patrol,

the town of Argentia, Newfound-

land.

Then something happens quite

unlike anything else in the world.

All commercial broadcasting

beamed to the Atlantic suddenly

dries up so that the Coast Guard

Radio Station NIK Argentia — the

radio voice of the Ice Patrol — can

ride in loud and clear with its twice-

daily bulletin. After a cordial good

morning, the announcer gives the

latest information on the bergs, in-

cluding the three that had been lost,

in a fifteen-words-a-minute message.

The silence that is created for this

voice from the Ice Patrol is proof

of what the skippers think of ice-

bergs.

NIK is like an oceanic party line.

Ships share with the central office

their own observations of sea, wea-

ther, and ice. An average of 302

ships provide information to NIK

free of charge each year. They rep-

resent 21 different nations.

International Co-operation

As evidence of the Ice Patrol's

respect for the courtesy of the high

seas, at the end of the ice season

an individually written thank-you

letter goes from the Command to

the master of each co-operating ship.

Not long ago, at least as the his-

torian measures time, information

about the sea lanes was as jealously

guarded as Fort Knox. Now, how-

ever, all ships have free use of Ice

Patrol data. The secret of the suc-
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A Seven-eighths hidden: an air view jiivinj; some idea of the treacherous underwater portions that sea

captains fear. The Coast Guardsmen who pliotographed tliis herg named it Paul Bunyon"s Lower Plate.

y At headquarters of the International

ce Patrol at Argentia, Newfoundland,
jieut. Commander Armand J. Busii of

he U. S. Coast Guard is plotting on the

naster chart the drift of hergs affecting

he shipping lanes. Twice daily, all other
adio transmission goes off the air so the
nformation can he sent to ships in the

irea.

V. S. Coast Guard

The seasonal parade of

the hergs southward
over the customarily
foggy Grand Banks is

well siiown in these
three simplified maps
for Marcii. April, and
Mav. 1954.

THE BATTLE OF THE BEINGS



A ^'ave-CUT ARCHWWS jirovidc iiitriotiiii; |iliot<)jiiai)lii<

V. S. Coasi Guard, from Cenilrriw

!> lor faiiieraiiien in the Ice Patrol.

cess of tlie Ice Patrol has centered

in its ability to pool and share the

information. The reports of mer-

chant vessels and of commercial and

military aircraft are added to those

of the patrol zone forces. Predictions

of iceberg drift are worked out in a

central clearing house, and these en-

able ships to adjust their courses.

Thus, a new kind of truth has been

established. Until recently, the ice-

berg has embodied everything that

is useless and worrisome—"all that

discourages man," as one book pub-

lished in the ISSO's put it. But today

we look upon the iceberg as having

inspired useful research and led to

international co-operation.

Every iceberg we see is a visiting

card to remind us that our planet

still contains six million square miles

of ice. Most of the bergs of the North

Atlantic come down the Labrador

current from faraway fiords of

northwestern Greenland. The icecap

of Greenland covers almost 90 per

cent of the largest island on earth,

in some places to a thickness of well

over a mile. Greenland's glaciers

are the fastest moving in the world,

some progressing at the rate of 50

feet a day. Pressure produces the

parado.x of ice that flows. The bergs

calve away from the mother glacier

at th(> water's edge.

'I'lic advance of the icy monsters

into tlie Grand Banks area is a spec-

tacle to grip the mind of modern

man just as it excited John Cabot in

the fifteenth century. When you see

a berg from the deck of a passenger

liner, it may be three years old, but

it will probably last only twelve days

if it is getting close to the Gulf

Stream.

A Nortii .\tlantic berg may in-

clude five million tons of ice, and it

is often sculptured into fantastic and

awe-inspiring beauty. The annual

parade may carry as many as 1200

bergs south of Newfoundland. The

average, however, for the past 50

years is closer to 400 annually.

To imagine that an iceberg can be

shattered by explosives is a danger-

ous myth, according to the Coast

Guard. The onl\- wa>^ bergs can be

destro\ed is by the old-fashioned

melting process.

The Unsinkable Ship

In 20 years, from 1870 to 1890,

14 ships were sunk and 40 seriously

damaged in iceberg collisions. The
Scientific Auicriciin in June, 1890,

pointed out that the need was for a

ship that would not sink, no matter

how bailly wounded. Years passed,

and this solution was tested with the

S. S. "Titanic," largest ship afloat,

believed to be unsinkable. On her

maiden voyage, her hull was torn

open by a smallish berg, and some
1500 persons lost their lives horribly

through exhaustion and drowning.

Joseph Conrad, celebrated British

author, said a myth had gone to the

bottom: "The blind faith in materi-

als and appliances everywhere has

received a great shock, " he cried.

The date was April 14, 1912.

Soon afterward, the International

Convention for the Safety of Life at

Sea met in London and provided

for the "International Ice Obser\a-

tion and Ice Patrol Service in the

North Atlantic." More than a dozen

nations pay for the Ice Patrol,

though it is executed by the U. S.

Coast Guard.

In 42 years of actual operations,

not one ship, not one life, has been

lost in an iceberg collision. This

spectacular record contrasts with

earlier decades and with the record

during World War II when the Ice

Patrol was suspended.

Prediction of iceberg drift is the

central purpose of the Ice Patrol,

the focus of its varied scientific proj-

ects. Technicians calculate the size

and melting rate of the berg, using

the temperature of the sea and the

air. Working into their formula the

direction and velocity of the cur-

rents, the experts make a prediction

of where the berg will be at a given

time. Frequent sightings of the ice

combined with cm-rent maps is the

central theme of the safety service.

But the Ice Patrol contributes in
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iiKiii\' other \va) s to occaiiogiapliy,

botli in the tecliiiiqiies of study and

in actual infonnation derived from

its surveys and expeditions. For

example, A Practical Mclliod of

Determining Ocean Currents, issued

in 1926, is still used by scien-

tists. Ecjually hit;h value can be put

on the research the Ice Patrol has

done on the salinity of the sea, on

sea temperature, on causes of the

Grand Banks fogs, and studies of

the upper air. The Ice Patrol has

also given America prestige among
jnuch older maritime countries.

.\11 this should hearten the Amer-

ican taxpayer. We are all served by

ocean-going commerce, and many
of us voyage to Europe. In one sense

or another, the iceberg is of concern

to every one of us.

Harnessing the Berg

The latest suggestion of what to

do about icebergs seems as bizarre

on first glance as anything could

be. Realizing that water shortage

lias become one of our most press-

ing problems. Dr. John Isaacs, a

member of the staff of Scripps In-

stitution of Oceanography ( La Jolla,

California ) , has proposed a plan for

towing an antarctic berg to where its

fresh water could be used. Accord-

ing to the plan, 6 ocean-going tugs

tolahiig SO, ()()() hoiscpowcr would

be used to tow the berg to the de-

sired locality. Then a special fence

of impermcaljle material would be

built to retain the melting ice, which

would Hoat on top of the sea water.

The water would then be pumped
inland as needed.

When questioned aliout liis plan,

Dr. Isaacs pointed out that an ice-

berg 20 miles by i/^ mile by 1000

feet deep would contain a year's

supply of water for southern Cali-

fornia — $100 million worth of pure

fresh water. Possibly it sounds fan-

tastic to tow such a berg 10,000

miles, but the remarkable fact i.s

that some of them have actually

made almost half the joumey by

themselves! Very rarely one has

been known to sail across the Ant-

arctic Ocean and down the Hum-
boldt Current. Possibly this tricky

navigation could be guided some-

what.

"Although I believe it possible to

make the remainder of the trip to

California by tow," stated Dr. Isaacs,

"it would be very difficult. For the

moment, let us consider that the

Peruvians could use the water. Ac-

tually, in the subtropics, the con-

densation of water from the atmos-

phere to the berg woidd add about

25 per cent to the yield, and recov-

er)- ol that portion alone would

make the entire operation feasible."

The "fence" would only have to be

about ten feet deep.

Dr. Isaacs estimates that the tow-

ing effort would require about fi

months and would cost approxi-

inat(i\ 1 1000 of a cent a ton. Thus.

15ossil)l\ an entire year's stippK' of

water for an area like southern Cali-

fornia — $100 million worth — could

be delivered (though not distrib-

uted) at a cost of only $1 million.

Edward Hanson ( "Icebert:" )

Smitli, who rose to the command <A

the Ice Patrol and is now a Rear

Admiral in charge of the Woods
Hole Oceanographic Institution,

thinks that the Isaacs concept in-

volves so many problems of trans-

portation, anchoring, distribution,

and the like that it is "very specula-

tive but fascinating to an oceanog-

rapher nevertheless."

Be that as it may, there can be no

skepticism regarding the results of

international co-operation in re-

search on icebergs. Commander \.

G. Ricketts of the United States

Coast Guard, historian of the Ice

Patrol, puts it in a nutshell when he

says that the Ice Patrol has been a

pioneer in international activities

and has made invaluable contribu-

tions to scientific knowledge.

'' Iceberg, southern style. One of these flat antarctic bergs 20 miles lonji. Iialf a mile wide, and 1000 feet tliick

would contain cnoufili fresh water to fill all of Southern California's needs for a vcar — if it could he towed there.

THE BATTLE OF THE BERGS lyi



THE NOISY UNDERWATEi

EARLY in 1942, a United States

submarine operating in the Ma-

cassar Strait, in Indonesia, detected

a peculiar sound. It was a persistent

crackling coming from the sea,

without any obvious cause. The
submarine carefully circled the area

from which the odd noise was ema-

nating but found nothing. The per-

plexed skipper dutifully reported

the incident with the following ex-

planation: "The Japs may have

some new-fangled gadget that they

drop."

That same year, however, the

Japanese themselves were also be-

ing plagued with baffling undersea

noises. Their submarines had been

detecting unusual sounds that

strongly indicated the presence of

American vessels which, however,

never materialized.

Fearing that these ine.xplicable

sounds might wreck the defense of

Japanese harbors and coasts, the

Japanese Naval Experimental Lab-

oratory decided to conduct a com-
plete investigation and asked the

Japanese Hydrographic Depart-
ment to assist. The greatest experts

and scientists at the Hydrographic

Department toiled hard and faith-

fully at the problem. Their final re-

port was a laconic one: "Causes

still unknown."

Dr. Yoshio Hiyama, of Tokyo Im-

perial University, finally solved the

mystery in 1944—but American sci-

entists had beaten him to the dis-

covery two years earlier. This feat

was one of the best kept secrets of

the war.

In 1942, the U.S. Navy was put-

ling the finishing touches on a de-

Nice that was to have a devastating

((feet on Japanese .shipping—the

acoustic mine. This operated on a

simple but highly lethal principle:

it exploded from the noise of a ship

jiassing over it.

But in the very midst of this pro-

gram, highly disquieting reports

were coming in from submarine

commanders describing a fantastic

array of unusual sounds issuing

from the sea. These noises seemed

to be produced by enemy ships but

were definitely not of such origin.

They were described in terms that

were both poetic and harshly blunt

:

such as coal rolling down a chute,

fat frying in a pan, the dragging of

heavy chains, croaking, moaning,

whining, grunting, drumming, a

subdued steamboat whistle, the

rasping of a saw on a strip of steel,

the cackling and clucking of a barn-

yard full of chickens, the "put-put"

of a poorly running outboard motor,

a badly hurt and groaning man,

and so on.

Could these weird noises deto-

nate acoustic mines? This was a

question that was giving many a

Navy scientist sleepless nights. And
what added to the Navy's worries

was the belief that these under-

water sounds could make a torpedo

veer crazily off course and raise hob

with submarine listening devices—

the educated underwater ears for

detecting enemy vessels, without

which a modern navy cannot exist.

Thus it was that the Naval Ord-

nance Laboratory and the National

Research Defense Council launched

an elaborate and widespread inves-

tigation of underwater sounds. They

enlisted the talents of an array of

specialists in marine biology, acous-

tics, and other sciences at various

government and university labora-

tories. And these investigators came

up with a startling answer. Sounds

were being produced by a variety

of marine animals such as fish,

shrimp, whales, and porpoises. The
peculiar crackling sounds heard by
the submarine commander in the

Macassar Strait, as a matter of fact,

were caused by a school of snap-

ping shrimj).
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WRLD
Determining whether undersea sounds were produced by

creatures or by enemy traps was crucial to naval forces

during World War II. Resulting discoveries may enable

future fishermen to lure their catch with piscine love calls.

Stories now began to trickle

through that mines planted by the

enemy had actually been exploded

by noisy fish. A particularly notori-

ous noisemaker, the toadfish, was
then auditioned to determine what
it could do to an acoustic mine. To
the dismay of the investigator, the

noise from only one toadfish was
found capable of detonating a

mine. It need scarcely be added
that the Navy did not breathe easily

mitil changes were made in this

type of mine to protect it against

such interference.

Fish noises did not first come to

the ken of man with the advent of

World War II. The ancient Greeks

and Romans, with unaided ears,

distinctly heard croakers giving

vent to their guttural sounds. The
Romans called these raucous fish

"little crows," and the Greeks did

not mince words either in describ-

ing them as "grumblers." Marie Po-

land Fish, a leading authority in

this field, has even suggested that

the fatal "Song of the Sirens" de-

scribed in Homer's Odyssey may
have come from some of these im-

derwater noisemakers. Dr. Fish has

been in charge of the Navy's

Oceanic Biology Project of the Nar-

ragansett Marine Laboratory,
Rhode Island, since 1946 and has

not only conducted a great deal of

the auditioning but has also written

the greatest part of the literature

concerning research on sonic fishes.

The mariners of Homer's time

may have learned through bitter

e.xperience that the strange "music"

coming from a seemingly calm sea

could lure them to shipwreck. The
sounds could have arisen from vast

numbers of croakers swimming
shoreward to spawn, and vessels

heedlessly seeking the origin of the

noises could quite easily have met

their doom on the shoals.

In spite of such ancient knowl-

The noise from one
toadfish could deton-

ate an acoustic mine
used early in World
War II.

I

edge, recent books and articles de-

scribing the adventures of skin-

divers, as well as some of the

movies about underwater life, give

the impression that it is a "silent

world" below the surface of the sea.

The fishes and other mysterious

denizens are supposed to glide

noiselessly like ballet dancers in a

dream, in this eerily quiet universe

of sunken galleons, grotesque coral

formations, and gently swaying

forests of seaweed. Modern scien-

tific investigations have disclosed

that this idyllic picture is only

partly true.

Large sections of coastal water

are quite intensely noisy at certain

times. And some areas may even

produce a constant cacophony of

loud sounds throughout the year.

Nor do all these sounds require

highly sensitive listening devices to

detect them. Fishermen on trawlers

in the Yellow Sea and the China

Sea have had their slumbers dis-

turbed on summer nights by a

clamorous chorus of croakers shat-

tering the silence of the deep with

unmelodic nocturnal music. And
Dr. Hiyama, the Japanese biologist

referred to earlier, has recently told

how pedestrians have been scared

by the noise made by vast numbers
of snapping shrimp off tiie sandv

beaches of Japan. When the soimd

was picked up by the hydrophone,

it resembled "a sudden brush fire."

By Joseph Bernstein
Formerly with Ihe Division of Oceanogropfiy

U. S. Navy Hydiogrophic Officc-

The liydrophone is the basic in-

strument in the study of underwater

sounds. It is nothing more or less

than a microphone adapted for un-

derwater use. Like all microf)iiones,

it magnifies the sound it picks up.

The sound is then fed into an ana-

lyzer unit, which separates it into

its basic components. The sounds

are recorded either on discs or tape.

These records can, of course, be

played back, so that the various

characteristics can be studied in de-

tail and compared with other

sounds. Where the noise is a con-

fused jargon, the analyzer serves to

separate the individual sounds ac-

cording to the difi^erent octaves.

Each pitch-range can then be sepa-

rately recorded. In this way it is

possible to isolate and identify the

diflFerent noise producers, either as

soloists or as a chorus of their own
particular species.

With such equipment, the scien-

tists have been taking a Gallup Poll

among fishes in waters throughout

the world, and under varied condi-

tions. Hydrophones were stuck in

the tanks of time-honored piscine

residents at Narragansett Marine

Laboratory and also at the Shedd
Aquarium in Chicago, as well as in

open waters where fishes could be

trapped in wire enclosures.

No attempt was made to spare

the feelings of these unhappy crea-

tures, which were often uncere-

monioush' dumped into strange sur-

roundings in order to see ( or rather,

hear) how the>' would react. The\-

were annoyed, prodded, shocked

with electricity, starved, packed

into tight quarters with other fish,

scared with strange and loud noises,

and forced to vie with one another

for supplies of food. It is little won-

der that these harassed fish ga\e

vent to their upset emotions witii

whatever croakings, meanings, and

gnashings of teeth their sound-
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making apparatus could produce.

On the other hand, they were

also auditioned after they had been

given sufficient food and had other-

wise become reasonably content

with the state of things around

them. They were even recorded

during their amorous moods. All

these sounds were industriously

analyzed and filed away for refer-

ence in the unique Reference File

of Biological Underwater Sounds

maintained at the Narragansett

Marine Laboratory.

We ordinarily think of an ani-

mal's noise-making powers in terms

of its voice mechanism—that is, a

mouth, tongue, larynx, windpipe,

and lungs. But Marie Poland Fish

has x^ointed out that these creatures

rely on an entirely different set of

organs to produce their sounds. The

most important of these in many
fishes is the swim bladder, a mem-
branous bag filled with gas, which

is also used for buoyancy. The rea-

son why this bladder can play the

role of a "voice box" is that muscu-

lar contractions can make both the

walls and the enclosed gas vibrate.

When you detect low-pitched

grunts, thumps, growls, and tom-

tom beats underwater, you can be

reasonably certain that a vibrating

swim bladder is the musical instru-

ment involved.

Sometimes this basic apparatus

is given an added refinement when
thin muscles stretch from the

bladder to the backbone. When
these muscles vibrate, they add the

subtler effect of plucked violin

strings to the coarse drumbeat of

the swim bladder.

A most elegant demonstration of

this is found in catfishes. The fourth

vertebra forms a spring which rests

on the swim bladder. Muscles are

stretched tightly from this spring to

the back of the skull. When these

muscles vibrate, the soimd pro-

duced is amplified by the rhythmic

vibrations of the swim bladder.

The sounds are like those made by

a soft-.shoe dancer performing on

top of a hollow barrel.

Not entirely satisfied with such

elaborate stringed-instrument ef-

fects, catfishes can vary their mu-
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sical renditions by scraping their

vertebrae against each other. The
result, according to the aquaphonic

Marie Poland Fish, is "a harsh

scraping noise."

Other fishes that produce an elab-

orate array of scraping and rasping

sounds include certain kinds of sea

horses, threadfishes, triggerfishes,

and sculpins.

Sculpins, for example, show an-

noyance or alarm by moving their

pelvic bones, producing a buzzing

sound. When the giant ocean sun-

other fish, can be heard throughout

the summer months. The gentler

moods of the sea robin are expressed

by sounds like the rubbing of a

finger against an inflated rubber

balloon, although one unkindly

critic has stated that the noise was

like a musician plucking monoto-

nously on one string of an untuned

harp. The sudden outburst of grunts

from a sea robin in an aquarium has

been known to startle uninitiated

observers.

While the croaker cannot out-

vo SEA HORSES in odjoining aquaria were reported, 50 years

30, as holding on earnest conversation. It is known todoy that

inic fishes respond with anger, fear and surprise.

fish is hauled out of the water, it

often displays its displeasure by

gnashing its teeth quite audibly

and unmelodiously. Puffers express

their feelings by rubbing their jaws

together.

While more and more fishes have

been found capable of emitting

sounds of one sort or another, not

all of them are very important con-

tributors to the music of the imder-

sea world. The stellar performers,

the truly great artists in the rendi-

tion of fish music, are actually few

and far between.

.\ roll call of the loudest and

most persistent sound producers

may well start off with the sea

robin. This is perhaps the most

loquacious fish along the north At-

lantic coast, and its grunting con-

certs, unlike the restrained and

sporadic performances of certain

grunt the sea robin individually, it

is nevertheless the most important

noisemaker in the waters off Amer-

ican coasts. The reason for such

pre-eminence in the fish concert is

that this fish accumulates in very

large numbers in inshore bays.

When this happens, there is fre-

quently considerable interference

with underwater listening devices.

Croakers get enthusiastically vocal

in the evening, and in Chesapeake

Bay they sound like "a forge shop

in full production," or a "pneumatic

drill working in concrete," accord-

ing to scientists who have listened

to their raucous concerts.

Why do fishes make noise? One
obvious explanation is that the

sounds are actually used as a means

of communication. Theodore Gill,

the celebrated ichthyologist, gave

an engaging description a half
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century ago of two sea horses in

separate aquaria holding an earnest

conversation. One fish made short

snapping noises at regular intervals,

and the other replied with an al-

most identical pattern of sounds.

Whether they were expressing a

deep and abiding affection for each

other, grief at their captivity, or

contempt for ichthyologists, was not

discovered.

It is now known that sonic fishes

respond with noisy exclamations of

wrath, fear, and surprise pretty

much as other animals higher in the

scale of life do. We must definitely

abandon the notion that they have

to suffer their grievances in mute

and stoic silence.

The "mating call" is scarcely a

novel phenomenon in the animal

world. What is fairly new, how-

ever, is the knowledge that it is a

standard device among some fishes

during the breeding season. Marie

Poland Fish has vividly described

the way croakers use noisemaking

for assembly purposes during their

spawning period:

"Infrequent solos announce the

arrival of the first mature speci-

mens; then a loud symphony of

mingled croaking is heard at (In

height of the season; final!) tli(

sounds taper off gradually as tiic

dense schools break up."

Other sounds seemingly serve no

useful purpose but only reflect the

fish's eating habits. Some fishes are

noisy eaters, particularly those that

crunch the shells of molhisks be-

tween their powerful teeth in order

to get at the succulent flesh. The
bottom-feeding skates and rays are

prime producers of such noises.

The most intriguing use that

fishes make of their sound equip-

ment, however, has been suggested

by D. R. Griffin, of the Department

of Zoology at Cornell University, as

a result of recent observations. Re-

cordings made by investigators of

the Woods Hole Oceanographic In-

stitution indicated in one case that

the loud calls of a marine animal

were followed by faint echoes. The

explanation offered by Dr. Griffin is

startling but plausible: that the fish

was echo-sounding in order to

orient itself at a proper depth. He
suggests that many other fishes may
be capable of doing this.

This implies that echo-sounding

fishes have a good sense of hearing.

Mrs. Marie Poland Fish records the clucks of a sea robin as she administers electric

shock. On the bottom o( the tank is a toadfish, the loudest underwater noise-maker.
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And experiments have indicated

that some fishes, at least, such as

tlie European fresh-water minnow
and the common catfish, have a

licaring apparatus quite as sensitive

to sound as the human car. That

sea robins can also hear was dem-

onstrated by educating them to

strike at a sound signal in order to

get food.

Several years ago an utterly

meaningless expression, appealing

to a nonsensical urge in many peo-

ple, had a considerable vogue. The

expression was "Who's Yehiidi?"

and mercifully it eventually died

out as a source of humor. But it was

revived in an odd and sinister guise

among submarinemcn operating in

tlie Aleutian Islands.

Many submarines in this area

during World War II had been

picking up a strange noise that

sounded like a combination of pro-

peller-beat and a steady clicking.

While in many cases it sounded like

enemy craft, such a source was al-

ways ruled out on investigation.

Every other explanation proposed

also proved inadequate. It was not

long before these weird noises were

called "Yehudi." But who Yehudi

was, no one had the faintest idea.

"Heard Yehudi noises again on

starboard bow," reads one of the

Submarine War Patrol Reports,

"moving left to dead ahead and

finally around to port bow. Sounds

like a pile driver. Radar clear."

When persistent investigation

eventually traced these mystifying

noises to their actual source, Yehu-

di was found to be nothing more

or less than whales and porpoises.

Other oceans abounding in

whales and porpoises also befud-

dled submariners with similar puz-

zles. One report from the Solomon

Islands stated:

"Besides the usual clicks,

wheezes, and whistles previousK'

encountered, we frequenth' picked

up a noise similar to a recii^rocat-

ing engine with a loose bearing.

This turned out to be from whales."

\Vhales and porpoises are nos\' as

well as nois\', and their amiable cu-

liosity has induced them to follow

many a submarine quite a distance.

eonliniicd on pnpr r;'l



The Circus Seal /

at Home
The California sea lion needs only to be left

unmolested to become a friendly and interesting neij^hbor

By Karl W. Kenyon*
U.S. Fiih anil UildlUe Sen iV,

Pholofraphs by ihe aullto

A CLUSTER of pointed, black,

finlike objects rose and fell

with the even rhythm of the

ground swell a hundred yards or

more beyond a gently breaking

surf. The Southern California sun-

shine glistened on the objects, at-

tracting the attention of a group

of eastern tourists clustered on a

low bluff near by. They watchetl

the strange "fins" through binocu-

lars and concluded that they be-

longed to a school of resting sharks.

Suddenly, a doglike head emerged

from among the "shark fins" and

emitted a series of honking barks;

and the startled spectators realized

that the "shark fins" were flippers

that belonged to sleeping "seals."

Actually, they would have been

more correct had they recognized

the animals as California sea lions,

Zoloplnis californianus.

This sea lion, so widely familiar

as the trained "seal" of circuses,

zoos, and carnivals, is almost uni-

versally called a seal. The hair seal

or harbor seal is a very diflterent

animal and is the one more proper-

ly termed a seal.

For the most part, sea lions en-

joy a placid and carefree existence

along the California and Mexican

coasts. True, they are sometimes

shot at by fishermen and are often

damned roundly by sea.shore resi-

* Photo(;kaphkd only a .sliort

walk from La Jolla's Itusiiioss dis-

trict, tills "wild" s<'a lion could
lie approached to within aliout

liu-ee feet without a "'hiind."
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^ Like all seals, California sea lions slied copious tears when they Ho in tlie

warm sun, hut it doesn't mean that they are sad.

dents for early morning vocalizing.

To verbal abuse they are oblivi-

ous; and when they stay away
from human fishing activities, they

spend their days at ease on a de-

serted bit of rocky shore or at

favored resting spots on the sea's

surface close to a local feeding

area.

Unlike the other two members
of the family of the Eared Seals

(Otariidae) that live along our

Pacific coast, the California sea

lion chooses to spend his days en-

tirely in a temperate climate. His

northern relatives, the Steller or

Northern sea lion and the north-

ern fur seal, range more widely

into the rough waters and wind-

driven fogs of subarctic seas. The

ranges of all three overlap regu-

larly only along the Oregon and

northern California coasts during

the winter months.

To visiting tourists the sea lions

present an unusual and interesting

spectacle. To the patient animal

trainer they represent the source of

a livelihood, and to the holiday

crowds at circuses and zoos they

are an unending source of enter-

tainment. A sea lion in captivity

is a natural show-off and even

when not performing in a regular

show will often put on an im-

scheduled one for spectators

gathered near its pool. One such

animal in the Fleischeicker Zoo at

San Francisco, after being fed liy

the keeper, pretends that some-

thing is caught in her throat. Her

contortions—as if strangled—were

"Since 1947, the luillior luis worked \\ill\

the Branch of Wildhfe Research of the

U. S. Fish and Wildhfe Service, specializ-

ing primarily on population stndies and
other biological aspects of the Alaska fur

seal on the Pribilof Islands and at sea olf

Xortli Anu-riia anil japan. Last sum-

mer, Mr. Kenyon spent two months on
,-\nichitka Island, in the Aleutians, con-

ducting a study of the sea otter, and he

plans to continue the project this sum-
mer. He is a native of La Jolla, Calif.—En.

SO realistic tliat a sign was posted

to keep sympathetic spectators

from repeatedly calling the keeper

to administer first aid to an ap-

parently dying sea lion.

Sea lions in the wild often have

spectators not in the least enter-

tained by their antics. In fact, the

hard-working fisherman uses un-

printable words to describe the sea

lion w hen he sees them on his fish-

ing grounds. His antipathy toward

the animals is not unfounded. Sea

lions will slip into fishing nets,

panic, and then break through,

with the fisherman's entire catch

following. If sea lions approach a

live bait boat that has "baited up"

a school of fish, tlie intruders will

swim among tliem, and fishing is

over in tliat spot for the day. Fish-

ermen therefore claim that besides

damaging gear to the tune of

hundreds of dollars. thc\- also waste

a good man\' fishing days.

Thus, the value of a sea lion may
var\' between extreme limits, ac-
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^ In CAPTIVITv. tin- Cali-

fornia sea lion quickly en-

dears itself to the public.

When jumping for food,

the supple neck looks
even lon<;er than usual.

Sea lions have particular

aptitude in l)alancin<; and
in learning to play tunes
by rote.

cording to one's point of view. If

you ask an animal trainer how
much a sea lion is worth, he ma\'

say between $4000 and $5000, but

a fisherman will probably tell you

he would gladly pay good money
just to get them out of the way.

In between these two extreme

points of view, sea lions have in

the past lent themselves to various

forms of exploitation. Lake Merced,

near San Francisco, once became
heavily infested with carp. In 1891,

nineteen sea lions were liberated

in the lake, and shortly thereafter

it became necessary to employ a

crew of men to collect the pieces

of fish that littered the shore. With-

in four years, the fish were nearly

gone, and the sea lions were still

on hand to keep them under con-

trol.

Dr. W. J. Ross, an enterprising

but rather ruthless man, probably

exploited the sea lion more ef-

ficiently than has any other person.

He ojx^rated a killer ship, a factory

ship, and a tender which raided

sea lion breeding colonies on the

beaches of the rugged coastal is-

lands of California. Here he

slaughtered thousands of animals

and converted their carcasses into

Dr. Ross' Dog and Cat Food. That

is, he did until naturalists and con-

servationists promoted, in 1937,

legislation forbidding the kill-

ing of sea lions along the Califor-

nia coast. Ross then shifted his

activities south of the United States

border, until an international agree-

ment stopped him entirely. Now,
the killing of sea lions is prohibited

in California except when fishermen

find them actively interfering with

their activities.

One claim that fishermen make
seems almost entirely unsubstan-

tiated. This is that sea lions con-

sume millions of dollars worth of

commercially valuable fish each

year. Various computations have
been published, some claiming that

a sea lion will consume as much as

50 pounds of fish a day. The facts

available, however, indicate that

8 to 10 pounds of fish a day are

sufficient for most trained seals and
zoo animals, while large animals

will consume as much as 24 pounds.

The stomach contents of animals

killed in the wild contain similar

quantities and also reveal that sea

lions feed, to a large extent, on

species considered as trash fish by
most fishermen. Eight sea lions

killed by salmon fishennen near

Monterey, California, contained

only squid and octopus. These ap-

pear to be staple items, but other

stomach analyses reveal that dog-

fish, morays, deep-water crabs, and

herring are also eaten. Food of com-

mercial importance seems to be

rather imimportant in their diet.

No recent census of California sea

lions is available. However, the

number in California waters prob-

ably exceeds 5,000. The only other

place where they breed is along the

coast and Gulf of Lower California.

A few frequent the coast of Oregon
to the Columbia River, and they are

recorded infrequently from Wash-
ington and the outer coast of Van-

couver Island. Adult males appear

to winter farther north than the

females and can be distinguished

from them by a crest on their

heads. Also they weigh 500 pounds
or more, whereas the females range

from 100 to 200 pounds.

A breeding sea lion colony is a

noisy place. The air is filled with

a chorus of honking barks and

grunts. For the most part, breeding

grounds are located on remote

beaches of offshore islands. The
cow bears a single pup each year,

usually in June, and, like the

northern fur seal and Steller sea

lion, mates again soon after the

birth of her pup.
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During the winter, about 1000 sea lions haul out in

this sandy core near the tip of Point Reyes in central

California. The animals appear to be mostly adult and
suhadult males.

^ The males show a sociability in winter at Point
Reyes that differs considerably from the belligerence

they display toward one another during the breeding
season.

Like the young of other eared

seals, the California sea lion pup
prefers to remain on land for at

least eight or ten days before try-

ing its strength as a swimmer.

After the pup takes to the water,

the mother may come up under her

baby and carry it for a short dis-

tance on her back, as described by

Mrs. Benchley of the San Diego

Zoo. I have watched northern sea

lions do this near a breeding beach

on the Pribilof Islands, in the Ber-

ing Sea. Young fur seals do not

seem to do it. And contrary to the

statements that one sometimes

hears, all these animals are able

to swim without lessons from the

mother. They improve their skill

and increase their strength by tak-

ing first short, then longer swims
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from the rocks of tlic breeding

beach.

Although the CaHfornia sea Hon
bull maintains a harem of several

cows, the harem structure is more
loosely organized than that of the

northern fur seal. They often breed

in captivity. Several have been

born in the San Diego Zoo, and
Mrs. Benchley tells us that the

young nurse for a period of about

six months.

The capture of sea lions in the

wild is a strenuous undertaking.

Many of those captured during the

past fifteen years or more were
taken by Mr. John Zolezzi on the

Coronado Islands, just south of

San Diego in Mexican waters.

Zolezzi spreads a net in the water

a short distance from a place where
the sea lions habitually haul out.

After the net is spread, he fires a

few gunshots over the heads of the

sleeping animals, and in the splash-

ing stampede that follows many
become entangled and can be

hoisted aboard his boat. The wild

animals are worth about $25

apiece. It takes many months or

even several years of training to

produce a seal that may be worth

several thousand dollars.

Intelligence and adaptability to

training varies among individuals.

One animal may learn tricks in

three months that take another

seal six to twelve. Trainer Mark
Hauling, who runs Seal College

in Kingston, New Jersey, valued

Sharkey, an exceptionally brilliant

performer, at $75,000.

The sea lion is a sensitive and

delicate animal and must be treat-

ed with care and kindness. Punish-

ment, such as slapping, destroys

confidence in the trainer and ren-

ders training impossible. Reward,

not punishment, is the key to the

sea lion's mind. Once trained,

usually a three-year process, the

sea lion's career as a trained seal

may last as long as eight to twelve

years. Some reportedly have per-

formed as long as seventeen years.

The life span, as indicated by vari-

ous captive animals, is probably

about 20 years.

However, occupational hazards

tend to reduce the useful years of

a trained seal. Flippers are easily

punctined by nails or other sharp

objects, and the protruding eyes

are damaged when they brush

against walls and other objects.

Cataracts develop, and sometimes

the sea lion becomes completely

blind. One such blind performer,

which had become accustomed to

going from the "dressing room" to

the stage, continued performing

for five years despite his infirmitv.

Even wild sea lions, if carefully

protected, may show a remarkable

degree of tameness. A group of five

^ Adult males are easily clistingui.shed from otiior seals anel sea lions by a prominent
crest oil top of tlie head. Lijiiit-colorecl hair surmounts the mound of flesh and bone.
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A They find tlicir fishing grounds close to shore and rarely ven-

ture far out. Their sharp-pointed teeth are well adapted for grasp-

ing and tearing tlie slippery fish and squid on which they feed.

animals that lay sunning themselves

on the rocks at La Jolla, Califor-

nia, allowed me to approach them

to take some of the accompanying

photographs from a distance of

three feet. However, if the animals

are shot at, they become so wary

that they challenge the skill of a

practiced stalker to get within gun-

shot range.

Although frolicsome sea lions

appear to be among the healthiest

of animals, they are not immune
to disease. Because of their diet

of raw sea animals, virtually every

sea lion is heavily infested with

parasitic stomach and intestinal

worms of several species. General-

ly speaking, we have no evidence

that such parasites interfere ma-

terially with the sea lion's health.

However, stomach ulcers, which

many seals have, may become the

anchor spot of a himdred or more

worms, and if the ulcers perforate,

they may result in the animal's

death.

A few years ago hundreds of

sea lions washed ashore dead or

dying along the coasts of Cali-
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fornia and Mexico. Although the

disease of which they died was not

accurately determined, observers

reported that the lungs were con-

gested and the symptoms were sim-

ilar to those of pneumonia.

The number of animals killed

by fishermen is probably quite con-

stant but not large, and it is clear

that the sea lion population has

increased in recent years along the

California coast.

Natural enemies, such as killer

whales and the great white shark,

probably kill only a negligible

number. Dr. David Starr Jordan

once found a young sea lion in

the stomach of a great white shark.

Older animals undoubtedly escape

most such assailants. Man is the

greatest enemy. The illegal de-

struction of sea lions on their

breeding grounds in a cruel and

wasteful manner has long been dis-

turbing to naturalists and con-

servationists. Several instances are

recorded where marauders have

landed and slaughtered the animals

unmercifully on breeding beaches

and left the bodies wasted and rot-

ting where they fell. Often small

bore rifles were used, causing the

animals to die a lingering death.

Except during the breeding sea-

son, sea lions are not dangerous.

One rare exception has come to my
attention. I was told of a case of

a swimmer who was diving. A sea

lion swam up behind him and

nipped him slightly, perhaps in

play or curiosity. The bulls are

aggressive in defending their

chosen bit of breeding beach dur-

ing the mating season, and if a

person were caught by a charging

bull at this season he would un-

doubtedly suffer a nasty bite.

Controversial a figure as the sea

lion appears to be, it goes on

quietly basking in the sun, fishing

and breeding along our coast. If

it is shot at, it "wises up" quickly

and avoids boats or plunges into

the sea at the approach of man.

It chooses the most deserted spots

on rocky, wa\'e-beaten shores to

bring forth its >'0ung. Yet, if it

is protected, it soon loses fear of

man to become an interesting part

of the seashore scene.
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OS unique aud interesting

3lk art was originated by
primitive peasant eraftsmen over

200 years ago in a remote valley

of the Tyrolean Alps. Religious de-

votion was the motive that inspired

these people to develop a tech-

nique for painting on one of tlic

most fragile materials in the world
—cobwebs gathered from shrubs in

their gardens or in the attics of

their houses.

The writer became fascinated ])\

this "Lost Art" upon learning that

there is hardly anything in print

concerning it. I went to Europe last

year to try to gather further infor-

mation in the region where it origi-

nated. In Innsbruck, I found that

Dr. K. Toldt, an octogenarian zoolo-

gist and folklorist, was deepK
interested in this forgotten craft,

and he freely transmitted liis

knowledge in the desire to make it

more widely known, it was also

thrilling to accompany Dr. II. v.

Wieser, librarian and eolk-ctor of

cobweb pictures, to tlu' romantic

Ambras Castle and tlu re to dis-

cover in the back of a dusty

cabinet lour of the old jxn'ntings

that until now had been imknown.
You may imagine the gracious

manner in which my interest was
received when I tell you that upon
my departure, Dr. Wieser gave me
as a farewell present one of his

treasures—a charming cobweb pic-

ture by Burgman.
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Unknown to the rest of the worhl, artists of a Tyrolean
valley sought to express their spiritual devotion through
infinite patience on the most difficult "canvas" imaginahle

By InA Cassirer''
Ref,.rr„,,. IM,r„n„„. Ir; ;),,„/,.„. The S^w Ynrl. Puhlu lil.ri.r.

*> TlIK CMAKM OK r 1 1 K lv\l\ri\(;s li<> j);Mlly in llir lact llial llir hack-
firounii areas an- Icll uiipainlcd. so lliat I lie li^ure.s seem to float in an
opalcsiint haze. Tliis line .xample was painud l)y Johann Bin<iinaii.
a pii|)il <>l the "iiivcnlor" Klias Pruniiei-. none of whose work survives.
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* BitLNKCk M- il .i|i|ii;iri(l

ill 161-9, a touii \\li(j-i- ricli

urtislic traditiiin iiilliD-nci-rl

tlic fvoliil ion of -|iiiliT-

\\<l) ail in llii- valli'V.

^ A vii:w OF Till-: town of S.

CaniiiiJo in the Piistfr Valley,

llir II fiioii in wliicli iiiliuili

iKiinl ill" oiiLiinali-d.

So little is known about these

pictm'es that when I recently wrote

to the Vatican Library for addi-

tional material, the Director of the

\'atican Museums and Galleries

informed me that they had never

heard of such pictures and asked

nie to give him what information I

might gather. An inquiry at the

Library of San Marco in Venice

biought the same answer, as did

one to the Administration of Fine

Arts for the Venice region.

The desire of the peasant to

prove his belief by giving the best

of his talents in the creation of

tliese devotional pictures makes us

think about the beautiful legend

of the poor juggler of Notre Dame.
Since he had nothing else to give,

he put on his best performance in

the church for the Madonna he

loved so much. "I will serve the

Mother of God according to my
trade," he said to himself. "Others

serve in chanting, I will serve in

tumbling." So he spread his old

carpet in front of the altar and put

so much effort into his jumping

and tumbling and dancing that he

finally fell unconscious. Whereupon
tlie Nh^donna, radiant with a smile,

J^y.

°Ina Cassirer studied tlie history of art

at tlic Uni\ersity of Bt-rlin and at the

Ecole du Lou\Te in Paris. She graduated
from the Cohniibia University School of

Lihrary Ser\iee and is a contributor to

the Bulletin of tlie New York Public

Library, where she is employed.—Ed.

stepped down from her pedestal

and covered liiin witli jier wide

blue coat.

It is surprising that in spite of

their fragihty, over 100 cobweb pic-

tiu-es are still in existence. Mo.st of

them are in private collections,

where the\' have been cherished

for generations. A few are pre-

served in cloisters and local

museums.

Many of tliem were painted in

water colors; some pictures were

e\'en printed on cobweb from

plates like regular engravings.

Others were fine-hrusli drawings

in India ink. So far as I have been

able to find, cobweb has been used

nowhere else in the world for such

a purpose. These artists used

either spider web or tlie silky trans-

parent web of caterpillars—meni-
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' branes woven out of silk threads

produced in the bodies of these

creatures.

Source of the U eb

The webs used included those

spun by the funnel-web spiders of

the family Agelenidae. They were
either tlie silky sheet web of the

grass spider, Agelena labyrintliica,

or the web of the common house

spider, Tegenaria doniestica. The
small sheets of Agelcna are quite a

common sight in the European
countries, where they can be seen

scattered over grass and bushes,

glittering in the early morning with

drops of dew. Agelena labyrinthica

is unknown in the United States,

but several relatives spin similar

webs here—should anyone be think-

ing of trying to duplicate this art.

In June, when the spider is imma-
ture, this sheet web is very thin

and small. Gradually, through the

incessant spinning of the spider.

the web grows, and in August it

becomes a quite expansive blanket,

satinlike and dense in the center.

If given a chance, the house

spider, which is a close relative,

also spins a web that is large and

dense enough for a picture. The
large species known as Tegenaria

africa, if left undisturbed in an

attic, will sometimes produce a

sheet almost two feet long. It

seems, however, that the craftsmen

were prompted to look elsewhere,

owing to special problems in thi'

use of these webs. The main

trouble lay in their extreme fragil-

ity, in the difficulty of stretching

them without breakage, and in the

frequent presence of foreign bodies

which impaired the web's trans-

parency.

They found the material they

were looking for in the fine silky

gossamer spun by the caterpillar of

a small silver-gray, black-spotted

moth known scientificallv as

Hyponomeiita evonymclla Lin-

naeus. These caterpillars, which
are almost hairless creatures about

three-fourths inch long, sometimes

appear in masses in the particular

mountain region where the art

evolved. In the spring, they wrap
their web around the branches of

fruit trees, especially those of the

bird-cherry tree (Priiniis padtis

Linnaeus), locally known as

"Elzen-Stauden." This grayish-

9^H

^ A BRUSH DRAWING in India ink. The lines are so fine one
1,^/. miglit suppose a pen must liave been used, but a pen
~~^^ would have torn the web. The artist probably used a fine

'V feather brush. The date: 1799.

A A SEVE.NTEE.\rH-CEM URY view
of Castle Anibras, near Inns-
bruck, where tiie traveler today
can see several cobweb paintings.
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O H allir Sior: lirmllonl

A The cobweb painting that resides

in Cliester Cathedral in England: a

miniature copy, probahly hy Burg-
man, from the Maria-Hilf Madonna.

loHANN Burgman's water color of "The
h of God and the Book of Seven

als." The lamb symbolizes Christ and
banner. His martyrdom.

^-^^^J^^

•uLl^."" •''^f!

white, transparent web can be cut

from the tree with a knife and re-

moved with the finger tips in pieces

sometimes as much as two feet

long and one foot wide. It has the

advantage of not being so fragile

or dirty as spider web often is,

and when crumpled, it can be un-

folded again and easily stretched.

Spider web is the creation of an

individual, whereas caterpillar web
is the work of a team. Both, how-

ever, are woven of fine threads of

a very similar type of silk. This

silk is elastic, and it has consider-

able tensile strength. It is much
finer than tlie silk produced by the

"professional" silkworm. The thick-

ness of silkworm thread ranges

from 13 to 26 microns ( about

1 2000 to 1/1000 inch). Spider

silk threads, however, vary from

only about 1/1,000,000 inch (.03

micron) to heavier threads of 2 to

3 microns (1/12,000 to 1 8000

inch). The silk thread of cater-

pillars also has a rather uniform

thickness of about 2 to 3 microns.

Spider silk is produced by sev-

eral abdominal glands, whereas the

silk of caterpillars comes from

salivary glands located in the head.

In their chemical protein compo-

sition, both types of silk are quite

similar.

The two kinds of webs have a

different structural arrangement.

The spider builds a framework of

long double or triple draglines, upon

which it spreads a loose mesh of

many fine fibers applied in various

directions. Caterpillar webs, on the

other hand, are spun out of almost

uniform threads, which cross each

other densely in a slanting manner.

In the scarce old writings about

these paintings, the term "cobweb"

seems to be used for both kinds

of material. And no difference be-

tween them can be seen with the

naked eye. It requires microscopic

examination to establish the type

of fabric that the artist has used

For his "canvas." Several of the pic-

tures were recently examined in

this \\'a\-, and only one of them

proved to be painted on spider

web; the others were on caterpillar

web. In manv cases, thorough ex-

i'Al.NTlXGS ON COHW liHS

amination is impossible because ol

the danger of damaging the picture

while taking it out of the frame and

manipulating it.

Before beginning the painting,

the artist cleaned the web and

stretched it on cardboard. Some-

times, in order to obtain a more
resistant background, the web was

sized with milk diluted in water.

Johann Burgman, who was the

most representative and prolific of

the cobweb painters, put nuts in

the water he used for painting be-

cause it made it oily, according to

an account of his technique in a

handwritten biographical diction-

ar\- of local artists.

llniv It JThs Done

The majority of the pictinvs

were joainted in the regular minia-

ture technique, with opaque water

colors (water colors with some
white added). Parts of the trans-

parent background were usually

left unpainted in order to show
the unusual fabric. Details such as

hair and eyes were drawn in

with minuscule brush strokes. Tiny

flowers, ribbons, and garlands,

which often surround the central

image, were put on heavily in the

impasto manner. The artists some-

times painted a small spider or an

insect in a corner or at the bottom

of the picture to call attention to

the material and to the exceptional

skill required to paint on it.

There are also a few brush draw-

ings in existence that were made
in India ink with wash. They are

so fine that they might have been

drawn with a pen but for the fact

tliat a pen would sureh' have torn

the web. More likely, the artists

worked with an extremeK- fine

brush made of snipe ( woodcock

)

feathers, achieving with it ver\- fine

hairlines and exceptional tonalities

in these black-and-white drawings.

Perhaps most astonishing of all

are the cnp.rai'infis that ha\e been

printed on cobweb. It is almost

impossilile to imagine ]iow the

breath-fine gossamer could witli-

stand tlie complicated process of

printing with metal plates. The

cobweb had to be stretched flat on
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'*' A SPIDER paintcfl in the lower ri^ht corner
calls attention to the use of cobwcl) as canvas.

Its prey, the fly. is at the upper left. Portrait

of the Bisliop of Brixen Caroliis A. Lodron,
Ijy Biirgnian.

A Engravings printed on cobweb demanded the

ultimate in dexterity. This "Ah^ar" portrait of

Christ, from a plate hy J. H. Storchliii ahoiit

1730, is one of only six eniiravings known toda\

.

the blackened plate, then exposed

to the heavy weight of the press,

and finally pulled off. The tech-

nique demanded extreme dexterity

and finger-tip skill. It is not sur-

prising that only six such engrav-

ings are known today. Apparently

not many of them were ever made.

One of the main attractions of

cobweb pictures was their effect of

transparency, \\nien held against

the light, tlie\' can be seen just as

well from the back as from the

front. Tin's is win' the artist

stretched his picture in a narrow

cardboard frame that left the cen-

tral image free to be enjoyed

froin both sides. The frame was

usually decorated daintily; and

sometimes th(! picture was sur-

rounded b\- handmade golden lace

instead.

It was a popular custom to hang

these pictures in a window or in

206

any other place where they coidd

be seen against the light. They

were then inounted between two

glass plates in a fine wooden frame,

which was decorated identically on

both sides.

The average size of the cobweb
paintings is that of a large post-

card, about 7 inches high and 4

inches wide. A few are larger; and

the smallest, an engra\ing, meas-

lues 4 inches in height and 2i'i

inches in width.

The writer searched the Tyro-

lean archives for information about

the origin of cobweb pictures and

the artists who painted them but

iouud \'ery little. Scattered brief

notices in old local artists' records,

and references in the unpublished

manuscripts of collectors such as

have been preserved in archives

and among family possessions, in-

(licat<' that the cradle of this

peculiar art was in the Puster Val-

ley (Pusteria) in South Tyrol,

particidarly in the neighborhood of

Bruneck ( Brunico )

.

Bedded between icy peaks and

the fantastic world of the Dolo-

mites, the peaceful valley has a

long cultural and artistic past.

There were already many cloisters,

parishes, and castles, some dating

from as far back as 770, when
Bishop Bruno of Brixen founded

the town of Bruneck in 1251 and

named it after himself. It is a par-

ticular feature of this mountainous

valley that all the spiritual, social,

and economic forces that deter-

mined its life through the centuries

have remained closely integrated

with the landscape. The white

glittering churches in town and vil-

lage, and the chapels and wayside

shrines scattered on soft green

slopes, seem to be inseparable
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When cobweb painting was revived

1 tlie 1870's, nondevolional subjects like

lis were produced. It is a copy of a 2>ic-

Lre by Franz von Deirejiigcr, a famous
ainter of Tyrolean peasant life.

from the scenery; and they reflect

the power of the religious thought

that formed and directed the lives

of these people.

Sponsored by the Church, the

artistic life of the valley was al-

ready flourishing in the Middle

Ages. Even before the great painter

and wood carver, Master Michael

Pacher, set up his workshop in

Bruneck in 1467, the Master Hans

of the same town was the most

sought-after church painter of the

whole region.

The rich wall paintings and

altar pieces that are still preserved

in many of the churches, and the

facades of old houses decorated

with paintings and wood carvings,

give proof to the long artistic tradi-

tion. Similarly, the ruins of the old

castles that are perched high on

the cliffs above the river tell the

story of proud and mighty land-

graves who were world-famous for

their libraries and art collections.

It was only natural that amid

such surroundings folk art should

flourish. Tlie village craftsman had

ample inspiration for his creative

woi-k, and usually he was a master

of all trades: church painter, wood
carver, and glass painter. The field

III Ills a(li\it\ (Icpindcd ii])mii (he

demands (;l the c(jmmiinit\', ant!

lie was kept busy snppl)ing dcco-

lative objects for the church or for

tlie house. Among the most clier-

ished objects for adornment of the

home were devotional pictures.

Ilicre was not a single house in

I lie valley that would not have in

its Stube ("best room") one or

more of these religious pieces.

In its origin, the devotional pic-

ture was simply a miniature de-

tached from the early prayerbooks.

In the Middle Ages, when religious

mysticism was at its height, people

desired to have religious images

close to them for purposes of medi-

tation and edification. In women's

cloisters, which were the centers

of religious education, images of

miraculous saints, Passion scenes,

and other sacred subjects were

painted by nuns on parchment and

silk and given out as loving gifts.

Gradually these pictures left the

seclusion of cloisters to become ob-

jects of popular enjoyment. In the

seventeenth and eighteenth cen-

turies, within the powerful wave

of the Counter Reformation move-

ment, the devotional pictures be-

came an essential factor in the

religious culture of the Catholic

countries, particularly in southern

Germany and Austria, and they

reached the most remote regions.

Side by side with the works of

professional artists, which gradu-

ally came into mass production,

appeared pictures made by local

craftsmen, in which the loving

pla\'fulness of popular art mani-

fested itself under the discipline of

devout and patient perseverance.

Some of the pictures were meticu-

loush' embroidered; others were

painted on glass. They were cut out

of paper; they were made of

feathers or lace. All these naive

and delicate creations, which re-

quired so much patience and

manual effort, were inspired b\- the

desire to accomplish the best, the

utmost in beauty. Love and devo-

tion were their incentives; and the

more fragile they were, the more

thev w^ere cheri.shed.

It was one such craftsman of the

Puster Valley, Elias Prunner, who
is known to have "invented" the

painting on cobweb. Was it the

isolation and remoteness of the

valley that forced him to look for

material available at home? Or
was it a plaj'fiil fancy, so typical

of folk art, that made him try out

the fragile gossamer? We cannot

answer this definitely; but during

the long winter, when the village

was fast asleep under the heavy

snow, he had time enough to prac-

tice his patience in painting on
cobweb.

All we know about Elias Prunner

is that he was active around the

middle of the eighteenth century

and that, although he was recorded

as a "mediocre" artist, his pictures

were much sought after. An amus-

ing description of his pictures is

given by the famous Tyrolean art

collector Carl Joseph von Wein-

hart, who lived from 1712 to 1788

and compiled a four-volume, hand-

written catalogue of his treasures:

"Miniature, also India ink and

watercolor painting. A small piece

in a brown frame, bet\\een two

glass plates . . . by Elias Prunner

from the Puster Valle\'. Elias Prun-

ner, a mediocre painter, betook

to paint on spider web with water-

colors. Some say that he raises

spiders for this purpose, others

claim that they are worm nests on

which he paints because such

spider web cannot be had. His son

assured me that it is the first, add-

ing that he (his father) knows the

secret how to obtain spider

webs . . .

An Empress' Delight

The originality of Elias Prun-

ner's cobweb pictures cauglit even

the fancy of the Empress Maria

Theresa, who loved and collected

all kinds of devotional images.

During the summer of 1765, she

came to Innsbruck to attend the

celebration of her son Leopold's

marriage to the Spanish Infanta

Maria Luisa. In the presence of the

entire court Elias Prunner, who
came to town for the festivities,

had the good fortune to show his

pictures. The Empress not onl\
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A Clumps of the lichen Clndonin evnnsii car-

pet the floor of a pinewoods near Cocoa, Florida.

^ One of the clumps. When light streams through the lichi

it looks no more substantial than a clot of foam on a heat
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Wet this piiu'laiul licln'n and it will absorb luoii-lmc ami

•xjkiikI iilvo a s|»(tn;:t'. ami '/\\r <»il a rich imishroojiiy ^ceut

ponged oj ike ^and
By Edwin Way Teale

LIKE thousands of little silver-

' tinted sponges, clumps of the

lichen Cladonia evansii Des Ab-

bayes extend across the fallen

needles of sandy pinewoods in

many parts of Florida and other

sections of the southeast. Each
clump is about three inches high.

It is formed of an interwoven maze
of many-branched growths. Placed

in water, such a lichen clump will

quickly lose its stiffness and,

spongelike, rapidly increase its

size and weight with absorbed

moisture. When wet it gives off a

rich mushroomy scent. After being

in water for only five minutes, one

three-inch clump weighed six times

as much as it had when dry.

As are all other lichens, these

curious little "land sponges" are

double plants formed of a fungus

and an alga growing together in

a partnership so close their tissues

can be distinguished apart only

under a microscope. The Cladonia

group, to which the pinewoods

lichen belongs, is the most wide-

spread and varied of all the lichens

of the Western Hemisphere. The

^ A CLOSE-UP SHOWS the intcrlaciiifi; branches of

growth that form the airy mass of the lichen clump.

familiar red-cupped species called

"British soldiers" is a member of

diis group. So is the widespread

"reindeer moss" that ranges from
Florida to the arctic. Common
names, comparing the plants to

goblets, trumpets, powder horns,

funnels, and spoons, reflect the

variety of forms that are found

among the Cladonia lichens.

The habitat of CI. evansii is al-

ways a sandy pine flat. Its range

extends from North Carolina into

peninsular Florida and west into

Louisiana. It has also been re-

ported from Cuba. Sometimes the

fairy forests of these lichen clumps
extend for acres across the wood-
land floor. When the sun streams

low through the pine trees and the

filmy masses of lichen are shining

in backlighting, they appear no
more substantial than puffs of

steam or clots of foam on an ocean

beach.

Almost always the double plant

rises out of needle-strewn sand. On
rare occasions it is foimd growing
on old wood. As the lichen ages,

its shining gray tends to darken

like tarnishing silver. Occasionally

an isolated specimen will be tinted

witli a greenish cast or a pale yel-

lowish tinge.

The greatest enemy of these airy

little clumps of the pinewoods
is fire. When flames, creeping

through the fallen needles on the

floor of the forest, come to the

stand of lichen clumps, they ad-

\ance witli a rush and consume
them all.
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We Drove to

The tropical hifihlands of Honduras provide a

"'post->ira<liiate'' tour for those hardy motorists who

believe any trip is possible if you plan it ri;iht

- The male and kemai.k
QUETZAL, ri-rlit. synil)ol of

freedom, keynoted the ol)-

jectives the authors pur-

sued in their studies of
llie trojiiciil habitat.

By Lorus J. (md Margery Milne*
l*luttot:riiphs by the (iinhiirs

IN the American tropics there are

nian\- kinds of junti;les. Each

may have its own orchids and poi-

sonous snakes, its ferns, birds, and

butterflies. In Panama we had ex-

plored those at low elevations—the

real rain forests. But since it was

then Wet Season and we had no

automobile, the high jungles called

unheeded.

Latin America taught us to trust

to the future. Tomorrow— /fiflfiflofl—

was always the day when wishes

came true. So we hoped for a

manana when we could return to

the tropics to see the remarkable

extremes attained by vegetation on

a cloud-capped mountaintop. We
longed to search through a "cloud

jungle" for the Central American

symbol of freedom—that vanishing

bird of flaming feathers, the quetzal.

Two years later, mamma arrived!

This time we chose Dry Season,

when roads would be most pass-

able; and we took our automobile

to serve as a base for field trips. It

would tote our heavy camera gear

and collecting materials whenever

and wherever we wanted—as long

as there were roads. With our own
vehicle we could stop and camp in

each region that appealed to us and

extend our studies through every

hour of the day.

Cloud jimgles dot the five little

countries linked to each other by

the Pan-American Highway be-
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A Dr. \^'ilson Popkmof
ing the flafr of tlie Explor
is the flame vine, wlios

tween Mexico and Panama. Maps
showed that roads of a sort had

been built close to many of the

mountain-peak islands we sought.

We should be able to climb through

the seas of mist to them, high above

the volcanic lands of Central Amer-

ica.

Reaching the area b\' car is not

simple, since these countries lack

road connections with the rest of

the Americas. To take an automo-

bile there, if the traveler does not

want to endure a flatcar trip

through Mexico, he must either

land precariously at one of several

small Pacific ports or make use of

railways in Guatemala, Honduras,

or Costa Rica. The shortest of these

rail rides is from Puerto Cortes,

Honduras. We chose it as the most

direct route to our destination.

Three weeks after the dry season

officially began in Honduras, we
took the banana route across the

Caribbean and landed at Puerto

Cortes—or rather mudded down.

The books had told us there would

be clear skies, perhaps a little dust,

but certainly no mud. Instead, our

arrival coincided with the height of

outside liis lioiue in Z



* Once an active silver mining center, the
little town of San Antonio del Oriente now
learns scientific farniinp from the Pan-Ameri-
can Ajiriciiltural School in the valley helow.

^ High on ^loi n i I

passionflowers sjin n

rich designs. Their i
1

1

1

yields a refreshinf;

^ Along the shores of the Choluteca River, sLx-foot ifjuanas clamhcred
over the jungle trees, feeding on insects and fruit. If disturhed, they would
drop to the ground and scurry off. or plunge into the river and stay suit-

merged for fifteen minutes or more.

were sure they were flamingos—the

first wild ones we had ever seen.

It was still pouring when we
reached the end of the line. It

seemed incredible that we had come
only 40-some miles inland. But we
had traveled the length of the nar-

row-gauge railroad that forms the

only link between the Atlantic port

and any road that could get us to

the Pan-American Highway. The
transfer point was Potrerillos — a

collection of unpainted wooden
huts on stilts, and the railway dead

end in every way.

The driver and his assistant at-

tached ramp boards to the trailer

platform, and we backed our sta-

tion wagon down to the muddy
street. They pointed the way to the

"Interocean Highway" and waved
goodbye. The population of Pot-

rerillos watched silently from their

dripping verandas as we started.

None of them could possibly

have realized how alone we felt.

With a smattering of Spanish pick-

ed up in Panama and a full gas

tank (plus two five-gallon supple-

ments hidden away among the car-

tons of canned groceries ) , we were

on our own.

Out of Potrerillos, the Interocean

Highway improved into a pot-

holed, washboardy ribbon of mud
that wound through still more ba-

nana farms. Twenty miles per hour

seemed a reasonable speed for



<'oiiR-EYED FISH, swiniiiiinii in fornialion at the surface

he Clioluteca River. The parts of tlieir eyes visible

; are able to see above the water. Simultaneously,

i?
can observe what is going on beneath the surface.

A I;v FLA.MI.^'G CONTRAST TO Till-. .jrN(,I.I- KOMACE,
scarlet macaws fly rai)i<lly in pairs and (live

abruptly into the trees to preen themselves.

comfort and safety, and we held

this until the road started to climb.

Rising slopes were less slippery,

and all grades proved reasonable.

Except for truckloads of timber

heading for Potrerillos, we had the

road to ourselves. Nevertheless, we
drove gingerly. For the first time in

our lives, automobile insurance had

deserted us. None was available

for these parts.

In place of the rear seats in our

four-door station wagon, we had

built a wooden platform supporting

air mattresses and a full double

bed. Below the bed were compart-

ments containing collecting and

camera gear, food, a gasoline stove,

medical supplies, a sixth wheel with

tire, and other emergency equip-

ment.

The highest part of the Inter-

ocean Highway comes about 80

miles from Potrerillos. Thereafter

only a dense haze and overcast re-

presented the coastal storm.

We descended to the first town

^ Crocodiles bask in the sun along the riverbanks near the Atlantic and the Pacific coasts of Central America.
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where gasoline could be bought—

Siguatepeque—and thence into des-

ert country! There were tree-sized

prickly pear cactus and other arid-

land vegetation. Beyond were
switchbacks that made the twisty

roads of Virginia or western Colo-

rado look straight. They led up the

next major range and into open

pinelands again. Many of the fine

trees were draped with Spanish

moss, and they also supported air

plants
(
TiUandski and other bronie-

liads), showing how regularly the

mists sweep down upon them.

Road signs were lacking, and in

the former Honduran capital,

Comayagua, we got lost. There

were only two "good" roads—the

one by which we had entered and

the one on which we wanted to

leave—but it was quite a time be-

fore we foimd the route again.

As five o'clock approached, head-

lights became necessary under the

overcast sky. We snailed along the

unfamiliar, twisting road and wish-

ed it had curve signs or barriers

rimming the precipitous drops on

the down-mountain side. Eventu-

ally the lights of tlie twin cities—

Comayagiiela and the present capi-

tal, Tegucigalpa—showed far below

us. Since stores lack show windows
down there and most homes are

dark, only the high-himg street

lamps at intersections showed us

the pattern of the streets far below.

The city looked like a wrinkled

carpet studded with fireflies. We
descended by switchbacks.

Welcome to Tegucigalpa!

On the boat we had been told

that we could park safely in the

walled grounds of the United Fruit

Company office in Tegucigalpa. Ac-

cordingly, we stopped at the first

policeman in town and asked di-

rections. A crowd of at least 100

people collected around us. Mis-

pronounced translations of "United

Fruit Company," "Banana Com-
pany," and the like meant nothing

to anyone. We tried the name of

the railroad—run by United Fruit—

and instantly were directed back to

Potrerillos! Finally we rearranged

the question, asking for the office
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of the Tela Company—instead of

the Tela Railroad Company. Faces

brightened in the dark. La Tela

everyone knew. A boy guided us

the few blocks to the gate in the

high wall behind the office, and in

we went.

The ne.xt day we continued to-

ward the east, over more mountains,

to the village of Zamorano, 23 miles

distant. Eagerly we approached

the fine buildings of the Esciiela

Agricola Paiiamericana—an agricul-

tural college at which Latin Ameri-

can boys study on all-expense

scholarships, learning how to get

better crops from the reluctant soil.

As we pulled up in front of the

main building, a white-haired gen-

tleman strode briskly to us.

"I'm Wilson Popenoe," he stated.

"You must be the Milnes."

Dr. Popenoe has directed the

school since it was opened in 1943.

Before that, he had spent ten years

with the distinguished Dr. David

Fairchild, exploring for useful

plants throughout Latin America

for the United States Department

of Agriculture. Later Dr. Popenoe

liad acquired an enviable reputa-

tion in tropical horticulture during

nearly 20 years with the United

Fruit Company. If any man could

check over our proposed itinerary

and make helpful suggestions as to

where to go and whom to see, Wil-

son Popenoe was the one. Few
have such firsthand knowledge of

the relation between Latin Ameri-

cans and the land they live on, the

plants and animals that surround

them.

We admired the flame vine clam-

bering over the front and roof of

his home, and Dr. "Pop" pointed

out how the climber got its scien-

tific name. In the slight breeze, the

partly detached flowers of the pre-

vious day quiver like an orange

flame, so it was named F[irostc<^ia,

literally "covered with fire." Hon-

durans call the plant "San Carlos

Flower," however, and the origin

of this remains a mystery.

It was our good fortune that Dr.

"Pop's" son, Hugh, was home on

leave from a tour of duty in the

Army. Hugh had grown up in

A San Ji an'cito, most atti\c

niinin": center in Honduras todav.

Zamorano and was able to guide

us to a variety of interesting spots

beyond the valley farmlands. The
precipitous road that took us to the

former mining town of San Antonio

could be negotiated only by jeep.

Its hairpin turns exactly matched

the jeep's sharp turning radius, and

the surface was like a rocky creek

bed.

Four-eyed Fish

Our station wagon traveled more

comfortably to other localities —
even with four in the front seat.

One of these side trips stands out

as a high point of delight. In the

Choluteca River, we found the al-

most legendary four-eyed fish,

Anahleps, swimming in flotillas and

skipping over the water. They were

sometimes visible as much as 100

>'ards away, for their eyes—like a

pair of glistening white bubbles-

produced a V-shaped wake as the

fish skimmed along the surface.

The largest ones were about ten

inches long and swam alone, but

the smaller ones grouped them-

selves and worked the stream in

formations of surprising constancy.

Wlicther two or a dozen formed a

cluster, they acted as a unit, keep-

ing speed, direction, and distances

uniform in spite of ripples or sud-

den changes in route. As the four-

eyed fish cruises along like a sur-

faced submarine, the upper pupil

in each eye looks into air and per-
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^ Baby parrots in pinlcathcrs snooze nuich of llic ila\. waking cliiilK w licii llnir |Piiiiiil-

inits the fish a binocular field up-

ward and forward. At the same

time, the lower pupil faces into

water and gives the fish a binocular

\'iew directly downward and ahead.

What the fish could see through

the muddy stream continues to

puzzle us. Yet if they were pursued

by several wading people, they

would dive and escape. When a

long-handled butterfly net was
brought near them, they raced

away over the surface and threw

themselves clear out of the water

by repeated powerful thrusts of the

tail. So excellent is their vision into

air that the only easy way to catch

a four-eyed fish is to fire a .22 rifle

into the water in the middle of a

flotilla and reach quickly for a

specimen or two while the shock of

concussion still stuns them.

An even greater satisfaction in

the Zamorano region was to enter

the "weeping woods" — the cloud

jungle—atop near-by Mount Uyuca.

Here, in imagination, we stepped

into the forests of the Carboniferous

era. Uyuca's 6.300-foot peak forms

a realm apart—/« montana llorona,

which is Spanish for "weeping

woods" and is a perfect name.

To reach the weeping woods
from Zamorano, we followed the

road toward Tegucigalpa. Near the

crest of the first big rise, we parked

the car and climbed on foot

through the hot, bright morning

sun into open pine woods — the

A A Rainbow-billed Toucaiv. with sidi)iiur-\('llo\\

chest. These birds yelp to one another and posture to

show off the colors of their gaudy beaks.
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ocotal, named for the ocote pine

(Pimis oocarpa). Higher vip, a dif-

ferent conifer, the pinabete pine

(Pintis pseiidostrobus), is typical,

and this is therefore called the

pinabetal zone.

Among the epiphyte-laden limbs,

large black hummingbirds danced

in the mist like tiny toys on invisible

strings. Above this, in a saddle,

were patches of farmland with

vineyards of passionflowers, from

whose fruit a refreshing juice can

be squeezed. Calla lilies and single

carnations were grown at this ele-

vation for the Saturday market in

the capital. Northern plants, such

as blackberries, Indian paintbrush,

and bracken, also grew well here.

Suddenly the iridescent tropical

hummingbirds and the sun were

gone. We stood astonished in a

tangle of great trees, all unknown
to us. The air was fully ten degrees

cooler and filled with the mixed

fragrances of wet plants and soaked

soil. Every surface, whether branch

or liana or root, was crusted with

a rich coating of mosses, ferns,

orchids, algae, liverworts, and
bromeliads. The whole tropical

plant kingdom seemed crowded on-

to this one mountaintop.

For many hours out of each

twenty-four, a cloud surrounds the

summit and fills the high aisles be-

tween the trees with fog. Silhou-

ettes that would be sharp and clean

take on a ghostly outline. And
myriads of plants, instead of using

roots, depend upon the water-

saturated air. So well does this way
of life serve their needs that the

real trees are hidden, loaded with

tons of vegetable squatters.

Curiously enough, the cloud

forest seemed empty of animals.

Amid this profusion of edible fo-

liage we found only a few spiders

and a single bee; we heard no
mammal, bird, or frog. Tracks

showed where wild pigs (pec-

caries ) had rooted during the night.

The silence seemed imcanny, and
we fell to contrasting this tropical

Eden with the open pinelands and
deserts nearer the Caribbean. In

the latter, the diametrically oppo-

site sort of vegetation grew. Arid-

2l6

land leaves curled in leathery

toughness, seizing every molecule

of water that came their way. Or
leaves would be missing altogether

during much of the year, leaving

spiny branches that would repel

foraging animals. Yet more crea-

tures were abroad among that

harsh and prickly vegetation than

followed the rare trails through

this cloud forest. For every snail

on the wet flanks of the mountain,

there were a dozen lizards on the

dry soil. For every termite in the

wet woods, a thousand ants swarm-

ed over the stony ground among
the cactus trees.

Mount Uyuca is a gem of cloud

jungle. Its lower slopes are closely

set with 7/ii7pfl.s—those "wallpaper

cornfields" that slant so steeply up
the eroding mountainside. A far

larger example of weeping wood-
lands crosses the precipitous road

northeast of Tegucigalpa, on the

way toward the Rosario silver mine
at San Juancito. Here the land

reaches a plateau at an elevation

about 7500 feet. For some reason

peccaries do not seem to penetrate

the jungle here, and possibly, as a

result, this area is home to a variety

of animals absent entirely on
Uyuca.

Land crabs — strangely out of

place so high above the sea —
scamper out of the cloud jungle

onto the road. The fringing trees

hold little flocks of toucanets—small
toucans that are raucous-voiced yet

sociable. And over the soaked, en-

crusted soil creeps the short, thick,

deadly viper known as the tamagas
— a camouflaged relative of the

bushmaster and fer-de-lance.

Twice we made the trip to the

San Juancito Mountains to visit

this larger cloud jungle. The first

time, we drove our loaded car until

the road grew so steep that we
stopped dead still with the motor
racing in low gear. On that trip we

* This yoing coati, caujjht
in the junple, resented l)eing

lield but otherwise was as
playful as a kitten.

parked on the slope and walked

to the top, arriving breathless and

perspiring just in time to see a flash

of green fire trailing behind a rose-

breasted bird that sparkled like a

jewel as it streaked across the road.

It was a male quetzal — most re-

splendent of the trogons — flirting

his yard-long tail as he raced before

us to vanish into the jungle.

The Plumed Serpent God

The steep road had led us into

the haunts of history. Here was the

quetzal—the symbol of wild free-

dom—and here the lurking viper,

agent of death. Ages before, the

Mayans had known these two. They
had built a new civilization in Cen-
tral America based on com and
black beans and had then declined.

They linked the glory of this bird

with the terror of the snake in

visualizing their plumed serpent

god, which the Aztecs later wor-

shipped as Qiictzalcoatl.

Regretfully we left Tegucigalpa



•^ Flying overhead, the kinp vulture needs a good ornitlioloj!:ist to distinjriiisli il I'roni ilu- coimiuinei- lilack Miltiirc.

But on tlie firoiind, its rod neok, white eyes, and orange wattle and collar make its countenance difficult to forget.

and headed south tow aid the Pan-

American Highway, still wishing

we could return to the San Juancito

cloud jungle, to penetrate again

into its stillness. Only our time

schedule stood in the way. Instead

we admired the new roadwork

where the Hondurans were improv-

ing the Interocean Highway.

As we approached the scene of

actual construction, the crushed

and uncrushed rock grew coarser.

Heavy trucks had left ruts so

deep that steering became impos-

sible. The bottom of the station

wagon rumbled ominously against

the road. The ruts swerved to the

right, and a sign—a large wooden
arrow—pointed for us to follow the

timi. Worse and worse grew the

way. The work crews hove in sight.

They saw us and waved us back.

But the arrow?

TJiat was for the work trucks!

We should have turned left there.

to a narrow trail about as impres-

sive as a farm lane in the hills at

home.

Back we went. But before we
reached the "intersection," our mo-

tor coughed and died. We jumped

out and saw that the continual

pounding of the rocks had ham-

mered our full gasoline tank back-

ward until the metal hose line no

longer connected it to the motor.

Our precious fuel, at 50 cents a gal-

lon, was pouring onto the road!

Shattering fingernails as we bur-

rowed imder the car, we hauled

out rocks faster than a frightened

armadillo. One of us jammed a wad
of leaves into the spurting tank

while the other opened the emer-

gency repair kit and invented a

way to bridge the gap and hold

the line to the tank well enough to

get the motor started. We limped

back to the capital and made it

with only a few gallons to spare.

At the office of La Tchi, we asked

where we could find a good me-

chanic. The staff was most sym-

pathetic and arranged for a skilled

man to start work immediately. He
must empt)', remove, weld, and re-

place the torn tank. We knew
better than to ask how long it

would take!

With our car crippled, our ex-

pedition reached a standstill. We
would have to wait while the re-

pair job progressed at its own pace.

Ruefully we reminded each other

of a new \\-ord Latin .\merica had

taught us — pacicncid ("patience").

Somehow it seemed more hopefid

than manana.

But we had imderestimated tlie

helpful people of the Tela Com-
pany. They wanted to do something

for us. How would we like to use

oin- extra day?

We mentioned the cloud forest

on the way to San Juancito as the
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spot we longed most to revisit. By
radio-telephone they called the

Rosario mine in San Juancito and

asked about the weather condi-

tions. All was cloudy above the

mine. They warned us that it might

rain at any moment and that such

a trip on so poor a day might be

fruitless. We reminded them that

it was the dry season and couldn't

rain. This brought grins all around,

for it had poured the day before.

So off they packed us in a pick-

up truck, with driver and lunch.

Up the mountain we ground in low-

est gear. Past the slope where auto-

matic drive had failed us. To the

top and over the crest—in thick fog.

Then, as the switchbacks began

^ The most dangerous of Cen-
TRAi, American animals are the
peccaries, wild pi<rs that travel
in i)ack>. They may char<:e,
{jnashing tiieir razor-sliarp teeth.

2l8

"* The radio aerial on the authors'

car provided an unfamiliar perch
for this red-capi»cd parrot.

descending toward the town, the

headlights picked out a road sign

that meant business: a skull and

crossbones, plus three little crosses

and the words "3 Muertos"—"3

Deaths."

We stopped the driver from go-

ing on and asked him to park where

the road was wider, while we ex-

plored ahead on foot.

Suddenly the fog brightened.

The cloud lifted, broke, and swept

away. Sim poured down on the wet

roofs of the Rosario mine. Far be-

yond, the Choluteca River twisted

across the valley floor.

With clear sky and sunlight came
the fluid pipings of an inconspicu-

ous gray Nightingale-thrush, known
locally as a jilguero. At intervals we
heard the ventriloquial call of a

black robin (sinzontle), with white

eyes and a yellow beak. Sweeter

sounds than these are rarely heard.

The driver sat in the truck, un-

comprehending. We followed re-

maining wisps of mist through the

weeping woods, searching among
the moist foliage for another quet-

zal as though it were the end of a

green-blue rainbow. Time and

again we glimpsed these shy birds

among the shadows. Occasionally

they flitted out into the pale green

filtered light of a jungle corridor to

perform an acrobatic stunt in mid-

air and then hastened back to their

perch. At each encounter we held

our breath, hoping that a bird

would fly close. Gradually we
learned that the male bird, with his

soft rose-colored breast and un-

believable length of slender tail,

could be identified if only his head

showed. His bill is lemon yellow,

whereas that of his mate is black.

Her tail is short, not much longer

than the tips of her wings at rest;

and the only red visible on her

underparts is well back, behind a

front of chocolate brown.

The weeping woods and this

type of trogon go together all the

way from Mexico's southernmost

state of Chiapas to the Panamanian

province of Chiriqui. They bracket

the five little countries we explored

by car and give them a common
bond of kinship. One, Guatemala,

has adopted the quetzal as its na-

tional emblem and as the name of

its unit of currency. But Guatemala,

like El Salvador, has few quetzals

left. The spread of agriculture up
the peaks may eliminate these birds

from the other countries, too. For

only so long as there are cloud

jungles large enough to make quet-

zals feel at home, will these mag-
nificent fliers continue as living

symbols of Central America. Their

presence is not so much a sign of

freedom as a proof of the existence

of unspoiled land and unexploited

peaks.
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Ijoui^lit all he had on hand hut

commissioned many more to l)e de-

livered to Vienna.

Not a single signed picture hy

Elias Prunner has been discovered

so tar. The four unsigned cobweb

pictures that I found in the curio

collection of the Castle Ambras

may very well be the ones that

Maria Theresa bought from Elias

Prunner, since she owned the castle

and might easily have added them

to its collection.

This Castle Amljras, in the

vicinity of Innsbruck, knew its

glorious days in the sixteenth cen-

tury, when it was owned by the

Archduke Ferdinand of Tyrol. For

his beloved commoner wife Philip-

pine Welser, whom he married in

secrecy against the will of his

father, he had the mecheval castle

rebuilt in a grandiose manner. He
filled it with art objects, books, and

armor; and his "Kiinst und Wiin-

derkammer," a "collection of all

things rare and not generally seen,"

attracted visitors from all over the

world. This curio collection later

received occasional additions, and

in the eighteenth century it was

knou'n to have some cobweb pic-

tures. The castle's captain Johann

Primisser writes in 1777, in his

booklet "Brief Information about

the Imperial Curio Cabinet at

Ambras in Tyrol," that among pic-

tures on various materials there

are even pictures on spider web.

He may have had reference to

the cobweb pictures of Johann

Burgman, which are also in the

Ambras collection. Johann Burg-

man, known as a pupil and fol-

lower of Elias Prunner, came also

from the Puster Valley. He was

born in St. Georgen, near Bruneck,

and died there in 1825. Originally

an unsuccessful chin-ch painter, he

might have been forgotten had it

not been for his cobweb pictures.

Indeed, there are about 67 signed

Burgman pictures in existence, and

at least two of them are in the

United States. In addition to re-

ligious subjects, he tried his hand

PAINTINGS ON COBWEBS

at landscapes, still-life studies, and

portraits. Apparently at the height

of his success in 1799, he made a

charming brush drawing of tiic

Emperor Leopold II willi his

family.

Another follower of Elias Prun-

ner was one of his kin, Johann

Georg Prunner from Dietenheim,

near Bruneck. Unlike Burgman, he

was a professional painter and en-

graver. Several of his works, the

earliest dating from 1734, are

known. Apparently challenged by

the unusual medium his cousin

Elias had mastered, he undertook

to make a few engravings on cob-

web, but only four are in existence.

Only two of them are signed, but

the other two seem also to be l:)y

his hand. One of these, made in the

first half of the eighteenth century,

seems to be the oldest cobweb pic-

ture known. It is a Madonna and

Child on a crescent moon—a tiny

engraving 4 inches tall and 2%

inches wide, surrounded by golden

handmade lace.

Two more engravings on cob-

web, each by a different artist, are

all that exist of this unbelievable

application of cobweb in the en-

graver's craft. Of these, the so-

called Abgar portrait of Christ is

quite exceptional in technique. It

was engraved in the Puster Valley

from a plate made in 17.30 by a

Swiss-born artist, Johann Heinrich

Stoercklin, who died in 1737 in

Augsburg. It is very possible that

the actual printing was done either

by Johann Georg Prunner or by

Burgman, since both had expe-

rience in handling the fragile gos-

samer.

Several other artists from the

Puster Valley and, to a limited ex-

tent, from Salzburg, tried their

hand at cobweb pictures. Side by

side with the naive creations of

the village craftsmen appear pic-

tures that are quite artistically

composed and executed. The artist

very often followed examples of

ecclesiastical and secular art that

he happened to see, though he in-

terpreted them in his own manner.

Some of the pictures were just

copies, as, for instance, the one in

tlie Chester Cathedral in England,

which is proudly described in the

Cathedral's guide as "an exquisite

little treasure in the chapel ... a

Madonna and Child, painted on

fabric woven from a spider's web
and preserved between glass. It

was brought many years ago from

Innsbruck, where lived a family

knowing the secret of this remark-

able work." This "treasure" is a

miniature copy, probably by Burg-

man's hand, from the famous

Maria-Hilf Madonna by Lucas

Cranach the Elder, painted around

1537. This latter painting is one of

the most beloved and often copied

miraculous Madonnas in the Alps,

and it has been treasured in the

St. Jacob's parish church of Inns-

bruck since 1650.

With the death of Johann Burg-

man in 1825, the craft of cobweb
painting vanished almost com-

pletely in the Puster Valley. How-
ever, in the 1870's, it was revived

in the northern Tyrol, especially in

Innsbruck, and was practiced there

for a few decades. Through the

efforts of two efficient art dealers,

cobweb painting developed into a

thriving industry catering particu-

larly to tourists. Franz Unterberger

and C. Czichna, both of Innsbruck,

emploxed a staff of artists who fol-

lowed the old traditional method

of painting on cobweb in water

colors. They still obtained the web
from the Puster \'alle\- where the

craft originated. But instead of re-

ligious subjects, the pictures now
displayed colorful T\'ro]ean scenes

and landscapes. Miniature copies

from the works of Franz von

Defregger, the famous painter of

Tyrolean peasant life, were particu-

larly popular. The pictures were

mounted on cardboard, decorated

with a large drawing of a spider,

and provided with a small sample

of cobweb to emphasize the un-

usual fabric. They attracted atten-

tion as ciu'iosities and were bought

as souvenirs. Several of them are

known to be in the United States.

Apparently there is something
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Letters
Snulu' SpUi

Sills

We all know that siiaki-s can and do

swallow prey that is many times greater

than their own diameter, but this one

apparently paid for having "eyes bigger

than its stomaeh."

This speeimen of the Common Water
Snake was 30 inches long and had cap-

tured a 10-inch trout. That the snake

managed to swallow as much of the fish

as it did is remarkable. But there is an

ilastie limit even to Water Snakes, and

tliis greedy reptile seems actually to have

split open, not only on one side but on

both. Unfortunately I was not able to

witness the actual demise of the snake.

Frank R. Sciietty

1-iasbrouck Heights, N. J.

The following comments are offered by

Richard G. Zweifel of the American

Museum's Ueparlment of Reptiles and

Amphibians:

Persons milamiliar with the capabilities

of snakes are invariably amazed to see a

snake undertake to swallow an animal

with a greater diameter than its own. Yet

snakes do this quite commonly.

ft is unfortunate that Mr. Schetty did

not actually see this snake split. It seems

unlikely that once having taken the fish

down so far, with the bulk of the fish past

the narrow throat, the snake would have

split without outside help. Someone might

have encountered the much distended

reptile, whose ability to escape woidd

have been greatly impeded, and struck

it, causing the tightly stretched skin to

rupture. But the possibility that the snako

split without help cannot be ruled out.

The "patient" seemed to know the hand that saved it

I
LEARNED early in life that

most snakes should not be

killed, that they do much more

good than harm. That's why I

rescued a young black snake one

afternoon from two boys who were

stoning it in a roadside ditch near

my home.

When I got there, the snake was

pretty badly used up. There was a

wide gash in its middle, a deep cut

below its head, and one eye had

been pushed almost from its socket

by a well-aimed rock. I stopped

the killing, explained that black

snakes are "good" snakes which kill

rats and other pests, and sent the

boys on their way. I then brought

tlie snake into my own back yard.

It was, or had been, a beauty-

shining black and measuring about

TAPE THERAPY FOB A BLACK SNAKE

three and a half feet in length.

Each time it tried to move weakly,

grayish muscles would bulge from

its midsection, and the lower half

of its body would tinn at right

angles to the rest of it. I knew it

could neither move nor live that

way.

I had never repaired a snake be-

fore, but I decided to try my hand

at this one.

The bathroom cabinet in tlic

house produced onl\' short white

adhesives. But in the top drawer of

my desk I saw a roll of one-incli

Scotch tape, and I decided to try

that.

I first stretched the injured snake

on the grass and pressed its eye

gently back into the socket. I then

worked on the neck cut, pushing

By Jack M. MacDonald

the wound together and taping it.

I closed both wounds that way,

pressing the edges together and

running the tape around the body
so that the tape ends didn't quite

meet. I felt that the edges of the

tape would scrape off more easily

later if they were not "glued " to-

gether.

The procedure was easy, for the

snake struggled \ery little. Only

after 1 liad finislied did lie make a

sort of convidsive movement, tingl-

ing over on his back with his

lightish underparts to the sun.

The taping held as he tiu-ned,

so I knew my operation had been

a success. I was also sure my
patient was dying, for I had ne\'er

seen any snake turn o\'er on its

back.
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still hoping he might survive-, I

laid him in the cool grass under

a spice bush and left him.

The next morning before going

to work, I looked under the bush.

The snake was there, looking beat-

out but alive. Its harmless tongue

moved out listlessly once or twice

as I reached down. Then it lay

quietly and seemingly unafraid as

I stroked its back with my finger.

It was still under the bush that

evening and had apparently moved
little during the day. Again I

touched its back with a slight strok-

ing motion. Again it didn't seem

alarmed at the touch.

The ne.xt morning when I

stopped at the bush, the snake was
gone. All day I wondered if it had

crawled away under its own power

or whether some dog or other

animal had destroyed it during tlie

night.

That evening, after work, I went

down to the spice bush. There was
no sign of the snake. I stooped

down to look more closely under

the bush, when I heard a rustling

in the leafy rows of beans in the

near-by vegetable garden. I sat

down on the grass and waited.

I wouldn't believe if it had not

happened to me, but my
patched-up snake came toward the

spice bush from the bean rows.

And I was sitting there in plain

sight.

It stopped once to see, I guess,

if I would make any movement.

Then it came forward again, not

too close but within reach of my
hand.

I looked at my handiwork. The

.Scotch tape was peeling a bit at

the edges but still holding. Tlic

cuts beneath looked "sealed" to-

gether with some sort of secretion
j

from the snake's body.
'

I reached down. The youiii;

black snake drew back its head,

and its tongue slithered with old-

time vigor. But it didn't move
away. And, for the third time, I

touched it lightly, much as you'd

touch a pet dog.

When I moved to get on my feet,

the snake also moved. This time,

it slid along a short stretch of lawn

toward an open field that adjoins

our property. He moved easily

now, body glistening in the sim.

Leaving handicap and amateur

surgeon behind, he was on his way

to his own things.

I never saw him after that.

BOOKS

This book was first published in Eng-

land in 185.5, under tlie title Ftir Trap-

pers, but extensive revisions were made

at tliat time, since it was felt that Ross'

style was too salty for mid-nineteenth

century tastes. The present edition follows

the original manuscript, now in the li-

lirary of Yale University.

Hariiy TscHoriK, Jr.

THE SEARCH NEVER ENDS
In Arizona and Afghanistan, in Panama and

Persia, archaeologists are at work recovering

the wonders of the ancient past, the record of

our ancestors' daily lives.

ARCHAFOLOGY
a quarterly publication of the Archaeological

Institute of America, is the only magazine

which features discoveries made in all parts

of the world. Reports are written by experts

in non-technical language, with a wealth of

illustration.

• FOR A LIMITED TIME ONLY a years sub-

scription to ARCHAEOLOGY costs S3.75 - a

saving of Si. 25 on the regular subscription rate.

This offer terminates July 1, 1956.

ARCHAEOLOGY, Dept. N.

608 University of Cincinnati Library

Cincinnati 21, Ohio

Please send me ARCHAEOLOGY for one year at tlie

special rate of $3.75. I enclose check/money order.

Nome .

Address

Rocks and minerals

by Richard M. Pearl

Everyday Handbook Series

Barnes and Noble, Inc., $1.95

279 pp., 36 illus.

'TpHIS compact handbook introduces the

reader to the entire field of geology

as it pertains to rocks and minerals. It

describes their origin, the classification,

prospecting, mining, milling, and smt>lting

of the ores, and their economic uses.

It is brought up-to-date with a short

chapter on minerals of the Atomic Age.

Characteristics of the principal uranium

ore minerals and the instruments used in

prospecting for tlicm are enumerated.

The crystal systems to which the min-

erals belong and the usual tests for them

are described. Such interesting subjects

as gems, fluorescent minerals, our \isitors

from outer space—the meteorites, man-

made syndietic gems, mineral oddities,

and much other useful information is to

be found in tliis book. There are tips on

where to hunt for minerals, the erjuip-

ment needed, and the care required for

protecting and preserving your collection.

There are a few typographical errors,

and some of the color plates of minerals

could be clearer. Serpentine asbestos, for

instance is not lavender but either light

green or white. However, the great

amount of useful and interesting informa-

tion in this small handbook makes it a

particularly desirable reference book lor

all young collectors of minerals or tor

anyone interested in an excellent intro-

duction to rocks and minerals.

David M. Skaman
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NEW GUINEA CHIEFS GIVE TO (;ET RICH

The little man apparently never

dreams of questioning tliis system.

To him, it is a perfeetly satisfae-

tory transaction. He eats the leg of

pig, enjoys it, and is happy. The

l)ig Chief has shown a neat profit.

To the European, this is all quite in-

comprehensible and smacks of sharj)

practice. But to the Mbowamb, it

is legitimate and perfectly ethical.

All the people who are in some

way dependent on the Chief must

be remembered, too. There is his

immediate family, which in a poly-

gamous household can be consider-

able. There are also his serfs and

the servants of his wives. These

must all receive a just share of the

pork. The task of dividing the meat

therefore requires hours. The Chief

has to cut up the meat or the pork

himself, but his wives are much in

evidence and keep a watchful eye

on the proceedings. I even saw a

wife grab her husband's hand and

move the knife over so he would

cut a larger x^iece. There were also

some genuine family squabbles. The

Chief may be the biggest man in his

clan, but his wives can certainly tell

him off. They have raised the pigs

and don't hesitate to speak right

out.

The si.xth and final day of the

Moka was a veritable madhouse.

While the dancers were making the

earth tremble, the big Chiefs who
were making the Moka were busy

putting the gold-lipped shells on

display. The shells had been pol-

ished and rimmed with red clay.

They were unpacked personally by

each Chief. The red clay dust was
removed, and the shells were jdoI-

ished once more.

Raglpa, the biggest nl lln' Chic Is,

put his shells out first. He had six-

teen. The dancers stopped, and the

multitude crowded around lor a

look. This was the supreme iiionicnt

for the great man to flaunt his

wealth. The shells were too precious

to rest on the ground, so ferns were

laid down to receive them, and

great care was exercised in arrang-

ing them. A ninnber of men cannot

work simultaneously at this. That

would hasten the process too much.

The spectators must have an oppor-

tunity to gaze long and well.

After the first Chief had lined his

shells, the next man put his down.

The mob marveled at each shell as

it was brought from its wrappings,

and they moved along as the line

grew in length. I coimted 529 shells,

but more were still coming. It is

certain that over 600 gold-lipped

shells changed hands in the Moka
and at least half as many pigs.

After the shells extended the full

length of the dancing groimd, each

man who was to receive some

counted his share, either eight, ten,

or sixteen.

When the shells had been

coimted, there was a slight delay

while the donors went to smear

their bodies with ashes. Then, with

ferocious shouting and yelling, they

charged up and down the line as

fast as they could run, carrying axes,

spears, and bows and arrows. The

significance of this is twofold. The

first thought was apparently to

drive out the shells. They had given

them away and didn't want them

anymore. The second, and cer-

tainly the more important, was to

give all the people a good look at

those wIk) iiad given the Moka.

'I'lic new owners now gathered

up tlic shells and packed them

careful!)' away. They were only re-

ceiving what they had once given.

Tlie only increase was in fhiir honor

ami glory.

But the men who had made the

Moka weren't finished yet. Begin-

ning with Raglpa, each one shouted

at the top of his voice, telling all

within earshot of what he had

done. This self-praise finished the

Moka. For six days, the ceremony

had been the burning interest of

several thousand people. Many of

them had walked hours to attend.

It was a great social event, and

the preparations had taken many
months. The raising of some of the

pigs had even taken several years.

It should be remembered that

these shells have all been traded

along devious routes from the coast.

Missionaries discovered two definite

trade routes many years ago. One
led from Papua north into the in-

terior, and the other came from the

north coast of New Guinea south

into the interior. The shells are all

said to have originated in the

Torres Strait region between Aus-

traliii and New Guinea. Until the

coming of the u'hite man, they were

the equivalent of gold throughout

the Central Highlands of New
Guinea. Even today, 23 years after

the discovery of the Wahgi \'alley,

they are still highly valued.

Several times, chiefs had come to

me at the dancing ground and said,

"This is the fashion we like. \\'('

married plenty of Mai\s [nati\<-

women] who raised lots of pigs, and

now we make Moka
"
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THE NOISY UNDERWATER WORLD cominued from page 195

Since some of the sounds they make
resemble rhjthmic propeller noises

and even echo-ranging "pings," the

state of mfnd of a submarine com-

mander detecting them with his

listening gear may well be imag-

ined. In several cases, torpedoes

were readied, but instead of the

expected foe, a few sporting whales

or porpoises were seen where the

sound originated.

That some whales can bellow

like bulls when wounded or

alarmed was known to naturalists

even in the eighteenth century.

But such vociferous exclamations

are rare. The usual whale sounds

may result from the sharp escape

of bi'cath through the blowhole,

which sounds like a whistle, from

the snapping of teeth or baleen, or

from the rhythmic beating of the

powerful fluke against the surface

of the water, which sounds like a

propeller.

The sound of the forcible release

of air through the blowhole can be

heard for great distances, and old-

timers in the whaling industry

claim they can identify different

kinds of whales by the tone and

volume of the whistlings.

Porpoises likewise produce whist-

ling, and the white whale, or belu-

ga, is particularly famous for its

shrill blasts. Mariners have called

these animals "sea canaries." One
submarine commander reported

that "The porpoise sounds like a

fast, small-boat screw rather than

a torpedo."

Whales may use sounds for echo-

ranging in order to find out how
deep they are. Porpoises, which

are known to be quite intelligent

creatures, may even be conversing

with each other when the hydro-

phone records their whistling.

Among the most widespread

noises in shallow coastal waters is

the sharp crackling sound produced

by snai)i)ing shrimp. Some mariners

used to think they heard the sounds

of shipworms eating through the

hulls of their boats; actually they

were listening to noisy near-by

shrimp beds.
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The crisp snapping sounds of

these small crustaceans were long

brushed aside as merely a biological

oddit\-, but in the early years of

World \\'ar II they were found to

be such a cause of confusion in un-

derwater warfare that they were

thoroughly investigated by the Uni-

versity of California's Division of

War Research.

The type of shrimp that makes

these noises closely resembles the

familiar shrimp seen in the market.

The characteristic sound is pro-

duced by the sharp closing of the

snapping claw, which is extremely

large in comparison with the rest

of the body. The reason for this

peculiar snapping becomes readily

apparent when a specimen is ob-

served in action. As the claw is

suddenly closed, a jetlike spurt of

water is produced by means of a

plunger arrangement in the claw.

This helps to frighten off any crea-

tin'es that might molest the shrimp.

The University of California in-

vestigators found the crackling

sounds comparable to the "explo-

sive noises produced by large quan-

tities of dry twigs or the frying of

fat." In a detailed report on these

creatures, they stated : "The bedlam

of crackling noise over a shrimp

bed is never ending. The continuity

of high magnitude sound caused

by populations of these animals

appears to have no counterpart in

biological nature."

Although the natural history of

sonic marine animals is barely out

of its swaddling clothes as a sti

ence, many practical applications

have already been made, and still

more are in the offing. Experts will

be able to predict what underwater

sounds can be expected in various

areas at different seasons, and tlic

operators of the Navy's listening:

devices can then swiftly screen out

biological interference from mon'

ominous noises.

It may well be a matter of lili

and death for a submarine com-

mander to know the locations of

large beds of snapping shrimp or

areas where croakers gather to

spawn. The noises these animals

make can even drown out tha

sounds made by his own vessel, so

that if he is prowling in enemy

waters he may be able to evade de-

tection by "losing himself" among

the natural creatures.

Commercial possibilities are also

intriguing. Hydrophones may in

the future be carried by fishing

vessels for the purpose of locating

large schools of fishes. And it is not

too farfetched to visualize a frantic

captain playing records of mating

calls to lure vast numbers of love-

sick fish happily into his waiting

nets.

We still need a great deal more

information about the way the ani-

mals themselves make use of imder-

water sounds. Perhaps this will

guide us to uses that are as yet un-

suspected.

A FISHERMAN S DREAM: r(

of mating calls ta lure schools

of lovesick Tish may be the

bait of the future.
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Md a breath

Soa Lii'« Lt'lU'r Opoiior

Here's a beautiful, useful addition to any

desk or writing table. The handle of this

nickoI-|)lated steel letter opener is

embedded in a clear plastic block. Sus-

])end(-d in the block is a delicately ar-

ranged grouping of sea and plant life

Iloating above a tiny island of pebbles

and sand. J!^ ^ inches in length.

$5.50, posl/Hiid

1

•'Tropical Fish" l\ote Paper
You won't hesitate to use these truly dis-

tinctive notes for any occasion. Each is

tastefully decorated with a beautiful

water color by Sandra. There are two

each of six different paintings: Red

Swordtails, Angelfish, Paradise Fish,

Sea Horses, Fighting Fish, Red Finbacks.

Paper is folded once to size 5-Vs x 4Vi

inches. 12 envelopes included. Boxed for

convenient storage.

$1.10 per set, postpaid

Members are entitled to a 107c discount from

the purchase price. Send your order today to:

of Sea Mr
to your home

M^-^

s
"Deep Sea" Paper liVeig'ht

An excellent companion to the letter

opener but equally attractive alone!

An assortment of colorful sea shells, a

sea horse, a starfish, and just the right

sprinkling of green plant life seem to

float lazily in a crystal-clear bath uf

cool water. The "water"' is an amaz-

ingly clear block of plastic. A foamy,

bubbly bottom completes this perfect

setting. 3 inches in diameter.

$5.50. postpaid

THE
MUSEUM SHOP
The American Museum of Natural History, New York 24, N. Y.

Iiilrufliiciiig Sea Shells

l>Y R. Tucker Abbott. A colorful

guide for the beginning col-

lector. Its pages unfold the ex-

citing history of sea shells, their

habits, their use as monev bv the Indians,

as decoration, etc. Contains interesting

information on just where, how. and with

what simple equiiiment you can hunt

vour own siiells: how to clean them and

keep them. 64 pages. Profusely illustrated

with drawings and photographs — many
ill full color. Sturdy paper cover.

$2.60. postpaid



MONSANTO

CHEMISTRY

IN ACTION

Helping nature to

serve you better
A TYPICAL EXAMPLE...

^

'
S'^tSHS/̂ '

<

GETTING MORE WORK OUT OF WATER
See how solution at left whisks away greasy

dirt while ordinary water leaves it untouched.

The difference: Santomerse—one of 1400 com-

pounds created and tested by Monsanto to

produce a complete line of cleansers and wet-

ting agents for industry . . . suprr-active pow-

ders, pastes and li<iuitls that make water work

harder, wet faster.

Getting more work out of water demonstrates

how Alonsanto Chemistry, applied to nature,

multiplies the benefits of our natural re-

sources. Monsanto Chemical Co., St. Louis, Mo.

SANTOMfRSE. Reg. U. S. Pol. Off

Where Creative Chemistry Works Wonders For You
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NOW lV/7^^ Criterion's Complete, Superior

f^0 lAOU^*' Telescope For Serious Astronomers

The 4 Inch DYNASCOPE Reflector
Reg. U. S. Pat. Off,

Tripod with

Hardwood Folding Legs

New Improved Combination Equa-

torial and Altazimuth mount with

free moving Polar Axis, now avail-

able separately at $14.95. Weight
12 lbs Or if you desire to trade In

your old mount, return with legs

securely wrapped and $5. New
mount will be shipped FOB Hart-

ford. Easily attached. No adapters

required.

• With New Combination Mount And Free-Moving Polar Axis

w • A Parabolic Mirror! • 4-Power Finder! • Folding Tripod!

• 3 Achromatic Eyepieces, 65X - 1 SOX - 167X

• You will be truly amazed at the scientific accuracy and technical

engineering built into this complete reflecting telescope. If you were to purchase
the parts and assemble them yourself, you would spend much more than

the unheard of low price of this precisian instrument. And in building your
Own telescope you could never hope to attain the accuracy and co-ordination

of parts which have been engineered into the Dynoscope.

• The high resolving power of the parabolic mirror produces exquisite

definition which clearly separates such celestial phenomena as double
stars. The 4-inch mirror gathers '/) niore light than a G'/j-inch

mirror. The Dynoscope parabolic mirror is aluminized and then

coated with a layer of zircon quartz for maximum protection ond
lasting use. A parabolic mirror of such quality has previously been

obtainable only in high-priced instruments.

• The Dynoscope assembly includes everything-there is

absolutely nothing else to buy. There are no added charges

for extra eyepieces— or a view finder.

• The tripod with hardwood folding legs is fitted with position

locks for absolute stability. Study the list of features and you
II agree thot this unprecedented offer is the most generous
ond all-inclusive you hove ever seen anywhere. The usuol

Criterion money-back guorontee applies and, in fact,

if you can duplicate this instrument for less than twice

our unheard of low price, your money will be
refunded ot once. With a precision instrument like

the Dynoscope Reflector, production is necessarily

limited but we can moke immediate shipment
at this time. Send check or money order now

with full guarantee of satisfaction.

• NOW YOU CAN HAVE A REFLECTING TELESCOPE

OF EXCELLENT CALIBER FOR ACCURATE

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION!

• THE ONLY TELESCOPE AVAILABLE FOR UNDER
$75. WITH A PARABOLIC MIRROR, RACK &
PINION FOCUS, AND 3 ACHROMATIC EYEPIECES!

Manufacfurers and Disfributors of Optical Instruments

THE CRITERION MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. NHD 13, 331 Church Street • Hartford 1, Connecticut

Telephone: CHapel 7-1696 • Cable Address: CRICO



Books of Permanent Importance
. . .at Savings up to 50%

Crane Brinton's monumental, two-volume set, A History of Civilization,

the two important selections by Frank Lloyd Wright, and the other books
pictured here are representative of our continuing efTort to bring

to the members ol THE BOOK FIND CLUB the

very finest books in every field.

No matter where your chief interests lie — science or literature, art or
religion, biography or history, you can always be assured of absorbing,
informative reading in our monthly selections. And in addition, we would
like to call your attention to the tremendous savings enjoyed by Book Find
members. ^^ ^^ _

Choose any^ for only w^^d
{Retail Value up to $31.00)

Membership is both easy and rewarding. Each month you receive Free our liter-

ary magazine, The Book Find News. In it you will find a careful report of our
forthcoming selection. If you like it, it will arrive automatically; if not, you sim-
ply return a form which we provide saying, "Send me nothing." Or, if you prefer,
you may order from our list of over 100 other books, all current, all choice.

I-A HISTORY OF CIVILIZATION. By Crane Brinlon,
John B. Christopher & Robert Lee Wolff.
2 vols., boxed, more than 1400 pages, 8" x 10"
Hundreds ot illustrations, more than 50 maps,
endpapers. A brilliant survey of man's experience
from pre-history to mid-twentieth century. o
List price $16.00. Members' price $9.95.

2-THE NATURAL HOUSE. By Frank Lloyd Wright.
A magnificent book on small houses in which
living becomes a purposeful adventure in natural a
freedom and dignity. List price $7.50
Members' price $5.50.

3-THE FUTURE OF ARCHITECTURE. By Frank Lloyd
Wright. One of the great classics of architectural
literature— the major writings of Wright on
organic architecture. List price $7.50.
Members' price $5.50.

4-THE DIARY OF A WRITER. By F. M. Dostoievsky.
One of the great literary documents ot
modern limes, this work reveals the mind and
heart of a great personality. 1115 pages.
Members' price $5.00.

5-GENETICS AND THE RACE OF MAN.
By William C. Boyd. Physical anthropology
in the light of contemporary science.
Pub ed. $6.00 Members' price $2.65.

6-HISTORY OF WARFARE OF SCIENCE WITH
THEOLOGY IN CHRISTENDOM. By Andrei^ D.
White. A classic study of conflicting influences
in human experience. 928 pages.
Members' price $5.00.

-THE NOTEBOOKS OF LEONARDO DA VINCI.
Edited by Edward MacCurdy A magnificent
record of Leonardo's thought as a painter,

sculptor, astronomer, architect, geographer and
inventor. Members' price $5.00.

-SEX IN HISTORY. By C Rattray Taylor
A study of society's changing attitudes toward
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hs olive green upper parts and tlic

vivid yellow of its throat and breast make
the Yellow-breasted Chat a striking bird.

It is the largest of our warblers and is

found in the breeding season throughout

the greater part of the United States. It

migrates to Central America for the win-

ter. The Yellow-breasted Chat nests in

very dense thickets and briery tangles

from one to five feet from the ground.

The nest contains from three to five

creamy-white eggs speckled with brown.

The bird in this color transparency,

living up to his reputation for being very

shy and elusive, hid in trees above the

blackberry thicket where the nest was

well concealed. While Mrs. Thase Daniel

maneuvered to take the picture, a medley
of gurgles, whistles, chatters, and squawks

bubbled from its throat, unlike the song

of any other bird; and while giving this

eccentric song, it kept flapping its wings

up and down and pumping its tail. No
wonder the Yellow-breasted Chat is

known as the clown among birds.
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many world leaders . . . doctors, scien-

tists, judges, explorers, statesmen, cler-
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who could afford to pay any amount of

money for an aid — choose to wear a

quality Zenith.
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thousands of people are now enjoying
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other product — highest quality is of the
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have given Zenith a technical leader-

ship unparalleled in the hearing aid
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The navajos

by Ruth M. Underbill

University of Oklahoma Press, $4.50

299 pp., 24 photos, 2 maps.

A T the present time the Navajo Indians

are tlie most numerous tribal group

within the United States. Seventy-five

thousand of them live scattered through-

out the canyons and deserts of northern

Arizona and New Mexico, and in .south-

eastern Utah. Of all Indians these semi-

nomadic shepherds are, perhaps, the best

known to the general public, and many
people are familiar with their woven

woolen rugs and their silver and turquoise

jewelry.

It seems almost incredible, then, that six or

seven hundred years ago there were no

Navajos—at least by that name—nor were

there any Indians then alive that lived

like tlie Navajos of today. The Navajos

;is we know them are a hybrid group,

racially and culturally, the product of a

long and complicated history.

In order to tell the story of the Navajo

people the author has tapped the sources

of archeology, history, ethnology, mythol-

ogy, linguistics, and U.S. Government ar-

chives, in addition to her own personal ex-

periences and observations. She traces the

migrations of the savage, half-naked

liiintcrs who were the ancestral Navajos

from their original homeland in western

Canada to the southwest, where they may
have arrived as early as the twelfth century

A. D. Once they were established in the

Southwest, she shows step by step how
their way of life was altered by contact

with the village-dwelling Pueblo Indian

farmers, the Spanish eonquerers and set-

tlers, the Mexicans, and finally the white

Americans.

Navajo history has all of die ingredients

of an epic. From an insignificant band of

primitive nomads, the Navajos increased

in power to become the lords of the land,

a tribe of bandits feared throughout the

Southwest. After a clash with American

troops under Kit Carson, the Navajos were

rounded up and imprisoned for almost

four years. Once released, their sheep and

horses gone, they were put on reservations

as xioverty-stricken wards of the Govern-

ment. Gradually the Navajos made a come-

back. Today, guided by their own veterans

of World War II, and assisted by an en-

lightened administration of Indian affairs,

they stand on the threshold of Twentiitli

Century world culture, determined to be-

come a responsible tmd independent

people.

This is a brilliant book of die liighisl

scholarship, but it is much more th.in

merely a study in history. Dr. Underhill's

unusual literary ability has imparted to

the narrative all of the dramatic impact ami

excitement of a first-rate historical mm I

—Hahry Tschopik, Jr.

Birthplace of the
WINDS

by Ted Bank. 1

1

Thomas Y. Crowell Co., S4..50;

273 ijp., illus.

npHEODORE P. BANK, II, "Executive

Director of the Institute for Regional

Explorations and Leader of the Uni\er-

sity of Michigan Aleutian Expeditions"

has a talent for adventure. This is a well

written and amusing account of how a

young graduate student of botany or-

ganized himself and a companion into a

scientific expedition, and proceeded to

Fort Richardson at Anchorage, Alaska.

There they talked the commanding gen-

eral of the Alaskan Department into pro-

viding them with transportation for a

sunimer in the Aleutians.

Bank and his expedition first explored

Adak Island, enduring the rigors of that

wet and windy climate during the day

and returning at night to a double quon-

set hut with oil heater. Botanical collec-

tions were made, and the high point of

this work was the rescue of a military

companion who had slid down a cliff on

the flanks of Mount Moffit. With person-

nel of the Alaska Department Combat
School, your reviewer spent a number of

weeks walking around Adak, carrying

shelter, bed, and a supply of food to last

for a week at a time and so can appreciate

what the expedition was up against.

After two weeks, the expedition nio\ed

to Atka via Navy PBY. Only a fast grab

at tlie scat of his pants saved Bank from

falling through an open observation port

while photographing the volcano of Gare-

loi. At Atka, the two men of the expedi-

tiiiii w'tre die unexpected guests of a

iIiDiip 111 llarwiid University research

workers, mostly graduate students, who
were engaged in making systematic stud-

ies of the language, culture, and physical

charaeteristics of the few Aleuts living in

the village of Atka.

After ele\en days of botanical collect-

ing and ethnographic studies, the leader

o( the Michigan Expedition was offered

an opportunity by a Coast Guard cutter

tt> return to Adak. There he was given
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BOOKS for Summertime Reading .

Dive
by Ride <iii(l llarhara Currier.

Discovfi li.i yourself the

\\()iulfi> of llie undeiwaliT

uorld. 'I'liis hook gives you

coiiipreliensive inforniatioii

about the extilinf; and fa-l

glowing sport of skin diving

«ith expert advice on swini-

ming and diving lechnique>.

etpiipment, spear-fishing and

underwater photography. In-

cludes interesting facts ahoul

the plants and animals living in tlie strange and beautiful

world beneath the sea. 294 pages. Illustrated with photo-

graphs (many taken underwater) and drawings.

$3.10, postpaid.

Wild Flowers
and How to Grow Them

by Edwin F. Steffek. Here is a practical book on the culti-

vation of wild Howers with full particulars on where to

find tliem. how to identify, transplant and raise them in

your home garden. Tells in a systematic presentation

exactly how to care for more than 350 species of wild

flowers. 100 illustrations, 50 in full color. 192 pages.

$4.10, postpaid.

Seeiiis' Aiiierica'fsi Wildlife

by Devereiix Butcher. This

handsome book describes in

detail 41 national wildlife

refuges and other areas where

you may see birds, mammals
and other fauna in their nat-

ural surroundings. A wonder-

ful aid in vacation planning,

it provides the answers to

such important questions as:

where to go, how to get there,

where to stay and \\hat

species you may expect to see. Illustrated with 350 photo-

graphs. 348 pages with sturdy paper cover.

$2.63, postpaid.

MINERALS /»/

ATO/HfC

and maps. 367 page

Miiierul.s for
Al<»iiiie EnerjS>'

b^ llobrri l>. \u,inf:<T. Tlii,

complete handbook on pros-

pecting for uranium, tho-

rium, and lieryllium contains

authoritative information on

their geolog> plus detailed

(lescription> of the tool- and

methods u-cd in searching

for lli.-ni. Eiinalh u-cful to

lo.tli amateur and |,rof,-

-ioiial |)ro-pector^ or peolo-

ral language what to look

ok. Illustrated with photo-

$8.1.^. postpaid.

How to Watch Birds

by Holier Barton. A valuable guide for any bird watcher

with a wealth of information on how to enjoy this fascinat-

ing hobby. All the varied aspects are covered—highlighted

by human interest stories from the author's personal ex-

periences. Among the topics are: bird lore, where to find

and how to identify birds, night watching, field trip-,

banding and photographing. 229 pages.

$3.6.3. postpaitl.

The Book of the Moiiiitaius

edited by A. C. Spectorsky.

This magnificently illustrated

volume captin-es the majestic

spell and grandeur of the

mountains in a panorama as

variegated as the men who
lived on. fought on. climbed

and studied them. Selections

ranging from earliest written

records to the present by

authors such as Ullnian.

Pliny. Mann. Von Humboldt

and Whitman make this a book to read again and again.

64 pages of illustrations. 492 pages in all.

$10.20. postpaid.

Members are entitled to a 10% discount jrom the price listed. Send your orders to:

THE MUSEFM SHOP
The American Museum of Natural History, NeM^ York 24. N. Y



John Kieran calls this book:

"A glowing account of

what happens after dark

in fascinating fields

of natural history."

TheWorld of Night
By Lorus J. & Margery J. Milne

"Enchanting . . . draws the nature lover
quickly into the watching circle as the
mysteries of many kinds of night unfold
. . . Carrying the reader from a technical

conception of what night is to the won-
ders of living things all over the globe,

this is a beautifully executed book."—
Virginia Kirkus

"These two know their stuff and are
among our most skillful writers on
natural science."—Edward Wever, Jr.,

editor, Nalural Hisiory Magazine

Illustrated by T. M. Shortt

$3.75 at all bookstores

- HARPER & BROTHERS . New York 16 •—

Get UNITRON'S FREE

on Astronomical Telescopes.

This valuable 38-page book

is yours for fhe asking!

With the artificial satellite and space travel
almost a reality, astronomy has tjecome
today's fastest growing hobby. UNITRON'S
new handbook contains full-page illustrated
articles on astronomy, observing, tele-
scopes and accessories. Of interest to
beginner and advanced amateurs alike.

Contents Include —
• Observing the sun.

moon, planets and
wonders of the sky

• Constellation map
• Hints for observers

• Glossary of telescope tern

• How to choose a telescope

• Amateur clubs and research

programs

UNITRON \

yrvUkurrue/rit ^i/\^t4iorv

of UNITED SCIENTIFIC CO.

' Please rush to me. free of charge, UNITRON'S new
Observer's Guide and Telescope Catalog.
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the use of an Aniiy power barge and crew

for—as a crew member put it—"mummy
huntin'." The skipper of the barge evi-

dently was not accustomed to Aleutian

waters, and Bank had to get the ship out

of difficulty twice, both times in very bad

storms. The last hundred pages recount

the exciting adventures experienced while

searching for mummy caves, most of

which had already been rifled by Dr. Ales

Hrdlicka of the Smithsonian Institution.

Skiffs tliat almost foundered on barely

possible rocky beaches and slabs of rock

that fell from cave roofs during earth-

quakes served to make this work interest-

ing. An enforced night in a mummy cave

lent a tang of adventure. In the past ten

N'cars, considerable patient and tedious

stratigraphic excavation in old Aleut refuse

luaps has outlined 4000 years of the pre-

history of these people, but the Michigan

group apparently was too busy to con-

tribute to this phase of archaeological

research.

A few years ago. Bank was kind enovtgh

to provide the writer with a copy of his

official report submitted to the Office of

Naval Research. This had been down-

classified from "Confidential" to merely

"Restricted." This voluminous report in

greater part parallels "Birthplace of the

W'intls" in tliat many of the incidents are

described in almost identical words. More

classified documents should be in this

style. I would hesitate to recommend
"Birthplace of the Winds" as an account

of scientific fieldwork, but it is a good

adventure story.

James A. Foro

THE SINGING WILDERNESS
-------- by Sigurd F. Olson;

- Illustrated by Francis Lee Jaques

.\lfred A. Knopf, New York, 1956.

$4.00, 245 pp., 38 illus.

'T'HIS is a series of essays dealing with

die inspirational values of the wilder-

ness. These impress the individual in

various ways depending on his reactions

to sight, sound, smell, or over-all aware-

ness. The subject is treated on a seasonal

basis, witli chapters drawing upon the

audior's experiences and describing how
he was moved by a wilderness which sang

lo him. Most of the incidents take place

in the Quetico-Superior country, and an

attractive tnap at the beginning orients

the reader.

The most obvious appreciation of the

wilderness is through sight, and few are

the outdoor people who do not feel a

<iuickening of spirit upon beholding un-

spoiled primeval forest, lake, and stream.

In most of these experiences, the pleasure

and the inspiration derive from the imme-
diate \icw, and mental associations need

play no great i^art. The wilderness impact

upon the ear probes deeper into ineiiiorii >,

and usually adds, through association, to

the pleasure of the moment; and the mon
primitive sense of smell may owe even

more of its attraction to the associations

it recalls. Finally, there is an uplift antl

a general sensation of well-being tliat

comes through a mingling of all imprcs-

sions, and the man experiencing it dm ^

not try to justify it by any single sensation

The author has led a vigorous life in

the wilderness and found so many satis-

factions in so many ways that they an

not to be eninuerated in a brief review.

The reader should follow a leisurely

course through this book and digest only

a few chapters at a sitting. This is advis-

able not only to allow the impressions to

sink in but to avoid a feeling of surfeit if

the book is gulped down.

The beautiful pen and ink sketches of

Jaques have caught the spirit of the wil-

derness and have dramatic appeal.

Harold E. Anthony

THE ART OF FALCONRY
- by Frederick II of Hohenstaufen

Translated and edited by Casey A. Wood
and F. Marjorie Fyfe.

Charles T. Branford Company, S20.00

6.37 pp., 168 illus.

"CALCONRY was a popular pastime with

the people of China, ancient India,

.\ssyria, and the provinces of Babylonia,

Egypt, and Persia, thousands of years be-

fore the Crusades. It reached its climax

in the West during the Middle .^ges. The
people were more than just fond of hawk-

ing—they had an absorbing passion for the

sport and prized their hawks abo\e all

other possessions.

Frederick II of Hohenstaufen (1194-

1250), Holy Roman Emperor, King of

Sicily and Jerusalem, was the most bril-

liant exponent of die art of falconry up
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to that time. He was so fond of the sport

that he even failed in several military ex-

peditions beeause he took cnieial tiuie off

to go hawking.

This book is mueli more than a manual

of praetieal instnietion on faleonry; it is

a souree of interest to the zoologist and

of value to those interested in medieval

art and literature. It is, perhaps, the first

work of its kind written in a eritieal, scien-

tifie manner; no attempt is made to glorify

the sport or to fire the imagination with

thrilling experiences.

The whole fascinating story of faleonry

as practiced in medieval times is here

presented in detail, from the capture of

the wild falcon to the time it is laimched

free but obedient to its master's will. Tliis

one volume actually comprises the com-

plete six books of Frederick's treatise,

which was based primarily on his own ex-

periences and observations.

The first book is an account of the

structure of birds, and their habits, in gen-

eral. Book Two deals with the different

kinds of falcons used in hunting, their

equipment, care, and manning (taming).

In Book Three we come to the training of

the falcon, its education, including the

flying at game, and the hounds used in

faleonry. Book Four gives the student the

rudiments of crane hawking with gyra-

falcons, and in Book Five we learn about

heron hawking with the saker falcon. Book
Six is devoted to the procedure followed

in luuiting ducks and other water fowl

with the peregrine.

The book includes a roster of birds, an

extensive bibliography, a glossary, and
an index. Numerous illustrations are pre-

sented with artistic appreciation and ac-

curacy.

George G. Goodwin

The hopi indians:
their history and
their culture

-----...-by Harry C. James

Illustrated by Don Perce\al

The Caxton Printers, Ltd., $.5.00

236 pp., 64 photos,

numerous line drawings, 2 maps.

npHE HOPI INDIANS inhabit tliree

rocky, arid mesas on the fringe of the

Painted Desert in nortlieastern Arizona.

One of their \'illages, Oraibi, has been
occupied continuously since at least 11.50

A. D. and has the distinction of being the

oldest town in the United States.

Although the Hopi were visited as early

as 1540 by Don Pedro de Tovar, who
accompanied Coronado on his quest for

the fabled seven cities of Cibola, these

Indians had surprisingly little intensive

contact with white men prior to the mid-
nineteenth century. Before roads were
built, their homeland was remote and in-

BOOKS

accessible, and there was no gold or other

loot to lure the Spanish conquerors. The
Hopi, moreover, proved to be remarkably

tenacious of their native culture—partic-

ularly their complex religion—and they

either killed or evicted the missionaries

sent among them.

When scientists and writers "rediscov-

ered" the Southwest around the turn of

the century, the Hopi thus represented a

glamorous and largely imspoiled Ameri-

can Indian tribe that attracted immediate

attention. Much has been written about

them, but owing to the complexity of

their ceremonialism and their culture

generally, the Hopi way of life has been

described piecemeal, and most of the de-

scripti\e accounts are buried in technical

publications.

Mr. James has done a fine job of sim-

plifying complicated material without dis-

torting it out of all reason. His warmly
sympathetic picture of the Hopi is based

on years of personal experience among
them, plus a sound grasp of the historical

and ethnological literature. The greatest

omission, it seems to me, is tlie lack of a

bibliography to guide the interested

reader to additional sources on this most

colorful group. The photographs are

somewhat disappointing, but the line

drawings by Don Perceval, many of diem
done in the style of mural paintings from

abandoned Hopi villages, are very strik-

ing indeed.

H.\RRY TsCHOPIK, Jr.

Nature's wonders
----- Edited and compiled by

Charles L. Sherman

Hanover House, $7.50

252 pp., 462 iUus. in color

'TpHIS is a compilation of text and pic-

tures brought together from many
sources. Many of the pictures are recog-

nized as having been published elsewhere.

Because of the coverage in subject matter

by various authors, who may have writ-

ten independently of each other, there is

a looseness of organization. Sound and

authoritative specialists have worked on

the text, but the selection of illustrations

leaves much to be desired, and the work

of the engraver is often inferior. The color

values are poor and the captions often

lack i5oint or are even in error. One may
be justified in wondering if tlie audiors

cited in the preface and the introduction

wrote or approved of the captions. But

the book wiU have eye appeal, on casual

inspection, to many lay readers, and it

must be admitted tliat there is much
soimd factual content and attractive illus-

tration once one has learned to overlook

tlie faults.

The text covers a wide range but the

emphasis falls upon certain topics, pre-
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FLOATING ISLANDS
By Maynard M. Miller'

Recent aerial explorations

in the high arctic provide clues

to the centuries-old

mystery of vanishing lands.

Here is the story of a

significant flight over the Pole

and the illuminating

conclusions that it yielded

TAKPUK was an Eskimo. Cruis-

ing one day in his sloop

about 80 miles off the northern coast

of Alaska, he saw what appeared to

be an island. Takpuk was puzzled.

He had never seen or heard of land

in these waters. His chart showed

nothing of the sort.

"MAYN.^no M. Miller has received many
honors for his work in organizing and

implementing the now-famous Juneau Ice-

field Project, and these inchide a citation

from the Junior Chamber of Commerce
"for outstanding leadership in the field of

geologic science. . .
."

He is Research Associate of the Lamont

Geological Observatory of Columbia Uni-

verjity and Director of The Foimdation

for Glacier Research in Seattle, Wash. Mr.
Miller has participated in 20 expeditions

to the arctic and has recently completed

a two-year Fiilbright Fellowship in glaci-

ology at Cambridge University, England.

-Ed,
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^ Takpuk was puzzled. \^ itii

the bow of his sloop on slioic

the water at the stern was 120

feet deep.

He steered for the island and ran

the bow of his boat onto the beach.

To his surprise, the water was 120

feet deep at the stern with the bow
touching bottom.

With a companion, he landed and

explored the mysterious island. Its

surface was gently undulating, with

small ponds on it. Grass and moss

were growing on the island. No
driftwood was seen along the shore.

There were a good many boulders

scattered about, some of them per-

haps larger than a man's head.

It never occurred to these men
that this could be anything but an

island. But when the noted explorer

Stefansson heard the story and pub-

lished an account of it, he mentioned

the possibility that this might be

drifting ice that had somehow
picked ujp a load of debris.'

Twenty years later, on August 1,

1951, I was sitting in the nose of a

B-29 flying over the area where

' "An Eskimo Discovery of an Island North of
Alaska," by Vilhjalmur Stefansson, in the Geo-
graphical Review for January, 1934.
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Takpuks island had been found.

The day was sparkling clear, but I

could see no land, only broken,

shifting ice. Where had it gone?

Perhaps we could dismiss the

Case of the Disappearing Island if

numerous other similar ones had

not been "discovered" in the Polar

Sea and vanished. There were the

Gunnbjorn Skerries and the Bren-

dan Legends. The Sunken Land of

Busse was sighted in 1578 off the

coast of East Greenland by one of

Frobishers returning vessels and

possibly later seen by other explor-

ers—but in a different place. People

thought its position had been

wrongly figured, but in later cen-

turies no one could find it at all.

In more recent times, there have

been reports of Keenan Land, Pres-

ident's Land, Bradley Land, and

Sannikov Land—not one of which

could later be verified. Perhaps the

most famous is Crocker Land, de-

scribed by Peary in 1906 and duly

noted on all maps. No trace of it

could be found eight years later by
Commander Donald B. MacMillan.

A U.S. Air Force weather flight to

the North Pole on August 14, 1946,

gave the first clue to the mystery.

Visibility at the time was zero, and

a young officer was making his ob-

servations by radar. He was startled

to see "land" on the radar scope

where no land was known to exist.

The outline on the radar screen was
clearly that of an island about 200

square miles in area. The officer in-

formed the pilot, who verified the

plane's position as 300 miles north

of Point Barrow, Alaska.

When the crew returned to base,

their discovery naturally excited a

great deal of speculation. It was

coded as "Target X," or T-1, and its

existence was classified as a military

secret.

It moves

It was not necessary to wait long

for confirmation or denial of the

island's existence, for daily weather

flights were being made over the

Polar Sea, and crews were alerted

to watch for T-1. Darkness and

clouds make naked-eye reconnais-

sance over this no-man's land vir-

tually impossible for three-quarters

of the year, but using radar as the

primary detection, crews again

spotted T-1. This time, it was sev-

eral miles from its first position.

Succeeding flights often found

difficulty in locating the island, but

each time it was reported, it was a

little farther east. The shape of the

island on the radar screen remained

the same.

One day, the mists cleared, and

from a vantage point of 18,000 feet

above the ice, the crew of a weather

plane got a good look at it. Circling

lower, the airmen could see that a

coastline rose 20 to 40 feet above

the surrounding sea ice, apparently

impervious to the pressures of the

pack. Bright blue lakes, grayish

streams, and dark red rocks were

clearly visible. The position was

again carefully plotted, checked,

and re-checked. Certainly it was

moving, and it was about the size of

Guam.
For the next three years, the ex-
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istence of T-1 remained a military

secret, and strategists dreamed of

making a landing field on it. Apart

fi'om its possible military import-

ance, valuable scientific work could

be carried out on it if a base could

be established there. By October 6,

1949, it had travelled more than

1500 miles from where it had origi-

nally been seen.

In the spring of 1950, air crews

were advised to search for other

island-like masses, and in July a sec-

ond one even larger than the first

was discovered. This was named
T-2. A few days later, a third one,

T-3, was sighted. Since then, dozens

of smaller tabular "ice islands" have

been located in the western arctic

and have been spotted on aerial

photographs taken by both the U.S.

Air Force and the Royal Canadian

Air Force.

The first public announcement

was made at the First Alaskan Sci-

ence Conference, held in Washing-

ton, D.C., in November, 1950; and I

remember my interest and excite-

ment when Col. Joseph E. Fletcher,

then in command of the Air

Weather Squadron at Fairbanks,

Alaska, read his descriptive paper.

Afterwards, several of us sat up late

into the night conjecturing about

the origin, composition, and prob-

able future of these parado.xical

Mmnaril Miller

^ The B-29 Superfortress undergoing a final check-up before

starting on the 4100-mile flight to beyond the Pole and back.

^ Looking southward over northeastern Axel Heiberg Island.

Nansen Sound, at left, separates it from Ellesmere Island.

floating "lands." We were especially

curious as to where they had come
from.

The arctic is a great elongated

basin filled by a frozen, land-locked

sea, which is over 14,000 feet deep

at the North Pole. In autumn, the

first thin slush forms over the sur-

face, and remnants of the ice from

previous years become consolidated

with the freezing of open water be-

tween. Gradually, the whole mass

solidifies, producing a veneer of

new ice over the green-blue sea.

Winds break the fresh ice, crushing

and tearing it so that open passages,

or leads, form between the floes. In-

dividual cakes become broken and

scattered, and as the waves spill

over them, the waters freeze and

weld large sections together again.

Sometimes one floe is thrust upon

another. So the process goes on—an
incessant breaking, churning, and

rending of the ice to produce a

boundless and incredibly jumbled

mass.

The Polar pack varies in thick-

ness from a few inches to scores of

feet and averages about thirteen

feet in winter. As the long winter

night descends, the ice thickens and

increases in strength, so that there

are fewer and fewer open leads.

Great "pressure ridges" are forced

up by the grinding action, and the

^ A STRANGE "cliff" of

non-glacial ice ( red line I

may produce ice i.*lands.

\ /

Sound \ / <^
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A Ordinary ice in the Arctic Sea
averages 13 ft. thick, whereas the

islands are 200 ft. thick or more.

Miiynanl Mill,,

^ SiMALL ICE ISLANDS near Disraeli Bay, which coiihl liave come from
thick land-fast ice. This "shelf ice," strangely, is not fed hy any glacier.

currents of the sea carry the mass in

a clockwise rotation.

In spring, as the first tentative

rays of the slanting sun cross the

top of the globe, the sea ice slowly

begins to melt. It cracks here and

there, and pools of water form on

its surface. Small chunks become
separated and float apart, and the

whole mass becomes thinner, imtil

large sections of it dissolve once

again. Broad spaces appear along

the southern shores of the Polar

basin, and the pack may recede 100

miles or more from the mainland.

But even at the height of the

summer melt season, the pack never

completely disappears. At the Pole

of Relative Inaccessibility (some-

times called the "Ice Pole" because

it is the geographical center of the

polar ice) and at the geographic

North Pole itself, the sea remains

covered for the most part with

fairly thick ice. Even here, however,

leads and broader stretches of open

water can occasionally be seen.

This, then, is the Polar Sea. Hem-
med in on all sides and constantly

churned by wind, tide, and current,

the arctic pack resembles a vast

jigsaw puzzle whose pieces are con-

tinually stirred by an unseen hand

and continually changed in shape.

Although building up to formidable

thicknesses each winter, it is never

quite able to withstand the terrible

pressures induced by the rotation

of the earth.

How then could these large float-

ing islands of ice have come into
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being? How could they withstand

the enonnous pressures at work?

Where could ice of such tremendous

thickness be manufactured?

I thought of these riddles as I re-

turned to Alaska in July of 19.51 to

continue my geological work on the

Juneau icefield. Urgent duties soon

pushed them to the back of my
mind, but I kept hoping for a

chance to get a firsthand look at

these impossible islands.

My chance came while in An-

chorage arranging air support for

our Juneau project through General

William D. Old, the Commanding
Officer of the Alaskan Air Com-

mand. General Old had the keenest

interest in arctic work and was an

already well-proved friend of my
Alaskan icefield expeditions. During

our conference, I asked him if I

might later go on one of the Air

Force flights over the ice islands.

Observations would be useful as a

preliminary to landing on one of the

islands for a detailed glaciological

study.

General Old told me that a

special flight had been made in

March to check on the position of

the islands and also to examine the

shore of lands bordering the Arctic

Sea in an attempt to find their

source. The flight had been arranged

by Col. Fletcher, with whom I had

talked in Washington at the Science

Conference, but severe headwinds

and icing had unfortunately re-

stricted the result. Also, it had

proved difficult to interpret land-

scapes shrouded under winter snow.

But enough had been seen to en-

liven interest.

"Here's an idea," said General

Old. "Col. Fletcher will be arriving

this afternoon from Fairbanks. Why
don't you come to my office aroimd

four o'clock and talk with him. If

he plans another survey flight, you

may be able to go along."

It was a pleasure to meet Fletcher

again. He was obviously still en-

thused about the "ice island" prob-

lem, and we were soon deep in

discussion. Before I could suggest

it, he turned to me and said: "We
may try again to fly along the

Canadian Arctic coast, if the

weather ever clears up there. Could

you come along and help us witli

some geological answers?"

This was just what I wanted. We
left it that Fletcher would wire me
when the plan could be carried out.

I did not hear from him again

until I came out to Juneau at the

end of July. Clouds hung over the

city and great sheets of rain beat

against the windows of our hotel.

All local flying was suspended.

There was nothing to do but sit and

wait.

I was at my desk finishing some

paper work when an attendant ad-

vised me of a telegram:

CAN YOU BE AT EIELSON

FIELD FOR PTARMIGAN SPECIAL

FLIGHT AUGUST 1ST? PROMISE

OF GOOD WEATHER.

JOE FLETCHER.
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I checked at once with the pilot

of the phme that had been loaned

to us for the Juneau icefield work

by the Air Rescue Service.

"Not a chance of these skies clear-

ing for at least three days," he told

me. "Besides, a plane has just

crashed in the mountains north-

west of here, and we'll have to

look for it."

This meant that the delivery of

our equipment would have to be

delayed for at least a week—just

the time I needed to accompany

Fletcher.

I travelled by local transport to

the fair-weather side of the range

at Whitehorse, Yukon Territory,

and flew to Fairbanks just below

the Arctic Circle.

Terris Moore, President of the

University of Alaska, had happily

been invited to join our flight and

was at the airport when I arrived.

In addition to the crew, there was

Major Lawrence Koenig, ice recon-

naissance officer for the 58th Stra-

tegic Reconnaissance Squadron,

who had already contributed much
to our knowledge of the ice islands.

A tone of suppressed exictement

permeated our group as we assem-

bled for the briefing. The first good

weather report in more than eight

weeks had been received from the

high eastern arctic. To take advan-

tage of it, we could not delay a

day.

Between the Clouds

We took off from Eielson Field

in a converted B-29 Superfortress

in mid-morning on August 1, 1951

with Capt. Fat Bass as pilot and

Capt. C. P. Bloom as navigator.

Once over the Brooks Range, we
headed out across the broken drift

ice of the Beaufort Sea. The Arctic

Ocean for 50 miles or so from the

mainland was fairly free of floes.

Between 71 and 72 degrees N.

latitude, very open pack ice per-

sisted. More water than floes was

seen until we entered a more con-

gested zone extending up to 74

degrees.

Flying at an altitude of about

10,000 feet instead of the usual

18,000, we were in and out of

cloud banks until, about a hundred

miles off Cape Prince Albert at the

northwestern end of Banks Island,

our vision below became com-

pletely obscured.

While crossing M'Clure Strait,

the radar operator picked up land

Miller. The Foiimla I /or Glacier Rese.

ahead. This proved to be a stretch

of coast on Prince Patrick Island,

the westernmost of the Canadian

Arctic Archipelago. We were on

course. We skirted the northern

coast of Prince Patrick Island and

Brock Island and then on across

Borden Island to Cape Isachsen at

the northwestern tip of Ellef Ring-

nes Island. Through a nearly solid

undercast, we had an occasional

glimpse of tight-laced pack and

field ice pressed against the brown

and desertlike shores.

We could make out the patterns

on the ground produced by frost

action and summer melting. It was

disappointing not to have a com-

pletely clear view, since I was in-

terested in aspects of the physio-

graph)- of these seldom-seen

islands. At least, we could see that

they were low, relatively gentle

masses of land, free of glaciers. We
feared that the hoped-for view of

Ellesmere Island off to the north-

east would likewise be obscured.

But a new set of weather reports

still gave promise of clear weather.

At 80 degrees N., Captain Bass

swung his controls to a more nor-

therly course, and we began to

make out, under a vast stretch of

blue sky, at a distance of at least

200 miles, a startling view of snow-

crested highlands, glistening white

with glaciers. These were the Chal-

lenger Mountains and other ranges

of Ellesmere Island. Soon every-

thing was under a magnificently

cloudless sky.

Below, the strangely arid groimd

of Axel Heiberg Island shimmered

into view. \Vith both m>' cameras

working, I photographed in still

and motion pictiu-es a record of

high arctic land ice. In depressions

on the glacier's surfaces, I could

see deep blue melt-water lakes and

A Flying low over T-2. The dark streak is a patch of blue ice. It apparently

formed in one of the troughs that mark the otiierwise sinootii surface.
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Mainiird Miller

a sheer cliff of banded sedimentary

rock bounding the south edge of

ice-choked Nansen Sound.

For the next two hoin-s, our air-

craft traversed and circled the

deeply cut re-entrants, narrow

fjords, and twisting glaciers along

this spectacular coast, glowing in

pastel shades and j)eaceful sha-

dows—a scene of lifeless solitude

and frozen beauty.

Then between Phillips Bay and

Markham Bay, we caught sight of

a most unusual ice feature—a sheet

of 50 or more miles of ice project-

ing out from the shore of the Polar

Sea. At first, it was intermittent,

but especially between Yelverton

Bay and Disraeli Bay it was con-

tinuous. On the seaward side, a

20-foot cliff of ice delimited it from

the pack. Had we been in the ant-

arctic, this would not have been

surprising, because "shelf-ice," pre-

sumably afloat and usually con-

nected with glaciers on the main-

land, is well known. But so far as

I know, a true "ice shelf" had never

before been reported in the arctic.

And since shelf-ice of the antarctic

sort was just what the ice islands

seemed to call for, it was a tempta-

tion to jump to conclusions. But I

could see important differences be-

tween this shelf-ice and that of the

antarctic.

There were distinct furrows on

it, making it look like a great

plowed field, with clean snow on
the ridges and blue ice and melt-

water showing as long dark lines

in the depressions. We estimated

that the waves of ice were 100 to

300 yards apart and the individual

rolls between 5 and 15 feet high.

Of particular interest was the fact

that this whole series of undulations

ran across the surface of the ice

in a manner strangely parallel to

the general trend of the coastline.

This ice was much more severely

melted than any of the antarctic

types. But a more important differ-

ence was that it was moored to an

almost glacier-free shore. In fact,

at several places, I could see where

land rivers had flowed from the

rocky mainland right onto the ice,

sometimes straight across the fur-

rows to form extended river chan-

nels clear to the seaward edge.

This proved that the surface of the

shelf sloped gently down from the

land to the sea and that it was es-

sentially solid ice. It also indicated

a surface draining pattern unheard

of in the antarctic. Lt. Pelham Ald-

wich of the Nares Expedition in

1876 and later Peary in 1905, both

of whom travelled along this coast,

thought that the broad rim of shore

ice was of land origin and had

been formed by glaciers. In fact,

Peary referred to it as the "ice

foot" and the "glacial fringe." But

from what I could see, the shelf

had never moved down from the

mainland. I was convinced that it

was distinctly non-glacial in origin

and had been built up more or less

< McClintock Bay, in Elles-

niere's "shelf-ice" zone. Note
ridfjcs and furrows that suggest

this as source of ice islands.

in its present position by processes

not unlike those that form ordinar\'

sea ice. I could only explain its

considerable thickness, as comparetl

with the fringing pack, by the fact

that it had been held fast to the

land over many years, thus prt-

venting its annual breakup and al-

lowing accretion to continue with-

out interruption.

-

Close to the seaward edge of the

shelf, we passed over a tabular

sheet of ice about a square mile in

area. It had all the characteristics

of the adjacent land-fast or ground-

ed ice. Almost certainly it was a

segment that had broken from the

"shelf" to drift free in the pack—

the very evidence we needed.

One of the big ones

Then, about 20 miles north of

Disraeli Bay, we made a most start-

ling discovery. There, within sight

of land, floated a huge triangular

chunk of flatfish ice—about 17 by

20 miles!

Major Koenig, shuffling photo-

graphs, exclaimed, "That's it! It's

T-1, all right. What luck!" And
then turning to Terry Moore, he ex-

plained his excitement: "It's been

lost for two years."

My own excitement reached a

climax as we made two low passes

over it, which brought us down to

less than 100 feet above the surface.

Here, at close range, we could see

again the strange corrugations we
had viewed with such interest on

the ice shelf of the near-by coast.

We made one final pass over the

island at 4000 feet before heading

out to sea on a northerly track.

We had been too busy to talk.

Now the cabin buzzed wtih conver-
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2 This is probably relatetl to the type of heavy
puhir ivv that i-arlv explorers termed "paleo-
eiNslii" ur, "llorhrrus." an.l su Inrth. Its ex-
t' sjv , Mil. kill ss IS ,itti iliiilcd li\ Slufansson to
tlh Imm-.I .\\.^\^ :.i sl.nr.i; u.sterlv winds
hmI lii-li -s 1 (i,Ks"- .iImmi; the shores of the
V,A.n s. ., , s, . his Inrndhj Antic, pp. 223-224).
'I Iir liisl juisi.ii 1(1 phi)tiiiir,i|>li such ice and to
a. i,ul Us n.iiM.r ,i.Ki pi..h,il)le origin was E. K.
L.ninK\v.ll iM his p.iinstakji.t: U. S. Geological
Sur\e> tiionoyraph "The Canning River District,
1919." This paper gives a useful summary of the
early literature pertaining to this type of "old ice."
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^ General lack of connection

witli glaciers makes tliis "shelf

ice" in McClintock-Disracli
Bay area unlike anlaretic's.

sation. Koenig and I were discuss-

ing how an "ice shelf" could pos-

sibly have persisted in this region

where glaciers have been shrinking

and snowfall is known to be scanty.

I theorized that it might be a relic

of the great Ice Age, or more likely

of a lesser cold period in the more

recent past. I suggested that in

spite of the vast surface-melting in

summer, it was being maintained

by sea water freezing on the under-

side during the coldest winter

months. This was along the lines

first advanced by Professor Frank

Debenham, of the Scott South Polar

Expedition, in his controversial

theory on the origin of the Great

Ross Barrier in the antarctic.^

Koenig interrupted:

"Before you get too absorbed in

technical thoughts, look at this,"—

and out came the most tremendous

club sandwich I had ever seen—

chicken, lettuce, and fresh toma-

toes, to be washed down with a jug

of steaming coffee from the cabin

thermos. With a nonchalance I

scarcely felt, we settled back for

lunch, as the plane drummed on-

ward toward the Pole.

After lunch, I searched through

my field notebook for a quotation

which Major Donald Shaw, of the

Air Force's Arctic Information Cen-

ter, had brought to our attention.

It was from Peary's Nearest the

Pole, written in 1906, and described

the very same coast over which

we had flown:

"The new light snow made fine

snowshoeing, but was very heavy

for the dogs and sledges; and this

heaviness was accentuated in the

series of rolling swells which are a

feature of this peculiar ice foot

along here. These swells are on a

large scale, and reminded me very

strongly of portions of the icecap

of Greenland. If they are not huge

3 "The Problem of the Great Ross Barrier," hy
Frank Debenham, The Geographical Journal,
Vol. CXII, Nos. 4-6, October-December, 1948,
pp. 196-218.

FLOATING ISLANDS

drifts, I do not know how to ac-

count for them. Off Ward Hunt

Island and especially the western

end, they are particularly marked

and here they blend into drifts

formed in the lee of the island.

From the summit of the tumulus, I

saw the ice ahead of us in the same

condition: a gigantic potato field

with a long blue lake or a rushing

stream in every furrow."

"You know, Larry," I said, "it's

just possible someone has been on

T-1 or T-2. If this is their birth-

place, as I feel sure it is, then

men from the Nares' Expedition,

Peary, and some of these other

early explorers probably travelled

right across them before they were

launched."

Pleased as we were with this

part of our project, we were not

fully satisfied, for we also hoped

to relocate T-2, which had last been

seen in June, fairly near the Pole.

Between latitudes 83 and 85 de-

grees, we passed over the tightest

pack yet seen, with giant floes and

much pressure ridging everywhere.

Above latitude 85, there was an-

other broad area of undercast, and

we doubted we could find T-2. We
had been airborne for eleven hours,

and the plane would soon reach the

outer safety limit of its fuel supply.

At 87 degrees, less than 200 miles

from the North Pole, the undercast

gave way to a cold front, and the

reflected light of the midnight sun

gleamed from the endless pack.

And then came the expected an-

nouncement. Our fuel radius had

been reached. The navigator's de-

cision was final, for in polar flying,

it is he who actually controls the

plane. We headed back for .\laska.

One last look

I decided to strain through just

one more tedious round of horizon-

scanning with the binoculars be-

fore we became completely enve-

loped in mist again. Presently I

picked up a faint unconformity on

the horizon in the clear area off our

starboard beam. I nudged Captain

Bass and pointed. He veered slight-

ly for a better look. When I saw it

again, there was no question of

what we had found. The nose of

our plane swung through an arc

of 120 degrees to close in on T-2.

What an exciting piece of luck!

I had seen it almost at the limit of

visibility. Had our flight taken us

only a mile or two farther east, we
should have missed it altogether.

At that moment, we were 150

miles beyond the North Pole on the

other side of the world. .\s we
swung down for a closer look, the

navigator advised us that there was

only enough fuel for one low pass.

Captain Bass brought the Super-

fortress so low I almost thought we
were coming in for a landing. This

was not too discomforting a

thought, for with the surface onh-

50 feet below, T-2 presented the

most gigantic and unbelievably
continued on pnfic 274



< A FINE SPECIMEN,
with most of its parts

intact. This Flexicaly-

niene is an avcrajie-

sized trilol)ite. But
Tcrntaspis reached a

lonstli of 27 inches.

^

What
IS a

TRILDBITE?
You may find one in rocks that were laid down beneath the sea 195 mil-

"-^^
t^Sfei"

li<^" years or more ago. Here are a few facts about their life and times

By John H. Gerard=^
Phologral<lis In Ihv <i,ilh„

r'
YOU have had anytliing to do

with fossils, there is a good

chance you have seen a trilobite.

They were quite abundant in some

of the early periods of earth history,

at a time when there were no ani-

mals with backbones and few large

ones of any kind. Most of the trilo-

bites were only a few inches long,

but some measured as much as 27

inches. Their legs were delicate and

have rarely been preserved.

Many areas of the United States

were once covered by seas in which

the trilobitcs lived. For millions of

years they roamed these waters

nearly unmolested. Then the fishes

evolved, and though many of the

trilobites are thought to have been

able to roll up in their shells like a

ball, they were no doubt eaten by

240

fish. Their skeletons were on the

outside of their bodies, and they

shed them periodically. So what we
find is usually the fossilized exoskel-

eton, rather than the whole animal;

the imderside is usually embedded

in rock, with only the back surface

protruding.

Over 1200 species of triloliites

have been named, and there is

great variation among them. Some

had spines and bizarre ornamenta-

tion, others were smooth. All have

been extinct for about 19.5 million

years.

Because of their abundance, trilo-

bites are useful to geologists in in-

dexing rock layers, and there is a

large technical literature on them.

The eyesight of trilobites varied.

In some, the eyes were constructed

of hexagonal sections, while in

others they were on stalks, some-

what as in modern crabs. Some ap-

parently had no eyes, while others

had eyes with 15,000 facets.

Trilobites are thought to have

laid eggs, and objects that may be

fossilized trilobite eggs have been

found. The first immature stage

after hatching was free-swimming

and probably looked like the nau-

"JoHX H. Gerard has been interested

in animals from an early age and has

been taking photographs since he was
eleven. He is a full-time photographer

specializing in outdoor subjects with
educational value. His pictures have
appeared in more than 130 publica-

tions, and some have won prizes.—Ed.
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Limestone bluffs along the Mississippi and ii- luaiu Iw-

have yielded many trilobites. This site is near Alton, 111.

At left: Four Flexicalynienes from whicli excess rock has
been expertly chipped.

'^ Finding trilobites. Geologists determine age of rocks by trilobites and
other small fossils as much as by the more dramatic large ones.

plius stage of modern primitive

crustaceans. As growth progressed,

the outgrown exoskeleton was re-

peatedly cast off. Trilobites seem to

have been creatiu'es of the salt

water. Neither fresh-water nor land

forms have been found. Modern

crabs, lobsters, and crayfish may
have descended from the same com-

mon ancestor as the trilobites.

Trilobites are thought to have fed

on other invertebrates and plants,

and some were probably scavengers.

Some tunneled through muddy bot-

toms. In any case, it has been a long

time since any of them lived. But

there were so many of them and

they fossilized so well that you may
easily find one if you look in the

proper location. Some amateurs, in

fact, have made large collections.

WHAT IS A Tl^ILOBITE?

"^^ -v.



* A THERMITE EI. ARE was tixcd to this l)ooinerang to show
its flight. On tlie outward path, the hoomeran" spun rapidly.

Returning, air resistance almost stopped its rotation.

^he Mystery of

* '^^ BOOMERANG
By Joseph J. Cornish III
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One of primitive man's most ingenious inventions

yields its secrets to the science of aerodynamics

THERE is a certain, almost

mystical fascination about the

very idea of throwing away a

stick of wood and seeing it return

to fall at your feet. To primitive

people who did not know the

trick, the boomerang might ap-

pear to border on the suf)crnatural.

But lest we exaggerate our own
skill in aerodynamics, let us admit

that, although the word "boom-

erang" has become a part of our

language, the puzzling behavior

of this weapon still baffles many
experts. The mystery surrounding

the boomerang is so great that one

of the better known encyclopedias

states that, "All efforts by the most

skillful mechanics to imitate the

boomerang have failed."

Whenever the boomerang is

^ The author's son showing the

proper stance. A returning boome-
rang shovdd be thrown in a perpen-

dicular plane, not skimmed.

mentioned, the next thought that

comes to mind is Australia, and

without a doubt the land "Down
Under" can justly claim pii'-

eminence in this regard. The very

name, boomerang, is said to have

had its origin in the aboriginal

word for wind. And although the

crescentic throwing stick was in

use among natives in both Asia

and America, the Australians alone

seem to have hit upon the trick

that enabled them to make it re-

turn. Others found advantage only

in the fact that a flat crescent-

shaped stick will fly faster and
straighter than a rod-shaped or

knobbed one.

For us here in the United

States, the boomerang is no far-

ther removed than the South-

western part of our country. Here

the Hopi, Acoma, and Zuni

Indians, who live in New Mexico

and Arizona, have used a form of

the boomerang since olden times.

According to one of the myths of

one tribe, their gods disclosed to

the ancients five weapons with

which to hunt. Among these five

was the boomerang. Even here a

note of mystery is present, as it is

said that the gods cautioned them

not to use the boomerang just any-

time, ".
. . as it had so much power

that they might destroy some-

thing." But today the young men
of the tribe use this whirling

weapon to hunt rabbits, and they

mostly refer to it as a "rabbit

stick."

Traces of the boomerang have

been uncovered in many other

places on earth, including India,

Celebes, Borneo, and Ethiopia,

where it is known as the Itiin.

Strabo, the ancient Greek geo-

^apher, mentions that the Gauls^

may have used a form of the

boomerang in hunting birds. In

ancient Thebes, it is depicted in

b(jth carvings and paintings, and

it has been used in Egypt even

down to recent times. Until the

beginning of this century, whole

army divisions were equipped

with war boomerangs. Only after

witnessing the whirring flight of

a long and heavy boomerang can

one realize the demoralizing effect

of such a weapon. The boomerang

has been used for hunting, for

sport, and for war, and in the

Northern Territory of Australia

near the Rose River, a special

boomerang is used in female

puberty rituals.

What then is the magic of this

sickle-shaped stick? The answer,

of course, is obvious. There is no

magic at all. The boomerang em-

ploys no special or extraphysical

properties. Its bewildering mo-

tions are the result of the coupling

of two well-known physical phe-

nomena. It embodies the action of

the gyroscope and the forces pro-

duced by the air flowing over its

curved surfaces. Both of these

principles are very well under-

stood, and today many not so

skilled "mechanics" can and do

duplicate the boomerang.

The boomerang, or "kiley" as it

is sometimes called by the Austral-

ians, is usually 2 to 4 feet long and

is generally bent in the middle at

an angle of 90 to 120 degrees.

There are Uvo main types of

boomerangs: the return type,

which is usually used for sport or

for hunting birds, and the non-

return type, which is used in war

or in hunting large game. In the

return type, one side is flat and

the other is curved hke the wing

"Joseph J. Cornish III is an aerody-

namicist in the Aeropliysics Department

of Mississippi State College, where he re-

ceived an M.S. degree in 1951. Engaged

in research for tlie Air Branch, Office of

Na\al Research, he has publLshed both

technical and popular articles on his work.

This article is the outgrowth of the

autlior's hobby of studving natural flight

and man's early attempts to fly.—Ed.
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A CROSS-SECTION similar fo thot o

on airplane wing is seen In the r€

Jurn type of boomerang. This cause

a "lift" to be exerted on th

blades, ottering the flight. The syn-

metrical shape of the non-returnini

boomerang only streamlines it.

^^MMMMMP

The motion of a bo ay be compared to < ling along the ground:

the top of the boomerang moves much foster than the bottom. Owing to this dif-

ference, most of the "lifting" force is concentroted on the blade that is uppermost
OS the boomerang whirls through the oir.

pa*^ ®f ^'P

\
\ /

'* All these boomerangs arc
of the return type except the
Hopi "rah])it stick" at top. The
hlack and white one has a flash-

light l)ulb and battery to trace
its flight. Tlie bottom one is

from Australia.

of an airplane. In the nonreturn

or war boomerang, both sides

have equal ein-vature.

The return-type boomerang is

not whirled parallel to the earth

as is generally supposed but is

thrown perpendicular to the

ground. The path it traces in the

air is similar to a line drawn
around the edge of a Japanese

fan—straight out for some dis-

tance, then around in a curve to a

point about 45 degrees from the

starting direction, and finally back

again in a straight line. Of coinse,

some experts can throw the boom-
erang so that it makes several cir-

cles before returning. This circling

motion is the secret of the boom-

erang. The curved path results

when the "lifting" forces generated

by the whirling, asymmetrically-

shaped arms are acted upon by the

gyroscopic effects of the entire

spinning mass. If the instrument

were whirling horizontally, it

would rise, but being spini verti-

cally, the net effect is to turn the

boomerang.

The nonreturn-type boouierang

is not so curved as the returning

type. Also it is usually larger and

much heavier. Because of the

equal curvature on both sin-fact>s

of its arms, little or no "liFt" is

\'

\



> i\oN-RETUItNING BOOME-
RANGS ^enc-rally have less

curvature than the returninf;;

ones. In tliis jtroup of Aus-
tralian hooincrani;s, only the

second one from tiie top is

the return type.

generated, and this boomerang

flies relatively straight. A strong

man can throw one of these large

war boomerangs more than 180

yards, and it will strike with

deadly force. The boomerangs

used by the Hopi Indians to hunt

rabbits are of the nonreturn type

but ai-e smaller than tlie usual war

boomerangs. On some of these

boomerangs a handle is cai-ved at

one end for convenience in throw-

ing.

Although most boomerangs are

made of wood, other materials

have been used. For instance, in

the southern parts of India there

is a boomerang of steel, in the

fonn of a knife. Persons unfamiliar

with boomerangs are apt to sup-

pose that all can be made to re-

turn, and it has been said that

this steel boomerang will come

back to the thrower, but I cannot

vouch for that. In this part of

India there are also boomerangs

carved of ivory. Some of these are

only six inches long.

Recently, the boomerang has be-

come popular in this country, and

several commercial types are avail-

able. Most of them are made of

plastic, some of laminated wood.

The majority are similar to the

Australian return type. Another

^ As SHOWN on this map, boomerangs

are not limited to Australia. They have

been used in Egypt, India, Ethiopia,

Celibes, and Borneo. There is reason to

believe that the oncient Gouls used them

to hunt birds. In the New World, the

Hopi Indians hove been familiar with

the boomerang for many yeors.

shape that was popular sonic time

ago was in the form of a cross or

an "X." This type is, in effect, a

"double" boomerang, but its be-

havior is the same as the other

return types. Others made as toys

in this country have assumed

many odd shapes. One, called the

Boomer-Bird, resembled an eagle

with outstretched wings. Despite

their novel appearances, all of

these boomerangs operate on the

same principles as the ones tedi-

ously carved by the Australian

aborigines, who themselves have

tried some unusual styles. In some

parts of Australia, the boomerangs

are made with a sort of hom or

beak at one end and are known as

"beaked boomerangs." Many ex-

planations have been offered for

this design, but the exact reason

appears to be lost in antiquity.

The makers seem to have no

knowledge of the fundamentals of

the boomerang but merely follow

previous examples.

The art of throwing a return-

type boomerang is easily learned

with a httle practice. The Austral-

ians have thrown the "kiley" as

liigh as 150 feet into the air, and

some are able to cause it to circle

as many as five times before re-

turning. It is even claimed that

some can make the stick bounce

on the ground at some distance

and still return to the thrower.

Throwing the return boomerang

can be a dangerous game, how-

ever, and it has often been said

that the boomerang is more haz-

ardous to the thrower than to the

target.
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A The female deposits licr

eggs in masses of 2000 to 3000.

cemented to leaves, Ijranclies,

and rocks overlianging running
water. Eacli is circular and
about an inch in diameter. A
chalky coating makes them re-

semble shells from a distance.

A

A The tiny hellgramautes hatch

out, fall into the water, and hide under
stones. In a matter of years, the hell-

grammite readies a length of aljout

three inclies. The dark i)rown,
leathery-looking creature lias a vicious

bite; hence the nickname toe biter.

A When ready to go into tlie pupal
stage, the hellgrammite crawls out

on the bank and hides under a stone

or some other protective oliject. It

often crawls some distance before

it finds a favorable place to locale

itself for pupation.

The complete life cycle oj

y
The drama of its changes shown in photographs

By George A. Smith

THE larval form of the dobson fly makes ex-

cellent fish bait and is familiar to anglers

as the hellgrammite. Boys living near suitable

streams often make extra spending money catch-

ing and selling "hellgrammies" to fishermen. But

many who know this insect in its larval fomi are

not familiar with the metamorphosis that trans-

forms it into a large, winged adult.

The horned corydalis, or Conjdalis cornutus,

as it is called, is a poor flyer and is frequently

found around outdoor lights near streams in late

spring or summer. In its feeble attempts to use

its wings, it may fall to the ground, where it can

easily be caught for close examination.

The female can inflict a bite when picked up
carelessly. The male looks more vicious than it

really is. The extremely long extensions on its

jaws are harmless clasping organs used while

mating.

Tlie life cycle of the dobson fly through egg,

larva, and pupa to adult is shown in these photo-

graphs.
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A This assemblage was found under a flat slonc localrd in a

moist, shaded spot along a stream well stocked with hell-

graniniites. A half dozen or more hellgrannnites were in the

act of passing from the larval to the pupal stage.

A 'I'liK I'l l'\ of \\u- cl,,l,-,,n ll> I,,ok- ^li.,-llik.-.

hul it ic-l;iins ino-l ol the \ ieioii.-ness ol the /^

hell^iammile and will even try to hitc. Pupa-
tion requires one to two weeks.
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the three-fingered

MENACE
Just because youve never had it, you needn't

think you're immune—everyone is the first time,

but 250,000 victims suffer severely every season

EVERY SPRING, U.S. magaziiifs

and new.spapt'rs break out with

a rash of articles on poison ivy. This

will be an unusual year if this vine

is not condemned as "Plant Public

Enemy Number 1."

That epithet is comparatively

mild. Here arc just a few of the

labels given to poison ivy in the

By Gary Webster

past ten )'ears: the three-fingeriil

menace, scourge of the woods, old

toxico, botanical Judas, creeping

villain, green devil, public pest

nuuibcr one.

\'ie\\ed from a different perspi'c-

ti\e, there seems good reason to

conclude that all these smears upon

the plants character are unfounded.
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Instead ol bfiiij^ a Borgia ui llic

back yaiil, poison ivy is an innocent

bystander in a colossal natural

drama.

The suffering to humans is wide-

spread, of course. There is no de-

bate on that score. Precise figures

have never been gathered, but esti-

mates of the number of cases in

the United States usually start at

250,000 a year. Three or four times

as many, comparatively mild, do not

involve treatment by a phys-ician.

The greatest suffering is a direct

result of picnics. But poisoning is al-

most an occupational disease among

foresters, gardeners, linemen, civil

engineers, and even naturalists. In

May, 1954, eighty nature-conscious

Boy Scouts came down with the

familiar blisters after a single New
Jersey outing.

Ivy was a major source of annoy-

ance and delay in building the

Pacific Railroad, 1853-56. More re-

cently, it caused an estimated 80

per cent of all lost-time illnesses

among members of the Civilian

Conservation Corps. At least two

children are known to have died as

a result of severe poisoning.

Most victims yearn for relief with-

out attempting to estimate the finan-

cial damage. Not so Mr. and Mrs.

John J. Loughran, of the Bronx.

With their son of four years, they

were infected during a picnic in a

public park. So in August, 1947,

they filed suit against the commis-

sioners of Westchester County Park.

Their suffering and related losses,

said the plaintiffs, entitled them to

redress amounting to $12,500.

Judges didn't concur, though.

Captain John Smith wrote the

first description of the poisonous

creeper, observing that it is "in

shape but little different from our

English yvie." Smith admitted that

it caused redness, itcliing, and bhs-

ters, but he leniently insisted that

it really had "noe very ill nature."

Poison ivy is native to North

America. It flourishes from the St.

Lawrence River to beyond the Rio

Grande, and from Cape Hatteras to

Puget Sound. California and Ne-

vada are the only states where it is

comparatively rare. Under natural

conditions, poison ivy is not l(jund

in areas with very low annual rain-

fall, at high altitudes, or in the

shade of dense forests.

Few plants are more versatile. In

the East and Middle West, it occurs

as a climbing or traihng vine and

as a low shrub. Sometimes a single

plant bears leaves whose edges are

in many forms, varying from smooth

to deeply notched. Leaves are al-

ways divided into three leaflets;

usually their upper surfaces are

glossy, almost as though varnished.

Other clues to identification are

more technical or less certain.

Uniofelcoine Relatives

Poison oak, a proUfic shrub of the

Far West, is so closely related that

botanists cannot agree to calling it

a distinct species. Many consider it

simply a geographical variant of

the eastern plant.

Poison sumac, a close relative of

poison oak and poison ivy, contains

the same to.xic agent, urusiol. But

since the sumac normally grows on

the edges of acid-water bogs, it is

encountered less frequently and

causes less injury.

Actually, all members of the trio

belong to the genus of the sumacs

and are members of the cashew

family. Poison ivy is not closely re-

lated to English ivy, which belongs to

the ginseng family, nor to the popu-

lar Virginia creeper. It gets its com-

mon name from the influence of John

Smith and other early observers.

North America has some 15 of the

150 listed species of sumac, but

only 3 of ours are poisonous. All

members of the cashew family,

whether harmless or dangerous,

produce milky or resinous juices.

As late as 1800, it was commonly

believed that poison ivy e.xuded a

gas which irritated all who came

within 20 feet of a plant. One ex-

perimental study convinced its au-

thor that the vapor was released

only at night, on cloudy days, or in

the shade. Later analysts found con-

clusive evidence that the irritant

was not a gas, but this theory lives

on in some quarters in spite of hav-

ing been disproved. Another erro-

neous notion, which some investiga-
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tors accepted as late as 1916, was
that a bacterial organism in the

plant produced all the trouble.

However, few serious scientists ever

endorsed this theory.

Faltering steps toward real under-

standing were first taken in the

Orient. Lac trees, cultivated in

Japan and China for at least 1400

years, belong to the same genus.

Like poison ivy, they exude a toxic

juice. Treated by native methods,

the juice oxidizes, changes color,

and eventually yields the black lac-

quer that has been so prominent in

oriental art.

Lac workers take routine precau-

tions in handling resins but are

sometimes poisoned. There have

been many cases of demiatitis in

America among users of lacquered

objects such as mah-jongg sets and

oriental trays.

As early as 18.3-3, Japanese scien-

tists set out to find the toxic agent.

Yoshida launched a chemical attack

on the yellow sap and eventually

isolated a fluffy white powder which

he considered the villain. There is

some uncertainty about what the

Japanese obtained; it was undoubt-

edly a laboratory compound rather

than the pure plant poison.

At Harvard Medical School late

in the century, a nonvolatile oil was

isolated from the resin of the poison

ivy plant. It proved so potent that

mild poisoning resulted from expos-

ure to a solution of one grain of it

dissolved in 60,000 times as much
olive oil.

Still, there was ample evidence

that basic ingredients had not been

isolated. Extracts were made with

alcohol, ether, and gasoline. Both

in Japan and in this coimtry, ex-

tremely potent poisons were found.

Most fonns were considered to be

relatives of carboHc acid.

Matters rested at about that point

until 1940. That >ear. Dr. Chiirles

Dawson of Columbia Univcrsit\- de-

cided to crack the chemical riddle

of poison iv\-. For his initial try, he

gathered 80 pounds of bark—and

finally extracted 2 teaspoons of oil.

Thirteen years of investigation

passed before the end was in sight.

Ten of Dr. Dawson's students %\ rote
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Sisten under ike Skiin
Poison Ivy
It always has groups
of three glossy leaflets.

Poison Oak
It is so closely related
that many consider it only
a geographical variant.

doctoral dissertations on phases of

the problem. In January, 1953, he

announced the discovery of ivy's

toxic agent—four complex com-
pounds mixed with, and partly dis-

solved in, one another. Each has a

basic structure like the benzene

ring, famous in early molecular the-

ory. Carbon, hydrogen, and oxygen

are the ingredients.

That in itself is enough to cause

the ivy-hater to take thought. Com-
plex combinations of carbon, hydro-

gen, and oxygen fonn the most com-

mon and most abundant of plant

and animal products. They provide

food, clothing, shelter, drugs, dyes,

and myriad other materials essential

or useful to men.

Many varieties of suinac are high

on the hst of valuable plants. Oddly,

their worth stems from compounds
that the living chemical factories

build from the same ingredients

that form ivy's poison.

Sicilian sumac produces a juice

that provides some of the best tan-

ning materials known. It has been a

staple in the leather trade for many
centuries. Tannic acid, from the

same source, is used in making ink

and as an emergency treatment for

some types of poisoning.

Other cousins of poison ivy fur-

nish the toxic materials that give us

oriental lacquer. Still another mem-
ber of the family, the "wax tree" of

Japan, produces fats of quality and

quantity satisfactory for making

candles. One relative native to trop-

ical America provides most of the

cashew nuts of world commerce, of

which the U. S. alone has long con-

sumed more than 25 million pounds

a year.
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Poison Sumac
It grows around acid

water bogs and is

easily distinguished
from other two.

Strangely, the cashew stores its

toxic resins in the husk it builds

around the nuts. Cashew oil, long

an undesirable by-product of the

cashew kernel industry, is now an

important article of commerce. Its

chemical structure makes it valu-

able in the manufacture of var-

nishes, insulating material, floor tile,

typewriter rolls, and even auto

brake linings.

Tannin, lac, and cashew oil are

products of plant metabolism. Each
is manufactured of carbon, hydro-

gen, and oxygen. Each has proper-

ties which make it valuable to man.

So the plants are prized. Resin from

poison ivy is closely related to these

commodities but has no known use,

and the plant that produces it is

despised.

Why Poisonous?

One may well ask why poison ivy

and poison oak produce their toxic

juice. Naturalists once thought the

answer was obvious. Poisons were
considered to be protective devices,

produced in many varieties of plants

to prevent herbivorous animals

from eating them.

Applied to poison ivy, this view

falls very flat. For the toxic element

seems to have little or no effect upon
natural enemies of the plant. Cattle,

sheep, goats, and pigs eat it without

visible harm. U. S. forest rangers

declare that horses actually like it.

[jence Jjeaidlfler

In all<M-ini; the landscape,
man has provided iiiaiiv per-

fect perejies for poison ivy.

When the potency of the juice i\

studied, human volunteers must \i>

used—for no laboratory animals arc

sufficiently susceptible to be of help.

The ill repute of poison ivy stems

entirely from the fact that it is

highly toxic to the human skin.

Centuries ago, early students of

nature surveyed the animal king-

dom as known to them and con-

cluded that the human skin is

unique. That verdict still stands.

Practically all animals are protected

by a heavy coat of hair, feathers, or

other natural shields. Those few
creatures that are relatively hairless,

like the hippopotamus and the

whale, are notorious for tough hides.

Man alone has a thin and sensitive

skin that is protected only on top of

his head.

Poison ivy rarely affects a hair-

shielded scalp. It seldom causes in-

flammation at the point of most fre-

quent contact — the palms of the

hands. There, the hornlike growth

of stratum cornettm is usually so

thick and tough that the poison does

not penetrate. It does its painful

worst in areas where the skin is both

tender and unprotected.

Now the woodland pageant is

beginning to take definite shape.

Some kinds of sumac, in the course

of theii- normal processes of meta-
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holism and growth, produce special

compounds. Though odds against

such a situation are very great, it

happens that these substances are

highly poisonous to the queer kind

of skin that covers Homo sapiens.

Now the stage is set. There is a

high potential for poisoning—pro-

vided that skin and sap can be

brought together. Several factors,

apparently unrelated, have oper-

ated in North America to produce

maximum opportunity for contact.

One of them is man's reshuffling

of forest patterns. Poison ivy doesn't

thrive in areas of dense growth,

where treetops are closed overhead.

Plenty of sunlight is needed for

maximum development of the plant;

humans have provided this by cut-

ting many great forests and thinning

most of the rest.

Again, the vine form of poison ivy

grows most effectively when it has

something on which to climb—

a

frame that will give it elevation and

access to the sun. Stone walls, rail

fences, wire fences, telephone poles,

wicket gates, old barns, cowsheds,

summer cottages, picnic shelters,

dahlia poles, picket fences, and half

a hundred other devices are pre-

cisely what ivy needs.

Climbing places so generously

provided by humans also serve as

jDerches for birds. This accelerates

the process, for the berries of poison

ivy and poison oak are rich in vege-

table fat and are a favorite food of

doves, crows, wild pigeons, road

runners, woodpeckers, and many
other birds. When the leaves drop

ofl^ in the autumn, the white or yel-

lowish fruits are visible for long
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ower

Poison ivy is partial to
stone walls and makes
them even less .•^i;il;ililc.

distances. Result: in California

alone, fruits of the poisonous plants

have been found in the stomachs of

38 species of birds. The seeds are

not harmed by the digestive juices,

and the birds perch on poles, fences,

and branches of trees to drop them,

nicely accompanied by a supply of

fertilizer.

Just as floods and dust bowls have

resulted from other human activi-

ties, so the present abundance of

poison ivy stems from the boost

which man has given to it.

Sensitivity Varies

Actual poisoning is now believed

to be closely related to typical al-

lergic reactions. Sensitivity varies

widely from one person to another.

Newborn babies, Europeans, and

Eskimos show no ill effects from the

first exposure. Some blister at the

second contact. Others may not be

affected for 50 or 100 times. Alas,

once sensitivity develops, it is usu-

ally retained for life.

Without touching the toxic resin,

you run no risk of inflammation.

Tliis does not mean that the plant

itself must be touched. Residue may
linger for months on gloves, tools,

firewood, shoes, or clothing. Many
persons have contracted severe

d'ree C'Llmber

Sniall hoys who yearn for

upper branches should look
carefully before shinning up.

Arthur C. I'arsons from RInrk Sinr

cases of ivy poisoning from petting

animals that had run tlirough the

plant. In one classic case, the in-

flammation stemmed frf)ni having

changed a tire that had been driven

through underbrush.

The leaves and stems of the

plants are tender and most easily

bruised at the very season when pic-

nickers rush to the woods in greatest

numbers for a spring or early sum-

mer outing and shed as many
clothes as possible.

Adding all the factors, it seems

that poison ivy isn't really vicious,

after all. It is caught in a vast net-

work of biological and chemical

causes and effects which it neither

initiated nor controls. Thin-skinned,

forest-cutting, fence-building, pic-

nic-going creatures have reshuffled

the pattern of North American life.

In the process, they have become
victims of the plant whose expan-

sion they unwittingly fostered.

New chemicals promise to help in

the warfare on ivy and its relatives.

Fresh medical advances may reduce

the severity of its attack. Still, the

best way to deal with poison ivy is

to recognize it and leave it alone—

or follow expert advice in fighting it.



TWENTIETH-CENTURY

AUDUBON

A GENERATION ago the study

of birds was chiefly for mu-
seum men and a sprinkling of uni-

versity professors. Today it is esti-

mated that there are close to five

milhon adult Americans and hun-

dreds of thousands of school chil-

dren who have an interest of some
kind in birds.

This phenomenon is not confined

to this country, for here and abroad

the study of birds has gained a

widespread popularity in the past

fifteen years which is nothing less

than astonishing.
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Roger Tory Peterson — one of

tlK> world's foremost authorities on
birds and a man whose bird books

in 7 languages are currently selling

100,000 copies a year—has an ex-

planation all his own for tlais prev-

alent interest:

"Birds can fly where they want
to when they want to," he observes.

"At least so it seems to us, who are

carthbound. They symbolize a de-

gree of freedom that we would
nearly give our souls to have. Per-

haps this is why bird watching has

almost become a national hobby in

< With a camera gun de-

signed by Dick Borden, Dr.
Peterson prepares to take
slow motion flight pictm-cs.

Britain and is rapidly becoming
one here.

"It is an antidote for the disillu-

sionment of today's world, a world

beset by pressures it has never be-

fore known. Many men in business

and the professions find in birds a
much-needed balance, a release

from their highly complex afi^airs

and the artificiality of the city.

"Housewives find in birds a pleas-

ant relief from the routine of the

home, and children enjoy their pur-

suit for the outlet it gives their

abundant energies. Boys in their
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Teacher, artist,

and outdoor scientist,

he has probably introduced

more people to the

delights of bird-watching

than any other

person in history.

By
Cedric Larson

teens make the keenest bird record-

ers, for once they fall under the

spell of the 'lure of the list,' they

play the game for all it is worth."

Dr. Peterson points out that in

the eastern half of the United

States, from the Atlantic Ocean to

the 100th meridian, which runs

from central North Dakota through

central Texas, there are approxi-

mately 440 different kinds of birds.

In 35 years of watching, Peterson

has seen all but 4 of them.

This modern-day Audubon is

what a sports writer might call a

triple-threat man. Besides being an

ornithologist of the first caliber, he

is a skilled artist, a lecturer, a writ-

er, and an expert photographer.

He is the author of scores of arti-

cles and booklets on birds, and his

Field Guide to the Birds has sold

350,000 copies in its eastern editions

alone.

Dr. Peterson has traveled on four

continents studying and photo-

graphing birds. In a typical year,

he will be away from his home half

or perhaps tsvo-thirds of the time,

either in the field or lecturing.

When Dr. Peterson is not on a

bird safari or another errand hav-

ing to do with birds, he may be

located for brief periods with his

wife and two boys in their Con-

necticut home. The Peterson home
is situated on a 55-acre estate at

Old Lyme, Connecticut, near Long
Island Sound, on an eminence over-

looking the Connecticut River
estuary.

They purchased this home in the

fall of 1954, and already their ad-

dress is known to thousands of bird

lovers on five continents. Their

house, fittingly enough, is surround-

ed by a dense and bushy forest,

where scores of species of birds

nest and fly about in gay pageantry.

For the first eight years after

World War II, the Petersons rented

a place overlooking the Potomac

River in the \Vashington subiu^b

of Glen Echo, their home being

remodeled slave quarters high on

a river bluff. After years of search-

ing, they finally decided on their

present location—midway between

Boston and New York.

This proved an ideal place, for

here Peterson is only a short way
from the headquarters of his pub-

lishers — Houghton-Mifflin in Bos-

ton—and not too far from the head-

quarters of the National .\udubon

Society in Manhattan, of which he

is now a member of the Board of

Directors.

The Peterson story starts in

Jamestown, New York, where

Roger was born on August 28, 1908.

His father was Charles Gustav

Peterson from Viirmland, Sweden,

who came to this country at the

age of four. When the famih' set-

tled in Jamesto\\n, it was \irtually

a Swedish communit)-. The town

lies in the hills of western New
York near famed Lake Chautauqua,

a district rich in wildlife. Roger's

grandfather died when his father

was only eleven, making it neces-

sary for the boy to go to work in

the factories and mills at an early

age.

^^'hen Roger was born, his father

w'as a craftsman in the .\rt Metal

Construction Company, one of the

cit\-"s furniture factories. Few
of Roger's grade-school teachers
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would have regarded him as a

budding genius or a model child.

He was, in fact, something of a

problem, and he still holds the du-

bious distinction of having been

spanked oftener in the sixth grade

than any other boy in the history

of the school. Seven times in one

term he marched the dreaiy path

to the principal's office.

But the seventh grade proved a

turning point in his life. His sci-

ence teacher. Miss Blanche Horn-

beck, organized an Audubon Junior

Club and obtained leaflets that

turned Roger's attention to birds.

So, at the age of eleven he em-

barked, in a sense, on his life's

work. He still feels that his great

interest in birds at that age stem-

med from the fact that these

winged creatures were symbols of

freedom in his maladjusted youth.

And he can still recall the exact

date of every bird trip he made
during the first five or six years

of his new-found enthusiasm.

Dr. Peterson recalls with a smile

that Miss Hornbeck knew little

about birds but learned with the

class. They studied the Audubon
Junior leaflets together—leaflets that

he was to rewrite and reillustratc

20 years later. Miss Hornbeck had

the children copy the pictures, and

Roger was launched on a career

that was to win him world-wide

recognition as a bird artist. He
used to decorate the margins of his

arithmetic and history books with

pictures of eagles, hawks, and owls.

As a boy of eleven, he searched

the environs of Jamestown and

Lake Chautauqua for birds. He
would even range along the south-

ern shores of near-by Lake Erie—

about 25 miles north—to find water-

fowl. Later he wrote: "The mere

glimpse of a bird would change my
listlessness to fierce intensity. I

lived for birds."

His preoccupation with birds

did not evoke wholehearted sup-

port in the minds of his parents.

His father was a practical man and

was plainly worried about his son's

obsession. Roger seemed not to

care how long he was away from

home or how muddy or torn he
got his clothes, as long as he could

watch birds. Once his father

stopped the boy's English teacher

on the street in Jamestown and

said: "Roger likes you a lot. I wish

you'd tell him there are other

things in the world besides birds.

He'll never make a living out of

them."

At other times, his father seemed

to take pride in his son's knowledge

of birdlore. "He can name any kind

of bird he sees," he would boast to

his intimates. "And he can draw

them all." As the years have proved,

he missed by a mile in thinking

that Roger could not make a liv-

ing from birds.

Training in art

After leaving high school, Roger

came to New York to attend the

Art Students League and also the

National Academy of Design. He
studied under such well-known

artists of the day as John Sloan

and Nikolaides. His skill as an art-

ist is so considerable that he can

draw or paint almost anything with

great success, but he limits himself

mostly to birds.

When the depression of the

1930's terminated his five years of
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art training, he obtained a teaching

position with a boys' school in Bos-

ton, where he taught natural his-

tory, art, and astronomy. He admits

today with a twinkle in his eye

that his knowledge of astronomy at

the time was nil and that he kept

just one lesson ahead of the boys

all through the year. He taught

in this Brookline, Massachusetts,

school for four years. It was during

this time that fate, in the form of

a friend who was an ornithologist,

intervened in Peterson's life to set

him on the road to fame and

fortune.

Up until this time, most books

on bird identification were formid-

able scientific treatises, bristling

with technical jargon and phrase-

ology confusing to the layman.

Peterson, who had taught himself

bird identification without help,

was an expert in his hobby. During

his trips to New York, he took fre-

quent bird walks with a friend he

had met at the American Museum
of Natural History—conservationist

William Vogt (of Road to Survival

fame). Vogt was astounded at the

speed with which Peterson could

identify birds and persuaded him

to write some magazine articles on

this subject.

It was apparent to Vogt that Pet-

erson had a revolutionary system,

a magical short cut, as it were, to

bird identification. After the maga-

zine articles, Vogt advised Peter-

son to put his system in book form

and illustrate it with his own pat-

ternistic drawings.

A few months later, the book

manuscript was finished, but this

was during the height of the de-

pression, and first books by new
authors were not easy to place.

None of the first five publishers to

whom he submitted it were inter-

ested. One or t\vo of them were

scornful, telling him he was a no-

body in the bird field and that his

book would not sell.

But the Houghton-Mifl^lin Com-

pany in Boston had t\\'0 bird en-

thusiasts on its editorial staff. .A.fter

much deliberation, they decided to

take a flyer on the book, albeit

with qualms and misgivings. They

cautiously printed 2000 copies,

after first stating that the author

would get no royalties on the first

1000.

The book pro^•cd to be the kind

that publishers dream about. It

had a runaway sale, and the first

edition sold out in five days. Five

thousand more copies of Peterson's

Field Guide to the Birds were

rushed off the presses. A month
later they were all gone. The book

had made a great hit among bird

lovers, and Peterson found himself

something of a celebrity overnight.

This all happened in 1934. Since

then a third of a million copies

have been sold, and the book has

been revised twice. The last re-

vision was in 1947, when Dr. Peter-

son rewrote the wliole book and

reworked the entire system. Now
Houghton-Mifflin never prints few-

er than 50.000 at a time. A com-

panion volume, A Field Guide to

Western Birds, published in 1941,

has sold 115.000 copies. And a sim-

ilar volume, A Field Guide to the

Birds of Britain and Europe, has

reccnth' been issued in Britain.

Editions of this are being pub-

lished in Dutch, French, German,

Spanish, Italian, and the three

Scandinavian tongues. The text in

these various editions may vary

somewhat, but the Peterson s>"stem

is the same. Since 1934, more than
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A Photographing a tur-

key vulture's nest.

900,000 copies of Peterson's books

have been sold throughout the

world.

His Guide has been so widely

accepted that bird watchers simply

call it "Peterson," giving rise to

the quip that "Peterson has gone

out with more women on Sunday

afternoon than any man in history."

Recently an ardent bird lover in

Philadelphia wrote: "The Field

Guide is now being called around

Philadelphia 'The Gospel of Saint

Peterson.'

"

Interestingly enough, the Army
and Navy were influenced by the

Peterson system in teaching plane-

spotting in World War II. In that

field, as in bird identification, it

sei-ved better than any other meth-

od. The system is based on shape,

pattern, and the simple but clever

idea of using "pointers" on recog-

nition pictures of birds, designed

to bring out the crucial points of

difference.

His book showed how to spot a

bird quickly and accurately from

its silhouette and pattern and

stressed the one or two character-

istics that set it apart from other

or similar birds. Gone into the

discard was the need for flounder-

ing through tedious technical de-

scriptions. With Peterson's book,

the most amatetnish bird watcher

could not only identify a bird in an
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mountains of Arizona.

instant but could do it at a distance.

It has been called the most practi-

cal bird guide ever to appear.

This book won for Peterson a

job with the National Audubon
Society in New York as Education-

al Director. While serving in this

capacity, he spent his evenings and

vacations preparing his Field

Guide to Western Birds, which cov-

ers the birds west of the 100th

meridian.

Varied war work
Then came the draft in World

War II. The Army gave him a job

doing technical manuals at Fort

Belvoir, Virginia, where he spent

two years on such topics as defus-

ing land mines and building

bridges. He was assigned to the

Engineer Corps to utilize his art-

istry for camouflage, but he was

trained as a combat engineer. To-

ward the end of the war he was

shifted to the Air Corps, where he

was put to work studying the ef-

fects of D. D. T.

Before entering the Amiy, Roger

met, in the film and photography

department of the National Audu-

bon Society, a young lady named
Barbara Coulter, who was from

Seattle. They were married in 1943

and now have two boys: Tory, age

ten, and Lee, six.

After the war and out of the

.^^ ^1^^.

Army, Roger and his wife made a

big decision. Instead of going back

to a regular job, he would try free-

lancing.

He rewrote the Eastern Field

Guide and redid its pictures. He
painted many birds for national

magazines and illustrated a series of

a dozen articles in full color, for

Life Magazine. He prepared a

"primer" edition of his Field Guide

in a 35<t edition, which sold 2.50,000

copies. He was deluged by recjuests

for paintings and lectures.

He launched a series of bird

prints, rivaling Audubon's and sell-

ing in lithographed copies for $5

to $15 each. He painted about .30

of them, and collectors snapped

them up. An enterprising New York

City department store copywriter

once advertised them as "Genuine

Audubon prints by Peterson."

Dr. Peterson published his Birds

Over America in 1948 (Dodd-
Mead), a 342-page book illustrated

with 105 photographs by the

author. This book was a great suc-

cess and won thousands of new
converts to the ranks of the bird

watchers. It won for its author the

coveted John Bin-roughs Medal,

bestowed by the John Burroughs

Memorial Association, for meritor-

ious nature writing.

Since 1945, Dr. Peterson has

made repeated trips to Europe
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aiitl has ranged all over North

America, visiting many other oiit-

ol-the-way places. He has hecoiue

an expert photographer, both in

still and motion pictures, and lie

worries his budget-minded wite by

his frequent investments in costly

photographic equipment. One of

liis movie cameras is equipped with

a special 12-ineh Kilfitt lens. He
lectures for the National Audubon
Society one month each year and

tries to reach a different region of

the U.S.A. each time. He regards

his lecture tours as a good antidote

to his hermit's life in his Connecti-

cut studio.

Sometimes people ask Dr. Peter-

son if scientists haven't just about

discovered all there is to know
about birds. He smiles patiently

at such naive questions and points

out that there are about 8600 spe-

cies of birds in the world, not

counting subspecies. North Amer-

ica alone has more than 650 resi-

dent species north of the Mexican

border.

"We have today only scratched

the surface in our study of birds—

pai-ticularly in the field of bird be-

havior," he declares. He places the

present bird population of the

U.S.A. at five to six billion breeding

land birds and an unknown num-

ber of water birds. He says that

the notion that man has displaced

birds on this continent is open to

considerable doubt. There may be

fewer hawks, owls, and large game
birds than in Columbus' time, but

many ornithologists are sure that

there are more songbirds.

Birds, he points out, are hardy

creatures. They have to be to sur-

vive. And—perhaps more important

—they are highly adaptable. Song-

birds seem to thrive better in the

bioken, semiopen country that fol-

lows civilization than in virgin

forests or tropical jungles.

Since World War H, Roger Pet-

erson has distinguished himself in

other aspects of natural history, al-

^ Roger Tory Petkrson in

his Connecticut studio, sur-

rounded by his hooks and
writing materials.

though ornitJKjlogy is his primary

i<)\e. He has edited field guides on

biitterHies, mammals, Howers, trees,

minerals, reptiles, and other sub-

jects. Texas, being an individual-

istic state, wants its own bird

guide, and the Texas Fish ami

Clame Commission has contraetcil

with him to do a Firhl C.iiidr on

Texas Birds for an initial (ditioii

of 25,000 copies. This book will

not be finished until 1957. Texas

has more species of birds within

its borders than any other state in

the Union.

Recognition

In 1952 he received the honor-

ary degree of Doctor of Science

from Franklin and Marshall Col-

lege. He is a fellow of the American

Ornithologists Union and was
awarded this scientific society's

Brewster Medal for the second edi-

tion of his Field Guide. From 1951

to 1953, he served as president of

the American Nature Study So-

ciety, a group composed of teach-

ers and others who are concerned

with nature study.

Around Jamestown, New York,

Dr. Peterson is the shining example

of the "local-boy-makes-good" tra-

dition. They have forgotten his

one-time childish pranks, such as

going down the fire escape when

the ilismissai bell rang in school.

A year or two ago, the Jamestown
Chamber of Commerce had a

Roger T(jry Peterson Day and pre-

sented him witli a special Certifi-

cate of Recognition.

We asked Dr. Peterson about his

rather imusual middle name, Tory.

He explained with a smile that it

did not identify him as an ultra-

conservative in politics. Rather, it

was a sort of special variant of the

Swedish name "Thure," b>' which

his uncle was called. When he had
to tell his first-grade teacher his

middle name, he could pronounce

it but not spell it, and she wrote it

clown just as it sounded to her—
"T-O-R-Y." That rendering of a

good old Swedish name has stuck

to him through life.

One of his close associates, Carl

W. Buchheister, senior vice-presi-

dent of the National Audubon
Society and director of the Audu-
bon Camp of Maine, thinks that

Peterson has probably done more
to promote popular interest in birds

than any man since Audubon,

which is quite a tribute, coming

from a professional colleague.

No story of Peterson's career

woidd be complete without an ac-

count of his record-breaking grand

tour of North America. For 100

days he traveled in company with
continued on page 280
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A Shepherd Francois, a man of

two worlds—the hot lowlamls and
the high pastures of the French Alps.

Art locale, this article is something of a departure from the usual

coverage of Natural History Magazine, but we offer it to our readers

because of the lyric manner in which it portrays a pattern of human behavior

as ancient as the herder's life. The author is a French-born nature writer, who
received his Ph.D. summa cum laiide, from the Sorbonne. During the war,

he served with the French commandos. A complete book on this subject by

him is soon to be published by Phoenix House, London, England,—Ed.

the

Big Trek
Even as in the dawn of history, the inflexible cycle of the

seasons forces the herdsmen of Aries to migrate each spring

from sea level to the high pastures of the Maritime Alps

By Maurice Moyal

THE sheep had already begun to

show their ribs. They had

scraped the lowland pastures bare,

turning the pebbles over in their

search for a last withered grass

blade.

We were starting none too soon,

I thought. But to the herdsmen,

with whom this was a story as old

as tradition, the question was also

whether the 8700-foot passes would

be free of snow yet. The 200-mile

trek would take two weeks. Hear-

ing them talk of the storms we
might encounter, I wondered
whether I could last the journey,

sleeping on the ground, marching

by night as well as by day, and liv-

ing on the roughest sort of pro-

vender.

The plain of La Crau, in Prov-

ence, had seen the last of its winter

rains, and the approach of summer
would subject it to almost desert

conditions. The soil was now crack-

ing under the sun, and the sheep

looked wretched in their half-

starved condition.

High in the Maritime Alps, where

spring would replace winter almost

overnight, they would be rewarded

by a rich carpet of tall grass and

forage herbs—if they could endure

the drought and if a late snowstorm

did not catch them in the passes.

Such is the schedule under which

the sheepherders of La Crau must

live and work. Entering upon their

life, I felt that I had turned my
back on the artificialities that enable

us to disregard the cycle of the sea-

sons and had entered an earlier

stage of human existence. Nor

could this age-old routine be amel-

iorated with all our modern con-

veniences and conveyances. The

animals must be slowly acclimat-

ized to the freezing cold of the

mountain nights. They could not be

carried by trucks. They must slog it

out on foot all the way, getting

gradually used to the cold.

And so, when Moun Mestre Baile-

Pastre—Mr. Chief Shepherd Bastian

— a sturdy sixty -seven -year -older,

wise in the ways of sheep, said the
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^ Simon, who helped patrol the flanks during the long march

migration must start, Chemin and

his two helpers put the bells on the

animals and away we went.

Cameraman Marcel Coen and I

had to take a hand in helping the

six dogs range the various groups of

animals. So that the yearling lambs

would be broken gradually to the

trail, they were made to follow di-

rectly after the six floticats, the



A The flock cutting across a typical landscape in Upper Provence.

trained wethers that the flock was

accustomed to follow. Next came
the small ewes and young goats

cutting their permanent incisors;

then the adult sheep, rams, nannies,

and billy goats; and lastly the pla-

toon of pack asses.

Bastian set the animals on the

trek with a sacrosanct formula:

"Brrrrr, veni, veni, pitchoinies!"

("Now, move along, little ones!")

We had waited until seven in the

evening, for most of the traveling

would be done after dark to avoid

the scorching heat. Bastian, accom-

panied by his faithful dog Lamir,

half wolf and half water spaniel,

was to lead the whole way, keeping

the pace at a steady mile and a half

an hour.

"This will be hard on you, this

gouty snail's gait," he told me, "but

it's best for the flock."

In the middle of the flock, shep-

herds Francois and Simon cracked

their whips and shrilled their

whistles, urging their dogs to prod

the sheep; "Gcir^on, Brilliant, Tam-
bour, Bazaine, Marquise, jappe,

jappe, coiiquincs!" ("Bark, bark,

you rascals!")

Jean Chemin set the rear swell in

motion with: "Ite, pitchounes!" Un-

knowingly, he repeated a part of

the Latin phrase uttered by Roman
Catholic priests to send their flocks

home after Mass: "Ite, missa est."

("Go, the Mass is ended.")

Chemin and his three hired men
would have to spend many a month

far aw'ay from civilization and mar-

kets, and they had packed many

A Each sheep raiser chooses liis

bells so tiial their notes ^^ill hiend to

f;ive a sound peculiar to liis own
flock. This hell-maker of Aries, where
the sheep came from, tests one of his

products with the hone of an ass.
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A Six trained rams like tliis one
and as many he-goats lead the pro-

cession. The flock will follow them.

things into the two-wheeled cart:

salted mutton dried in the sun

(moutonesso), bacon, coffee and

sugar, wine and brandy, boxes of

codfish, sacks of oats for the good

old mare and her colt, extra cloth-

ing, and sheep medicines. For, from

where they would pass the summer
beneath the shadow of the lofty

S,396-foot Cime du Voga, it would

be an all-day hike even to the

hamlet of Bouzieyas, population 35.

In all, there were 40 different

kinds of bells, making up 4 scales,

and they made a merry soimd as

"^ To AVOID THE SCORCHING SUN in

the lowlands and the heavy traffic,

the flock is moved mainly at night.

'*' Today, the migrating
iciilnrios ago. Tlir j)rocc

flock encounters more difficidty than it did
iion averages LS miles a dav for IS days.

the animals got underway amid
clouds of golden dust. Once you
have heard them, these bells will

always make you homesick for the

trek: the flat, regular ringing of the

jug-shaped rams' bell (the redoiin),

the asses' rectangular platello, the

pica of the horses (one octave

higher
) , and the silvery laughter of

the dogs' tiny clarins, not unlike

sleigh bells—all atuned to a distinc-

tive chord, enabling an expert to

identify a distant flock on the move.
From afar, the ringing of a flock's

neck-bells sounds like the harmonv

^ Simon cooking at night. Tiic regi

lar diet of tjic shepherds is tiiic

mutton soup, codfish roasted unde
asJies, jjacon. and bread. The dogs ei

polenta, a thick yellowish nnish.

^ In A PINCH, the flock can do with
out water for a day, or even two, i

given lush grazing. Here on tiie up
hill clind) the sheep quench thei

thirst from an icy torrent, fed h
melting snows.



of switt-iunning brooks and streams.

We were an enormous torrent of

animals. To the mesmerizing tune

of the bells, our 2,300 sheep and

goats, eaeh fearful lest it be left be-

hind, packed forward impatiently

as tight as sardines, eaeh allowing

the one in front scarcely room to

move its legs.

It was Bastian's and Lamir's job

to keep the lead animals on the

trail. To Chemin and his Bazaine

fell the task of prodding the strag-

glers, while in between and on

cither side, Francois and Simon

with their dogs patroled the flanks.

Presently, from the top of the

Alpilles Hills, the peace of twilight

crept over La Crau, and legions of

frogs began their monotonous eve-

ning singsong. In the half light, all

nature seemed permeated with a

certain grandeur. Bastian lit his hur-

ricane lamp, turning it low so as

not to crack the glass. Then the yel-

low flame leaped and became a

friendly star dancing to the tempo

of the march. Words were few,

as we plodded along, following a

tradition that had been handed

down from father to son through a

hundred nameless shepherds. These

men seemed heir to a sense of con-

tinuity that stretched back to the

dawn of time, and it was as though

their closeness to the earth gave

them something permanent in a

world weary of change.

Property rights

No love is lost bet\veen these no-

mads and the settled folk along

their route. Throughout the trek,

everything revolves around an ade-

quate supply of grass and water for

the animals. This leads to an age-

old conflict. Nomads view these

resources as a God-given gift, free

for any animal to take. The land-

owners, however, look at it differ-

ently. Originally, the shepherds

were allowed .50-odd yards on each

side of the trail. Little by little, the

farmers encroached upon these

roadside pastures, which were

mostly on government domain.

Gradually, they moved the cairns,

or inountjoio, that marked their

borders. Pitched battles were fought

over these rights, and quite a few

lives were lost. Some of the cairns,

where the moor was valueless, still

stand, but where the pasturage was

good, they have long since been

erased.

The code of ethics of the sheep

men forbids them to damage stand-

ing crops or newly reforested areas.

But when no one is watching, they

are capable of turning their animals

loose on fields and meadows at

night. And the farmers, in turn, are

quick to take advantage of the

least grazing on their lands, and

they will claim exorbitant damages

if they can back their claims with

evidence.

As an outsider, I felt that my
hosts were suspicious of my mo-

tives. They seemed to wonder why

I should want to share this life of

toil and hardship unless I was a

snooper in disguise. In tlieir atti-

tude I read the suspicion that I

might bear witness against them if

their animals happened to stray.

\\'e marched all that night. At

dawn, the black outHne of a Pro-

vencal farmhouse emerged. We
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^ The nimblk Rambouillets take lou^li lonain
with ease. The shcplicrds worry conslanlly lest ani-

mals catch their fleece in a thicket and he left he-
hind. In the foreground, shepherd Simon scolds the
ill-tempered Tamhoiir.

^ Passing the strange rocks called the Capu-
chincs hecaiise of their likeness to hooded friars,

near Les Mees.

> After the Labouret Pass, this short cut along
the dry bed of a torrent proved a dillicult stretch.
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Clasehnc horns hreak the peace. There is one ram
for every 50 ewes. They run together all year; lamhs
are born year-round, though mostly in spring and fall.

^ Traveling at night, the author found it dilTicult to
keep awake. One of the shepherds fell into a cold ditch.

gUlliyiyy^,



were at La Samatanc, our first halt-

ing place.

Francois ground coffee beans

gipsy-fashion by rolling a bottle

over them and started a fire behind

a screen of cypresses. While we
drank cups of scalding coffee and

devoured rashers of bacon and

bread, polenta was cooked for the

dogs. They ravenously hurled them-

selves on this thick yellowish Indian

corn mush and disposed of it in

practically no time.

^Vithout bothering to spread our

sleeping bags, Coen and I were

soon asleep, wrapped in shepherds'

great cloaks, smelling of wool grease

and wet dog. When I awoke, the

sun was already high and Jean was

untying the leather thongs that

bound a bicycle to the side of the

wagon. He was about to look for a

suitable meadow for his voracious

animals, and 1 accompanied him on

my own machine. If a summer
storm should catch the sheep with

no more nourishment than they had

in them, it might mean 50 casual-

ties.

The Durance plain, cut by the

silver thread of a river, was unroll-

ing before our eyes like a carpet,

dotted with picturesque Old World
villages. After we had pedaled sev-

eral miles, a farmer waved us to a

halt. "Shepherds, huh? Looking for

grass, huh?" He piloted us to a lush

clover meadow that seemed just

the thing. And it was cheap, too:

only 5,000 francs.

How lucky, I thought, in my in-

nocence. How wrong I was! The
meadow was not worth a brass sou,

Jean explained to me. Such green

stuff, still full of water, would give

the animals colic.

I would never have picked out

the dry and seemingly blighted

meadow he finally chose.

The sheep started to graze in a

single mass, all walking in the same

direction. With a noise like an

angry hive, their tongues swept the

widest section of grass possible,

with their thin lips and almost flat

jaws impatiently cliiseling away.

Only when their appetite had been

blunted would they become more

finicky and look for special tidbits.

THE BIG TREK

I noticed one or two brown
fleeces in contrast to the grayish

color of the flock. A local ancestor,

so it turned out, sometimes reas-

serts itself in this way. In the old

days, this ancestor, like all original

wild sheep, was clothed in short,

coarse, straight hair, not unlike a

goat's. Man's patient selective

breeding had emphasized the

woolly coat that we have come to

think of as inseparable from sheep,

so that the modern animals will

produce wool that can be spun into

60,000 yards of thread to the pound.

To serve his purposes, man has also

developed meat- and milk-yielding

species; and in the process, he has

ehminated those instincts that run

counter to his views. However, the

more "sophisticated" breeds have

lost their natural hardihood and the

habit of caring for themselves. One
or two breeds have, in fact, grown
so dependent that, if thrown back
upon their own resources, they

would not survive.

A Different Climate

As the road twisted and struggled

upward, we passed from lower

Provence into the area of the Alps

at the pass of Mirabeau. It was now
no longer so hot at midday, and the

sky was a tender eggshell blue. The
sun touched things with a golden

tint, and the air seemed lighter.

It fell to the shepherd of the

watch to prepare our meals. This

time Fran9ois lit a big fire, and soon

a big kettle was purring. He then

threw into it beans, macaroni,

whole potatoes, chunks of bread

soaked in olive oil, some red wine

for good measure, and a liberal

sprinkling of salt, saffron, and pep-

per. If by chance some salt missed

the mark, our mates would care-

fully scoop it up and throw it into

the fire. For them, salt was en-

dowed with a sacred character, and

it would be a sin to allow it to be

trodden upon.

You might not care a rap for such

rustic fare as this soup, with the

consistency of thick grav)-. Only a

ravenous appetite born of the open

air and a fifteen-mile climb up steep

slopes on tired legs could induce

you to put away such quantities of

it as we ate.

Because the sheep men had to

stay at their allotted posts during

the march, they made up for their

loneliness during the halts. Each
would minutely describe some small

incident of the day, but .Marcel and

I would take part in these conversa-

tions only when invited, and then

briefly.

But a common task soon weaves

heart-warming bonds, and ours

were cemented by the companion-
ship of the great outdoors. So we
would all listen attentively to the

speaker, while we methodically

chewed on a goodly chunk of cod-

fish, slowly roasted like chestnuts

under the ashes of the campfire.

For love or money. Marcel and I

were unable to persuade our friends

to eat either fresh vegetables or

fruit. They would tell us that such

green stuff would loosen their

bowels along the ne.xt stretch and

interfere with their ceaseless watch

over the flock. I imagine they must

have been saved from scurvy by the

milk of their goats.

Before tackhng the first high

passes, we rested for a whole day
at Oraison. In the pure light of

Upper Provence, you could alread)'

pick out ahead heights far more
formidable than the lesser chain of

the Alps already negotiated. The
eternal snows on faraway Lure
Mountain rose dazzling w^hite above
the mauve and blue Ganagobie and
Mallefougasse plateaus. There was
just enough morning mist in the

bottoms to add a touch of nnsteri-

ous depth to the mountain land-

scape.

As we walked along the edges of

the Cadaraches Forest, Bastian

sniffed the air, scanned the sky, and

forecast that within an hour rain

would be smiting the land in a

steady downpour. I thought he must

have gotten a touch of the sun,

for not a single cloud was in sight.

Yet he proved accurate. A subtle

change in the moisture of the air

he had smelled provided him with

the clue.

"Why don't you get the sheep

under those trees?" I asked him.
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A Toward ihe end
OF THE TREK, salt liad

to he put out on tlie

rocks to satisfy tlie

animals' mineral
requirements.

^ llll, \(>\l Al» « iu uiiiiliKtl mail)

kinds of weather, from bright sun-

shine to sleet. Once they were hit

hy hailstones almost as large as eggs.

A ll WAS DlFllCLLT to distin-

guish the 2300 sheep from scat-

tered rocks in the windswept
regions above treeline.

"No, sirree," he replied. "This cool

shower prepares them lor the icy

downpours they must endure be-

fore our journey is over."

The inflexible environment was

beginning to have its effect on the

herdsmen and on me. By dint of pit-

ting our legs against the slopes, of

being lashed by the mountain

winds, drenched by the rains, and

of lying next to the bitter earth, we
were surely getting in tune with

untempered nature. Our sheep, too,

were getting hardier and hardier.

At dawn, they could now graze

with no ill effect on grass wet with

dew, which would have been harm-
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fill to them in La Crau. The combi-

nation of altitude, lush grass, keen

air, and plenty of exercise had

brought them into top condition.

And I could see that they were re-

verting to their natural instincts,

long suppressed in the lowland

pens. When an ill-tempered dog

charged a stampeding lamb with

such strength that it went careen-

ing head over heels, its mother fell

upon him like a whirlwind. He got

the soundest butting in a sheep

dog's life.

"And yet," revealed Simon, "that

selfsame ewe would meekly consent

to being parted from her offspring

down in La Crau. The higher she

climbs, the greater her motherly

love."

Bastian assured me that each

animal had a distinct personality.

Even a twin might be as different

from its brother as the waters of

a torrent differ from those of a

duckpond. Tempers, of course, un-

dergo marked change at the mating

season. Any September ram is an

angry ram, and woe betide man or

dog that intervenes between the

proud male and his lady loves.

There were motherly ewes, ever

ready to adopt orphaned young-

sters, and there were jealous ewes.

"See that darned ewe over

there?" said Bastian. "She's a

nuisance. After lambing twice, she

stopped bearing altogether. And
now you have to watch her or she'll

maim another ewe's lamb."

The sheep occupied more or less

permanent positions in the flock,

and it was always the same lazy

bodies that let themselves be car-

ried along in the middle of the

flow by the others. There were

others that always went over to the

sheltered side of the road when the

wind changed. And certain adven-

turous sheep kept themselves at

the fringes, at the risk of a possible

nip for disobedience, on the chance

of snatching some blades of grass

from the roadside. On the pastures,

I noticed that the animals always

sorted themselves into the same

groups, and Bastian confirmed this.

He told me that each unit was a
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family grouped around the grand-

motlier ewe. I also learned that the

network of papillae on their bare

muzzles identifies the individual as

elcarly as a fingerprint would. Even

among inbred animals, no e.xaet

similarity in these marks has ever

been recorded.

Bastian hatl followed each ani-

mal from its birth and was able to

tell me which was the daughter of

which. He had given each a de-

scriptive name. This was partly out

of fondness but partly so he could

call his bellbearers when it was

time to get going. Each would jog

along to get fondly petted; and

then, following Bastian's heels, the

bellbearers would each draw along

a file of their kin behind them.

Our sheep belonged to the rug-

ged, semiferal Merino of the Aries

breed. Their ancestors, the Ram-
bouillet, were developed in the

eighteenth century at the experi-

mental farm at Rambouillet in

northern France through cross-

breeding Merino stock imported

from Spain with a local stock. It

yielded both fine wool and good

mutton. Rambouillets, imported in-

to the United States in 1840, pre-

vail on the ranges of the West.

W^e followed the left bank of the

Durance and swung into the valley

of the V'erdon. In the pure light of

dawn, my swim in the swift sea-

green waters of that icy torrent was

a joy.

A Well-Trained Dog

I noticed that the nettlesome

Tambour was biting stealthily at

the sheep's hocks. Francois sent a

well-aimed stone to reprimand him.

"Why don't you file his fangs?" I

asked.

"Because he's worth at least

10,000 francs, and if we did that,

the sheep would soon stop fearing

him. They must feel a dog's fangs

at times, but their skin musn't be

broken. Don't think he can bully

them all he wants." The shepherd

went on to tell me how the rams

of a flock in the high pastures will

gang up against a wicked dog and

imprison him in a circle. Then with

lowered horns they will gradually

close in and trample him to death.

Frangois had not witnessed this,

but his father had had a clog that

almost lost its life. Strangely, the

animal had made no attempt to

break the death circle, and Fran-

cois' fatlier had had a difficult time

rescuing him.

Confident now of their schedule,

tlie men were as unhurried as if all

eternity lay before them. They had

cast off the calendar whereby man
has sought to fragment the conti-

nuity of life into arbitrary pieces;

time for them passed in even tenor.

We were now following what is

called the Napoleon Road, and

presently a rush of traffic reminded

us that it was noon on a Sunday in

1955, and we almost met our

Waterloo. Cars, charabancs, trail-

ers, trucks, and buses blared _ their

horns, while in glaring heat and

blinding dust we tried franticall)- to

round up our stampeding flock.

Our dogs took charge with great

decision, leaping on car fenders and
surveying the melee like generals

observing the see-saw of a battle.

Snarling, howling, and biting, they

somehow managed to create a nar-

row channel for the vehicles to

drive along. Marcel and I pitched

in as we could and were of some

^ The goal: three small i)uil(linj;.« of stone amid k

the rich pasturage of the Maritime Alps. 1

^ Desire Arnaud was six feet foiu- inchi ?

tall and had not knowTi a single day of ill-

ness in his 83 years. He was mayor of the

village of Fours Saint Laurent, near the end
of the migration.

THE BIG TREK



help. Hitherto, we had been looked

upon as steerage passengers work-

ing their way. Now the attitude of

our mates changed, and we were

accepted as full members of the

crew with speaking rights at the

campfire.

As our procession wound higher

and higher along the valleys of the

Bleone, Blanche, and Ubaye tor-

rents, over mountaintops and
through snowdrifts, a number of

our sheep were found to be limp-

ing. Their hoofs had gotten cracked

by brutal successions of heat and

cold, and the tips were worn to the

quick from the rocks. Those too

exhausted were put in the back of

the wagon.

The hard-working dogs were also

getting weary. Their paws had

burst open, leaving blood-stained

marks as they limped along. We
were forced to do their job for

them, running hither and thither,

jangling the little collar bells, which

the sheep associated with the threat

of a bare fang.

Despite this great fatigue and

suffering, Jean insisted that up to

now the trek had been a bed of

roses. The "real" mountains came

only when the sheep would start

licking every flat stone along the

way. This would mean that they

needed salt, and it would be pro-

vided for them on flat stones at the

halting places.

We were tackling the steep St.

Jean slope when something fell at

my feet, spattering my boots with

blood. Fran90is leaped ahead and

brought back a bolting ewe, as the

flock filed past unconcerned. The

shepherd picked up the living bun-

dle, writhing in the dust, and with

his broad knife, scraped and

cleaned it. Presently he produced

a bigheaded, snow-white lambkin.

It sought at once to stand on its

staggering feet.

Francois tore a red rag in two,

so as to mark the baby with the

same sign as the mother, and

promptly introduced the two. He
had the ewe smell the lambkin all

over so that she would recognize

it by scent and allow it to suckle at

the next halt. But the mother kept

lamentably bleating toward the re-

ceding cloud of dust.

"She's afraid of being left behind.

If her maternal instinct is slow to

awaken, we'll tie her beside the

lamb at the next halt." He folded

the wet, innocent thing in a sack-

cloth and freed the ewe, which

bolted at top speed toward the

flock.

I was nearly played out when we
reached Le Lauzet. The strain was

beginning to tell on everybody.

One pair of grunts will kiss each other again and again. They approach each other open-mouthed with jaws sprcac

do fishes

Kiss?

One of the most human-looking actions in the fish world may

not have anv of the meaning we humans are apt to give it

By
Carleton Ray

Pholofiraiths by Ray-Ciampi

THESE Blue-striped Grunts

(Hacimilon sciurtis) were pho-

tographed at Nassau, British West

Indies, under 35 feet of water. Very

large schools of various grunts,

chiefly this one and the Yellow

Grunt (Haemulon fiavolineattim),

are common in the Bahamas and

other tropical waters.

"Kissing" is a frequent activity

among both species.

At almost any time, if one re-

mains fairly still, several pairs in a

school can be seen indulging in it.

The effect is striking, because the

fishes have bright red mouths and

they rush at each other vigorously.

The "kiss" doesn't last more than

a few seconds, but why do these

fish do it in the first place?

That other famous kisser, the

Kissing Gourami, which holds the
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and we took a day-long rest here.

I had become an automaton. At

night, I would hold onto the shaft

of the wagon and would every now
and then fall into a doze, where-

upon a sharp bump against the

mare or wagon would jolt me pain-

fully back to weary wakefulness.

My companions were not above

falling asleep, either. But old Bas-

tian was so used to the trail that he

would trudge along in his sleep

as long as his feet were on the hard

road. As soon as we encountered

soft grass, he would wake up with

a start. Once, Simon fell into a

canal while asleep. Thereafter, to

keep himself awake, he took to

shedding garment after garment.

He had the theory that drowsiness

was caused by overheating, and he

kept on taking off clothing until he

finished our last two nights stark

naked.

We cut across Barcelonnette by

night, and it was as if a tidal wave

had struck the sleeping townlet.

Our bells echoed loudly in the nar-

row winding streets between the

high-gabled old houses. The
aroused dogs raised a growling con-

cert, and the barking of ours rang

out all the scorn of the free for the

chained. The mating calls of our

tough partwolves was a quaint mix-

ture of appeal and defiance, which

found a deep echo in many a

locked-up female.

Finally, we had to climb over

the last steep chain of mountains,

separating the basin of the Rhone

from that of the La Tinee. In the

upper part of this valley our jour-

ney would end.

Before tackling the final ascent,

we rested for 24 hours at Bayasse

at the foot of the 8,696-foot Reste-

fond Pass. The sheep were allowed

cientists have thought they may not be expressing affection but antagonism.

pose longer, raises a similar ques-

tion, similarly unsolved. Gouramis

seem to kiss indiscriminately at al-

most any time, so reasons for their

actions are hard to determine.

In the case of the grunts, an ink-

ling of purpose became apparent

after observing this pair for almost

an hour. The kissing was not indis-

criminate The same two kissed

over and over, ignoring or even

chasing away others of their kind.

Though this looks very much like

the well-known human form of

courtship, specialists in animal be-

havior are inclined to doubt that it

has any of the emotional context of

kissing as we know it. In fact, since

the behavior exposes the bright red

lining of the mouth, previous writers

have indicated that it may be an an-

tagonistic routine rather than an

amatory one, possibly related to the

establishment of hierarchies like the

"peck order" in chickens. We cannot

conclude that the "kissing" grunts

are testing each other as mates.

Neither can we exclude some form

of courtship or territorial behavior

as a possible explanation. It shows

how little we know about what goes

on 35 feet under the water.

WHY DO FISHES KISSr

to eat their fill so that in the steep

places they would not wander into

danger in search of grass. Here the

trail became a mule track, and the

cargo of the cart was transferred

to pack saddles on the mare and

asses. The asses, with their phenom-

enal memory for topography, were

to lead the way, which would often

be shrouded in mist and clouds.

I was as heavily loaded as any

pack animal. On top of my 80-

pound knapsack, I carried part of

Marcel's photographic equipment.

Under a glaring sun, we had to

climb well over 3,000 feet through

a barren landscape strewn with

fallen rocks and extensive snow

jDatches.

When the trail disappeared un-

der snow, the sheep halted

abruptly. Thereupon the domesti-

cated billy goats, whose long

straight hair would not gather snow

as woulc^he sheep's, were goaded

into taki^ the lead. The ewes then

consented to follow.

The air became loaded with elec-

tricity, and the animals began to

show nervousness as the top of the

Restefond Pass disappeared under

the clouds. Afraid lest the full fury

of the elements should catch the

flock in some narrow defile, we
pushed our animals to the utmost.

Fog and lightning were the serious

enemies here.

As we reached a broad strategic

road cutting across the pass, hail-

stones almost as big as eggs began

lashing painfully at the animals'

muzzles, and they stopped and

lowered their heads. We started

lashing them to have them scatter

away, but they submitted passively

both to our blows and the forces

of nature.

"Quick, take off those hobnailed

boots and throw away everything

made of metal in your pocket,"

Marcel yelled at me.

The whole ridge began echoing

with loud thunderclaps, endlessly

reverberating from top to top and

dale to dale. On the selfsame pass

in the previous )'ear, one shepherd

and 345 sheep had been killed by
lightning. I felt weak and bare and

impotent, and the next blinding
ron<,n,.rf on ,,„.,..•:»
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* The COMCAL towkk and a section of the ruins in tlie so-called Elliptical renii)lc at Ziiiihaliwi

The Riddle of

Ziffiliiilfirf;
The identity of the people who biiih these massive walls

in southern Africa still remains something of a mystery

By Peter Holz

< A SOAPSTONE BIRD. carv<Ml by
the vanished builders of Zindiahwe.



FANY remarkable and ancient

ruins have been discovered

in the British territory of Southern

Rhodesia, but none are more mas-

sively built, more extensive, or

better preserved than those at Zim-

babwe. The origin of these relics of

a vanished culture is hidden in the

mists of time. Three-quarters of a

century of speculation and investi-

gation have failed to show conclu-

sively who built these astonishing

walls, which cast their spell over a

valley fifteen miles from the end of

the railroad in southeastern South-

ern Rhodesia.

The Zimbabwe Ruins were
vaguely known to early Arabian

and Portuguese explorers, but so

meager was the information that

when the hunter Adam Renders

reached tlieni as late as 1868, he was

considered to iiave discovered them.

The word "Zimbabwe" is really of

Bantu origin and means "houses of

stone," a name applicable to any of

the .500 other smaller ruins scattered

over the length and breadth of

Southern Rhodesia. By custom,

however, the name is today associ-

ated chiefly with the largest site.

The Great Zimbabwe Ruins may
be divided into three distinct

groups: the Great Temple; the Hill

Ruins, which constitute a structure

known as the Acropolis; and the

Valley Ruins.

The Great or Elliptical Temple is

now only a corral. The name is a

poor one, for the building is not el-

liptical and it may never have been a

temple. Its interior, open to the sky

like the rest of the ruins, has been

much damaged by gold seekers and

amateur excavators. Most striking

of its features are the extremely

massive outer walls, some 16 feet

thick and more than 30 feet high, as

well as a stone cone almost 40 feet

high, indicating perhaps the reli-

gious character of the site as a

whole. Like its surrounding walls,

this cone is constructed of small

granite blocks. It is solid through-

out, as are the walls, evidence

enough of its purely symbolic char-

acter.

Archeological finds at this part of

the ruins have included some inter-

esting objects such as iron bands,

well-formed gold beads, and frag-

ments of bronze bangles. Rows of

dark stone are introduced into some

r r,;l. Info, n.7.1., So„lh,rn_Kho,la

A Looking down into the "Temple," with sonic of the Valley Ruins visible beyond and at left.
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A An adaptation of

one of the carved
s o a p s t o n e 1j i r tl s of

Ziiiihaljwe appear* on
tlie one-shilling piece.

(r)Ronalil I), h. Il,„l,l,-r,: ;•',•./. //,/,.. /(,

South African Kailunys

^ .\tAlL\ LAID GRANITE BLOCKS form the wall of the

Great Temple. Note the double chevron design.

^ One of the passage- ^ Many of the massive
WAYS following the curv- walls inside the "Temple"
ing wall of the "Temple." have tumhled down.

©Ffrf. Info. Dcpl.. Soulliern Rhoilesia
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The so-called Acropolis, is difficult to reach atop its rufiged

hill. Its main wall hore stone pillars surmounted hy stone birds.

(QFi'cI. Info. D,pl.. Sonll„rn Rho,t,;ia

^ Front and rear views of a howl,
whose border design some have ])C-

lieved to represent signs of Zodiac.

of the walls, probably for orna-

mental purposes, but no inscriptions

or hieroglyphics have ever been

found. Also lacking are any objects

that could definitely be identified

with any of the people of antiquity.

Suggested Affiliations

Some have claimed that the Zim-

babwe Ruins are culturally linked

with India, while others hold them

to be of purely local origin. The

ruins have at times been dated

as far as 3000 years back and iden-

tified with the ancient Ophir from

which King Solomon obtained his

gold; and a host of authors have

ascribed them to the Sabaeans or

the Phoenicians. But trained arche-

ologists were inclined to date Zim-

babwe as late as a. d. 1550. How
close they came has recently been

shown by the Carbon 14 method of

THE RIDDLE OF ZIMBABWE

determining age by examining or-

ganic materials. Two pieces of tim-

ber, taken from an inner wall, were

subjected to this test independently

in Chicago and London. Their age

was thus stated without doubt to be

A. D. 1361
(
plus or minus 120 years

)

and A. D. 1252 (plus or minus 92

years )

.

A double chevron pattern that ex-

tends a fourth of the way aroimd

the top of the Zimbabwe Temple
wall has attracted interest because

it has been taken to resemble some-

thing in ancient Sabaean south

Arabia. In Marib, there is a double

inscription that runs a quarter of

the way around one of the walls of

a roofless temple as this one does

just below the top.

Above the Temple on Zimbabwe
Hill stands the crudely built and

entireh' inisymmetrical Acropolis.



^ A ROSKTTK CYLINDKK OF SO
STONE, found in 1889 hy A. and
Posselt. Its purpose is unknot

^^ A "DlviMNG Bowl," carved from a single piece of
wood. In its center is a cowrie shell. Bowls similar to this

are used today hy the BaVenda trihe of northern Trans-
vaal. Archeologists have heen struck Ijy the similarities

hetween the BaVenda culture and tlial of Zind)ahwe.

^ SoAPSTOME FI(;i RES. Tilc hotloui

lieved to lejircsrnl a crocodile. Two
uc al r

I hers arc h
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•^ Those who Ijiiilt Zinil>al)we's Acropolis made clever use of existing rocks

Man-made walls are cleverly

blended with giant boulders here;

they are not entirely plumb and

vary in width from place to place.

No written characters have ever

been found in the entire site; the

people who built here seem to have

been unacquainted with writing of

any kind. More than 1000 ounces of

gold ornaments have been taken

from the ruins since their discovery

almost a century ago. In the Acrop-

olis itself, iron spearheads, daggers,

rings, axheads, and pots have been

found. Innumerable pieces of gold

wire, bronze bangles, colored glass

beads, and objects indicating phallic

worship have been unearthed over

the years. Some of these objects are

now housed in the Queen Victoria

Memorial Museum in Salisbury and

in the National Museum in

Bulawayo.

Zimbabwe Hill, on which the

Acropolis stands, rises a little more

than 200 feet above the Temple but

is very steep and bareh' accessible.

On the surrounding walls of this

enigmatic structure, strange pillars

of soap stone once stood, sur-

mounted by beautifully carved fig-

ures of birds. None of these remain

in place, but some of the carvings

have fortunately been recovered

from near-by native dwellings and

can be seen in the Museum of Cape

Town, at the southernmost tip of

the African continent. These birds

currently provide the motif for the

crest of the Rhodesian coat of arms,

as well as for the one-shilling piece.

Vandalism

Early treasure-seekers did con-

siderable damage, and the ruins

have also suffered from inevitable

deterioration. Restoration work has

been carried on from time to time,

in accordance with the original pat-

terns wherever possible. From the

abundance of worked gold in \'ari-

ous forms and fragments of cruci-

bles used for smelting, it is evident

that Zimbabwe was intimately con-

nected with the ancient gold-mining

industr}'. It may have been a col-

lection center for gold and other

merchandise, such as slaves, for it

is only 2.30 miles to the greatest

medieval port of east Africa, Sofala.

The Ruins have not as yet been

completely excavated, and there is

still hope that future investigations

ma)' solve the riddle of Zimbabwe.

The Valley of Ruins, situated be-

tween the Elliptical Temple and the

Acropolis, is the most promising

spot, for this area has not as yet

been fully explored. These Valley

Ruins consist of small buildings,

perliaps the dwellings of the traders

who bartered the gold brought in

from distant mines. This portion of

the site has given up its share of

phallic emblems, reminiscent of an-

cient Greece, as well as carvings of

hawklike birds, gold objects, and

strange bowls. Rider Haggard, the

author of the famous novel She,

made this valley the "dead cit\' ' of

his well-known story.
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FLOATING ISLANDS

smooth mass of floating ice I had

ever seen. The level top of the

island stood 30 feet or so higher

than the surface of the pack ice.

From this, we calculated that the

island must be 200 feet thick.

Ahead was the shadow of our

B-29, alarmingly close. On each

side stretched an unrippled plain,

looking very much like a vast skat-

ing rink. In the midst of the excite-

ment, Captain Bloom reminded us:

"Take a good look while you can.

We won't have enough gas for an-

other run."

Perhaps the extreme smoothness

of T-2 can be attributed to melt-

water becoming impounded in the

"furrows" during the summer
months and later re-freezing. Pro-

gressive melting and freezing might

thus tend to level the surface. Fur-

ther flattening might be produced

by sand-blast action from driven

snow. All this, of course, would

take time. But it may mean that

the smoother "ice islands" are those

that have drifted around the Polar

Basin for the greatest number of

years.

Photographs of T-3 show it to

be rougher and even more corru-

gated than T-2. Possibly, T-3 has

come from a different sector of the

Ellesmere shelf or from another

source; or perhaps it is only of more

recent vintage.

As we skimmed over the surface

of T-2, 1 could see no water in even

the deepest depressions. Its lack

may be explained by the fact that

this island is farther north than

T-1, farther from the warming in-

fluence of land.

I was convinced that a wheels-

down landing would not liave been

difficult, and in fact that a wheels-

up emergency landing would have

had an excellent chance of success.

A smooth runway of any length

could have been selected in almost

any direction.

As I quipped, half-jokingly, "Let's

drop the wheels and set her down,"

I may have influenced our pilot,

because he brought the huge

274

bomber in even lower. In fact, the

rubber end of our trailing antenna

struck the ice and ripped ofl, to

provide proof of our visit and per-

plex any future party that comes to

explore.

It took six and half minutes by

stop-watch to pass over the middle

of the island from side to side,

making it 21 miles across and at

least 300 square miles in area.

As we roared over the island's

farther end, a large seal slithered

off a fringing scarp and splashed

into the water. Of course, my movie

camera chose that moment to jam,

but the sight served to remind us

of Stefansson's contention in his

book The Friendly Arctic that a

good hunter need not perish in the

far North. Although a slightly re-

assuring idea in case of an emer-

gency at this high latitude, we
hardly wanted to put it to a test.

We longed for a more studied

view of our island, but the navi-

gator's word this time was ada-

mant: "We're heading home," he

said. "I hope we make it; there's

still 1900 miles to go." Then with

octant in hand, he climbed up into

the astrodome for another sunline

to check our position.

Major Koenig leaned back in his

seat in the nose of the Fortress,

and we climbed to 10,000 feet. I

also tried to find a more comfort-

able position. There is so little

spare space in the control pit of a

B-29 that I found it difficult with-

out pressing against some impor-

tant-looking instrument handle or

other protruding mechanism. To

give us more freedom. Dr. Moore

crawled aft along the fusilage pas-

sageway to where he could stretch

out full length in the roomier rear

compartment. It was our first re-

laxation in more than 14 hours.

For the first two hours ol our

homeward flight, we were in spark-

ling sunshine. 1 sat in the nose,

writing notes and scanning the

ever-changing pattern of floating

ice. Our four smoothly churning

propellers made me think of the

epoch-making flights of Eielson,

VVilkins, and Byrd. How diflerently

tliey must have felt with only one

small engine to keep them aloft.

Soon we encountered increasing

amounts of mists. Whenever the

navigator needed a new fix, we
would climb up into the sunlight.

Then at 2 a.m., a solid wall of

clouds closed around us, and for

the next four hours the engines

drummed a steady beat in a seem-

ing vacuum of milky nothingness.

It was not until 6 a.m. that we
broke out of the murk. Captain

Bloom advised that we were ap-

proaching the Alaskan coast but

that there was not enough fuel to

reach Fairbanks or even Point Bar-

row. In consequence, Captain Bass

turned eastward for Barter Island,

where there was a small emergency

landing field only 4000 feet in

length. Since this landing strip had

always been considered too short

for a B-29, the crew of the small

Naval Radio Station there were

mighty surprised to see us. They
were even more surprised, however,

when they learned where we had

come from. Our 20-hour non-stop

flight was the longest Ptarmigan

mission in the squadron's history of

more than 500 polar flights. A wel-

come breakfast of sizzling bacon

and fresh eggs was spread out on a

huge table. While we ate, gasoline

was pumped from 55-gallon drums
into the aircraft's hollow tanks.

A few hours later, we were cours-

ing over the Brooks Range toward

Fairbanks in brilliant sunshine.

There had been no night on this

flight, and I had been too excited

to catch much sleep. When the let-

down finally came two hours later

at Eielson Field, all of us knew we
were completely exhausted. Yet the

pilots calmly landed the ship just

as if they were coming in from a

routine training flight instead of a

memorable 4100-mile journey be-

yond the Pole.

Eight months later a dramatic

phase in the scientific exploration

of the Polar Basin took place. On
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MONSANTO

CHEMISTRY

IN ACTION

Helping nature to

serve you better
A TYPICAL EXAMPLE...

Actual plywood "strength test" photographed at St. Lo

GREATER STRENGTH WITH LIGHTWEIGHT WOOD
produce solid, light\veigl)t plywood— twice

as strong as ordinary luml)er, it won't split

or puncture, is easy to saw, finish, paint.

PlyAvood, consisting of many thin wood sheets

bonded permanently together with Monsanto
adhesives, is so strong and durable that a

^-inch panel actually supports hundreds of

pounds of prancing elephant. The grain of

alternating sheets is crisscrossed for added

strength. When bonded together these sheets

Adding strength to plywood demonstrates

how Monsanto research and development
improve natural resources for better living.

Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Where Creative Chemistry Worlcs Wonders For You



For Folks Who Love Gardens
And Our Feathered Friends

THIS GIANT BUTTERFLY IS

A GARDEN WEATHERVANE
Flutters With Every Breeze!

"Windv Cindy", the big, beautiful ^ .^^ #> c
butterfly, will brave any weather j£ 1V3
to brighten your garden or lawn. ^m ^^^
Mounts easily on garage, fence, ^
garden stake or lawn. Always
points into the wind, and moves her wings like a
giant Tiger Swallowtail alighting. Responds even
to gentle zephyrs. Can fly out a hurricane!

Authentic coloring. Wingspread 16". Made of
aluminum, brass and stainless steel. Rustproof,
sturdy. Comes with post for lawn mounting and
strap for side mounting.

WINDOW
BIRD BATH
Lets You

Watch
Songsters

Frolic

$495
ppd.

Here's a fascmatmg new way to attract song-
birds to your house' Window Bird Bath invites
them to stop by anytime for a drink and a bath.
You enjo\ a close up view as they frolic! Comes
with handy screw-on bracket. Easy to mount on
the outside of window casing. To fill, just open
the window and pour.

Bowl is spun aluminum with black enamel bot-
tom. Decorative curved perch mount is chrome
plated. Used and approved by scores of birds
(and their human friends).

Have Nature's Magic Music
275 WILD BIRD SONGS ON

2 LONG-PLAYING HI-FI RECORDS

e's delight! 2 High
1 microgroove rec-
of delightful and

For all who love the sweet-'
dooryard, field and forest, her
Fidelity, full 12", 33'/] rpn
ords, each giving 44 minutes
instructive listening. Authentic songs and calls

of popular American species. Every one intro-
duced by the famous Stillwells who made these
remarkable and fascinating contributions to
nature lore over a 5-vear period. Endorsed by
the American Nature Association. Unbreakable
Vinylite. Order one or both now.

Volume 1

135 songs and calls

of 49 species

33'/3 RPM *7
ppd.

Volume 2
140 songs and calls

of 58 species

331/3 RPM $795
ppd

Mail Orders Filled Promptly

FICKER RECORDING SERVICE
211 Arcadia Rd., Old Greenwich, Conn.

March 19, 1952, a ski-equipped,

twin-engined aircraft flown from

northwestern Greenland, made a

bold landing on T-3, which by then

had drifted to within a hundred

miles of the Pole. On board was

Colonel Fletcher, with General Old

serving as co-pilot. Colonel Fletcher

and two companions remained on

the island for 1.3 days to assess the

possibility of setting up a perma-

nent camp. Additional personnel,

supplies, and equipment were then

flown in to establish a year-round

station for weather and geophysical

observations.

"Project Icicle," as this expedition

was called, initiated detailed stud-

ies of this wedge-shaped island of

ice and of the ocean floor over

which it floats. The objectives em-

brace a broad range of field re-

search, which will greatly in-

crease our knowledge of arctic

meteorology, oceanograpln , and

glaciology. For stimulating tiiis pio-

gram, the greatest credit is due

Colonel Fletcher and General Old,

both of whom showed inspiration

and vision in pushing forward the

initial landing at a time when cir-

cumstances were much against the

project's success.

Ground parties are now unravel-

ling various problems concerning

the development and nature of

these strange ice bodies, and much
information of interest has already

been gathered. One question not

yet answered is how long the is-

lands have been drifting around.

We do know that climatic con-

ditions have changed markedly in

recent times. At the height of the

glacial period, the pack was vastly

more extensive than it is today.

Heavy sea ice filled the ocean and

extended well up into the fjords of

all the bordering land. Several

times since the last maximum ad-

vance of the Pleistocene glacia-

tion about 10,000 years ago, the

Arctic Ocean has been almost, if

not completely, an open sea. The
first such condition is suggested by

the strong retreat of land glaciers

in the warm era known as the

"Climatic Optimum," which oc-

curred some 5000 years ago. This
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was followed by another tempera-

ture fluctuation, culminating in a

colder condition at the beginniirj;

of the Christian era. Further e\ i-

dence suggests that in the fifth ami

seventh centuries, the seas in tin

summer months were clear again

as far north as the Pole and that

probably their peripheral waters

remained relatively free of ice on

up through the tenth century when
Eric the Red and his son Leif were

voyaging to the New World. The
records of Norse settlers reaching

Greenland for 300 years after 983

A,D, suggest that the climate was
relatively milder up until the four-

teenth century. Then, two to four

centuries ago, there was a world-

wide expansion of glaciers and a

thickening of polar ice in a new
"Little Ice Age." At that time, the

shores of the arctic basin had

much more land-fast ice than they

do today, and ice must have been

especially persistent along the coast

of Ellesmere Island. But now, the

pendulum is swinging back, and

the glaciers and sea ice are again

diminishing.

The present appearance of the

Ellesmere ice-shelf suggests that

its break-up has been hastened

since the turn of this century and

probably even since the time of

Nares' distinguished voyage of

eighty years ago. Recent European

studies have shown that the pack

may have thinned about 40 per

cent since 1895. Meteorological

records also show that a climatic

change of world-wide significance

has warmed the earth an average

of 2 degrees F. since 1885, resulting

in a rise in the winter temperature

of more than 11 degrees F. at the

latitude of northern Ellesmere

Island. Considering these facts, it

may be that the sea ice is no longer

continuous enough for a sledge

party to travel across it to or from

the Pole as Peary did in that mem-
orable spring of 1909,

With the ice islands to serve as

bases for scientific parties, our

knowledge of the arctic basin can

grow apace. A lot of work can be

carried out on them before they

melt, unless I miss my guess.
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Mighty mushroom Melt) and milkweed IrigliU

flemonslrale :i force tluit cjn irack ^kllll-. ^|)lit

rocks, and >ink ships.

Vital Force?
SiBs:

The blacktop paving through which this

mushroom had forced its way had been

laid for at least 18 months and is sup-

posed to be 4 inches in depth. It seems

amazing that so frail a plant should have

this power. Is any explanation known?
MiRA Atkeson

Portland, Ore.

Several readers have made similar in-

quiries after viewing the accompanying

picture of a milkweed plant bursting

through an asphalt road in our October

1955 issue. Dr. Jack McC.ormick in charje

of vegetation studies at the American

Museum has compiled the following ex-

planation;

This poses a challenging question, but

I don't believe that there is any reason to

read into this phenomenon "an illustra-

tion of the power of the life impulse,"

as one of your readers suggested. It is,

rather, a simple physical phenomenon of

imbibition. This is not a process peculiar

to living matter as some of the following

examples will show.

Myer and Anderson state in their Plant

Physinlogy (1939), "Pressures, sometimes

of an enormous magnitude, develop dur-

ing the swelling of an imbibing substance.

Such pressures only become evident if tlie

imbibant is confined in some way during

tlie process of imbibition."

Oran Raber, in his Principles of Plant

Physiolngy (1933) mentions that, "The

forcing apart of the bones of the skull by

inserting swelling peas and then adding

water is a common practice in anatomical

work. Boats have been known to split

apart when leaks permitted the entrance

of water to a cargo of rice or beans, as in

the case of the motorship, Rhineland, in

1926."

In the Textbook of Botany, by E. N.

Transcau and others (1940), we are re-

minded that "before the discovery of ex-

plosives, stone was quarried by pouring

water ui)on pieces of dry wood that had

been wedged into holes drilled in the

rock. Even at the present time this method

is used in quarrying marble and granite

for special purposes."

The power of growth is also demon-

strated in some cases of plants performing

herculean tasks, and again this is a physi-

cal process combined with a biological

process. Both imbibition and cellular re-

production arc concerned in these ex-

amples, cited from an article in The

Youth's Companion of August 28, 1890:

.\bout 1890 the Massachusetts Agricul-

tural College measured the expansive

force of a squash during the process of

ripening. "When about half grown, the

fruit, still connected with the \ine, was

placed in a wooden cradle, and to the

upper surface was fitted a basket-like

framework of iron bands ri\ctcd together.

".\s the squash enlarged, the framework

was pushed against a stout beam, arranged

as a lever and weighted at regular dis-

tances. In spite of all this harnessing, the

squash steadiK' enlarged, from .\ugust

21st to Ocober 31st. raising with perfect

case the weights which were added from

day to day.

"From sixt>' pounds on the first day,

the burden was gradually increased to

o\cr two tons, and the squash continued

to grow. Under a pressure of .5000 pounds

the iron framework broke, and so brought

the e.xperiment to an end — lca\ing it in

doubt whether with a stronger harness

slil! greater power might not have been

displayed."

W !icn I was a boy, I remember that

our grade school science teacher sug-

gested that if we were ever angr>' at a

cement contractor, we might get even by

dusting his wet concrete with ftmgus

spores. The later growth of the sporo-

phores of the fungus will play havoc witli

a concrete sidewalk. I never tried it, but

it sounds reasonable.

Jiinipiiig Peas Too?
Sms:

The article on Mexican jumping beans

in the February issue of N.\tvr.\l History

reminded nic of a little animal your

readers may be interested in. He is the

pea wce\il, and although appareutK- un-

related to the insect in the jimiping bean,
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he is very capable of making an infested
"

pea jump just as respectably as the Mexi-

can bean.

I became acquainted with him while

working part time at a grain elevator in

Eastern Washington while attending col-

lege. Dried peas are stored in elevators

similar to wheat, and infested peas will

show a good deal of movement at certain

times of the year. In some areas, infesta-

tions can become so complete that from

30 to 90 per cent of the pea crop is womiy
and unfit for consumption.

I have enjoyed Natural History, I

would like to add, for the past eight years;

I was introduced to it in a course at Wash-

ington State College, where it was used

as a text.

Charles M. Reed

Tacoma, Washington

One authority on the subjett. Dr. C. H.

Curran. Curator of Insects and Spiders at

the American Museum of Natural History,

has this to say on the subject:

I do not recall any records of peas

"jumping," but there is no doubt that in-

fested peas can roll about due to the

movement of the weevil larva. As in the

case of the "jumping bean," a little extra

waniith will stimulate the larval activity

and cause the peas to roll. In very

heavily infested peas in an elevator there

could be observable movement of the

peas, especially when the adults are em-

erging beneath the surface layers. Dr.

Reed's observations are most interesting

and might well lead to research on the

jumping potentialities of the pea weevil.

Beans Again!

Where can one buy "jumping beans?"

In answer to this query from sev-

eral readers we give the following ad-

dress: Quivira Specialties Company, 4204

West 2Ist Street, Topeka, Kansas. The
price is approximately $1.00 for thirty-

five.

Weather or Gopher
Sirs:

Readers of "The Mystery of the Mima
Mounds" (Natural History, March,

1956) may conclude that the origin of

the niovmds by frost action is a widely

accepted fact. However, those who wish

to weigh the arguments in favor of the

theory attributing them to the work of

pocket gophers will find tlie evidence pre-

sented in a contribution from the Soils

Department of the University of Cali-

fornia: "The Origin of Mima Mound
(Hogwallow) Microrelief in the Far

Western States," by R. J. Arkley and H.

C. Brown, in Proc. Soil Science Soc.

America, 18(2): 195-199 (1954).

Proponents of the gopher theory do not

underestimate the importance of weather

and vegetation as indirect agents in the

moimd-fonuing process. They do, how-

ever, feel that the singular geographical

distribution of the mounds favors the

gopher theory rather than the frost action

theory. They further believe that the spac-

ing of the mounds is an expression of

gopher territoriality and that the mound
itself is an expression of gopher industry.

Victor B. Scheffer,

Bio/og/s(

U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service,

Fort Collins, Colo.

Noisy Eel
Sirs:

You have on various occasions de-

scribed the sounds made by different

animals, and I would like to ask a ques-

tion.

Back in the spring of 1930 a friend

and I were gigging frogs in Fourche

Creek Bottoms. Arkansas, when we saw

a large lamprey eel in shallow water. My
friend gigged the eel, and as he lifted it

from the water, it gave three sharp cries

similar to the cries of a rabbit when it

is caught. This weird and unexpected

soimd startled both of us, and we have

been wondering ever since whether tills

is a common habit of eels.

W. Carl Martin
Little Rock, Ark.

The following answer is offered by Dr.

Marie Poland Fi.sb. Biological Oceanog-

rapher at The Narragansett Marine Lab-

oratory:

I am unable to find other observations

of lamprey sound in the available litera-

ture, and the fish is not one of the more

than 200 different species we have audi-

tioned to date. However, I am not sur-

prised at this report, for we are finding

tluit there are more sonic than silent

fishes in the sea!

The lamprey eel (Petromyzon mtiii-

niis) is a much more primitive speci. s

than the common or American c. 1

(Aupuilla rostrata), but perhaps the d.ita

we have on the latter may give a clue

to the lamprey's potentialities.

In the course of our experiments, the

common eel has demonstrated two types

of biological sound: first, dull thuds or

thumps, produced singly underwater,
with a frequency spread of 25 to 1200

cycles, and secondly, long continued low

clucking which resembles the "put-put"

of an outboard motor, clicking and
squeaking.

The latter bubbling "put-put" noise,

although audible on many occasions in

the air, was never recorded underwater.

This sound is apparently the "bruits de

souffle" reported by Dufosse in 1874, and
probably the "distinctly musical" voice

of the eel mentioned by Abbott in 1877.

As described by the latter, a single note,

with slightly metallic resonance, can be
heard only after dark and sometimes on
wet nights during overland migration,

when the sound may resemble the "faint

squeak of a mouse."

From Mr. Martin's short description, I

imagine that the lamprey's "three liharp

cries" in the air were somewhat similar

to diose of the common eel, which were
incited by any disturbance such as motion
of the container, slight prodding, or even
loud noise. A "cry of alann" is common
among sonic species.

Atnertca Beautiful
Contest Winners

In tlie contest for original poems about
our national parks the following prize

winners have been announced:

First prize — Florence Burrill Jacob-

son for her poem entitled, "Acadia

National Park," (Maine). ($100.00)

Second prize — Roland English Hart-

ley for his poem entitled, "Our National

Parks." ($50.00)

Third prize — Charles B. Shaw for his

poem entitled, "Proud Inheritor." ($20.00)

Boohfi Trap
As one of our readers noted, a man-o'-

war bird having its picture taken, was in-

correctly identified as a booby, on page

142 of the March 1956 issue.

YOUR NEW BOOKS ,„„„•„„„,/.„,„„,

sumably those with photogenic possiliili-

tics. There are wide gaps if the reader is

expecting anything like an encyclopedic

introduction to the living world. Flowers,

insects, reptiles, birds, and mammals all

recei\e attention, but the approach is

through "animal children," "life in the

Everglades," "camouflage in nature," "in-

ventions in nature," and similar special-

ized circumstances.

Because the intention is to feature the
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wonders of nature, grouping the r\aiiiplis

under these special headings is perhaps

an effective introduction, but the selec-

tion of the wonders themselves, and the

omission of others, follows a random pat-

tern that can only be reconciled by the

availability of photographs. The full sub-

ject of "Nature's Wonders" has not been

very deeply explored by this book, and

there are obvious journalistic strivings for

effect. An instance of tiiis sort is the cliap-
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tor "Inventions in Nature," wliieli is filled

with clistortcd eonnotutions of familiar

terms to imply that nature operates in

antiiropomorphic fashion.

Harold E. Anthony

^ 'W()RLD BOOK OF
GKEAT INVENTIONS

- -by Jfioinc S. Meyer

The World Publishing Co., $3.9.5

270 pp., illus.

npHIS is a fascinating vohnne for any-

one with an interest in nieehanies,

for it discusses and illustrates the history

of important inventions. An ample sub-

ject such as this would reciiiire a long

scries of books to do it full justice, but

the author manages fairly well in the

confines of 270 pages. Inventions of

mankind through 100,000 years to the

Renaissance are disposed of in the first

38 pages. Perhaps this is just. Tiie very

difficult inventions of early human his-

tory appear absurdly simple when
viewed from present-day perspective,

with all of our inherited knowledge and

technitjues.

Meyer di\ ides recent mechanical his-

tory into the Mechanical Age, the In-

ternal Combustion Engine, and tlie Age
of Electricity. With some detail and in-

teresting illustrations, he recounts the

stories of printing, optics, the typewriter,

the sewing machine, and photography.

Under the second heading he groups

the histories of the gasoline engine, the

automobile, the diesel engine, and the

story of Hight, including the airplane and

jet and rocket propulsion.

Under the Age of Electricity is re-

counted the histories of the discovery

of electricity, development of generators

and motors, the telegraph, telephone, and

vacuum tube. The description of these

developments, step by step, in simple

language, suri^rises the reader into realiz-

ing that now he actually understands

how and why his car engine, radio, tele-

vision set, and telephone operate. An
appendi.ic lists other l>rief sketches of

inventions in alphabetical order. Even

such an important development as the

water closet is not neglected in this list-

ing; it follows immediately after the his-

tory of the development of the transitor.

This will be an excellent book for

teenage youngsters with some interest in

mechanics and science. If this review

must end in a carping tone, it would be

this: in these histories inventions arc

presented as original creations of an in-

dividual or a small group of innovators.

In invention, as in politics, it may be

argued that the times and cultural level

inake the man, which is rather well

demonstrated by the nmnber of inde-

pendent, simultaneous inventions. If

Watt had not worked out the principle

of the steam engine, who can doubt that

it would have remained unknown?

James A. Fobd

THE BIG TREK „>„, , ,ro,n,.,.,..267

crash did nothing to ease my mood,

for the lightning struck the top of

the pass a few feet above our

heads. A blue tongue of flame

darted in the wake of warm air

created by the close huddle of the

sheep. Scared almost out of their

lives, they scattered like chaff be-

for the wind.

Despite our pounding hearts and

bursting lungs, Marcel and I ran

like mad in our stocking feet to

round up the terror-stricken ani-

mals. There was the risk of falling

over a precipice concealed in the

fog. "First, the trained rams!"

shouted someone, somewhere.

I pricked my ears for the deep

sound of the rams' bells, but the

fog deadened all the pitches to the

point of making them sound alike.

By good chance, I caught hold of

an all-important ram by two of the

three tufts of wool that are left un-

shorn on its back for this purpose.

Despite its fierce butting, I shook

its bell as if my life depended

upon it.

Suddenly, the north wind began

blowing, wicked and with a whip-

lash in it. The fog cleared away
like a routed army, and soon to the

right and left all the bells of the

other leaders started echoing to-

gether. This eventually recalled the

scattered ewes. Everyone was won-

dering how many casualties there

might have been.

I had thought that the ordeal

woidd be over with that steep

climb, but under a steady drizzle

of sleet, the descent to the Camp
des Fourches pastures, 1500 feet

below, was almost a worse experi-

ence. The descending mule track

had been converted by the stonn

into a muddy torrent, and I was soon

covered with sticky clay. It was

difficult to keep from going too

fast, and I often simply tobog-

ganed. Yet the others were continu-

ally getting ahead. Never in my life

have I felt so miserable and lonely,

and I think it was in this moment
that I came closest to understand-

ing what the herd instinct must

mean to the sheep.

At long last, rounding a bend,

THE BIG TREK

we emerged into a vast circle of

lofty mountains, topped by the

dazzling whiteness of the eternal

snows. Two foaming torrents, leap-

ing in a succession of rainbow cas-

cades, enclosed a landscape of such

soul-stirring beauty that I all but

forgot my bone-weariness.

At mid-slope on the Cime du

Voga, we could see ahead three

small cabins, built of unhewn stones

and with roofs nearly touching the

ground. The largest was the shep-

herds' cabin, the remaining two,

the stables for the pack animals.

The sheep and goats had to be con-

tent with an open corral near by.

Half-frozen and drained to the

limit of my strength, I fell rather

than sat upon a stool in front of

the cabins. Hot coffee and warm
food soon revived me. The sheep

and goats had already hurled them-

selves upon the rich, sweet grass

and succident herbs, without show-

ing any memory of their recent

fright. We must have lost quite a

few animals in the mountains, but

any sense of bereavement seemed

forgotten in the boinity^ of the mo-

ment. We had made our goal, com-

pleting one more turn in the cycle

of tlie seasons b\' which life is so

closely boimd to a more primitive

era in this part of the Alps.
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ROGER TORY PETERSOIS -TWENTIETH CENTURY AUDUBON :inu,;l from impe 257

the distinguished Britisli l)irdnian

James Fisher (described as Peter-

son's "opposite number" in Brit-

ain and Europe). The idea arose

because James Fisher had left no

stone unturned in assisting Peter-

son in his European travels and in

his writing on Europe's birds. They

had collaborated on some work,

and a fimi friendship had sprung

up between them. So in the early

1950's, Peterson planned a tour

for his friend. He felt it highly de-

sirable for some opinion-making
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European to see the full grandeur

of North America, and especially

our conservation work and wild-

life management. The trip was a

sort of "ambassadorial gesture," as

Dr. Peterson puts it, to enable

James Fisher to interpret a

different phase of America to

Europe than the average European

gets on a trip to America.

The outcome was the now-fam-

ous lOO-day tour. It commenced
on April 10, 1953, when they met

in Newfoundland. It ended in

mid-July, when James Fisher left

his friend in the Alaskan area and

returned to Britain. It has been said

that not even John James Audubon
in all his lifetime covered as much
of the North American wilderness

as did Roger Tory Peterson and

his distinguished English colleague

in those 100 adventurous days.

A little over a century after Au-

dubon, and partly tracing his trail,

they started in Newfoundland and

went south along the Appalachian

highlands to Cape Sable and the

Dry Tortugas, America's coral is-

lands. They then struck west and

south into the cloud forests of

Mexico. Passing over the continen-

tal divide and deserts to the Cor-

onado Islands, they traveled \\\}

the entire length of the Pacific

coast to Alaska, where their journey

reached its climax in the Pribilofs.

There they saw the 1,500,000 fur

seals of the fabulous seal islands.

Fisher covered in all some 30,000

miles. The two naturalists made
the trip by car and plane, driving

in Dr. Peterson's station wagon in

most of continental United States

and Mexico. They probably cov-

ered more wild country of North

.\merica in a single trip than any-

one has ever done before.

The voluminous notes that both

men took on this trip finally meta-

morphosed into a fascinating, pro-

fusely illustrated book entitled

Wild America, written by them

jointly. It was published early last

autumn and received prominent

notice in the book and scientific
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world. Both the Chicago Tribune

and the Neu; York Herald-Tribune

featured it with page-one reviews,

and it has been a best-seller in its

field around the country since. This

4.34-page book is illustrated by

scores of drawings by Roger Tory

Peterson—wild animals, reptiles,

forests, mountains, trees, Eskimos,

and plant life, with, of course, more
birds than any other category. It

is the kind of book that could

scarcely have been written prior to

our era of airhners and superhigh-

ways.

Anyone who gets to know Dr.

Peterson cannot help but be struck

by his almost boyish enthusiasm

for his work. He embarks on ever}'

field trip with all the ardor of a

sort of super boy scout, and every

trip is a new adventure, every day

brimming with fascination. Yet

this enthusiasm for birds and bird-

lore has nothing sentimental or

immature about it. It is rather the

manifestation of a deep-seated love

of occupation, too often missing

in adults, the passion of a man
whose vocation in life is also his

avocation.

He loves nature in a philosophi-

cal way, yet he sees natural phe-

nomena in a lucid, objective, and

realistic manner. He has a gift for

expressing his feelings about nature

in a simple, forthright style. His

writings for children have been

especially successful. Most of his

books are illustrated with his own
photographs or drawings. Dr. Pet-

erson likes to be with children

and will let formal appointments

wait while he talks to a teenager

about the wonders of the outdoor

world. Seven million children have

read his pamphlets in the Audubon

Junior Clubs.

Dr. Peterson is a man of genuine

humility and his honors have never

changed him a bit. What better

testimony could there be of the

influence that the world of nature

can have on the personality of one

who has become absorbed with its

beauties and mysteries?
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TWO - including visits to Paris, Rome and
London . . . with all expenses paid by the

famous Musical Masterpiece Society! Or
you can pocket a small fortune in cash, if

you prefer! Thousands of other valuable

prizes worth over $25,000.00 will be given to

make new friends for the Musical Master-
piece Society!
YOU WIN FROM THE START for if

you just mail the coupon below now, you
are already an immediate WINNER — be-

cause we will give you all 10 MAJOR
WORKS of Music described at the right,

on high fidelity long-play records - ABSO-
LUTELY FREE! There is no obligation to

buy anything or pay anything except 25< to

help cover shipping expenses on these 10
valuable masterpieces!
We make this extraordinary offer because

we want to acquaint you with the remarka-
ble High Fidelity . . . and the magnificent

performances . . . that distinguish the

Musical Masterpiece Society's recordings!

There's no better way for us to demonstrate
the advantages our members enjoy, than
actually to place these records in your

hands - as a GIFT. And to make sure that

INTERNATIONAL PRAISE I

vatlon to record owners".
—The Action,

Zurich, SwiU.

Sounds.
Amsterdam, Holland

"The dtscs can be rec-
ommended without reser-

"Uncommonly fine, ever
for these days of tech-
nical advancement".
— Los Angeles Examiner,

li) 1966. Musical MoBtorpicco S

as many people as possible hear them, we
offer the huge prizes listed above!

You don't have to write any elaborate es-

says — or solve any tricky puzzles to be a
winner. You can win the Grand Prize . . .

or any of the hundreds of other Awards . . .

by simply filling out the ofticial entry blank

that comes with your Free Recordings. You
don't need a knowledge of music. You don't

have to buy or pay anything. In fact, there

has never been a contest easier to enter, or

more fun than this!

FREE TRIAL MEMBERSHIP, TOO!
Along with your FREE recordings, we will

also give you, immediately — without cost

or obligation on your part — a Trial Mem-
bership in the Society. This Membership
(which may be cancelled at any time) is

valuable, because it entitles you to audition
— Free of Charge, in your own home — any
of the Society's future selections. Each will

be described to you in arftance, and you
may reject any recording either before or

after receiving it. You are not required to

buy any records, but you may keep those

you want, simply by paying only $1.89 per

long playing disc containing up to 40 min-

utes of music-a saving of -Wfo off the usual

retail price! Just imagine the record col-

lection you can build, almost for pennies!

NO STRINGS ATTACHED
You incur no ohligaiion to bu>' an\-thinjx. Simplv
mail coupon at wicc. We'll .send \<>ur FREE re-

cordings of these TEN MAJOR WORKS - .nnd

put your name down ns eligible to win a lu.\ur\-

Tour of Europe—or any one of the other valuat)le

prizcsl However, to be clicible, vour coupon must
ne in the luail before July 15th. Mail il loday!

In this unique musical game

EVERYONE IS A WINNER!
because you get 10 FREE High Fidelity Masterpieces

as an IMMEDIATE GIFT!

I THE MUSICAL MASTERPIECE SOCIETY INC DepI 73.J

j
43 West 61st Street, New York 23, N. Y.

I In Conada: 105 Bond St.. Toronto 2. Ont I
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NcAV Salem—where the spirit of Lincohi still lives

Lincoln drifted into New Salem in 1831, a gangling, raw-

boned xonth, uncertain as to a career. Here he served as

postmaster and surveyor . . . courted Ann Rutledge . . .

soldiered . . . entered politics. And here, in this rude frontier

village, the seeds of greatness first sprouted. When he

left si.x years later, he was on his wav to keep a date with

destiny.

Today's youth, visiting this hamlet above the Sangamon

River, can see the village just as young Lincoln saw it. The
cooperage where he studied law . . . the store where he

clerked — over 30 buildings in all have been faithfully

reconstructed and authentically furnished with heirlooms

of the Lincoln period.

Thev gave Lincoln a fine tomb down at Springfield and

a magnificent memorial in Washington. And on a South

Dakota mountainside you can see his face carved 70 feet

high, and a fine sight it is. But New Salem, with its rough

simplicity and (juiet dignity, is most like the man himself.

When \ou go there you'll know why people say that

his bodv is down at Springfield — but his spirit is at

New Salem.

FREE Tour Service -L^ ' ' '^^p.

If you would like to \'isit New Salem, or drive anywhere in the

U.S.A., let us help plan your trip. Write: Tour Bureau, Sinclair

Oil Corporation, 600 Fifth Avenue, New York 20, N. Y. — also

ask for our colorful National Parks Map.

SINCLASR SALUTES THE GIRL SCOUTS OF THE U.S.A. Through this

great organization, more tlian half a million women volunteer their

services to instill in our nation's youth, the ideals of freedom and justice

fostered by Lincoln and other great Americans. By promoting const: va-

tion, outdoor living and community service. Scouting is helping over

two million girls to become more useful citizens in a free world.
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Museum Publications

of Unusual Interest
Here are a few of the many popular publications of tlie American Museum
of Natural History tlcalin;: with tiie natural sciences. These clearly written,

profusely illustrated booklets will bring you a wealth of entertainini: and
accurate scientific information on the subjects of special interest to you.

All are paper boimd and the price listed includes postage and iiandling.

Dinosaurs

by E. H. Colbert. Informative booklet about
the fascinating reptiles which lived millions

of years ago. Contains many pictures of what
scientists think the dinosaurs looked like

when they roamed the earth. 31 pages. 60<!'

The World of Fishes

by William K. Gregory and Francesca
LaMonte. A survey of the biology, habits

and history of fishes. Gives interesting facts

about hundreds of different fish, from 400

million year old Ostracoderms to present

day species. Charts and over 100 photo-

graphs. 96 pages. $1.58

Indians of the Montana
by Harry Tschopik, Jr. Tells about the head
hunters, poison blow gun users and other
tribes in the tropical jungles of Peru. How
a primitive people live in one of the most
remote areas of the world. Illustrated with
pliotograpbs. 2t pages. 80('

The Story of the Landscape
by Henry K. Svenson and Farida A. ff iley.

A word and picture presentation of the area
around New York's Stissing Mountain. Im-
parts a real understanding of the beauty
of the landscape. 21 pages. 7/<'

Aiif^ust on Fire Island Beach
by Robert Cushnian Murphy. Describes the
August scene on the barrier beach and
siiiikin forests of Fire Island including
phini^. birds, insects and other animals
uhi(h inhabit one of the last bits of primi-
tive territory near New York City. Illus-

trated with photographs. 15 pages. 4.><'

Artists and Craftsmen
in Ancient Central America

by George C. Vaitltint. Describes the highly
developed civilization of the ancient
Mayans, Aztecs and other Central American
peoples as expressed in their art. Includes
their architecture, sculpture, painting, pot-

tery, crafts, and ornaments. 102 pages. $1.53

Indians of IMorth America
by Harry Tschopik, Jr. Surveys the origins,

languages and culture of the North Ameri-
can Indians. Describes the patterns of life

of tribes typical of various regions — the

pueblo dwellers of the Southwest, eskimos
of the Arctic, nomads of the plains and
tribes of the East and West Coasts. Many
photographs and drawings. 64 pages. S1.50

Star Legends
by Clark !f issler. A collection of star myths
of the Blackfoot Indians. Retold in a simple
authentic style which enhances the charm
of these stories woven about the sun, moon
and stars. Illustrated. 34 pages. 53^

Mammals of North America
by T. Donald Carter. 24 of the most char-

acteristic North American mammals are
pictured in their native habitats plus infor-

mation on their incidence, appearance and
habits. 33 pages. 40<j-

The Maoris and Their Arts

by Margaret Mead. An illustrated discus-

cussion of the arts of the Maoris, New Zea-
land's native people. Covers their intricate

stone and wood carving plus the making of

textiles and the art of tattooing. 31 pages 43(!

On purchases totaling $1.00 or more. Members are

entitled to a 10% discount. Send your order today to:

THE M1JSE1IM SHOP
American Museuni of Natural History, New York 24, New York



Letters

Don knifhl

A Under the brow of Victoria Glacier: canoeists on Lake Louise in Canadian Rockies

The Caterpillar and
the Butterfly

Sirs:

I enjoyed very much your photographs
of the metamorphosis of the Papilio but-

tirily in your April issue. It is a process

I have watched on several occasions. But
I would like to call attention to what I

Inlieve is an error in captioning. In ref-

erence to the photograph showing the

insect in the chrysalis stage, it seems
incorrect to imply that it has now en-

cased itself. The caterpillars of butterflies

do not enclose themselves in a cocoon of

silk but only attach themseKes to the

stem by a silken strand, and they reach

the chrysalis stage by shedding the skin.

Or am I wrong about this particular

butterfly?

Fn.\Ncis BowniTCH Woodford, M.D.
Ridgcfield, Conn.

Dr. \Voodford is correct. The caption

was misleading in that the caterpillars

of Papilio butterflies, as distinct from those

of the moths that spin silken cocoons,

only attach themselves to the stem by a

loop of silk over the body and by fixing

tlie til) of the abdomen to a "button" of

silk at die hind end. They then shed the

skin, and as it splits from the head-end
backward, it dries and shrinks, finally

Important Notice

Readers are reminded that NvTi-
RAi. History is not published durinp
July and .August. Those who expect

to he away after September 1. how-
ever, and wish to have their Septem-
ber issue sent to a temporary
Slimmer address are requested to

notify the Circulation Manager.
Please give also the date of expected
return to permanent address.

dropping to the ground, while tlie loop

and the abdomen hold fast to the stem.

The finding of a chrysalis that lacks

the silken cocoon does not, howe\er,

carry assurance that a butterfly will

emerge, for most of the moths likewise

lack this. A much better indication is

in the fact tliat the chrysalis is lodged

above ground. Most of the caten^'Hars of

moths go imdergrotmd for this transfor-

mation. — Ed.

Rare
Sea Serpettts?

Sirs:

I alwa>'S read N.\tuual History \xith

great interest, but I was particularly in-

terested recently in one storj' — ".An Aus-

tralian Sea Serpent" (Januarj', 19.56). I

should like to take exception, however,

to the statement that oarfish have not

been seen in Australian waters since 1947.
conlinuett on pape 3,14
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THE COVER THIS MONTH
There is no living thing more comely

or lovable than a baby deer. This little

blacktail deer of western North America
is in the white-spotted livery typical of

fawn-deer.

May and June is the time when the doe
steals off alone to some quiet ])lace to have
her young. Only one fawn arrives if it is

her first baby, but usually there are twins

in later years and sometimes even three.

For the first three or four weeks the

little ones lie hidden in dense foliage or

long grass and remain perfectly still until

the mother comes to suckle them. Their

spotted coats are most beautiful during

these early days, and the spots look exactly

like patches of sunlight shining through

foliage on a brown background. As the

coal gets longer its beauty fades; and by

September, when the fawn has taken lo

following its mother, the spots have be-

come a dull drab gray. In October, the

mother sheds her bright summer suit for

one of clear dark gray and the little one
steps out of its polka dot garb and dons tlic

newest fall styles.
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SCIENCE FOR ADULTS

a concise, non-technical

account of the earth's

origin and the evolution

of life upon it

THE STORY OF
OUR EARTH
By Richard Carringtoii

Scientific discoveries and theories

covering 3 billion years are set

forth in this single, up-to-the-min-

ute readable volume by a brilliant

British scientist. In simple, every-

day language the author answers
the questions asked by reflective

people concerning the history of the

earth and the way its life has

evolved. Fascinating to read, this

handy volume is also the ideal book
to keep at hand for quick reference.

Illustrated with many line drawings
and paintings of prehistoric men and
animals. Numerous maps, charts,

bibliography and index. $3.00

HARPER

YOUR NEW BOOKS

private lives . . .

Your field notes and sketches will

include the Scarlet Tanager. Wood
Thrush, Hermit Thrush, Wilson
Thrush, Rosebreasted Grosbeak and
other birds of the field and stream:

species near three mountain lakes

include the King Fisher, Great Blue

Heron, and the Bittern. Watch the

Marsh Hawk, Red-shouldered Hawk
and game birds of all species in

old abandoned orchards.

Our own five thousand acres of

mountain peaks and sweeping val-

leys crossed by nature trails is a

naturalist's paradise.

Swimming in mountain lakes, our
own pool, natural Vermont foods,

fishing for giant rainbow trout,

charcoal broils out of doors, prod-
ucts of High Pond farm and charm-
ing Colonial type accommodations
are all part of a nature vacation at

High Pond Inn.

Only five miles from Brandon,
Vermont, remote, yet close to major
lake resorts, summer theater, golf,

riding and touring. Write Mrs. Mary
Ellen Henderson at the Inn. Bo,\ 3.

Brandon, Vt.. for reservations or
descriptive folder.

high pond mountain inn

Circus Animals • Eskimos

Evolution • Conservation

Psychology and
behavior of captive
animals in zoos
and circuses
- by Dr. H. Hediger

Criterion Books, $6.50, 166 pp.

"DEFORE tlie time of Darwin, the minds

ot animals and men could scarcely be
mentioned in the same breath. Man had
intellect and will. Animals were the slaves

ol brute instinct. But with the rise of

e\<ilutionary doctrine its followers con-

sidered it necessary for tlie support of

their theory to show that man and animals

had many features in common. This led

to the establishment of the science of

eoniparatixe psychology, the study of

which Dr. Hediger strongly ad\'oeates,

pointing out tliat especially in zoos, the

X^oints of similarity of behavior on both

sides of the railings are too obvious to

miss.

It is not only the comparisons between
animal and himian behavior that are of

interest, but also the tremendous impact
man has made in recent years on the lives

of animals. "Nowadays, practically all

animal behavior is directly or indirectly

influenced by man." Many of these in-

fluences are indirect, as for e.xample when
forests are cut down or fields are plowed,
but the most direct influences of man are

seen among domesticated animals and
among wild animals in zoos and circuses.

These are the subjects for Dr. Hediger 's

sharp eyes and keen analyses, for as Di-

rector of tlie Zoological Gardens of Zurich,

Switzerland, he has had ample opportu-
nity to study the behavior of zoo animals,

and to make comparisons with their wild

relatives during his field studies in tlie

Alriean jungles.

Wild animals are ever on the alert,

ready for escape. Yet a flight reaction is

not initiated whene\'er an intruder is

sensed. It is only when the enemy comes
within the flight distance characteristic

lor each species, that flight follows. Do-
MHstieation reduces alertness and the

Higlit distance, but these are modified to

a considerably lesser e.\tent in zoo ani-

mals. This is exemplified by the author's

elforts to study sleep behavior in ele-

phants. The slightest disturbance made
by a hiHiian will wake a sleeping elephant.

On the other hand, a neighboring elephant

may rub and poke his neighbor severely

without causing the latter to stir.

Stmly of the training program of circus

animals is valuable because of the insight

that this procedure gives into the social

organization of animals. The trainer be-

comes in effect the dominant member of

the group and is able to maneuxcr his

subjects as a result ol this leading position

in the social hierarchy. The fact that an

284

Underwater Exploration

Snakes • Archeology

animal is successfully trained does not

mean tliat it has superior intellectual ca-

pacities; rather, it represents an emotional

adjustment between trainer and animal.

These are but a few examples of the

many excellent observations and discus-

sions which should give this book high

priority on the bookshelves of all natural-

ists and students of animal behavior. The
translation from the German by Geoffrey

Sirconi is well done, the style is smooth
and pleasant, the book is replete with fine

illustrations, and technical errors are few.

Lester R. Aronson

Evolution, genetics,
AND MAN
- - - - by Theodosius Dobzhansky

John Wiley, $5.50.

398 pp., 109 illus.

Genetics in the
atomic age
--------- by C. Aiierbach

Essential Books, $2.00

106 pp., 46 illus.

npHEODOSIUS DOBZHANSKY has
long been recognized as a great leader

in evolutionary genetics. His Geuetics

and tlie Origin of Specie, is the most
important single work on genetieal as-

pects of modern evolutionary theory, but

it is too technical for the beginning stu-

dent or the general public. Now Dob-
zhansky has produced a broader stud\

of the whole subject, an introductory col-

lege textbook which does not demand
previous technical knowledge of the

reader.

Most of the essential aspects of evo-

lutionary fact and theory are summarized,
although emphasis is placed on genetics,

as the title indicates. The presentation is

so clear and well-roimded that this work
could serve as an introduction to genetics

in particular, and to evolution in general.

Dobzhansky 's new book can be profit-

ably read by anyone with more than a
casual interest in this vital subject. There
is, for instance, a sensible discussion of

the races, as well as a concluding chap-
ter on "Chance, Guidance, and Free-
dom in Evolution." Helpful illustrations,

annotated reading lists, and a good index
enhance its value.

Avierbaeh's little book is hardly more
substantial than a full-length magazine
article. Although the reader is invited to

go on to more detailed treatments, none
is cited, and there is no index! The illus-

trations are mostly rough sketches, which
are often humorous.

NATURAL HISTORY, JUNE, 1 956



An extremely siinplilied iiitniduction to

genetics is given, with emphasis on muta-
tion. This is followed by a brief eonsid-

eration of tlie harmful genetieal efFeets of

nuclear radiation. There are no firm con-

elusions, but one must agree that none is

>et i^ossible and that this book painlessly

presents the very least that the man-in-

the-street should know about one of the

most serious and least understood prob-

lems of our time.

G. G. Simpson

The descent of
pierre saint-martin

by Noibett Casteret

Philosophical Library, $4.75

160 pp., 2 maps, 21 photos

"CACH August from 1950 to 1954, French
^ speleologists gathered high in the

Western Pyrennes, where Atlantic gales

annually sweep the wild, eroded lime-

stone terrain with nearly one hundred

inches of rain. Beset by persi.stent fog,

hail, icy winds, snow, and dangerous

electrical storms, they discovered and

later explored a \'ertical pit more tlian

1,000 feet deep. There in the GoufFre de

Pierre Saint-Martin in 1952, Marcel Lou-

bens fell to his death, and in 1953 his

companions extended the descent to 2,389

feet, a record depth surpassed only in

1954 in a cave in the French Alps.

Casteret presents a lively resume of

these expeditions and a vivid first-hand

account of the one that brought Louben's

body to the surface, an incredibly difficult

and dangerous exploit. Though he had a

thousand caves to his credit in thirty

years of exploration, Casteret had never

seen anything to compare with the vast

extent and complete chaos of tliis mighty

underworld canyon. Every trip revealed

fresh rock falls—this was the earth in

labor!

From a practical \iewpoint the work

of these speleologists may have an im-

portant outcome. The underground river

that they traced for two miles probably

will be tapped to bring abundant hydro-

electric power to remote valleys.

In the final third of this little book the

world-famous cave explorer reeaUs some

of his more interesting discoveries and

experiences, especially his studies of bats.

In a sense, this very readable book epi-

tomizes the growth of speleology, from

the day in 1922 when Casteret, naked

and alone, swam underwater and dis-

covered the world's oldest statues.

Today, in contrast, recent expeditions

down Pierre Saint-Martin planning to

spend weeks in pei-petual night, were

aided by French military planes that

dropped tons of supplies and equipment

at the cave's mouth. Teams of explorers

were lowered a distance equal to the

Eiffel Tower and tlie Notre Dame Cathe-

dral combined, on a steel cable one-fifth

of an inch thick.

For those who can't go exploring caves,

this vicarious experience in the earth's

unstable crust offers thrills enough.

Ch.arles E. Mohk

YOUR NE\\' BOOKS

llIE WORLD OF NIGHT
I))' Loins J. aiul -Vlargery Miliic

Harper & Brothers, $3.75

248 pp., illus.

TF one considers that a year is divided

efpially between night and day it is

apparent that man, by gearing his activi-

ties to the daylight hours, misses a great

deal of what happens after dark. The
authors of this book first describe tlie

circumstances that distinguish night from

day, explain the variation that accompan-
ies change of latitude, and give interest-

ing glimpses into the workings of our

complex world, which is as dependent
on darkness as man is on light.

The book deals witli environmental

backgrounds such as forests, waterways,
jungles, deserts, and cities. Events that

take place there while the world of man
is asleep, are vividly described. The
authors have a keen sense of the dra-

matic, and when they call an actor on-

stage it is seldom for a bit part.

The treatment of the subject is broad

and although it leads to generalizations

that may seem rather sweeping at times,

they are, however, the result of both
academic background and field experi-

ence.

The reader may be surprised to learn

that man is as well equipped visually for

activity at night as many of the crea-

tures of night, although he does lack

some of the highly specialized percep-
tions of touch, smell, or hearing. If one
has patience and some knowledge of the

out-of-doors, one can find a great deal

of action between dusk and dawn and
opportunities for direct observation.

The writers have roamed at night over

selected areas in the United States, Can-
ada, Central America, and Panama and
have drawn heavily upon personal obser-

vation in establishing their theses.

This is a very entertaining, instructive,

and thought-provoking book. The black
and white illustrations are attractive and
suggestive of the world of night.

Harold E. Anthony

THE REPTILE WORLD
by Clifford H. Pope

Alfred A. Knopf, $7.50

325 pp., 221 photos

TpOO often books on scientific subjects

designed for the laymen are less than

satisfactory; either the author himself is a

layman and not qualified to evaluate his

sources, or if a qualified scientist, he is

not entirely at home when writing for

non-scientists. In the present instance we
have the happy combination of an excel-

lent scientist who is capable of present-

ing accurate infonnation in an appealing

manner.
Clifford Pope's book is a general sur-

vey of li\ing reptiles, witli emphasis on
natural history. An account of each of

the main groups of reptiles covers such

subjects as classification, age, growth,

size, food habits, reproduction, defense
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against enemies, relations to man, and
tlie explosion of popular myths concern-

ing reptiles.

Specific information on reptile families

follows. This section is packed with well-

chosen infonnation on genera and species

culled from scientific literature and from
the author's own extensive observations.

In a small group, such as the crocodil-

ians, the author is able to write about

each of the species, while among the

multitude of snakes and lizards, the treat-

ment has necessarily been more selective,

with emphasis placed on those found in

North America.

Readers familiar with Pope's earlier

books will expect, and find, occasional

anecdotes such as a fascinating ( and in-

complete?) story of a captive snake that

escaped and was later found hidden in a

toilet bowl. Particularly useful features

of Tlic Rei)tile World are the bibliogra-

phies diat foUow each major section, and
the excellent photographs. While the

book will find its widest audience

amongst amateur naturalists and budding
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hcrpetologists, professional naturalists will

also find it an invaluable source of ac-

curate information.

Richard G. Zweifel,

Still digging
by Mortimer Wheeler

E. P. Dutton, $4.00

236 pp., illus.

A T one time or another. Englishmen of

note write their autobiographies — it

is practically a national phenomenon. In

keeping with this time-honored tradition

Mortimer Wheeler has composed an ac-

count of his life in a style that combines
Pepys, Churchill, Roberts, and Babur the

Tiger, to good effect.

Two subjects form the body of his

book — war and archeology, but it is in

the latter field that Wheeler makes his

contribution, and his account of his work
provides reason for reading the book.

Wheeler ranks alongside the great English

archeologists Arthur Evans, Leonard
Woolley, and Flinders Petrie in his ac-

complishments and is a step ahead of

Evans and Wooley in his organization of

excavations and publications.

Without losing sight of his pioneer

work in Great Britain, France, and India,

his founding of the Institute of Archeology

( now a part of the University of London

)

must be counted his most notable achieve-

ment. The Institute treats archeology as a

separate discipline, using all fields of

sticiH !• as its tools. Students learn first-rate

t( ( liiii(|ues and aim at finding the iierti-

111 lit iacts of the past. The best British

archeologists of the day were students at

Wheeler's Institute of Archeology — a

tribute to its founder.

Wheeler's zeal for scientific method in

archeology, however, has given him a

certain intolerance toward methods other

than his own, as American archeologists

have discovered. As one who has at-

tempted to use "New World" techniques

in Wheeler's bailiwick, Pakistan, I can

\oiich for both this intolerance and his

accomplishments.

All those who find archeology inter-

esting or who like any story of the suc-

cessful pioneer will find Still Digging em-
inently worth reading.

Walter A. Fairservis, Jr.

1 HE STORY OF
OUR EARTH
- by Richard Canington

Harper and Brothers, $3.00

240 pp., illus.

A SIDE from a little background infor-

mation and some remarks on the his-

tory of science, this is a straightforward

report of the known history of life, from
tlie origin of the earth down to the ap-

pearance of hmnan civilization. Encom-
passing all tliis in just 225, not particu-

larly crowded, pages is .something of a

tour de force.

The story is clearly presented and the

style is adult and interesting. The British

autlior, formerly a TV' script writer aiul

lately a popular writer — on scientific

subjects mainly — has done a competent
job of reading the more authoritative

popular to semitechnical fiterature on his

subject, and has produced an honest
report embodying that information.

Although he does fall into some pit-

falls of factual error or misplaced em-
phasis, few of these slips are of real im-
portance. The book is adequately sound
and can be recommended to the inter-

ested layman. Thirty halftone illustrations

and a number of line drawings usefully

supplement the text, but to this reviewer
some seem downright repulsive.

G. G. Simpson

Prosperity beyond
tomorrow

by Samuel H. Ordway, Jr.

Ronald Press, $3.00, 208 pp.

XOMORROWS BIRTHRIGHT
---- by Barrow Lyons

Funk & Wagnalls, $5.00, 424 pp.

npHESE two books have a common cen-

tral theme — the misuse of our dimin-

ishing natural resources, — but the direc-

tion of the discussion and the conclu-

sions reached are somewhat different.

Ordway directs attention to the heavy
toll man is taking of our natural re-

sources, both directly for his ovm use

and indirectly, when his impact upon his

environment brings about such things as

erosion, and dust bowls. This is a calm,

statistical presentation, logical and schol-

arly. The blame is not ascribed to any
particular segment of the human race;

attention is directed to the natural and
understandable inclination of man every-

where to take everything the world has

spread before him. The author's thesis

is so well supported that the reader is

left with little doubt that the continua-

tion of the present trend can end only in

disaster for mankind and the world at

large.

As defined by Ordway, man's status is

conditioned by an "overconsumption of

resources and a basic lack of hmiian sym-
pathy with nature." He believes that the

race between unrestricted human popu-
lation growth, and the available food and
economic resources for a satisfactory

standard of living will always find man
ahead. In other words, population is con-

tinuously renewable and many of the

things man needs are not. The logical

way to balance pressure against supply

is l)irth control, which may only slowly

become a popularly accepted practice.

The author of Prosperity Beyond To-

morrow also places hope in the greater

amount of leisure tliat is coming with

man's increased efficiency. This may gi\e

him time to think and plan more wisely

for the future and to consider the "sur-

vival of resources as the key to con-

tinuing prosperity."

Lyons takes a political and economic
approach to the subject and is openly
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partisan in expressing many ol his npiii-

ions. As a former member of the Bureau

of Reelamation, it is not surprising to

find him critieal of the Army Engineers,

of the RepuWican Party, of big business

and of the private utilities, and to en-

counter his use of the lederal yardstick,

without the financial breakdown on its

cost to the taxpayer.

Lyons does not take the reader as far

as Ordway does in his look into tiie

future. He advocates tiie regimentation

of our natural resources, but even if

this were done, they still would not be
inexhaustible. As a statistical analysis, the

Lyons book does not measure up to the

Ordway study, regardless of whether the

reader agrees with the author or not.

One may well pause to reflect upon
tlie birthright that the present genera-

tion is passing on to posterity. If one is

of the older generation, it is a sad commen-
tary, indeed, to reflect upon the rapidly

accelerating use of our natural resources

as a result of modern technological ad-

vances. Use of atomic power will almost

certainly hasten the industrial exploitation

of many raw materials. Not only must we
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utilize natural resources in the best inter-

est of the present generation, but we must
see to it that something is left to posterity.

HAnoLD E. Anthony

L.\ND, AIR & OCEAN
....-...- by R. P. Rt'ckinsale

Gerald Duckworth, 25 s.

.370 pp., 140 figs., 32 plates

'TpHIS book is a revision of a work on

physical geography first published in

194.3. It includes a clear, comprehensive,

generally accurate, and up-to-date ac-

count of the basic principles of this sub-

ject. Many recent advances in the study

of climate, land forms, oceanography, and
geological processes arc well-summarized,

together with bibliographic references for

each. Although designed primarily as a

college textbook, it is well-adapted to

tlie needs of the general public; many
appropriate drawings and photographs

add to its usefulness.

Norman D. Newell

Land of the long day
-------- by Doug Wilkinson

Henry Holt, $4.00, 261 pp.

"TrHIS is undoubtedly the best work on

the life of a small group of the Canad-
ian Arctic Eskimo since Stefans.son. It

ser\'es in many ways to supplement the

writings of Stefansson, who pictured the

life of these people early in the century

when the white man's culture had af-

fected their customs very little. The pres-

ent volume provides a vivid picture of

the Eskimo of 19.53-54 through the eyes

of a man who spent a year in Pond's Inlet

in northern Baffin Land v/ith an Eskimo
family.

Wilkinson's first adjustment to Eskimo
life meant a simple diet of boiled meat,

raw or frozen seal, duck, arctic hare—or

caribou, muktuk (whale skin), rare luxu-

ries—and the occasional treats of bannock

and pilot biscuits. Tea was consumed in

quantities as long as it lasted.

Tliroughout the short spring and sum-

mer, the hunters spent most of their time

stalking seals sleeping on the ice beside

their enlarged breathing holes. This in-

vokes hours of patient stalking on hands

and knees behind a small white screen,

through wet slush and shallow ponds of

water.

Leads in the ice opened in July, and

seals were shot as they swam in the open

water. At this time of year, mature seals

usually sink and must be harpooned im-

mediately. In the autumn, seals float and

the hunters work incessantly to accumu-

kite stores of meat to last men and dogs

through the winter trapping season. In

October, when the sea began to freeze

over, seals were himted on the thin, rub-

bery, young ice, or as they broke through

the surface to breathe and to keep open

the holes they need for breathing during

the coming winter.

During the year the hunters also gath-

ered birds' eggs and killed an occasional
conliniicfl on page 333
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GULF OF SIAM

TRIBES
OF THAILAND
LISA. MEAO. a YAO Happy,

isolated Tibeto-Burman groups in

Thailand's northern mountains.

PHI THONG LUANG-Primi-
tive forest nomads nearing extinc-

tion.

KHAMUH— Hill tribes practic-

ing migratory agriculture; good ele-

phant hunters.

KAREN -Excellent jungle hun-

ters on lower mountain slopes.

SOAl —Spirit-ridden people strug-

gling in semi-arid Korat Plateau.

KUI -Indonesoid aborigines in

southern Korat Plateau-, they wear

hand-woven silks.

By

ROBERT W. WEAVER'Through

UNKNOWN THAILAND
The story of a recent expedition which made contact with elusive forest

nomads existing at one of the lowest stages of human culture

We recently had the strange

experience of gathering in-

formation about a kind of "ghosts"

that were supposed to haunt the

mountains of Thailand and then, lo

and behold, finding that they were

real people.

We kept hearing about these

THROUGH UNKNOWN THAILAND

"Spirits of the Yellow Leaf" over

quite an area. The better-educated

people would smile patiently at the

tales, as one might at the supersti-

tions of the illiterate or the imag-

inings of children. The "Spirits"

were said to be part of the nnthol-

og)^ of the region and as such might

"Thk ..\utiu)H liiis long been interested

in physical and enltnral geography. For

the past fifteen >ears, his attention has

been centered on the wilderness areas of

India. .Alaska. Uuniia. Labrador, and
Thailand. When not exploring, he finds

enjoyment in Uctnring and writing on
remote areas and their people.—Ed.
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^ Travel from civilized areas to the junp:le was made
hv piililic bus. Tlieso up-country veliicles were usually
loaded to capacity with rice, pips, hicvcles. and finally

—people. It was not always easy for passengers to
disentangle themselves during periodic stops.

^ The expedition often used native dug-out canoes
in the long arduous search for the People of the
lellow Leaf. Laotian villagers are shown here load-
ing the canoei for nnntlier 't:i;;e of tlic search.

^ The author in a dug-out on
one of the jungle rivers of north-
ern Thailand where many weeks
were spent trying to find the
elusive Phi Thong Luang.

be interesting to students like our-

selves, but nothing more. However,
other informants grew quite earnest

in their efforts to give us a clear

idea of the actions and potential-

ities of these forest beings. But just

when we were being swept along

by the realism and consistency of

the talcs, we would have to remind
ourselves that they portrayed a

stage of life so primitive as to be
unlikely in this day and age.

On generous grounds, wc would
have been justified in bracketing

the Spirits of the Yellow Leaf with

the Hairy Little Men who were be-

lieved to live in holes in tlie ground

290

and to have no kneecaps—creatures
who, if they fell while running,

would have to drag their bodies to

the nearest tree in order to pull

themselves upright again. We might

easily have dropped the search, but

whenever our doubts were greatest,

someone would assure us that the

Spirits of the Yellow Leaf were

real and that strange sounds heard

at night in the jungle were caused

by them. The Yellow Leaf people

were also said to be responsible

for the occasional disappearance

of a hunter. The farther in we got,

the stranger the stories became.

Some of our best information

came when we inquired in villages

about the Chaobon people, a minor

group whose distribution we were

trying to plot. In some places the

Chaobon were unknown, and then

the villagers might tell us about

the Spirits of the Yellow Leaf, the

Phi Thong Luang. Consistent ac-

counts of the strange lean-to they

built, led us to suspect that a finn

foundation underlay these talcs. It

was their habit of abandoning their

shelters when the leaves of the

roofs turned yellow that gave them

their name. All agreed that the

Spirits of the Yellow Leaf were able

to fade away into the forest before

the sharp eyes of the hunters, and

their women were never seen.

So we resolved to find the Spirits

or learn the reason why. On one of

our trips to Bangkok, we learned

that two occidentals had previously

reported the existence of these peo-

ple. The first, a Danish forester,

told of accidentally finding a Phi

Thong Luang campsite, complete

with inhabitants. However, he
failed to study the people system-

atically or to record any of the

basic points of interest. His account

was woven into a tale nearly as

elaborate as those related by the

villagers. A German anthropologist

made the second contact and told

briefly how he met the people ancl

obtained a few photographs of

them. The Danish forester imme-

diately called these photographs

"fakes" and accused the German
of using Khamuh natives to rep-
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A A TYPICAL VILLAGE of the Meao people, a Tiljeto-Burman iiroiip. who were among the very few

people the Phi Thong Luang would trust. This is in the high mountains region of northern Thailand.

ri'scnt the Phi Thong Luang. Both

ot these reports were published

about twenty years ago and had
not seemed to influence later stor-

ies of the illusive and little-known

forest nomads.

We determined fairly early in

our search that a group of the peo-

ple had approached the village of

15an Sithan, at the foot of a large

sandstone mountain called Pu
Kathing in north-central Thailand,

riiey had inquired about another

similar mountain in the area, tell-

iii<4 the villagers that the tigers of

Fn Kathing had been killing their

wdrnen and children and that they

wanted to find another mountain

like it but with fewer tigers. But

about eighteen years had passed

since this meeting, and the villag-

ers did not know where the Phi

Thong Luang had gone. It was as-

sumed that they had moved to the

north into a mountain range known
as Pu Luang.

So our expedition moved to the

Pu Kathing area—Thomas L. Good-

man and I, with a Thai interpreter

and twelve native bearers. The

search really began at this point.

After studying conditions there,

we followed what we hoped were

the footsteps of the Yellow Leaf

people into the more northern Pu

Luang mountain range.

Through glare and gloom

We spent many hours question-

ing native hunters, village chiefs,

and elderly villagers. Week after

week, we walked through hot arid

regions where scrubby bamboo
thickets and stunted trees were the

only growth. In other areas it was

necessary to penetrate dense, hu-

mid evergreen jungles, where little

sunlight splintered through the

heavy green canopy. Elsewhere the

trail led us across flat valleys be-

tween walls of elephant grass,

where the dry air never stirred and

vision was limited to the three-foot

width of the trail.

Here and there we saw a himter

or two who had seen what was

thought to be a Phi Thong Luang

many years ago. Some, when hunt-

ing far from the normal trails, had

found deserted campsites. Once in

a while, a hunter would say that

he had come upon a deserted

campsite where the embers of the

fire were still warm when he

touched them.

We were feeling better and bet-

ter about our chances of finding

these people as we traveled north

and west, for we got more recent

reports. One hunter had seen two

of the nomads only four years be-

fore. A little farther on, a village

chief stated that he had sent liis

hunters into the jungle to try to

capture a Phi Thong Luang to put

on display in a village festival. He
intended to charge admission. Each

da>', we felt that our tra\"els might

bring us to the end of our search.

The end of the search was neai",

but it wasn't to be so simple.

We had learned in the ver)' small

mountain villages that the Phi

Thong Luang used spears nine to

ten feet long, with a sharpened

wooden tip in place of metal or

stone, which thvv were unable to
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fashion. They were also known to

engage in "silent" baiter, procnring

mueh-valued fragments of machete

blades in exchange for honey and

wax. The Phi Thong Luang would

leave their honey and wax along a

trail leading into the village, and

the villagers, upon finding it, would

deposit broken machete blades, old

clothing, or food. If the exchange

was not satisfactory to the nomads,

a pair of them might approach a

lone hunter or go to the edge of a

small village for more direct trade.

Armed with this knowledge, we
sent several hunters into the forest,

each laden with machetes, food,

small knives, and cloth. The himt-

ers were instructed to travel singly,

not even in pairs, and to follow the

small animal trails instead of the

ones normally used.

Finally, our hopes were reward-

ed. One of our hunters was
stopped by two Phi Thong Luang
men, who eagerly indicated that

they desired a machete!

The hunter showered the men
with gifts and told them of the

white friends who desired to meet

them with many more presents. But

the Phi Thong Luang would not

accompany the hunter back to our

camp. Before leaving them, how-

ever, he was careful to assure them

that our assistance was ready should

any of their clan be ill. This prom-

ise later proved to be the clincher

that enabled us to meet them.

As soon as it could be arranged

292

after this exciting news, our expe-

dition broke camp, and an advance

party proceeded into the mountains

to meet the nomads. After about

a six-hour walk, which placed the

party on the lower bamboo-clad

slopes northwest of the village of

Dan Sai, we met the two Phi Thong
Luang who had received the gifts.

We established an overnight camp
at this point, which permitted us

to start making friends with our

long-sought people of the wild. The
next morning, they led us to their

campsite, which was only a short

distance up the trail beside a small

moimtain stream in dense bamboo
thickets.

All that the tigers left

The entire clan consisted of six

men, one woman, and a boy. The
tigers had eliminated the rest of

the women and children, and end-

less wanderings had failed to bring

the clan into contact with another

group of their own people.

Our first strong impression was

of a deep feeling of melancholy that

seemed to pervade these people.

Oiu- gifts and food, thougli highly

valued, were received with little

display of emotion. During the ten

da)'s we were with the clan, not

even the suspicion of a smile crossed

their faces. They never once raised

a voice in anger, fear, or joy. They
seemed to talk among themselves

only when the necessity arose.

Early the second day, we began

< A GROUP OF Mead vil-

lagers wlio contributed in-

formation about tlic People
of the Yellow Leaf.

to record what we could of their

way of life. Like small children, they

followed in confidence our instruc-

tions. However, unlike small chil-

dren and most primitive natives,

they showed little curiosity in our

pliotographic and recording equip-

ment and no fear of it. Since their

dialect was quite unknown, we
wanted to make recordings of it.

We could only make our desires

known through pantomine and lim-

ited use of the Lao dialect. There

was also difficulty in recording the

very soft, high-pitched voices of

the Phi Thong Luang men. The
microphone had to be held only a

few inches from their faces. How-
ever, we secured several hours of

recordings.

We found that the clan normal!)'

arose at dawn, breakfasted on any

food left over from the night befoit\

and then either moved immediately

into new territory, gathering footl

as they went, or scattered in the

forest around their campsite. There

they would seek wild yams, bamboo
shoots, small mammals, and other

food. With the exception of the

time involved in moving their

campsite, every moment of the day

was devoted to gathering food. The

woman and child in this group

stayed close to the campsite during

the day and kept the fire burning.

In addition to wood, the woman
gathered edible herbs and roots

from the immediate area. The men
usually hunted in pairs. Rabbits,

porcupines, rodents, and other small

mammals were often obtained.

Once in a great while, the men
might spear a barking deer or wild

pig-

The meat would usually be roast-

ed over the open fire or boiled in

green sections of bamboo. Seldom

was it more than half-cooked. Any

meat left over in the evening would

be placed on a small bamboo mat

and hung over the hot coals. This
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< Should anyone oilier

lliuii the owner toiicli a

i-|)car. an animal niujrl he
i-aciif icf'fl to pacify its

.-])iril. Tlic point is usually

of sliariH-ncd wood, but this

one is a broken machete
blade.

^ Recordiivg their voices.

The Phi Thong Luanji spoke
so softly that two micro-
phones had to be used in

recording their dialects. A
Siamese interpreter occupies

the position between the
tribesmen and the leader of

the expedition, at right.
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was really to protect it from insects

and small animals, but the meat

got dried and smoked in the pro-

cess. They rarely obtained food

to last more than a day or two.

Normally they would bake the

edible roots, herbs, and shoots in

the hot coals of the fire. However,

they occasionally boiled them in

sections of green bamboo. Salt was

the only seasoning they used, and

they often went for long periods

without it. It was one of the items

tlie\' tried to obtain through trade

with the villagers.

This clan had no knowledge of

transplanting or raising vegetables

or grain. They did not use traps,

snares, or nets, though they had

watched the villagers use them

from a distance

So far as we know, the Yellow

Leaf people have no stories of their

origin or of the deeds of their clan.

They did not sit around the fire

at night to discuss the day's hap-

penings or the plans for the mor-

row, though possibly they might

have acted differently had we not

been there. The elderly men ex-

changed no yarns. When we asked

why they had none of these pur-

suits, they told us that it was nec-

essary to sleep the entire night in

order to be able to hunt food all

the following day. Competitive
sports seemed to be unknown; they

never attempted to see who could

throw a spear the farthest or who
could climb or run up a mountain

slope the fastest. They made no

toys for the child. Their life was
indeed one of basic existence.

Crime was practically unknown
in the clan. Only one form of pun-

ishment was used, and that only

for a crime of physical violence,

as for example if a younger man
should strike an elderly member
of the clan in anger. The guilty

person would be well fettered with

rattan or pliable vines. His hands

would be tied behind his back and

his ankles drawn up toward them.

He would then be carried far from

the campsite and left on the ground

in the bamboo thickets. After three

days, the people would return to

see if the tigers had killed him. If

not, he would be released to rejoin

the clan, with all forgiven.

They sometimes made a shelter

that was even simpler than their

regular lean-to, by simply sticking

the butt end of a fan palm frond

into the ground at a slight angle.

This provided protection enough

for one of these small people to

sleep under.

During the dry season, they move
their camp every day or so, accord-

ing to the food resoinces. Bamboo
shoots are unavailable at this time

of year, and wild yams and other

edible roots form their mainstay.

^ A SCENE photographed during the ceremony for the cleansing of the
sj>ears. The large sections of green baniljoo served for the cooking of tlie

sacrificial pig meat. The lean-to was constructed special!)' for this ceremony.

A A YOUNG UNMARRIED
CLANSMAN. Hc may never
find a wife.
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Rather than seek their food more

than lialf a clay away from camp,

they will move to a new site, for it

seldom takes more than half an

hour to re-establish thcinselvcs after

locating a new campsite. If they

see native hunters in the area, they

immediately move, even though

food is abundant.

As the rainy season approaches,

they attempt to locate themselves

in an isolated area where there will

be enough food and where some

feature like an overhanging cliff

will protect them from the ele-

ments. They do not use caves, for

they fear the larger animals that

seek shelter in them. They stay in

one spot until the rainy season is

over.

Although the temperature often

drops as low as 10 degrees above

freezing at night during the cold

season, the Phi Thong Luang nor-

mally wear no clothing, and they

never bathe. Such cast-off rags as

they possess have been obtained

from liunters and villagers. A La-

otian villager had cut their hair not

long before we met them, but they

usually wear it iumging down to

their shoulders. They didn't know
whether the short hair was an asset

or not. They agreed that their necks

were much cooler during the hot

season but found that the mosqui-

toes now bothered them more.

Touchy spirits

Everything, with the exception of

their spears, was shared equally.

Each spear was sacred to its owner.

If anyone else should touch or han-

dle a spear, its spirit would be

quickly offended. This was serious,

because the spirit could either

guide or misguide the weapon in

flight. An animal would then have

to be sacrificed to pacify the spirit.

And for purposes of general insur-

ance, such a sacrifice would be
addressed to all the spear spirits,

wliether they had been offended

or not.

They so rarely captured an ani-

mal larger than a small rodent or

porcupine that such an occasion

would call for the sacrifice of the

animal, not only to the spear spirits

but to the powerful ancestral spirits

of the clan as well. These are good

spirits, but they can cause the clan

considerable difficulty and suffer-

ing. The spirits cannot locate food

for themselves even though they

roam the jungles as their living

descendants do. And when the an-

cestors become hungry, they inflict

illness upon the living people to

let them know they need food. The

clan must then sacrifice an animal.

Minor illnesses are not attributed

to the spirits but to a variety of

other causes. A slight case of in-

digestion or stomach pain, for in-

conlinued on page 336

^ The sacrificial pig meat was placed on a small bamboo platform under
the lean-to and left there overnight so that the spirits could feast upon it.

The next morning, it was removed and shared by the clan.

Thomas L. Goodir

^ A SECTION OF BAMBOO was
ii-ccl for carr\ ing water from a

(li-l;iiil itvciun or spring. The
shoulder strap was improvised
from strips of split bamboo.
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By Mildred D. Bellomy
Photographs by David Fleay

I
recently went on a hunting ex-

pedition to capture four-foot

earthworms with a friend of mine

in Australia. He hunts them regu-

larly as food for his platypus, which
he has named "Gluttonous Teddy."

1 soon learned that "listening to

the earthworms play" is no mean-

ingless phrase. During wet spells,

(II- very early in the morning on a

normal day, the worms are near

I lie surface. They are quite sen-

sitive to footstep vibrations, and

wherever we walked across the

muddy Queensland flats, we heard

weird groaning gurgles as the gi-

ants retreated into their water-

logged burrows.

To hear the worms, however, is

one thing, whereas to capture one

intact is quite another. Nfy friend

spaded into dozens of burrows be-

fore he found one with enough

worm exposed. When he graspetl

the worm, it sprayed, from pores

on its back, jets of milky fluid a

loot or more in all directions.

Xormalh', the worm secretes this

KH'lomic fluid underground to lu-

bricate its passageway. Recently,

scientists have discovered that the

lluid also serves as a defense against

soil bacteria and small parasites.

As soon as my friend grabbed

I his worm, he quickly tied a knot

ill it. Otherwise the worm could

vanish down its slippery burrow in

the twinkling of an eye. My friend

then dug the remainder out, care-

liilly following the twisting burrow

to avoid injuring his prize. A worm
hunter can't grab the first piece of

worm he sees and start pulling.

The giant will distend its body in-
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Once sought after by anglers as bait, the giant earthworms of Australia now enjoy semi-pro-

tection as scientific curiosities. Some reach a length of eleven feet and weigh a pound-and-a-half

side the curving buiTOW and hang

onto the sides so tightly that the

pit'cc will come right off in the

liiniter's hand.

It )ou have patience, you can

case the giant womi out ol: its bur-

row, inch by inch, as it weakens

antl loses its grip. The bird known

as the Laughing Jackass, or Kooka-

burra, uses this technique. The

sluirp-eyed bird spots a worm from

an aerial lookout and pounces.

Seizing a piece of the worm, the

bird braces itself and sits back to

wait. Each time the victim eases

up, the captor gives a quick tug and

takes up the slack. Finally the

worm weakens, and the last inch

slips from the binrow. But because

these worms range from foin- to

ele\en feet in length and weigh

up to a pound and a half, the bird

is grounded for its meal, being

quite unable to fly away with the

wliole worm.

The bulbous head-end is

ecjuipped with a transverse slit of

a mouth, a quarter of an inch wide.

With this the worm tunnels through

tlic earth, swallowing soil and pass-

ing it through its body to e.xtract

nutriment. My friend says that the

worm's "head" is much tougher

and more muscular than other parts

of the body and that unless it is

sliced up, it is beyond the chewing

powers of his platypus.

The giants were once believed

to exist only in Australia's Bass

N'alley district in Southern Victoria,

i)ut recently they have been found

in several parts of Queensland as

well. When early settlers in Aus-

tralia discovered the worms, they

fisherman's delight

A TiiK si,i(;irri,Y bii.boi s iikmi i

llie |)lalvi)ws will not oat il unit's

the rest of llie hodv contracts

Ml of the Australian iiiant is

s it is cut up. It servos as an

for a rajjid retreat down

so toujili that

anchor wlion

tlic Inn-row.
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thought they had unearthed a new
kind of snake. But zoologists at the

museum in Melbourne quickly

identified the creatures as relatives

of the common fishing worm.

The worms were formerly cap-

tured whole or in part by fishermen

for use as bait. They have also been

hunted assiduously by curiosity

seekers. Today, however, they en-

^ Tins Tiil!i;i:-AM)A-ii All -Iooii li may ahiiost liipic il^. i(ii;illi il iivon
cliance. These worms can sj)ray a milky (luitl a fool in all directions.
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joy a state of semiprotection and

are taken mainly for scientific pur-

poses or as food for captive animals

who show a definite preference

for an earthworm diet.

Tito Sexes in One

So far as their reproduction is

concerned, Australia's giants are no
exception to the hermaphroditic

rule among earthworms. Each in-

dividual is provided with both male
and female organs. The eggs are

laid in a capsule or cocoon pro-

duced by a special organ known
as the clitellum, which secretes a

sticky material. This clitellum is

situated in an easily recognized

band on the worm. The secretion

is soft at first but hardens soon,

forming a sort of ring that passes

forward, clear over the head of the

worm. As the cocoon passes over

the female apertures, the eggs are

discharged into it, and as it moves
forward, they are fertilized by the

products of previous copulation.

The woiTTi can never fertihze its

own eggs.

The egg capsule of ordinary

earthworms is usually a small,

slightly lemon-shaped body. Three

or four of the ova inside are ferti-

lized, but in many cases only one

will complete development. In the

Australian giant, the egg capsule is

a big shiny sausage-shaped object

as seen in the accompanying photo-

graph.

The giant earthworms are not

good parents. They are careless

about their eggs, often depositing

them in the open soil or slightly

below the surface among grass roots.

Recently-hatched worms measure

about six inches in length and are

exceptionally fragile. Even though

they have been secured intact and

are not subjected to fiuther han-

dling, the young will break into two
or three parts.

In recent years, the giant worms
seem to have become much less

abundant. This may be due to ex- ,

cessive use of superphosphate on

pasturelands. But scientists are not

sure just what is happening to the

giants and cannot predict whether

they will stage a comeback.
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^ A NORMAL CAKDE'V EARTH woi!;\i ho!(l for comparison with a four-fool specimen of Diiiastcr Longniani.

^ An earthworm burrow and, at left, its plugcast com- ^ The egg capsule or "cocoon" of a

posed of alimentary-passed material. Queensland giant earthworm.
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Hugh M. HMiday jr,

The Birds oj Anano
By Nell Miirharger

< Under the blaz-

ing sun. the pelican

parents frequently

brinjj water in their

feathers to cool
their young.
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Lowering waters a<l«l what nia> prove a talal dilliciilly to a largt*

colony of white pelicans wlio coinnuilc 60 miles to feed their young

IT was like a morning lifted out

of Time's beginning, before the

creation of life and sound. As far as

I looked in any direction, no move-

ment was visible; neither was there

any chirping of birds or rustling of

leaves, nor even the faintest stirring

of air. Only the glassy blue of a

desert lake, the calm of desert sky,

and, separating water from sky, a

ragged fringe of burned volcanic

mountains.

This was Pyramid Lake, in west-

em Nevada; and my target on this

June day was Anaho Island, five

miles out from its western shore,

where I was to keep rendezvous

with what is probably the largest

nesting colony of white pelicans in

the United States.

Anaho Island was set aside in

1913 as a federal wildlife refuge,

and my visit had been made
possible through the courtesy of

Chester R. Markley, Vlanager of the

Stillwater National Wildlife Area.

He had arranged for me to accom-

pany a representative of the U. S.

Fish and Wildlife Service on the

next routine inspection of the nest-

ing colony, on June 20.

I had been waiting at the lake

only a few minutes when a jeep

station wagon, drawing a boat

trailer, drew up to the landing. I

saw that my escort was to be LeRoy

Giles, a pleasant young man from

the Fallon (Nevada) Office of the

Fish and Wildlife Service. Sliding

the boat into the water, LeRoy fas-

tened an outboard motor in place,

and we stowed our hmches, can-

teens, jackets, binoculars, three

cameras, and other photographic

equipment.

Before casting off, LeRoy asked

if I was taking plenty of film. "The

last photographer I took to the

island," he added, '"shot 24 rolls in

one day!"

Looking at barren little Anaho

from this distance, I couldn't im-

agine what could have inspired

such prodigious picture-taking. The

^ Anaho Island (niiddle distance) from the shore of Pyramid Lake. This stretch of water will

protect the birds from predatory animals only for ten years at the present rate of use for irriftation.
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A Month-old pelicans raise

clouds of dust as they move
over Analio Island in huge
hands. The chicks at right are

prohahly only two to four
days old.

300-acre island presented only the

drab gray-green of volcanic rock

and calcareous tufa, with the grow-

ing assurance of blistering heat. But

as we drew closer, a series of ter-

raced beach lines rising above the

shore puzzled me, and I asked

about them.

These terraces, my companion

explained, dated from the close of

the Ice Age. They resulted from

the shrinking of Lake Lahontan,

wliicli preceded Pyramid Lake and

covered many square miles of ter-

ritory in northwestern Nevada,

northeastern California, and south-

ern Oregon.

I was soon to realize that nature's

process was being hastened by

man's use of the water at a rate that

would probably doom the bird

colony within ten years.

From the water's edge to Analio's

rocky crown, 557 feet above the

present level of the lake, not one

tree or one speck of green meadow
was visible. Rounding the northern

tip of the isjand to gain a safer

landing on its protected east shore,
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we came suddenl\' in view ot a

massed cloud of snowy birds—peh-

cans, whose black-edged wings

spread nearly ten feet from tip to

tip. LeRoy beached the boat while

this vanguard circled nervously

above; and we struck out afoot for

the higher slopes of the island. We
made our way through low, prickly

thickets of greasewood and salt-

brush. About 150 feet above the

water's edge, we entered Anaho's

main nesting colony of Pdecaniis

cnjtlirorlujnclios, the white pelican.

How many pelicans nest annually

on Anaho is difficult to detemiine

accurately. Observations have been

made here since August, 1882, when
1400 young pelicans were counted.

In May, 1951 ( before hatcliing was

completed), David Marshall and

my escort, LeRoy Giles, counted

5650 nests and 3742 young. But by

1954 the colony had decreased to

about 3.500 nesting birds, and it

was LeRoy's opinion that not more

than 3000 pelicans had nested on

the island in 1955.

Increase or decrease, there were

nests everywhere—although it must

be admitted that the term "nest"

could be used only as a figure of

speech. LeRoy explained that at the

start of the nesting season, the adult

bird scratches together a pile of

dust and gravel and shapes this

with its body into some semblance

of a nest, the completed structure

being about three inches high and

fifteen inches across, with a slight
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concavity in the center. Here, the

two to four white eggs are laid. As

incubation proceeds, these plat-

forms are worn away, and at the

time of our visit, the few unhatchcd

eggs remaining appeared to rest on

the bare ground with neither a

cushioning layer beneath nor shade

above.

The colony included young peli-

cans of every age. Some chicks were

still in the eggs or had emerged

only minutes before our arrival.

Naked, sightless, and completely

inert, a day-old pelican is one of

the homeliest creatures of the

animal kingdom—an object that

only its mother could love.

"It's quite a sight to see the

mother pelican feed these helpless

little mites," said LeRoy. "During

the first couple of days, when they

are too weak even to lift their heads

fiom the ground, the mother gets

down in an awkward position and

slides the lower mandible of her

beak under the chick's beak. Then

the prctiigcsted fish mixture she

has regurgitated literally flows into

the youngster's mouth without any

effort on its part."

Built-in Cooling System

Even though it was only mid-

morning, the desert island was be-

ing pounded by a brassy sun, and I

marveled that these helpless, newly

hatched birds could endure the

blistering heat! Once the moisture

of the egg had evaporated from

their naked bodies, their waxy,

orange-colored skin actually seemed

to shrink like that of partially-

roasted fowls, and they lay there

panting feebly through open beaks.

I have since learned that the pouch

of the pelican, although primarily

adapted for helping to scoop up

fish, has recently been found to

serve a purpose in heat regulation.

When the birds pant in hot

weather, the membranes on the in-

side of the pouch provide an addi-

tional surface for cooling by evapo-

ration, as the dog's tongue does.

Whereas we usually think of a

mother bird keeping her eggs

warm, the pelican has to keep hers

cool. She makes frequent trips to

the lake to wet her feathers; if she

didn't, the heat might kill the em-

bryo. If not frightened away, she

stays close to the nest while the

chicks arc small, shielding them

with her body and bringing water

in her feathers.

The adult birds are extremely

wary, however, and will not remain

at their nests when anyone is in the

immediate vicinity. This is one rea-

son why the Fish and Wildlife

Service does not permit uncon-

trolled visits to the island during

the nesting season. An extended

visit in the heat of day can cause

many eggs or chicks to be destroyed

by the heat. LeRoy and I were

therefore careful not to remain in

any one nesting locality more than

a few minutes.

By the time the young pelican is

three days old, he has doubled in

size, is sprouting pinfeathers, and

is becoming somewhat cocky. Be-

fore the end of his first week, he

is covered with a thick coat of white

down. He has now mastered a few

of the fundamentals of walking and

has developed an urge to see the

world.

Waddling clumsily, with frequent

tumbles and somersaults, he makes

his way to the nest of a neighbor

chick. Here he rests a bit. Then he

and his new friend waddle and

(Loft find nhnvr) Doulilc-

crt'Stod <-orinor;ints. whoso
many ncsis are cluslore<l a

quarter mile from the
j)oli('ans.
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their young form a raucous village

at tlie south end of tlie island.
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somersault to the hoint- of another

neighbor. This recruiting chive con-

tinues until five or six of the young

birds have formed a small pod,

as young pelicans are collectively

called. Before the chicks are two

weeks old, several of these small

gioiips will have joined to form a

pod of twenty to thirty members;

and at three or four weeks of age,

they will be roaming the islands in

I)ods of 1500 or more birds.

We had penetrated the island but

a short distance when we sighted

one of these juvenile mobs—"The
Thundering Herd," LeRoy called

them. Moving over the slope ahead

in a light cloud of dust, this mass

of grayish-white pelicans had much
the ajipearance of a small band of

sheep. Even though they still wore

the thick white down of babyhood

and were unable to fly, they cov-

ered the ground so rapidly that

we foot travelers could not com-

pletely overtake them. Every re-

newed burst of speed added to their

already clownish appearance. They
were nearly half-gro\\'n and were

altogether too top-heavy for their

leg development. They waddled

clumsily, with frequent "headers,"

and on several occasions we saw

\oung birds use both wings like

crutches.

We Made Them ''Sick"

Whenever we approached nests

containing chicks from a few days

to a week old, the young pelicans

would open their beaks belliger-

ently, puff their throat sacks, and

voice sharp warning cries. If these

danger signals failed to repel us,

they would resort to their last de-

fense — vomiting their partialh-di-

gested breakfast. The larger chicks

expelled fish that were as much as

seven inches long, and LeRoy said

he had even seen a young pelican

disgorge one fifteen inches long!

"Another time," he said, "we

counted tlie fish expelled by a

young pelican, and he brought up

232 carp averaging 2 inches in

length!"

In view of this prodigious appe-

tite, it is probably fortunate that

the fishes favored by Anaho's peli-

cans are not those preferred for

human consumption. Their main

food is carp (Cypriniis carpio), La-

hontan tui chub (Sipliatclcs bicolor

obcsiis), cui-ui sucker (Clmsniistcs

cujiis), Tahoe sucker (Catostonitis

taliocnsis), and a few Sacramento

perch (Archoplitcs intenupttis).

Unlike his relative the brown
pelican, the white pelican does not

dive independently for his catch.

Instead, several pelicans work to-

gether, alighting on the water near

the shore and threshing their wiiigj

so as to drive a school of small lish

into the shallows. The team then

scoops up the fish into their capa-

cious yellow pouches.

Owing to insufficiency of fish at

Pyramid Lake, Anaho's pelicans

commute dail\- to the ponds of the

Stillwater W'ildlife Management
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Area, 60 airline miles distant. Fish

are plentiful at Stillwater. The hirds

fill their pouehes there and Hy baek

to the island well loaded to feed

their young.

With the arrival of a parent from

the fishing grounds, the greedy off-

spring sets up a wild elanior and

begins pecking impatiently at the

maternal or paternal pouch. This

boisterous form of entreaty con-

tinues until the adult bird opens

its beak and coughs up a serving

of the fish that have been air-borne

so many miles. In its eagerness to

feast on this imported table d'hote,

the youngster often thrusts its en-

tire head into the older bird's

mouth. Then follows an exhaust-

ing session of wresthng, straining,

whinnying, and wheezing. When
the parent bird's patience wears

thin, it will shake its head peev-

ishly from side to side and even lift

the young pelican clear off the

ground and swing it through the air

like a bell clapper!

This feeding process, said LeRoy,

goes on for weeks and months. Even
those big, half-grown lunkers in

"The Thundering Herd" were being

fed by regurgitation! "It's positively

amazing, too, how every pelican

mother knows her own child," he

added. "If a young stranger comes

rushing out of the pod to be fed,

the old pelican will beat it off with

her wings and beak. She then hunts

around through the pod until she

locates her own youngster—and he's

the one who gets the fish!"

Not until he is nearly full grown

does the young pelican take to the

water—and even then the parent

birds may have to drive him into the

lake. Flying, too, must be learned

the hard way. Every pelican avia-

tion course is accompanied by

many mishaps. If the young bird's

energy gives out while it is still in

the air, there may be a crash land-

ing—and, not infrequently, a broken

neck.

But if a young pelican is one of

the fortunate 40 per cent who
sin-vive the sundry hazards that

threaten his daily existence, the first

chill days of autumn find him a

handsome, full-fledged bird, ready

to take his place in the southward-

migrating pelican anny. A few of

these pelican migrants drop out at

the Salton Sea, in Southern Cali-

fornia, but the majority continue on
to the coastal lagoons of Mexico
and Central America.

Other Bird Citios

In addition to the pelicans, Anaho
supports smaller nesting colonies of

Double-crested Cormorants, Cali-

fornia Gulls, and Caspian Terns,

and scattered nests of the Great

Blue Heron.

The main cormorant nursery is

situated about a quarter of a mile

from the pehcan colony. Even if

building space were stringently

rationed, the cormorants could not

place their nests more closely to-

gether! We found more than 1000

nests set cheek-to-jowl on slabs of

calcareous tufa a stone's toss from

the water's edge. Each was a

ragged stick pile, about eighteen

inches high, containing a shal-

low depression lined with coarse

feathers. The whole structure was
cemented together with the birds'

own excrement.

In these rough nests, fully ex-

posed to the fierce rays of the sun,

could be seen all the stages in the

cycle of reproduction, from bluish-

green eggs through barely hatched

young resembling inanimate blobs

of soft, black rubber, to full-fledged

adults.

During the young cormorant's

first days of life, when his future

beak is still represented by a soft,

black snout and he is othenvise clad

only in a leathery black skin, his

appearance is much like that of

some prehistoric reptile. Within a

week, however, he begins sprouting

the thick, black down that he will

retain until nearly full grown.

Continuing by boat to the gull

colony on the island's south end,

where some 2000 adult birds and

their respective families reside, we
found absolute bedlam. Even those

members of the colony that were

not diving and screaming in pur-

suit of a shore-line school of min-

nows were as garrulous as a mob of

bickering fish wives.

When we started up the beach,

baby gulls began scattering before

us like youngsters at a school

picnic. Unlike the pelicans and
cormorants, the California Gull is

a well-adjusted individual almost

from the moment of hatching. No
sooner is the down on its back dry

than it is out of its nest and scam-

pering about on fleet and sturdy

legs. Its baby coat—a thick, silky,

sand-colored fleece, with dark brown
dots sprinkled over the head—is

retained for several weeks. Cud-
dling one of these down-covered

chicks proved to be somewhat like

grasping a double handful of milk-

weed floss!

All the time that we were examin-

ing their colony, the gulls subjected

us to continuous dive bombing-
screaming, shrilling, and swooping

down upon us and then zooming
up just before striking our heads.

But as soon as we headed out into

the lake again, the colony began
readjusting itself; and even before

we had passed from their sight, the

down-covered chicks were emerg-

ing from their fancied hiding be-

hind drift logs, and their elders

were resuming the eternal pursuit

of food.

Anaho's bird colonies probably

enjoy as good a life as is available

to any of their kind, and they have

returned and nested here over more
summers than any man can say. But

the future of the colonies is dubi-

ous, for Pyramid is unfortunately a

dying lake. Although fed by the

bounteous waters of the Truckee

River, arising in Lake Tahoe, high

in the Sierra Nevada, diversion of

the water upstream for irrigation

purposes is causing the lake's level

to drop at the rate of 3.5 feet each

year. In its deeper areas the water

still is some 330 feet deep; but at

its shallowest point, between .\naho

and the eastern shore, the depth

is only 33 feet. At the present rate

of falling, another ten years will see

the island connected with the main-

land. .\nd then, unless some satis-

factory barrier can be devised, .An-

aho will become accessible to wild

predators, and its bird colonies will

be doomed.
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Needle-Grass

BLIZZARD

/
y

Man and animal ran for shelter in a merciless storm of barbs

that piled up six-foot drifts in a New Mexico town

By Harvey H. Nininger

In the summer of 1944, I wit-

nessed one of the most amazing

natural spectacles of my life. Com-
ing to my office that morning in Ar-

tesia, New Mexico, I was forced to

wade through shoulder-high drifts

of restless, feather-light, needle-

sharp darts. They penetrated one's

clothing and into the skin as though

they were hungry mosquitoes.

There was a high wind, and the

streets looked as though they were

being swept by a blizzard of straw-

colored snow. When doors were

opened, the barbed and plumed
darts cascaded down the aisles,

scattering over counters and onto

shelves hke swarms of angry wasps.

Most of the stores were closed

against the attack. In others, the

people were helping each other dis-

engage the tormenting barbs. The
stairs leading to my office were
buried under the stuff. Attempts to

sweep it out were as fruitless as try-

ing to recover the contents of a bag

of goose feathers in a whirlwind.

Closing the office for the day, I

walked down the street. Almost

everyone I saw had retreated to

some semblance of a shelter and
were engaged in de-needling their

clothing and hair. A dog, whose
tail had grown gray and four times

its normal size, cowered in a door-

way and was waging a losing battle

against the tormentors lodged in
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the more vulnerable areas of his

skin. A more wily alley cat dashed

to a high perch and settled down
to a day of licking and preening.

What was this bristling horde?

In the arid Southwest, the plant is

locally known as "needle-grass" or

"burro-grass." It is a short, fine-

leaved grass, and it develops a silky

pink-tufted fruit that can give a

lovely tint to the landscape before

it ripens. Normally, it is so sparse

that it is not noticed except by

sheepmen, to whom it is a constant

threat. The barbed seeds bore

through the growing fleece of the

sheep and mercilessly puncture the

skin and flesh, often resulting in

infection and sometimes proving

fatal. Its scientific name is Sclero-

pogon brevifolius.

The barbed seed of this grass is

so light that it is wafted along like

a feather, until it sticks into the

hard soil, gradually burrowing
deeper and deeper. I counted the

seeds in small areas at the time of

the storm and found that they were
planting themselves at the rate of

hundreds of millions per square

mile.

From the accompanying draw-

ings you will see that each seed is

armed on its lower end with a hard,

sharp, spearlike point. Back of this

point is a heavily-bearded section,

and the opposite end bears tlii-ee

long, slender, twisted bristles. Sev-

eral seeds usually cling together,

with some of the bristles project-

ing backward like tail feathers,

others sprangling out Dutch-wind-

mill fashion. These clusters roll

along like tumbleweed, and if the

wind is moderately high, they go

tumbling through fields and pas-

tures, doing cartwheels and end-

over-end rolls. In town, the tufted

seeds scurry along the sidewalks

like the beginning of a snowstorm.

The seed, being heavier than the

long slender arms, tends to strike

the soil rather more than its share

of the time. And as it does so, the

slender plumes, which are micro-

scopically bearded, tend to chng

to objects they touch. During a

pause in its ffight, the spikelike

seed can be seen to jab the earth

like a woodpecker hammering a

tree.

It was positively uncanny to

watch those tumbling, spider-like

seeds pushing into the network of

tiny cracks in the very hard soil.

After a sufficient number of fruit-

less jabs, the nose of the seed would

find a crack and hang there just

as though held by a magnet. As

the wind worried them, they went

deeper and deeper. I thought the

backward-pointing barbs were sole-

ly responsible for this, but botanists

seem to think the seeds are aided
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^ A NINE-YEAR-OLD BOY in the entrance to the patio of his home standing among heaped-iip Jiiliows of the grass.

by changes in the relative humidity.

Finally, nothing was visible except

the long twisted bristles, and these

might finally be whii^ped olF by

the wind.

Black-top roadways, where traf-

fic had not eliminated the grass,

supported a veritable lawn of straw-

colored bristles. And the ranch

road I commonly took through a

pasture was hairy with them. Tel-

ephone poles and fence posts were

literally haired over on their wind-

ward sides with the protruding

bristles of seeds that had found

cracks in wliich to burrow. Jack

rabbits took on the appearance of

porcupines.

Fortunately this grass is rela-

tively rare except at infrequent

intervals. Old-timers said they had

never seen quite such an over-

whelming invasion as the one I

have described.

A A TELEGRAPH POLE liristling with the grass on its windwa
backward-pointing barbs cause them to work deeper under

rd side. The
wind action.
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< The elaborate beaj

COLLARS worn by thi

men are collector's item
and bring high prices ii

Panama. This man wa
the champion in the con
tests held in Chiriqui
where these photo
graphs were taken. J

different locality is use(

each year.

BET
Your Wife

The oonventional way of breaking ai

marital triangle among the Gnaymis of|

Panama is to hold a leg-breaking*

contest with eight-foot poles

A The wives arc iij^ually confined in special

shelters to keep them from getting intoxicated

with the men. Hut when the contests begin, they

arc naturally among the nio^t interested spectators.
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•^ The iikkkndkn't can-
not turn arounrj ah the
stick liurtlcs towaril llie

calves of his It-is. He
gets liis cues from the
soun<l of the stick and
the reactions of tlie on-
lookers, which incluile

the wife he is tryin;: to

win from iiis oj)j)oi)rnt.

While sports fans in the United

States are winding up the

World Series and kicking off the

football season, their Panamanian

counterparts are hiking two, five,

or seven miles through jungle and

over mountain to attend the bal-

seria. This favorite sport of the

isthmus Indians is a rowdy rough-

house. Its object is to break your

opponent's leg and win his wives.

These contests are said to date

from before the Spanish Conquest,

and from all information available

in the area, few non-aborigines

have witnessed them. The modern-

day natives, like their ancient an-

cestors have been chary of issuing

"tickets" to outsiders.

By a happy coincidence, the

schooner Windjammer dropped an-

chor in the East Panamanian port

of Almirante just in time for her

navigator and me to get included

in an invitation that had been ex-

tended the Episcopal rector of the

The author, a

former newspaper

correspondent,

has traveled
around tlie globe

in search of ad-

venture and tlie

unusual, once as captain of a small sailing

vessel which was wrecked off Easter

Island in the South Pacific.

archdeaconry comprising Bocas tlel

Toro Province, home of the balsa-

throwing Guaymi Indians.

The Rector, the Reverend Ed\\in

C. Webster of Ripon, Wisconsin,

shepherded our party of 7 persons

nearly 50 miles by launch, canoe,

horseback, and shank's mare to the

interior "village" of Gobrante, on

the shore of the swift running Cri-

camola River. It was an expedition

for hardy souls. In fact, the four-

teen-hour trek in itself could keep

the balsaria from becoming a tour-

ist attraction.

The "stick games," as the rare

English-speaking Indians call them,

are scheduled by the tribal chief-

tains, and they serve some of the
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A 1 ANC\ ^litAW "lioAiii;" i^ all iiii|H)rUiiit

part of the men's costume. The feathers have
come loose on this one and are heing fixed.

A A COWHOlfN ililMl'Kr aiiiioiiiKX:- the l)(j;iiiiuii^ ol a Itonl.

As many as 30 sticks will be hurled by each contestant. The
man who is dodginp the stick always keeps his hack turned.

purposes of a domestic relations

court.

The Guaymis take more than one

wife, and since the women do a

heavy share of the work, the mar-

ried Guaymi leads a life of ease and

luxury. A man's economic standing

in the community, indeed, is judged

partly by the number of wives he

has. There are many bachelors, and

they must shift for themselves. As

a result, the wise husband at no

time relaxes his vigilance over his

women. The wily bachelors, and

even other husbands poor in wives,

have home-wrecking as a primary

profession. The main season of dan-

ger comes when these games give

ambitious males a chance to judge

which women would make the best

marital investments—that is, which
ones have worked the best and

been the best providers.

Then when hubby is out hunting

or drinking with the boys, the wife-

stealer slips around to the back

door with sweet talk and slick

promises. Guaymi women are not

indifferent to blandishments, and

the affronted husband then de-

mands a balseria. His chieftain sets

the date to coincide with all of the

tribe's similar grievances for that

year. We were given to understand

that autumn was the usual season

for the contests, but it has been

stated elsewhere that they occur at

planting time. Perhaps the time

varies.
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To serve as a calendar, a cord

such as is used in making fish nets

is knotted with slip knots and strung

from tree to tree across a jungle

"crossroads." Each day one knot is

pulled, and the remaining knots

mark the number of days remain-

ing until the date of the game.

Special delegations with conch

shells and other noise-makers are

sent to announce the event among
more distant defendants or plain-

tiffs. Trails are marked with piles

of sticks arranged in traditional

patterns to point the way to the

sports arena.

The Weapons

The 'liome team" gathers and

cuts the poles of balsa wood. These

are about 8 feet in length and 3

inches in diameter. They are smooth-

ly rounded and sHghtly sharpened

at one end. Though light in weight,

they are more firm than hmnan skin

and can cause considerable dam-
age. The weapons are stacked for

drying on a tableUke stand about

breast-high that has been built in

mid-field.

The women meanwhile set to

work preparing the food and an

alcoholic drink made of sugar cane

juice mixed with various herbs and

combined with the fermentation

of piva, a nutty fruit growing like

dates on a species of palm. The
taste is indescribable and the po-

tency unpredictable.

The men exhibit much ingenuity

in producing a wide variety of

headgear. The favorite, however,

is a sort of straw boater, banded
with brilliant-colored ribbons and

streamers and crowned with a thick

shrub of dyed feathers shooting

straight uf)ward from the inner

brim. Their garments are assorted,

some of them from our world, in-

cluding dungarees and tee-shirts,

but showing a marked predilection

for gaudy hues. The homemade
trousers may be scarlet or magenta,

the blouses chrome yellow or helio-

trope. Many men wear flowered

Mother Hubbards over their outer

clothes. Others put on wide collars

of bright-colored beads strung in

geometric patterns. Most of them

paint their faces in horizontal bands

across the nose and cheeks, using

ancestral dyes and modern lipstick.

A few even sport a whole stuffed

tiger or puma on their backs.

The women also paint their faces

and wear Mother Hubbards reach-

ing to about mid-calf, and they tie

their hair with gay ribbons.

Often the jungle begins to ring

a week ahead of time. The sounds

are from conch shells, cow horns,

turtle and skin drums, bone whis-

tles, and metal police whistles im-

ported from the United States.

These latter come on small trading

steamers from the Canal Zone and

thence by canoe to the interior.

Many of the contestants live as
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much as seven days away, and it

is a rule to herald your approach

as loudly as possible.

We arrived about dusk, and the

preliminary festivities had got

under way. Most of the visiting

contestants had reached the fields

hours earlier and had set up bam-

boo corrals roofed with banana

leaves for their women. Some of

these were simple lean-tos, others

more like cribs or half-cages. Our
host, Carlos Langer, half-Indian

and half-German, explained that

those enclosures were to keep the

women from going out and getting

intoxicated with the men.

The opponents-to-be of the next

day's game were testing each other's

strength. This was done hand-to-

hand, the sticks being reserved ex-

clusively for the morrow. The con-

testants squared off at each other,

posturing like the battlers in an

old Japanese print. The fighting

was to a certain degree formalized,

but it lacked the skill and preci-

^ Some FANCY STEi'> |pi<<iil( (111- iliiow. ^ Thetrick isto jump at thrri-rht mo-
Tlie attacker tlien runs a short (li.stancc ment. Tiicre soeuicd to he no rule as to

and hurls the stick witii all his inifiht. how far apart the men slioulil stand.

^ Unless the defender i-- injin-ed hadly, he will return the attack.

tM.

sion of oiu' boxing. The striking was

not done with the knuckles but

with the heel of the clenched jDalm.

Grappling as in schoolboy wrest-

ling was allowed, and so was grasp-

ing one's opponent's hair with one

hand the better to pummel him with

the other. But there was no hitting

when a man was down. We saw no

foul play.

Oddly, considering that the stakes

were wi\'cs and wealth, all seemed

to be in good fun. The Indians

made a great show of ferocity,

grunting and growHng as the\' tus-

sled, but after being separated, they

would hug each other a£Eectionatel\'

and go off for a brotherly drink

together.

The women watched from the

sidelines in their cribs and shelters,

smoking their pipes, comparing im-

pressions, and discussing the "line-

up."

Some of the Gua\'mi women are

very prett\-, if you look no further

than their faces. Their figures, by

our standards, are appalling, shape-

less from the rear and all belly

from the front. But the women
doubtless have strength and sturdi-

ness, qualities that must be admired
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A First aid in the open air "repair shop." Wounds are cauterized witli a

red-hot nail. While the medicine man repairs this injured ankle, the
musicians pipe away in lioliday spirit.

i^-Hi

A TllosK wlio lucoiiic loo ol>>lr< |K•ro^l^ and want lo ronliniic llic fl-ilit

witli niaclicles Ix'vond tlic jjlayinii field are j>ut in tlie stocks, which replace

the jail in this part of the world. They will remain here until they are sober.
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by their squat, flat-faced husbands.

We had been told that our pres-

ence might be resented, but none

of us found evidence of this. We
wandered in and out and gossiped

much as we would at a country

fair at home. It was difficult to

communicate with most of the In-

dians, as few spoke even Spanish.

Those who did, chatted amiably

with us; the others responded to

sign language.

Scientific studies have stated that

neither romance nor lust enters into

the balseria tradition, that it is purely

a matter of economics. But we ob-

served several couples, arms about

each other, wandering off into the

surrounding darkness.

The fighting, drinking, and visit-

ing went on all evening. Then,

about midnight, some signal diffi-

cult for an outsider to distinguish

amidst the general uproar, caused

the husbands to gather in a circle,

facing inward. Each was held

about the waist by his wife or

wives, and the men prance-danced

in a somewhat stylized manner,

chanting a deep atonal gutteral so

untamed as to "curdle our blood."

The single men then used elbows

and knees to try to pry the women
loose. Here the female had some

freedom of choice. A woman who
wanted to stay with her husband

would hang on for dear life, while

others would be pried away with

suspicious ease.

At another signal, the prancing

and chanting ceased, and the line-

up was arranged. The two chief

contestants then agreed as to the

number of balsa sticks each would

lance against the other on the fol-

lowing day to settle their quarrel.

The ones we were watching agreed

upon 30 each.

The clamor resumed louder than

ever, and presumably the roistering

went on all night. We stinnbled

wearily back to tlie general store,

where we had been given a room, a

small cubicle containing only an

iron double bed. This by common
consent went to Dr. and Mrs. Lud-

wig Jaffe, who were the weariest.

Besides, Dr. Jaffe had sprained his

ankle in a mud bog. Rosalie Bayne,
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A AkiiI! tiik iKsriMi IKS, the \isilois lilc lioiiii- to llirir Nilla-ics. Some of tlie participants arc cnpiilid

or injured; some have clian^cd their niarriape partners; all have experienced a stirring social rite.

Jim Cox, and I, on the other hand,

tclt claustrophobic about the room

and rolled up in oiu" blankets on

the porch between some Indian

wives and babies. We might as

well have curled up by the Infor-

mation Booth in Grand Central Sta-

tion. The traffic was heavy all night,

and the Indians by no means light-

footed. Fortunately, none of us got

actuallx' stepped on, but it was not

a night for sleeping.

The Clubs Fly

Just at dawn, the two chieftains

squared off on the field, which was

a large flat grassy area of about

two acres. One selected a balsa log

from the center pile and cavorted

around the field, testing the weight

and balance of the stick while

growling deep in his throat. The

other assumed a stance with his

back toward his opponent, crouch-

ing slightly, with feet apart and

hands on knees. Thus he sidled

and jumped, snarling as ferociously

as the other. The attacker made

ready, resting the pointed end of

his stick against his right palm and

balancing it with the left hand

about center. He then hurled the

balsa full force against the calves

of the other man's legs. The de-

fender tried to avoid it by dancing

and hopping.

The first stick hurtled harmlessly

between the defender's outspread

legs. Now it was his turn, and the

positions were reversed. There
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seemed no rule as to the distance

from which the attacker might

throw. The next lance scored a

terrific wallop on the ankles. The

successfid player, waving his arms

above his head, ran caterwauling

his triumph among the encircling

spectators.

Having proclaimed his skill, he

returned to be attacked again. So

the play went on until each man
had launched 30 balsas against his

opponent. After that, though we
thought one of the men had won,

the two bitter rivals ambled off with

arms about each other for a friendly

drink.

Now anyone could play, and

what seemed to be a grand free-for-

all resulted. We were told, how-

ever, that the procedure was
systematic and that selected indi-

vidual contests were adhered to.

The game is brutal—"mm-dera-

cious," as Willie Waite, the part-

Indian storekeeper, declared. But

fortunately, the hilarity and dissi-

pation of the long night's vigil cut

tellingly into the skill and precision

of the balsa throwers. All were

groggy, and they began again at

dawn administering the "hair of the

dog " until soon everyone was once

again inebriated.

Serious injuries do frequently re-

sult, we were told. These are treat-

ed by the insertion of an ordinary

nail, heated red-hot in a fire of

balsa wood.

Regrettably, our part\- had to

start back about mid-morning in

order to get Father Webster home
for Sunday services. We were as-

sured that the program would con-

tinue through the daylight hours

or until the last balsa log was

broken against a contestant's calves.

It would then be the duty of the

losers to gather up all the broken

sticks and heap them in the center

of the field for a huge bonfire.

Around this, the men would assem-

ble for ritualistic dancing and mo-

notonous chanting in which the

singers would brag of their prowess

in this and former balserias and in

balserias to come. The women
would heap the banana-leaf plates

with bright orange-colored concoc-

tions of corn and coconut, rice and

squash. And the dried gourds that

serve the Guaymis as wassail bowls

would circulate until all the weary

jousters had passed out or were too

sleepy to go on.

The next morning, or when the\-

had regained sufficient strength, the

new matrimonial alignment would

be settled until the next balseria.

Visitors and home team would then

retinn to their huts and nonnal

routine.

We seven pri\ileged outsiders,

having shot the Cricamola Rapids

and scrambled over the steep, slip-

pery hills that rise from the Laguna

de Chiriqui, slumped gratefully into

the Episcopal dugout launch, Es-

piritii Santo (Holy Ghost), and

chugged wearih' home to Almirante.
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The lauiifhing of the first earth satellites and the prying open

of the Antarctic continent are only two of the daring projects

that will mark man's greatest concerted attack on the unknown

JL ^ quest

URE never refuses to .lusvver our

questions — l)ut the qu;ility of tlie

answer depends upon the quahty of the

question," says Dr. Ser^e Korff of New York

University. "To get tlioughtful answers, we
must ask thoughtful (questions."

Next year, in July, 1957, history's most in-

tensive cross-examination of nature will get

under way. This thoughtful, well-planned
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By William Barry Furlong

'grilling will last eighteen months and enlist

thousands of scientists in almost three-score

nations. The answers may well constitute

the most significant and profound dis-

coveries in the physical sciences in the next

half centmy.

The project: the International Geophysi-

cal Year, or IGY as it is called. The ex-

aminers: at least 5000 of the world's most



distinguished scientists. The field of

examination: our environment.

The international impact of the

Geophysical Year has already been

demonstrated. It was the harbinger

of the brief spring in the chill win-

ter of relations between the East

and West. Long before the Soviet

Union or China made any compar-

able diplomatic overtures, they

came forward to join the other na-

tions of the world in IGY.

ICY is the wedge that is prying

open a new continent; Antartica

will bristle with a dozen bases op-

erated by different nations during

tills super-year of science. ICY" is

also the catapult toward new front-

iers in space. The U. S. and the

Soviet Union have already an-

nounced that they plan to launch

the first earth satellites during IGY.

Yet the meaning of IGY, and

with it geophysics, has largely elud-

ed the pubUc.

Fourteen Sciences

What is geophysics? Quite liter-

ally—"earth science," the scientific

study of our planet among the stars.

Actually, geophysics embraces a

number of sciences, most of them
intimately familiar to the average

person—meteorology (the study of

the weather), oceanology (the

study of the seas ) , seismology ( the

study of earthquakes and the in-

terior of the earth), and a number
of others. During IGY, some four-

teen sciences will be used as tools

to explore our environment. They
all focus on the world about us—
on the surface of the earth, on the

atmosphere enveloping the earth,

and on the restless forces within it.

Their importance? "Our envir-

onment affects our lives in a variety

of ways," says Dr. Joseph Kaplan,

chief of the U. S. committee on

IGY, "from the clothes that we
wear to the safety of air travel."

The ainvays that carry our radio

and television signals, the weather

that guides our lives, the level of

the water in our wells or reser-

\oirs—all these are a part of the

gigantic science of geophysics.

Great industries are built on geo-

physics. The petroleum industry

uses seismology to find new oil

fields. Tile shipping industry uses

—or fights—the tides in every port.

The airline industry uses—or fights

—the weather. Construction engin-

eers in New South Wales, Australia,

are now using cosmic rays to de-

termine the density and thickness

of the ground above them as tiiey

Ijinrow through tunnels.

The military uses of geophysics

date back as far as the legend—

perhaps apocryphal—that the Greek

scientist Archimedes ( 287-212 u. c.

)

used solar radiation to burn
parts of the Roman fleet during one

of the sieges of Syracuse. Weather

iielped drive Napoleon from Mos-

cow and more than a century later

sent Hitler's armies shrinking from

the gates of the Russian capital.

Floods, a classic tool of warfare,

were used with surprising fre-

quency as late as World War II.

Through terrestrial magnetism,

American geophysicists were able

to devise a method of neutralizing

the Nazi's magnetic mines by loop-

ing "degaussing coils" — heavy con-

ductors carrying currents — around

the hulls of ships.

Y'et much of our environment is

still shrouded in mystery. Physic-

ally, man's vertical range on this

planet is only 21 miles—from the

4-mile probings of the deepest oil

well to the 17-mile flight of a

rocket-propelled aircraft. Scientific-

ally, his range extends for hundreds

of millions of miles. But man still

faces with quiet determination the

questions of eloquent simplicity:

"What's at the center of the earth?"

"What makes the earth wobble?"

"Is our climate slowly getting

warmer?"

Many puzzling geophysical ques-

tions have intimate implications:

Why do the boundaries of well-

surveyed lots seem to shift with the

passing of years?

Why do seldom-visited islands

seem to wander or appear as much
as a mile off their mapped posi-

tions?

^^'llat makes the Gulf Stream

shift?

\\'hy is the force of gra\itation

greater in some j)laces than in

otiiers? Another question arises.

What do all these mysteries

mean? If you had a lot surveyed

in eastern New York with respect

to magnetic north a century ago,

it would have rotated almost six

degrees by now. If you've wan-

dered among the Gilbert or Marsh-

all islands in the Pacific—or any

islands anywhere that you had to

reach — you may have been dis-

mayed to discover that they weren't

just where your maps said they'd

be. If you're of a betting nature,

you might grab some odds that the

1956 Olympics will see new records

—or at least better performance—

in such events as the javelin, simp-

ly because the force of gravity at

Melbourne, Australia, is less than

that at Helsinki, Finland, where

the Olympics were held in 1952.

The unexplained mysteries of our

environment are the seeds of super-

stition. To the Eskimos, the north-

ern lights are fearsome spirits

playing a game like soccer with a

wah-us skull; in Estonian folk tales,

they are weddings in the sky with

sleighs and bangles and dancing

liglits. Only 200 years ago, an earth-

quake near Cambridge, Massachu-

setts, was blamed by local pastors

on sinful parishioners. In 1811, an-

other earthquake near New Madrid,

Missouri, which was felt over two-

thirds of the United States, was

blamed on Mississippi river gam-

blers.

The Grotcing Fringe

of Knowledge

As understanding grows, super-

stition dwindles. But understand-

ing grows slowly. Benjamin
Franklin labors with a kite and a

key to discover electricity—a geo-

physical experiment. Henry Hudson

clambers ashore at Hudson Bay

and slashes a mark in a rock at

sea level; three centuries later the

mark is 60 feet above sea level—

a geophysical bench mark. A pilot

edges his plane into a hurricane

to seek the hurricane's eye—a geo-

ph\'sical investigation that recentK'

cost seven lives.

All o\'er the world, wherever

science flowers, men are tr>ing to
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A Antarctic basks lor 1G\ arc already being; set up. I'lioto shows USS Glacier and Task Force 43.

roll back the shrouds ot jnjstery

that engulf our environment. Their

investigations are as varied and

daring as the human imagination.

Some men are trying to find out

what's at the center of the earth.

Through sound waves, they hope to

determine the exact composition of

the earth beneath its 30-mile sur-

face crust—how much of the inter-

ior is molten and how much is

solid rock.

Some men are trying to find out

how much the earth is warming

up, how fast its glaciers are melt-

ing, and what will happen as a

result. Will all the icebergs and

glaciers and the sheath of ice cloak-

ing Antarctica melt? If so, how
much will the level of the oceans

rise? Will our coastal cities be

flooded? Will new ports, now ice-

bound, be opened for commerce?

Some men are trying to find out

why the earth wobbles, why it

shivers like a pup out of a pond,

why it runs fast and slow. ( It's

been running fast since 1910.)

Some of the reasons for its whim-

sies are known or suspected: it runs

slow in May, by about .06 second,

because of changes in wind current

and ocean movements. It takes two

seconds longer to make a complete

revolution than it did at the time

of Christ because of greater tidal

friction. And its north and south

magnetic poles wander about im-
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certainly, causing changes in the

boimdaries of property and errors

in navigation.

Some men are trying to find out

whether the continents move and

why. One theory: that the conti-

nents are "great rafts of plains and

mountains" set upon dense but

plastic bases that shift, almost im-

perceptibly, under their great load.

One aim of IGY: to make a de-

tailed study of latitude and longi-

tude in order to check the move-

ment of continents and to pinpoint

any spot on earth to within 90 feet.

The present margin of error: 200

to 300 feet or more.

Some men are trying to convert

the energy from the sun into laige

electric power stations or into small

units that could provide refriger-

ation in tropical countries, as well

as pumps for irrigation and other

uses. At least 25 countries are now
experimenting with this idea. In

India, a small solar cooker can be

purchased for about $16. In Algeria,

the world's largest solar oven-
one that converted the center of

a magnesium firebrick into molten

lava within seconds— is nearing

completion.

All of these investigations, all

geophysical experiments, have one

problem in common: they recog-

nize no national boundaries. The
winds blow and the oceans flow

without regard to what nations they

touch. The sun shines impartially

on all. The Yangtze River floods

China as implacably under the

Communist regime as it did under

the Nationalists and for reasons

arising beyond China's boimdaries.

Magnetic storms sweep aroimd the

earth within a minute, sending na-

vigational instruments into small

but crazy gyrations, without in-

quiring as to the beliefs of the

people below.

Siniullaneous Observatiims

It has long been a problem to

get enough data on an experiment

when some vital phase of it is tak-

ing place somewhere else. The
mail, telegraph, and radio have

helped to ease the problem—but

only slightly. What is needed is

the simultaneous observation of

geophysical phenomena all over

the world, as well as the uninliib-

ited exchange of this information.

This is the great vision behind

IGY. On a spectacular scale, ob-

servations in the fourteen different

fields of science will be coordinated i

and the information exchanged. The I

cfi^ort comes at a peculiarly advan-

tageous time: solar activity during

ICY will be reaching its eleven-

year maximum.
This is not the first attempt to

organize the world's geophysical

efforts. The first attempt was made
almost 75 years ago when the first
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Jiiteinatioiial Polar Year explored

the inHueiiee of the arctie on the

weather and investigated the au-

lora borealis and geomagnetism.

The seeond attempt was made 25

years ago, in 1932-33, with the sec-

ond International Polar Year. This

effort ineluded investigation of the

ionosphere, an electric blanket that

shrouds the globe, and its effect

on telecommunications. "Without

that knowledge, much of which we
gathered in 1932-33, our telecom-

munications would be in a hopeless

snarl," says Dr. Serge KorfF. "The

work that took place then opened

a whole new era in telecommuni-

cations, whose value has been 20

times its cost."

At first it was felt that these

well-organized grillings of nature

should take place every half cen-

tiuy. But as the twentieth century

turned into its si.xtli decade, the

world of science was wallowing in

a new and luxurious era. Money
was relatively plentiful; the depres-

sion had hampered the 1932-.33

Polar Year. Besides, the new equip-

ment now available for scientific

research opened up dazzling pos-

sibilities. The tools for analyzing

complex data, such as electronic

computers, had suddenly provided

us with amiable slaves that could

do a decade's work in a few sec-

onds. The opportunity was too glit-

tering to ignore.

One evening in the spring of

1950, Dr. Lloyd V. Berkner, then

working in the laboratories of the

Carnegie Institution of Washington,

was discussing these things with

some colleagues at the home of

Professor J. H. Van Allen of Iowa

University. Dr. Berkner suggested

that the timetable for the next co-

ordinated effort in geophysics be

moved up 25 years. This would put

the next Polar Year in 1957-58 in-

stead of 1982-83. Later that year

1ie made the same proposal inform-

ally to one of the international sci-

entific groups, while one of his

original audience—Dr. Sydney
Chapman, an Englishman who has

earned world renown in geoph\'sics

—cai-ricd the same message else-

where. The whole idea was ap-

WHAT I.G.Y. WILL DO

)3rovcd in 1951 by the International

Council of Scientific Unions. The
emphasis was extended from the

polar areas to the world at large.

Therefore, the name of the project

was changed from the Polar Year

to the International Geophysical

Year. Dr. Chapman became chair-

man of the International Committee

of IGY while Dr. Berkner, who is

now guiding the Brookhaven Na-

tional Laboratories, became vice-

chairman.

The roster of participating na-

tions burgeoned swiftly. By the end

of 1955, 46 nations had volunteered

to co-operate. Some 41 of them had

already outlined definite programs.

Each nation must pay for its own
program. The U. S. has already

appropriated $12 million for its

effort (as against only $.30 thou-

sand in 1932-33), and this doesn't

include some of the satellite re-

search or the supply program for

the antarctic expedition. In the glo-

bal total, at least $100 million-

probably two or three times that

figure—will be spent.

The scientific program blossom-

ed briskly. By the end of 1955, the

component projects were mush-

rooming larger and larger each

week. Let us look at some of the

investigations which, during IGY,

will be tied together as neatly as

a shock of wheat:

Meteorology: Weather observa-

tions will be taken at 265 special

stations from the North to the

South Pole along three different

pole-to-pole lines—80 degrees West,

10 degrees East, and 140 degrees

East. Special efforts will be made

to get more information about

weather in the large, and about the

circulation of air at high altitudes.

In addition, ten consecutive days

will be set aside each quarter dur-

ing the year and a half of IGY for

simultaneous weather observations

all over the world. The aim: to

learn more about weather patterns

in order to make forecasts more re-

liable, particularly long-range ones.

Solfir .4rlivily: The sun is our

prime source of energy and domin-

ates activity on earth in many ways,

not only through the weather but

through radio communications.

Sunspots and huge eruptions on the

suns surface, which dwarf the pow-

er of our volcanoes, will be studied.

In fact, the sun will be under ob-

servation from some place in the

world througliout every minute of

IGY; at least one station will al-

ways be ready to pick up the ob-

servations as the sun passes from

the view of other stations. Changes

in its energy output will be care-

fully charted during IGY. In addi-

tion, a series of World Alerts will

be held during IGY to speed a

world-wide warning to all stations

whenever the sun explodes into un-

usual activity.

Gravity: The strange variations

in the force of gravity will be meas-

ured, particularly in South .\merica

and near both poles where little

is now known about this phenom-

enon. The direction as well as

the pull of gravity will be deter-

mined at numerous points on the

earth's surface. One result: the

determination of the exact shape

of the earth, which is neither a

perfect globe nor perfectly HHsym-

metrical.

Latitude and Longitude Deter-

mination: At some 20 stations

throughout the world, special tests

will be made to pinpoint lines of

latitude and longitude. The objec-

tive: to locate the exact spot of

any point on the earth's surface,

as well as to try to determine the

shifting of the continents.

Glaciology: Glaciers still cover

10 per cent of the earth's land

surface and can be found on every

continent except Australia. Two
huge glaciers — one in Greenland

and the other in Antarctica—exert

a great influence on weather, an

influence not yet completeh' under-

stood. Moreover, glaciers can re-

^Tal, through the organisms in their

various layers, the condition of the

climate eons ago and provide a

greater understanding of the earth's

history. All these investigations,

continiicti on pafc 330



MAN LAUNCHES A MIDGET MOON-

How to keep it aloft

^~

This full-$lze model of a man-made satel-

lite is the first ever constructed. It was
put on public display in the American
Museum-Hoyden Planetarium lost Decem-
ber. The parts thot went into it, including

all the instruments, cost about $150. It is

estimoted that to lounch 6 to 10 of them
will cost $10 million. The model was built

by Popular Science Monthly in consulta-

tion with the U. S. National Committee of

the IGY.



A series of basic discoveries spanning almost four centuries combine

to permit the launching of an unmanned satellite

PERHAPS the most exciting event of the International

Geophysical Year in the United States will be the

launching of about a dozen man-made satellites which

unmanned, will travel around the earth at distances of

from 200 to 800 miles above the earth's surface. Not
much more than 18 inches in diameter, and weighing

aroimd 30 lbs., these midget satellites, each with a dif-

ferent "personality," will be launched between July,

1957 and December, 1958.

Instrumentation v^^ill endow these man-made moons
with a "brain" and "voice" so that they can radio back

to earth information on the unexplored realm of space.

It is also possible that we will be able to catch sight of

one of these moons with binoculars, or even with the

naked eye, in early evening, if one watches the horizon

at exactly the right moment.

Since the dawn of history, man has aspired to throw

or project objects into space, and has also desired to

learn about the realms beyond his reach. His first pro-

jectiles had a utilitarian purpose—to kill animals for food

or to wage war. The spear and the bow and arrow were

followed by the catapult and other contrivances. In more

recent times, the development of explosives, firearms,

aircraft, and rockets has been stimulated by the demand
for increasingly powerful weapons of war.

Man's curiosity about distant places has also found

expression in a desire to extend his mastery over a wider

environment. He has also sought knowledge for its own
sake, and in the hope that such knowledge could be

utilized for good.

The inventions that have led up to the man-made
satellite have combined man's most destructive machina-

tions with his loftiest dreams. In the formulation of the

satellite's trajectory we see the genius of Galileo and

Newton; in its operation, the taming of elements once

considered violently dangerous. Its telemetering equip-

ment, impressive because of its minuteness, is an awe-

inspiring manifestation of man's ingenuity.

About 1592: Galileo showed that bodies of dif-

ferent weights tall with equal velocities and with

uniform gain in speed. Except for air-friction, a

100-pound cannon boll will hit the ground at the

same instant as a one-ounce bullet — even when
shot from a gun parallel to the eorth.

1666: Basing his studies on the conclusior

Galileo, Kepler, and others. Sir Isaac Newton
proved that the moon's movement around the

earth is the result of its forward motion in o

straight line coupled with its tendency to fall.

1918: The powerful Paris Gun sent shells 76
miles from Crepy to Paris. Their peak oltitude

was 28.6 miles; their muzzle velocity, 3400 m.p.h.

This was for less than would be necessary if mon
were to launch a satellite that would circle the

earth.

1926: ert H. Goddord, founder of modern

rocketry, fired the first liquid-fuel rocket, at

Auburn, Moss. This was the first step toward the

modern high-altitude rockets, which will lounch

the man-made satellites.

Speed and altitude

launching rockets from balloons and airplanes.

But the first satellite will be lifted by double-

stage rocket; then a third rocket will give it high

horizontal speed.

d moving fost enough, the sotellite

jntinue to travel around the earth. But even

altitude of 300 miles, slight oir-friction will

t down, causing it to fall ond finally burn

meteor.

MAN LAUNCHES A MIDGET ^rOON
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A A CICADA Hearing the end of its struggle to reach maturity. Tlie old pupal shell is helow. The winged
insect has emerged through a slit.

M p^
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\.Qi it tell the time for you

By Ralph J. and Mildred L. Donahue

ACCORDING to weather lore,

tlie sound of cicadas betokens

frost only six weeks away. This, like

inan>' aiiotlier maxim, has long since

been proved a fallacy. Yet, there is

at least one tribe of these insects

whose transformation from pupa to

adult is so regular that we could

almost set our watches by it. We
refer to the black and green cicada

320

known to entomologists as Tibicen

pruinosa, a most common insect of

our summer hours.

The schedule these insects follow

is so punctual that it appears to be

regulated by some sort of sundown
signal. Yet just how such a thing

could be, in the dark underworld, is

something of a mystery, since, from

the time they hatch from eggs and

dig into the ground to feed on the

sap of plant roots, they never see

tlie light of day.

Around nine o'clock in the eve-

ning, which in midsummer is the

time of the first darkness, the quota

of cicadas for each day digs out of

the ground and proceeds to trans-

form almost as one individual. The
pupae climb up tree trunks, weed
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A AftKR several years iintlcif;ioilllfl,

this pupa has cliiiihctl up on a sicni and
is hefiiiinin-; to split its shell. All in a

^iven locality start to emerge at almost
exactly the same lime.

A Attached only liy the lip of its abdo-
men, it now swings outward. Its feet

make tiieir first uncased movements: its

stubby wings wave, as if to say, '"Hurry

up! Time is wasting!"

strms, even up the legs of lawn fin-

nitiirt'—anything that will give their

clawed feet good purchase. They

also seek a height that puts them out

of reach of earth-bound predators.

(Cicada steaks seem dearly loved by

many creatures, including cats and

bo.\ turtles.)

The pupae are most careful in

anchoring themselves where they

will have a good hold for emerging

from their "shell," because the newly

eiTierged are quite helpless and must

cling to the shell while their wings

harden for flight. Should this sup-

port, for one reason or another, be-

come detached before the insect can

be off and away, there will be one

less singer in the cicadas' summer
chorus.

It normally takes pniinosa some-

thing over an hour to transform

completely into the adult form. And
since all those emerging each eve-

ning progress more or less in unison,

we can tell from a single specimen

not only the hour but the approxi-

mate minute! (Of coiu-se, we must

know the cicada timetable to be

able to tell the time.)

.After the pupae have left their

burrows in the ground and have

selected a place to "park," it is a

short five minutes before emergence

begins. By 9:05 the shoulder areas

of the pupal shell are seen to ex-

pand. Presently, if we are close, we
may hear a light crackling sound,

and the shell can be seen to split

from the base of the head down to

A L'mii RKIEO. hut wa-ling tio tiiiie. the

cicaila is well out of it- "olil house"
williin a quaitcr of an hour. In a few
weeks of winged life in the air and
-iuilii;lit. it will mate anil clie.

-^ Arching its body forward, the new'
cicada clutclies the roof of the old house I

with its feet. The wings expand, just
j

about fast enough for you to see the
j

movement if you watch closely. :

^ Ten o'clock and
on schedule. The tip

of the abdomen is

shrinking. The wings
arc fully expanded,

nieniliraues clearer. To
\ inaturi'. turn the page.

THE CICAD.\ CLOCK



^ Here i« tlie adult cicada, a respectable iiieinbcr of the world
oi winjied tliiiij;!;. It passed its previous years in darkness yet
followed this schedule of emerfjence almost to the minute.

the lower edge of the thoracic re-

gions—an unzipping process, as it

were.

The transforming insect now
pushes slowly upward and forward,

and the color of its new garment

begins to show through the break.

Next, the face is freed of its under-

ground mask, and by 9: 1.5 the image

of the partially vacated shell and

partly emerged cicada looks like an

example of photographic double

exposure.

By the end of the next fifteen min-

utes, the cicada is free except for

the tip of the abdomen. At this

point, the limp form swings down-
ward and backward. The rudimen-

tary wings wave feebly, and the

legs, freed of their encasement,

move for the first time. After a few

minutes of resting in this position,
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the soft body arches forward until

the feet clutch the upper edge of

the old home. Meanwhile, the abdo-

men has released its hold, and, with

wings widely expanding, the cicada

awaits the final development.

By ten o'clock, all the cicadas

have finished their magic. The wing-
less dwellers of the dark earth have
become iridescent fliers of the tree-

tops. By sunup the next morning,

the new creatures are ready to join

in the activities of those that have
emerged before them. The males

will add their songs to the sum-
mer chorus; the females will lay

their eggs under the bark of tree

branches. And the long years in

subterranean tunnels will be unre-

membered in the comparatively
short span of winged existence that

Nature awards them.

»*)r»>»;#;»^*»*b»*»****!»^>^»*****»

The Tre

THOSE of us who live in th.

American Southwest may thin)

we know something about thi

strange plants that deserts can pro

duce, but a glance at this weirc

specimen will surely put us in ou

place. It is from Angola in South

West Africa, and it can be seen ii

the Chicago Natural History Mu
seiim.

Its awesome scientific name i:

Welwitsclua Bainesii (Hook f.^

Carr, and it has no immediate rela

tives, living or fossil, so far as any

one knows. It is "a highly special

ized survival of an ancient stoci

and as such may well be called i

relict," to quote B. E. Dahlgren

Chief Curator of the Department

of Botany at Chicago's Museum.
That such a flat plant could bf

a tree is hard to believe, but tlu

central portion is the woody trunk

It stops growing upward as soon at

it produces its first pair of leaves

Then it starts to grow sideways

increasing its diameter until the

circumference may measure a;

much as fourteen feet. The leave;

continue to grow nonetheless and

are able to keep pace with this ex-

pansion because they are sheathed

at their bases. Dr. Friedrich Wel-

witsch, who discovered the tree,

described it as lopking "like a

round table a foot high projecting

over the sandy soil." The leaves,

which are often six feet long and

almost half as broad, split up into

numerous ribbons at the ends.

As the tree matures, it produces

each year a number of small forked

branches at the base of the leaves.

Those on the male plants bear

staminate catkins, while those on

the female plants bear the larger

greenish- crimson, conelike, seed-

bearing structures. These have en-F

l^^^'***^-*-4^
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tat isn Y a Tree By Elizabeth Kk.uy

It grows sideways instead of up and can apparently go ten years M'ithont a drink

)led botanists to classify this con-

adictoiy dwarf as belonging with

le Gymnosperms or naked seed

ants, of which conifers and that

iving fossil," the gingko tree, are

ore familiar examples.

The seed of one of these Wel-

itschia trees was planted at the

oyal Botanic Garden at Kcw,

England, in 1S80. Thirty-six years

later, it was still living, though the

Garden's curator commented that

growth was so slow that a full-

sized plant might, at the rate that

one was going, be reckoned a

thousand years old.

In its native haunts, the tree

sur\i\'os the dry years as many

other desert plants do, by storing

water in its own tissues. This tough

old survivor from an earlier era

has been doing pretty well, con-

sidering what it has had to put up
with. Conditions in its Mossamedes
Desert homeland are really tough.

Ten years may pass there without

a single drop of rain.

Professor H. Humbert of the Jardin des

[antes in Paris, standing beside a Wehvitschia
ee. The specimens he collected for the Chicago
atural History jMuseum in 1946 are believed to

the only ones to he seen in this country.

Surviving in only two isolated desert regions in

ortuguese South ^ est Africa, the Wehvitschia

•ee is one of the oddest on earth. The protnher-

nces seen near the base of the leaves in this photo-

rapli are the seed-bearing conelike "branches"
nnually put forth by the female plant.

r



Circle Cliffs
spectacular desert scenery rewards the traveler who
ventures into this little-known area in south-central IJlali

MOTORISTS traveling west-

ward toward Bryce Canyon
on a dirt road euphemistically called

Utah State highway 24 are advised

by their road map to carry their

threat of a breakdown on this

thirsty route offers thrills enough.

Others, who are tempted by un-

charted territory, will look south-

ward toward the wilderness of Cir-

own water. Some will feel that the cle Cliffs and perhaps have a try

By Joyce Rockwood Muench
I'holoiirniihs by .Josef Mi'em:h

at it. But they will probably soon

agree with the leader of a nine-

teenth century expedition that it

is a land "no animal without wings

could traverse."

Josef and I had seen this region

'^ A VIEW EIMBRACING the two most distinctive attractions of Circle Cliffs. Right foreground: a large pet-

rified log. In the background: part of the encircling cliffs, with Boulder Mountain in the dim distance.

'

. ./ ''
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IVoin the west. Viewed IVoiu llie

slopes of Aquarius Plateau, it

looked like a particularly rough re-

lief map, in full scale, hut its ver\'

ruifgcdness lured us. We hoped that

sooner or later the uranium pios-

])eetors who were scouring the

whole area would find or make a

way to get in.

On the east, the stronghold ol

Circle Cliffs is guarded by the ir-

regular upthrust of Waterpocket

Fold, which extends for more than

25 miles. From the south, the Can-

yon of the Colorado bars access.

From the west, approach is made

difficult by the winding channel of

the Escalante River and the can-

)on-broken terrain of its eastern

tributaries.

We rejoiced when one day our

friend Lurt Knee wired us that he

^^^mm:iiu..^.

iv^jdSnlCM

^ The map below will aid the

adventurous to find their way to

Circle Cliffs.

^ OiNE of the so-called demoiselles that are aiiundanl in the rc{;ion. Tlie

harder cap rock has protected the softer material hencalli. In the back-

ground we see again the encircling cliffs.

UTAH
A Li RT Knee, experienced desert guide, wlio

says his cliest-Iype Gciger counter leads him
lo fine scenery as well as to uranium.
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^ Becalsl, ul iu icscuiMance to a nioiiarcirs crown, this

finely sculptured battlement lias been calltMl Tlie DiaibMn.
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believed it possible to make a trip

into Circle Cliffs. Liirt Knee's luial-

quarters are at his Pleasant Creek

Ranch, at the edge of Capitol Reef

National Monument, from wiiich,

as an experienced desert guide, he

takes parties into the surrounding

country.

We hurried to meet him and set

out from Torrey in two jeep station

wagons. We went over the shoul-

der of the mountain on State Route

117 to the town of Boulder and

then tackled the primitive trail that

led toward our goal.

The cars battled through sand,

over slick rock, and climbed
through Long Canyon to the north-

west rim of the clifFs. Our reward,

at sundown, was a panorama of the

vast wilderness to the east. And we
were delighted to see also a clay

slope down which we could switch-

back right into the magic circle.

I don't recommend the route.

More feasible for the average car

is to leave Route 24 at Notom and

travel 29 miles southward on good

desert road to meet the already im-

proved Burr Trail. This is main-

tained for mining operations in the

vicinity, and it winds up a 900-foot

rise to breach Waterpocket Fold at

^ The LAMPSTAIND, a residual mars isolated Ijy crojion in tli<- wumli
of Circle ClifFs.

Muley Twist Canyon. Barring

heavy summer rains, there is a good

chance to get into Circle Cliffs by

this route from late spring till fall.

Once in, it is no easy matter to

move about, for the 10- by 30-mile

oval area is by no means as flat as

it looks from above. Buttes, mesas,

and peaks rise from a labyrinthian

system of minor canyons that give

it the look of a miniature replica

of the entire Colorado Plateau.

^ This petrified stump appears to have grown on this spot,

whereas most petrified trees have been uprooted, and many
have been floated away from the place where they stood.

^ This forest giant grew in southern
Utah when the climate wa? moist, liut

now it is turned to stone.

CIRCLE CLIFFS 3^7
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^ The explorers drove tlie two jeep station wajions out via Silver
Falls Canyon, shown here. The gorge had its beginning in this dry,
alkali-whitened stream jjed, but it grew narrow and windinji.

'^ Only vehicles witii four-wheel drive can negotiate Silver Falls
Canyon, and then only when the weather is dry. The canyon gets its

name from the countless ribbons of silvery water that poiir over the
red cliffs in times of rain.

Rocks of the so-called Moenkopi
beds have been exposed through-

out most of the bottom of this vast

oval. Geologists have concluded
tliat these rocks were laid down
under a large body of water at

about the beginning of Triassic

period, perhaps 200 million years

ago.' Where the Moenkopi rocks

are exposed in the Circle Cliffs,

tlieir dominant tone is reddish-

brown.

Petrified Forests

Remnants of ancient forests

turned to stone have been uncov-

ered by erosion here and there. We
located three separate areas of

prostrate forests, and our pictures

of them may be the first ever taken.

In extent, they possibly rival even

the well-known Petrified Forest of

Arizona. We measured logs up to

10 feet in diameter, and some of

the exposed lengths were about

150 feet. The tree trunks criss-

crossed one another as thougli in

vast log jams.

One "forest" we called Fallen

Ciant Forest, was partially hidden

beneath the overburden of rock,

\('t a great many petrified trees

were in evidence. Some of them
bridged small canyons, others pro-

truded from caves, and tiny frag-

ments of many-colored stones pro-

vided a sparkling pavement for the

ground between.

On another day, after walking

w'^iry miles, we examined Picture

Wood Forest. Here we saw some
of the most' beautiful petrified

wood. It showed designs in vivid

tints which the imagination could

easily transform into sunsets and

sylvan scenes.

But our most e.xciting find was
Toadstool Forest, where a giant

liojlow stump some 8ii feet tall and

10 feet wide appeared to be stand-

ing just where it had grown. All

around it were mushroom-shaped

rock formations, some examples of

which are shown in the accom-
panying photographs. While the pet-

rified wood displayed some of the

"The Kaiparowitt Refiion, by Herbert E. Greg-
(ir% and Raymond C. Moore. U. S. Geological
Snr\ey Professional Paper 164 (1931).
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A Out of Circle Cliffs, the expedition found a

spectacular route tlirougli Harris Yk'ash to Escalante.
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characteristic reds, blues, greens, or-

anges, and contrasting white tones,

the color of the trunks here was
predominantly so dark as to justify

our calling them The Black Forests

of the Circle Cliffs. Other forests

of petrified trees probably lie

around the base of the great circle,

and no one can guess what other

sights may await the adventurous

traveler.

We departed by way of an exit

through Silver Falls Canyon, and

it was no anticlimax. Scarcely any-

where has the spacious architecture

of the Southwest been more mar-

velously developed than here. And
we had ample opportunity to study

the landscape from various angles

as we searched for the way out.

We finally found the trail to the

South Fork of Silver Falls Canyon.

It began mildly as a shallow dry

stream bed, whitened by alkali.

But within a mile, the descent

steepened. The walls reared above

us on either side, and big boulders

filled the narrow cut. Only because

a caterpillar tractor had been

through since the last storm were

we able to maneuver the jeep sta-

tion wagons through. We continued

down the gorge at water-level

grade, twisting and turning into

successively larger and deeper am-

phitheaters of rock.

It was easy to imagine how, after

every rain, curtains of water would

flow down the unscalable clifl^s on

either side to render the route im-

passable. Sometimes the sandstone

walls almost arched together over-

head, and we hurried past the over-

hanging rocks. There were shadowy

chambers where the sun never

touched the ferns and pale monkey

flowers. But as we approached the

Escalante River, the canyon floor

widened, making a level roadbed

of sand, some of which was treach-

erously "quick." The river was shal-

low enough to offer no trouble in

crossing. Just beyond the mouth of

Silver Falls Canyon, Harris Wash
continues on with the same expan-

sive scenery. It was, if anything,

even more grand as it lifted gradu-

ally toward Potato Valley and Utah

State Route 23 near the town of

Escalante.

Driving back with our guide

across the shoulder of Boulder

Mountain and looking down into

the great basin, it was hard to

believe we had been able to pene-

trate that vast confusion of cliffs

and canyons. But we advise you

not to try it without a four-wheel

drive!

WHAT I.G.Y. WILL DO ,o»™,,/;

plus an assessment of the glaciers

today, will be pushed in ICY.

Airyilow anil Aurora: The
garish curtains and streamers of

light we call the aurora borealis

and aurora australia, play a sig-

nificant role in jamming radio com-

mimications. They are produced by

the excitation of gases high in the

atmosphere, a process similar to

that which takes place in a neon

sign. During ICY, the timing and

location of these phenomena will

be studied, as well as the ioniza-

tion process that gives birth to

them. One aim: to help find ways

of forecasting aurora displays, thus

permitting the rerouting of radio

communication that otherwise

would be jammed.

Oceitnofirnphy: Three-fourths of

the earth's smface is water—the

refuge of many mysteries of nature.

Why are trillions of tons of arctic

water suddenly diunped into trop-

ical seas, causing great upheavals

in the sea and in the atmosphere

overhead? During ICY, scientists

will try to find the answer to this

question through a study of the

motion of the sea at very deep

levels. They'll also explore changes

in the level of the sea and shifts

in the tide. Some 30 stations, sev-

eral at sea but most of them on

islands, will be set up to unlock

the secrets of the sea.

Seisrno/o^Vi Though man is help-

less in the vise of earthquakes

(some 3000 tremble through Chile

in an average year), he can take

steps to predict their course and

severity. Furthermore, earthquake

waves give clues to the struc-

ture of our planet. ICY scien-

tists will study the cracks in the

earth's surface and the places

where great strains slowly gather

force. Also under scrutiny will be

the antarctic and certain Pacific

isles never before studied by seis-

mologists. The point: to remove

man from the grip of the earth's

caprices and to tell him of its in-

ternal composition.

Geomtitinplisin : The atmospher-

ic blanket surrounding the earth

contains a magnetic field that erupts

in massive storms affecting most

navigational instruments — or at

least their use — as well as many
communication devices. Especially

susceptible are short-wave, long-

distance radio circuits. During IGY,

fluctuations in the magnetic field,

as well as the extent of the field,

will be more fully explored. The
purpose: to find out more about the

relations of the magnetic field with

such other phenomena as cosmic

rays, the ionosphere, and the aurora.

lonositheric Physics: Fifty to'25Q

miles above the earth stretch la\ ers

of ionized gas. Because they reflect

radio waves, they make radio com-

munication possible. Though we
use the ionosphere with consider-

able effect, there is much we must

learn about it, particularly above

remote areas of the earth. The aim:

to remove some of the uncertainty

of radio communication and find

new uses for the ionosphere.

Cosmic Rays: Surprisingly little

is known about cosmic rays — but

we do know that they are valuable

sources of research into the atom.

They are simply fragments of

atoms, traveling at incredible

speeds, which bombard the earth

from all directions. Frequently,

the)' reach an energy level that

overshadows what our man-made
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MONSANTO

CHEMISTRY

IN ACTION

Helping nature to

serve you better
A TYPICAL EXAMPLE...

NEW WEED KILLERS . . .

WEEDS STEAL FOOD AND WATER, hide in-

sects, clog ditches, overrun pastures, crowd

our crops and cost the U. S. five bilHon dollars

a year! But Monsanto weed killers increase

crop and grass yields, can actually coax §8-9

more profit from an acre of wheat or in one

season add 31 lbs. of extra beef to a steer!

GREATER FARM PROFITS
Monsanto also produces dozens of powerful

herbicides and farm chemicals for many spe-

cific jobs. Safe, inexpensive and easy-to-apply,

these chemicals are another example of how
Monsanto chemistry makes our natural re-

sources more productive. Monsanto Chemical

Company, St. Louis 1, Missouri.

Where Creative Chemistry Works Wonders For You



atom smashers generate. Their di-

rection of approach and their in-

tensities at various places can tell

us much about the outer space

they have traversed. During IGY,

a general, sustained attack on the

mystery of the cosmic rays will be

made, to leam more about the rays

themselves and about the character

of the space of our galaxy.

Exploration of the Upper At-

mosphere; During IGY, at least

600 rockets of different types will be

fired into the upper atmosphere for

a great variety of reasons—for stud-

ies of meteorology, cosmic rays,

geomagnetism, the ionosphere, so-

lar rays, and X-ray absorption in

the high atmosphere. Instrument-

carrying rockets will be fired from

ground and ship stations as well as

from high-flying balloons. They will

reach, at their peak, a point about

200 miles above the earth's surface.

One part of the last project has

implications greater than IGY it-

self—the satellite program. The po-

litical overtones were illustrated

when the U. S. satellite program

was announced last July 29. Within

a few days, the Soviet Union an-

nounced that it too would launch

a satellite, without proposing, how-

ever, that it be included among
the scientific studies of IGY. The
scientific overtones are enonnous:

the use of earth satellites offers a

whole new avenue for the explora-

tion of our geophysical environ-

ment. When the satellite plan was

announced. Dr. Berkner compared

it with the first flight of the Wright

brothers.

"They took the first step by get-

ting us into the air," said Dr. Berk-

ner. "The satellite will provide the

second step by going beyond the

atmosphere into space."

When the program was first an-

nounced, it was thought that a sin-

gle satellite would circle the earth

at a height of 200 miles and a speed

of 18,000 miles per hour. Now
twelve satellites may be laimched

during IGY. Two or more may be

launched simultaneously to circle

the earth at a height of 200 to 800

miles. Some may girdle the equa-

tor, others the poles, and still others

will slant across the equator at

various angles.

The satellites will be self-destruc-

tive. As they slow down because

of friction in the tenuous outer at-

mosphere, they will gradually fall

back toward the earth. Eventually,

they'll hit the thick blanket of at-

mosphere and burn into dust. But

before they do, they will provide

valuable information of an unprece-

dented sort—information that the

U. S. will give to all the nations of

the world. This gesture is in the

spirit of IGY — but it is also emi-

nently practical. "Once you get a

satelfite up there," says one geo-

physicist, "you can't hide it. Any-

body who can see it can get a cer-

tain amount of information from

it."

IGY is also providing the stimu-

lus for crashing through the world's

last earth-bound frontier — the ant-

arctic. Scientists know less about

this huge continent, larger than the

the U. S. and Europe combined,

than they know about the face of

the moon. Some think they've spot-

ted mountain peaks higher than Mt.

Everest. Some feel that, because

coal lies beneath the sheath of ice,

vegetation once thrived there. It is

certain that useful minerals will be

found in usable quantities in the

exposed mountain areas and per-

haps beneath the ice.

Many meteorologists suspect that

the antarctic is the reservoir of

some of the world's freak weather.

The antarctic is the coldest area on

earth, and above its high plateau

hovers an accumulation of cold air

that is "like a mass of shivering

jelly." When a portion of this ex-

tremely cold air mass breaks off, it

goes careening down the mountain

slopes and on to the equator, scat-

tering frigid weather in its path.

Finally, if it locks in a gigantic

clash with warmer air masses, its

effect can spread up over South

America as far as Buenos Aires or

even Rio.

For more than a century after its

discovery, Antarctica lay in dor-

mant isolation. Only ten men ever

stood at the South Pole. During

IGY, fifteen men are expected to

be in residence at the South Pole.

The nations that so long ignored

the antarctic are now tripping

daintily over themselves to get a

foothold on the continent. At least

a dozen nations are planning bases

and expeditions. The U. S., with

six bases, plans the largest effort.

Already the U. S. Navy has moved
equipment and suppfies to the cold

continent.

Some persons fear that the ant-

arctic expeditions will degenerate

into a political exercise. Only hours

after the Soviet Union belatedly

announced that it was planning a

base at a particularly strategic spot

on the coast of Antarctica, four

other nations made similar claims

on the same area. "But thus far,"

says one of IGY's planners, "the

antarctic expeditions have been de-

signed for the demands of science

rather than the demands of poli-

tics." And the expeditions of twelve

nations have planned intimate joint

scientific activities to maximize our

comprehension of the area and its

effects on the world.

A series of antarctic conferences

have laid down plans for the set-

ting up of a "Joint Weather Central

"

at Little America to assemble data

from all of the bases and field par-

ties. Daily weather maps will be

drawn and the infoniiation trans-

mitted to all stations. Likewise, a

common communications system

for the entire antarctic area is

planned and is already partially in

operation. The nations have also

agreed on mutually supporting

efforts in case rescue work is neces-

sary, and they will join in assem-

bling the transits over the continent

that will enable the thickness of the

icecap to be measured.

In Antarctica, as in space, there

is a tingling expectation of new
things to be found, new discoveries

to be implemented. That is the

spirit of IGY — the anticipation of

great mysteries that can be solved

for the benefit of mankind. Mean-
while nature is waiting, enigmati-

cally if not demurely — waiting to

be a.sked the prime questions in or-

der to provide the vital answers.
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The
Screen

Authoritalive coinnienls on films in

the field of natnre,

geography, and exploration

-..t '

The Animnl World
Reviewed bv Bob Schaeffer

Associnle Curator o) Fossil Fishes

The American Museum oj Natural History

and
Dorothy Goodwin

Film Ettitor

nrilE ANIMAL WORLD is Warner
Brothers' technicolor effort to depict

the history of animal life from its begin-

ning more than a billion years ago to the

acK'ent of man. The film opens with a few

scenes of prehistoric life made possible by

the use of animated models, but the major

part of the film consists of excellent shots

of lixing animals in their natural habitats.

Some effort has been made to show the

development of animal life through time,

but protozoa, starfish, e.xtinct sea scor-

pions, modern fish, ancient amphibians,

dinosaurs, and modern mammals, includ-

ing man, follow one another on die screen

without any clear explanation of how each

fits into the parade of life. As might be

expected, 82 minutes of unrelated scenes

of animal life result in a film that tends to

produce a restless, satiated audience half-

wa>' through the picture.

There are a number of scenes that will

perturb the informed and confuse the un-

infonned. Although the commentator ex-

plains that man did not exist at die time,

a dinosaur is shown attacking a man. Such

a scene has no place in a film that is pre-

sumably based on fact. The part on mam-

mals, which includes nothing about tlieir

history, is a grand pot pourri with no

attempt to segregate these animals ac-

cording to kind, or place of habitation.

On the credit side must be mentioned

the beautiful underwater shots in color of

the many denizens of the sea.

The American Museum of Natural His-

tory is thanked in the credits for permit-

ting a few of the scenes to be taken in its

halls. It must be made clear, however,

that the Museum did not gi\e any tech-

nical advice during the production of this

film. The Animal World cannot be recom-

mended to anyone who desires a mean-

ingful portra>'al of animal life and its

history.

YOUR NEW BOOKS .o„,.„„crf/ro„.p„f

bear. In the siunmer narwhals (small 10-

to 1.5-ft. whales), were harpooned.

November to March is the cash crop

season for the Baffin Land Eskimo. Most
of their time is then spent tending the long

trap lines. In the dark, winter months
stars, occasionally the moon, and the

aurora pro\ide the light by which the men
tra\el and wortc. Then seals are taken by
hanging nets beneath the thin ice that

forms o\er leads. This is cold, wet work
that nuist be done with the bare hands.

Obviously Doug Wilkinson enjoyed be-

ing schooled in the technique of li\ing

like an Eskimo. In the process he gained

considerable insight into the problems

that face these people as they modify their

old way of li\'ing imder the pressures of

Western civilization. Ltmcl of the Long
Dtnj is not only an entertaining story of

ad\enture told withcnit false elaboration

but a sound ethnological stud\-.

James A. Foud

LlOXS, TIGERS, AND ME

by Roman Proske

Henrj' Holt, S3.95

317 pp.. iUus.

ANYONE who likes the circus will

enjo\' reading this stor\' of an animal

trainer who has been a lieadliner in his

field and has had an exceedingK' ad\cn-
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turous, successful career training lions

and tigers. The honesty displayed by the

author in revealing his shortcomings re-

moves any element of boasting from his

story.

It is of interest to note that there is a

marked individuality amongst wild ani-

mals and that sometimes the friendship

between a trainer and liis pupil becomes
strong enough to overpower inlierited

instincts; obedience and even affection

can come from this friendship.

There are many incidents of savage

attack, bloody incidents, and violent

death in this book. For some readers

these passages may i^rove shocking, but
since wild animal acts appeal to the

public in direct proportion to the element
of hazard to the trainer, the story could

not present a clear picture without giving

details of this sort. The reader will marvel
at the daring of a man who exposes him-
self to the very real dangers described,

and he will wonder even more at the

powers of survival that pulled Proske
through so many savage attacks. One may
be pardoned for suspecting that circus

stories lose nothing in the telling, but
after making due allowance for this, the

straightforward style of the author leaves

the impression that there is little exaggera-
tion in this book
The good halftone illustrations capture

the spirit of the circus.

Harold E. Anthony

MAN UNDER THE SEA
---by James Diigan

Harper, $.5.00

332 pp., 32 plates, 23 drawings

Man and the
underwater world
by Pierre de Latil and Jean Rivoire
(Translated from the French by
Edward Fitzgerald)

G. P. Putnam, $5.00

392 pp., IS illus., 55 figs.

A LL those who have cast a fishing line

seaward, donned a mask and peered
into the sea, or sat at its edge and mar-
velled at its magnificence, will be fasci-

nated with these accounts of imderwater
exploration. In these two books are found
the history of man's success and failure to

probe the inner secrets of the deep.
In Mr. Dugan's book, perhaps the more

interesting of the two, personal interviews

with those concerned have helped the
author to trace, in very readable style, the

wondrous story of man's attempts to pen-
etrate the waters of the world. Among
the niniierous topics covered are ancient
free-diving practiced by the sponge divers,

and the physiology of diving, which cul-

minated in the discovery of the cause of

the "bends." The development of sub-
marine warfare was fascinating reading,

particularly the accounts of naval engage-
ments and heroism in the Pacific. The evo-
lution of underwater photography is re-

corded from its inconspicuous beginnings
to the enormous popularity it enjoys today.
(Few people realize that Twenty Thou-
sand Leagues under the Sea was filmed
underwater as early as 1915.)
A separate chapter is devoted to each

topic covered in the book, making it con-
\enient for use as a reference work. The
illustrations are excellent and the book is

well indexed; a chronology of major events
in undersea exploration and a bibliog-

raphy adds to its value. Thus this is an
interesting and informative study of the
subject.

In contrast to Mr. Dugan's book, which
is world-wide in scope, Messrs. de Latil

and Rivoire have limited diemselves
mainly to historical undersea exploits

which took place in Europe. Mythology
and ancient folklore on the subject are
broadly treated; many discrepancies be-
tween the reports of ancient writers dem-
onstrate how questionable such accounts
are as a source of information.

Other subjects covered include the evo-
lution of the diving suit, the development
of modern free-diving, pearls and pearl

diving, plumbing the oceanic depths, and
the archeological discoveries made by the
Cousteau team on the Cahjpso. Tlie au-
thors' own underwater experiences make
for spell-binding, stimulating reading.
Unique engravings and drawings—many
humorous — are skillfully sprinkled
throughout the book.

Evelyn Shaw

Letters .„„„„,„rf/.„„,

yji^jlPiffrSo*/

'He's the type who never has murh to say.

This is not strictly accurate, for my rec-

ords show that the fish was collected
once in 1949, twice in 19.50 and 1953,
and once in 1955.

L. Glaubert
T>iTector

West Australian Museum
Perth, Australia

Arnhem Land Art
Sins:

May I state that your article on the
aboriginal art of Arnhem Land (March,
1956) is one of the most concise and
enlightening on the subject it has been
my pleasure to find in many long years
of interest in Australian native life.

Frank Baker
Hollywood, Calif.

Eastern Nomads
Snts:

I have read Natural History for many
years with great pleasure, and through
its pages, have learned many things that
have increased my enjoyment and ap-
preciation of the outdoors.

As I have long been interested in

nomadism, I read the story, "The Big
Trek" in the May issue with especial
interest. In this connection it is interest-

ing to note the existence of two "Neutral"
zones, so marked on maps, between Iraq
and Saudi Arabia, and Kuwait and Saudi
Arabia. These zones make it possible for
nomads of all three countries to graze
tlieir flocks in these diamond-shaped,
50-mile tracts in the spring, without
crossing national boundaries!

Dorothy \Vynne
New York, N. Y.

With the Explorers

334

The Fifth Archbuld Expedition has
begim the task of collecting specimens
of plants and mammals on Nomianby
Island in New Guinea — an inhabited

island where not a single mammal has
ever been collected for scientific pur-
poses.

The overall aim of the Archbold E.xpe-

ditions is the study of the geographical
and ecological relationships of the ani-

mal and plant life of New Guinea,
Malaysia as a whole, and Australia, and
to shed further light on the (juestion

of previous land connections between
these areas. The expeditions are headed
by Leonard J. Brass, Associate Curator,
Department of Mammals, the American
Museum, and sponsored by Richard Arch-
bold, Research Associate of the American
Museum.

Previous expeditions were noteworthy.
The 1953 one to eastern Papua returned
with 85,000 zoological specimens. The
1938-39 expedition to the Snow Moun-
tains area of Dutch New Guinea dis-

covered and explored the "Shangri-la"
valley of the Balim River.
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Notes

Elli Riutyc lAmited
It is of interest to learn that the elk

herd of Yellowstone National Park has

been growing so fast that it was recently

found necessary to reduce the herd to

a number that could be supported by

the Park's ranges. Some 650 elk were

trapped in pens inside the park and

shipped alive to restock ranges in Mon-
tana and New Mexico. The long-range

goal of the program is aimed at main-

taining a herd of about 5,000 elk on the

northern Yellowstone range. This is the

approximate number the winter range

can properly support.

U'ildlife Stttmp
Our readers will be interested to learn

that for the first time an American game

animal is to be pictured on a U. S. post-

age stamp. It is the wild turkey, de-

picted in flight. The artist, Robert W.
Hines, chief artist for die U. S. Fish and
Wildlife Service, is one whose work is

familiar to readers of Natubal History.

SUititt Tottr of
mexico and Central America
Fifteen students and teachers can make

a five-week field trip to study the culture

and history of Mexico and Central Amer-
ica this summer. The trip, organized and
sponsored by the American Museum, is

under tlie supervision of a trained ex-

pert. As the tour has the endorsement

of tlie New Y'ork City Board of Educa-
tion, teachers making the trip will be
entitled to receive six points of in-service

credit.

ISational Park Visitors

Over fifty million people visited the

national parks in 1955! This represents

an increase of two million over the total

for 1954, and was due, in part, to a num-
ber of improvement projects initiated in

1955.

Speaking of improvements — National

Park Service Director, Conrad L. Wirtli

has announced that fewer forest fires oc-

curred in 1955 in areas administered by
the National Park Service than in any of

the previous twenty years!

Anterican Mountain
Climbing School

A proposal has been sent to Congress

by the Department of the Interior that

would authorize the establishment of a

mountain climbing school in Grand Teton
National Park, Wyoming. The school

would be run by two of America's fore-

most mountain climbers — Paul Petzoldt

and Glenn Exum.

Insect Reconlings
Althovigh, strictly speaking, the insect

has no \oice, the music (?) of crickets,

grasshoppers, and cicadas — buzzes, trills,

chirps, and lisps — is now available on a

new record produced by Cornell Uni\er-

sity Records, a division of Cornell Uni-

\ ersitv Press.

From Don Knight

A Fishing in California's Merced River: a photograph by Ralph Anderson
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THROUGH UNKNOWN THAILAND

stance, may be allayed by beating

out the campfire with a stick of

bamboo.

After we had been with the Phi

Thong Luang several days, we pre-

vailed upon them to perform their

sacrificial ceremon)', using a pig

which the expedition provided. Af-

ter the pig had been killed, a bit

of its blood was caught in a large

leaf and given to an elderly man.

He remained seated upon the

ground and repeatedly wiped the

blood across the point of a spear.

In a low voice, he directed length)

incantations to the spear spirit. As

soon as this phase of the ceremon)-

was completed, the pig was dis-

membered; and each person, grasp-

ing a piece of raw meat, walked

around the old man in a circle and

waved the meat in the air, inviting

the ancestral spirits to come to the

feast. The elderly man remained

seated and seemed to be inviting

the ancestral spirits through more

formal incantations.

The pig meat was then placed

in large sections of green bamboo
over the open fire. As soon as it

was partly cooked, it was removed

and carefully placed upon a small

bamboo platform that Iiad earlier

been woven and erected under the

front center of the lean-to. It was

left there overnight so that the spir-

its could feast upon it, and what

was left the ne.xt morning was re-

moved and shared by the clan.

The entire ceremony required

about four hours, and owing to the

weather, we had great difficulty

in photographing it. The rainy sea-

son was fast approaching, and large

cloud formations were continually

casting shadows across the camp-

site. Dense bamboo formed a heavy

canopy blocking the sunlight that

was necessary for our color pho-

tography. We spent several hours

climbing tall bamboo stalks antl

cutting off^ the tops so as to admit

the necessary illumination.

We found the clan suffering from

malaria and yaws. Easily admin-

istered therapeutic doses of the

antimalarial Chioroquin sufficed for

the men and the child, but the

woman was severely afflicted with

yaws and was difficult to treat.

Skin lesions covered a substantial

part of her body, and each one was

open and septic. They varied from

half an inch to an inch and a half in

diameter, and large swarms of Hies

were finding an ideal site for depos-

iting their eggs. Each lesion pos-

sessed its shiu-e of fly eggs and

maggots. The removal of the eggs

and the cleansing of her body was

made additionally difficult by the

rancid odor. After cleansing her

and dressing the lesions, penicillin

was administered and a higii pro-

tein diet started. Within a week's

time, the entire clan was well on

the road to recovery.

Such a sudden change in their

health should have shifted their

confitience from tiieir ancestral spir-

its to the modern medical assistance

we had given them, but instead

tiiey amazed us by explaining that

our strange appearance had frigiit-

ened the ancestral spirits away, en-

abling them naturally to regain

their health. Our modern drugs

received no credit whatever.

The tenth day of our stay with

the Yellow Leaf people disclosed

that we had expended our entire

supply of film and recording tape.

Fiuther, the clan members were

impatient to push northward before

the monsoon season should descend

in full fury. We wanted to join

them again at their wet season

campsite and to continue the doc-

umentation, so we arranged for as

definite a rendezvous as was pos-

sible, considering our limited ability

to communicate with them. We
were to find them in a deep forest

along a tributary of the Nam Nan
River approximately "one moon"
later.

In due time, having replenished

our supplies, we again headed
north. We continued to a point on

the Nam Nan River about 50 miles

farther upstream than we figin-ed

the people could have reached in

the elapsed time. There we ob-

tained a large dugout and started

downstream.

We encountered many tributary

streams and searched the valley

of each one. There was no sign of

the Phi Thong Luang. We contin-

ued the search down about 80 miles

of the Nam Nan. The wet season

was by now producing dangerous

rapids. The river was rising rapidly

to its flood stage, and since the

banks were steep everywhere, it

was hard to find spots to camp. One
night the water rose so rapidly

that when we awoke in our ham-

mocks, three feet of water was run-

ning through our equipment shelter.

When dayhght came, we were still

floundering through high muddy
water searching for valuable pieces

of equipment.

W^e realized that by now oin-

primitive friends would have es-

talilished themselves in a secluded

spot, safe from native hunters. The
heavy rains would quickly destro)

any signs of their movement, so

we gave up the search. The Spirits

of the Yellow Leaf had faded from

sight—possibly for all time.
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jVOI^ lV/7^^ Criterion's Complete, Superior

1^0 IAO"^ ' Telescope For Serious Astronomers

The 4 Inch DYNASCOPE Reflector
$4995At an unbelievably low price!

© O

ONLY

F. O. B. Harrford, Conn.

Shipping Weight 16 lbs.

Express charges collect

Quartz layer

^^ 3 Eyepieces—(1) 65X Huygens^ (2) 130X - 167X Achromatic

Ramsdens

Kl Rocfc & Pinion Focusing

onk 4-Power Acbromal'ic

Finder Scope

Improved Comb/-
nation Equatorial and
Altazimuth Mount
With Free-Moving

Polar Axis.

^ Bakelite
^^ Tube

^p 4'point Tube Suspension

Q Tripod with

Hardwood Folding Legs

ATTENTION
DyNASCOPE OWNERS!
New Improved Combination Equa-

torial and Altazimuth mount with

free-moving Polar Axis, now avail-

able separately at $14.95. Weight
12 lbs. Or if you desire to trade in

your old mount, return with legs

securely wrapped and $5. New
mount will be shipped FOB Hart-

ford. Easily attached. No odapters

required.

• With New Combination Mount And Free-Moving Polar Axis

@ • A Parabolic Mirror! • 4-Power Finder! • Folding Tripod!

• 3 Achromatic Eyepieces, 65X - 130X - 167X

• You will be truly amazed at the scientific accuracy and technical

engineering built into this complete reflecting telescope. If you were to purchase

the parts and assemble them yourself, you would spend much more than

the unheard of low price of this precision Instrument. And in building your

own telescope you could never hope to attain the accuracy and co-ordination

of ports which hove been engineered into the Dynoscope.

• high resolving power of the parabolic mirror produces exquisite

inition which clearly separates such celestial phenomena as double

stars. The 4-inch mirror gathers Ys more light thon a 3y2-inch

rror. The Dynoscope parabolic mirror is oluminized and then

coated with a layer of zircon quartz for maximum protection and
lasting use. A parabolic mirror of such quality has previously been

obtainable only in high-priced instruments.

• The Dynoscope assembly includes everything—there is

bsolutely nothing else to buy. There ore no added charges

for extra eyepieces— or a view finder.

• The tripod with hardwood folding legs is fitted with position

locks for absolute stability. Study the list of features and you
\ will agree thot this unprecedented offer is the most generous
.\ and all-inclusive you have ever seen onywhere. The usual

\\ Criterion money-bock guarantee applies and. In fact,

v^ if you con duplicate this Instrument for less than twice

our unheard of low price, your money will be
refunded at once. With a precision instrument like

the Dynoscope Reflector, production Is necessarily

limited but we con make immediate shipment
at this time. Send check or money order now

with full guarantee of satisfaction.

• NOW YOU CAN HAVE A REFLECTING TELESCOPE

OF EXCELLENT CALIBER FOR ACCURATE

ASTRONOMICAL OBSERVATION!

• THE ONLY TELESCOPE AVAILABLE FOR UNDER
$75. WITH A PARABOLIC MIRROR, RACK &
PINION FOCUS, AND 3 ACHROMATIC EYEPIECES!

hAar)ufociyjrers and Disfnbufors of Optical Instruments

THE CRITERION MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Dept. NHD 14, 331 Church Street • Hartford 1, Connecticut

Telephone: CHapel 7-1696 • Cable Address: CRICO



At last, the perfect way
to start your child's

musical education!

48 minutes of recorded enchantment

show your child how to recognize

the instruments of the orchestra

Dear Reader:

We think you will be interested in

something that is new and wonderful

and entirely different from anything

you ha\e e\er seen or heard before.

It is called A CHILD'S INTRODUCTION
TO THE ORCHESTRA.
The picture of it at the top of this

page shows simply a box with eight

phonograph records and a booklet.

But here is what the picture can't

very well show you, since it isn't in

color or wired for sound:

1. On those 8 seven-inch records shown above
(they're extra-play, high-fidelity) are 15

sparkling instrumental solos, superbly re-

corded Kith s>rnphony orchestra, plus 17
enormoush entcilainini; songs (like Cri/m-

pet, the Trumftct) plus a miniature 8.

mi[uite SMnphotiy with spoken commentary

2. In the booklet, are simple facts about every

instrument you hear, plus a beautiful ac-

curate line draiving of each.

3. Tolal playing lime is more than three
quarters of an hour. Total purpose is to

entertain children while at the same time
(hey learn, naturally and instinctively, to

recognize the instruments of the orchestra.

4. The magic box (7x7x7) has a satchel

handle and cute color pictures of musical
instruments all over it. There's a card-

board rack, good and sturdy, built in.

5. The price of this charming box of musical
fun and education is S3.95.

Perhaps the best way to indicate the

newness and excellence of A Child's

I.NTRODLCrriON TO THE ORCHESTRA is via

a bit of interoffice correspondence.

An Essandess executive (he has delu-

sions about being a musician himself)

took the package home and tried it out

on his two daughters. Here is what he

wrote to the man responsible for this

extraordinary new venture:

"Well, I opened the package and asked
two of my young daughters to listen to one
of the records. It happened to be 'Mon-
sieur Forlorn the French Horn.'

"They adored it. It took close to an hour
but the kids insisted on hearing every single

record in the set, and they have been play-

ing and replaying them ever since. Their
favorites, as of the moment, are 'Peter Per-

cussion' and 'Mcllo Fellow the Cello.'

"I nthusiastic the girls.

I have always been proud of Golden Rec-
ords. But I think this time you've come
up with what is loosely described as a Real
Contribution."

The records arc available in either 78
or 45 R.P.M. The music is by the cele-

brated .American composer Alec Wilder
—and is performed by the Golden Sym-
phony Orchestra, composed of musi-

cians from leading orchestras. Lyrics

are by librettist Marshall Barer.

The entire production is under the

direction of Mitchell Miller—one of the

country's great oboists and musical

directors. The booklet is by Mr. Barer

and Mr. Miller, and is illustrated on
every page by William Dugan.
The guarantee of pure joy indicalcd

in llie coupon applies to adults as well

as children.

What Comes Out of the Box

7. The Eight Records

iB. Knute, th> Flute. Song and flute solo.

2.\. Bobo, the Oboe. Song and oboe solo.

2B. Muldoon, the Boitoon. Song and has-

3A-
tru
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the 4" DYNASCOPE)

TESTIMONIALS:

From An Obs

man migtit express it, Uynascope
optics ore o little bit of oil right."

-VICTOR W. KILLICK, in chorge
of Astronomical Observatory,
Socromento Junior College, Calif.

Many Years of Experience

... I have had mony years of

junior leader here in Atlanta I

always recommend Dynascope.
-LEONARD B. ABBEY, Jr., De-
cotur. Go.

Cannot Be Equaled

I still do

--- at th.

: quitiLyra was quite easy ... on the

130 power ocular. I wos more
than pleased when it resolved

this double double as four tiny,

sharp, brilliant gems . . . with

the diffraction rings concentric..._ diffi

ond sh

)t' bell
ualed ii

the price you

«ay. The
id the ei

fulstrument shows corerul worxman-
ship. How you do it is beyond
me. -G. N. JOHNSTONE, Albu-
querque, N.M.

Criterion Manufacturing Company
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Announcing a special Pre-publication Offer on

THE WORLD OF MATHEMATICS
Tlie most exteiisixe colkMlioii e\er puhlislied, lor layman and expert, of tlie

yreat literature oT iMaliiemalics from tiie Kliiiid Papyrus of Kgypt to Einstein's
theories. Edited hy JA.MKSK. N1:\v.man. I'resenlcd in 1 liandsome Itoxed \olumes
[each 6 10 pages] ; more than 500 drawings, halftones, facsimile repnjduetions

ON SF.i'TEMnKR 25, 1956, after 15 years of

preparation. The World of Matiik-
MATICS will at last be published in fonr mag-
nificent vohi,nies. With its publication, a

lavish selection of writings by the world's
foremost mathematicians is, for the first time,

available as a unified library within the reach
of the general reader.

From Archimedes on "Poppies and the

Universe" to Lewis Carroll's logical non-
sense here are more than 2,500 pages of se-

lections from a literature unparalleled for

lucidity and imaginative splendor. Included
are 133 great books, essays, articles, and
stories — more than one million words. All

are woven together, with a 130,000 word com-
mentary by James R. Newman, of the Board

of Editors of SricnU'fic Anieriran magazine.

From Vnjdii nn Matching Pennies to

Eililinjiton on (•riwity

A wealth of wonderful reading is con-
tained here for the literate, the curious, the

lively-minded. See Ronald A. Fisher's The
Malhematics »/ a Laily Tasting Tea. Read
George Bernard Shaw on The Vice of Gam-
bling and the Virtue of Insurance.

Do you know what the smallest thing in the

Universe is? The biggest? The fastest? The
slowest? Read D'Arcy Thompson's essay. On
/Magnitude. From Vajda's essay on /Matching
Pennies and Von Neumann's classic "Theory
of Games" to the mathematics of music —
even the mathematics of ethics, metaphysics,

PARTIAL CONTENTS

General Survey, p. E. B.
lourdain: The Nature of
Miillicmulics.

Historicalf Bioqraphical.
llcrlicrtW.Tumlnill: The Great
Mathcmalicians; Ncwni.m: The
Wiind Papyrus; Plutarch: Archi-
lurclcs; Lodge: Johaitn Kepler;
DrsLMrti'.s: Cemnetry; 9 others.

AritbmetiCr Numbers and
the Art of Counting. Aichi-
nicdcs; Poppy Sad-i and the
Universe; Ball: Calculating
Prodif^ies; Newton: The Bino-
mial Theorem: Dedel;ind: Irra-

tional Xumlnrs; 5 others.

Mathematics of Space and
Motion. Clifford: The Science
of Space, The Space Theory of
Matter; Euler: The Seven
Bridges of Konigsherg, A Fa-
mous Problem; Kline: Projec-
tive Geometry; Wehl: Sym-
metry; Panofsky: Diirer as a
Mathematician; 5 others.

Mathematics and the Phy-
sico/ World. Galileo: Mathe-
matics of Motion; Mosh-v:
Atomic Xumhrrs; Bovs: The
Soap Bubhie; Meiidil: Math,-
maties of Ilemlity: Durrrll;
Theory of Relativity: ],lns sck-e-
tions by Sctirodinm-r. 16 others.

Mathematics anci the So-
cial Sciences. M;ilthus: Mathe-
matics of Wealth; Ri<-hardson:
Stulislies of Deadly Quarrels;
Ihinviiz: On the Theory of
Games; 7 otiurs.

The Laws of Chance. De La-
Place: Concerning Probability;
Peirce: The Red and The
Black; Naficl; The Meaning of
Probability; Poincare: Chance;
phis :3 other selections.

Mathematics of Infinity.
Bertrand Russell; Malhemalies
and the Melaphysieians; Hahn.

Mathematical Truth; the
Structure of Mathematics.
Hempel: On the Nature of Ma-
theitmtical Truth; Wilder: The
Axiomatic Method; 5 others.

The Mathematical Way of
Thinking. Piirce: The Essence
of Mathematics; M:ich: The

bv Svlv nd Weyl.

Mathematics and Logic.
Boole: The Mathematical An-
alysis of Logic; NaRel: Sym-
bolic Notation; 3 others

The Unreasonabfeness of
Mathematics. Edvvaid Kasner
and James R, Newman Para-
dox Lost. Paradox RcMimcd,
Hahn: Crisis in Intuition

Becoming One's Own Ma-
thematician. Poha How to

The Vocabulary of Mathe-
matics. Kasner and Newman
.V< [C Names for Old.

Mathematics As An Art.
John W. N, .Sullivan: Mathe-
matics as an Art.

The Mathematician Ex-
plains Himself. Ilaidv: .A

Mathcm,tli<„ni\.\pnlo^t,:P„in-
Mathemiilical Cr,alio}l:

How Ide Ror
The Malhei

Statistics and the Design of hy: Young Arehimedc
Experiments. Bemonlb: The
Law of Large Nuudiers; Tip-
pett: Sampling and Standard
Error; Moroney: On the Aver-
age and Scatter; selections hy
G. B. Sha\v. John Grannt. Ed- Kevser:
niinid Ilalley, Ronald A. Fisher. EddinKh

Various Cfever Machines.
John Von Neumann: Automata;
A. M. Turing: Can a Machine
Think?; Claude ShannoTi: A
Chess-Playing Machine.

The Supreme Art of Ab-
straction: Group Theory.
Keyser: The Group Concept:

Theory of Groups.

The Ungentle Uses of Ma-
thematics. Lanchestor: Ma-
thematics in Warfare; Morse
and Kimball: How to Hunt a
Submarine.

Mathematics and Morality.
Birkhoff: A Mathematical Ap-
proach to Ethics.

Mathematics and Music.
Sir James Jeans: The Mathe-
matics of Music.

Mathematics As a Culture
Clue. Spcngler: The Meaning
of Numbers; White: All An-
thropological Footnote.

Mathematical Diversions,
Puzzles, and Fancies. Lea-
cock, Lewis Carroll, 8 others.

PLUS 89 essavs and more than
500 illustrations.

and golf—erer/ field of tnathemalical thought
i.'i represented.

O. Koehler's report on birds "who learned
to think in un-named numbers" gives you a
fresh view of "simple" counting and thought
processes. Haldane's celebrated essay. On
Being The Right Size, is included. .And one
of the prizes of the collection is the best pop-
ular explanation ever offered of Relativity—
C. V. Durell's.

As a springboard to the understanding and
enjoyment of mathematical thought, two
basic books are included in full: P. E. B.
Jourdain's The Nature of .Mathematics and
Herbert Westren Turnbull's The Great Mathe-
maticians. Together they form a brilliant
prelude to the 131 essays, articles, demon-
strations, and diversions that follow.

Special PRE-PUBLICATION OFFER
A work of this size and scope— utilizing the

finest printing, paper, and binding — would
ordinarily be priced at S50 or more. How-
ever, advance enthusiasm has encouraged the
publishers to plan an unusually large first

printing. It is hoped in this way the retail

price of four volumes, bound in buckram,
boxed and gold stamped, may be brought
down to $20.

In order to build up the size of the first

printing, and reduce the cost per set, ive are
accepting advance reservations. By entering
your reservation, noto, you ivill receive the
complete set at a special pre-publication
price of only $14.9.^—even if the final price

turns out to be higher than tve now
anticipate. ( This oiTer expires Sept.
25, 19.56.) We believe you will want
to have this great work not only for
yourself and your children, but for
Christmas giving.

SEND NO MONEY
Simply mail reservation today. If

after you have examined the set for
three weeks, you are not sure that
you will treasure it for years, return
it and owe nothing. Otherwise, we
shall bill you at the special pre-
publication price. Mail coupon to

your bookseller, or: Si:mon' and
Sent STicii. Piiblishers. Dept. 21. 630
Fifth Avenue, .\ew^ York 20.

A Mathematical Theory of
Art. Birkhoff: The Mathema-
tics of Aesthetics.

Mathematics in Literature.
Cycloid Pudding; Hnx-

RESERVATION CERTIFICATE

Zone

To your hook-seller, or

Simon and Schuster, Publishers
Dept. 21, 630 Fifth Avenue
New York 20, N. Y.
Please send me as soon as it comes
off the press—a firsl-edilinn set of
THE woRLn OK MATHEMATICS, edited
hy James R. Newman (t volumes,
boxed, gold stamped, over 2,.500 City (i7'a'ny)
pages, illustrated.) If after browsing
lllrough it at leisure for three weeks,
I :ini not rompletely delighted. I may
ninrn the bonks and owe nothing.
Oih.rwise you will bill me at the
special pre-publication price of only
Slt.9.") (plus postage)-cven if the
final publication price is higher llian
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Perhaps no article produced liy Ameri-
can Indians is so well known to the gen-

eral public as the famous Navaho rug.

Far from being an ancient and traditional

handicraft, however, the beginnings of

Navaho rug-weaving niav be dated as re-

centlj as 1890.

The art of weaving in cotton was first

learned by the ancestral Navahos from
the Pueblo Indians of northwestern New
Mexico during the late seventeenth cen-

tury. Somewhat later the flocks of sheep
introduced into the southwest by Spanish
settlers furnished the Indians with a sup-

ply of »ool. but the article? woven were
limited to wearing apparel and to saddle

blankets. It was the while trader who lirsl

realized the commercial possibilities of

the Navaho rug. and who stimulated

Navaho women to weave a product that

would appeal to the American market. At
first he supplied the yarns, the dyes, and
even suggested appropriate patterns.

On this month's cover a Navaho weaver
sits before a loom of Pueblo origin, weav-

ing with wool of Spanish introduction, a

rug designed to appeal to modern Ameri-
can tastes.
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forestry and cellulose chemistry. In
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for hunting, cellophane for packaging,

and a wide variety of fine papers.

Such selective upgrading of the basic

raw material, combined with logical

diversification, is a basic principle of

Olin Mathieson's industrial operation.
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of unlimited skills, experience, and
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produce new and better products for

people throughout the world.
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"A

fascinating

biograpiiica

narrative,"

says ROY

CHAPMAN

ANDREWS,

Theodore Roosevelt

The Naturalist
By PAUL R. CUTRIGHT. "Lively
and readable . . . (Roosevelt's) was I

more than a sentimental love of the
wilderness, of animal life, and of
the other wonders of nature. He
had as well a practical approach
and because of this gave vital
leadership to the cause of conser-
vation." —Fairfield Osborn

in ihe Foreword

"There have been many books
about TR the statesman but none
about the faunal naturalist who
won the respect of the leading
naturalists of his time, here and
abroad. Dr. Outright tells the story
with warmth, discrimination, and
a fine appreciation of its human
and dramatic values."

— Hermann Hagf.dorn

llluMrali'ti with pholof^rcifflis,

skelclies and cartoons. $4.00

U HARPER & BROTHERS, 49 E. 33 St., N. Y. U''
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A fascinating book on nature

and American wildlife

SW/FT
IN THE NIGHT
AND OTHER TALES OF

FIELD AND WOOD
By WILLIAAff BYRON MOWERY
"Extraordinarily good ... a truly

original contribution to ctirrent

writing about nature." — Joseph
Wood Kru tc h, N. Y. Herald Trib-

une. "Mr. Mowery ranges from
the Arctic Circle to Ihe Ozarks,
and he is interesting all the way."
— Charlp.s Poore. N. Y. Tinics.

Illustrated />>' Walter W. Ferf;iison.

$3.75 at all hooLslores

:COWARD-McCANN

YOUR NEW BOOKS
Cave Exploring • Mountain Climbing • Animals

Anthropology • Egyptology • Space Travel • Fish

New lives for old
- by Margaret Mead

.Morriiw, S6.7.5

.34<S pp., 16 plates, .3 figs., 4 appendices

TN 1928 Margaret Mead, a youthful

alumna of Franz Boas's school of

social anthropology at Columbia, but al-

ready a \eteran field worker, went to

Manus Island, a 600 stiuare-mile patch of

roek and jungle oft the northeastern back

lit ,\ew Guinea. Geographically and

culturally Manus forms the western

anchor of the Admiralties group. Its in-

habitants were divided into three geo-

graphical and cultural segments — the

Manus themscKes, boat-people living in

villages built on x^iles off the shore of the

main island; the Usiai, inland bush

people; and the inhabitants of the smaller

islands, including the Johnstons, Baluan,

and Rambutjon, which fringe Manus
twenty to forty miles to the south and

east. Of the three thousand natives of

this territory the Mamis themselves, num-
bering two thousand, occupied 1.3 stone-

age Veniees, and spt'ul tlieir lives in, on,

and over salt water.

Dr. Mead and her field companion,

Dr. Reo Forttuie, produced, in several

\(ilumes and articles, a tliorough study

1)1 these people, which, in \arious suc-

cessive publications, has become, in

Europe and America, one of the stock

e.\aniples of a specific pre-literate culture

used in teaching anthropology, sociology,

and psychology. Without their own cog-

nizance, the Manus have become as well

known to many students as the Eskimo,

the Atiienians of the Golden Age, or the

jukes and Kallikaks.

In 19.53 Dr. Mead returned to Manus,

this time accompanied by a gifted yoinig

husband-and-wife team from the Uni-

versity of Pennsylvania, Theodore and

Lenore Schwartz. With all sorts of tech-

iii<iues and devices invented or improved

since 1928 they took tape recordings,

somatotype records, projective tests and

other data yet to In- processed, to appear

luuler the nanus Mead and Scliwartz.

Nciu Lives For Old is partly a pre\ irw of

some of these results.

Between 1928 and 19.53, Dr. .Mead

found, the Manus had passed from the

Neolithic to the Atomic Age without the

intervening cultural steps which cost our

ancestors 5000 years of steady progress,

and they had made this transition suc-

cessfully. How they did it is the subject

of this book. Fifty years ago the Manus

li\ed in a group of independent pile

villages. Having no .source of raw ma-
terials but the sea, they fished. Trailing

their siupluses with the island-dwellers

they obtained vegetable foods, clay foi

pottery-making, and virtually all of their

tools, ornaments, and other material pos-

sessions. Sailors and sharp traders, they

had established currency in the form of

shell-beads and dog-teeth.

Like other seafaring peoples whose

men lea\e their women behind \\hen they

embark on long and perilous voyages,

they had developed a rigid social system

with a high price for brides and mucli

se.vual restriction. Young men fell into

debt to older kin over bride-price loans,

and some husbands paid off these obli-

gations and became bride-bankers in

tiun, while others remained in perman-

ent financial servitude. Up in the raltcrs,

the skulls of recently dead ancestors

super\ised the rectitude of these aeti\ities

with sharp if in\isible eyes and imposed

harsh magical sanctions on breaches ol

the se.vual code. On Manus life was

tough, tight, grim, and complicated.

To the setting of these miniature mari-

time empires came in turn Captain Cook,

the Germans, the missionaries of several

faiths, the Australians, the Japanese, thi^

Americans, and again the Australians.

Today tlie Manus wear clean white duck

shorts and sometimes shirts and neckties.

They are becoming literate in Neo-

Melanesian ( a polite name for pidgin

English); they have moved to the shore

wlu'ie they ha\e built new \illagcs, ha\e

tossecj the skulls ol their ancestors into

the se.i and hase slacked off tlieir mar-

riage regulations, while go\erning them-

scKes democratically, as a single group

together with the bush-peoxilc and the

off-islauders, under Australian super-

vision.

From each of the invaders who con-

tributed directly or indirectly to this

process the Manus learned something—

about technology, human relations, and

the size of the woiJd. At one time they

li.id tliiir own messianic cargo cult (you

liiliiM- that a shii) lull ol treasures of

,ill kinds is about to arrive, but it won't

mine unless you get rid of all your pres-

ent possessions lirst); later they were

led by a li\ing culture hero, a Manus
version of Quetzalcoatl, Osiris, and all

the other culture-bearers rolled into one.

His name is Paliau, and his well-groomed

person is the subject of several piioto-

graplis in the book. To explore the an-

atomy of genius, the Mead-Schwartz
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Ujlst tiiinciwe KJreelina L^ctrcid

udeum S^kop

If you are searcliin^ for something; unusual an<l cyc-

catcliiiiii in greeting' cards this year you will wclconn-

ihis exceptionally fine selection availalile only in The

Museum Shop.

Kaeli card was designed liy our ovv-n art staff utilizin;i

Museum themes. In all cases the simple, time-honored

irreetinji "Merry Christmas" appears either on the

fiont or on the inside fold allowing; ample room for

your own personal message. Boxed for easy storage,

each of tile two assortments below contains twelve

cards (two each of six different designs I and includes

matching envelopes. Minimum order, please: One box

of twelve cards. Send jor several boxes today!

Animal Sketches
Consists of appealing pen and ink sketches of different

animals from Museum exhibits tastefully reproduced on

heavy, creme-colored jjaper. There's a long-legged Axis

Deer, a Hooded Merganser, a handsome Blue Jay. an

Opossum, a Snowy Owl. and a Varying Hare. Each con-

\eys the quiet charm and dignity of Nature's domain. The

original model is identified on the back of the card.

41/) x 6i;4 inches in size.

Box of Twelve: $1.95, postpfdd.

Indian Designs

This series of North and South American Indian designs

were executed in brilliant red and black on a soft gray

background. They are highly stylized and sophisticated yet

retain all the exotic flavor and bold simplicity of the

primitive motifs from which they were adapted. Typical

is the thunderbird. wings full spread, taken from a design

on a Norlhxvest Coast Indian house board. Represented

too. are the highly developed art themes of the Southwest

Indians and the Indians of pre-columbian Mexico and

Peru. As with the first series all designs are identified on

the backs of the cards. 4x5 inches in size.

Box of Twelve: $1.35, postpaid.

Members are eiilitled to a TO' , discount from the pur

chase price. Send your orders today to:

THE MUSEUM SHOP
The American Museum of Natural History, New York 24, N. Y.



A lavishly

illustrated

plan for

man's first

trip to Mars

THE EXPLORATION
OFMARS
By WILLY LEY and

WERNHER VON BRAUN
with 1 6 paintings in color

and 5 in black and white
by CHESLEY BONESTELL
Now, this brilliant team of space travel
experts takes the reader on a thrilling
and realistic trip to our most popular
planet. Preparation for the 2-year-and-
239-day round trip, the tensions of the
actual journey, the final excitement of
the landing are vividly experienced by
the reader. Maps, tables, diagrams, and
Chesley Bonestell's marvelous color
paintings make this a great adventure
story of man's foreseeable future.
8'/e" X 10%" $4.95

John Kieran calls this book-.

"A glowing account of

what happens after dark

in fascinating fields

of natural history."

TheWorld of Night
By Lorus J. & Margery J. Milne

"Enchanting . . . draws the nature lover
quickly into the watching circle as the
mysteries of many kinds of night unfold
. . . Carrying the reader from a technical
concefition of what night is to the won-
ders of living things ail over the globe,
this is a beautifully executed book."—

VlR(;iNlA KiRKUS
"1 hese two know their stuff and are
among our most skillful writers on
natural science."—Edwaru Whv[-;r, Jr.,
editor, Naliiriil Hislnry Magazine

Illustrated by T. M. Shortt

.s'.f.; all h,H,ksu>

'-i- HARPER & BROTHERS . New Vork 16—!

team tested him in every possible fashion.

Out of his own l)rain Paliau devised the

New \Vay, the Atomic Age culture of

\Ianus.

Without implying any discredit to

Paliau, one is led to wonder if it is not

easier lor a culture-hero to transform the

eultiue of a few thousand persons living

in a spot like Manus, than to renovate

the way of life of several millions in-

habiting a permanently strategic area like

the Nile Valley and the flanks of the Suez

Canal? \Vhat would Paliau's genius have
availed him had he been born in Nasser's

shoes?

Despite these natural (jueries, we musl
grant that from her narrative Dr. Mead
has appeared to derive principles of cul-

ture change of global application. She
has de-emphasized the Dewey-era and
tlevvy-eyed idea that how children are

Ijrought up determines their cultural be-

liavior as adults, and decided that culture

is transmitted from adult to adult without

reference to infant training. She has

made a clear and wise statement about
the causes of race prejudice which in-

cludes biological as well as social factors:

"the core of the race problem in the

United States is the question of visibility;

lo be an American is to choose to be like

other Americans, and this is more difficult

the less you look like the other Ameri-
cans." Also: "... social differences in

tlic United States are maintained by
women."

These statements are a far cry from
the attitude of the Boas school twenty

year ago. Today Margaret Mead is a

whole school of her own. She has shown
a capacity to learn and to grow, and the

courage to change her mind. Alongside,

and fuelling all this, she has retained

imdimiuished her priceless secret weapon
—a miraculous, endless store of etiergy

and euphoria which, with her other gifts,

h,i\e made her the grancle dame of

American social anthropology. Wherever
she goes ne.xt and whatever she disco\ ers,

slie will continue to carry these assets

with her—a one-woman good-will tour.

Periiaps Paliau should v^Tite a book about
li,;:

Carleto.n' S. Coon
T/ic author ol numerous liooks on anihro-

liology. the reviewer is Projessor of Anthro-
t'oloay anil Curator oj Ethnology at the
I nivcrsity oj Pennsylvania.

HE EXPLORATION

OF MARS
by Willy Ley

and Wt'inher von Hraim

Viking Press, $4.95

17fi payes. Illus.

pARTH'S red neighbor planet, Mars, is

now nearer the earth than it has been
since 1924. By writing The Exploration

of Mars for publication in 1956, Willy L( \

and Wernher von Braun have taken ad

vantage of the current interest in tins

planet. They have done a fine job; ihi

neatly docimientcd chronological account

of the history of Martian observation is

particularly worth reading. The last half

of the book consists of a somewhat modi-

fied repetiticm of the authors' earlier writ-

ings on space travel vehicles and methods,

and a proposed plan for a visit to the

planet. As usual, Chesley Bonestell's su-

perb astronomical art work adds a glam-

orous touch.

Joseph Miles Ch-'^mbkhlain

The reviewer. Chairman of the American
Museum-Hayilen Planetarium, has written
many popular magazine articles on as-

tronomy.

J2/.\PLORING AMERICAN

CAVES
-.-... ..\yy Franklin Folsom

Crown, $5.00

280 pp., 128 photos

TVTO two eaves are ahke, as the tourist

discovers, and if this is true of "show
caves" it is no less true of the "wild"

caves that spelunkers find so alluring. In

this book the potential spelunker will find

practical advice on every aspect of caving,

from footwear to headgear, from knee-

pads to tmdcrclothes, and on such basic

essentials as lights and food. An astonish-

ing description of the well-equipped caver

is given, but it is explained that "no

spehmker can face an unknown cave with

all the equipment he or she needs. A corps

of porters couldn't carry it all."

For those who like their caves well-

lighted complete with guide ropes, an up-

to-date directory of the 144 caves that

are open to the public is given. There is

a gloss,ary of speleological terms, a list of

the National Speleological Society's chap-

ters ("grottoes"), a suggested reading

list, and a sample data sheet for reporting

newly-discovered caves and their features.

But there is much in this book for the

annchair explorer. The major part is de-

voted to the cave findings of geologists,

climbers, anthropologists, historians, and

biologists.

The author, Franklin Folsom,—no rela-

tion to Folsom Man, he says—is a former

Rhodes Scholar who has published in

fields ranging from adventure to poetry.

In this present enterprise he has chan-

nelled his interest in outdoor living into

a ca\ing campaign spread o\'er se\'eral

years and has had the active support of

a team of experts from the National Spele-

ological Society. Consequently his book

reflects up-to-the-minute thinking and

practice in this country.

A good index completes the book. A
generous ninnber of pictures is included.
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ill fdiir sixteen-page sections, but their re-

pioihiction is unaccountably poor.

CiiAiu.Es E. Moim

Tin: jnunihr ami pust I'resideiil uj the

Nulianal Siieli'uliifiiial Society, the reviewer

has been cxplnrin/i rares lor 25 years and
lias written extensively on the subject.

XriE SPIRIT OF THE WILD

by William J. Long

Doublcclay, $1.(K)

256 pp., illus.

Swift in the night

by William B. Mowery

Coward-McCann, $3,7.5

254 pp., illus.

npHROUGH an uncanny coincidence,

the "nature Faker" controversy which

raged in 1907 has been revived in 1956.

The Reverend Dr. Long's magazine ar-

ticles which appeared in Sports Afield and

Sports Illustrated have been collected by

his daughter in the present book. Paul R.

Cutright analyzes Theodore Roosevelt,

the Naturtdist in his book of that name.

After reading The Spirit of the Wdd
it is easy to see how Dr. Long's writings

irritated so forthright a naturalist as Ted-

dy Roosevelt. The "beauty, clarity and

wisdom of Dr. Long's almost forgotten

style of writing" (so described in the

book's Foreword) suggest the beauty of

a bedtime story, the clarity of a campfire

tale, and the wisdom any clergyman

might seek in nature.

There can be no doubt that Dr. Long

observed animals extensi\-ely in the wild

or that he was a skilled woodsman and

hunter. It is evident from his stories, how-

ever, that his aim was more to tell the

unusual than the usual, more to present

anthropomorphic conclusions than accu-

racy. The dogmatic "That is why ..."
the bird or mammal acted, ( as reported

by Dr. L(mg), formed an ever-present

goal; too often the particular became the

sweeping generalization.

This was especially the ca,se in Dr.

Long's several attacks on conservation

theory. He claimed that the principal food

of the larger predators is the healthy

rather than the sick and the maimed. No
doubt healthy animals are taken at times,

but the statistics of trained, e.xperieneed

biologists do not support those who would

exterminate mountain lions and other

large tiophies of the hunt.

Possibly the books final two chapters

("In Quest of Animal P.sychology" and
"The Question of Animal Reason") were
penned long before the author's death in

1952 at the age of 86. Yet to reprint them
today is to tilt a Quixotic lance at a mold-

ering windmill. For many years students

of animal beha\ior liave had a far broader

YOUR NEW BOOKS

view of instinctive action than the early,

narrow one Dr. Long disputes.

In Swift iti the Night William Mowery
presents foxes, wolves, groundhogs, and

cottontails so skilfully and sympathetic-

ally that they emerge as indi\iduals. Alter

reading swiftly through this collection ot

talcs of fields and woods — you don't want

to stop from curiosity as to what happens

next — the reader itches to get into ihc-

woods and fields to watch animals and ad-

mire iilants afresh, preferably in the com-

pany of .\!r. Mowery.
His wild birds raised in friendship froiu

the day they were orphaned until they

could fly on their own, give the same
warm feeling for almost any bird, whether

a foundling or not. Two chapters hold

a si^ecial appeal for plantsmen and gour-

mands — one on the superior edibility of

puffballs, morels and a few other wild,

free, fungus foods, the other on ingredi-

ents from the countryside which can be
assembled into tasty and vitamin-rich

salads.

Mr. Mowery is Director, as well as

founder, of the Professional Short Story

Writing School of New York University.

He has been able to find time from his

occupation to follow his personal inclin-

ation which is the out-of-doors. Whether
he is trying to account for the modern
success of groundhogs or the iDrogressive

disappearance of wolves (he makes no

false accusations as to their danger to

mankind), be is convincing and clearly

on familiar groimd.

That all of these chapters have appeared

before in other magazines is not a draw-

back since few readers will have seen a

third of them before.

LonUS ]. .\N'0 M..\BC.ERY MiLN'E

The reviewers are Professors of Zoology
at the I'niversity of New Hampshire; the

authors of several books on nature (The
World of Night. 79.56;, and magazine ar-

ticles on animal life.

VICTORY OVER K2

- - by Ardito Desio
Translated by David Moore

McGraw-Hill, $5.75

273 pp., photos

pEOPLE the world over were thrilled

in August, 19.54, by tlie news that K2,

the second highest nioimtain in the world,

had been climbed. In Victonj Over K2
we now have the story of that successful

expedition as told by its leader. Professor

Ardito Desio, Professor of Geology at the

Uni\ersity of Milan.

The thorough planning and size of this

"heavy " expedition is impressive. Far

larger than the English party that climbed

Mt. Everest, Desio's group had a double

purpose: mountaineering and scientific re-

search. Desio himself skillfully co-ordin-

ated the two programs from his base camp
and kept in touch with the climbing party

GO spBLumm
'^with your boots on,

or in your armchair!
Now, all the thrills of spclunkinR (cave

exploring) are yours in Exploring American
Caves. You'll make your way through dark-

ness to uncharted depths, find baffling

scientific oddities, and discover magnificent

"scenery" buried for ages. For the more
adventurous, this book includes a detailed

listing of all open-to-the-public American
caves and complete instructions for finding

and investigating caves in your own area.

Sponsored and prepared in cooperation

with the National Speleological Society.

With over 100 photographs. $5.00

EXPLORING
AMERICAN CAVES

Their History, Geology, Lore and
Location: A Spelunker's Guide

By FRANKLIN FOLSOM
CROWN PUBLISHERS, New York S

SaSiiSS?ir«ife3Se»t«feisjSK'??3w->«*6^^

Get UNITRON'S FREE

This valuable 38-page book

is yours for the askingl

With the artificial satellite and space travel
almost a reality, astronomy has become
today's fastest growing hobby. UNITRON'S
new handbook contains full-page illustrated
articles on astronomy, observing, tele-

scopes and accessories. Of interest to
beginner and advanced amateurs alike.

Confenfs include—
• Observing the sun.

moon, planets and
wonders of the sky

• Constellation map
• Hints for observers

• Glossary of telescope term:

• How to choose a telescope

• Amateur clubs and research

programs

Please rush to me. free of charge, UNITRON'S new
" Observer's Guide and Telescope Catalog.

Name

_ Street _
B Cily Stale
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From this tiny marble comes a

9 7- mile -long filament

n, wrapped in Fibcrglas Insulalioii,

Is placed In a hot oven with an unbaked
apple pie. Half an hour later the apple pie is

perfectly baked . . . and the ice cream, pro-
tected by the wrapperofFiberglas Insulation,
is still frozen hard!

Men from Mars? No—firefighters dressed in

protective suits made with Fiberglas Insula-
tion. With these suits, firemen can move right

into searing 2,000-degree oil-well fires! Re-
flective outer shell bounces back some heat,
quilted Fiberglas lining takes care of the rest.

The strongest screening known . . . made
from Fiberglas vinyl-coated yarns. It's rot-

proof, rust-proof, stain-proof and It never
needs painting! Push a pencil through Fiber-

glas Screening ami . . . the screening snaps
hack into place undamaged!

From the old glass-blower's art has come a great new American industry.

Already, thousands of dill'crent Fiberglas products are in use . . . many of them
doing what no other material ever has done before—and more are on the way!
Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Dept. 200-1, Toledo 1, Ohio.

OWE NS -CORNING

Fiberglas



Can you trust the

WEATHERMAN?
lie admits llial he's alxml filloen per cent wrong, but a new electronic computer can now per-

lorni tlu' mathematics that will brinj; weather predicting closer and closer to an exact science

THE room rumbles with a sup-

pressed power. It is air-condi-

tioned—75 degrees and 50 per cent

relative himiidity every minute

throughout the year. Scattered

around are eleven gun-metal gray,

shoulder-high cabinets, purring and

gulping eerily. Across a keyboard,

tiny red lights twinkle like a minia-

ture Broadway. Opposite it, a slot

slowly disgorges a sheet of paper.

The numbers crowded on it are

vaguely regular, reminiscent of the

eddies of a rock-filled stream.

This is where the "701" is caged.

The 701 is the electronic slave that

is helping to unlock the secrets of

the weather. Every day, in its

second-floor cage in an office build-

ing in Suitland, Maryland, this

computer digests thousands of fig-

lu^es, adds and multiplies them at

By William Barry Furlong

a speed almost l)e\()nd comprehen-

sion. It can make 16,000 additions

or 2,000 multiplications every sec-

ond. What it spits out is a predic-

tion of where great masses of air

will be in 36 hours. These deliber-

ations are speedily sent to Weather
Bureau and militar\- stations all

over the continent to help local

weathermen forecast the weather

in their area the next day.

345



The 701 is one of a battery of

scientific tools that are making
weather forecasting less of an art

and more of a science. Rockets,

radio, radar, high-level balloons, au-

tomatic weather stations—all these

are part of the fast-developing sys-

tem that is gradually squeezing the

error out of our weather forecasts.

How great is that error? At pres-

ent, about 15 per cent.

Why does it seem greater? Be-

cause the weatherman always seems

to strike out on the big ones.

"There's no trick in predicting the

usual weather," one forecaster has

said. "The hard thing is to predict

the unusual weather."

Are the weathermen themselves

satisfied with a 15 per cent error?

No—but they recognize better than

anvbodv else the difficulties of their

problem. "If at times the meteor-

ologist makes mistakes," says Dr.

Sverre Petterssen of the University

of Chicago, "it's not because he's

so poor but because his problem is

so complex."

What is that problem? To stand

at the bottom of an ocean of air

which, as Dr. Petterssen says, "goes

from catastrophe to catastrophe."

To explore that ocean with instru-

ments which, modern though they

seem, are scarcely more advanced

for their purpose than a horsecar

in the jet age. To assemble data

from a comparatively few points

(who knows what happens in the

skies over the poles or over Si-

beria?) and to digest and analyze

that data in order to predict which
kind of "catastrophe" is going to

happen next and where.

Electronic assi5tant-701

A GOVKRNMKNT WKATHER KXPKRTS at tlic control console of llie IBM
701 electronic coini)iitcr at the Joint iNuincrical Weather Prediction
Unit. Suitland. Maryland. Dr. L. F. Kichardson. an outstanding;
British inet<-orolo^'isl, estimated that with tiie tools availahle in
1922 il woidd Iki\<' taken some 61.(l()(( nialhenialicians to make accu-
rate daily forecasts. This electronic coniiiuter, as one of the weather-
men hunioronsly puts it. '-does everytliin<r hut hand us an undjrella
when it''s time to go home on a rainy eveninf;."'

If man ever learns to control

weather over large areas, these

"catastrophes" may provide the

most powerful weapons in his hor-

rendous arsenal. For each change
in weather surges with energy that

dwarfs the most awesome of atomic

bombs. An average-size hurricane

releases in any moment enough
energy to match the instantaneous

explosion of 1,000 atoinic bombs.
If the energy that falls from the

sun on a farm one mile square in

Nebraska could be stored and con-

verted, the farmer would have a

power plant the size of Hoover
Dam. And a one-inch rainfall re-

leases enough energy to match
three days of sunshine. Indeed, the

potential of disaster in any change
of weather causes one weatherman
to remark that, "Somewhere, at

every minute, the weather is a

serious matter."

Why Predicting is Difficult

As yet, meteorologists are strug-

gling with more primary problems:

understanding tlie weather and its

causes enough to predict it with
greater accuracy. The problem is

one of the most complex kno\\'n to

man. "Meteorology is the only sci-

ence which regularly tries to pre-

dict what is going to happen
tomorrow," says Dr. Petterssen.

"xMost sciences only tell you what
has already happened."

Long and embarrassing experi-

ence has taught forecasters for the

U. S. Weather Bureau that their

errors spring from three sources:

mistakes in timing, in geography,

and in development.

Mistakes in timing occur when
the forecaster predicts the right

kind of weather but is off schedule.

Mistakes in geography happen
wlien the right weather comes Ijut

in the wrong place.

Mistakes in development occur

when the forecaster simply mis-

judges the build-up, dissipation,

acceleration, or direction of an air

mass. Usually this leads to the most

glaring mistakes.

On the morning after Christmas,

1947, for instance, the Weather Bu-

reau in New York predicted that
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Raujinsonde.

Instruments for automaii-

cally Idoafkastiiif,' weather

condilions from unmanned
high ahitiidc lialloons—known
as ra\\nnson(h" — were devel-

oi>(m1 (hirJnji World War II.

tlic weather would be '"cIoikIv to-

day with occasional snow ending

during this afternoon, followed by

partial clearing." The forecaster

overlooked a snowstorm blossom-

ing over the Atlantic off the coast

of southern New England. Instead

of swinging out to sea — as such

storms usually do—this snowstorm

swept inland and dumped most of

its burden on New York City. Be-

tween 3 P.M. and 4 p.m. that da>',

when the snow was supposed to be

ending, the storm reached its peak,

unleashing 3.2 inches of snow. The

storm continued through midnight,

transforming New York into a

white-mantled, isolated shell of a

city. The staid New York Times

reflected the stature of the storm.

It ran a three-line, eight-column

headline—exceptionally rare in the

Times—to record the greatest snow-

storm in New York's history: 25.8

inches of snow in 18/'2 hours. The

forecast, said the Times later, was

"the understatement of the year."

"Development is one of the most

difficult things to predict every

time," says one forecaster. "You can

watch the air masses move and

remember what happened in the

past, but you can't be sure the same

thing will happen again." An error

of only five miles per hour in the

estimate of a hurricane's speed in

moving up the coast will throw a

forecast 120 miles off in one day.

.\n error of a single degree in its

direction at Cape Hatteras may find

the weatherman far wrong by the

time it hits the latitude of New
England. "And remember," says the

forecaster, "that a hurricane — or

any air mass—can change its speed

and direction half a dozen times

w ithin a couple of hours — after

\-ou've made your prediction."

Not only must the forecaster

accept the whims of the weather

but also the public's. "We find,"

CAN YOU TRUST THE WEATHERMAN?

^ Here we see such a

mechanism h e i n
f;

launched. In tlie

weatlicrmanV hantl is

tlie radio transmitter

and instrument l)ox.

Farther up the cai)li-

i> the paiiK-liulc tha

will carry the instru-

ment box safely to

earth. Above is the

balloon.

> A Rawinsonde in-

strument box and
radio transmitter.
This is the "nerve cen-

ter" and "voice" of

modern, three-dimen-

sional weather study.

< This is the track-

inf: antenna that fol-

lows the rawinsonde
balloon and listens to

its messages. The ob-

servor is aiming it by
means of a telescope.

^ Rawinsonde obser-

vations are plotted
directly on graph
paper and must be
evaluated to obtain
useful information.



says one employee of tlie Weather

Bureau, "that many persons can't

remember accurately what the

weather was yesterday." The per-

sonal equation is strong in impres-

sions of the weather. The fanner

in the Middle West is much more

sensitive to changes in the weather

than the jjroker in the canyons of

Wall Street. The teen-ager at the

beach is more aware of a passing

cloud than the stenographer in an

air-conditioned office. The house-

wife in the suburbs is more con-

scious of the approach of rain than

a factory worker. In winter, a warm
spell always seems unusually warm.

In summer, the first hot spell seems

unusually uncomfortable, because

we haven't yet adjusted ourselves.

Taking the Job Seriously

Forecasters are sensitive. "I've

known some meteorologists to go

witliout sleep at night if they

'blow' two or three forecasts in a

row," says one Weather Bureau

man. "And sometimes, the atmos-

phere is so confused that a fore-

caster just feels like going home
and forgetting about the whole

thing."

However, the occasional fumbles

of the weathennan rarely weaken

his popularity in commercial cir-

cles. Some 2,600 subscribers con-

sider the Weather Bureau's 30-day

outlooks worth the $4.80 a year

they cost. The daily forecasts are

crucial to uncounted thousands in

scores of fields. Cattle ranchers,

fruit growers, outdoor theater op-

erators, sellers of umbrellas all de-

mand to know what the weather

will be tomorrow, and the day

after tomorrow, and day after day

after that. An advertising agency

wants to know when it should

plaster billboards with ads for tire

chains. A Los .\ngeles publisher

slips his newspaper into wax wrap-

pers on rainy days. A leather com-

pany wants to know how much the

sun will shine because its patent

leather is dried in the sunshine.

In the Gulf of Mexico, oil com-

panies want to know the height of

the waves they can expect to smash

against the rigs drilling beneath the

many factors influence prediction.

^ Weathkr predicting involves rapid translation of complex
data to maps. These experts at the Weatiier Bureau-Army-Navy
Analysis Center in Washington are analyzing a weather pattern.

sea's surface. In Hollywood, a mo-

tion picture company wants to

know when a certain cloud will

appear on the horizon, how much
sun will shine tomorrow, or when
they can expect a beautiful sun-

rise. In Chicago, a department

store wants to know how windy it

will be (women won't buy hats on

windy days) or what time of day

rain may be expected (early morn-

ing rains keep the shoppers at

home, afternoon rains trap them in

the store). In Baltimore, a bakery

notes that sweet goods sell better in

cool weather than hot, and that

wet weather makes neighborhood

sales fall off and downtown sales

spurt sharply upward, because

when it rains, housewives call their

husbanils to buy the cake on the

way home.

In 1945, a long, freezing rain

deluged much of Iowa, dela\'ing

the planting of corn. As the summer
wore on, the farmers realized that

a great deal more simshine was

needed for the crop. But if they

left the corn in the fields, they

would take a multimillion-dollar

risk of losing the whole ero]i to a

sudden frost.
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eis once tried to halt a damaging

hailstorm by firing cannonballs into

the sky. The roster of battles de-

cided by the turn of the weather

reads like a roll call of history's

great struggles—Napoleon and Hit-

ler before Moscow, the British at

Gallipoli, the Allies at the Battle

of the Bulge. Indeed, it was a

heavy rain that bogged down Na-

poleon's light artillery and delayed

him enough to cause his defeat at

\Vaterloo.

War gave meteorology its great

impetus. World War I brought the

important theory of moving air

masses, developed by Scandinavian

meteorologists; World War II de-

veloped technical discoveries such

as radar, rockets, and rawinsonde

balloons for automatic broadcast-

ing of conditions at liigh altitudes.

But once war ends, the urgency—

and the appropriations given to

meteorology — dwindle. This year,

19.3 cents will be spent for every

American. This is a decided in-

crease over what has been spent

1 other post-war years, but as one

nongovernment meteorologist puts

it, "There isn't much you can buy

for 19 cents a year."

It is not money alone but a

gnawing sense of dedication that

drives men to probe the secrets of

the weather. Observers have been

left for months on floating islands

in the Arctic Ocean to study

weather phenomena. Others have

plunged in planes through the

turbulent skirts of a hurricane and

entered its very eye in search of

its secrets. Almost 10,000 unpaid

volunteers note temperature and

precipitation in their counties ev-

erv day for the Weather Bureau—

and some of them have been doing

it daily for 65 years.

Manpower is now sturdily aug-

mented by science. All across the

nation drift huge helium-filled bal-

loons, tracing the pattern of winds

high in the atmosphere or radioing

data down. Through radar, the

depth as well as the width of

storms can now be measured. In

some inaccessible areas, automatic

weather stations are mounted to

3 SO

It's Still up to the IJJeather man
^ Gathering the facts is one operation; plotting and interpret-

ing them is a complex task involving judgment based on experi-

ence and a knowledge of advanced mathematical techniques.

Great strides in instrumentation are enabling the Weather
Bureau to set new goals in speed and accuracy of prediction.

record everything that a human
weatherman might note. (Once a

military pilot, circling an aban-

doned robot weather station on a

Pacific island, reported that it was

being worshipped as a shrine by

the natives.

)

Altogether, some 375,000 obser-

vations pour into the National

Weather Analysis Center near

Washington every day. They come

from all over the Northern Hem-
isphere, including at least 300 sta-

tions in Russia but none in Com-
munist China. In the U. S., the

weather stations exchange informa-

tion as regularly as if the atmos-

phere were a market place. With

this information, each forecaster

constructs his local prediction. Usu-

ally he employs a combination of

three methods — e.xperience, statis-

tics, and a comparatively new tech-

nique called numerical prediction.

Old Methods and New
Experience is an important fac-

tor in forecasting. The weatherman

studies the charts showing the

movement of air masses in his area

and any that may be approaching,

and compares them with any simi-

lar patterns he may know from past

experience. He then makes a pre-

diction, taking into account what-

ever variations are noted in the

current situation, for no two oc-

currences are exactly alike. This

method of prediction is called "sub-

jective forecasting."

One of the drawbacks of "sub-

jective forecasting" is that it relies

greatly upon the memory of a sin-

gle individual. "A man with a pro-

digious memory can do quite well,"

says Dr. Petterssen. But when such

a man dies, there is no way for him

to pass his experience on to his

successor. Some years ago, an at-

tempt was made to overcome this,

as well as to introduce more sci-

ence and less art into forecasting.

Air mass movements were charted

for selected areas for every day in

the last half century or so. The
forecaster desiring to analyze con-

ditions on any day then had only

to refer to these charts, or ana-

logues, to find a similar pattern in

the past and thus make a similar

forecast. On November 24, 1951,

for instance, a 22-inch snowstorm

struck Cleveland and vicinity—ex-

actly as predicted. One forecaster

later explained that, "The weather

map for November 8, 1913, could

have been used as the weather map
for November 24, 1951-and a 22.2-

inch snowstorm hit Cleveland on

that earlier date."

Two statistical methods are be-

ing explored for use in forecasting.

The first is for local use only. A
weatherman selects certain condi-

tions in the atmosphere, then

probes the past to see what hap-

pened when the same combination

of conditions existed. If it snowed
in 75 per cent of the cases, then he

predicts -a 75 per cent chance of

snow. If the snow reached 2 inches

on 30 per cent of the occasions, he

then anticipates a 30 per cent

chance for a 2-inch snowfall.

But broader investigations into

the use of statistical patterns for

long-range and large-area forecasts

are underway. "Anything that hap-

pens in a pattern," as Dr. Petters-

sen puts it, "is susceptible to study

through statistics. " However, appli-

cation of the statistical methods in

meteorology is extremely complex

and is still under study. The data

must be assembled into patterns

before it can be used for prediction.

This calls for a detailed analysis of

weather phenomena over long

periods.

The numerical prediction method

is based on a set of equations which

describe, mathematically, the mo-
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tion of tlie atmosphere. The physi-

cal basis for the equations was sug-

gested in 1939 by Dr. Carl-Gustaf

Rossby after earlier explorations in

the field had had only partial suc-

cess. Dr. Rossby was particularly

interested in the movement of air

masses at high altitudes and in

learning how they influence

weather at the earth's surface. With

World War II came the devices-

rockets, high-altitude balloons car-

rying radios and recorders, etc. —
which could penetrate the upper

atmosphere to make the vital ob-

servations.

At about the same time, a special

task force at the Institute for Ad-

vanced Study was adapting Dr.

Rossbys equations for use in an

electronic computer—and then de-

signing the computer that could

solve the eciuations. The task took

six years. As it eventually evolved,

the technique demanded that ob-

servations of the atmosphere be

made at numerous points and trans-

lated for use on a huge grid map
of the United States and parts

of the flanking oceans. These ob-

servations, made for a theoretical

instant in time, were then worked

into the equations which could be

solved by the electronic computer.

The whole system is called "nu-

merical prediction."

The Numerical Prediction Unit

was set up in the middle of 1954

at Suitland, Maryland, by the

Weather Bureau, the Air Force,

and the Navy, but it did not re-

ceive its electronic computer until

April, 1955. The 701, an amiable if

not affectionate slave, is rented

from International Business Ma-

chines for $20,000 a month—and is

regarded as cheap at the price.

"We're moving so fast in this field,"

says Dr. George Cressman, Director

of the Joint Numerical Weather Pre-

diction Unit, "that our present

computer can be considered to be

in the Model-T stage. We under-

stand that there are on the draw-

ing boards computers that can work

ten times as fast."

Every morning at six o'clock, the

computer is turned on and given

two and a half hours of warm-up

and checking by IBM maintenance

men. At 8:30 a.m., it is turned

over to the Numerical Prediction

Unit. I'ntij noon, research projects

are pushed through the machine.

"It took >is four man-years to work

out the code for one set of instruc-

tions to the machine," says Cress-

man. Another two man-years will

be consumed on any one of several

other projects.

By late morning, observations are

pouring into the National Weather

Analysis Center, which relays the

desired data to the Numerical Pre-

diction Unit. The computer is set

to work on a simple preliminary

prognosis on weather conditions at

16,000 to 20,000 feet for as much

as three days in advance. This

consumes about a half hour.

Meanwhile, information from

various weather stations all over

the United States is being assem-

bled and coded on punched cards.

This data must be interpolated for

the 551 grid points on the maps

used by the Numerical Prediction

Unit. "Unfortunately, the weather

stations are seldom at the intersec-

tions of our grid points," says Cress-

man, "and we must take the data

reported by several stations sur-

rounding a grid point and inter-

polate it for the grid point." Orig-

inally, this task was done by hand

and took almost five hours. Now
the computer makes the interpola-

tions and memorizes them. In one

set of memory cells, the 701 can

store 4,000 five-digit numbers: in

another, 16,000. And on four tapes

used to augment the memor\' cells,

it can store some 400.000 fi\e-digit

numbers.

While the machine is doing this,

the punch-card crew is drilling out

a set of instruction cards. About

4:15 P.M., with the interpolations

stored in the machine, the instruc-

tion cards are inserted. Then the

computer gets down to the task of

grinding out a prognosis of the

movement of air masses at three

levels - roughly 3.000 feet, 10.000.

and 23,000 feet -for the next 36

hours.

The prognosis is made with a

beguiling coyness. It is not made
in a single leap but in a series of

small, relentless steps. With the

conditions reported that morning.
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irirer the

- V.
7, 7941^ the a's-

irl Ili'ifJror^oiD-

tra!j;ic Sfciic in the'Soiith

^Iit British cruiser had
rtfi^xTbed. Seaman Albert E.

ftfj-a survivor, reported that as

|ie eravvled aboard a life raft he
saw fins cutting the bloody water

about him, and swimmers being

pulled grotesquely under the waves.

Awash on heavily laden rafts, the

survivors spent five days beating

off sharks with paddles. Of the

cruiser's complement of 450 men,
only 170 escaped the torpedoing

and the frightful attack of the

sharks.

Although the extent to which
sliarks are dangerous to human
beings is controversial, authorities

at least agree that some kinds of

sharks will attack under certain

conditions. There are recorded in-

stances where sharks have struck

men singly or in pairs. On one occa-

sion, when a plane carrying three

fliers sank off the South American
coast, the sharks, after a leisurely

investigation, seized one of the

352

fliers. An hour passed before they

struck a second. The third swimmer
succeeded in reaching the shore.

A government report of this de-

pressing event came to the atten-

tion of Dr. Harold
J. Coolidge, of

Harvard University, who was cur-

rently working in Washington for

the Coordinator of Information.

Discussing the shark menace with

his associates at Harvard's Museum
of Comparative Zoology, he con-

ceived of the possibility of a chemi-

cal that would repel sharks. Both

he and his friend. Dr. Henry Field,

at that time at work on a special

assignment for the White House,

were aware that fear of sharks was
a morale problem among smvivors

of ships sinking in the Caribbean
and the Pacific, as well as among
fliers. It seemed unfortunate that

this worry had to be added to the

strains of war. If merely the small-

est fraction of the directed effort

that had produced new super-

weapons were to be focused upon
the nature and habits of the shark,

perhaps some defense might be

found. Surely, they reasoned, an

attempt would be worthwhile.

Thus began one of the strangest

scientific projects of the war. It

was initiated by Coolidge, recom-

mended by the medical division of

the National Research Council, and
undertaken by the Office of Scien-

tific Research and Development
through a contract with the Marine
Studios in Florida. Interested par-

ties were the Navy, the War Ship-

ping Administration, and the Air

Force.

W. Douglas Burden, president of

the Marine Studios, a giant new
aquarium of ocean life, was in-

trigued with this problem, but not

too hopeful that it could be solved.

Assuming that a shark repellent

could be found, he asked the War
Shipping Administration what per-

centage of effectiveness they would
be satisfied with. They replied that

morale was their chief problem and
that they would be pleased to have
some sort of repellent to give their

crews, even if it were only 50 per

cent effective. Later they reported
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that they hoped this figure might

be raised to 66 per cent. They con-

tinued to impress upon Burden the

importance of producing at least

sometliing. Wliile they knew that

attacks by sharks were rare, the

news of a single such incident had

a way of becoming general knowl-

edge among crews.

As the war had forced the closing

of the Marine Studios in Florida,

research started at the Woods Hole

Oceanographic Institution in Massa-

chusetts. Burden's problem was to

find a substance sharks would not

attack, analyze it, and extract from

it the offensive chemical ingredients.

If this could be done, it was pre-

sumably possible to combine these

ingredients in a concentrated sub-

stance which, when released in the

water by a sailor or airman, woidd

act as a repellent. Staff members of

the American Museum of Natural

History in New York, of which Bur-

tlen is a trustee, searched the refer-

ence books for data on the subject,

but found nothing significant. Even
ethnological literature dealing with

the natives of islands in shark-

infested waters proved barren of

helpful facts or folklore. Obviously

then, the quest for a shark repellent

would involve the most basic re-

search.

The first step was to tempt three-

foot dog sharks, recently placed in

the \\'oods Hole laboratory tanks,

with vaiious kinds of poisoned

meat. The experiments were at

first discouraging. Showing little

discrimination, the sharks readily

seized meat containing the strong-

est poisons. It was immaterial that

they died within half an hour after

eating—the point was the\' had

swallowed the bait. Ultrasonics

failed to dull their appetite. Differ-

ent kinds of ink clouds failed for

the reason that the shark in seeking

food relies on his sense of smell,

more than on sight. Even so, war

gases did not deter them, nor did a

variety of stenches and irritants.

At last it occurred to Stewart

Springer, senior scientist on the job,

to try decomposing shark meat as

a bait. Florida shark fishermen had

reported that whenever storms kept

them from picking up sharks that

had died on their hooks, no other

sharks were to be found within a

wide radius. This observation led

the scientists to an exciting discov-

ery. Decomposed shark flesh from

four to six days old proved so dis-

tasteful to the Woods Hole dog

sharks that a series of seventy-five

tests was conducted on this bait

alone. Pursing the unknown repel-

lent factor in it, the research staff

journeyed to the shark fisheries in

Salerno, Florida. There sharks were

allowed to decompose in vats. The

liquid was evaporated off^ slowly

until all that remained was the evil-

smelling residue. Samples of this

were sent for analysis to Dr. David

Todd, a chemist, who after some

months determined that the "X"

factor was ammonium acetate.

Still further research revealed

that the repellent agent was acetic

acid, given off when ammonium
acetate is dissolved in water. Mean-

while Arthur McBride, formerly of

the American Museum of Natural

History and later curator of the

Marineland Biological Laboratory,

found that copper sulphate was an

even more powerful repellent than

the extract from decomposing shark

meat. Maleic acid proved to be a

deterrent also, but a less effective

one.

So piomising were the residts

obtained with the shai'k meat ex-

tract and with copper sulphate that

the experiments were mo\'ed out of

the laborator\- into the open sea.

Only there, under natural condi-

tions, could the Woods Hole tests

be verified.

The search for sharks began off

the coast of northern Florida be-

tween Jacksonville and St. Augus-

tine. This effort proved fruitless, as

did an exj)edition to the Floiida

Keys, so the Navy and Coast Guard

dispatched subchasers to help the

scientists in their continuing search

in the waters around Cuba. Havana

harbor was supposed to be a likely

place, but the efforts of a Navy lieu-

tenant commander, together with a

dozen native fishermen, failed to

find sharks in anything like the

numbers necessary to test the re-

pellent. Ernest Hemingway, sug-

gested some locations, but these

too failed to produce any sharks.

The scientists well knew that

the shark is a vagabond, ranging

widely in his quest for food, but

they had not expected such diffi-

culty in this direction! It was most

frustrating. They decided to go

further south—to continue looking

off the coasts of Ecuador and Peru

at the edge of the Humboldt cur-

rent. On December 1, 1942, this

telegram arrived in the American

EmbassN' at Quito, Ecuador:

The Office of Scientific Research and

Development of the Office for Emer-
geiic) Nhuiagement has entered into

contract with Marine Studios for an

investigation of possible means of pro-

tection of men adrift in life belts

against sharks. ... It is proposed to

send an expedition consisting of Mr.

Arthur McBride and Nh'. Arthur

Schmidt, both of the American Mii-

semn of Natural History in New York,

and \\x. Charles Breder. Director of

the New^ York Aquarium, by plane as

soon as possible to conduct these ex-

periments. . . . You are requested to

secure permission from the Ecuadorian

go\ernment for the . . . necessarx' in-

vestigation in the territorial waters of

Ecuador. . . . You are also authorized

to transmit reports from tlie investi-
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A SCENE from the film,

efforts of the Navy to locate

Till' Shnrkfifihters, illustrating

sharks off the coast of Cuba.
the

gators via diplomatic pouch. Please

take ujj this matter on an urgent basis

and report by telegraph.

CoRDELL Hull

The expedition began on Decem-
ber 6, 1942, almo.st a year to the day

after the human feast of the South

Atlantic sharks following the sink-

ing of the British cruiser. The shark

population off the coast of Ecuador
was reported second only to that of

AiLstralia. As their cabin cruiser, the

Willpet, neared the island of La
Plata, 25 miles off the Ecuador
coast, the scientists were hopeful.

The waters around the island are

the site of vast migrations of shrimp

354

followed by feeder fish. It was logi-

cal, therefore, to e.xpect sharks in

large numbers.

Two years previously a porpoise-

hunting expedition to La Plata had

failed because the moment the fish-

ermen got a porpoise on the line,

the water fairly boiled with ham-

herhead sharks. In a twinkling, only

a patch of bloody water was left

where the porpoise had been. Now,
however, the scientists for some
reason could not attract sharks in

any quantity. They baited their

hooks with wahoo, bonito, massive

jacks, and tuna, as well as witli

freshly killed goats. They trolled.

^ \ R r n u R Schmidt,
< liailes Breclcr, and Artiiur

MfBiide at their camp on
I a I'Lita Island off Ecuador.

'^
I HE ''FLOATING LABORATORY"

alioaid the W illpet, showing supply
oi \aiious repellents hein<; tested.

drifted with surface baits, anchored

and still-fished by day and by night,

yet the sharks completely ignoretl

their bait.

The Willpet then retiu-ned to

Salinas, as the natives there re-

ported that the dumping of garbage

into the sea had attracted sharks

in large numbers. The fishermen

now tried drifting their baits—sides

of beef, whole goats, and fresh fisli

—near the coast and as far as fi\ e

miles offshore from the garbage

dump. These efforts did not pro-

duce sharks either, nor did an ex-

pedition up the coast to Pelado

Island. At length, the scientists de-

cided to return to La Plata. This

time they hired some fishermen to

accompany them and to collect bait

so that they might fish more inten-

sively. But their efforts were in

vain. Apparently the sharks were

just not present in anything like the

numbers necessary for their experi-

ments!

The Willpet then headed for the

town of Posorja, which clings to the

rim of mangrove-bordered lagoons

where the Quayaquil River flows

into its gulf. Broad, shallow, and

admirably sheltered from the swells
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of the ocean, tlie lagoons teem with

mullet, snappers, the common jack

and amberjack—all good hunting

for sharks.

Mullet were particularly plenti-

ful at the mouth of a small tidal

estuary called the Rio Morrow,

which they entered with each rising

tide. Directly behind them, chasing

them along the surface, came great

numbers of black-tipped ground

sharks.

McBride and Schmidt broke out

their gear with all the trembling

excitement of fly-fishennen sur-

rounded by rising trout. "We had

everything," wrote McBride, "abun-

dant sharks following a set routine,

abundant bait, and a calm an-

chorage right in the e.xperimental

grounds permitting work 24 hours

a day . .
." Three lines were set out,

an experimental one containing the

repellent, and two without it to act

as controls. Shark hooks, hung from

balsa Hoats to a depth of eigiitcen

to twenty-four feet and baited with

mullet, were allowed to drift astern

as the WiU])C't came to anchor.

Eighteen-foot bamboo outriggers

kept the three baits nearly forty

feet apart so that the repellent, tied

above the bait on one line, had no

effect on the other two. At the same

time, all three lines were set well

within the shark channel since it

was vital that they form equally

convenient targets.

Crescent-shaped calling cards

The results were spectacular. The
baits scarcely settled down under

their cork floats before they were

taken. The clothespins holding the

outboard lines to the outriggers let

go and the deck of the Willpet was
thrown into feverish activity. The
pulling and hauling necessary to

land the ordinary run of deep sea

fish leaves the sportsman com-

pletely spent at the day's end. Here

the quarry was often much heavier

and less manageable. No sooner

was a shark brought in and released

from the hook, the line rcbaited and

reset, and the character of the strike

recorded, than the cork float on

another line would disappear and

the combat would be renewed.

This, of course, was just what the

scientists wanted—the more strikes

they could tabulate, the better. At

every rising tide, day and night for

sixteen days, the busy crew of the

Willpet toiled here to take advan-

tage of their good luck.

While the sharks often succeeded

in cutting the bait just short of the

hook, they invariably left their call-

ing card in the form of a crescent-

shaped imprint, so that the scien-

tists were able to record the strike

^ A SHARK about to gulp its meal at Marine Studios, Florida, where the first experiments were conducted.



as that of a shark, even though they

did not know what kind. Most of

those caught were the powerful

and very fast black-tipped ground

sharks which often cleared the

water like sailfish as they tried to

throw the hook. A larger species

of ground shark, Carcharhinus

azureus, measuring nearly eight

feet, was brought in also, as were

small hammerheads.

Besides coping with their restless

lines, the scientists had to attend to

several other things. Each repellent

had to be weighed with a spring

balance. Then the repellent was put

into a diffusing bag attached to the

experimental line above the bait.

Copper sulphate proved very solu-

ble and had to be enclosed in a bag

composed of several thicknesses of

tightly woven cloth. Copper acetate

diffused less rapidly and required a

different kind of bag. After each

experiment, the bag was removed

from the line and the remaining

chemical was dried and weighed to

determine how much had diffused

in a given length of time. For how
else could the scientists find out

how much or how little was neces-

sary to repel a shark?

Copper acetate the answer

Before many days the statistics

could be arranged in e.xciting pat-

terns. Copper acetate—the double-

barreled repellent extracted in

Massachusetts—was producing al-

most magical results! As soon as it

began to diffuse at the rate of as

little as one-tenth of a pound an

hour, all strikes would cease on the

experimental line.

Hung near the bottom where the

sharks enjoyed feeding, even the

choicest bait remained untouched

when the repellent was at work.

Quickly and unexpectedly, the

South American expedition had be-

come a success!

Soon after McBride and Schmidt

returned to the United States, a

meeting was called in Washington

for the purpose of informing some

twenty authorities of the progress

in this peculiar war against sharks.

In presenting his report. Chairman

Burden claimed that copper acetate

had a nearK' perfect record of re-

pellence, a statement which he sup-

ported with the convincing data

supplied by McBride. He was care-

ful to say, however, that he did not

know what effectiveness the cop-

per acetate would have under "mob
conditions" — when sharks gathered

in large numbers and attacked in-

discriminately.

"Let us assume," said Burden,

"that a lot of blood has gotten in

the water prior to the introduction

of the repellent material. Let us as-

sume further that voracious sharks

are present in large numbers.

"Under such circumstances sharks

have frequently been seen biting at

oars and boats, with such savage

determination that they completely

ignored heavy blows. This would

seem to indicate that at some point

in the characteristic shark-feeding

program, the olfactory sense no

longer plays a dominant role and

is superseded by a mob-impulse in

which visual and auditory senses

both have probably played a part.

This mob-impulse might be likened

to the stampede behavior in ani-

mals. Under these conditions it is

very doubtful if any chemical re-

pellent would inhibit their feeding

behavior thoroughly.

"However, we do believe that if

acetate is sprayed onto the water

from the deck of a boat before

wounded men jump in, it will give

protection. The point is, that the

sense of smell initiates the subse-

quent feeding pattern, so that if

this behavior can be arrested at the

outset through a repellent, the more
violent aspects of it could not come
into being."

Success seemed so certain that

the Navy took over the research

program. Carrying forward the ex-

perimentation with copper acetate,

the Naval Research Laboratory, to-

gether with the Calco Chemical

Corporation, produced a mixture

composed of one part copper ace-

tate to four parts negrosine-type

dye. This was calculated to mask
the scent of the swimmer and dif-

fuse around him an inky cloud hid-

ing him from view. The research

staff of the Marine Studios reported

that the nearest parallel to mob
conditions followed the dumping of

"trash" fish from the shrimp boats

off St. Augustine, Florida, so the

new extract was tried out there.

Attracted by shovelfuls of fish,

the sharks appeared from every di-

rection. As they slashed and cut at

the bait, a movie camera on deck

recorded the maelstrom. After thirty

seconds of dumping plain fish, the

crew shoveled in fish mixed with

repellent for thirty seconds. The
sharks remained to feed on these

for only five seconds, then faded

away completely. Thirty minutes

later, when plain fish were again

dumped in, a few came back. But

when these were followed b\' fish

with repellent, there was not an-

other strike. On a third trial, the

sharks would not approach within

twenty yards of the boat even to

attack plain fish.

This evidence was so conclusive

that it convinced even the most

grudging skeptics. The repellent

was quickly made up into cakes,

which were ordered by the services

in tremendous quantities. The Air

Force used it for all over-water

flights between latitudes 45 de-

grees North and South. Sealed in

a blue envelope, suspended on the

end of a ribbon and cemented to

the life preserver, a packet gave

positive protection from sharks for

from three to four hours.

American fliers had not carried

the repellent long before the Au-

stralians began to make inquiries.

They were skeptical, saying in ef-

fect: "The repellent may work on

your sharks over there, but our

sharks are known to be far more

treacherous." Samples of the repel-

lent were shipped and arrange-

ments immediately made for ex-

periments in Shark Bay, West Au-

stralia. It was foimd that the effec-

tiveness of the repellent in Austral-

ian waters was 95.2%!

Thus by the end of World War
II, one hazard of warfare, not of

man's contriving had been largely

eliminated. But more important

still, is the reassurance given to

peacetime sailors plying dangerous

waters.
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By James H. Hunziker

As told to

A I.A.N G. May

of ^ffoStlj /nl

By engineless sloop to stake out a life in one of the

most inhospitable spots on earth—the adventures of two sheep pioneers at a remote outpost

YOU will not find Bayly Island

in the atlas or gazetteer, for it

is unimportant in size. It was im-

portant, ho\^'ever, to my brother

and me, for the island belonged to

us 50 years ago, and we lived there

more than two years. We were

the world's most southerly resi-

dents — 6500 miles south of New
York and only 1200 from the ant-

arctic icecap. Looking south from

our place on Bayly, we could see

Cape Horn in the distance.

Living on Bayly was no publicity

stunt on our part; it was the fulfill-

ment of a long thought-out plan.

It was a serious undertaking by
two young men who hoped to de-

velop a successful sheep ranch. We
needed good but inexpensive grass-

land and had heard favorable re-

SOUTH OF SOUTH AMERICA

ports of the Fuegian archipelago.

Our knowledge of sheep had

been acquired from childhood, for

we were born in the Falkland

Islands, east of the Straits of .Ma-

gellan. As a young lad I went to

Patagonia and worked on my
uncle's stock farm, or esfancia, on

the Gallegos River about 100 miles

north of the Straits. George had

also left home at the same time and

worked on an cstancia in Tierra

del Fuego.

We met in Punta Arenas, eager

to prepare for our new venture.

Pimta Arenas at that time was a

small city of less than 10,000 peo-

ple and proudly claimed the title

of the southernmost city in the

world.

\Vhile trying to decide which of

the many Chilean officials to ap-

proach, we met an acquaintance

named Grandi. He told us he had

started a small cstancia on Bertram

Island and could show us how to

obtain rights. Before the day was

over, we had been granted two of

the Wollaston islands, Bayly and

Grevy. They were given to us for

20 years, with the privilege of re-

taining them after that time if we
so wished. We were dumbfounded

but elated. Free property without

taxes! Grandi, too, was pleased, for

he would now have neighbors only

40 miles away.

Our first day of searching for a

seaworth>' ship dashed our spirits,

for we could only find a broken-

down old cutter. A seaman told us

that she had capsized once and that
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A PuNTA Arenas, where the Alfredo was bought.

no one but a half-wit would con-

sider buying her. But she proved

to be the only ship available.

She was in terrible condition,

but we thought perhaps we coidd

make her seaworthy. Far into the

night we debated whether to take

a chance. The next day, after

hours of haggling, we bought the

cutter Alfredo for approximately

$500.

Although the Alfredo was
called a cutter in Punta Arenas,

she was what we term a sloop,

with mainsail, staysail, and jib but

no engine. Her over-all length was

40 feet. She had a twelve-foot

beam and drew five feet of water.

For the next five or six weeks we
worked from daylight till dark.

There was really no hurry, but we
were anxious to be on our way.

We shortened the mast, cut down
the sails, rerigged, caulked and

painted her, and poured two feet

of cement in the hold for ballast.

When we were through, we re-

ceived many compliments on our

work. Not counting our labor, we
had spent another $150 working

over the Alfredo.

Owing to shortage of funds, we
held our staple supplies down to a

minimum. Two shotguns, a rifle,

and a revolver, with ammunition,

would enable us to live off the

island. Some tools and nails, a

couple of mattresses, a cook stove,

and some corrugated metal for the

roof about completed our stores.

The former owner of the Alfredo

said we could dismantle a shack he

Murro). '^ Navorin l>. ,
X

^ }t «>«-Baylyl>.

» •». < Wollailon

^^ Group

Cape Horn

claimed to own on Admiralty

Sound, which would give us our

windows and some roofing.

Looking back now, I am amazed
at how calmly we set out through

some of the most treacherous

waters in the world. Our knowl-

edge of navigation was not pro-

found. I knew how to navigate by
dead reckoning, but that was all.

We had had considerable experi-

ence in handling small boats in the

Falklands. Lacking an engine, vig-

ilance would be essential. Today,

no one would think of starting out

on such a venture without a good

engine.

Many of the small crowd who
watched us depart thought we
would never return, but this fazed

us not one bit. Heading south

along Magellan Strait, we stopped

the first night before dark in a

sheltered bay. This gave us an op-

portunity to shoot a goose for sup-

per. We always made it a practice

if possible to anchor before dark,

for we did not want to take un-

necessary chances. Passing the

southwest point of Useless Bay, we
came across a magnificent glacier

that must have been almost a mile

wide where it met the water. We
were headed for Admiralty Sound
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and the abandoned sliack. Tliis was

a long distance out of our way, but

now there was no hurry, for our

great adventure had begun.

A Httle over halfway up the

Sound, we found the shack and

made a gruesome discovery. Out-

side lay the skeleton of a man who
had died sitting on the ground

leaning against the wall. There was

nothing to indicate foul play, so

we assumed he had died of starva-

tion. The ribs had fallen in a heap

on the hip bones, and the skull lay

between the legs.

Loading the windows and sheet-

metal roofing aboard the next morn-

ing, we decided to go on to see if

Lake Fagnano near the head of the

Sound had possibilities for sheep.

We walked about six miles up a

small river and came to the lake.

It was a beautiful place with the

mountains coming down close to

the water, but it was not sheep

country.

We sailed down Admiralty

Sound, past the large island of

Dawson and out through Cockburn

Channel, taking things slow and

easy. The Alfredo handled beau-

tifully, and we realized what a

wonderful buy we had made.

When we reached Londonderry

Lsland, we ran into bad weatlier

and were held up for a week. How-
ever, we enjoyed hunting, explor-

ing, and prospecting for gold. In-

cidentally, the gold for which we
often searched was never found.

When the weather improved, we
raced along in the open Pacific for

about 80 miles before turning east

and heading for the southwest arm
of Beagle Channel. On a slack tide

we ran Murray Narrows, a most

spectacular pass between tall rock

cliffs, and anchored off the west

side of Navarin Island.

Victims of the Yahgans

While exploring here, we came
across a group of seven graves.

Later we learned these were the

graves of the second group of mis-

sionaries to attempt to settle in the

Fuegian archipelago. These good

people had been clubbed to death

by the Yahgans while they were

holding their first divine service in

a newly erected building. The first

missionaries had starved to death.

The third attempt, lead by Thomas
Bridges, finally established a suc-

cessful mission at Ushuaia.

We found that our Bayly Island

covered approximately fifteen

square miles. Grevy, the next island

to tlie north, was somewhat larger.

Thc;se are two of the Wollaston

group, which is composed of eight

major islands and many smaller

ones. Bayly appealed to us more
than Grevy, so we decided to es-

tablish ourselves there, planning to

expand to Grevy later if the sheep

thrived.

The location we chose for our

cabin was near a small bay that

would give the Alfredo good pro-

tection from the southwest gales.

When leveling the ground, we dis-

covered we had chosen an old In-

dian campsite, a small shell mound
in which we unearthed several

bone hai-poon points. Later we
learned that the Yahgans called

this place Ushalameut. This was to

be our home.

We had brought no lumber to

build the cabin, but there was no

lack of material, for the wreckage

of ships was piled up from one to

five feet high in places. Hinges,

latches, and other hardware could

be detached as needed. Imagine:

we built the tables, chairs, bunks,

and cupboards from teakwood! Our
water supply came from a small

stream that ran alongside the cabin,

and George found a barrel for rain

water.

^ Beagle Chanivel, near the soutliernniost tip of South America.
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With our staple foods and an

abundance of game, we were well

fixed. We could have geese, ducks,

and eggs for a minimum of effort.

We caught crabs in the bay, and

cod, herring, and sardines were

plentiful. We could always get

salmon cod, a blue-backed, yellow-

bellied fish, near the kelp beds. By

sailing to Navarin we could vary

our diet by shooting the larger rel-

ative of the llama known as the

guanaco. They were a different

variety from those found in Pata-

gonia, bigger and much tastier.

Navarin is the only island south of

Tierra del Fuego on which gua-

nacos are found. Foxes, too, in-

habited Navarin but not the other

islands. We ate the eggs of geese,

ducks, snipe, gulls, and penguins.

Once we tried fried penguin but

found it nauseating. We often saw

porpoises but did not use them for

food. Neither did we try the occa-

sional whales that were washed

ashore. One time in Beagle Chan-

nel we saw 40 whales at one time

and narrowly escaped trouble

when one came up to blow only a

couple of feet from the Alfredo.

Berries grew in profusion. Wild

strawberries, also called rainber-

ries, grew close to the ground, al-

most hidden by the moss. Wild

black currants made excellent tea,

although it had a laxative effect.

The chowrie or goosli, somewhat

like a barberry, tasted good either

fresh or cooked. Dark red diddtj-

dees could be picked by the hand-

ful. We used swampberries to

make melvina tea, a drink often

used in the Falklands. Water cress

and wild celery were easy to find,

and there was another plant I

recognized from boyhood days as

a cure for upset stomach.

After the cabin was finished, we
made preparations for the sheep.

^ A MODEL of a Yalif;an pit

house of the sort used hy

tlie natives of Tierra ilii

Fiiefio and near-liy islands.

building enclosures, pens for lamb-

ing, and a rail fence across the

island to prevent the sheep from

straying into the woods and hills,

which covered about a fifth of our

island. All this from material sal-

vaged from the beaches.

Getting the Sheep

Our hopes for obtaining sheep

centered on Ushuaia, the most

southerly town in the world, the

capital of Argentine Tierra del

Fuego. We had been out of con-

tact with civilization seven weeks

when we made the seventy-mile

trip there, taking two days. Pur-

chasing the sheep was compara-

tively easy, but it was another mat-

ter to persuade the captain of a

small coastal steamer to take them

to Bayly. It took two bottles of gin

and more money than we could

afford to get him to make the trip.

After the sheep had become

settled, we had time to do some

exploring. A large four-master Ger-

man ship had been wrecked on our

soutiiwest shore shortly before our

arrival. Grandi had told us a good

lifeboat had been left high and dry

on the rocks. As we could use this

boat, we set off to find it. Going

overland, we came to a place where

small trees about 2.5 feet tall had

been bent over by the force of the

continual winds until they grew

parallel to the ground about five

feet high. As the branches and

undergrowth were too thick to pen-

etrate beneath, we had to walk

over these trees. Sliding down a

steep cliff, we came to the wreck.

All that remained was a small part

of the stern sticking up out of the

water. The lifeboat we wanted had

been smashed to bits. Two or three

shacks and a large pile of mussel

shells indicated that the survivors

had lived there quite a while be-

fore being picked up. A great stack

of life preservers, some wooden

buckets, and homemade bows and

arrows with nails for points la\'

alongside the shelters.

The weather was not unpleasant

in the summer, although frequent

rains kept the ground from ever

drying out. In winter, the terrific

winds, usually accompanied by

snow and sleet, were very trying.

Sometimes the small lakes in the

hills froze over in the winter, but

the lowlands never froze. Even in

the coldest weather there was never

more than half an inch of ice on

the rain barrel. Snow did not re-

main on the groimd for more than

a day at a time.

Geese, ducks, owls, snipe, vul-

tures, grebes, skuas, hawks, teal,

gulls, shags, widgeon, and penguins

were common. Occasionally we
saw black-headed swans. The jack-

ass penguins, which make a noise

like a jackass and are a little over
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a foot high, Hve in burrows under

the tussock grass. Their eggs were

excellent, and the Yahgans were

particularly fond of them. Once,

when I accidentally knocked an

egg off the table when an Indian

was present, he immediately

dropped to hands and knees and

lapped it up. Not that he was

hungry; rather, he hated to see the

egg go to waste.

The Yahgans were nomadic
canoe Indians without permanent

settlements. They moved from is-

land to island as the fancy took

them. It was apparent that they

camped at the same places time

after time, for mussel shell mounds
were found on all the islands. These

mounds averaged about eight feet

in depth, although we saw some

more than twice that.

Although small in stature, the

Yahgans were remarkably strong.

A five-foot, six-inch man was an

exceptionally tall Indian. They

lived in shelters formed of seal

or sea lion skins stretched over a

framework of light poles. When
traveling, the huts were taken down
and packed in the canoes. All the

islands lying below Beagle Channel

were Yahgan territory.

As steel tools were becoming

axailable, the natives had begun

making their canoes of antarctic

beechwood. In earlier times, the

canoes had been made from the bark

of the same tree. These were often

25 feet in length but were quite

SOUTH OF SOUTH AMERICA

frail and rarely lasted more than

one year. Usually a fire was kept

burning on a bed of sand in their

canoes while voyaging. It has been

suggested that these fires in the

boats prompted Magellan to name
the region "Land of Fire," or he

may have been referring to vol-

canoes now extinct. But it seems

to me more likely that the name
came from the many fires seen on

shore. As I understand it, the Yah-

gans never permitted their fires to

die out till they moved their camp.

I doubt that canoe fires could be

seen from any great distance.

Weather-wise

Although they covered long dis-

tances in these canoes, they

claimed they had never yet lost one

at sea. They were experts at fore-

telling the weather and were also

extremely cautious. Often they

waited as long as three weeks for

safe weather to commence a trip.

These Indians were adept at

making harpoon and spear points

from certain whale bones. Spear

points more than two feet long,

with man\' barbs on both sides,

were sometimes used for fish.

Strong, well-designed harpoon

heads for seal and sea lion were

made with a large single barb, the

head being set in a socket in the

shaft and held by a thong. We
found several flint and stone spear

points on Bayly. These were un-

known to our Yahgans, but such

^ TiiK III |- in uhiili ilii- liunzikcr
hrolliers pa^-^i-il luo >i-ars in the

stormy region near Cape Horn, as it

apjicareil in 191.5 when the Brew-
ster and Sanford Kxix-dilion vi-sitcd

the rc":ion.

points were in use at the time of

Darwin's visit in the 1830's.

Most of the Indians were good-

natured, but we met one or two of

ugly disposition. Three Chilenos

with a Yahgan assistant were hunt-

ing seals in our vicinity when the

Yahgan murdered the Chilenos and

made off with the boat. Some
months later this Indian, accom-

panied by his china (wife or

woman), arrived at Bayly and set

up his hut on the beach in front

of our cabin. One day, George was
walking down to our garden when
this man aimed his gun at him and

shot. Fortunately I realized what
was about to happen and sprang

at the Indian. George would prob-

ably have been killed if I had not

upset the Indian's aim. It turned

out the Yahgan thought George

was going to visit his china; hence

the attempted murder. We sug-

gested quite emphatically that he

leave the island. He packed up and

moved over to Herschel, where he

died a few months later. His china

buried him on the beach by piling

rocks on the body.

In the summer months (Decem-
ber to Februaiy), we had many
visits from the Yahgans, who came
to hunt sea otters. These animals,

up to 36 inches in length, were
killed for food. A few pelts were

used; others were kept for trading

purposes. The Indians used logs to

chase the otters out of the rocks

and crevices so the\' could club

them. Often they killed many more
otters than they could eat. The>-

kept the surplus meat under water

for a month or more and ate it in

all stages of decay.

The Indians killed birds with

slings and snares. They would
sneak up on the nesting birds at

night and snare them with a slip-

knot of baleen on the end of a

stick. It was not unusual for them
to fill a canoe with birds in one

night. co„/,„„.-,( on pnge J84
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wTien Niagara
Stood Still

For 30 frightful hours Niagara's waters ceased to fall,

aud the people of the region

were gripped in a nightmare of fear

By Harvey Berman

ON THE evening of March 29,

1848, Jed Porter, an upstate

New York farmer, decided to take

an after-supper walk. It had been

a hard but profitable da\', and

Porter was content with his prog-

ress. The repairs on the barn were

finally finished, the fences were up

and the seed had been brought

back from town. There was a deep

satisfaction in realizing that in just

a few weeks it would be time to

work in the fields again. Warmer
weather and the greenery that

comes with it were not far off.

Beneath his feet, the earth was

still muddy from yesterday's heavy

rains, and as Porter walked down
the road that woimd past his farm

and on to the Falls, he calculated

aloud just what he would plant

this year and where he would put

each crop.

Suddenly he stopped. In the few

minutes since he had walked out

the door, the night had grown

strangely still, quieter than he had

ever known it before. Bewildered,

he remembered that the feeling

had come to him earlier in the eve-

ning, at supper—an odd sensation

of something amiss that ynii just

couldn't put your finger on.

It was all around him in the still-

ness, this unique something he

couldn't quite comprehend. Listen-

ing intently, Porter scarcely moved

a muscle for a full fifteen minutes.

It was then that the understanding
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of what it was that was different

flooded over him, causing the blood

to run cold in his veins and por-

tending doom.

It was the sound of Niagara

Falls. That was it. Age after age,

the waters had rushed on imim-

peded and totally unnoticed. Now
the roar was no more. A pall hung
over the region as the world seemed

to hover uncertainly in the balance.

"What has happened to the

Falls?" Porter demanded of him-

self again and again. In his fright,

he refused — dared not — believe

what his ears told him.

Suddenly alert, he raced to the

chasm, hopeful that with his own
eyes he might dispel what he be-

lieved to be a fantasy. Reasonably,

scientifically, it couldn't be. The
river had not in his—or anyone's—

lifetime ever stopped coming. Yet,

something this evening had brought

it to a standstill.

Reaching the rapids, he looked

down over the edge, down into the

river bed below. By the light of

the moon, he became a witness to

one of the most incredible sights

that man has ever seen. Tlie maj-

esty and power of Niagara Falls

were spent. The water had stopped.

Far below. Porter could make out

patches of drying mud and rock.

Nowhere was there water, except

for the few scattered puddles left

by the rampaging river during tlie

hours that preceded the end.

The strange calm soon affected

others. For miles around, people

who had gotten used to the rumble

of the falls suddenly realized that

it was missing. They hurried into

their clothes and headed for the

high ground from which, on in-

numerable occasions in the past,

they had gazed down at tlie

hurtling torrent and breathed in its

majesty.

As the evening went on, a thou-

sand torches soon gleamed in the

darkness on both sides of the gorge.

People spoke in whispers, not sure

of what they were viewing but

suddenly ^terribly afraid. By the

next morning, the throng around

Niagara had doubled. By noon

there were 5,000 onlookers, from

as far away as 50 miles, and hun-

dreds of others were choking the

roads leading to the dormant falls.

From time to time in the reas-

siuing daylight, the more adven-

turous spectators descended the

steep paths to the river bed below

and walked the rocks that centu-

ries of tumbling water had scoured

fine. They hunted for arrowheads

that countless Indians, generation

after generation, had perchance

tossed into the rapids as a peace

ofi^ering or as a sacrifice to the un-

knowns ruling their daily existence.

\\'ith the sun overhead, it was

hard to believe the doom that had

seemed so imminent in the dark-

ness was coming at all. Gradually,
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the fear lifted, and by the time a

detachment of United States Cav-

ahy rode down into the river val-

ley and crossed to the other side—

the only time in history that men
on horseback had ever defied Ni-

agara and lived—the abrupt drying

lip of the falls became more a

tiling of curiosity than of terror.

But with the setting of the sun

and the end of this first and strang-

est of all days, the mood that the

da}'light had dissipated came creep-

ing back. The calm hung heavy

over the area, and in more than

one farmhouse, a father gathered

his wife and children around him,

reached for the family Bible, and

began to read. By seven o'clock,

the churches were open and
crowded, as hundreds flocked to

special services, with a growing

suspicion, expanded upon by the

superstitious, that the world was

coming to an end.

Well into the night, the anxious

lay awake, waiting for a sound

that would signal the return of

Niagara. It did not come. The
night was deep and undisturbed.

Resurgence
Yet miles away, on the now dry

river bed, a faint trickle began to

work its way toward the rapids.

Soon it grew in depth, picking up
speed, pushed from behind by the

irresistible force that drives a river

onward. Those who first heard it

M'HEN NIAGARA STOOD STILL

mistook it for the beginning of a

light rain. But as it built up, grow-

ing louder and clearer, almost as if

in anger that it had been held back

and that the record of untold cen-

turies had been shattered, the tor-

rent rumbled back. It was a growl;

it was a roar; finally it was an up-

heaval. The ground trembled and

farmhouses shook. Horses neighed

and dogs bayed at the moon. Plas-

ter cracked and glassware fell from

the shelves. And everywhere the

lamps were lit, and people for the

second time hastened to the gorge.

As one solid wall of water, Niag-

ara returned. The advance section

reached the edge and cascaded

over. The river bed filled and over-

flowed, and massive boulders were

lifted high into the air and tossed

ashore by the rampaging giant.

"The falls are back," mothers

quietly whispered to their weary

children. "Now we can all get to

sleep." And farmers, returning from

the spectacle, looked out over their

fields in the moonlight and dared

to plan again. The long wait was
over. The world had begun to spin

again.

It was not until months after-

ward that the truth was finally

made known. A team of scientists

had analyzed the fantastic event

and reported their findings.

\\'hy had Niagara stopped? The
explanation they offered was as

simple as the 30 hours of silence

had been grim for those who be-

lieved they were witnessing the

demise of one of the world's great-

est natural spectacles.

Early on the morning of March
29, a heavy wind had blown in

over Lake Erie. Within a few
hours, the lake seethed violently,

under gusts ranging as high as 100

miles an hour. Weakened by the

wami weather, its ice field broke

apart, and sections of it began to

move. Tons of ice swept on to

Buffalo, and at the entrance to the

tributary that feeds Niagara, the

mammoth pieces jammed together.

All through the day they piled

up, damming the mouth of the

waterwa\'. That portion of the river

already on its way before the shift-

ing of the ice field, continued. The
rest found its route blocked. It was

not until the ice had finally moved

on to a new position that the tor-

rent was permitted to resume a trip

that had been uninterrupted since

time immemorial. Dining the wee
hours of March 30, the retinning

water reached the rapids, aroused

the frenzied inhabitants of the Ni-

agara region, and lifted the night-

mare that had hovered over them.

The world did not come to an

end, and the falls have never again

stopped running. The saga of the

da\' Niagara fell silent is an unfor-

gettable example of the sway that

Nature, in a prankish mood, can

hold over the mind of man.
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Experiences on an expedition

to study birds in the storied Moluccas, remote tropic islands of surpassing beauty

By S. Dillon Ripley
Peaboily Mu^ri.m of \nu,r,il HiMory. Ynle Iniiersily

Photoiirtip/is anil itrauin^s by the author

lias brought the Mohiccas to within

six to twelve clays of anywhere on

earth.

The town of Ternate is tucked

along the shore at the base of the cen-

tral mountain, which rises sharply

to a height of 5600 feet. The view

from the town is superb. You look

out over the bay to the mountains of

Halmahera and near-by Tidore, a

neighboring islet with a perfectly

conical mountain at its apex. No
islands in the world can claim

greater beauty than these.

The Moluccas are called the Spice

Islands because they are the orig-

inal home of cloves, nutmeg, and

mace. But by the sixteenth cen-

tury, commercial rivalry over the

spice trade and wars between the

Dutch, Portuguese, and Spanish

had considerably interfered with

the economy of the islands, and

their fortunes began to decline. In

1628, the Sultan of Ternate signed

a treaty with the Dutch, by which

the Dutch East India Company
took over the entire administration

of the spice trade, paid a subsidy

to tlie Sultan, and forced the in-

WHEN I made my first visit to

the Moluccas in December,

1936, a friend thrust a book into my
hands. It was Alfred Russel Wal-

lace's work, r/ie Malay Arcliipelago,

published in 1869.

"Here, take this," he had said.

"I understand it's cinrent reading

on the islands you're going to.

"

He was right. And, as far as I

can see, he's still right. Time seems

to have stood still there since early

in the seventeenth century.

My purpose in revisting the is-

lands recently was to study some
problems in bird science. The birds

of the Moluccas represent the end

products of waves of settlers from

near-by larger continental areas.

There are far fewer species on the

Moluccas than on the large islands

nearer the Asian mainland, or on

New Guinea and Australia. The main
avenues of colonization have ap-

parently been from New Guinea on

the one hand, with its specialized

ancient Australian-New Guinea
fauna, and from the Philippines or

the great Malayan islands on the

other. I wanted to try to learn some-

thing of what happens when species

of such diverse origins meet and

compete in the same limited en-

vironment.

Our plans for this Moluccan visit

had of course been in the making
for several years. The Indonesian

Government looked with favor on

them and proved to be thoroughly

cordial and receptive. The Indone-

sian Government Museum put its

facilities at our disposal and even

lent us a collector-taxidermist. Siian,

as our Javanese assistant was called,

proved himself to be invaluable as

a general factotum and diplomat.

Fortunately my speaking knowl-

edge of Malay, though entirely

dormant for sixteen years, came
back \\'ith a njsh a few days after

arrival in Jakarta, Java. Without it,

we should have been nearly help-

less.

From Jakarta, we traveled 1500

miles to the east to the small island

of Ternate. This is a few miles off

the coast of the largest island in the

Moluccas, Halmahera.

The first night of our stay in

Ternate, my wife Mary remarked,

"If you had taken an atlas and tried

to measure the farthest place away
from home, it seems to me you

would have picked the Moluccas!"

Geographically, she was right, and

in man\- other ways as well. This,

in spite of the fact that air travel

The author is already well-known
through his previous articles in Natural
HisTOHV, as well as through his book,

Scarrli for the Spiny Bcihhlcr, which nar-

rates some of his adventures in Nepal.

Many other scientific writings round out

a distinguished career in bird science. He

is Associate Professor of Zoology at Yale

Uni\ersity and Curator of Vertebrate

Zoology at the Peabody Nhiseum. His ex-

plorations ha\e carried him into many
parts of Asia and the Pacific, and he be-

longs to various scientific societies on four

continents.
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^ Time has stood still in the Moluccas for 300 years, hut Ternate has a

new look. All its 18th century mansions were destroyed in World War II

by American bomhers and have heen replaced by these modern buildings.

A With a lateen palm leaf sail and a re-

versible bamboo mast, this canoe can
take advantage of the faintest breeze.

Single or double outriggers help stability.

^ Tidore's perfectly conical volcanic
mountain, 5900-feet high, as seen from
one of the streets of near-bv Ternate.

A The author's wife buying two tame cockatoos. They were captured
as babies in the parental nest hole. Some of these pets learn to talk.

^ Herding fish. The paddlers control float-nets, while a man dives at

intervals into the clear water and drives the schools of small fish into them.



A The coffee hoir at camp on the island of Halniahcia. Friends

from the nearest villa^o have come to oliscrve activities.

A A YOUNG FISHERMAN of Batjan
wlio sohl hananas in season.

A PORTER wlio carried c(n
meni \n<ih on Moiuit Sihela on Bat-

jan. Most of tlic people of tiiis

island have never hcen into the hills

and seem unwillinij to so there.

habitants to cut clown all clove and

nutmeg trees except those on offi-

cial plantations on the islands of

Banda and Amboina.

Since that time, the population

of the Moluccas has been able to

support itself with copra and other

agricultural products and with a

small export of nutmeg and mace,

but their level of subsistence is low

and their requirements minimal.

Even the impact of World War II

seems to have done little to change

their way of life.

As cook, we recruited a friend of

Saan's—a jolly, smiling young man
called Ibrahim. He celebrated our

first day's bird hunting on Batjan

with a slight case of overexuber-

ance. I had run across a goliath

A The lUGHEST house on the slopes of Mount Djailolo on Halmahera.
Tliis woman and her daughter grow sugar cane, coconut palms, cassava,

and flowers to jilail in the hair—what more could anyone ask?

ground cuckoo as big as a pheas-

ant—a huge bird as cuckoos go. Not

hearing or seeing anything else

aroinid, I decided to shoot it for a

museinn specimen, only to have the

bird lodge high up in a very spiny

palm. A great deal of "view-halloo-

ing" ensued, and finally a young

man of the local village was heav-

ily bribed to climb the tree and

shake down the cuckoo. This done,

I sent him off with instructions to

give it to Siian to have a skin made
of it.

Later, when we returned to

camp, we discovered that Ibrahim

had been given the bird and, re-

alizing full well that we were queer

Americans, had decided that a

sort of cuckoo stew was our dish.

Consequently, for one imique meal

we consumed goliath ground

cuckoo soup. We wouldn't have

prescribed this. The meat was black

and tough; but of course if you're

hungry, anything goes. Ibrahim

proved to be a very good cook,

not only with our strange dehy-

drated foods but also with local

stews and soups, some of which he

made notable by adding onions,

pepper, mace, and nutmeg.

Until we came to Ternate, we
had never realized that nutmeg

and mace both came from the same

tree. When fidl-grown, the nutmeg

tree stands about 30 to 40 feet

high, and its leaves are glossy and

elongate. The fruit looks like a

peach in color and size. Strip off
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the thick fruit, whicli is woody
and not particularly pulpy in con-

sistency, and you find a dark brown
nut the size of a hickory. This nut

is the nutmeg of commerce. But

it is surrounded by a bright coral-

red, pulpy network of plant mate-

rial, which looks vaguely like a

red octopus gripping it. This stuff

peels off readily and is dried sep-

arately to become mace, turning

dark brown in the process.

Batjan, south of Ternate, is an

island the size of Long Island, with

a central ridge more than 20 miles

long. One peak reaches 6900 feet,

about the height of New Hamp-
shire's Mount Washington. The
island is thinly populated with

small scattered villages near the

beaches. The 14,000 inhabitants

fish, prepare copra, and cultivate

cassava plants and bananas.

Our arrival in Batjan created the

merest ripple of interest. Certainly

there was no burning wish on any-

one's part to help us climb into the

forbidding, dank, cold jungle of

the mountain slopes. We would

have to have porters to carry our

tents, food, and equipment up into

the heights, but we quickly dis-

covered that no Batjan inhabitant

in his right mind would dream of

going there. However, the local

government official, a Mr. Djugugu,

was extremely helpful and went

out of his way to persuade one and

all to co-operate.

The general ignorance regarding

the mountain slopes, the lack of

accurate maps, and the total ab-

sence of trails make any sort of

travel or exploration here very

haphazard. With some 20 men
finally rounded up by the officials

and village headmen, we ascended

a hogback ridge to about 1500 feet.

Being told that this was the only

place where water was available,

we made camp in heavy forest. It

was here that we managed to see

a number of species of Batjan's

unique bird fauna. One of these

was among Wallace's most surpris-

ing scientific discoveries. In his

Malay Arclnpelago he wrote:

"Just as 1 got home, I overtook

Ali returning from shooting. He
seemed much pleased, and said,

'Look here, sir, what a curious

bird,' holding out what at first

completely puzzled me. I saw a

bird with a mass of splendid green

feathers on its breast, elongated

into two glittering tufts; but what

^ The naturalist
Wallace was puzzled
by the long white
feathers that stuck
straifihl out from each

shoulder on the male Standard-
winged Bird of Paradise, here
shown displaying.

I could not understand was a pair

of long white feathers, which stuck

straight out from each shoulder."

Thus on Batjan in October, 1858,

Alfred Russel Wallace caught the

first glimpse of the ornithological

treasure subsequently named Wal-

lace's Standard-winged Bird of

Paradise. Later he saw it alive and

wrote

:

"The Standard Wing frequents

the lower trees of the forests, and

like most Paradise Birds, is in con-

stant motion—flying from branch to

branch, clinging to the twigs and

even to the smooth and vertical

trunks almost as easily as a wood-

pecker. It continuall)' utters a harsh

creaking note. . . . The males at

A When the banana crop came in, tlie canoes lay idle on the beach at \'S'ajaua.

Everybody gave up fishing, copra gathering, and everything else to live on bananas.
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< A HORNBILL and
a cockatoo. Tlie

liornbills are as big

as a giiiall turkey.

The courting males
were s o in e t i in e s

seen to swoop down with set wings
in a tight series of spirals.

A Papuan children of Misool. The
middle boy's parents helped carry
the expedition's equipment into the
interior.

A "Main Strkft" of Fafanlap vil-

lage on Misool is a raised causeway
of coral boulders and sand connect-
ing the pile-houses.
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Mrs. liiPLEY and the expedition porters on their way inland in Misool.
Incessant rainfall kept tlie limestone and mud trails slippery, and the
weather was hot and damp.

short intervals open and flutter

their wings, erect the long shoulder

feathers, and spread out the ele-

gant breast shields."

In September, 1954, we caught

our own first glimpse of Wallace's

Bird of Paradise. Within a few
miles of where the great naturalist

had stood 96 years before, we saw
a male Standard-wing performing.

With breast shields expanded and
white shoulder plumes erected, it

was hopping stilHy up and down
a vertical vine hanging from a

huge forest tree. The male was
displaying to a female near by, and

the way he showed first one side of

his breast shield, then the other,

as he moved up the vine, reminded

me of the performance I had wit-

nessed of one of its relatives, the

King Bird of Paradise, years before

in New Guinea. The males of Wal-

lace's Bird of Paradise call with a

harsh "churr."

We were fascinated here by the

white cockatoos and horn bills,

both of which had large roosts near

our camp. I had often heard cap-

tive cockatoos give a call, "kut, kut,

da-daw-kut," exactly like a hen

that has laid an egg, and I had al-

ways thought that they had picked

this up in captivity, being fairly

good imitators. But to our surprise

we found at one camp that this

call came from a large roost of

wild cockatoos, which could not

have learned it from a village.

Quite evidently it is a natural call

among these birds in the jungle.

Hornbills are huge creatures as

big as a small turkey, with mighty

wings, long necks, and elaborately

wreathed and casqued bills eight

or nine inches in length. The males

have a rather reddish neck, while

the females are mostly black; both

sexes have white tails. Near our

lowland camp, the hornbills came
at dusk to roost in a line of tali

kapok trees and emitted a series of

grotesque calls — harsh croakings,

gutteral raspings, complaining
noises. The courting season was at

hand, and the birds indulged in

splendid courting flights, swooping

down at times with set wings in a

tight series of spirals. The wind
rushing through their stiff pinions

make a loud "whoosh," not unlike

the noise of a jet plane in minia-

ture. At other times, the measured

wingbeats of a hornbill, simply fly-

ing from one place to another,

sounded like a slow freight engine

on an upgrade: "chug, chug, chug."

One morning in the jungle we
watched a pantomime contest over

a i^otential nest hole high up on a

huge forest tree trunk. When we
first saw it, a pair of lories were
striking attitudes round it. These

brush-tongued parrots are brilliant

scarlet, with green wings, and are

about the size of a blue jay. One
bird, perhaps the male, was bolder

than the other and kept going right

to the inner edge of the hole to

peer inside. The other bird hopped
about stiff-Ieggedly on the trunk

rather like a woodpecker. Suddenly

all this house hunting went for

naught when an irate white cocka-
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A A MiSOOL VILLAGE built over the water, possiljly as a holdover from earlier days
when the jungle tribes raided the coast. All trade and intercourse is l)y boat.

too swept in and, with crest raised

and wings spread, proceeded to

announce its position in no uncer-

tain terms. The lories did not

linger, .\fter all, the hole was prob-

ably too roomy for them.

A short time later, when the

cockatoo was preening contentedly

and seemed to be completely at

home, there was a loud "whoosh"

and a male hornbill arrived with

a thump. With a hoarse roar, it

hopped aroimd the trunk, thrusting

its bill before it like a cavalry saber.

The cockatoo, feathers ruffled

again, beat a squalling retreat, and

the hornbill perched itself on the

edge of the hole. After that, we
al\\'ays saw the male and then a

pair of hornbills near that particu-

lar hole. So perhaps we had wit-

nessed the actual taking over of the

site. We were not there long

enough to see any nest-building

activity.

A Silent Forpsf

After a few days we returned

and arranged with the headmen to

shift our camp to the south side of

the range. Here we ascended by a

better route and were able to camp
at about 4000 feet at the edge of

the moss forest.

Each day, we climbed up to the

THE SPICE ISLANDS REVISITED

ridge at 6000 feet, searching for

the elusive birds of the Batjan

mountains. Thus, for two weeks we
were in the constant drip of rain

or mist, deep in the forest.

In New Guinea and southeast

Asia, mountains such as this are

generally lively with bird calls and

the varied noises of the other in-

habitants, but here the forest was

strangely silent. Sometimes one al-

most walked on tiptoes, for every-

where the silence seemed new,

abrupt, as if everyone and every-

thing had just stopped and were

waiting, listening for something to

happen. But nothing ever seemed

to break the stillness except an oc-

casional falling branch or some-

times the bark of a deer or a single

bird call. Most often we heard the

insistent monosyllabic ascending

call of Heinrich's Cuckoo, a tiny,

elusive, and largely invisible bird

of the highest treetops.

Every evening, rain or not, the

silence would be broken by the

rasping of the giant cicadas. This

incredible chorus, which sounded

like a whole series of distant buzz

saws, would start up at 5:30 on the

dot, swell to a great crescendo, then

die down as if a cloud of the insects

\\'ere flying overhead. Then the

noise would swell again, and again

die. So ventriloquial was it that we
would search the air overhead

looking for the fleeting clouds of

insects. But we never saw them

and finally decided that the cicadas

never left their perches. The effect

was simply caused by a swelling of

the chorus. The noise would start

in one locality, and then insect

after insect would take it up over

a long distance. Finally those that

had started it somewhere down the

mountainside would gradually be-

come silent.

The rain at last drove us down
again. We had the bad luck to

strike a constant spell of it, and our

clothes, especially our boots, began

to succimib to a rich flora of molds.

The damp was so continual that

there was no hope of keeping fresh,

dry clothes. To add to our miseries,

we were attacked by a species of

ubiquitous wood mite, \\'hich bit

and bit and bit. From waist to toes,

both of us were covered with lit-

erally himdreds of bites, each of

which itched fiercely for an average

of 48 hours. The men who stayed

in camp were relatively untroubled;

the mites were mostly in the forest.

We tried a variety of sprays and

lotions but without great success.

In tlie end. we simpK- walked down
again to the coast and waited for



"^ Here the chief's son is engrossed in his
j

(lance. l)ut he later atlniitted he would much ?

ratliir "o to America in tite author's "canoe." !

'•i*^

^ A chief's son on Misool performing a war dance. The dancers

wear their hest ornaments and carry long knives and small

wooden shields. Music for the almost discontinued war dance

was provided hy a drum and a huge ehinese gong.

the government launch to stop by

and take us to other islands.

After two and a half months in

Ternate and Batjan, our departure

for the second half of our trip in

the west New Guinea islands was

full of nostalgia. As the steamer

whistled impatiently, parting from

our new-found friends was tinged

with sorrow. As we cast off, the sun

was setting in trailing clouds of

pink, flame, orange, and mauve,

wreathing the fast-diminishing

cones of the twin peaks of Ternate

and Tidore. A liquid sapphire tint

rose up swiftly from the shadows

and enveloped us. I nudged Mary.

"Sunset over the Moluccan Sea!

It is romantic, isn't it?" And Mary

sighed.

Yes, in spite of the difficulties

that had plagued us — the delays,

the insects, and endless problems-

it was romantic. Certainly the set-

ting of the Moluccas is as beauti-

ful and romantic as any in the

world.

The last month of our stay in

these islands was across the nebu-

lous boimdary that divides the new
Indonesian Hcpidilic from the Ter-

ritory of Netherlands New Guinea,

as it is currently called—the remain-

ing remnant of the former Dutch

East Indies. With contact between

the two countries discoin-aged, it

proved difficult to travel from Ter-

nate to Misool, a bare overnight

sail to the east. We had to return

by boat to Makassar. There, the

shortest route was In a sma

monthly steamer that ran down to

the town of Dili in Portuguese Ti-

mor. This was a disagreeable trip

but only two days long. .\t the

strange, hot, barren little village

of Dili, we picked up a fortnightly

steamer from Singapore that took

us to Sorong. The whole trip from

Ternate to Sorong took ten days

instead of one as it used to.

Sorong had vastly changed since

my visit in 1938. It is now a boom
town, full of new buildings of the

Dutch oil company and new plans

for development. Fortimately we
were able to catch a launcli to

Misool at once.

Sharp Demarcation

Misool is a large neighbor islantl

of Batjan's, of about the same size

but without any mountains. From

here it is possible to look across

the shallow seas at islands in the

possession of Indonesia, but what

a wealth of change occurs in the

narrow strait! The faima of Misool

is far more typically a New Guinea

one, with a striking reduction of

intermediate species such as we
had been studying a stone's throw

to the west. Added to that, the

people are vastly different. They

are Papuans rather than the admix-

tin-e of racial types, witli Malays

preilominating, foimd elsewhere.

The Papuan villagers of Misool

are superb hunters with a supreme

knowledge of the forest, in striking

contrast to the fishing-and-farming

people of Batjan. I had only to

describe a bird for them to get its

native name, as well as a rendition

of its song and habits, usually ac-

companied by vivid pantomime.

Moreover, they would leave no

stone imturned to rush out and

find us a specimen or lead us to a

feeding tree where the birds miglit

be found. Other members of the

village accompanied by their wives

would set out to snare birds alive

in neighboring patches of forest.

Rails, night birds, and above all

various megapodes, which we
might never have seen, were duly

produced from the snaring activi-

ties of our new Papuan friends.

Megapodes belong to a family

foimd only in the Australian-Papuan

region, with outliers spreading into

adjacent islands like Celebes, the
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southern Philippines, and the South-

west Pacific. These birds of several

species, varying in size from a par-

tridge to a hen turkey, are close to

the family of pheasants and game

birds, but they have an extraordi-

nary habit. The hen megapode, as-

sisted by her husband, kicks or

claws up a great heap of material

into which she burrows, laying her

egg at the bottom of a tunnel often

several feet deep. Closing the tun-

nel, she leaves the egg to hatch out

on its own, and the baby bird ex-

cavates its way out by itself.

Incubation is accomplished in

two ways. Some mounds arc made
of rotting vegetation, and the heat

of decomposition is sufficient to

hatch the chick. Other mounds,

usually on the seashore, are made
of sand, and the sun's heat is suffi-

cient to hatch the eggs. Megapode
chicks possess fully developed

wings, and as soon as they are

hatched they are able to fly and

lead an independent life. Some day

I hope that a study will be made of

baby megapodes to find out how
they come together with their own
kind and eventually assume adult

behavior.

We found megapodes of several

species on Misool, two more spe-

cies in fact than were known to

occur there. These and a number
of other curious and provocative

specimens made our trip liiglily

productive.

When \vc left, tiic \illagers,

pleased with our enthusiasm, or-

ganized a dance for us outside the

principal house of the chief. CJlad

in loincloths and decorated with

feathers in their hair, the men
danced a "tjakalele" for us, a war

dance of the old days performed

to the tune of a drum and a huge

brass gong. They wore arm and

leg bands of plaited sennet and

carried shields and long knives.

The women too perfomied a "gab-

ba-gabba" dance, a sort of hop-

scotch. Two women held the ends

of two twelve-foot midribs of the

sago palm and clacked them to-

gether in rhythm, while two other

ladies in the middle hopped agilely

in and out, their skirts and bushy

hair flying.

Outriggers ivith Matting Sails

Alter our month of successful

hunting, we left Misool to take

passage on a tiny coaster to Sorong.

The first part of our return trip

was made by seagoing canoes

equipped with two outriggers, a

triangular bamboo mast, and a

pandanus matting sail. In a calm

sea and with a fair breeze, these

canoes can move with great speed,

but mostly we progressed by the

muscle power of our four paddlers.

A NEW SCHOOL at Fafanlap carries the children up to about the sixth

ijrade. A few can go on to one of tlic larger centers like Sorong or Hollandia.

Skirting the southeast coast of

Misool was like traveling through

the mountains of the moon. A
narrow channel edged along be-

tween huge precipitous cliffs and

sugar loaves of weathered lime-

stone. A tangle of grotesque minia-

ture palms had somehow found

foothold on these inhospitable prec-

ipices, giving a spiky appearance

to the vegetation that was well in

keeping with the bold rock pin-

nacles. A few vines trailed down
the orange-yellowish slopes, and

here and there in crevices appeared

the nodding heads of ground or-

cliids, pink and mauve.

As we paddled along the coast

toward the village in the distance,

we hoped that we might arrive in

time to cook a small tuna that one

of our paddlers had caught with a

line. The prospect was exciting, for

it would be our first fresh fish in a

long time. With our usual rice, it

would provide a welcome change

from dehydrated fare.

At that moment, there was a

distant sound, and finally we were

able to make out a silver Lockheed

Constellation flying high up in the

pink-edged clouds of the sunset.

By taking a bearing, I decided that

it must be the weekly Quantas

plane on its way from Sydnej' to

Manila. The chances were that by

10:00 P.M. the passengers would be

driving into the limousine-filled

turn-around of the A'lanila Hotel.

Probably right now the steward-

esses were passing out trav's of

canapes and even a cocktail or

two. Soon a piping hot supper

would be served to each passenger.

I tried to explain to the paddlers,

but my explanations fell on un-

heeding ears. Manila and more

distant lands lay beyond their ken.

A few days later, homeward
bound again, we started to relax as

our big KLM Constellation rose off

the airfield at Biak. Savoring a deli-

cious hot meal, we were able to look

lazily down on the coral-girt islands,

shining turquoise in the sapphire

sea below, and to wonder what was

going on down there.

"Where on earth are the Moluc-

cas?" I grinned at Mary.
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A The tail of the

Clock Bird even
switches from side

to side like a peir-

(1 Ilium.

^ The Tlrqloise-browed
MoTMOT has heen a part-

ner of tlie Feathered Ser-

pent since the days when
the Mayas erected their

impressive religious
edifices.

THE

CLOCK BIRD
OP

MAYAILAINID
A bird with a tail like a pendulum adds beauty

and life to the time-worn temples of Yucatan

By Ernest P. Edwards
Hanover College. Hanov.r. In.liiinn

AMID the thorn forest of iiorth-

./Vtentral Yucatan, a colorful

procession of priests and warriors

moved along the causeway toward

the great limestone sink they called

the Sacred Well. When the first

ranks appeared at the brink of the

well, a familiar bird darted out of

a hole in the rocky walls below and

flew up to an open branch in the

low jungle. As the bird sat watch-

ing the spectacle, its own brilliant

blues and rich browns flashed in

the sunlight, and its long tail

switched back and forth hke the

tail of an angry cat or like an er-

ratic pendulum.

For many centuries the Maya
temples have crumbled, and the

jungles have overrun the remnants

of the ancient civilization. But as

the scrubby forest crept over the

ruins and the action of wind and
rain and growing roots opened
cracks in the walls, the birds of the

Sacred Well squeezed between the

rocks and dug deep into the earth

inside to build their nests and rear

their young.

Today they make their homes in

many of the ruined buildings, even

entering the abandoned, cavelike

rooms to dig into the massive earth-

filled walls from within. So, if you

take a Caribbean holiday and visit

the partially restored archeological

sites at Chichen Itza and Uxmal,

you can still see the Turquoise-

browed Motmot. In fact, it is prob-

ably more abimdant than ever.

The Turquoise-browed Motmot,

or Eiimomota supcrciliosa as it is

known scientifically, attracts atten-

tion as much for its striking color

pattern and distinctive calls as for

its switching, "tennis-racket" tail.

The Indians named the bird toll in

imitation of its call, which sounds a

little like "tok" and "tok-a-lok." But

in Spanish it is called pajaro rcloj,

the clock bird, because its central

tail feathers, with their long bare

shafts and feathered tips, look like

the pendulum of a clock.

Scientists are not yet in complete

agreement as to whether the birds

deliberately pluck the barbs from

a portion of the central tail feathers

or whether the barbs merely come
off as a result of routine preening.

At any rate, the tail feathers first

grow out in a normal shape and

then become altered to their char-

acteristic pendulum shape by the

breaking off of some of the barbs

along the shaft. Considering that

the nest tunnel is three to foin- feet

long, with a very small cavity at

the end, it is rather remarkable

that the birds do not often dam-

age their long tails in entering and

departing. Among the motmots of

Mexico, four species show the "flag-

tipped" tail, while the other two,

the Blue-throated Motmot and the

small Tody Motmot, have all of the

tail feathers complete. The present

species is distributed through trop-
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A El Castillo, at Cliiclion Ilza.

ical Middle America down to north-

west Costa Rica.

The Turquoise-browed Motmot
seems to be the most gregarious

of the Mexican motmots, as well as

the most colorful. From the upper

platform of the Temple of the War-
riors at Chichen Itza, we could see

as many as seven individuals in

view at once, scattered below on

the tops of the old stone columns.

We found the nest hole of one

pair in the wall, and judging from

the persistence of others in return-

ing to the temple, more nesting

places must e.xist near by. As the

birds moved nervously from one

column to another, their calls

echoed among the columns, and

the gray stone courtyard sparkled

The author, a graduate of tlie University
of Virginia, got his Ph.D. in ornitliology at

Cornell. He has made eight trips to

Mexieo to study birds and is the author
of the guide book Finding Birds in Mexico,
published last year.—Ed.

with flashes of turquoise blue and

emerald green.

Far to the west near Champo-
ton, we saw what amounted to a

true colony of these motmots oc-

cupying many nest holes in a small

clay bank beside the sea. We could

see nine adult motmots in view at

one time there, one with a small

fleshy fruit in its bill and others

carrying insects to feed to their

nestlings.

Though the nest chamber may
be three or four feet from the sur-

face of the ground and the space

within quite small, the parent birds

keep it neat and clean. The female

lays up to four glossy white eggs,

and the young birds are fresh and

clean when they finally emerge into

the outside world.

Down through the centuries, this

strikingly beautiful and conspicuous

tropical bird has associated rather

closely with man and has appar-

ently lost its fear of him. A tourist

walking among the ruins at Chichen

Itza is surprised at times by the

rather bold manners of the Tur-

quoise-browed Motmot. Almost like

jays, several motmots may appear

suddenly—near the Nunnery, or the

Temple of the Warriors, or the

Sacred Well—watching the intruder

and switching their tails back and
forth nervously. One or two will

\'oice an excited "tok-a-lok" and fly

closer, alighting perhaps on a near-

by plumed serpent's head or on the

long ciuling nose of a stone idol,

while others remain watchfully at

the edge of the jungle. On other

occasions, the biids may seem
rather shy, and only one ma\' be

seen where several congregated

the day before. But whatever

the beha\ior of the Turquoise-

browed Motmot on any particidar

day, an observant visitor to Chichen

Itza can expect to find the bird

somewhere about these Ma\an
ruins.
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of the

LITTLE BROWN JUGS

ii

> Alarm spread
t h r o II fi h o u t the
farm lands when
millions of yellow
and hlack striped

caterpillars in-

vaded tlie fields.

They were Hawk
Moth caterpillars
like this one (Phlr-

gethontiiis sextiis)

or the related spe-

cies qiiinqiiemacu-

latiis shown later

in the article.

When a mysterious "plague"

threatened to destroy the crops, an Oklahoma

community prayed and a farm lad was

able to demonstrate

one of the marvels of nature

By Harvey H. Nininger

AT THE turn of the century,

. our part of Oklahoma had

scarcely advanced beyond the cul-

ture status of Civil War days. Our
country school was ungraded, our

teachers homemade with perhaps

a few weeks of summer-school ve-

neer. Our preachers were men of

the plow who scorned higher edu-

cation, and "higher education" be-

gan at grade nine.

For the boys of our family, the

opening of school term had no

meaning. We started at mid-term

after fall cotton picking was fin-

ished, about November 1-15, and

we brought our books home about

March 1 when spring planting be-

gan. Of course there were days

during the winter, too, when farm

work took precedence and when
we were kept at home to work.

But now it was summer and

plow time. The cotton and corn

showed promise of a bountiful

harvest, the wheat had been cut,

and I, who was in my middle teens,

had the job of plowing under in

preparation for the next crop.

374

A strange and terrible thing was
happening that summer. After the

wheat had been cut, the usual

growth of weeds in the stubble was
suddenly attacked by millions of

ugly yellow and black striped cat-

erpillars, each with a "deadly" horn

surmounting its rear end. They
were ravenous creatures, and al-

most before we knew it they were

devouring the "persly" and pig

weeds, leaf and branch. Within a

matter of days they had grown to

a length of two inches; and it

seemed a foregone conclusion that

as soon as the weeds were finished,

the creatures would head for the

cotton, corn, alfalfa, and other

crops.

They were the sole subject of

conversation outside the little

church on Sunday morning, and in

the Sunday school classes they

were referred to as a plague sent

to punish our community for some
unidentified sin. From the pulpit

this anticipated calamity was com-
pared to the biblical plagues sent

to punish Pharoah of Egypt. Dire

distress was in store unless accept-

able penitence was expressed for

this somewhat vague but certainly

grievous sin.

By the following Saturday the

repulsive creatures had grown to

frightful size, and their food plants

had just about disappeared from

the stubble fields. Disaster seemed

imminent, for evidently they would
now march into our crops. Fear

settled over the community. Fer-

vent prayers were offered for de-

The author: The experiences narrated in

this article may have influenced Harvey
H. Nininger as a boy to choose a scien-

tific career. He received an M.A. from
Pomona College, taught biology in a nnni-

ber of institutions, and was later awarded
an honorary D.Sc. by McPherson College.

His scientific curiosity then sought even

wider realms, and he became one of the
country's leading experts on meteorites.

Since 1953 he has been Director of the

American Meteorite Museum, at Sedona,
Arizona. He is said to have made the

largest private meteorite collection in the
world and has written extensively on the
subject.—Eu.
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A CLOSE-l!P of one of the "little brown
lis": the pupa of the caterpillar shown above.

During tiiis resting stage, the creature appears

to be dead, but it will twitch if disturbed.

* Emerging. Here the pupa becomes an adult moth. The wings are '' In the final stagk. tlie Hawk Moth
only partly expanded as the creature scramljles from the earth. One of is a hairy insect with long wings and

its large eyes, useful in its nighttime existence, is well shown here. antennae, both folded along the body.
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aiilli

tli.'<

is :i|

HOIGH SI en A FATK .Ii<I iiol ic.liic.' the invasion described by the
or, parasitic Itiaconid \va>|(s sonicliiiits spin their cocoons on
altr])illars. The cocoons are about 3/] 6 inch long. This caterpiMar
iparenlly Phlcjiethontius tjiiiiKjitciiiariilatus.

* The infested caterpillar is

now in a nntcli reduced state,

its body tissues liaving been
eaten away.

'' I'llis IS rilK itiiVcoMi) \\as])

ibal enierfjes. It is only 1/8 inch
loiif;, but it can cause tiie cater-

pillar a lot of trouble.
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liverance from tliis awful menace.
On Monday, 1 returned to the

plow. After all, there was a certain

satisfaction in plowing the ugly
things under, and each round made
with the plow added another
eighteen inches to the barren,

plowed ground that the survivors

would have to cross in going to our
other fields where the precious
crops were still intact.

A great surprise awaited me.
When I reached tlie field, the cat-

erpillars were nearly all gone!
Wliere? I hurried to inspect the

neighboring fields. No caterpillars!

Had the prayers actually been an-

swered? Had the Almighty with-

drawn the pestilence? The commu-
nity heaved a great sigh of relief.

Whatever had brought on the pesti-

lence had evidently been righted,

and our crops were saved. To me,
however, the matter seemed not so

simple as that.

As I sat on the moving plow that

forenoon, I pondered. Also I ob-
served. There were many holes in

the ground, I noticed—holes about
a half inch in diameter, which I

had not seen before. Also, a num-
ber of the caterpillars were turned
up by the plow. They were inac-

tive, however, and many of them
looked misshapen and "sick." This
I did not understand.

A few days later I began plow-
ing up odd-looking brown objects,

pointed at one end and with a sort

of pitcher-handle at the other. Gen-
eially these objects were inactive,

but if touched, the pointed end
would wiggle.

Things like this were not entirely

new to me. I had often seen simi-

lar but smaller ones when the gar-

den was plowed in the spring. They
weie commonly called "little brown
jugs," and the story was that they

turned into butterfles. But this

sounded rather "fishy," and I had
never found anyone who could

prove it. In fact, everybody I knew
seemed to regard the story as

fiction.

Certainly nothing of the sort was
taught in our little \'ellow school-

iiousi\ which had neither a library

__! nor, in fact, even a bookshelf. The
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same was true of our home. Books

on natural history were completelv'

unknown to us. Caterpillars were

not discLissed in the Bible, or in the

Montgomery Ward Catalog, or in

the chureh paper. Magazines were

tal)oo in our house. Tliey were said

to contain love stories!

Perhaps here was my chance to

find out the truth of the butterfly

stoiA'. I'm afraid 1 gave the horses

innre rest tlian I was supposed to

(lining the next few days, for I

fiequently stopped to examine

these "little brown jugs." I could

not help wondering if they were

related to the vanished caterpillars.

First Clue

As I knelt in the plowed ground

examining a "little brown jug" one

day, I noticed a peculiar little lump

of something lying near the small

end of it. I picked it up and exam-

ined it. When I tried to pick it

apart, it surprised me by stretching

out accordian-like; and soon I

found I held the skin of one of the

big caterpillars — head, horn, and

alH

My excitement was indescrib-

able. I began examining other

"brown jugs," and, sure enough,

there was a wad of skin at the end

of every one. I had made a discov-

ery! I was really excited!

But it would not do to talk about

this either at home or to the neigh-

bors. To explain the disappearance

of the caterpillars in terms of a

natural process would be to doubt

the Almighty's intervention, for

which thanks had been expressed

sincerely and repeatedly. I myself

was a bit frightened by what I had

found.

But the urge to find out things

was too strong to stifle; conse-

quently I continued to investigate

on the sly. When returning to the

field that afternoon, I concealed a

tin can on my person and returned

that evening with it two-thirds

filled with moist earth and a "little

brown jug" buried in the dirt. I

managed to hide it in the barn and

then after dark took it to where

there was an opening in the foun-

dation on the back side of the

lujuse. There 1 placed the can out

of sight behind the foundation.

It was about two weeks later

when, on a Sunday afternoon, we
had company as usual and had en-

joyed one of my mother's bounte-

ous Sunday dinners. After we had

gorged omselves with watermelon

and were sitting out under the big

mulberry tree on the north side of

the house, conversation among the

adults turned to the caterpillar

plague and what had become of

the ugly pests. Various explana-

tions were offered, but divine in-

tervention was strongly favored.

Finally someone said that he had

read that such caterpillars changed

into butterflies. He said that they

were supposed to go into the

ground and undergo a change,

after which they were said to get

wings.

The "brown jugs" I had exam-

ined showed signs of rudimentary

wing pads under a shiny brown
skin, but it was hard to believe

that a winged insect could come
out of the almost inactive object I

had found. My observations had
proved that the caterpillar had un-

dergone a change, however, so I

thought it was time for me to

speak. I told them what I had

found. All seemed surprised and

interested.

Finally I got up the courage

to go around the corner of the

house and see if my specimen was
still there. I took out the can and

was surprised to find the "brown

jug" on top of the dirt instead of

buried as 1 had left it. Placing it

on the palm of my hand, I walked

around to where the group waited.

As I entered, hand extended, I

felt the object suddenly move. I

looked at it and saw that it seemed
to be coming apart. Its skin had

split at the larger end and along

more than half its length. As the

startled group looked on, a husk\

large gray moth struggled out of

that brown skin. The half-incii

wing pads rapidly expanded as

when air is forced into a crumpled

paper bag, only these grew into

flat velvety wings. I was sur-

rounded by a group of white faces

and bulging eyes as the newborn,

quivering, restless moth crept over

my hand shaking its six-inch spread

cf new wings. It seemed to feel as

much at home in its new world as

if it had always had wings and had
lived in that environment for years.

There are no words to describe

the expressions of bewildered

amazement and fear that I saw on

the faces of the little group around

me as they stared at this mysteri-

ous and dramatic apparition. For

me the experience was almost as

if my mind had shucked off an im-

prisoning shell. I was enjo\'ing the

greatest thrill of my life.

Speechless all, we watched the

newborn creature exercise its every

appendage. Then, with evident con-

fidence, it fluttered away to a near-

by mulberry branch. .\ncl from the

little group of sober-faced onlook-

ers came an audible whisper, "A

m iiriclc!"

'You'll never get me up in one of tlio?e dein things
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The Galapagos Islands have fascinated naturalists from Darwin

to William Beebe, but they never sprang a surprise like this

^/l€U€CC
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IS LA i

By Jack C. Couffer

a(f

^ New land. Until recently, this dazzling white coralline was part <>l' I ho ocean floor.

Now it must be drawn in on the cliarts as an extension of one of I he (ialapaiios Islands.



^ The author photographing a Galapagos Hawk in the area that recently emerged from the sea:

a scene in the filming of Walt Disney's forthcoming True-Life Adventure feature, "Islands of the Sea.''

AMARINER'S chart of the Gal-

. apagos Islands lay spread on

the deck beside the helm of the

30-foot ketch, Highlander. My lin-

ger pointed to a bight in the coast

line labeled Bahia Urvina.

"According to tlie chart," I said,

"this is a particularly dangerous bit

of coast. Rocky ledges and reefs

run far offshore. Some rocks lie

barely submerged by the tide, and

there are shoal soundings far out.

All that is bad enough, but now,

it appears, there is land where there

ought to be water!"

The first thing that had puzzled

us was Conrad Hall's voice from

the rigging: "It looks as if there's

a long white sand beach in there."

Hall had climbed aloft to watch

for a change in the color of the

water, which might indicate a sub-

merged rock or reef. Doug, my other

sailing mate, and I were by the

helm as the ketch moved in to-

ward the bay from the deep water

of Bolivar Channel. We had come
to photograph wildlife for Walt

Disney's forthcoming True- Life

Adventure feature entitled "Islands

of the Sea." It began to look as

though we might have more than

the usual wildlife of the Galapagos

to photograph.

The chart did not show any

beach where Hall had said there

was one. It showed a bold lava

coast—an old flow from the crater

that rose steeply from the shore.

Perhaps we had mis}udged. May-
be this wasn't UrvinaJ Bay at all.

With the pelorus, we took bearings

on crater peaks. Our position

checked out. We ^vere heading in

toward the coast where Urvina Bay
should be and where there

shouldn't be a white sandy beach.

Closer now, we could see the

white shore from the deck, and

with binoculars we could detect

that the white was not sand. What
we saw looked like dazzling white

lav-a boulders piled up to fonn the

shore, but how could lava be
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white? Everywhere else it was jet

black. The white lay in an even

band. A line as straight as the

horizon divided the white from the

dark lava above it. It was as if the

surf that broke white on the black

boulders had been paint and had

left a clean band along these miles

of shore.

Now we were close enough to

look for certain landmarks and off-

shore rocks that would guide us

to the anchorage. But the bearings

of shore points didn't jibe as they

should with those indicated on the

chait. The chart showed many
soundings. Someone had been here

and had measured water depths;

but wiiere the chart showed eisilit

fathoms, our lead line showed
three. Where there should be water,

there was a rocky reef four feet

above the surface. Where the chart

showed a protected anchorage,

there \\'as instead dry land.

We carefully felt our way in

with the lead line and anchored in

a good spot. There was a narrow

strip of sand at the head of a

skinny thumb of a bay, and we
beached the skiff on its smooth

slope. Pulling the boat up, we
walked over the rise of the beach.

A long sandy depression bordered

b\' the white stuff stretched wax-

back from us a (juarter of a mile to

where some near-dead mangrove

trees stood at the edge of black

lava. It was odd, we thought, that

mangrove trees should grow so far

from the water. Usually their roots

are bathed by the tide. We stood

at the top of the beach and looked

out over the bleached land. It was

hard to convince ourselves of what

we were seeing.

We walked to the white rocks.

The dazzling brightness of the sun-

light on them hurt our eyes. The

thick, plaster-like coating that cov-

ered them had been built up b\-

calcareous algae of the sea bottom.

In every niche and crack and cave

in the rock was the skeleton of

some sea animal—a crab, a starfisli.
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•*• Photographing the dried shell of a Io])strr trapped wlien the ocean floor rose to become new
land. Thirty sliclls of .'sea turtles were found in one depression where the water had evaporated.
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a sea in-cliiii, a fish. In tlic depres-

sions below the roeks, the chied

11mains of lobsters, sea turtles, eels,

and maiinc worms lay muinniified

by the sun. A very short time ago,

ail this white eoralline had been at

the bottom of the sea.

We walked up the sand and

through the roeks, inspeeting tlic

sea of death. We were like divers

unencumbered, able to see the de-

tails more clearly, only each detail

was dead — bleached white. The

dried remains of life were every-

where about us. Brittle stars, shell-

fish of countless varieties, corals,

and the man\-shaped excskeletons

of crabs of \arious species. On the

sand bottom were the dried white

discs of sand dollars and other

kinds of sea urchins, more shellfish,

more eels, more fish. An odor still

clung to the spot. Some of the ani-

mals that lay in shaded recesses

were still moist in their shells, but

already a form of land plant had

rooted at one spot in the salty sand

of the old sea floor.

The fleshy parts of all the ani-

mals had not completely dried, and

yet there had been time for a land

plant to root and grow. We made a

wild guess, based on these clues,

and decided that the new land had

probably risen some two or three

months before our discovery.

How fast had the catastrophe

o\'ertaken these creatures? We
found many dried fish lying on

narrow ledges from which, if there

had been a gradual lowering of the

water, they easily could have swum
away. Either the land had risen at

A Looking seawakd across one of tlic areas of coralline that ro?c from

the sea. Tlie dark material in the forejrround is lava.

once in a great submarine up-

heaval, trapping them on the

ledges, or toxic volcanic products

had killed them before the land

had risen.

Though we found no evidence

of the great faults sometimes asso-

ciated with major earthquakes, we

saw here and there new cracks six

inches wide. They ran at right

angles to the beach line and had

broken through massive, solid lava

boulders.

Above the old beach line, now

nearly a mile from the surf, we

found the abandoned nests of

flightless cormorants that had been

incubating their eggs when the

water retreated from their shore-

side nesting sites. The eggs were

rotten now, and the adult birds

were nowhere to be seen. Surely

they had escaped to the sea. It must

have been a long walk for the

clumsy-footed cormorants, and one

beset with many difficulties. Under

less tragic circumstances, it would

bring to mind a comical picture—

the awkward gait of the stubby-

winged birds hobbling the long way
across the rocks to water.

Farther along this dead shore, in

mud-walled canals through a now-

dead mangrove s\\'amp, we counted
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as many as 30 shells of sea turtles

in a single dusty depression in the

old sea floor. The depressions must

have held ponds of water after the

land rose. The sea turtles congre-

gated here as the sun slowly dried

the land and crowded the sea life

into ever smaller circles. Fish

joined the turtles in the ponds,

along with lobsters and crustaceans

of other kinds. No doubt the fish

were the first to expire, choking

with the fouling of the water.

It was fortimate, we thought,

that we had not come sooner. The

picture that we visualized was not

a pretty one. Now, though death

was still here, the struggle was

over. The wind blew across the

dusty pits of bones, drifting the

fish scales into dunes, spreading

them across the land.

The shore had lifted highest in

the immediate vicinity of the

old anchorage. We calculated it

roughly as an elevation of fifteen

feet. Only fifteen feet, but in an

area of shoal water, an uplift of

fifteen feet had exposed a great

deal of bottom. A piece of coast

line stretching for a mile to the

north had lifted, and for some three

and a half miles to the southward,

the white band sloped down along
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the shore until it dipped again into

the sea. Along much of this coast,

the land rises steeply from the

water, and where this was the case

only a narrow strip of the old ocean

floor had been exposed. But in the

vicinity of the bay, there was a new
land mass a mile wide and two
miles long.

We found the blazing equatorial

sun almost unbearable when our

photographic duties forced us to

remain on the bright, reflecting cor-

alline. The intense light burned our

already tanned skin a fiery red. The
glare from the rocks forced us to

squint constantly and soon gave

us headaches. Our working time

ashore was limited by this and by

the rapidity with which the sun

tired us.

As we moved from location to

location, photographing the curios-

ities we saw, we coidd not resist

pocketfuls of the many varieties of

sea shells that lay where they had

died, and I thought what treasure

our find would be to a conchologist.

Everything from the sea bottom

was dead. Below the sea there had

been much color; now all was
white. Where the tide had moved
for centuries in restless cycles, it

was now a dry and static land, a

land of death. But if one stood still

for a moment and looked closely,

a keen eye could detect signs of re-

turning life.

'PioHce'U Tftave in

Here was a sjiot where terrestrial

plants had begun to grow, there a

multitude of small spiders that had
stretched their tough nets among
the gleaming rocks to take advan-

tage of the clouds of flies attracted

by the odor of death. A few insecti-

vorous lizards ventured out from

the black and into the white to

feed on the new land. Birds—fly-

catchers, warblers, and mocking-

birds — had found that it was less

difficult to fill their stomachs in this

new land. The carrion-feedino; in-

sects had multiplied, and we musnl
that in a short time something that

eats carrion-feeding beetles would
no doid)t find the new white land

attractive.

The face of our earth everywhere

is slowly, endlessly being changed

by the forces of nature—by wind-

blown grains of sand, by water-

borne specks of silt—and by man.
It is a slow change and goes for the

most part unnoticed. Centuries arc

generally needed to make the dif-

ference perceptible. But in the Gal-

apagos, among the high-eratered

domes, we were made aware tliat

the earth can change suddi'iily.

These are restless islands — restless

as the sea that surrounds them. The
waves beat against the shore, fires

burn beneath the surface, erupting

now and then in cascades of liquid

rock; the insides growl and moan
and belch fire and steam and lava.

Once you sense this restlessness,

you are aware of the change that

is taking place everywhere. In the

\.

;lrf*

^ The author surveying a realm he would have needed a diving nla^k and snorkel to study a short time before.
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year to j'car, and i^i-'l an idea of

wliat onr planet was like in its rcst-

k'ss yontli.

I'onr months later, we ntuined

to Urviiia Bay. We estimated that

the land was now six to seviii

months old. The spiiler hordes and

Hies were gone. Already the bleaehed

wiiiteness was graying, and the

odor of deatli iiad nearly vanished,

riie Galapagos buteo hawk now
appeared to he a resident of our

new land, antl doves and other land

birds foraged among the white

roeks.

The new shores of the land liad

gained a richer growth of marine

algae, which constitutes a basic

food for the life of the coast. No-

where else in the islands had we
seen the green sea plant so lu.xuri-

ant. The change in balance had

somehow nourished the algae, and

we fancied that the marine iguanas

feeding upon it were generally

larger than those we had seen else-

where. Sea turtles were present in

great numbers, harvesting the rich

growth. And the flightless cormo-

rants whose nests we had seen

above the old shore line were nest-

ing again on the new beach. There

were a few more land plants but

no new forms. It will be a long time

before the salty land will support

new growth. The familiar sea birds

were there, pelicans and boobies,

and there were sea lions on the

beaches.

At first \\'e had been amazed and

upset by the destruction of life

caused by the rising of the sea

door. Seeing the thousands of dead

things had depressed us. Then we
realized that, given a few years,

the dead white zone would become

full-fledged land, abounding in life

of a different kind. And we knew
that what we had seen at Urvina

Bay was not a cataclysmic pageant

of death but an infinitesimal epi-

soile in the age-long evolution of

life. It represented but a split sec-

ond in the cycle of geologic change,

which on a vaster scale, has made
the world and will continue to re-

make it time and time again, as

long as there is earth and sea and

sky.

THE SHOESTRING FERN

Found southward from Florida, it fools people everywhere

By Edwin Way Teale

ON THE Florida Keys, along the coast, and in the hammocks

of the E\'erglades, a curious fern grows on the palmettos and

other rough-trunked trees. Anchored to its support, it hangs down

like a mass of round green shoelaces. It seems formed of a cluster

of stems without leaves. Natives call it the shoestring fern, the

beard fern, or the grass fern. Botanists know it as Vittaria lineata.

All the year around, the string-leaves of these ferns produce spores

in immense quantities.

Rarely found more than a few feet above sea level, the shoe-

string fern ranges south from peninsular Florida through the Carib-

bean islands into tropical America. As early as 175.3, pressed speci-

mens of the fern reached the herbariums of Europe from the island

of Santo Domingo. Thirty-five years later, in 1789, the pioneer

botanist Andre Michaux first discovered the plant on the North

American mainland during his explorations in Florida.
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Their principal meat was hair

seal, but they also ate sea lions

and parts of whales washed ashore.

They consumed great quantities of

mussels, limpets, and eggs. When
fishing from a canoe, they would

sometimes drop tiny bits of white

shell into the water, which would

attract the fish, and the Indians

would then spear them.

When dancing, the Yahgans

painted their faces with red earth

mixed with seal oil. The dancing

was always the same and most

monotonous: a jumping up and

down from a squatting position

while throwing the arms back and

forth at the same time. On such

occasions they wore a special head-

dress made from feathers of the

quark or heron, woven on a plaited

cord of sinew. When in mourning,

they wore a leaf-shaped piece of

goose down above the forehead.

An old Yahgan told me that after

a death occurred, the body would

be cremated on a pile of wood. As

soon as the fire started, they would

leave the place, returning after

several weeks to complete the cre-

mation if necessary. A Yahgan

would never venture into the woods

after dark for fear of ghosts. The

same man explained with some

amusement and zest how they used

to kill shipwrecked sailors in the

old days, just to obtain the few

possessions. Only a few years be-

fore our arrival, it was still a cus-

tom for a Yahgan who had become

old or useless to be taken for a

walk along a high cliff and pushed

over. Such a death was a favor.

Fights between families were not

imcommon, and George and I once

went to see what all the commotion

was about. By the time we arrived,

the women had hidden all the guns

and knives. The oldest man, a

friendly fellow who knew a few

words of English, worked his way
to the center of the fight and

commenced swinging his large

spear. This put an end to the fra-

cas. Turning to us, he patted him-

self on the chest and boasted,

"Strong man, clever man." It almost
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A Cape Horn, in the distance, is on an outlying island 200 miles south of

the mainland of South America.

looked as if he had put on a show
for our benefit. Unfortunately,

some interfamily fights did not end

so harmlessly.

George and I learned enough

Yahgan to make ourselves under-

stood, but we never became pro-

ficient. Thomas Bridges, who com-

piled a Yahgan dictionary of more

than 30,000 words, considered the

language even more expressive

than Enghsh.

We increased our income by

hunting otters. Our sheep dog

helped greatly in this work, finding

and bringing in many an animal

we were unable to locate in the

kelp beds. We sold hundreds of

the pelts in Ushuaia for about $2.50

each.

A ¥a\se Marm

One exploring trip to Herschel

Island caused a rather amusing in-

cident. Accidentally I started a

brush fire, which got out of control

and soon reached a small forest,

where it burned furiously with a

dense smoke. Many months after

this, we read a report in an English

newspaper by a ship's captain, to

the effect that Herschel Island had

blown up and was still in a state

of violent eruption!

On Herschel Island we found a

rookery of sea elephants, the first

we had ever seen. The animals

mixed freely in the water with sea

lions from a near-by rookery. Fiu-

seals were not often seen, although

a rookery was said to exist on

Evout Island.

Once, when we were hunting on

Wollaston Island, we saw four

longboats round a point. We im-

mediately started a signal fire to

attract their attention. Seeing the

fire, the occupants of the boats

sheered off, as if afraid of Indians.

From the top of the island we
watched them land on Grevy. As
soon as the weather permitted, we
sailed over and found 25 men mak-

ing breakfast on the beach. The\'

were from a three-masted French

bark that had hit a rock in a blind-

ing snowstorm and had run ashore.

We directed the captain to Grandi's

place, thinking Grandi might be

able to take them to Ushuaia in his

power boat.

The next day we boarded the

abandoned bark and found that it

was from Portland, Oregon, bound
for France with a cargo of wheat.

Knowing we could sell wheat in

Ushuaia, we loaded the Alfredo

and took the grain to Bayly. Re-

turning to the ship, we then helped

ourselves to clothing, hardware,

bedding, tools, ropes, tarps, and

groceries. The captain arrived at

Ba\Iy the following day to thank

us for what little assistance we had

been able to render, and on the

way he had placed a man on the
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bark as a guard. When told \vc

had already taken some wheat and

supplies, the eaptain was quite un-

perturbed. He even wrote us a

letter instrueting the guard to let

us take anything else we wanted.

When later we put out for more

supplies, however, we were met by

a determined man with a rifle, who
told us to stand off or else. After

some argument, he aeeepted the

letter and allowed us aboard.

Among other things, we took silver-

ware, linens, barrels of wine, cases

of champagne, and a liogshead of

rum.

Hermite Island lies about half-

way between Bayly and Cape

Horn, and it was here that George

came across another unrecorded

islanJ tragedy. Investigating a rude

shelter, he found two skeletons ly-

ing Butside and another inside.

Most sailors rounding the Horn

were regaled at some time or other

by gruesome but unjustified tales

of the "cannibahstic" Indians in

those parts, and it may be that

some shipwrecked men died be-

cause tkey were afraid of approach-

ing the Indians.

From Navarin Island, where we
had keen hunting guanacos, we de-

cided te go around to Beagle Chan-

nel on the north and pay a call on

the sons of Thomas Bridges. I

knew Lucas quite well and had

met Will and Despard. Our in-

tended visit of a couple of hours

was prolonged into three most en-

jo)'able days. We left loaded with

gifts; their hospitality was well

known. The Bridges' sheep and

cattle ranch on the southern coast

of Chilean Tierra del Fuego was

a wonderful example of what a

modern, efficiently operated cstan-

cia should be. Lucas has recently

written a book. The Uttermost Part

of the Earth, about the Fuegian

islands and their inhabitants. He
understood the difFerent Indian di-

alects, often lived with the Indians

for weeks at a time, and was about

the only person qualified to write

such a book.

Curiosity prompted us to visit

Cape Horn Island. Many people

believe Cape Horn to be the south-

SOUTH OF SOUTH AMERICA

ernmost point of the mainland of

South America. Actually the Cape
is the southern tip of a small deso-

late island about 200 miles south

of the mainland. We cHmbed to

the top of the Cape, where the

island drops off in a rock cliff to

the sea 600 feet below. We wanted

to sail around the island, but with

a storm gathering, we had to hurry

away. Departure was not easy.

Time and again, as we tried to

push our dinghy off from shore,

we were either swamped or thrown

back on the beach. Finally we
made it and considered ourselves

lucky not to have been marooned.

We were not the only people to

have troubles in these waters.

Rockwell Kent wrote a book about

his unsuccessful attempt to reach

Cape Horn, Voyaging Southward

from the Strait of Magellan. In it,

he tells how he stopped at our cabin

on Bayly. The cabin was the noccu-

pied by Argentine seal poachers

and was in a filthy condition. In the

book there are several fine illustra-

tions of Bayly, but the one entitled

"Poachers Cabin, Bailey," left me
with a yearning to visit once again

those much maligned but to me
fascinating islands.

Two years passed quickly, and

by then we had come to the con-

clusion that Bayly was not suitable

for sheep. The grassland was fine,

but the frequent southwest storms

took their toll. Some sheep were

lost the first winter, more the sec-

ond. Only 70 of the original 200

survived after the two years, al-

though we also had about 100

lambs. We decided to leave Bayly

with the expectation of starting

another estancia somewhere farther

north. Grandi was leaving his place

temporarily, and George had
agreed to take care of it till he

returned. I made plans for return-

ing to Gallegos. We were fortunate

in being able to sell the sheep and

lambs and the Alfredo to Grandi.

Not long after my brother be-

came established on Bertram Is-

land, Grandi arrived, bringing with

Only 17 i a day . . .

fc-

can mean so much
to Man Rook and

f^

his Mothei
Ves, 17<J a day could mean so

mucfi to Man Rook. It could

mean, for a whole year, attrac-

tive new clothes, bedding and
warm blankets, a toy to play

with, even food—including ex-

tra milk. Man Rook's Mother
struggling in post-war Korea
doe- not have that 17('' a day
for her baby.
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become part of a larger gift of
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him a Dutch scientist who wanted

to go to Wollaston. Grandi asked

George to take the scientist, and

a Httle later, they were over-

taken by a bad storm. Waves
smashed down on the Alfredo,

and she soon became waterlogged.

Then, to make matters worse, the

mast broke. Between them, the

men managed to rig uf) a tiny sail

on the stub of the mast and headed

for the nearest land. Many hours

later they reached a small island

off the north shore of Grevy but on

dropping the anchor found no bot-

tom. Drifting helplessly, the Al-

fredo was slammed down on a rock

and badl\- damaged. George and the

scientist managed to reach shore

safely, but as they watched, the

Alfredo slid off the rock and sank

swiftly. From beach wreckage, they

built a shelter and lived for 21 days

on otters, eggs, limpets, and a few

birds before being picked up.

The variation of weather in these

parts is unbelievably great. In

1883, Captain Willis, in a schooner

with no engine, took 110 days to

sail from Ushuaia to Punta Arenas,

a distance of 280 miles. We once

made this same trip in 20 days in

the Alfredo. As CajDtain Willis

put it, this region "is acknowledged

by all nations to be one of the most

dangerous places in the known
world." For George and me, one

of our greatest assets may well have

been om- blissful ignorance of the

dangers.

Our attempt to raise sheep on

Bayly was not a failure by any

means. We had proved that the

island was too far south; no one

else needed to try it. We had many
hundreds of otter pelts, a cargo of

wheat, and a large amount of

salvaged material, which brought

good money. All of this, plus the

sale of our sheep and the Alfredo,

more than offset om- original in-

vestment.

But best of all, we had lived a

rich two years, a never-to-be-for-

gotten e.vperience that always

recalled pleasant memories.

As this article went to press. Natural
History received news that James H.

Hunziker has passed a\vay.—Ed.

CAN YOU TRUST THE WEATHER MAN .</ Iron, page 3S1

the machine makes a prognosis of

what they'd be a half hour after

they were observed. Then it takes

that information and makes an-

other prognosis on what they

would be an hour later. Then tliat

data is used for a third prognosis

about conditions an hour and a

half after observation. And so on,

step by step, at half-hour leaps,

until the position of the air masses

for 36 hours after observation is

recorded. The entire process con-

sumes 92 minutes— if the computer

does not become cantankerous.

When the 701 has finished di-

gesting its daily bread, it delivers

its views on a chart filled with

figures. A member of the Numerical

Prediction Unit then traces pen-

ciled lines on the charts to illus-

trate the air flow. The chart is

placed over the grid map of the

United States, duplicated, and dis-

patched by teletype and facsimile

to weather stations and military

posts all over the nation. Tiie ma-

chine cannot take into account, in

its calculations, the effect of purely

local features on the weather, such

as the mountains near Denver or

the Great Lakes near Chicago.

These have to be worked in sep-

arately by the local forecasters.
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By 7 P.M. daily, 8 hours after

weather data has been noted and

28 hours before its forecast is out-

dated, the computer has completed

this job, and you might think it

had done a day's work. But it is

then turned over to other masters

who keep the mechanical wizard

busy on research projects for an-

other two hours before retiring it

for the night.

How good is the 701 and, for

that matter, the numerical predic-

tion approach? Thus far, the sys-

tem has been used only experi-

mentally, but it's as useful and

accurate as any other system.

One thing is certain. The proc-

essing speed of the electronic com-

puter will be greatly increased.

Ideally, a number of weather ob-

servations might be made high in

the atmosphere, relayed to the .

groimd by radio, then sent directly I

to the computer by radio and fed

into its innards by a magnetic tape. '

Theoretically, this might be done.

Practically, the steps must be slow

and cautious.

But the 701, at best, is nothing

more than a tool. "It can do only

what a man directs," points out

Dr. Petterssen. "It has no imagina-

tion of its own. A man can do any-

thing the computer can do if he's

given enough time." But the mere

existence of this machine has en-

couraged many meteorologists to

tackle problems that once discour-

aged them because of the stagger-

ing mathematics involved. The
most important advances of the

futiuv will not be technical but

theoretical—imaginative leaps that

carry wcatliiM- science gradually

npwaiil to new and more pene-

trating conclusions. The forecaster

himself will never be supplanted.

He may become less an "artist,"

but he will become more a scien-

tist. From the standpoint of careers,

there is scarcely a branch of science

of which it can so truthfully be said

that the sky's the limit.
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harder, wet faster.

Getting more work out of water demonstrates

how Monsanto Chemistry, applied to nature,

multiplies the benefits of our natural re-

sources. Monsanto Chemical Co. , St. Louis, Mo.
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A The male seahorse

waiting to "give birth" to

its brood.

A SPIN

moult.

IKMt of

Y LOBSTER, above, begins to

Below, the old shell exposes

the now unprotected body.

The Screen
Authoritative coinnients on films

in the fiehl of nature, geography and exploration

The Secrets of The Reef

Reviewed by James W. Atz
^.si«nnf f.urn/or. Aew York Aquarium

New York Zoolosical Society

'T^IIE Secrets of the Reef is outstanding;

it is the best motion picture of its kind

that I liave ever seen. More than good

photography of a worthwhile subject is re-

quired to make a top-flight film, but this

one has it all—excellent color, narration,

music, and photography. Many nature

films arc being produced today but sel-

dom are they as movingly beantifid as

The Secrets of the Reef. Even less fre-

quently are they as scientifically accurate.

The script is particularly to be com-

mended for poetic overtones that display

a genuine appreciation of the wonder of

life and for delightful liumor that does not

crudely anthropomorphize or poke fim at

the creatures whose activities it explains.

The music, especially composed for the

occasion by Clinton Elliott, complements

subject and narration perfectly and firmly

establishes rapport between the audience

and the underwater world.

This picture took three years to make,
and it shows it. To get some scenes the

patience and endurance of the camera

crew, the director, and the biologists of

tile Marine Studios at Marineland, Florida,

(wliere most of the picture was filmed)

must have been severely taxed. Eight days

of ceaseless watching and waiting passed

before a male seahorse "gave birth" to

his brood. This spectacular event finally

«r
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on K2, by nulio for the most part. The

climbers inchidecl eight of the best ItaHan

mountain guides.

Professor Desio deserves high praise for

the organization and planning of his ex-

pedition, but his l)Ook is less sueeessful in

Ihis direction. He writes, "I considered it

my duty to write ... a book designed,

perhaps, rather for reference than for

ordinary reading. In the end I had to re-

sign myself to a compromise." The at-

tempt to blend an account of the scientific

work with the story of the climb of K2

does not make for a unified, coherent

whole.

Professor Desio, the geographer, is at

his best in the masterly chapter, "Geo-

graphical Survey of the Karakoram," but

for the a\'erage reader the most important

cliapter is the one where we read of Com-

pagnoni's and Laeedelli's determined

climb to the summit and their nearly dis-

astrous descent in the dark. The two

guides, one after the odier, fell off an ice

wall and landed "at least 50 feet" below

—in soft snow! There were three other un-

roped falls during the expedition (one of

800 feet), but nobody was seriously hurt.

The use of oxygen undoubtedly helped

the two men earlier in their brilliant climb

of the summit pyramid, but their good

acclimatization was shown by their ability

to ascend the last slope after their oxygen

supply was exhausted.

The route of the expedition to a point

over 27,000 feet was made easier by the

fact that it was the same as that of the

previous American expeditions, to whom
Desio accords full credit. His major tech-

nical innovation was in linking all camps

on the mountain by a rope handline, per-

haps two miles in length. This allowed

porters to climb much higher on tlie

mountain than they had gone before and

permitted safe descents in relatively bad

weather. He also made good use of a

windlass to hoist supplies to the lower

camps. When he states, however, that

"the expedition's success was due first and

foremost to the fact that it was undertaken

with the specific object of conquering K2,

and not merely attempting it," no moun-

taineer can agree. Weather still controls

the success or failure of climbers on any

of the liig mountains of the world.

Unfortunately Victory Over K2 must

ha\x' been hastily prepared, for there are

various minor errors. On the American

expedition in 1953, Gilkey's body did not

come to rest above Camp VH; it has never

been found. There is some confusion on

the part of the translator in dealing with

mountaineering terms such as ridge, shoul-

der, and crest.

It is a pity that Lacedelli or Compag-
noni could not describe the sinnmit climb.

The chapter describing their success is

dramatic, yet to one who knows K2, the

book as a whole does not gi\'c the flavor

of the eountain. The mountain Desio de-

scribes is the mountain seen from base

camp, not the series of snow and rock

ridges soaring into the clouds and the

little rock platforms where the tents perch

on the edge of nothingness and the wind

drifts the cold snows.

RoBEHT H. Bates

A renowned mounlaineer, llie reviewer

was a member of the American Karakoram
expedition which reached 26.000 feel on KJ;
he is the author of arlirles and books on

mountaineering, and is the co-editor of the

American Alpine Journal.

HuNZA;
Lost Kingdom of the Himalayas

-- ----by John Clark

Funk & Wagnalls, $5.00, 270 pp.

npHIS is a description of an American

geologist's attempt to conduct an "ex-

periment in living" in the remote Kara-

koram valley of Himza. Financed by a

few friends incorporated as the Central

Asiatic Research Foundation, Dr. Clark

went to Central Asia on a scouting expedi-

tion in 1948. He was looking for "tribes

of people who had basically good intellects

and strong bodies, but who lacked natural

resources." Ultimately he chose the

Hunzas of northern Pakistan as the most

hopeful group.

Returning in 1950 with a ton and a

quarter of equipment, he established head-

quarters in an ancient castle loaned him

by the Mir of Hunza. He established a

woodcarving school for Hunza boys, and

encouraged the commercial growing of

wildflowers for seed sale in the United

States. He also held daily clinics which,

he reports, treated more than 5000 peo-

ple in 20 months. Most important to Dr.

Clark was to find if an isolated people

were capable of recognizing the value of

an alien philosophy and learning it, or if

they could only memorize techniques.

The audior is at his best when describ-

ing ancient Hunza customs and the daily

life of the people. His descriptions of the

riotous Tumushnling, the barley-han^est

festival and the lea\'e-taking ceremony

will add much to other reports about these

sturdy and fascinating people.

In a foreword, the author notes that he

has "deleted as many as possible of the

incidents involving people who were op-

posed to me or my program." If that is so,

the way of the self-appointed missionaiy

must indeed be hard, for those that remain

are almost enough to fill the book.

Dr. Clark foimd he had to combat las-

situde, illiteracy, tradition, and local offi-

cialdom. Apparently the most successful

feature of his \isit was a series of pros-

pecting trips in the Hunza area, results

of which were reported to the Pakistan

Government.
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Ainericaii Museum of Natural Histmy
Members and their Friends are

cordially invited to attend the

"90th Anniversary Roundup '

A Memorial Exhiliition

of

WILLIAM R. LEIGH'S
Paimings

Skptember 25 — OcToiiiiR 12

Grand Central Art Galleries
15 VANDERBILT AVENUE

Grand Ceiilral Terminal NfH York

Opoiiiiij; (lay lea Septembfr 25, 3 to 6 F. M.

AFRICAN RELICS
Arrowheads from Congo PIGMY people
-10 for $1.00-small-game types. Museum
quality items obtained by arclieologicai
Safori through Congo, Cameroons, and
Nigeria AFRICA, ore available from direct
trader. Congo Spearheads 3 for $1.00.
Dagger S2.95.

RARE ARROWHEADS FROM NIGERIAN
BURIED CACHE-8 for Sl.OO.

R. T. WATERS
1383-89 East 26 Street, Brooklyn 10, N. Y.
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ralililLs. squirrels. Bkunks. weasels, etc. Takc-
iiilrikj, mons without Injurijie them. Strayhic pel-

and noultr.v arc released unhurt Easy to set-
open endg Eive animal eonlldence. Fully gtiaran

teed. No jaws or atirliifts to hrcak. Itustproof. Size-

for all needs, .-send cou[>on frrr valuahle FREE
^6 page booklet on trappine secrets.

Less siiccx'Sshil was his "experiment in

Ii\iiig." Dr. Clark himself writes that he

lelt heliiiid "tyranny ... not broken, ig-

iioraiiee . . . not lilted, poverty . . . not re-

lie\ed. ' I know that on my own second

\isit to Ilimza, less than a year after his

departure, no trace remained of his

pro]ects.

It is mitortiinalc that Dr. Clark tends

to judge the Hnnzas by his own standards,

judging them not in relation to their own
environment but riitlter with reference to

some ideal dream r.iee of his own, living

tinder ideal conditions.

.|e,\n Bowie Siion

In tlic course o) Iter travels ( clironitled

ill her liuok. After Yoti, Marco Polo, iy55;,
ihe reviewer has visited Hanza twice.

G.rfJLD ON THE DESERT
by Olga Wright Smith

L'ni\ersity of New Mexico Press

$4.00, 22(J pp.. photos

COME ol us who love the desert chose

it deliberately, and wc usually had a

few modern amenities to soften its rigors.

Others have had it thrust upon them, as

was decidedly the case with the author of

this umarnished but vivid tale ol desert

life. An Iowa-born schoolteacher, married

to the son of an old-time prospector, she

was persuaded to go with her husband
who was deterinined to join his father in

a new prospecting venture. The scene of

their quest was near the Copper Moun-
tains—in one of the hottest, driest, most

rugged and luost nearly uninhabited re-

gions in all Arizona.

It was no "expedition" and it luid no

organizational backing. The three li\cd

first in a brush shelter, then in a cave. All

water had to be carried for miles in five-

gallon tins. The heat broke the thermom-
eter at its 120 limit and then, though it

had not rained pre\iously for two years,

a clotidbnrst nearl\- washed them away.

Mrs. Smith hated the whole thing—the
heat, the loneliness, the primiti\c living

arrangements and the seemingly-cruel

austerity of the land. In desperation she

began to pay attention to the plants and
little animals which managed, not only

the seemingly impossible task of surviv-

ing, but which burst into beauty or ca-

pered with the joy of life. Then, gradually,

against all expectation, she found herself

agreeing with her husband and father-in-

law in the absurd conclusion that "this is

the life." Practically, their adventure never

paid off; the only gold found in any quan-

tity was the kind one can't sell.

Mrs. Smith writes extremely well. She
neither exaggerates nor (unlike many
women who nowadays write about their

more rugged experiences) tries too hard

to be lunny. The result is a book which
Xiaints a picture of desert life at its most

arduous. It carries the ring of truth neces-

sary to comince the most inexperienced

what it is really like.

In the old days iirospectors seldom had
any womenfolk about. Few of the women
who did know the life had any gift for

writing about it. This lueans that Gold on

the Desert is not only good reading on the

subject, but an important document as

well.
JONi;eii Wood Kiiutch

The reviewer, jormerly Brander Maltheivs
Prolessor at Columbia I niversity, now lives

in Tucson, Arizona, and is the author o)
Iwii liool.s on the region, Tlif Desert Year
and TIf Voice, of til,- Deseil.

T<OMBS, TEMPLES, AND
ANCIENT ART
- by Joseph Lindon Smith

University of Oklahoma, $.5.00

349 pp., illus.

TpHE author of this book, an American

artist, luadc his first visit to Greece in

1886, and his last to Egypt in 19.50. Be-

tween these dates, he became the leading

>'^.j ^ r

'•Ldok. Mom! Clfopalra,"
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p.iiiitcr in llir ck'pic'tion ol aiKiciil c;ir\fd

Mirluccs, \v;is a collfaguc of fii-ld arclio-

ologists, and worked in the Near East,

Southeast Asia, the Far East, and Central

America.

Tlic story of arclieological (Useoveries

is informally told, at times with all the

excitement of a good detective story. A
by-product of the record is an apprecia-

tion of the imioroved areheological stand-

ards between two generations. In 190.5 a

.scared little boy was lowered into a newly-

discovcrcd tomb to hand ont samples of

the finds, without regard for possible dam-

age or precise recording. That tomb was

cleared out in three weeks! By contrast,

in 1926-27 the painfully meticulous clear-

ing of the secret burial of Queen Hete-

pheres re(juiied ten months.

$3.95 postpaid

Lepidoptera (butterfly) collecting one of

the most fascinating hobbies is sweeping
America. Nature Lovers can start their

own collection today with this complete
butterfly mounting kit recommended by
leading museums and educators. It con-
tains everything you need to start a col-

lection.

• 10 perfect tropical butterflies (namedl
• 4" » 12" balsa spreading board
• 60 glass headed pins; 50 insect pins
• 1 chemically treated relaxing jar (for soft-
pning dried butterflies)

• 2 glass strips; paper strips
• 1 pair broad-point insect forceps
• 1 glass-top Riker display mount

Butterfly World News — 24 page picture

booklet with step by step instructions

and interesting information.

A kit worth $5.95 for only $3.95
• Complete line of entomological supplies
• 12" Nylon Butterfly Net, 24" handle $2.
postpaid

• 25 different Formosan butterflies $2.
• Rare Armandia Lidderdali limited supply
$1.50 each

Price lis( on Reqoesf

BUTTERFLY ART JEWELRY, INC.

Dept. M-2, 291 E. 98th Street

Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

NEW NATURE LIBRARY
Animals. Birds, Trees. Butterflies. Wild Flowers

and Garden Flowers. 1700 pages. 288 in color.

6 vol. set $19. SO; $4.50 down. $5.00 monthly.

Cash orders $15.00. all sets on approval.

LITERARY fMART, 1265 B'way, New York, 1

In 1907 the patron of an excavation was

so eager to find the tomb of Queen Tiyi

that it took nearly forty years to establish

the fact that the burial found was that of

a young king. On the other hand, in 1927

an .\merican excavator faced the disap-

pointment of an empty coffin and ingeni-

ously spelled out a working theory to

account for this.

The trained and perceptive artist is a

specialist. Smith's specialty was Egypt,

where he worked through 2.500 years of

Egyptian production and came to the

firm conclusion that the best of Egyptian

art was in the earliest major period, the

Pyramid age, and that all later work fell

off from tliose high standards. He was

able to substantiate that impression in the

art of other cultures, as in Central America.

Although Smith felt dissimilarity between

the Egyptian and the Mayan pyramids, it

seemed to him that tlie two peoples were

remarkably similar in using architectural

space to produce an effect of majesty. In

the Far East he did not perceive a similar

effect.

This readable book is a very rewarding

study of ancient man.

John A. Wilson

An orientalist and Egyptologist who has
written widely on his subject, the reviewer
is Professor oj Egyptology at the University

ol Chicago.

An atlas of animal
anatomy for artists

by W. Ellenberger, H. Baum,
and H. Dittrich;

revised by Lewis S. Brown

Dover, $6.00

153 pp., illus.

TLLUSTRATORS, sculptors, and ta.xi-

dermists who draw or model animals

will welcome this new revised edition of

An Atlas of Animal Anatomy for Artists,

revised and edited by Lewis S. Brown
of the American Museum of Natural

History.

The choice of selections used through-

out the atlas is excellent. To the original

edition which contained anatomy plates

of the horse, cow, bull lion, stag, roe and

goat, there has been added twenty-five

new plates which include the horse, cat,

monkey, seal, hare, rat-kangaroo, flying

squirrel and bat.

For those who are interested in horses,

this \()lume will be particularly interest-

ing lor the horse is well represented in

both the famous Ellenberger works and

the exceptionally fine plates from George

Stubbs' Anatomy of the Horse. .\\] plates

are clearly printed on good stock.

The book also includes a useful bibli-

ography of sixty-six books on the subject

of animal anatomy.

Geobce F. Mason

The reviewer is the author and illustrator

of a scries of boohs about animals.

Now You Can Own
World's Finest
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mit> free use of liaiid-. Individual focusing
for each len.s gives dear sharp vision

indoors or outdoors, and for di.stance or
close viewing. Ideal for Ijird-watching,

hiking, boating, .sports events. 3 x 28 en-

largement with reflex diaphragms.

SI 5, postpaid

Product of famous European precision
lens-maker. Order yours today! Sold ex-

clusively in the United States hy:

THE HENDE CO.
1712 N Street, N.W., Washington 6, D. C.
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NOW!—A Complete
BUTTERFLY COLLECTING
and MOUNTING KIT

to start you

off on a

fascinating

hobby or

profession

Here's what you get in the kit:

• Butterfly net with nylon marquisette

bog.

• Spreading board-4" x 12".

• 100 insect pins (imported).

• 40 matt or gloss head pins.

• 50 glossine envelopes.

• Locality and determination labels.

• Butterfly forceps.

• Paper strips for mounting.
• 2 ounce bottle of liquid for charging

killing bottle.

• Material for making killing bottle.

• instruction leaflet.

COMPLETE KIT only $5.95, postpaid.

SUPPLIES FOR ALL OF YOUR
ENTOMOLOGICAL NEEDS

• Insect pins, forceps, glassine envelopes,
spreading boards, storage boxes, etc.

• Butterfly net with \2' hoop-30" handle,
only S2.25, postpaid.

• Net bog, nylon marquisette, only $1.25,
postpaid.— FREE price list on request.' —

THE BUTTERFLY EQUIPMENT CO.
246 North High Street

Mount Vernon, N. Y.

Letters

LINGUAPHON
MAKES IT EASY TO

^ LISTEN and LEARN to

Bfieah

SPANISH • FRmCH • ITMAN
GERMAN • RUSSIAN • JAPANESE

MODERN GREEK-any of 34 languages available for

FREE TRIAL AT HOME
With LINGUAPHONE-The Worlds Slondard Con-

i>ay
liliiduni. Life. like llfcordlngs. Il is casj—A.\D Fr.\—to
learii anuiher laiiguatte AT HO.MK with I,IXGl'AI'lI(i\l-:—Ihc same naCiiral way you lonini-il to .speak Kogllsli long
before you iveiil to seliool.

Only LLNtirArHOMC brings S to 12 of the worlils best
native language teachers into your liomc. You hear iioth
men and women speak about everyday matters in tiieir
native tongue. Vol' listen—YOf understand—You sl'KAK
correitly as tliey do. It's like living in another cnuntry.

That's why I.liiguapbonc is used 'round the world liy

cdiieators. govermoents ;nid business firms. More than a

V sto.leiU! of all ages liavo learned
.Ib.T la

Send today for Free booklet that fully describes the coo-
versational melhnri and details on bow you may obtain a
COMPLETE Course-unit in the language ycu choose on
FREE TRIAL. Linguaphone Institute. T-G3-096 Rock.
Pla/a. N. v. 20.

LINGUAPHONE INSTITUTE

I'ieaae send me: D FKKK Itook.

n Information on I'MtlvK Trial.

.No obligation, of course.

.My language interest Is

A ifl<is(er itiason

Sirs:

Enclosed is a picture I have taken of a

rock house fastened to the hmb of a

creosote bush. It was found in Dona .'\na

County, New Mexico, near Mesilla Park.

Could one of your experts identify the

insect that built it?

Clark Ch.\mpie
El Paso, Texas

Jolin C. Palli.ster of the American
Museum of Natural History offers the

following answer.

Many female mason bees build curious

homes for their young. This one made b\

Anthidium consimile, or a close relati\i\

is elaborately decorated on the outsiilc

with bits of stone.

The bee starts by modeling a single clay

cell on a branch. She molds the interior

of the cell to her own size, with a little

space left over, for she has to pro\ide a

nursery large enough to accommodate a

supply of food and her growing youngster

too. When the cell is built the bee starts

collecting pollen, carrying it to the cell in

the special pollen-holding hairs which
co\er her body. She makes many trips

to neighboring flowers until she has

gathered the right amount. She kneads
the pollen with a little nectar to make a

thick paste, which she packs in the bottom
of the cell. She then deposits one egg on
tlie lood and the cell is ready to be capped
with clay.

The style that distinguishes this bee as

a master craftsman is the exterior finish

of her cell. Small pebbles or bits of broken
rock cover the entire surface. What a task

it must be for the bee, less than an inch

long, to transport by air these, to her, giant

boulders to the cell where they have to

be molded in place! Fluids froiu her mouth
lielp to make the clay workable, wliich

when dry is hard and resistant to the

weather.

If the site selected for her first cell

continues to her liking, she will add more
cells (rarely more than eight) until tlie

group looks like a wad of stone-encrusted

clay, as in the picture.

no ffiiitiiiiiiu/hird.v Oiili/ rfiiiii?

The }luU- Bruatt-Tailed
Whistles!

Sirs:

On May 19th, while I was walking

through the woods near my home, I saw
a hmnmingbird that was making a pe-

culiar noise similar to the buzzing a locust

makes when it flies, but it was also like

a trilled chirp. At the same time it was
flying up vertically in short spurts to about

20 feet, making the trill with each spurt.

Then it made a power dive, trilling all the

way, stopping just before hitting, then re-

peated the process.

Then I saw there were t\\i) birds :iu(l

the first chased the other away. Then it

flew to a nearby tree and sat there a

while. Every few minutes he would fly-

away, making the trill whene\'er he was

flying, then returning shortly to the same
tree. Twice the other (or another) hum-

|

mingbird came back and he left his tree

and chased it away again. I watched him

for about twenty or thirty minutes and

after each flight he returned to the tree.

I moved on, but soon saw another one

that was doing the same thing: sitting in

a tree, flying away, trilling e\ery few

minutes, and once chasing awa>' another

hummingbird.

All these hummingbirds were of a type

that has a metallic-green back and a

bright-red throat.

I thought maybe they were males who
were setting off their nesting territories

before the feniiiles arrived from migration.

I wonder if you could tell me if it was

that, or what?

Peter G.\RoxEn J
W illiaius, Arizona I

Dr. Uean Amadon, Curator ef Birds I

at the .American Museum of Natural His- t

tory. clears up the matter for us.

The hummingbirds observed in Arizona

were probably ol the species known as

the Broad-tailed Hummingbird. The males

of this variety produce a rather noticeable

trilling or whistling note in flight. This is

not vocal but is caused, rather, by tlic

rapid movement of the outer wing featlni'-

which are narrow and stiff. Humminji-

birds are very pugnacious and each male

has a special territory which he defends.

Probably the flights observed were a purl

of territory defense, or possibly related to

courtship. In some related species of hum-
mingbirds, whistling sounds are produced

by the wings or tail only when tlie bird is

performing sudden di\es during court-

ship. The leniale lacks the modified outer

wing feathers.
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to take any one of these sets of great chamber works

FREE
NO STRINGS ATTACHED

SCHUBERT
"TROUT" QUINTET (A MAJOR)

QUARTET IN E MAJOR, OP. 1 25, NO. 2

QUARTET IN C MINOR, " QUARTETTSATZ"

ITALIAN MASTERS

Sensitive and brilliant roadincs by

the (amed Winterthur String Quar-
tet of Switzerland The talented

vounR pianist Pina Pozzi joins them
in the "Trout" Quintet.

OF THE XVIil CENTURY
TARTINI: sonata In G Minor. "The Devil's Tilll"

VIVALDI: Sonatas In « Major and F Minor

GEMINIANI: sonata In B Flat Major

VI TALI; Chaconne In G Minor

MOZART
CLARINET QUINTET IN A MAJOR, K. 581

FLUTE QUARTET IN D MAJOR, K. 285

FLUTE QUARTET IN A MAJOR, K. 298

The celebrated violin virtuoso. Ri-
cardo Odnoposoff , is heard in some
of the greatest violin music of the

Eighteenth Century — assisted by
Heinz Wehrle, organist; Ben Oren,
Harpsichordist. Leo Rostal. cellist.

Some of the most satisfying music
ever written. With Peler Simenauer.
clarinetist. Julius Baker, flutist, and
the Pasco/ Siring Quarlel Other
soloists include: H. Zarief. violinist;

D Mankonitz. Violisl; R. Oxman.

Unique Transcription Recordings—
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form and spirit of a composer's work.
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FREE GIFT. There is no requirement

to buy another record from the Society,

now or ever!

These are NOT ordinary recordings.
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Music Society transcription is pressed
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Purcell to Hindemith.
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45 Columbus Avenue, New York 23, N. Y.
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Chamber program described above
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America's Nalional Forests

—

ivhere every man's a kin^

Back in the Middle Ages, the word forest designated an area

set aside for the pleasure and profit of the king. And as late

as 1776 in New Hampshire's White Mountains, the tallest

and straightest trees were marked with the King's Arrow
and reserved for masts in His Majesty's royal navy.

Today, many of these same New Hampshire woodlands are

reserved for you as part of the National Forest system. They
offer scenic drives through famous notches, skiing on the

slopes of New England's highest mountain, swimming, fish-

ing and almost everything else that goes into a memorable
outdoor vacation.

White Mountain National Forest is typical of 149 National

Forests located in 38 states and two territories. These forests

total over 180,000,000 acres - an area larger than Te.\as.

Owned by the people of the United States, they are dedi-

cated to the wise use of timber, grass, wildlife, soil and water.

Whv not visit one of these great reservations? You can drive

through some of the country's most exciting scenery . . . you

can drop your line in a placid mountain pool or pitch your

camp overlooking picturesque lakes that make you forget

the tensions of twentietli century life.

And if, when you look around, ) ou draw a deep breath and

feel like a king — why not? In a very real sense, you are.

FREE Tour Information ^=r j^^^^^^p^
If \()u would like to \ isit an\' of tlie National Forests, or clri\e

aiiN-wherc in the U. S. A., let us help plan your trip. Write:

Tour Bureau, Sinclair Oil Corporation, 600 Fifth Avenue, New
York 20, N. Y. — als9 ask for our colorful National Parks map.

SINCLAIR SALUTES THE AMERICAN FORESTRY ASSOCIATION. The oldest

national forest Lonscrx alion f^KHip, the \V.\ is licxotcel to the aiK ancement of

conservation and the fuller use of our forest land to provide more wood,
water, wildlife and reercation for all. The Association was instrumental in the

creation of the Forest Service in the U. S. Department of Agriculture and has

made many other important contributions to the cause of good forestry.

SINCLAIR
A GreatName in Oil





NOW-NEW DELUXE 4 DYNASCOPE Reflector

with ADVANCED Precision Features Offers

A Truly Professional Telescope COMPLETE

FOR$
ONLY 79

95
F.O.B.HoTlford.Conn.

Shipping Wl. 21 lbs.

Express charges

Compare these advanced features with

any telescope at double the price!

bS 4-inch Parabolic mirror— pyrex, finished to exacting specifications and guaran-

teed to perform to the limit of resolution! Aluminized and zircon quartz overlaid

to insure maximum protection and lasting use! (The 4-inch mirror gathers '3

more light than any comparable ZVi inch mirror.)

A NEW improved cast iron, true Equatorial and Alt-Azimuth mount with free

moving Polar Axis Rod complete with friction adjustments for any latitude,

declination, and ascension. Rugged, weighs approximately 12 pounds, both

axes % inch steel supported on 4 bearing surfaces and guaranteed for vibra-

tion free action and necessary smoothness.

fcl NEW 1*4 inch eyepiece mount with exclusive double draw focus and rock

and pinion. Adjustable for 3 inches of travel to accommodate any r/epiece

negative or positive! Built in diagonal mirror accurate to I's wave tolerance.

^% 3 eyepieces—18MM Huygens, 9MM achromatic Ramsden, 7MM achromatic

Ramsden for 65X, 130X and 167X.

^% 4-power achromatic finder-scope with crosshairs. Extra large field of view.

C^ NEW covers for eyepiece tube and open end!

Q NEW bakelite tube beautifully finished in grey wrinkle enamel!

»J1 NEW improved hardwood folding tripod legs in natural finish. Sturdy,

balanced, perfect portability!

THE ULTIMATE IN 4-INCH TELESCOPES Prove if yourse/f of NO RfSfC;

Inquire for details of con-

venient Time-Payment Plan.

Here at lost is the scientific instrument that serious astronomers hove been

waiting for—with a full warranty of highest accuracy at lowest cost!

Now you needn't spend $150 and up to be sure of high-precision observa-

tion. Nor do you need go to the time and trouble of building your own
telescope to get the most value for your money. For the dollor-and-cents

facts obout the new Deluxe 4-inch Dynascope are these: The advanced

precision features are those you would wont to select for yourself. But buying

them singly, as art individual, you could never beat our low price. Nor
could you hope to surpass the technical co-ordination and stability that

hove been engineered into this superb instrument to meet the most exacting

standards of optical and mechanical superiority!

Fully achromatic, tested and proven by scientists in leading planetaria,

the new DeLuxe Dynascope comes to you complete with every port and fea-

ture exactly as described and illustroted here. Each Instrument is carefully

triple-tested before shipment and is occomponied by the Inspector's per-

formance report. Specially packed, it is ready to be set up for observotion

within a few seconds. Shipment Is F.O.B. Hartford, Conn.^ express charges

collect (weight 21 pounds). There Is nothing else to buy, no added chorges,

no extras of any kind.

YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED-OR MONEY BACK!
Prove to yourself — without risk — how good the new DeLuxe Dynoscopo

really is. Order It now. Try it at your own pleasure. Compare Its performance

with that of any other professional telescope at double the cost or more.

It will delight you and exceed your every expectation—or simply return it

within 30 days for a full refund. But don't delay. As you know, quolity

engineering of precision instruments does not permit moss production.

Consequently the supply Is limited. To assure yourself of immediate delivery,

send your check or money order today!

THE CRITERION MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Manufacturers of Quality Optical Insfrumenis

DEPT. NHD-16; 331 CHURCH ST., HARTFORD 1, CONN. TEL: CHAPEL 7-1696 - CABLE ADDRESS: CRICO



...iFyon wish to obtain -WITHOUT CHARGE- this "big"*25 dictionary for your

home or office. .."the best English dictionary of it5 size -[n.y.heraid tribune]

You can s:^et it. /ire. by joining; the Biuyk- of-- the-.Month Cliih now. agreeing

to buy only six hooks during the next twelve months, from at least lOO

club selections and alternates which will be made available

^ PLEASE READ CAREFULLY IF YOU ARE INTERESTED Annivcrs.Trv ycnr, hut Ihcre can he no addi

Early in I'i5b this Thirtieth Annivfrsnry Orftr (ioimI copifs /iriiik-,/ for this purpoie duriii.;

was made to new memhers. A large edition, I'jSii. It takes ton long to obtain the paper and

estimated to be enough for the jiill year, was to print and bind such a huge book. Consc-

almost entirely exhausted in the /irsi tuilj of qucntly, immediate action is advisable. If the

the year. Another edition is now being manu- new edition is used up before your order is

facturcd for use during the balance of the received, you will be notified.

^.

2544 Pages • Latest Edition

RETAIL PRICE $25°°

CONDITIONS AND PRIVILEGES OF THIS OFFER

>1C The dictionary will be sent to you with your first

purchase. (See available books in the coupon)

^ The five additional books you agree to buy can

be chosen from at least 100 Selections and Alter-

nates made available throughout the year

5f: They can be books you would buy anyway, yet

you will pay — on the average — 20 < less for

them than otherwise

>|< After your sixth purchase— if you continue— with

every second Club choice you buy, you will re-

ceive a valuable Book Dividend

>|c Last year about $12,000,000 worth of free books,

retail value, were earned and received by Club
members as Book-Dividends

>tc Perhaps most important of all, this sensible system

will surely keep you from missing the books you
intend to read
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'
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children
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He set tlie staxiciarcls fox* an irLciuLstr^

Every product he made or tested he guar-

anteed with his signature . . .

The care he took in the preparation of

pharmaceuticals and medicines was revo-

lutionary. The working philosophy of this

young Navy doctor to create, develop, and

improve remains a challenge to the practice

of medicine and pharmacy to this day.

In 1858, Dr. Squihb opened manufactur-

ing laboratories to supply pure drugs to the

medical profession, and 'to the U.S. Army
and Navy. From his personal 'principles

arose the business creed later set forth as

the "Priceless Ingredient."

As in the Squibb Division, this same dedi-

cation to integrity and quality guides all

divisions of Olin Mathieson in products and

services to their customers. Throughout our

widely diversified operations there is no

compromise of these principles that assure

new and better products for people all over

the world.

Producers of many fine products

under such brand names as

SQUIBB • OLIN • WINCHESTER
MATHIESON • WESTERN

"The priceless ins;redieiil oj every product

is llie Honor and Integrity of its maker."

OLIN MATHIESON CHEMICAL CORPORATION
AM) Park Avenue. New York 22. New York



The Stars by Clock and Fist
by Henry M. Neely

"Rejoice if you would identify many
stars, just for fun or to help an eager

scout earn a badge, and yet have found
most guides too confusing or limited

. . . Mr. Neely, who lectures at the

Hayden Planetarium, explains his

method simply and lucidly — the clock

(an imaginary one such as aviators

use, true north being 12 o'clock!, the

fist (your own at arm's length at hori-

zon level) ...Choosing a star or a

constellation from the list of those
visible in the northern |or southern]
hemisphere the particular evening you
have selected, you are told in wtiich

direction on 'the clock' to face and
just how many 'lists' . . . above the

horizon it is. This very ignorant and
inept star gazer had wonderful success
immediately. It is hard to imagine a

better book of this kind for families

to own, and surely it will be the first

'finding tool' henceforth in libraries of
all sorts for use by anyone over eleven.

A sturdy, substantial book."
-;V<->v York Herald Tribune

60 sky maps • 24 star Iis Is

i: lint,' charls • iliai:r,iiiis • S4.0(l

THE VIKING PRESS, 625 Madison Ave., N. Y. 22

RATTLESNAKES
Their Habits, Lijc llislorics,

and Influence on Mankitnl

BY Lauri:nce M. Ki,.\i'ber

The Consulting Curator of Reptiles, San
Diego Zoo, presents all that is scientifically

known about these hist inatinj;. dangerous
reptiles, together with llw lolklore that

has grown up about thiiu.

2 i;<)/.v., 1530 ;)r(«c.v, 2:i.\ illiis.. $17.50

CALIFORNIA GRIZZLY
HY ThAC V I. .S lOlllli .WD

Li.oYD i'. 'I'kvi.s, Ji(.

".
. . a thoroughly fascinating book. Not

only do the authors survey the zoological

history with care, but historical and an-

thropological literature is woven into the

story . . . should appeal to the general pub-
lic as well

. .

." -AIBS Bui.i.ii-n.v

3IH pafic.,, 21 plates, $7.50

.\t your bookstore or

University of California Press
.\ddrc.ss: Berkeley 4, Calilornia

YOUR NEW BOOKS

South American Indians — Anthropology — Animals

Conservation — Mountaineering — African Wildlife

Xhe naked AUCAS
-------- by Rolf Blomberg

Translated from the Swedish

by F. H. Lyons

George Allen & Unwin. 21s

191 pages, photos, maps

Reviewed by M. W. Stirling

'TTR.'WEL and adventure books with a

.South American jungle setting have

been appearing with some regularity dur-

ing recent years. This reviewer has per-

used many such books consisting of

fieti<mi.'ed accounts of snakes, ferocious

animals, attacks by savage Indians and

the like. The result is a completely false

impression of conditions in this vast and

inti resting part of the world.

Blomberg has a somewhat different ap-

proach. There is plenty of blood and

thimder but it is mostly contained in

stories excerpted from the oral and written

literature of the country, or told to the

autlinr by old residents or recent commer-

cial explorers of the Andean Oriente.

Most of the accomits of the latter are no

doubt true.

Mixed in with these tales are a few

stories of hidden treasure which serxe to

add spice of another sort. The author

manages to give all these accounts a per-

sonal touch by projecting himself into the

interviews with the old timers and by

following up the stories of hidden treasure

witli attempts to locate the hiding places.

Tlic author is an excellent writer. He is

even able to turn the discovery of Cliantrc

y Ilcrrcra on a library shelf in Ouito into

an adventure.

His interest in the Aucas was .stimu-

lated on an earlier trip when he first heard

some of the stories of their hostility to

strangers. He resolved to try and establish

contact with them, mainly, as he frankly

states, out of curiosity and a spirit of ad-

venture—and incidentally, no doubt, to

get material for a book.

In recent years the ".Aueas" have be-

come notorious as "kilh'rs." Hut the term

Auea is a Ouechiia word which simjily

means "wild Indians." It is applied gen-

erally to the wild or unchristianized tribes

east of the .^ndes.

.\s a result of new exploitation in their

vicinity during the last decade, the term

"Auca" has recently been used to appK

to the Zaparoan tribes. In the various hos-

tile actions that have transpired durini;

this recent period it is not always ea.sy to

name the particular grovip involved.

Blomberg is well aware of the confusion

in tribal nomenclature that exists in this

region and the constant shifting ol terri-

tory that has taken place. He identified

the most active group, and the one prob-

ably referred to mitler the tenii ".\uca" as

the Aushiri, or the .Awishira, as anthro-

pologists now term them. This is probabK

the same group th;.t recently killed 5

American missionaries but as this book

was written in 1949 this episode is not

mentioned.

His personal adventures in Auca coun-

try take up only a small chapter near the

end of the book when with a photographer

and an .American missionary as compan-

ions, he made a somewhat pointless trip

into .\uca territory in the hope of estab-

lishing contact with the Indians. Cuided

by planes from the nearby Shell NKra

petroleum camp, they attempteil to visit

one of the Auca community houses pre-

viously seen from the air. The trip failed

in its purpose, and terminated in an am-

bush attack by the Auca, in which no one

was hurt.

The author has made a real effort to

assemble information on the history, eth-

nology and character of the .\wishira. Tliis

he presents impartially and muriticallv

:

thus some ot it is conllicting, particularlv-

in regard to "Auca " character.

The net result is a pretty good picture

of past and present conditions and the

general nature of this primitive tribe,

typical of the Montai'ia type. Mixed in are

glimpses of life on the frontier, of oil

camps, missionaries, and tropical tramps.

Director of the Bureau of American
Ethnology, Smithsonian Institution, the
reviewer lias headed many expeditions to

Central and South America.

NEW NATURE LIBRARY FIXE COXES
Animals. Birds. Trees, Butlc-rflies, Wild Flowers

and Garden Flowers. 1700 pages, 288 in color,

6 vol. set $19.50; $4.50 down, $5.00 monthly.

Cash orders $15.00. all sets on approval.

LITERARY MART, 1265 B'way, New York, 1

(^ne-Iiall" iiu'h to one foot long. Send for

illustrated folder with descriptions of

autunui and t'.luislmas uses.

WESTERN TREE CONES
1925 Brooklane • Corvallis, Oregon
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JMan's role in
changing the face
of the earth
- Edited by William L. Thomas, Jr.

University of Cliicago, §12.50

1193 pagfs, illus.

lievieived by Ashley Montagu

TpIIIS niugnificcnt volume is tlic result

of three years of planning hy tlic staff

of the \\'enner-Gren Foiuidation for An-

thropological Research. The original idea

for this symposium was conceived by the

editor, and it was largely in his capacity

as Assistant Diri'ctor of Research at the

Foundation that this symposium on Man's

Hnle in Cliaiifiina the Face of the Earth

has been brought to so successful an issue.

I'or what this volume represents is the

expression of the considered opinions and

conclusions of se\'enty of the world's lead-

ing authorities in the general area of man
in relation to the earth upon which he

lives.

From the 16th to the 22nd of June,

1955, most of the authorities contributing

to this volmne spent their time in the

pleasant environment of Princeton discuss-

ing such problems as how much man has

changed the earth's surface, how fast he

is changing it, and how rapidly lie can

restore it if his changes have proved un-

wise or are now outmoded and require

replacement. Other questions considered

inehid'jd: what are the known problems,

what special strategy is called for plan-

ning in research, and what topics and

areas are principally in need of additional

investigation.

Since their contributions had wisely

been completed and circulated among the

participants before tlie meeting, the dis-

cussions, which are most readably sum-
marized in the present volume, were very

much to the point. Indeed, tlie actual

symposium discussions are among the

most valuable parts of a most invaluable

book. The summaries by the three col-

laborating editors. Professors Carl O.

Sauer, Marston Bates, and Lewis Mumford
are masterly. If this "plundered planet"

ever ceases in human time to be violated,

it will in large part be the result of the

implementation of such ideas as are e.x-

pressed in this notable volume, a work
which is extraordinarily interesting and of

the first order of importance for the wel-

fare of all human beings.

TO AUTHORS
seeking a publisher

SiTi.l for our free illustrated booklet titled To
the Author in Search of a Publisher. It tells how
w I- run publish, promote and distribute your
l.M.ik. as we have done for hundreds of other
writiMs. All subjects considered. Now authors
uelc.nuiK Write today for Hooklet NH. Ifs free.

VANTAGE PRESS, INC., 120 W. 31 ST., N. Y. 1.
In Calif.: 6253 Hollywood Blvd., Hollywood 28

YOUR NEW BOOKS

Antliropologixt and snrial hiohinixt, tlic

reviewer is the author of iiuniij hooks and
articles in Ins fiehl.

Zanzabuku
-------- by Lewi.s Cotlow

Rinehart, So.OO, ;37() pages

Reviewed by Stlart Cloeti;

pOR animal lovers, Zanzabuku is, in a

sense, a tragic book. It is a tale of the

shrinking world of wild animals and prim-

itive men in Africa under the impact of

modern civilization. "Civilization, which
has licen nibbling at its edges for almost

a century, is now biting out great chunks

of Africa," says the author. Wild animals

are being driven further and furtlier into

the mountains and forests. Even the ani-

mal reserves are being threatened. Afri-

cans armed with guns are killing them off.

others are snaring them by the hundreds,

with hooks fastened to ropes stretched

across vast areas into which every living

thing is driven.

Today, however, there is still plenty to

see in Africa, and Lewis Cotlow tells us

about the real Africa where the ancient

past coe.xists with tlie present—Africa,

where we can go through a hole in time

and visit and talk to prehistoric man.
Pygmies in the Ituri forest, leopards, lions,

elephants, hippo, buffalo are still to be
seen. Here is adventure and fact.

Things are not merely stated, they are

explained. The Watussi people are the

greatest high jumpers in the world but

use a little mound for a take-off. A python
cannot constrict unless it has its tail

aroimd a tree or rock. There are stories

of rhino, and of people; Cotlow tells us

about tlie Masai, about the Turkana, and
closes his book with some very perceptive

and unbiased remarks about colonial ad-

ministration.

Zanzabuku is a book that is well worth
reading. Anyone interested in Africa's

flora and fauna, and the people, both

black and white, will find it a very re-

warding experience. The style makes for

easy reading and it is well illustrated with

photos.

Tlie reviewer has spent much time in

Africa, was a rancher in South Africa for
ten years, and has written extensivehj on
the subject.

ft X % I S1600 Cash

oesj Book ^t^.
V^OnTCST 1956 f f .f" a n u

scripts in-
vited. For Contest rules and details of
famous publishing plan, write for Bro-
chure !\'IL

PAGEANT PRESS, 130 W. 42nd St., N. Y. 36

Roof-prism design gives

Brilliant View

ROOF-PRISM Binoculars

Hensoldt roof-prism construction re-
sults in a glass of great light-gathering
power. Slender, compact, and so light
youU take it on every trip. Made in
West Germany.
Models of 6x to l6x magnification.

Al leading dealers. Wrile for literal itre.

Carl Zeiss, Inc., 485 Fifth Ave., New York 17

Get UNITRON'S FREE

on Astronomical Telescopes..

This valuable 38'page book

Is yours for the asking!

With the artificial satellite and space travel
almost a reality, astronomy has become
today's fastest growing hobby. UNITRON'S
new handbook contains full-page illustrated
articles on astronomy, observing, tele-
scopes and accessories. Of interest to
beginner and advanced amateurs alike.

Contents include—
• Observing the sun.

moon, planets and
wonders of the sky

• Constellation map
• Hints for observers

• Glossary of telescope terms ^

• How to choose a telescope

• Amateur clubs and research

programs

UfilTRON \

of UNITED SCIENTIFIC CO.

Please (ush to me, free of charge, UNITRON'S new
Observer's Guide and Telescope Catalog.

I Name |
_ Street

City State M
m NH-Oc t. J
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Hand Carvocl Eland

Tlii? striking carvini; was liaiid-fashiinu-d from a

solid block of Mvuli Wood by the nali\es of Kenya,

East Africa. Skillfully finished to take advantage

of the natural beauty of the wood, each piece is

about 6 inches higii by 5 inches long. (Because

each piece is hand-carved sizes may vary sligiitly. I

$4.25, poslixiid.

African Dance Mask
\frican

unique
The craftsmanship anil primiti\e di>:nil\

sculpture are superbly e.xpressed in I

mask. Heproduced in Alvastone from a Museum
original, this handsome wall decoration will appeal

to all who enjoy the unusual. 9% x 5^/2 inches.

$6.50, Express charges extra upon delivery.

FOR ADULTS
INolhing is apjireciateil more l)y your frientls and loved
ones than a di.>*tinetive gii'l chosen especially lor them.
We're confulent you will he ahle to find that "special"

gift among these selections from The Museum Shop. Look
them o\er carefully. You an<l your fortunate friends will

he delighted Milh vour choice.

X.^

Hand Carved Trivet

These exceptionally fine pieces were hand-carved from
Shesham Wood by the gifted craftsmen of India. The carver

sketched the design with a free hand and chiseled the relief

sections with sharp, simple tools. The finished piece is as

useful as it is beautiful. Approximately 6 inches in diameter.

$2.95, postpaid.

Star Cr.>»ital Set

This striking pendant and earrings set made Iroin genuine
quartz crystal will be admired by all who see it. The findings

are sterling silver. The pendant chain is rhodium plated. A
perfect gift very reasonably priced. (Note: Can be purchased
separately.

)

Pendant: $3.25. postpaid. Earrings: $5.30, postpaid.

Complete sel : $8.25. postpaid.

Cnrrier and Ives IVole Paper

iNo matter what the occasion, these beautiful note papers will lend charm
and sparkle to your correspondence. This box contains six each of two full-

color reproductions of Currier and Ives prints: Amrricnn Count ry Life and
Preparing For Marliet—(\2 notes in all). Folded once to 5 x 61^ inches.

Envelopes included.

Per box: $1.25. postpaid.



FOR CHILDREN
The 8t'lt'<'li«>ns* on this page are very popular Mith the

children \> ho \ isil our lAIuseum Shop. Your young friends,

loo, will he deligli(e<l to reeei\ e any of them this (Ihristnias.

Each one has a Nature motif ^^hieh introdiiees a wluile-

sonie area of instruction at the same time that it entertains.

Please order early for Christmas deli>ery.

Nature Quiz

Children will enjoy this challenging game that flashes a red

light when the illustration is identified correctly. Contains 12

series of pictures and descriptions of over 100 different

animals, trees, birds, flowers, etc. Complete with battery.

$1.25, iiostpuid.

"Color and Wipe Off" Books

Always popular with the youngsters! Ten different i)ictures

for them to color. Then a quick wipe with a rag or tissue

removes the color. Each picture can be re-colored over and
over again. Crayons included. When ordering please specify

whether you want "Our Pets" or "Our Farm" picture book.

$1.25 each, postpaid.

Roiind-Tlic-Worltl Library

Contains sixteen colorful books! Each one tell- a

word-and-picture story of a boy or girl in different

lands. A wonderful way to give children a basic

knowledge of how people live in the various coun-

tries of the world.

Complete set of 16 books: $1.S5. postpaid.

Young Colloctor''s Koek Kit

Here's a colorful and sparkling collection of 2.t

different rocks and minerals to give some young
person you know a fine start in a fascinating hobby.
Set includes "The Adventure Book of Rocks." an
absorbing, informative story of the earth and its

treasures.

Coniplcle set: $3.45. postpaid.

Members (ire entitled to a W^'c discount from the
l>urchase price.

IMPORTANT: Avoid the Christmas rush. Order early. Unless we receive

your order before December 1st, we cannot guarantee delivery by Chrislnias.

Send check or inoiiev ortler today to:

THE MUSEUM SHOP
The American Museum of Natural History, Ncm' York 24, New York



From this tiny marble comes a

97- mile -long filament

Ice cream, wrapped in Piberglas InsulaticMi,

is placed in a hot osen with an unbaked
apple pie. Half an hour later the apple pic is

perfectly baked . . . and the ice cream, pro-
tected bythewrapperof Hberglas Insulation,
is still frozen hard!

Men from Mars? No—firefighters dressed in

protective suits made with Fiberglas Insula-

tion. With these suits, liremen can move right

into searing 2,000-degree oil-well fires! Re-
flective outer shell bounces b.ick some heat,

quilted Fiberglas lining takes care of the rest.

The strongest screening known . . . made
from Fiberglas vin\l-coatcd yarns. It's rot-

proof, rust-proof, stain-proof and it never

needs painting! Push a pencil through I'ihcr-

glas Scrft'/iiug and . . . the screening snaps

hack into place undamaged!

From the old glass-blower's art has come a great new American industry.

Already, thousands orditrcrcnl Fiberglas products arc in use . . . many of them
doing what no other material ever has done before—and more are on the way!

Owens-Corning Fiberglas Corporation, Dcpt. 200-J, Toledo 1, Ohio.

O W E N S - C O R N I N G

Fiberglas
. u.:j. Pl.t, uiT.)
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1,1 Cullers of In. II ashington

Spanisli Conquest, they had

achieved a degree of specialization

that woidd put any modern labor

imion to shame.

Friar Sahagun, the sixteenth-

century historian, mentions two

main categories: the smith who
hammered or beat gold and the

founders who cast it. Within those

categories the craftsmen had sepa-

rate names, depending on the kind

of object they made. In Monte-

zuma's time, the goldworkers had

their own center in Azcapotzalco, a

short distance from the capital. Un-

liappily, however, no remains of

their workshops have smvived.

Goldworking does not seem to

have reached Mexico until the Tol-

tcc Period, about a. d. 900. The
Mayas to the south, with all their

mathematicians, astronomers, archi-

tects, sculptors, and lapidaries, pro-

duced no goldworkers. The gold

lioard dredged from the Sacred

Well at Chichen Itza in the Yuca-

tan peninsula was probably brought

in bv trade. It consisted mainlv of

•< A TYPICAL EXAMPLE of castinj; and stretching by haniniering: a

sevcn-incli l)rcast ornament of Tolinia style from Colonihia. The facial

features and a rough "blank" of the rest of the oljject were cast in one
piece. All l)Ut the head was then stretched liy hammering. These objects

were not annealed after the final hammering and as a result are
extremely brittle.

thin gold plaques, imported from

farther south, to which local work-

ers added low relief or repousse

decoration. The craftsmanship is

superb, but even this relatively

simple technique was unknown be-

fore the Toltecs of Mexico intro-

duced it at the end of the tenth

century. Some goldwork from the

\'alley of Mexico resembles jewelry

from as far away as Panama and

Costa Rica. And, curiously enough,

legend has it that the god of the

goldsmiths, Xipc, came from the

south.

The small drawing below shows

that the office of goldworker was

hereditary in Mexico. These arti-

sans were free to barter their prod-

ucts in the fabulous market place

of Tlaltelolco, described by Cortes,

Bernal Diaz del Castillo, the Anon-

ymous Conqueror, and other eye-

witnesses. There were booths for

trading gold objects, and also those

that liandled the raw material, gold

dust and nuggets.

Not so at the other end of the

Golden Axis of the New World.

In the highly organized state of

the Incas of Peru the goldworker

(kori-caiiuiijoc) was not a trader

but is said to have been a full-

time government worker in the

local bureaucracy. Goldworking

])cgan in Peru about 1,000 years

Ix'foic the birth of Christ, but al-

most nothing can be surmised

- TlIK KACI dial gold working
was JK^rcditary in ancient
Mexico is (l<Mhicc(l from this

illustration from the INlendoza

(^odcx showing a metal worker
teaching his son the use of the

hlowpipe.
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about the workers before the In-

caic Period in the fifteenth and six-

teenth centuries. As in Mexico, the

office was probably hereditary.

Fine metalworking reached a

high degree of proficiency among
the Chimus of the desert coast of

northern Peru. Their kingdom arose

about A.D. 1200, and when they

were finally conquered by the Incas,

around a.d. 1450, their best gold-

smiths were carried off to work
at the court in Cuzco. At the

Chimu capital of Chan-Chan, near

present-day Tiujillo, some remains

of an extensive metalworking in-

dustry are still visible, but no

representation of a metalworker

has ever been found. This is curi-

ous, considering that the many
products of the potter's art portray

almost every other aspect of daih'

life.

Colombia has long been dis-

tinguished for the excellence and

variety of its ancient gold orna-

ments. There is a museum in Bo-

gota devoted entirely to ancient

indigenous goldwork.

A somewhat apocryphal tale per-

sists in Colombia that throws light

on the esteem in which the craft

was held. A local chieftain had

many skilled goldworkers, whose

services were in great demand. He
refused, however, to lend any to

a neighboring ruler unless he re-

ceived two hostages for each arti-

san. The neighbor, being crafty

and ambitious, conceived the idea

of sending two of his best and

bravest warriors in each of tlie

many exchanges that followed.

Then, at a given signal, his "Fifth

Column" suddenly rose and seized

the domains of the goldworkers'

chief.

Apparently commerce flourished

between the Chibchas on the plains

of Bogota and their neighbors.

Unworked gold was sometimes ex-

elianged for salt and emeralds. In

NATURAL HISTORY, OCTOBER, igC^G



1. First step in shaping a vessel lil<e the one
shown at left is to sink the center of o
thin sheet of gold in a concovity in the

end of o log.

J

2. Here the metal has beon placed over a

piece of hardwood, and the first round

or "course" of hammering has begun to

raise the sides of the vessel.

3. Still in position on the form, the

metal is being stretched toward

the mouth by hammering.

Continued hammerin
metal toward the fr

displaces the

It, where the

face will be shaped in high relief.

Now on o new form, which would be
colled a snarling iron today, the bulge

or "boss" for the face is being knocked
out by repercussion with a springy anvil.

The lefthand arrow shows where the

form is struck. The righthand arrow in-

dicates the force of repercussion.

A A WOODEN FORM and tlie effigy

beaker shaped from it by the method
described in the following drawings.

A wedge is now placed behind a

carved wood pattern and the crafts-

man has begun to narrow the neck of

the vessel at the arrow.

tact, thf god of the merchants,

Chihchachun, was also the deity

of the goldworkers and was pro-

pitiated with gold offerings. The

Spanish authority Jose Perez de

Barradas mentions special places

known as Patios de Inclios where

the Indians set up their forges and

foimdries for working gold, and he

laments that not one has been ex-

cavated scientifically.

The fine jewelry of Ecuador has

been described by archeologists

and metallurgists, but little can be

said of the men who made it e.xcept

that they were several hundred

years ahead of the rest of the world

in using platinum. A temperature of

3,223.8 degrees F. is necessary to

melt platinum, and the Indians had

no way to produce such heat. But

the\' w'ere able to use platinum by

ANCIENT AMERICAN GOLDSMITHS

mixing fine grains with gold dust

and alternately heating the mix-

ture with a blowpipe and hammer-
ing it until it became a homo-

geneous mass.

This was the first crude begin-

ning of "powder metallurgy," ar-

rived at independently and then

lost, to be re-invented in Europe

in the nineteenth century. Today,

powdered metal is forced into

strong molds under hydraulic pres-

sure (replacing the Indians' re-

peated hammering) and heated to

incipient fusion—or, as we say,

"sintered."

The products of the aboriginal

^ Implements used by ilic iiold workers of old

are extremely rare in arcbeolopical eolleclions.

Itiit oecasionallv a refractory clay crucible has

been found, like this one from Colombia.

Panamanian and Central American

goldworkers, like those of Colom-

bia, show great talent in casting

and then forging to stretch certain

flat elements. An example from Co-

lombia is shown on page 402. In

this area pieces were set with jire-

cious stones occasionally, a tech-

nique also used in Peru and

Mexico.

People express surprise that gold

sliould ha\'c been worked in these

^
V^^3



'' CoLOMlIlAA JJKI.AM Oli.WMl.M of ^oltl. M'V«n inches
hijili, sliowinf; a cast spiral ornaincntatioii common in
Colombia, Panama, antl Mexico. This was cast from wax
tlircads and soldered on. The slicet forminf; the leps and
body was stretched by hammering, and the parallel
bands on the "face" were made from braided wire
soldered onto thin narrow sheets. The bossets or semi-
spheres were hammered separately, then riveted onto
short stems and soldered to the plaque.

^ An outstanding example of sin<;le-piece cast-

ing, from Panama. A wax model of the finished

object was embedded in clay and charcoal and
then melted out to provide a mold, as described
in the article. The small projections remaining
under the feet show some of the places where
air vents were provided. These twin warriors
with paddle clubs represent the Bat God of Code.

regions before copper, which was
the first metal used in Egypt and

North America. The explanation

is simple. Gold in a relatively pure

state was conspicuous and read-

ily available in stream beds. It

was pretty and caught the sun's

rays. It was easy to work, and it

did not o.xidize or corrode. The In-

dians worked virgin gold, not gold

won from auriferous ores by smelt-

ing. Despite early Spanish tales

of gold mines worked before the

Conquest, there is no proof that

gold ore was ever smelted in pre-

Columbian America.

The volume and value of gold

jewelry produced in America be-

fore the coming of the Europeans

was enormous. The Spanish chron-

icles give inventories of loot ad
nauseam, running into the millions

of dollars. But next to nothing was
recorded on technicjues. The one

truly outstanding contribution is

404

Friar Sahagiin's sixteenth-century

description of casting from wax
models, written in a phonetic trans-

literation of the Aztec tongue. If

one has patience to unravel the

original version with an Aztec

grammar and vocabulary, it is an

astonishingly accurate job of tech-

nical reporting. With very few
changes it might have born writ-

ten yesterday or today.

Fortunately, the objects them-

selves tell their own story of how
they were made. The rarest treas-

ure house of technical information

is the partially worked or unfin-

ished piece. Certain gold-platinum

pieces from Ecuador are in this

category, and so are the twin war-

riors with paddle clubs from

Panama shown above.

Without doubt, the first step

in the long evolution of working

gold was the crude shaping of a

nugget by grinding and hammer-

ing. It is almost too much to ex-

pect to find many such objects at

this late date, but George Grant

MacCurdy described two in 1911

in his monumental study of the

Chiriqui part of Panama. One of

these is reproduced on page 405.

Annealing Discovered

The early crafstmen could pro-

duce ingots of workable size by
fusing gold dust and small grains,

with a blowpipe to quicken the

flame. Aztec drawings show gold-

workers using the blowpipe, and

Sir Walter Raleigh reports its use

in the Guianas. The earliest work

on metallurgy in the New World,

published in 1640, mentions blow-

pipes, adding that bellows were

unknown before the Europeans in-

troduced them.

Some long-forgotten smith in

Peru or Colombia must have ob-

served that after cold-hammering
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National Gallery o/ In. IT o</iins(on

This nine-inch Calima style breastplate from the Gold Museum in Bogota was made from sheet gold, usiii^

two processes. The repousse design around the l)order and on the H-shaped nose ornament was done free hand
from tlie Ijack while the object was resting on pitch or some other resilient suljstance. The central mask was
pressed from the hack into an intaglio mold. It hears no tool marks on the surface but has wrinkles inside the
nose and chin, a characteristic of metal that has been pushed into a matrix.

an ingot for awhile to stretch it

into a sheet, the metal began to

get springy and unworkable. We
call this "strain hardening" and

now know that it is due to changes

in the microstructure of the metal

caused by hammering. The Indian

worker did not know why, but he

observed that his hammer would

just boimce off the metal without

affecting its shape. If he struck

harder blows, it became brittle and

cracked. At some stage in his effort

to escape from this blind alley, he

may have remembered that the

metal was pliable when it first

came from the fire in ingot form.

In any case, he found out that if

he heated the strain-hardened

metal, it lost its springiness and

hardness and became as easy to

work as it had been at the start.

True, it would become springy

again under hammer blows, but he

now knew that the remedy was to

heat it. He had discovered the

process of annealing.

Hammer-hardening was the "se-

cret process" used by the ancients

in both the Old and New World to

temper copper and bronze weap-

ons and tools. The craftsman sim-

ply refrained from heat-treating

the objects after the last hammer-

ing. The gold-copper tools found

in Colombia were hardened in the

same way. In fact, a springy gold

ornamfmt like the famous Huarmcv

collar in the American Museum of

Natural History requires no labora-

tory examination to establish that,

although repeatedly hammered
and annealed, tlie final step was
hammering.

The disco\-er\- of annealing en-

abled the smith to "raise" cups and

produce other forms previously im-

possible but it brought him a new

^ One of the rare ex-

amples of elementary
gold art: a nugget
crudely shape d b y
grinding and hammer-
ing, from Cliiriqui.

Panama.
.Ulrr Mn.Cinh
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^ Aiv EXAMTLE of silijslc-piccc casting from the Gold
Museum, Bogota, Colombia. Even the two rings inider

the hill, which prohahly supported little <;(>ld discs,

were part of the siufile casting as dcscrihed in the

aceomj)anving drawings, it is a Sinu style ornament
for a staff, about 2I/> inches high.

1. This rough core, mode of cloy

mixed with charcoal, will be

broken up and removed after

casting, leaving the piece hollow

inside. This saves gold and also

e making of hollowpen

2, The rough core is first covered with a uniform

coating of wax. The eyes, talons, suspension

rings under the bill, and decorative holes have

been added in the form of wax threads. The

founder finishes the details on the wax model

with sharp tools. The three black bars are the

pegs to keep the core from slipping out of

position during the work.

crop of hc-udacht's. For example, if

certain alloys were overheated,

they got "burned, " antl no amount

of heat treatment would restore

their malleability. All the smitli

could do was to abandon the work

and melt it down. Also, if gold

were not watched carefully and

removed from the fire when it

reached a dull red, it would col-

lapse suddenly. As Herbert Mar\on,

the British Museum's authority on

ancient metalwork, has pointed

out, gold gives almost no warning

in color change before reaching

its melting point, fn fact, today

gold is often annealed in a dark

corner so the craftsman can per-

ceive the subtle change to dull red

and withdraw it from the fire.

Annealing ushered in another

problem with allo\s of copper with

silver or gold, which were com-

mon in the New World. Heating

such alloys in the open air pro-

duced a thin scale of copper oxide,

which impeded fmther work and

had to be removed. Today this is

done by putting the piece in a

mild acid bath, or "pickle," while

still hot. Spanish chroniclers report

that the Indians in Colombia used

organic acids from plants.

In discovering how to dissolve

the copper-o.xide scale, the ancient

406

3. The casting will be done in an

inverted position. Before envelop-

ing the model in clay, a cone of

wax is added to provide a pour-

ing channel. And four wax rods

have been added to provide air

vents when the metol is poured in.

4. This dr

the

section through

tiodel has been

melted out. The colored portion shows where the gold will flow between the shell and
the core. It will rise into the air vents to form rods that will be later cut off and
burnished. The core is finally broken and removed through the hollow bill and the

holes in the breast and the back of the perch.

workers also found tliat by alter-

nately heating and "pickling" a

gold-copper or silver-copper alloy,

they could impart the color of the

noble metal to the finished product.

This was coloring by concentration,

not plating. The repeated action of

forming and dissolving the copper

oxide without affecting the gold or

silver in the alloy left a surface

richer in gold or silver each time it

was carried out.

The extent to which true platiuu

was practiced in America before the

coming of Europeans still remains

to be established by competent met-

allurgists. Paul BergssJe has reported

some pieces from Ecuador that

sliow signs of fusion gilding, a proc-

ess in whicli a molten gold-copper

alio)' is flowed over preheated

copper and then hammered. At

one time areheologists here and

in Europe mifiuestioningly accepted

the theorv' tliat the Indians knew
and used increni \ lor ainali^am plat-

N.-VTUH.XL IIl.STOKY, ()C:T()BEH, 19156



inif, a case of relying on familiarity

with modern methods to attribute

lo the Indians a teehniqne they did

not possess, 'i'hat this belief shoidd

have gained siuli a footliold is

strange; for in ifi5:3, l'"atlier Cobo
wrote that, although einnabai' was

useil as a i^igment in Pern, the Ineas

(lid not kiiiiw liciw lo I'xlraet riicr-

(11 r\' I roiii it. A lid W'ilh'ain I [.

Ilolincs, writinu; ol tlic (lhiri((iii of

Panama in JS.ST, noted diat there

was "no evidence whatever that

diese people had any knowledge

of inerenry." Modern spectroscopic

analyses, made by Panl ik'igsiie, of

anci<'nt .American pieces confirm

r;obo and Holmes.

Another armchair theory about

plating was that models or molds

were coated or lined with gold leaf

before a casting was pomed. But

as William C. Root has pointed out,

"This is impossible, as tlie molten

metal would dissolve the gold leaf

before it solidified."

The high point of hammer work

in raising a vessel from a flat disc of

sheet metal was reached by the

Peruvian smiths in making higli-

relief effigy beakers like the one

ic'produced on page 403. A hypo-

thetical reconstruction of the succes-

sive steps from flat disc to finished

beaker is presented in the aecorn-

])anying drawings and eaplicms. The

techni(jue was well known in the

ancient Near East and (Hcece and

is still used ])y art metalworkers.

It ie(juires that the metal be kept

pliable by repeated annc-aling. It

also calls for the greatest skill and

care in hammering to avoid Clack-

ing or tearing the thin metal. No
metalworker today would under-

take such a job with the rudimen-

tary equipment of the Indian smiths,

and few could do it even with twen-

tieth-century tools.

Tiuo-Pfccc Molds Used

Once it was found out that solid

nuggets could be liquefied by the

application of sufficient heat, the

I rom lltv Erivl.son Coll,, lion on loan ol ll„- .t„i,ri,,m .Uii.vuiii

* A SMALL Mexican "old hell \villi characteristic cast tlircatl decoration.

discovery of casting was inevitable.

Probably molten metal was first

pomed into shapes hollowed in the

surface of flat stones, or "open
mokls." Ne.\t in order of complexity

came the two-piece "closed mold"

for ax blades, knives, and the like.

The first step in a two-piece mold
was to make a model or pattern to

the exact shape of the finished piece.

This was pressed into a slab of clay

to about half tlie thickness of the

model. A second slab of clay was
tlu'n laid over the first and pressed

down on the model. The two slabs

or halves of the mold were then

separated and the model removed,

leaving a cavity of the same shape.

A pouring channel for the metal

was hollowed in the mold, which

was then fired to harden it. The two

halves were bound together, and the

molten metal was poureil in to fill

the cavity.

To avoid having to take the mold

apart to remove the original model,

some aboriginal genius hit upon the

idea of making the model out of wax
or resin so it could be melted out.

All that was necessary was to leave

a hole in the one-piece onter shell

or mold. The same hole later served

as an entrance channel for the mol-

ten metal. When the metal cooled

its mold was broken away, and

inside was an exact facsimile of

the wax model reproduced in solid

metal. This was "pickled," sharp-

ened up with tools where necessary,

burnished, and polished.

Many persons seem to have gained

a mistaken idea of the "lost wax
process," as this technique has been

called. The phrase has been taken

to mean that the process was lost

and rediscovered, whereas it simply

means that the wax is lost in the

X^rocess.

Wax was easy to model, and this

proci'ss made ]X)ssible single-pit'ce

castings of the most complicated

sort. An example is the gold pemlant

with the twin warriors on page 404.

\Vhen that object was reproduced

recently, the caster took the eas\-

way out; he made it in two parts

and soldered them together.

In a mold for a complex shape

like the one just mentioned, there
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were many recesses where air would

be trapped when the molten metal

was poured in, so the caster had to

provide for its escape. He therefore

attached a series of wax rods around

the outside of the original model

before enveloping it in the clay.

When the wax was melted out, these

rods left hollow channels through

the outer shell. The molten metal

would flow part way into these,

leaving tiny bars projecting from

the cast object. These were usually

cut off and burnished down in fin-

ishing the piece, but traces of them

in the twin warrior pendant prove

that air vents were used in casting

this object.

In addition to facilitating the flow

of the molten metal by these air

vents, it was customary to preheat

the mold just before pouring to pre-

vent the metal from cooling and set-

ting before the cavity was filled.

To assure a smooth surface on the

finished casting, Sahagiin reports

that the surface of the wax model

was coated with a paste made of

water and finely powdered charcoal

before the outer shell was applied.

Today, an aqueous emulsion of

graphite is used for the same pur-

pose in precision industrial castings.

The true culmination of casting

from wax models in pre-Columbian

America came when this method
was elaborated to produce hollow

objects. The metliod was fully de-

A Soi.nKiiiNC. Tlic liead of this

oxi|ui>itc ^olrl llama was cast

from a wax niodcl and soldered

to the hollow nick. Tlif rest of

the fifiure is made of ten sepa-

rate pieeos formed from sheet

metal and then soldered
to<retlier.

(nrr.r.Kv of I'enmyUania Muacum

scribed by Sahagun in his sixteenth-

century account of the Aztec gold-

workers. It differs in only one major

respect from the method for making

solid castings.

The starting point was to make a

porous core or nucleus that could be

broken up and removed from the

object at the end of the process,

leaving it hollow inside. According

to Sahagun, this was made of clay

and crushed charcoal; and analyses

of core fragments confirm this.

After the core had dried thor-

oughly in the sun, it was covered

with a coating of wax. The thickness

of this wax represented the thick-

ness of the metal in the final hol-

low casting. Using little pellets

and threads of wax for decorative

details, the founder completed his

model with sharp tools just as a

sculptor works in modeling clay.

From this point on, the steps in the

process were identical with those

described above for making a solid

casting. Of course, something had

to be done to keep the core from

slipping out of position after the wax
was melted out and before the metal

was poured into the mold to replace

it. This was accomplished by pierc-

ing the wax model with wooden
pegs or thorns, such as maguey
spines, which penetrated into the

core and projected above the sur-

face of the wax. These projecting

ends would be embedded in the

oviter sliell when it was applied and

would hold the core in place. A sim-

plified version of the various steps

in the process of casting a hollow

bird ornament is shown in the draw-

ings on page 406.

Herbert Maryon has suggested

that the discovery of soldering prob-

ably came when someone first

noticed that some nuggets in a cru-

cible melted before others. Having

once noted the color and source

of these early-melting nuggets, the

craftsman was able to procure a

naturally alloyed solder merely by
separating them out of future lots

before anything went into the cru-

cible. Their lower melting point was
due to a higher content of silver or

copper or both.

Solder in goldwork does not mean
the familiar tinsmith's alloy of lead

and tin that melts around 330 de-

grees F. but a series of alloys of

gold and copper, with silver some-

times added. These are called "hard

solder" by jewelers and have melt-

ing points in the neighborhood of

1,500 degrees F.

The joints on many pre-Colum-

bian pieces are so strong and so

close in color to the parts joined that

there has been speculation about

"welding," just as there has been

in ancient metalwork in the Old

World. The explanation of these

perfect joints is to be found in part

in the earlier discussion of "color-

^ A Mexican ceremonial shield cast in gold
from a wax model and decorated with tur-

•jnoise inlay. The hells haniiinf; from the shield
on gold rings were cast individually.

A Eleven repousse-deco-
ratcfl sheets of heavy gold

foil. Ixdd together by crimp-

ing and gold nails, make
lip this S'A-ineli crouching
animal of C.alinia style, in

the Gold Museum. Bogota.
Nalionnl Gallery of An, ITosdinRIOn
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ing, " or enriching tlic surface ol

gokl-coppcr alloys by heating and

"pickling." A well-burnished joint

on a soldered piece treated this way
will be exceedingly difficult to de-

tect. Soil acids have the same effect

as pickling on the surface of a gold-

copper object binied for centuries.

Detection is also made difficult be-

cause some of the solder will have

penetrated the metal in the parts

joined, tending to produce a imi-

form color.

The pieces illustrated on page 406

show some of the otiier methods of

joining employed by the early work-

ers, such as the use of wires, rings,

and crimping.

To summarize, although goldwork

tliat has come down to us shows that

the ancient goldworkers of the New
\Vorld had mastered other tech-

niques, the principal ones were:

( 1 ) stretching and shaping by ham-
mering, with the indispensable step

of repeated annealing to keep the

metal pliable; (2) casting in open

and closed molds; and (.3) solder-

ing. Of course, many pieces, like the

pendant from Colombia on page

402, show the use of combinations

of these techniques. In addition,

there are the strictly decorative-

techniques, many of which are also

shown in the accompanying illustra-

tions, such as repousse, chasing, in-

cising or scratching with a sharp

point (true engraving requires a

steel tool and hence was unknown )

,

inlaying with other metals, setting

with precious and semi-precious

stones, sheathing wood, bone, shell

and resin objects with gold foil,

trimming and openwork, and paint-

ing metal. Enameling, electroplat-

ing, and centrifugal casting are

about all we have been able to add.

A final and, unhappily inconclu-

sive, word about the tools of these

forgotten jewelers. Not one of their

workshops has been excavated
scientifically. However, there are

examples or reports of clay braziers

and crucibles; blowpipes; stone and

metal punches and chisels; carved

stone and wood models and pat-

terns; stone anvils; and stone and
metal hammers. No tongs have been

found or described, but unquestion-

ably the ancient workers used some

.d#^"-
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Lucli Charm
Instead of a rabbit's foot, Mayans wear a living beetle symbolic of legend of tragic love

By N. Pelham Wright

MEXICO, like any countiy with

a great cultural past, is full

of fascinating folklore, and any in-

quiring person willing to rough it

in the more remote Indian regions

can reap a rich harvest.

The following legend, now ren-

dered into English for the first

time, I believe, was gathered by

my distinguished friend, the late

Dr. Nareiso Souza Novelo of Me-

rida.

The reader may have heard of

tropical ladies adorning their hair

on festive nights with luminous

beetles. The theme of this legend

is interrelated with that idea in

present-day Yucatan. The Mayas

traditionally associate another in-

sect both with good luck and eternal

life and hold it in a place of affec-

tionate respect in their hearts. The

insect is called Ma'Kccli or Mciccch,

and it is known to scientists as

Mep,(izophcriis chilicnsis.

In tlie long, long ago, we are

told, in the south of Yucatan, a

handsome yoimg prince named Ek-

can fell violently in love with Prin-

cess Yitz Caan, whose name meant

"Dew of Heaven." She was the

daughter of a pious cacique named

Zac-Lol.

The Prince's father, a neighbor-

ing chieftain of warlike disposition,

sent a delegation to the cacique to

ask for the hand of Dew of Heaven

for his son, but the girl's fatlier re-

A The Author iia-

iilladird liv a silk

one too. Here il is seen on his liand

lallor to its home, a piece of ])ark.
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fused on the grounds that the Prin-

cess was destined to become a

priestess.

The Prince's father, insulted, de-

cided that his warriors should ab-

duct the girl, but the son inter-

vened in the interests of peace. Pre-

ferring to settle his problem him-

self, he consulted a witch doctress

and sent her to Dew of Heaven to

tell her that he woidd come to her

secretly at the next full moon. The

Princess was now full of anticipa-

tion, despite the religious vows that

had been taken on her behalf and

despite the fact that her quarters

were strictly guarded by her fath-

er's soldiers.

On the night of the next full

moon, the Prince made his pres-

ence known to her beneath a huge

ceiba tree, close to her house.

The Princess was so passionately

in love with the youth that as soon

as she saw him, she could not help

exclaiming aloud, "Maeech (Thou

art a man)!"

The soldiers on guard, who had

hunting dogs, heard the Princess

say: "My heart and my life are

thine," and they surrounded the

ceiba tree. Dew of Heaven, fearing

that her lover would be killed, fell

on her knees and begged for help

from the Goddess of the Moon,

whose name was U, and then

fainted.

On regaining consciousness, she

realized that the soldiers had not

found her lover. They were com-

pletely mystified, for they knew he
, ,mlinu,-,l on pazi- I I.T
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Pfioro 6y JTaUnce liticln

^ When a Mexican lady goes out for the evening she doesn't carry a good luck charm, she
wears one! At diplomatic functions ahroad it serves as an excellent conversation piece.
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Publifhed for the ffirft lime:

On-the-spot photographs of half a century ago

from a private collection

City of the

• The authok plodding tliroii^li tlie wliitc, talcuiiilike powder on tlie ouli-kirts of the ruined city.

One of the worst disasters in liistory, described by the first man to photograph it

photographs by the aulho

By A. L. KOSTER
se credited

I
'WAS one of tlie first to view

what had been the bustling

city of St. Pierre (pop. 28,000) on

the island of Martinique. It was the

year 1902, and I had just sailed

from the port of Cayenne in French

Guiana, where I had helped bury

victims of a dreadful yellow fever

epidemic. The local priest had been

unable to find anyone else, so I had

volunteered to help. Coffins being

no longer available, we buried 26

bodies in sailcloth. In gratitude,

the priest wrote a letter to the

Governor of Martinique, suggest-

ing that he show some recognition

of my services.

A few days later, on the way to
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Martinique, fine powder began

drifting down on our decks. It was

volcanic ash. Our next port of call,

Fort-de-France (capital of Mar-

tinique) was tense with excitement

and consternation. Twelve miles

away, St. Pierre, the principal

commercial center, was no more!

Volcanic Mont Pelee to the north

had again erupted, and this time

(unlike the eruptions of 1792 and

1851 ) it had destroyed completely!

All were dead save one, a man in

an imderground dungeon. Twenty-

eight thousand people had been

killed instantly.

My emotions on hearing this

were mixed, but one thought was

uppermost. 1 must get to the scene

and photograph it. I was told that

it was unlikely anyone would be

permitted to enter the area so soon

after the eruption. There might be

another explosion, and in any case,

the terrific heat could not have

moderated sufficiently to make it

safe. FiutheiTnore, I would not be

allowed to go alone, and no one

This is the first attempt

of the author to chron-

icle a full, acKcntiirous

life spent, for the most
part, as a trader in the

Pacific.
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would want to go with inc. My
informants did not know tliat 1

was an advontnaT with an insati-

able curiosity, that I owned a

Ijrand-ncw Zeiss camera which had

cost me £50 (a large sum in those

days), and that I possessed a letter

to the Governor requesting that I

he shown every courtesy!

I already had had many adven-

tures since shipping out on a

freighter foiuteen years previously

to escape from "Hell's Kitchen" in

New York. Among my experiences

was a time spent in the copra trade

in the South Pacific, and a spell of

lucrative pearl fishing that yielded

a (|uart bottle of pearls, which I

Iiad just sold for $30,000.

I approached the Governor with

the letter in my hand, and he asked

what he could do for me. I made
my request; that he facilitate ar-

rangements for me to go to the

stricken city. He threw up his

hands in dismay.

"That is impossible! No one can

go near the place! Who knows

when there may be a second erup-

tion?"

1 was not to be dissuaded. Re-

luctantly he placed a steam launch

at my disposal but said that it

would !)(• \\p to me to get someone

to run it. (It was about twelve

miles to St. Pierre.) A spirit of

adventure, plus my financial re-

sources, induced the engineer of

tlie launch to accompany me. Two
attendants at the hotel were simi-

larly persuaded.

The scene that met our eyes as

we approached the devastated cit)'

was indescribably awful. I shall

never forget it. A prosperous, thriv-

ing city of 28,000 people had been

leveled to the ground. No signs of

life were visible. As we came

closer, complete silence confirmed

this impression.

Once ashore, we found the

groimd covered with the finest kind

of whitish powder, like talcum

powder. In some places this had

drifted to a depth of a few inches,

but for the most part it was a thin

layer, and the ground was even bare

in spots.

I have since read scientific

hypotheses as to the possible source

of this fine powder, but to this day

none have convinced me. Buildings

had fallen in; even those with stout

stone walls were toppled. Yet

strangely there was no lava, such

as buried the city of Pompeii when
Vesuvius erupted. We asked our-

selves how such damage could

have been inflicted without sub-

stantial evidence of the cause.

Evidence of terrific heat was ev-

erywhere. The bodies of victims

strewn among the ruins were

greatly reduced in size. It was as

if most of the moisture had sud-

denly been extracted from them.

But as they were not burned, and

as trees and other pieces of wood
were barely charred, I concluded

that either the duration of the heat

Lone Suruiuor

The prisoner who alone sur-

vived the blast was found in an
underground cell of tho city jail.

Before . .

.

The city of Sr. Piekke, Marti-

nique, before and after the erup-

tion of Mont Pelec. In a matter of

minutes, clouds of incandescent
and explosive fnas obliterated the

city and killed all hut one inhab-
itant.

...and after



A It I.ookki) ;is ir a liiilil -nowrall liad iliisled tlic tropical lulls near St. Pierre. Actually, wlicii tiiis jiieliire w;

taken, the iiioiinil was alriii).-t too hot to xvalk on.

< Ao l"()I!TIO\' OF THE CITY was l«'lt

standing, and the Ijodies of thou-

sands eonld never he recovered
iroin the riihlile.

luul l)e('ii c'xtrcMiu'l)' l)riel or that

the lu-at luul failetl to ignite an\'-

tliini; hecaiise of an absence ol

oxygen.

What I .saw was consistent with

the tlieory that an incandescent

cloud had come pouring down the

side of Mont Pelee, setting off ex-

plosions as it progressed. But why
should a mass of incandescent

gases flow downward instead of

rising? (Similar clouds, though

smaller, have since been o])ser\ed

coming down tlic side of Mont

Pelee.

)

I immediately started taking ])ic-

tures. It was extremely difficult.

My 1902-vintage Zeiss camera was

a single-load affair using glass

plates and mounted on a heavy

tripod. To make matters worse, the

ground was so liot that it was no

simple matter to hotfoot it around

from one location to another while

clianging plates at the same time.

However, I did manage to take

more tlian 50 exposiui's, sonic ol

wliich arc ri'produced on tliese

pages.

Immediately outsitie of town the

grass was green. The destruction

was so narrowly limited to areas

of human liabitation that the

thougjit of Dix'ine Retribution

came to mind.

The destruction was not limited

to .St. Pierre. A tidal wave attend-

ing tlie blast drove sailing vessels

asliore. Their masts had shrimk to

a mere fraction of their original

dianu'ter inside the protective iron

collars at deck level. The com-

mander of the U. S. naval vessel

Ncljrdska, at anclior in the harbor,

told me that no life existed aboard

a freighter smoldering in tlie dis-

tance. A cargo of flour was aj^ixir-

ently the cause of tin' smoke or

steaui that still rose Iroui lii'r hold.

Although half a centur\- has

passed, m\' memory of that da\ in

Ma\-, 1902, doi's not have to be

r

yif^T^

joggi'd l)y the accompanying pho-

tographs. 1 shall never forget that

glimpse of one of the worst dis-

asters in historx-.

I have recentb' K'arned that the

prisoner who escaped death because

he was in an undergroimd dungeon

was not, contrary to popular belief,

a com'icted miuderer but a man
who had been placed in prison for

one month because he had woimded

a comrade. His miraculous survival

led P. T. Barnmn to exhibit him as

one of his ciuiosities in the United

States.

St. Pierre was only partly rebuilt.

Today its reinaining ruins are partly

covered by the ashes of subsequent

eruptions. The last was in 1929. Th(>

ruins and a volcano museum are a

tourist attraction, a soiu'ce of income

to some of the 5,000 inhabitants of

a new town nearby, also called St.

Pierre. The old city of St. Pierre is

still, for tlie most part, a city of the

dead.
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A Thkes WERK silAlTKRED, l)iil llic iiiU'ii.se heat failed to

burn tliciii, citlirr l)craiisc it passed so (|iiiekly or because

lack of oxvKfii sinolliered aiiv fire.

A Exploring the ruins: two of the attendants

from the hotel in Fort-dc-France whom Air. Kos-

tcr induced to step ashore in the city.

'*' Smoke or STEAAI was still risinfr from the stricken cil\ wlien the author lam

^ Heavy sione wai.l.s were ioi)j)led.

^ A HULK gutted hy the cataclysm, prohahly

a shij) named the RoraiiiKi. In the dislance at

rijiht is the U.S. naval shii) .Nebraska.



oiver Tor afc

^ QlKKN CllAKI.oiTE. voimfiost (laii-ilitcr of the Duke of Mecklenliuif;-
Strclitz, for whom Sir Joseph Banks named the flower Strelilzia re^inne.

Queen
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A ramstorvi,
"^

/;> a letter,

ana

/c7 teakettle

write a romantic

page of Instory

for the exotic

Bird of Paradise flower

By Elinor Wallace Hiatt
Photographs by Jl LIAN Hl\TT

THAT one of the most excitingly

beautiful of all flowers should

he named for a plain, quiet woman
is both unusual and surprising. And
only in the pages of a storybook

would a girl in a nunnery be asked

to marry the king of the world's

most powerful nation. But when
both of these unusual events hap-

pen to the same girl, then we have a

truly romantic tale.

The lady lived no further back

than oiu" own early history. She was

Charlotte Sophia, Queen of Eng-

land and wife of George HI. The
flower is the spectacular Bird of

Paradise.

Three circumstances combined

strangely to unite the exotic flower

and the Queen: a letter, a rainstorm,

and a curate's scientific interest in

tea kettles.

Charlotte was the youngest

daughter of Charles Lewis, Duke of

Mecklenburg-Strelitz, a tiny Ger-

man province on the Baltic Sea.
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A The Bird of Paradise flower has larger relatives,

])ut none match the vivid Kold and blue of its flower.

Duke Charles died shortly after

Charlotte's birth, and she was

brought up by her mother. The fam-

ily was not a wealthy one. Charlotte

lived for some time in a Protestant

convent and expected to devote her

life to this order. But a letter inter-

vened.

A regiment of Prussian troops

quartered on family territory had

been misbehaving in such outrage-

ous fashion that people roundabout

were shocked. Charlotte, then in

her teens, was the only one to act.

She wrote a letter to Frederick the

Great, King of Prussia, begging him

to regulate and restrain the soldiers.

The King was impressed with the

sincerity and dignity of her letter

and showed it to several of his

The AiTHOR has had years of experience
in teacliiiiH college courses in the writing
of biographies. Added to this, even more
years of plant study, including extensive
library research, ha\'e provided her with a
background for writing this article.—Ed.

friends, one of whom sent it to Eng-

land. This letter released Charlotte

from her nunnery.

George III came to the throne

when he was only twenty-two. Not

for many reigns had a king been

faced with such bright prospects.

Unlike his Hanoverian predeces-

sors, he had been born in England

and was thoroughly English in lan-

guage and tastes. He was handsome,

honest, and honorable. Completely

blocking his path, however, were

two devoted, foolish, but powerful

persons—his mother and his chief

favorite, Lord Bute.

His mother, Augusta of Saxe-

Gotha, Princess of Wales, was a

domineering woman with passion-

ate likes and dislikes. For years, she

had anticipated her glory as Queen
of England: but the deaih of her

husband, Prince Frederick, ended

her cherished hopes. She imme-
diately directed all her efforts to-

ward shaping the kingly futiu'e of

her son. She succeeded only too well

in bending the boy to her will.

As soon as the King's mother saw
this letter from the little German
princess, she inquiretl into the girl's

background. She was pleased by
what she learned of Charlotte's

common sense, her wholesome prac-

ticality, and her healthy moral up-

bringing. The young King had al-

ready fallen deeply in love with

Lady Sarah Lennox and hoped to

marry her. However, his mother

controlled him so completely that

he agreed to her choice and dis-

patched a suitable naval escort to

bring Charlotte Sophia to England.

On September 7, 1761, the little

fleet reached England. The ni'xt day

at St. James's, the Piincess of Stre-

litz was presented to the King of

England and the waiting coin't.

She was a frightened child, alone

in a strange land. It was not only

her first appearance before the Eng-

lish court; it was her wedding da\'.

So she went from her stagecoach to

the unpacking of her wardrobe

boxes. She chose to be bravely regal

in a mantle of violet velvet trimmed

with ermine, a sinnptuous stomach-

er, and a modest diamond tiara. The
coronation portrait by Allan Ram-
sey, which hangs in the National

Portrait Gallery, shows her eager

happiness. Robed in royal splendor,

she stands with fingertips resting

lightly upon her crown, a sh\', eager

smile on her face as she looks con-

fidently into the future.

Years later Charlotte said that,

from her wedding to the long period

of the King's insanity, she had never

a moment of real sorrow. Yoimg

though she was — onh' seventeen

when she became Queen — she pos-

sessed all the qualities that a royal

husband might want. She once told

Fanny Burney, her lady-in-waiting,

how excited she had been at first:

to step from the bareness of her

convent life, with its rigid rules, in-

flexible economies, and stark sim-

plicity of costume, to the purple, the

ennine, and the cloth-of-gold that

would befit a great Queen; to dip

her slender fingers into the cool fire

of the rubies and the emeralds that

belonged to the British Crown. But
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these joys, she said, were childish

and passed in a few days, while her

frugality remained.

She was placidly content. For her,

no affairs of state existed; she ven-

tured no opinions on iiroblems of

government. She asked no ques-

tions, expected no information, de-

sired to exert no influence. Her
England was encompassed within

the buildings and the grounds of

the royal residences.

Farmer George

The gardens of the palace gave

the Queen and the King exceptional

delight. Charlotte was intensely in-

terested in flowers. But with the

King, plant growth was a passion.

Since he thought of himself as a

simple country squire, most of his

happy hours, which were all too

few, were spent as Farmer George,

puttering around, planting flowers

and vegetables, and overseeing the

gardens. He even wrote articles on

horticulture, signing the name
"Ralph Robinson" to the pages on

turnip-raising that he wrote for

Young's Annals of Agriculture.

He came naturally by his botan-

ical interests, which were perhaps

the one good aspect of the life his

mother and Lord Bute had shaped

for him.

Lord Bute's introduction to the

royal family occurred during the

rainstonn mentioned earlier. In

1747. when the Princess of Strelitz

A South Aikica i> the iionulaiid of the Bird of
Paradise flower. It is a ineinher of the itaiiana faiiiiK .
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was only three, it rained at the Eg-

Iiam races. Tlie Prince of Wales,

we are told, had been ready to go

home, but he hesitated to step from

the royal canopy into the downpour.

lie would wait, but he must have

amusement. Cards could fill the

time, but there was no fourth Iiand.

Lord Bute, along with all other

hangers-on of British nobility, was

at the track and was also delaying

liis departure. Recognized by some-

one in the royal tent, he was sum-

moned to join the Prince of Wales

in a game of whist. The charm he

well knew how to display delighted

the Prince.

It was not long before Lord Bute

had become the leader of the frivo-

lous set that eddied about the heir-

apparent. The death of the Prince

in 1751 increased Bute's influence.

The Princess consulted him con-

stantly on household matters. At

every turn she sought advice in

molding the mind of her son. And
when the King married. Lord Bute

supplied the Princess-mother with a

new enthusiasm for her tremendous

energy. He suggested that she e.x-

pand her husband's grounds into a

true botanical garden with a collec-

tion of plants gathered from all

quarters of the globe. The Princess

and her husband had lived for years

at Kew. Here Augusta retired after

the arrival of Charlotte, and here

she renewed her early interest in

plants.

It was now time for the entrance

of the clergyman with the tea kettle.

Stephen Hales was perpetual curate

in a small parish near Kew. A youth-

ful interest in plants and experi-

mental chemistry fitted him to be-

come a Fellow of the Royal Society.

Now, in his old age, he puttered

around his laboratory.

When the Princess of Wales first

knew Curate Stephen Hales, he

was busily investigating the inside

surfaces of the tea kettles of the

neighborhood. If the kettles were

heavily encrusted, he drew certain

conclusions as to the desirability of

the water for plant irrigation and

other domestic uses. This theory

had delighted the Prince and the

Princess. When Augusta retired to

Kew, she asked Hales to help her

in her botanical garden.

The ''Great Slove'

His most lasting project was to

design the flues for heating the

Great Stove. For Augusta had

wholeheartedly followed Lord
Bute's suggestion to collect and im-

port foreign plants. The King, al-

ways eager to share any botanical

enterprise, had appointed a very

capable director of the gardens at

Kew, Sir Joseph Banks, probably

the most able botanist of his time.

He was as enthusiastic as were the

Princess and the King at the idea

of plant exploration, and he went

on several extended voyages. He
also dispatched trained collectors to

cull the world for choice specimens.

One of his particular interests was

South Africa. To protect the tender

plants from such localities during

the severe British winters, extensive

heating apparatus was required.

No wonder it was called the Great

Stove, since the first plans called

for a length of 300 feet, ^^'hen com-

pleted, the Stove afforded protec-

tion for the exotic plant beauties

from abroad.

The most beautiful plant of the

hundreds established by Banks was

a startlinglv brilliant member of the

* A GLIMPSK of a favorite tourist

attraction near London. The famous
Roval Botanical Gardens at Kew.

banana family, the flower that we
know as the Bird of Paradise. In

177.3 it was brought from the Cape
of Good Hope and settled at Kew,

safeguarded by Ilales's stove. Banks

studied this plant until he knew its

every line and color. Then, after

the manner of chivalry, he dedi-

cated the flower to the Queen who
had come from the duchy of Meck-

lenburg-Streiitz to become a bride

of seventeen. He called the plant

^trelUzia rcginae, and thus it has

been known down to our time.

How the Queen must have en-

joyed the drama of the flower's

opening: the first appearance of the

yellow point from the enclosing

sheath, the emergence of the golden

wings, then the wonderful, vivid

blue, until the "bird" stood poised

above the boatlike casing as if for

flight.

Later a taller variety was brought

from the Cape, a plant that reaches

a height of twelve feet or more. The
flowers are much larger than those

of reginae but much less brilliant

in coloring. The flaming yellow is

replaced by dull white, and the blue

is darkened almost to black. This

plant, also established at Kew, was

named Strelitzia aiigiista.

Today we give the Bird of Para-

dise, the Queen's strelitzia, a cher-

ished place in our gardens. We do

not often see aiigusta, for if we have

space enough for the majest)' of the

larger plant, we choose a newer dis-

covery that is even taller than

aiigiista, the Strelitzia nicolai, the

traveler's palm, which sometimes

reaches eighteen feet. It was, per-

haps, this plant of which A. F.

Gardiner spoke, when in recounting

his travels through the Zulu country,

he remarks, "We slept well under

the shade of some strelitzia ti-ees."

The Bird of Paradise still grows

at Kew. Hales's stove was used long

after the death of the Queen, but

in 1861 it was replaced by a more

modern heating apparatus. The
flowers it protects are wondrous,

io if ever you visit England, you

may enjoy having a look at them,

in the Royal Botanical Gardens at

Kew, just west of London on the

Thames.
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Want to be a

PARK RANGER?
In answer to incjiiiries from onr readers re<;;ar(linji jol)s in the National Park

Service, a Park Rangers wile tries to help you decide il this is the life for you

By RiTu Kirk
I'htildnriiiilis by \.u\\v. Kirk

WOULD you like to range

over the United States from

desi-rt valley to mountaintop, earn-

ing your living b)' helping park vis-

itors and by such chores as packing

supplies by horseback to fire look-

outs, guarding wildlife against

poachers, planting fish, and dig-

ging ditches? It isn't every job that

can take you from Death Valley to

]\uadise, but that is what has hap-

jicned to us in the National Park

Service. My husband's job as Park

Ranger has taken us from Death

Valley, where we plotted the trails

of "moving rocks, " to Mount l^ain-

ii'r, where we crawled afti'r ice

worms in the caves under Paradise

Glacier.

In the seven years we have been

in the National Park Service I have

found that it is more than a job:

it is a way of life, an outdoor life,

for the entire famih'. It has meant

isolation at times, and jilaying host

to thousands at otlu'r times. At

Death Valley, it was 100 miles to

a shopping center; and at Organ

Pipe Cactus National Monmnent,

in Arizona, it meant teaching my
two boys at home. It also has meant

living in extremes of climate—from

the hottest and lowest desert to

oni- of our highest moimtains amid

extensive glacii'is.

It has meant \arii't\': calling the

'^ Living bkvom) ihc i

of movies and television

ke<"ps amusements like

reading aloud very imieh a

[lart of r;niL;er fainiiv I

420

• ()\<;k wlien ihc authors liusjtaiid, a District

J{anf:er, stepped out of the odiee, SiiifHes, the lame
deer, helped himself to the lialf-finislied offiee forms.
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The author's husband making a winter patrol in 'Sh. Rainier JNational Park. The
Ranger's life sometimes brings extremes of heat and cold, as well as of erowds and solitude.

children in from the yard when

buffalo grazed our lawn, and the

evening task of going through the

house squashing scorpions. I have

had movie stars on location as my
dinner guests, a murderer on his

way to jail, and U.C.L.A. profes-

sors who slept on the living room

floor when they got rained out of

a botanical survey.

According to the Park Service's

official description of the work, a

Park Ranger's duties consist of pub-

lic relations, fire fighting, conserva-

tion, law enforcement, maintenance

and construction, road and trail

patrol, fish and wildlife work, and

lecturing. A Ranger is expected to

be a jack-of-all-trades — and should

be expert in most! He is expected

to repair everything from the elec-

tric power system to plumbing,

from radios to trucks. He builds

cabins, lays out campgrounds,

grades roads, identifies birds and

wild flowers, and is asked such

questions as "What happened here

dining the Jurassic period of the

Vlesozoic era?"

Varied Duties

A Ranger must be capable of

properly handling, without immedi-

ate outside assistance or guidance,

any problem that could conceiv-

ably occur in a remote and primi-

tive area, says the official announce-

ment. One can't take care of 50

million Americans on vacation, mile

after mile of primitive countr\', and

assorted wild animals \\'ithout

learning how to deal with the un-

expected! A Ranger must know
how to dissuade an irate husband

from throwing stones at his wife

in a campground, must be ready

to help stranded motorists out of

sand dunes and snowbanks, and

can be called upon to extract fish-

hooks from girls" fingers or hair,

and even to set broken legs.

There is desk work to be done,

too. The administrative side of the

job includes filling out innumerable

go\'ernment forms, writing reports,

and co-ordinating park activities.

But even such a scemingh' routine

matter as filling out forms can be

complicated by the presence of an-

other responsibility of a Ranger—

"tame" wild animals.

"Sniffles" was a deer who liked

to drink from a fountain instead of
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^ SMKFLK8 picfcircd liiiniuns to doer and
joined till' Kirk fainilv. Hero iir i> irady lo

ifinisli a Icll.r if Mrs. Kirk doesn't.

^ No Christmas trkes ^row in Or^-an Pijtc National Mon-
ument. Init true to the Park Service's tradition of resonree-

fulness. the Kirks made jrood use ol ^vllat \^a^ available.

^ Pkt of the i'ost: "Horny,"
a horne«l toad, heinfj fed hy one
of tlie Kirk yoiuigsters. The
only time it was grinnpy and
nervous was once after hiber-

nal in;: from Deeendier to mid-

March.

tlif riwr. He was so Fond of

humans that the only way snow-

plow drivers could get their work

done was to take him in the cab

with them. One day he insisted on

climbing aboard the seliool bus

witli tlie children!

But the day we really wished

SuifHes would go back into the

woods \\liere he belonged was

when Ik- decided to help my hus-

l)anfl witli tlie remittance forms of

\(lii(lc-( iiliy fees. The forms were

almost completed when my hus-

band was called out of the office lo

talk with a park visitor. WIkmi he

returned, he found that Sniffles had

finished them for him. He had

eaten them all-white, pink, green,

and blue copies!

A Ranger also must know where
the fly-fisherman can catch twelve-

inch rainbow trout, where the wild-

life photographer can find a band
of mountain goats, and the best

canyon in which a botanist can

study life-zones. It was when a

Death Valley downpour ruined a

life-zone study that we had the

professors from U.C.L.A. sleeping

on our living room floor.

There are other aspects of the

job to be considered, too. As point-

ed out by the editor of National

I'cirk.s M(i<j,aziiic', "The Park Ser-

\ ice is so short on manpower, that

rangers trained to assist visitors en-

joy the parks must sometimes serve

as traffic cops in parking areas or

keep washrooms clean."

The versatile Ranger nuist also

•ICxiilnrini: Our Snlittmil /',yr/c5 «?irf Mnnumcnls,
l)v DivL-rcux Bulchcr. Hoslmi: UmiKhton, MilHin,
1954.
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be a quick-change artist. I recall

one afternoon in Death Valley

when my husband had to repair a

sewer line. A woman camper was

quite willing to give advice from

the sidelines. Later that day, he

changed into his imifonn to deliver

an illustrated lectine, and on the

way back he stopped at the still-

open ditch to inspect his work. The
woman didn't recognize him.

"Everything's okay now, isn't it?"

she volunteered. "The young man
they sent to fix it seemed to know
what he was doing."

In establishing the National

Park Service 40 years ago this

August, Congress stipulated that
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A The Kirk's .\SSIG^'IMETVT in Death Valley familiarized tlicm with the lowest and hottest desert in tlie countiy.

its lourpose would be to "promote

and regulate" the public use of the

areas in its charge in such a way
as to "conserve the scenery and the

natural and historic objects and the

wildlife therein, and to provide for

enjoyment of same." Today there

are 182 areas ( 38,540 square miles

)

under National Park Service ad-

ministration. These areas include

national parks and monuments, his-

torical parks, parkways, memorials,

battlefields, cemeteries, recreational

areas, and the parks of the National

Capitol. The entire scope of our

American heritage is represented—

scenic, scientific, historic, and pre-

historic.

Another interesting job in the

National Park Service is that of

Naturalist, a position often filled

from the Ranger force as vacancies

occur. The work consists of public

relations, lectures, guided hikes and

motor trips, museum interpretation,

museum display preparation, re-

search, and photograpliy.

Summertime Jobs

A limited ninnber of siuTimertime

jobs are also available. For employ-

ment as seasonal Park Rangers, the

Park Service especially wants col-

lege students who are at least

twenty-one years of age and have

completed at least three years of

college. Fire control aids and un-

skilled laborers are also wanted, for

which the minimum age require-

ment is eighteen years.

Most women emplo\'ed b}- the

Park Service are in clerical posi-

tions; this is true of both pennanent

and seasonal openings.

An applicant for one of the lim-

ited number of \-carly openings for

permanent Park Rangers must have

had three >'ears of progressive ex-

perience in park work on the man-

agerial side, or experience in a tech-

nical field such as forestry, wildlife

management or geology — or he

must hold a college degree with

major courses in forestry, biology.
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Park Kaiiycrs iimst adajit to Miililrii change. I lir Klik- were liltiMl iKiin llic ll(J)tll^ oi Death Valley (below) to

the lieights of Mt. Rainier (14.408 ft.). This transfer enaljled Kuth Kirk (above) to ski at Paradise, Mt. Rainier,

after several sizzling seasons in Death Valley.
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C'onser\ation, physical geography,

geology, or wildlife management.

Application for both pemianent

and seasonal jobs can be made on

Form 57 obtainable at any Post

OfRce.- For permanent positions,

one must take a stiff Civil Service

examination. Notice of pending ex-

aminations is posted in Post Offices,

or qualified applicants may be noti-

fied of the time and the place most

convenient to wliere they live.

What is the Pay?

A Park Ranger starts at $3,670 a

year (General Schedule, Grade 5).

He can work up through Super-

visory Park Ranger, District Ranger,

Assistant Chief Ranger, Chief

Ranger, and Assistant Superintend-

ent, to the post of Superintendent

or Regional Director. From there,

or anywiiere along the line, he may
switch to a responsible post in one

of the five regional offices in San

Francisco, Santa Fe, Omaha, Rich-

mond, and Philadelphia, or the

-Si-nd conipk-tc'd forms to the Personnel CW.cer,

National Park Service, Dept. of the Interior,

Waihingtoii 23, D. C.
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national office in Washington, D.C.

A Superintendent's salary ranges all

the way from $5,440 to $12,690.

The pay scale for Naturalists is

similar to that for the Ranger job.

Park Service employees enjoy all

the advantages of Civil Service em-

ployment: job security and such

benefits as insurance and participa-

tion in the federal retirement plan.

In most field areas, housing is pro-

vided at a nominal rent.

Tliis year over 50 million people

are expected to visit tlie national

parks and other areas administered

b\- tiie Park Service. By 1966, when
the Park Service will celebrate its

golden anniversary, the figure is

expected to reach the 80-million

mark!

In order to cope with this influx

of visitors a long-range plan called

Mission 66 has been worked out.

President Eisenhower has recom-

mended that Congress adopt it; and

of the plan itself, Conrad L. Wirth,

Director of the National Park Ser-

vice, has said, "Our objective is to

give the American people on this

golden anniversary a park system

adequate in all ways necessary for

their enjoyment and inspiration."

What will this plan do? It calls

for more ranger sei-vices such as

lectiues and guided tours, more

museums, exhibits, and visitor cen-

ters, improvements in the road and

trail systems, more campgrounds,

and the stimulation of private cap-

ital to provide overnight accom-

modations.

The implementation of Mission

66 will also mean increasing op-

portimities for those wishing to en-

ter the Park Service. Perhaps this

is the job opportimity you have

been waiting for!

•< The Kirk family tobo-ianning in tlu-

wonrlorlarid of Mt. Rainifr.

^ Paradisk I.\^. still blanketed by
20 feet of snow in late April.

>

j^-^T-rtn iHi
,>W-.;.^v.

'•^ > .

w^ wfr Wm
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An intimate g,linipse of the Gurkhas and their mountains,

through the eyes of an intrepid woman traveler

M

^ INki'AI.ksk woiVlKN, encountered l)y tlie aiillior soutli of Kulliniandii.

TIic improvised lieadfjear is so fasliioned as to ward off tlie sun's rays.
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By Diane leC. Rawson

Y fundamental mistake was

to say, "Yes" when a British

Gurkha officer asked me to join liim

in an expedition over tlie Himalayas

to the Tibetan border. I leaped at

the opportunity, for my purpose on

this extended journey was to study

conditions at many points along the

Communist frontier, all the way
from the Caspian Sea to the Pacific.

But f should have given some

thought to the toughness of the

mountains, to the fact that my com-

panion was a Giu-kha officer accus-

tomed to long marches and difficult

terrain—and knew his capacity for

both. As a military man he would

also set himself a definite schedule

from which he would not deviate.

I was coming straight from tlie

valley where temperatures were hit-

ting the 110 mark and where in

terms of long marches, four miles a

day on relatively level ground liad

been my maximum.
Then there were those magnifi-

cent yet terrible mountains. A few

days before leaving Kathmandu I

had spoken to a man who had

climbed them, and he had said,

"Those mountains are killers!"—with

emphasis on the word "killers."

It was barely daybreak when we
started our march, accompanied by

a Slierpa and foiu- porters. We drove

to the end of the valley, and thci-c

it was—the mountain like a wall ris-

ing straight up in front of us. I won-

dered where the trail was and heard

my companion voice the same ques-

tion. Well, there was no trail then,

and there were no trails later either.

One went up deep grooves formed

iiy the down pour of rain and a\a-

lanches.
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For four hours we climbed in a

siraiiilit, perpendicular line. Stones

rolled from under our feet, and again

;ni(l a'j;ain what looked like firm

earth simply disintegrated. There

were places where you had to

sqiK'c/e between rocks and others

where you had to pull yourself up

by roots-but the roots I grabbed

invariably decided to follow me!

I began to shed one piece of cloth-

ing after another. Soon I was down

to a pair of khaki trousers and a

light blouse, but sweat continued to

pour down my face, my hair, my
back, my legs. Fortunately I could

not see myself, but I must have

looked like a duck straight out of

the water. Then 1 was conscious that

m>' companion was nowhere in

sight. \Vhile my eyes had been glued

upon each step 1 took, he had car-

ried on like a soldier.

The Sherpa was a sturdy fellow

with a shiny brown face. The wrin-

kles around his eyes opened like a

fan each time he smiled. When I

looked, he also had vanished, but

then it was his job to lead the way!

With me still were all the porters—

their steps were as slow as mine be-

cause of their loads of 80 or 85

pounds. Then I noticed that one loas

missing, the most important one, the

one who carried all the food and

water on his back!

It is hard to describe the strain of

those 14 miles of climbing over two

major ranges of mountains without

food and water. Finally at 4:30 that

afternoon, feeling more dead than

alive, I stinnbled into our first camp.

To finish it all, or rather finish me,

when I pushed the door that led to

our sleeping quarters, it came off

whatever was holding it up and

simply pinned me against the wall.

Had I had a softer skull, I would

not be telling the tale now, perhaps.

But it only made me more numb to

Belgian by birth,

American tliroiigh

marriage, the author
has turned a liking

for tra\-el and meet-
ing people into a

writing career since

the death of her
husband.

A Agriciilturf. is acconiplibiied l)y hack-hroakinj: work in terraced

fields witli primitive implements sucii as tlic lioes used liy these women.

A Young and old alike have to work hard in this part of the

world. Here two Nepalese porters rest against their well-filled haskets.
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-^ I'OKIIA, THE YOINC; FORTKR who
also had to serve as <;iiidc. On the

trail tlie hasket on his back is car-

ried by securing the strap over the

forehead. Tliis frees the hands for

(•lind)in}:.
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the world than 1 was, and soon I

was sound asleep.

When I awoke, I thought the

house was on fire, but it was only

our Sherpa, Sonham, preparing a

dinner of chicken and rice. Nepa-

lese houses have no chimneys, and

windows are often bolted. Thus one

inhales smoke day and nightl

That night 1 felt more like crawl-

ing than walking, but my British

companion insisted on a visit to the

"local pub." We sat on the floor and

drank "chang"-a local beer or wine,

made out of rice and as thick as por-

ridge. All sorts of strange things

were floating in it, so a young maid

plunged her hand into the mixture,

gathered them all, and negligently

tossed them over her shoulder.

Then, we drank it down. In my state

of exhaustion I suddenly felt as if

I were growing gigantic wings.

On the following days, the moun-

tains grew in size and the "paths"

became increasingly more impos-

sible. My companion did not beheve

in breakfast; he started the day with

only a cup of tea or chocolate, and

then resumed his forceful march.

For me it amounted to a forced

march, and I slowly began to dis-

solve from lack of food and water,

and a climb far beyond the strength

of my two legs.

My mind still refused to give up

but my body was gradually devel-

oping a will of its own. It wanted

to curl up somewhere and be left

alone. It refused to be dragged by

my mind any longer, and I was

forced to admit defeat. Never have

I experienced such extreme fatigue,

but I know now that it is the weird-

est and most terrible feeling imag-

inable.

When I announced my intention

my companion understood. "I sup-

pose the trek is a bit tough," he re-

marked in a classic understatement,

"and that 16,000 - foot mountain

ahead is a difficult pass." Then he

added, "Take one porter, and here

is some food, but you will have to

depend for most of it on the vil-

lagers."

From that time on, Pokha (my
porter) and I were on our own. I

felt crushed not to be able to con-

tinue the trek towards Tibet, but

had I forced myself to do so, 1 fear

I would have soon been walking in

a tAvilight world.

Pokha was a wonderful compan-

ion, and he took his added respon-

sibility as guide very seriously. The

whole afternoon we chmbed and

climbed some more. Then rain be-

gan to fall, and when it became dark

we were forced to seek shelter for

the night.

There was a small stone house on

the edge of a precipitous mountain

wall—be\ond were only more moun-

tain ranges, low clouds and more-

rain. While Pokha spoke to the old

couple who lived there, I stood on

the threshold dripping from head to

toe. I must have presented a fright-

ful sight, because a while back I had

rolled down an embankment of red

mud, and now the mud dripping

down my arms and back made me

look like a zebra.

Immediately the old woman

offered me her bed-a wooden plank

covered by an old straw mat-and

retired to a corner of the room near

the fire. I told her the floor was

good enough for me, but she refused

to budge from her new position. 1

wondered how I could possibh- re-

pay their hospitality for we had lit-

tle food-a small quantity of rice,

some onions, and a jar of jam. And

what earthly use was jam with noth-

ing to put it on? Then I remembered

the tea. I suggested that we all share

it and since they were too poor to

buy tea, this represented a great

feast. Quickly Tibetan tea bowls

were pulled out of dark corners

(those lovely silver and smooth

wood ones, of the type I had known

in Inner Tibet), were dusted oft

with the old woman's skirt, and we

settled down to wait for the water

to boil.

Meanwhile Pokha was worried

that I would not eat. He carefully

wiped my fork and plate with an

old greasy rag which he retrieved

from the bottom of his basket, and

even more fastidiously rinsed the

rice in some water—with a hand

soiled by a day's march! Rut all I
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wanted was water— it was beeomiiij;

an obsession— l)iit since none was

Forthcoming for drinking, my mouth

was now watering for tea.

Many questions were asked about

me, and Pokha told and retold the

story of what had happened. Then

he would add that I was now on my
way back to Nepal. At first I thought

tliis was an odd remark to make,

but later I learned that this was the

way the Gurkhas spoke of the valley

of Kathmandu—a world totalK- sepa-

late from their own. They seemed

genuinely sorry for my failing to

reach my objective and anxious to

be of help.

There was still some daylight

when I fell asleep. During the night

I awoke to find that it was still rain-

ing and that water was dripping

through a hole over my head. My
clothes felt clammy; they had stub-

bornly refused to dry. The old man
must have heard me stir because I

saw his shadow quietly creep to-

wards the fire, and he put another

stick on it.

It was hard to breathe in the room
because it was hermetically closed

and now the fire once more was

belching smoke. But I did not care

for it was only this feeble warmth
that kept me from shivering. Now
for the first time I understood wh\'

the people lived this way. Though
the houses were solidly built of

stone, in winter vicious winds and

high altitudes must have made them
frigid. And their clothes! Like me
now, they must also be soaked

through and through, and what
other clothes had they to put on?

This house, as I was to learn later,

was in many ways typical of Gurkha

•' Tins YOUNG COUPLE belongs to the Tamang tribe of tlie

Gurkhas. Wliile the wife, wearing the usual complement of

jewelry, seems to look askance at the author's picture taking,

the man of the family is taking it in his stride.
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^ Umbrella-Himalayan style.

A yoiinii porter protects himself
on a rainv day in tlie mountains.

:-r^

'^

hduses. It was devoid of furniture

for the possessions of the people

were meager.

Smoking seemed to be their only

luxury: men, women, and even chil-

dren were avid smokers. Whether

it was water pipes or cigarettes,

always these were shared.

They observed an odd Eastern

custom. Neither pipes nor cigarettes

ever touched their lips. One
clenched one's hand into a fist, and

the cigarette was then placed

in the curled-up little finger. The
next move was to apply the mouth
at the other end of the fist and draw

a deep breath.

With the first rays of light, the

people were up. After a few mouth-

it ds of cold rice, they were ready

tf) start another day—each one with

his basket on his back filled to the

brim, secured by a leather strap over

the forehead. I would have thought

that the weight would have crushed

tJieir foreheads, but whatever it did

to them, both young and old, it

never spoiled their cheerful dispo-

sitions.

Within a few minutes we were on

our way. The sky was suddenly

brushed of its clouds and a whole
range of snow mountains was before

us. In places where the rocks gave

space enough, teak trees, rhododen-

drons, wild orchids, and delicate

spring flowers were visible. I was

elated for now there was hope that

we would be able to reach Malenchi,

an old Sherpa town. Barely had this

thought crossed my mind before

heavy clouds raced across the face

of the nearest mountain and again it

began to rain.

The following days were ones of

frustration. The monsoon which

should not have reached the Hima-

layas for another month was upon

us, and I was told that my last

chance of reaching Malenchi was
gone. Even the wash-out gullies

that had served as trails had melted

away.

^Aeen^'^a&U

The hospitality of the people liv-

ing in scattered farmhouses never

varied. If the family was large and

the floor space small, they slept in

tighter formation to give Pokha and

me sufficient siiace on the mud floor

to stretch out our tired bodies. If the

sun was still high in the sky when
Pokha cooked our rice, I would
make a supreme effort to keep

awake and watch the people, for

the\- were the best antidote for m\'

state of exhaustion. They were such

a cheerful, brave lot—day after day,

up and down these cruel, oblique

slopes we had passed men, women,
and children, even old men, carry-

ing the most staggering loads on

their backs. Yet, though sweat often

poured down their faces, and many
were panting, they were quick with

a smile. Many also sang as they

climbed, and )'0u could hear their

voices from far away.

The people throughout this whole

region belonged to one of the major

tribes of Gurkhas, the Tamang. Like

all Gurkhas, they were a sturdy lot.

I liked their eyes: they always

looked straight into yours with a

warm ciu'iosity. Many of the women
were pretty, and in a group they

were always lively.

At one house where we were

forced once more to seek shelter

from the rain, I was stripped by the

women of hood, jacket, and shoes

so that they could be put over the

fire to dr) . Today, to recall those

hours among the Ginkhas, all I need

to do is to close my eyes and lay

my head upon the old jacket, for

the smell of smoke, I know, will

nc\cr leave it.
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^ A Gurkha wlio doesn't
sliare liis jtipe; lie smokes it

in llie conventional way!

^ ^Ian'y Gurklia women are as altiaclive and pleasant to lielioid as tliis

one, wiiose flasliini; smile competes with her gold locket-necklace.

But now, all our reserves were

exhausted and it was difficult to get

sufficient food in the villages—or

rather the few houses scattered

about the mountain sides—for the

])cople seldom have even enough

food for themselves. In one place

we were able to buy three eggs, and

it was a major operation to explain

to Pokha how to hard-boil them.

But I finally succeeded and from

then on, providing we were able to

buy eggs, this was our steady diet.

But my thirst increased as the

clays went by, and oin- supply of tea

had been consumed that night at the

house of the old couple. Water was

available at the fannhouses but was

unusable because most of the water

drains ran close to piles of manure.

Also there was the danger of what

was known as "hill dysentery," con-

tracted because of an accumulation

of mica in the water, which could

only be eliminated by fine filtering.

It was then that I thought of milk.

For a moment I could not remember
the Nepalese word for it, but quickly

I drew a cow with all the necessary

details, and Pokha began to cover

every house in sight. But many far-

mers hadn't any cows and those

\\'ho had some milk could not afford

to sell it to us, for barter here is

more profitable than money, and

milk is a good barter item.

Overexertion, no liquid, and a

meager diet leads to an extraordi-

nary state of affairs. One slowly be-

comes weaker and the spirit takes

a plunge. I think the only thing that

kept mine alive was the people

around me. They took me in as if

I had always been their friend. They
had so much energy that it was an

inspiration to watch them working

together.

Here there was no segregation:

men, women, and children worked

together, played together, ate to-

gether, smoked together. There

were free exchanges of conversation

always, and laughter between men
and \^'omen. You could tell that they

enjoyed each other's company. Now
I could understand the many stories

I had heard about Gurkha soldiers.

They had learned how to be self-

reliant in their harsh mountains

where they had had to overcome

obstacles daily. They had learned

this when they were veiy small. As

the)' had grown up, they had also

learned that to maintain their iso-

lated independence they would

have to team tlieir strength and ca-

pabilities.

More than once I was reminded

of their Code, a simple but definite

one which appealed to man's sense

of honor and honesty. "Thou shall

not kill man . . . thou shall not tell a

lie . . . thou shall put aside of all thou

eatest for the aged and infirm" read

parts of it. The section devoted to

women declared "thou shall not

praise th\' neighbor's wife above

thine own . . . nor commit abortion."

It is also here that one learns that

women could divorce their hus-

bands b>' placing two betel nuts

under the conjugal pillow.

I understood they were "Hindu of

a sort," and parts of their Code re-

ferred to regulations under their

Hindu religion. But in the farm-

houses, one seldom saw, as one does

in India, images and clay deities, or

corners of rooms reserved for wor-

ship.

That ni>' appearance annised the

people was obvious. Here I was, a

woman, yet I was wearing trousers

—something women in this land

never wore. Like the village women
of India, the\- often wore full skirts,

though not as long as those of their
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Coatis on slack wires twice a tlay

have worked miracles on hospitalized children

^^^ Loati Lure
By Will Barker
Drawings by Carl Burger

COATIS, slim raccoon-like mam-
mals from South and Central

America, have "joined the staff" of

University Hospital at Ann Arbor,

Michigan.

Doctors at the hospital were con-

cerned about the tears and melan-

choly faces on some of the patients

in the children's division. Some of

the kids were even refusing to talk.

Medicine wouldn't help, so animals

were given a chance.

Among the pets brought in were

coatis. When the long-nosed,

coarse-furred coatis were released,

they put on a show that was hard

to resist. Wires had been strung

the length of the wards, well above

the patients' heads, and the coatis

clowned on them like comedy acro-

bats in the circus, using their taper-

ing 20-inch tails to keep their bal-

ance, as tightrope walkers use

poles.

^ At TII\IK.s a coali cliinljs as lii<;li

as ]()(! fret lo ^;ilhii Iriiil and nuts.
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Their antics brought smiles to

the faces of the sober little patients,

and many a case of melancholia

was put to flight.

Naturalists have long known of

the coati's ability to hold an audi-

ence. Frank M. Chapman, the well-

known bird scientist, even tested

their ability, using a free meal as

the inducement for hazardous ma-

neuvers on a slack wire. His star

was a distinguished artist named
Jose, who endlessly entertained the

scientists stationed at Barro Colo-

rado Biological Station in the Canal

Zone.

The coatimundi, as the animal is

sometimes called, has dark rings on

its tail, a pale brown mask across

its dark eyes, and a long rubbery

snout from which the scientific

name Nastia narica, meaning the

nosey one, has appropriately been

taken. This long upturned snout
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is good lor grubbing out insects

aiul roots, which the coati relishes

along with eggs, nuts, fruits, and

lizards. The animal's range has re-

cently stretched to include parts

of Arizona, New Mexico, and

Texas.

The coati seems to be hungry

most of the time, and it hunts day

and night. Sometimes it looks for

food on the ground, where it walks

on all four feet. Sometimes it takes

to the trees, moving among the

branches with the agility of a mon-

key. Often a coati will climb as

high as 100 feet to gather almendro

nuts. While seeking food, it often

takes time off to rest. If the animal

is in a tree, it curls up into a ball

on any convenient limb—a posture

that it also assumes when sleeping

on the ground. To descend, it

comes down the tree head first.

In the United States, the coati

lives in rocky, not-too-heavily

wooded areas. The mother brings

forth from four to six young in the

spring or early simimer, in a cavity

among the rocks. Young coatis are

darker than the adults, and the

rings on their tails are more dis-

tinct.

By the time a male is full grown,

it will weigh from 10 to 2.5 pounds.

Females are considerably smaller.

Males usually live alone, but fe-

males and young travel in hands

of fifteen or more.

Tourists in the Southwest who
hit the road early in the morning

arc likely to believe they are seeing

things if they catch sight of a dozen

or so coatis bounding over the

ground. In the half-light, the ani-

mals look like phantom creatures

trying to reach cover before full

daylight is upon them. They bounce

along at a rollicking gait, with their

constantly waving tails held hori-

zontally or at any angle up to 90

degrees. When the coatis change

or reverse their course, they pivot

on their hind legs instead of turn-

ing around, then swing off in a new
direction.

The coati makes a good pet. It

is affectionate, odorless, washes

after every meal, and is easily

housebroken. On the other hand,

its inordinate curiosity makes it an

agent of destruction and a trial of

patience. A coati explores every

nook and cranny of a house. In its

wake. Vases, china lamps, and crys-

tal objects crash to the floor.

Another characteristic of the

coati that is often trying is the ani-

mal's craving for attention. If left

by itself, it whimpers like a child.

This whimpering so unnerved the

owners of one pet, that they hired

a "coati sitter" for their evenings

away from home.

Although the coati has its short-

comings as a pet and is of no value

as a fur animal, it has shown itself

at the hospital at Ann Arbor to be

of therapeutic value, owing to its

aerial antics, which bring smiles to

the faces of ill children. So, who
knows, the standard prescription

for melancholy kids may someday
be "coatis on slack wires, twice

daily."

^ The coati is a very curious aninia

in fact Jiis name means "the nosey one '
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You CAN catch
issiaSi?*»w»?-

the Litterbug!
Hope against an increasingly diflicult problem comes from a

community that refused to yield an inch of ground to the people

who leave their rubbish on other people's land

By Annette H. Richards

434

•^ The LiTTKRBUG AND Till. i.AW. Businessmen Howard Selby and Frederick Stofft may think lliis

[msed situation amiisinfi, Ijut Captain Frank Keefc of the City Police is dead serious. Citations,
written warniufis. and arrests are the order of tlic day in Tucson, since war lias been declared
on tlic Lilterhug.
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^\—^^ A Sabino Canyoiv, nortli of Tucson, was where a ranger found 300 Ijcer

cans in 100 square feet one Sunday morning. Since Boy Scouts, De Molays.
and YMCA Hi-Y youths have heen giving the canyon a going-over and
a campaign in puhlic education has heen hegun, depredations ])y tlie

anonymous Littcrl)ug liave heen decreasing.

THE people of Tucson, Arizona,

declare that you can get him,

and they're proving it. Their
achievement in civil improvement

should give heart to hundreds of

otlier communities that are plagued

by the Litterbug.

Not that the job will be easy. But

its better to catch him than to keep

on spending $30 million a year

picking wp after him. That's what

it is costing the country, accord-

ing to Keep America Beautiful, Inc.,

the national organization formed in

1953 to combat Litterbugism.

Tucson saw that the problem was

getting worse all the time. More
cars, more leisure time, more spend-

ing money, and more kinds of

"disposable containers" that aren't

proper!)' disposed of have been in-

creasing the cleanup biu'den year

by year. Where ten people once

tossed their garbage out on a mile

of road, a hundred now do so.

Not far north of Tucson, one

Sunday morning in April, Assistant

Ranger William Hughes stumbled

upon 300 beer-can calling cards,

plus steak scraps, papers, boxes, and

signboards strewn over 100 square

feet of an otherwise beautiful pic-

nic area in Sabino Canyon in the

Catalina Mountains. The previous

night's orgy of 100 anonymous litter-

bugs cost the maintenance crew

more than an hour's work, simply

to restore the site to presentable

condition for the morning's influx of

picnickers.

In 1955, the Coronado National

Forest, which flanks Tucson on three

sides, had a $40,827.17 cleanup bill,

according to William H. Woods, Jr.,

Supervisor. Half the labor force of

Tucson's .55 municipal parks spends

its time picking up after litterbugs.

The street sweeper brings in an

average nightly haul of eight cubic

\'ards of litter from the downtown
business district.

One of the worst aspects of the

problem around Tucson was the

unhealthful habit some countv resi-

dents had of dumping their family

garbage promiscuously, usually

over week ends. Many other com-
munities are familiar with this ten-

dency, which usually results from
the necessity of paying for private

garbage service outside city limits.

Distances to a sanitary fill are some-

times great, and many householders

fall prey to the temptation to dump
en route when no one is looking.

When the exterior desecrator does

his work after dark, it is no simple

task to identify him. But in a desert

region like the country around Tuc-

son, his handiwork is most conspicu-

ous, for the landscape stands naked
to the blight of beer cans, broken

glass, old newspapers, and cleans-

ing tissues.

Last fall when public-spiritetl

Tucsonians decided to halt the Lit-

terbug, they knew there was no

single solution. Initial spark plug

of the mo\'ement was a \'oung con-

servationist, Joseph F. Carithers,

Superintendent of Tucson Moun-
tain Park, the largest count)- park in

the nation. As Chairman of the new
.\rizona Conservation Coordinating

Committee, Joe had no trouble

clioosiu'j; his first line of attack. He
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EdHcation
with
Enforcement

> While Mayor of Tucson,
Fred Emery sponsored the spec-

tacular cleanup of Sahine Alley

in 1952. Here he dramatizes the

Anli-Litterbug campaign with

trash can, wheelbarrow, and the

litter that symbolizes civic

slovenliness.

wanted to eliminate the $17-a-day

cleanup bill the community was

having to pay for this one park

alone.

So he asked Morley Fox, the Ari-

zona representative of Keep Amer-

ica Beautiful, if he would help start

the ball rolling in Tucson. Six weeks

of intensive leg work followed. At

the Litterburg Protest meeting on

November 30, 1955, Joe appointed

as Temporary Chairman of an Anti-

Litterburg Committee Mrs. Mabel

VVeadock, civic-minded chairman

of the Roadside Parks of the Desert

Garden Club of Tucson.

Mrs. Weadock made the fur fly.

An organizational meeting of the

Stop the Litterburg Committee last

Feliruary 6 gave notice to local

litterburgs that their days were
numbered. Under the permanent

chairmanship of Christopher A.

Reilly, Tucson businessman, things

began to pop.

Solution of the problem called

for greater knowledge of litterburg

psychology. It was soon discovered

that most litterbugs do not consider

themselves litterbugs. Only the

thoroughgoing litterbug throws out

whol(> bags and boxes of trash. The
average offender just flings away
one thing at a time—a cigarette butt,

a facial tissue, an orange peel, or a

candy wrapper. It is often done so

quickly from a speeding car that

scarcely anyone sees the actual act.

Sufficient legal evidence is difficult

to obtain. And because the public

does not take piecemeal littcrbug-

ging seriously, law officers have

been reluctant to enforce the stat-

utes that exist in 43 states. Besides,

man\' of the laws were too weak.

When the campaign got under

way, the litterburg in Arizona no

longer received lenient treatment.

In Tucson, Mayor Don Hummel,
Chief of Police Don J. Hays, and

Pima County Undersheriff Waldon
Burr gave the public due notice that

the laws were on the books and were
to be enforced. The courts asked for

test cases. And the Litterbug Com-
mittee began to educate John Q.

Tucsonian out of his untidy habits

by supporting the enforcement offi-

cers and giving publicity to viola-

tions and convictions.

Both state and city codes were
tightened to catch the litterbug.

State Code Section 9-442 makes it

a misdemeanor for any person to

dump trash or refuse on any public

or private land except at designated

places. Section 18-162 specifically

singles out highway litterbugs who
toss garbage or other malodorous

objects on state or county highways
or on public thoroughfares, or with-

in 20 yards of them. Moreover, it is

now provided that if the littering is

done from an automobile, the case

will be handed over to the Director

of Motor Vehicles, who shall sus-

f)end the offender's driver's license

for up to 30 days. The city code at

present contains six pages of trash

regulations and provides that "it

sliall be unlawful for any person to

deposit garbage, trash, or refuse in

any public street, alley, or other

public place." Violation of any of

these laws can land a litterbug in

4.I6

jail for 30 days and cost him $100!

The latest legal wrinkle is S. B.

26, which went into effect Jidy 14.

Under this law, a litterbug's certi-

ficate of car registration may be sus-

pended for 30 days, and the driver

or owner of a vehicle from which

trash is thrown is held legally re-

sponsible. Tucsonians discovered

that it wasn't enough to dust off the

old laws; new teeth had to be put

into them.

Gene D. Reid, Superintendent of

the Parks Department of Tucson,

announced that two security' officers

appointed dining the past month
were going to show the first litter-

bugs they could catch that the

Parks Department meant business.

A municipal ordinance that became
effective in January, 1955, provided

the authority.

Proper Garbage Cans Used

The City Sanitation Division also

stiffened up. It recently adopted an

inspection program involving the

condemnation of defective garbage

cans used by homeowners. A red

tag is attached to all cans that do

not conform to the legal require-

ments as to size, cover, handles, and

general condition. City Ordinance

No. 1322 supports the Sanitary Di-

vision by notif)'ing offenders that

they have committed a misde-

meanor. Ten days after notification,

Sanitation Inspector Bernabe Trejo

checks up on compliance. Public

opinion has rallied behind him in
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A Mrs. liMOGKNK Myrland (here

sliown denionstralin^' liow to make
a car trasi) receptacle) supervised

the most spectacular cleanup ever

seen in Tucson.

the rcahzation that without thor-

ough insistence on proper garbage

containers, the health and beauty ol

the city cannot be insured.

Thus the various city departments

liave cracked down on Jitterbugs,

each using its own legal weapons.

It had been unheard-of for a

litterbug even to be fined JjilO, but

on Februar)' 17, 1956, this happenetl

to a man who dumped trash on "A"

Mountain, a favorite sunset lookout

point above the city. Then an

eighteen-year-old University of Ari-

zona student tore up his parking vio-

lation ticket and threw it onto the

street. A witnessing officer booked

him on—of all things—the Litterbug

charge. The \oung cidprit had to

post a $150 bond to be released from

jail. The ne.\t morning, when he ap-

peared in court, he pleaded guilt)'.

His sentence? Five days in jail or a

$50 fine. Sobered, he chose the lat-

ter. Litterbugging, he discovered,

was no joke. Both eases received

wide publicity, and the public be-

gan to look twice at the signs for-

bidding dumping along streets and

highways.

About eight citations and sixteen

written warnings were issued to

mild or dyed-in-the-wool litterbugs

in two or three months, early this

year in Pima County. A citation is

MitHIIc Snilon

* A Poster contest was
part of the program to

make the children litter

conscious at Flowing
Wells School.

Jack Sh

A ScElooL Children have been taught periodic cleanup duties. Playgroiuid
infractions carry a penalty of additional service on the cleanup "chain
gang."

Jack Slicaffr,

^ First Prize in the schoolwide cleanup contest was won by
this nioniid. colleeled l)v fifth-graders at the Lil)ertv School.

YOU CAN C.\TCTI THE LITTERBUG
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Success Depends on Disposal

Success against the Litterbuc depends on proper

disposal facilities. Here City Sanitation Inspector,

Barnabe Trejo, is demonstrating an improved dogproof

can and rack to Mrs. Joe L. Lane of the Stop the Litterbug

committee.

given, for instance, when a person

dehberately chops an ice cream con-

tainer on the road. UndersherifF

Waklon Burr reports that most peo-

ple react to a citation by saying,

"Why did you have to pick on mc?"

Most written warnings are given

to well-intentioned people carting

their trash — but without adequate

covering on their trailers—to an au-

thorized sanitary fill. Persons thus

reprimanded in writing usually re-

spond, "I'm sorry, Officer. I didn't

realize I was littering the highway.

I'll be more careful." Areas in which

the warnings have been issued are

already noticeably cleaner.

Undersheriff Burr says, "If we can

bring people around without arrest-

ing them, so much the better. The
voluntary way is better than the

penalizing way. Most litterbugs

have been doing it for years without

thinking. We must train people to

think. Some people do have to be

penalized before they will think. In

the long run, public education is the

answer."

But education in this new field

has to be a many-sided affair. The
Tucson experts say that any anti-

litterbug committee has to drive

home the realization that the public

is responsible for the appearance of

roads, forests, parks, and country-

side.

Quiet-spoken Mrs. Imogene
Myrland, Director of the Tucson

Nursery School and a member of

the committee, has done yeoman's

service in the schools of Greater

Tucson. As the representative of the

Altrusa Club, she supervised the

most spectacular cleanup in the

city's 79-year incorporated history.

In June of 19.52, 4.5 truckloads total-

ing 10 tons of debris were removed

from one small street, Sabino Alley.

And the street has never reverted

to its former condition. "Teach the

children, and you will teach their

parents," says this wise adminis-

trator.

So schools are a primary arena in

this campaign. As a starter, the U.S.

Forest Service movie, "Woodland

Manners," was shown to children in

elementary, junior high, and high

schools of the city and the surround-

ing country, in conjunction with

brief anti-litterbug talks. Then each

school took over in its own manner.

The activities of the children varied,

but with the same outcome: the

litterbug habit was dealt a body

blow.

At Flowing Wells School, seventh

graders made the Litterbug prob-

lem a citizenship project. They or-

ganized an assembly program and

obtained the co-operation of other

teachers in a schedule for a cleanup

patrol. From foiu'th through seventh

grades, 71 pupils participated in a

stimulating poster contest. The post-

ers were displayed prominently near

trash cans, in home rooms, offices,

and the school cafeteria. The re-

sults? Markedly cleaner grounds

and children more apt to pick up
the litter they saw. Principal Mrs.

lola Frans said that the cafeteria

litter problem had always been a

headache but that the anti-litterbug

project had worked wonders.

At the brand-new Liberty School,

350 first through si.xth graders

worked like troopers Monday
through Thursday, scavenging every

vestige of litter from their twelve-

acre grounds before dedication

ceremonies. The fifth-grade winners

of the contest roasted their prize

wieners on the flames of their eight-

foot-high trash pile. Others toasted

marshmallows. As a reward for their

participation, each child received

ice cream.

Says Principal O. K. Wolfenbar-

ger, "They certainly have become

good housekeepers. Children now
ask the teachers for permission to

pick up papers in the yard."

Students at Davis School made a

hideous litterbug from the trash

found in their playground. And at

Wrightstown School, it has been

decided that children who break

playground rules must be punished

by serving on the "chain gang,"

which picks up litter that collects

outside the fence.

TV and Radio Aids

While parents can be reached

through their children, the anti-

litterbug committee leaves no stone

untiuned in an efFort to reach the

adult community directly. TV and

radio listeners get periodic reports

on progress; and daily, weekly, and

special newspapers carry a barrage

of anti-litter propaganda and infor-

mation.

Tradesmen and public employees

have also been enlisted. A laundry

on an arterial thoroughfare once in-

serted in its marquee: "Takes More

Than Insecticide to Stop Litter-

bugs." Posters have appeared in

shop windows and on school bul-

letin boards reading, "Help Keep

Our Roadsides Clean — Carry a

Trash Bag in Your Car." And stick-

ers have cropped up on car win-

dows: "Don't Be \ Litterbug—Keep

Arizona Beautiful."

Most starthng of all, perhaps, is

"Mr. Litterbug" himself. He wears
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^ Sanitation Supervisor Murray D. Snyder (]cmonstratin<: a

covcrod city ^arl)a;:c Iruck that lias lielped Tuoon cxtcriiiiiiatc

tlic Litlcrljufi. At ri^'lit: Ficfl Kiiicry, in cliargc of soliciting the

co-operation of coiiiiiicrcial firms in 1 uci-on.

A Cutting down the cost: a front-loading

truck that shovels trash up and overhead.

Previonslv a driver and three helpers could

remove only four tons a day. W ith this ma-
chine, the driver alone can pick up 22 tons.

a costume modeled on the famous

emblem created by the National

Council of State Garden Clubs and

runs about town leaving a typical

litter trail. He has spindly black legs

and arms, a puffy yellow-and-black

striped body with wasplike tail, and

a huge round, green head with a

patch over one eye. His nose points

in one direction and a long cigarette

in the other. This horrible monster

is no respecter of persons. Bearing

a sign that asks, "Are You a Litter-

bug, Too?" he dashes through offices

of government officials, bankers, and

merchants, and into department

stores and school assemblies.

While Tucsonians are hammering

away at law enforcement and edu-

cation, they are also looking for

ways of making cleanliness easier.

After seeing a picture in the paper

suggesting how to make an automo-

bile trash bag with an ordinary

paper bag and a coat hanger, the

ladies of the Tucson Nfedical Center

Auxiliary decided to make some-

thing more permanent. To their de-

light, their cloth litterbags sold like

hot cakes at their annual bazaar.

Gas stations and department
stores have agreed to sell the Auxil-

iary's "Don't Be A Litterbug" bags

YOU C.\N C.\TCH THE LITTERBUG
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with insertable paper containers,

and the backlog of orders is con-

siderable.

Davis-Monthan Air Force Base

donated 180 salvage 50-gallon oil

barrels to the U.S. Forest Service,

which gave them to Pima County.

They were stenciled with anti-litter-

bug signs and placed at strategic

locations in parks, picnic areas, and

along roadsides by the county high-

way department. Emptying them

periodically is a lot cheaper than

having to pick up litter bit by bit.

The county is also re-using damaged

road signs b\' painting them with

the words "Don't Be A Litterbug"

and placing them at key points

along highways.

Dog-proof Cans

The City Sanitation Division is

currently pushing two types of dog-

proof garbage cans. The 24 ten-

cubic-yard Dempster-Dumpsters it

installed for merchants in down-

town alleys have eliminated much
of the litter caused by two-legged

and four-legged garbage-can raid-

ers. It plans to install 24 more, A
special truck picks up the contain-

ers, carries them to the dump, and

returns them empty. The saving in

manpower from emptying endless

rows of garbage cans is substantial

for the city, despite the cost of the

big containers. Merchants, reluctant

and even opposed at first, are now
sold on this neat disposal system.

The Stop the Litterbug Commit-

tee staged its first cleanup on April

28 and 29, 1956, selecting ten school-

yards as trash collection centers for

local residents. Trucks and trailers

were made a\ailable by city and pri-

vate garbage services. Every school

area was alerted by its school chil-

dren. Boy Scouts rang doorbells and

asked for homeowner co-operation.

Newspapers, radio, and TV in-

formed Tucsonians of this oppor-

timity to clean up their city.
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Picture

the Tish
It is not necessary to mount or even photograph

your prize specimen today. Make a print of it

and you will have an artistic,

accurate record of every scale and fin!

By Dorothy Goodwin

IVO one knows how it all started but there is an old Japanese folk tale

that goes like this.

Once a Japanese peasant caught a very beantiful silver fish in the private

lake of the emperor. As he was about to gather it up to take it home he was

astonished to have the fish beg for its life and to hear that it was actually the

son of the emperor, transformed by an ambitious priest who had much
influence at court with the empress. Moved to pity by its plight, the peasant

inquired what he could do for it, other than sparing its life. The fish then

said that if he could confront his enemy, the priest, the spell would be broken.

"Take me home with you," the fish said, "and I will tell you what you can do."

At the peasant's house the fish commanded his benefactor to lay him

upon a piece of rice paper. When the peasant removed the fish, as instructed,

there remained a gleaming print of the fish, resplendent and perfect in every

detail! The fish then ordered the peasant to take this print to the emperor,

who loved all things beautiful and artistic. The emperor was pleased with the

gift, rewarded the peasant handsomely, and the print was hung in the palace.

In due time the priest paused before the fish's portrait. In a thrice the

restored prince stood before his enemy and the tale ends with the sudden

death of the wicked priest at the hand of the prince.

'*' An EXAMl'LK of the indirect method 1

cniployed hy Wakana Eiiiori. an artist of

AMERICAN soldiers in Japan

m\. who wished to fish in one of

the many public fish ponds learned

that fishing tackle is available in any

shop displaying a fish print in its

window. Less evident to the casual

tourist in Japan is the fact that the

making of these fish prints is also

a highly developed art—a new artis-

tic form. But it is the fish scientist,

perhaps, who is the most enthusias-

tic maker, and collector, of these

fish prints, for in them he has found

a more accurate and detailed record
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of the characteristics by which fish

are identified than is to be had in

any photograph.

Artists and ichthyologists are or-

ganized into a society devoted to

the making of these fish prints

(gyotaku). The work of Gi/otaku-

no-kai (Fish Print Friends) has

been exhibited not only in Japan,

but in the United States, at the

American Museum of Natural His-

tory this year. A magazine, Tsuri-

bito ( Fisherman ) is sponsored by
three gyotaku artists, and the "Story

of Gyotaku" was told in in its

July, 1955 issue. In that article

gyotaku artist Isshu Nagata re-

veals that he learned the method
liom the archeologist, Shiro Shino-

zaki. He remembers that the ar-

cheologist also showed him an old

book entitled Rubbing Books and
Gyotaku.

In the United States, school chil-

dren have always enjoyed making

prints of leaves and flower petals.

It was in 1932 that fish prints were

first introduced to the American
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A There are no limitations to what one can do! Provided, of course, that one has the patience, the time and

tlie space in wliich to make a print of a huge fish such as this 36-pounder caufilit near San Francisco Bay. It

provided a subject for tlic deft touch of Chiura Ohala who here employs tlic direct metliod.

otakii-no-kai I Friends of Fish Print) in Japan. To "^ A skillfully executed print by the dean of the Gyotakii

left is a small ray and to the right is an octopus. school, Isshu Nagata. The direct method was used.

public by a Japanese artist at the

Unlversit>' of California. In that

year Chiura Obata s print of a steel-

head was reproduced in the Oak-

land, California Tribune. Since then

Mr. Obata has taught many of his

interested students and friends how
to make gyotakii. Some are still

enthusiastic devotees of the art;

among them must be mentioned

Janet Canning, an outstanding ich-

thyological illustrator in this

country.

But it is not only artists and

ichthyologists who have become

interested in gyotakii. Learning

of the prints from an American

soldier who had become acquainted

with gyotakii in Japan, one Ameri-

can housewife who wanted an

opportunity to create something

artistic tried her hand at it. When
she became an expert devotee of

gyotakii, her husband, an artist,

had to make one too, and soon he

also was tinning out fish prints

as a hobln-. His employer, the J.

Walter Thompson advertising

agency, was not slow to realize

that it had something special in

its own back >'ard. Last year Joseph

Feke's piints were exiiibited in his

company's offices througliout the

country.

The circle of gyolakii enthusiasts

continues to grow. A composite

cover of Joseph Feke's prints graced

the October, 195.5 issue of the maga-

zine, American Artist. It led a refer-

ence librarian in the New York

Public Librar>'s Art Department to

make one too. "It is easy," re-
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THE DIRECT METHOD

* "Making a Fish Print is a direct way to rediscover the beauty and

design inherent in natural forms wliicli are a source of continual delight,"

says Roger L. Crossgrove whose initial cilort is reproduced above. An
instructor in Nature Structure at Pratt Institute, he discovered that paint-

ing soft colored backgrounds on the jjaper jirior to the direct method
gives a pleasing effect. He also recommends patting the paper with a moist

sponge just before removing it.

ports Leandcr Fornas, whose hobby

is woodcuts.

How to do it

There are actually two methods

of making gyotaku—the direct and

the indirect. The direct method,

which is the easier, comprises the

following steps:

1. Take a fresh fish and wash its

outer surface well. Place it on a

newspaper and rub with salt to re-

move all the oil and mucus from

the scales. Then place it on a dry

newspaper, a drawing board, or, as

one person recommends, an empty

cardboard box. It is best to secure

it by pinning the fins and tail to the

working surface.

2. Apply ink on the fish with a

brush. Japanese ink called Sumi or

a Chinese ink available at art sup-

ply stores is best, or India ink that

has been allowed to thicken can be

used. If color is desired, make a

sketch of the fish first, and note

where color is to be applied. For

this, finger paints used manually arc

recommended.
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Apply the ink quickly and evenly

going from the head to the tail, in-

cluding all the fins. The outline gets

a thicker coating of ink than the

center. Do not put ink on the eye.

Blot up excess ink with a sponge or

paper toweling.

3. Put a piece of fine, soft, thin

paper (rice paper or washi avail-

able at art supply stores) over the

fish carefully and press with soft

cloths using the palm of the hand,

from the head to the tail.

Peeling off the paper is a delicate

operation; start at the head and re-

move it slowly. Paint in a black dot

for the eye.

By the indirect method the fish

is cleaned and prepared as above.

Then a piece of slightly damp paper

is molded over the fish while the

fish is still moist. Creases in the

paper must be avoided. Apply the

ink to the outlined fish gently, with

a powder puff or with Q-Tips. Re-

move the paper carefully as above.

If you are now anxious to try tjour

luck at making a gyotaku, we shall

say fin to our fish story.

SuMi, a thick carbon block ink, is here applied

to the fish after it has been wiped clean.

Nagata
the fish

firmly.

plies a piece of rice

J presses gently but

More Pressure is applied and the de

line of the fish begins to appear.
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The most successful work took

place in Piichlo Gardens. Tlioutili

this section was eieaiier than joost

neighhorliooils at the outset, citi-

zens picked up almost three tons of

extra litter. The subdivision looked

noticeably cleaner on April .'30. As

Murray D. Snyder, Sanitation Super-

visor of Tucson, said, "Everythin;^

we do makes people more deter-

mined to stop the litterbug. This

cleanup may not have ended the

problem, but it has been a good

start. The next one in the fail will

be better."

Members of the Stop the Litter-

bug Committee represent a good

cross section of the community —
business, banking, medicine, home-

making, garden clubs, schools, civic

groups, and the writing profession.

Word of the anti-litterbug war in

Tucson has traveled across the na-

tion, and the city has much to be

proud of. However, though their

enthusiasm and energy has accom-

plished much, Tucsonians are will-

ing to admit that the battle is not

actually won. Progress so far has

whetted the appetites of those dedi-

cated to keeping their community

beautiful, and they hope that simi-

lar determination can spring up in

other communities until a nation-

wide movement is operating.

Other towns can do as Tucson has

done if they will form committees

and co-ordinate the efforts of ener-

getic citizens. But the job requires

time, and the fighting must be

waged on several fronts. There must

be law enforcement, education, ac-

tual cleanup, and provision for ade-

quate dumping facilities for resi-

dents as well as for travelers. Litter

in tlrive-in-theatres and vacant lots,

refuse left by beer parties and

canine garbage-can raiders, and

debris left by picnickers, campers,

pedestrians, and motorists—all must

be eliminated. A little nucleus of

filth is an invitation to every poten-

tial litterbug. Every citizen from

the cradle to the grave must be

taught that even the flicking of one

sandwich wrapper or the dropping

of a lone banana peel contributes to

the mess he abhors and ascribes

piously to others.

Morley Fox, Arizona representa-

tive of Keep America Beautiful,

declares: "I don't think that there is

a group that has done so much in

such a short time as this one here in

Tucson." But for the future, Tuc-

sonians say the battle will be won
when the pest learns to behave in

private as well as he is learning to

behave when people are watching

him.

^jr t/^^''

We thought you'd never gel here!

DEMETRA and
the headless doll

A little doll, wilted and headless, is a

thing oj wonder to Demetra. It is the

only toy she's ever owned. Demelra's doll

is a symbol, a symbol oj the bitter pov-

erty which grips Greece — torn and
shattered by ivar and earthquake.

The only "iiome" Demetra has ever

iinown is a large warehouse in Atiiens

partitioned with ropes and rags to make
"rooms" for many refugee families.

Dcmetra's father cannot find employ-
ment in poverty-stricken Greece: lier

mother lias even sold her own winter

jacket to buy milk for her baby.
Demetra's parents pray that someime.
somewhere, will help them care for their

little daughter.

HOW YOU CAN HELP DEMETRA
YOU can help Demetra or another needy
baby through the Baby Sponsorship plan

of Save The Children Federation. For

.S60 a year, just S.S a month. SCF will

send "your" baby. food, clothing, warm
bedding and many other essential items

—in your name, in Greece. Austria. Fin-

land. France. Western Germany. Italy or

Korea. Full information about "your"
baby and a photograph will be sent to

you. You may correspond with the

family to add understanding and warm
friendship to your generous gift. The
cost of an SCF Baby Sponsorship is so

small—the good is so great.

SCK NATIONAL SPONSORS (a partial lijl)

Faith Baldwin. Mrs. Dt. ight D. Ei$enhow,-r.
Jaiiics A. Farlcv. Herbert Hoover. Itabbi

F.Jsar F. Mapnin. Dr. Ralph W. Sockniaii.
Mrs. Spencer Tracy.

i FoundedT932
;

i SAVE THE CHILDREN FEDERATION
;

I Carnegie Endowment Inlernalionni Center
;

; United Nations Plaia, New York 17, N. Y.

;
The hope of tomorrow is the child ol today" '

;
I would like to sponsor o needy baby like

> Demetra in (Greece, Austria,
I

; Finland, France, Western Germany, Italy or
' Koreal. I will poy $60 for one year. Enclosed I

I is payment for the full year C. SI 5 for the !

;
1st quarter O, S5 for the 1st month C- Pleose .

' send me "my" baby's name, story ond picture.
I

i I cannot sponsor a boby, but I would like to ',

I
help by enclosing my gift of S '

; NAME
;

I ADDRESS
;

1 CITY STATE NH 15
I

I Contributions are deductible for Income Tax purposes
|

YOU CAN CATCH THE LITTERBUG 4+.'



A Pyrotechnic torches brilliantly light

till" gloom as these divers desiend tlie

depths of the ocean.

A \ I \ri(;E (;roi I'Eii which, i

hein}; fed. attached itself tii

divers and hegged for n
food.

The Screen
Authoritative coiiiinents on films

in the fiehl of nature, geography and exploration

The Silent World

Reviewed by James W. Atz
ls.<isf<i;il Curiilor. Nvw York Aquarium

-\flf \ ork Zoological Society

and

Dorothy Goodwin

TT is ;i plcasiiic to be able to recommend

another film as good, il not bettor, than

TIw Secrets of the Reef, which was out-

standing. Jacques -Yves Constcau has

gi\en us such a film in The Silent World,

the story of the exciting marine explora-

tions of the Calypso Oceanograi^hic Ex-

peditions, headed by Captain Coiisteau.

At the Cannes Film Festival this year it

won the top award—the first time in 25

years that it has been given for a non-

fiction film.

We are privileged to see in this picture

the high spots of 10 months work involv-

ing 2 cruises which covered 50,000 miles

in the Mediterranean, Red Sea, I'ersian

Gulf, and Indian Ocean. Filmed in beau-

tiful Eastman color, it is a thrilling ex-

perience from start to finsh (86 minutes).

.Mthough successful scientific under-

takings, these expeditions, as recorded on
film, are anything but dull. First there is

the superbly beautiful photography of

both vmderwater marine life, and diving

operations. Then there are the skilfully

interwoven lighter moments of human
interest drama both on the motorship
Calypsn, on land, and underwater. Last,

l)ut not least, are the many descents into

die deep to collect and observe marine
life and which proside adventure of a

rare sort.

Of interest on the teclmical side are the

innovations that have made the Cahjpso
peculiarly suited to her work. Extensively

reconverted in accord with Captain Cous-
teau's designs for a research ship, she has
such unique features as an underwater
observation chamber, a diving well amid-

ships, and a cage in which photography
can be accomplished in shark infested

waters.

The Aqua-lung ( invented in 1942 b\'

Captain Cousteau ) is used by the divers

who cover their nostrils and mouths with

light masks. The swimming power of theii

leet is augmented by wide rubber "fins."

The average dejoth attained in the film is

80 feet and one shot at 247 feet is the

deepest ever made by a hand-held camera.

Lighting was provided by dozens of

6,000-watt floodlights and one spectacular

sccpience at the very outset was illumi-

nated by pyrotechnic torches. For many
sequences the divers used marvelous sub-

marine scooters which actually tow from
one to four men and make possible long

imdervvater excursions without fatigue.

Powered by silver-cadmium batteries,

these scooters make a top speed of four

knots an hour.

Of the marine life observed, an out-

standing secpience was a "ballet" of di\

-

ing, high-leaping porpoises in vast num-
bers—cutting a swath perhaps half a mile

\\>idc—who the Cahjpso followed for some
time. This is certainly the best photo-

graphic record, both above and below
water, of such leaping and diving. The
excitement and drama of this e\ent is

heightened by the interpolation of music
( trumpet and drum fanfares )

.

The East Indian coral reefs contain

many kinds of fish. In a single coral reef

more than 200 different species may be
found. The Cousteau expedition there

disco\-ered one such reef where more than

a dozen different kinds of beautifully col-

ored groupers were observed—in addition

to angel fishes, butterfly fishes, demoiselles,

a unicorn fish, puffers, tangs, parrot fishes,

surgeon fish, gnmts and snappers, jacks,

and one shot of a zebra fish.

A\\ in all—for a study of marine life,

beautiful photography, and real life ad-

\enture—this film will be hard to beat.

f Hu.ii-i.EAi'i.Nf; porpoises filmed in llie Gulf of .\den. A BALLET-LIKE formation of divers being towed I)y submarine scooters.
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A LIVING LUCK CHARM o- -.„„,

could not have escaped through

their circle. Yet he was not there.

Dew ot Heaven approached the

tree and found a strange little in-

sect exactly where her Prince had

been standing. She then realized

that the Goddess of the Moon must

have heard her plea and trans-

formed the young man.

"'Macech, Macech," she cried,

taking the insect from the bark of

the tree. "Thou art a man." .She

attached the insect by a strand of

her hair, to her dress near her

heart. .'Kntl fiom then onward, she

always wore the Macech, as it came

to be known, for she loved it dear-

ly, believing it to be Ek-can him-

self.

So, from that remote time, tliis

7. pus,! til

insect has always been a talisman

of good luck in Yucatan, particu-

larly among young girls.

You can see from the photo-

graph, taken from life, that the

Macech is not a particularly excit-

ing looking insect. Normally, it

moves very slowly. Its wing cases

appear to be camouflaged to re-

semble bark, just as with many
moths and other insects.

You wouldn't look at it twice

unless you happened to be a son

of the soil of Yucatan, but in that

case you would immediately take

it home. In Yucatan, nobody kills

a Macech. When one is found, it

is cherished and taken with a bit

of the bark of its "home tree." Then
a little silver ring is placed around

it, between the thorax and the

abdomen, to which is attached a

tiny chain that leads to its piece of

hark. The insect is kept as a charm

ami iionnally lives for years quite

happily.

Insect scientists maintain that

some insects, in their adult form,

consume virtually no solid food.

True enough, our little Macech

seems to get along on almost noth-

ing. The Mayan tradition is that

it lives almost indefinitely in asso-

ciation with its tiny piece of bark.

It has endeared itself as a symbol

of happiness to all Yucatecans, who
traditionally regard it as something

almost supernatural.

We know a Yucatecan lady living

in Mexico City who wanted a Ma-

BUTTERFLY MOUNTING KIT

$3.95 postpaid

Lepidoptera (butterfly, collecting one of

the most fascinating hobbies is sweeping
America. Nature Lovers can start their

own collection today with this complete

butterfly mounting kit recommended by
leading museums and educators. It con-

tains everything you need to start a col-

lection.

• 10 perfect tropical butterflies (named)
• 4" X 12" balsa spreading board
• 60 glass headed pins; 50 insect pins
• 1 cliemically treated relaxing jar (for soft-
ening dried butterflies)

• 2 glass strips; paper strips
• 1 pair broad-point insect forceps
• 1 glass-top Riker display mount

Butterfly World News — 24 page picture

booklet with step by step instructions

and interesting information.

A kit worth $5.95 for only $3.95

• Complete line of entomological supplies
• 12" Nylon Butterfly Net, 24" handle $2.
postpaid

• 25 different Formosan butterflies $2.
• Rare Armandia Lidderdali limited supply
$1.50 each

Price tisf on Request

BUTTERFLY ART JEWELRY, INC.

Dept. M-3, 291 E. 98th Street

Brooklyn 12, N. Y.

WHERE TO RETIRE ON
A SMALL INCOME

This book selects out of the hundreds of thousands of communities in the U.S. and its

island territories only those places where living costs are less, where the surroundings are

pleasant, and where nature and the community get together to guarantee a good time from
fishing, boating, gardening, concerts, or the like. The book never overlooks the fact that some
people must get part-time or seasonal work to pad out their income.

It covers cities, towns, and farms throughout America—from New England south to Florida,

west to California and north to the Pacific Northwest. It includes both Hawaii and American
Virgin Islands. Some people spend hundreds of dollars trying to get information like this by
traveling around the country. Frequently they fail—there is just too much of America to explore.

W'licvc lo Retire on a Small Income saves you from that danger. Yet the big new edition

costs only $1.00.

WHERE WILL YOU GO
IN FLORIDA?

Florida needn't be expensive—not if you

know just where to go for whatever you seek

in Florida. And if there's any man who can

give you the facts you want, it's Norman
Ford, founder of the world-famous Globe-

trotters Club. (Yes, Florida is his home when-

ever he isn't traveling!)

His l)ig hook, Nonntm Fonl'x Florida, lells

you first of all, roiiii by roiiil. mile by mile,

everything you'll find in Florida, whether

you're on vacation, or looking over job, busi-

ness, real estate, or retirement prospects.

Through his experienced advice you learn

exactly where you can retire now on the

money you've got, whether it's a little or a lot.

(If you need a pan-lime or seasonal job to

help out your income, he tells you where to

pick up extra income.) Because Norman Ford

always tells you where life in Florida is pleas-

antest on a small income, he can help you

take life easy now.

If you're going to Florida for a job with a

future or a business of your own, his talks

with hundreds of business men and state offi-

cials, etc., lets him pinpoint the towns you

want 10 know about. If you've ever wanted

to run a tourist court or own an orange
grove, he tells you today's inside story of
these popular investments.

Yes, no matter what you seek in Florida,

this big book (with well over 100,000 words
and plenty of maps) gives you the facts you
VN'ant. Price—only S2, only a fraction of the

money you'd spend needlessly if you went to

Florida blind. Use coupon to order.

fMail to: HARIAN PUBLICATIONS,
85 Spring St., Greenlawn (Long Island), N. Y.

I ha\e enclosed S (cash, check, or
money order). Please send me the books
checked below. You will refund my money if

1 am not satisfied.

n Where to Retire on a Small Income. St.

ri Norman Ford's Florida. S:.

SPECIAL OFFER:
Both books above S3 value for S2.S0

-li/<fr,-vi

City A. Stale
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tech as a Iuck\- charm. In due

course, one arrived from Merida b\'

air, complete with chain and piece

of bark. Nowadays, on her dress-

ing table, it appears to live in per-

fect happiness. When she goes out

in evening dress, she sometimes

wears it on her bosom, as other

ladies might wear an orchid. Pos-

sibly stimulated by the warmth of

her body, it becomes reasonably

animated on these occasions and

goes for a walk around its little

piece of bark. For over a year it

has lived on her dressing table, ap-

parenth- without having eaten any-

Letters

thing, unless it nibbles bark in the

darkness of night. Qtiien sabc?

For the owner, it is a proud re-

minder of her Yucatan origins. For

others, it is a constant source of

interest when they meet her on

formal occasions.

Quite recently, the writer also

became the proud owner of a live

Macech, whose portrait is illus-

trated here. It is complete with silk

halter and bark. Our pri\ate Ma-

cech resides on top of a bookcase

in our living room. It is a friendly

little creature, buff-gra\' with black

legs, and a little over I'/i inches

The Peskfi Chtllic-s Uoth
Sins:

I am writing to mlist \oiir aid in an-

swering a question that lias plagued mc
for a long time.

My wife gets exeited e\ery time a moth

gets into the house, whether it be large or

small. Now I know that not all moths lay

eggs in woolen eloth. I've always thought

that the real large ones did not. Can you

.OPTICAL BARGAINS
Ses the Stars, Moon, Planets Close Up!

ASSEMBLE 100 POWER. 3" REFLECTING TELESCOPE
with This Comillelc 87 Piece Dn It Yourself' Kit

\\e fiini]



Indian sisters. Certainly they would

never have been as devoid of jew-

elry as I was. Even those with only

rags on their baeks often sported

colorful beads around their necks

and wore chiseled gold lockets. As

for my rubber-soled shoes, I am cer-

tain they thought them foolish. I

sliould have gone barefoot, for eoni-

lort and better climbing.

The men seemed pleased when I

showed interest in their kukri, that

all-purpose knife which in time of

war has been known for its effici-

ency in slicing the head of an enemy
in one clean stroke. They wore them

casually tucked in front of a long

rag which they wrapped around

their middle.

On cold days many of the men
wore trousers, the Nepalese kind,

loose at the top and tight below

the knees. But with the appearance

of r..iin and warmer weather these

were quickly shed. The costume

then consisted only of a tunic ending

way above the knees, a loin cloth,

and the kukri. The Nepalese cap—
a sort of uneven fez—was also worn
by the majority of the men.

But more important was the land

itself. The work of man here was
the most incredible I had ever seen.

By hand and with only the most

primitive tools, the Gurkhas had

carved the mountain walls into ter-

race upon terrace of cultivated

fields. There seemed to be nothing

in their lives that could be called

easy; every moment represented sti-

preme effort. As the soil is poor,

even the greatest effort produces

only one crop. Still, though sweat

pours from their brows and they are

often without sufficient food, they

sing and laugh, and man here seems

to have found happiness.

My last day in the Himalayas fin-

ally came, and it had a prophetic

beginning. When I was still asleep,

a rooster shot through the window
and landed on top of me. There it

stood, tense and proud, and from

this vantage point it announced the

birth of a new day. For me it was

a new day—that very morning I

found a spring. Never shall I forget

the ecstatic feeling of that cool water

running down my throat and over

my face, my neck, my arms.

It was also on that day that Pokha,

out of his meager coins, bought two

potatoes and some rock salt from a

Gurkha soldier and presented them

to me. He knew how hungry I was—
when I ate them with relish, his hap-

piness seemed complete.

Back in Kathmandu, mountain

climbing again seemed relatively

easy. But rough as it was, this trip

through the mountains of the Gurk-

has will always seem eminenth'

worthwhile because of my inspiring

encounter with these wonderful

people. In fact, I shall never for-

get this journey as long as I live;

the Gurkhas are not the kind of

human beings one can easily forget.

CATCH THEM ALIVE
AND UNHURT!

VAHART trap captures raidiiif; rais.
Ills, skunks, weasels, etc. Takes
iMiuut Injurinj; them. Straylnc pels

ii e released unhurt. Easy lo set

—

.u animal cnnlidcncc. Fully Buaran-
sprlngs tti break. Rustproof. Size;
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BOAT CRUISES

NOW, junior goes, too!

Doubles as a ... or a
Car Seat Pack Frame

Featherweight alum. (39 oz.) tubing,
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. . . folds flat for carrying & storage —
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Approved for sale and
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YOUR NEW BOOKS
continued from page i97

MONT BLANC TO EVEREST
--..--.. by Gaston RebiifFat

Crowcll, 86.95

15.S pp.. illu.s,

A. PICTURE HISTORY OF
MOUNTAINEERING

b\ Ronald W. Clark

MarmillMii, S.-i.iJ.-)

.3.->() pp.. illus.

Reviewed by
Evelyn and William Chopper

r^ ASTON REBUFFAT-well known to

the climbing world as a Chamonix

guide and mcinbrr of the French Anna-

puma expedition—has produced a moun-
taineering book to delight both layman

and e.xperienced climber. Half pictorial

and half prose, it.s arti.stically-pnt-together

te.\t consists of an appreciative sketch of

mountaineering history followed by a se-

lection of stories from Rebuffat's own
climbing experiences. He takes lis to the

Alps on climbs throughout the four

seasons, and to the Himalaya. His fim

dramatic prose provides an eloquent in

terpretation of mountaineering as both

profession and pastime, as an entire way
of life. The accompanying photographs

are superb. There are climbing scenes

-HARRY ROSS SPECIALS

-

DESK MAGNIFIER

TRIPOD MAGNIFIER - $2.25
SPECIAL! SET AND TRIPOD MAGNIFIER

ONIY $4.95 postpa id
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that stir the pulse with drama, mountain

portraits that feast the e>e with magnifi-

cence. The photographs come from many

sources, among the best are the author's

own

.

Tlic climbing described and pictured is

of the most extreme sort, witli danger

close and always apparent. It is remark-

able, then, that Rebuffat's mood through-

out the book remains reflective and

appreciati\ ('. He is apparently one of those

rare, truly adventurous individuals wlio

has the courage and confidence to li\c

these pcriliiiis iiiuiiuiits witli pnilound

enjo\nient.

Anotlier new inoiiiil.iiii book is A Pic-

ture Ilistonj (if Mountainccrinfi by British

mountaineer, Ronald VV. Clark. This at-

tempts to span mountaineering history

from the time of the first known ascents

of some minor peaks, through the "Golden

Age" of mountaineering when the great

summits of the Alps were comiuered. to

present day climbing acti\ ities. The book

is profusely illustrated with photographs,

some drawings and paintings, and also

contains a considerable amount of straight-

forward factual text.

As a history, this oflFcring is at its best

when describing pioneer climbing (largely

British ) in the Alps; not often does one

see a picture collection which con\-eys a

feeling for that splenihd era as well as

this one does. However, as a general his-

tory of mountaineering the book is iiKide-

(|nate. The space gi\en to all kinds of

British climbing ( including a barn-door

lr;i\ersc in Wales) is disproportionate to

(he scant, perfunctory attention given to

climbing aeti\ities in other countries. Tlie

book should simply have been titled "A
History of British Climbing" of which it

is a thorough, if soniewliat unimaginative,

;ieconnt.

The rcvicucrs arc tiiouiUain iliinltinp

ciitltuxinnts who lire spending the aca-
demic near 1956-57 climl>ing in American
mill Ciniiidiini minintain ranges.

M:AN, CULTURE, AND
SOCIETY

cditrd b\- Iliury L. Shapiro

Oxford. %5.50

380 pp., illus.

Heviewed by Richard B. Woodbi ry

A readable, authoritative, and up-to-

date volume surveying and snm-

inari/ing any field of the sciences or

humanities is always welcome, particu-

larly so for anthropology. Few other

fields hold so much fascination for the

ntm-speeialist yet have been in such

net^d of general books that avoid the

technicality of the nionogniph, and the

dullness of the textbook. In Man. Cul-

ture, and Society, sixteen autliorities

write lucidly and systematically with a

niiniiniim of technical jargon, abovit
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man's origins, tlie gradual development

of culture, the growth of our own civili-

zation, and certain special aspects of

human behavior, such as economics, tlie

family, and religion.

There is duplication from one chapter

to another that may seem unnecessarj';

but some of this repetition serves the

\aluable purpose of emphasizing the fact

that all aspects of a culture are inti-

mately connected with one another, so

that any division into topics for conveni-

ence of discussion will separate things

lh;it arc nevertheless closely related, such

as religion and the family, or invention

;md economies.

In its balance between topics, and in

the sequence of their presentation, this

volume is somewhat unsatisfying. 0\ir

one-third of its pages are devoted to

archeology, with excellent summaries of

areas or periods by such scholars as H. L.

Movius, Jr. ("The Old Stone Age") and

V. Gordon Childe ("The New Stone

Age"). This revicnver would have pre-

ferred less emphasis, however, on the

setiuence of particular technologie;i1

changes and more space for analyses ol

how the cultures and societies of the world

;ictnally function. E. Adamson Hoebel's

splendid chapter on "The Xatnre ol

Culture" might well have preceded the

archeological section, providing a needed

transition from the excellent summary
of "Human Beginnings" by Harry L.

Shapiro that begins the book.

Sc\'eral chapters are such careful and

scholarly smnmaries that professional an-

thropologists will find them valuable.

Claude Levi-Strauss writes on "The

Family" with great insight, and with

numerous helpful ethnographic examples

to illustrate his points. The chapter by

R, Godfrey Lienhardt, "Religion," is one

of the best in the book, presenting a

difficult subject without the usual cliches

or over-simple explanations. David G.

Mandelbaum ("Social Groupings") and
,

Daryll Forde ("Primitive Economics")

also make valuable contributions. Per-

haps the most interesting presentation

of all is the final chapter by Robert

Redfield. "How Human Society Oper-

ates," which skilfully weaves into a

nuMuingfnl whole such facets of society

as law, warfare, markets, morals, prop-

erty, and status. With Hoebel's chap-

ter, it provides a good foundation for

;ipprcciation of the full importance of

details presented by other contributors.

Taken as a whole, this is a remarkably

successful surxey of the field of anthro-

liology. Its few, and perhaps imavoidable.

shortcomings are far outweighed by the

excellence of the writing, the clarity

of presentation, and the insight gained

into why we behave the way we do.

Richard H. Woodbury is the author of many
works on unthropoloiiy unit archeology. He
is Associate I'rofessor ol .Uilhropolopy at

('.olumbiii I niversity.
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Helping nature to

serve you better
A TYPICAL EXAMPLE...

Actual plywood "strength test" photograplied at St. Louis Zoo

GREATER STRENGTH WITH LIGHTWEIGHT WOOD
Plywood, consisting of many thin wood sheets produce solid, lightweight plywood— twice

bonded permanently together w'ith Monsanto as strong as ordinary lumber, it won't split

adhesives, is so strong and durable that a or puncture, is easy to saw, finish, paint,

i^l-inch panel actually supports hundreds of Adding strength to plywood demonstrates
pounds of prancing elephant. The grain of how Monsanto research and development
alternating sheets is crisscrossed for added improve natural resources for better living,

strength. When bonded together these sheets Monsanto Chemical Company, St. Louis, Mo.

Where Creative Chemistry Worlcs Wonders For You



Two monuments to a nation's greatness...

A boy and Hoover Dam . . . Together, they stand for con-

servation — and each, in a particular way, helps to i. xplain

the greatness of America.

A massive monument to the conservation of natural re-

sources, tlie dam tames the waters of the mighty Colorado

to provide power, irrigation, flood control and one of the

Southwest's most exciting tourist attractions. Lake Mead.

Unforgettably blue and 115 miles long. Lake Mead is

the greatest man-made reservoir in the world. It offers

swimming, fishing, boating, picnicking and camping in a

highly scenic vacationland.

The boy, as a member of a Boys' Club, stands as a

monument, too — to tiie conservation of Iiiiniait resources.

His club is part of Boys' Clubs of America which this year

celebrates its 50th .Anniversary. Deseribtd liy
J.

Edgar

Hoover, a member ol the National Board of Uireetors, as

"a vital institution in the life of our nation," the Boys' Club

movenuiit helps more than 400,000 boys to better citizen-

ship through worthwhile activities.

Two monuments to conservation: one, over 700 feet

high — the other, less than 5. The men who built the dam
can stand back and look at it with pride and satisfaction.

But the Bins' Club men who are building tomorrow's

citizens can be prouder still — for their handiwork is die

hope ol America.

FREE Tour Informafion —=r

If you would like to \isit Lakr Mead iNatioual Recreational

Area, or driw au\\\liirr in tlif U.S.A., let us help plan your

motor trip. \\ rilr: Tour Buir.iu, Sinclair Oil Corporation. 600

ImUIi Awuur. New Vurk 20, N. Y. - ask for our colorful

Kalional I'arks Map.

SINCLAIR SALUTES THE BOYS' CLUBS OF AMERICA for their

work in building character and developing well-adjusted citizens

for tomorrow's world. Under the guidance of National Board Chair-

man Herbert Hoover, the dedicated adult leaders of these 437 clubs

have shown their faith in the (piality of \i)uth, in the belief tliiit a

man never stands so tall as when he bends to help a buy
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BOOKS from The Museum Shop

The World We Live In

This special edition for young

readers was adapted from the

Popular book by the editorial

staff of Life magazine and

Lincoln Barnett. More than

150 superb color paintings,

maps and photographs show

countless splendors of our

world— the stars and the

planets, the formation of land

and the sea, the remarkable

creatures and plants that live

in the oceans and deserts, the

fields and jungles. Every child should be given the oppor-

tunity to read this outstanding book. 216 pages.

$5.10, postpaid.

The Spirit of Adventure

In this book you'll find the best

stories, the best first-hand nar-

ratives of man's conquest of the

physical world: the narratives of

Maurice Hertzog. Osa Johnson,

Phillippe Diole and many more;

the fiction of high adventure by

Joseph Conrad, Mark Twain,

Cervantes and others. It captures

the dramatic history of the chal-

lenge of the impossible and of

man's indomitable acceptance of

that challenge. 448 pages.

S5.15,

postpaid.

The Book of Indian Crafts and Costumes

by Bernard S. Mason. Here is

a splendid how-to-do-it book

on North American Indian

crafts and costumes. Clear,

concise descriptions and in-

structions coupled with illus-

trations give you all the

necessary information for

making over a hundred prod-

ucts of Indian craft— war
bonnets, moccasins, dresses,

pipe-tomahawks, drums and

necklaces. 118 pages. 61 photographs (many of Indians

in costume). $5.15, postpaid.

All About Dinosaurs

by Roy Chapman Andrews.

Ideally suited for youngsters

between the ages of 9 and 12,

this book offers an exciting

account of the strangest ani-

mals that ever lived on our

earth. Dr. Andrews, former

Director of The American

Museum of Natural History

tells about hunting for dino-

saur fossils, about the

Thunder Lizard that weighed

80,000 pounds, about flying

dragons and much more. 146

drawings.

mS^!fp>ffmm^^^

pages. Illustrated with

32.10, postpaid.

-fP^""
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Living Mammals of the World

by Ivan T. Sanderson. The
author brings together in one

illustrated volume thousands of

varieties of living mammals ar-

ranged in accordance with the

most recent knowledge of their

true relationships. He success-

fully combines breathtaking

photography with a vast store of

new information to achieve the

most complete, modern and ac-

curate book published on this

subject in the last 50 years. 303

pages. 330 photographs— 190 in

full color.

\ Id III"""

$10.10.

postpaid.

Nature's Wonders

edited and compiled by-

Charles L. Sherman. John

Kieran calls this book ".
. . an

excellent basic nature library."

The lively, well written text

and vivid full color photo-

graphs make this authorita-

tive nature treasury a delight

for young and old. Includes

animals, 'oirds, insects and

flowers with sections on ca-

mouflage in nature, "inven-

tions" of animals and how they rear their young. 252 pages.

462 color photographs. $7.65, postpaid.

Members are entitled to a 10%
discount tram the purchase price.

THE MOSEIJM l^llOP
The AiiK-rican Alusi-iiin of Natural Fli.slorv, New York 24, N. Y.



Letters

IMghthawU Mystery
Sims:

Ufcfiilly, wliilc lookiiif; for planes from

the top of tfic courthouse at Brooksvillc,

Florida, a spotter obser\ed a bullbat

(nighthavvk) that lit on the roof. He ob-

served a large white objeet in its mandi-

bles. The bird dodged about and emitted

the same cries as other bullbats in spite

of the object filling its mouth.

The only explanation I could give was
that the bird had been disturbed and was
seeking a safe place for its egg, and that

the egg was an albino. ( According to die

observer, the egg was pure white).

Is this a possible explanation?

Lisa von Bohowsky
I'lorida Audubon Society

Winter I'ark, Florida

Dean Amadou of the American Museum
olTcrs the following comment:
From time to time the assertion is made

that certain birds carry their own eggs,

one at a time, in their mouths from one

nesting place to another. This has appar-

ently no\cr been confimicd for any bird,

and even though the nighthawk belongs

to a family of birds whose members pos-

sess relatively huge mouths that are used

in seizing insects in the air, I very much
doubt that the nighdiawk ever carries its

eggs in this way. Furthermore, the egg of

this bird is heavily spotted with black,

and it would be too much of a coincidence

to believe that something which occurs

rarely, if at all, also involved a rare

"albino" egg.

The first reference I consulted on the

habits of the nighthawk mentions a case

in which one of these birds was observed

catching white moths which had gathered

about a drainpipe on a roof. Nighthawks
often nest on flat gravel roofs, and the

bird in question may well have been car-

rying a white moth or butterfly in its bill.

When IViagara Stood Still

Sirs:

The article in your September issue

titled, "When Niagara Stood Still" is one
of the most fascinating pieces I have ever

read. The phenomenon itself is extremely

interesting. Your author added to the in-

terest by his excellent description of the

uncertainty, confusion, and awe that the

phenomenon caused.

The story raised one question in my
mind: It tells of news spreading so rap-

idly that, "By noon there were 5,000 on-

lookers from as far away as 50 miles."

I'here were cameras in existence in tliose

days, and I cannot help wondering if

somebody did not photograph the dry
falls. Yet, your article used a pen drawing
to show what actually occurred. Perhaps
one of your readers will come forth with
a photograph of the phenomenon. If so,

LETTERS

A An impressive portrayal of protective instinct and timidity in the mandrill family.

I hope you will reproduce it in Natural
History.

Ted Leitzell
Chicago, 111.

We have not been able to locate one as

yet.—Ed.

Sirs:

Huniiniiig Courtship

Your correspondent asked in the Sep-

tember issue about the peculiar buzzing

and trilling of hummingbirds while engag-

ing in short, vertical spurts of flight. In

answering diis enquiry, territorial defense

and courtship were given as possible ex-

planations. May I say that in the instances

I have seen, I am inclined to support

the wooing theory. Year after >'car, the

clothesline back of my studio has been an
open setting for these demonstrations. The
arc flights were accompanied by an ex-

plosive chirp at the lowest point of the

swing immediately over die head of the

perched female. The demure little bird

acknowledged tliese gallant gestures by
locust-like squeaks, and if a rival ap-

peared, the aggressive Httle male would

dart after him and then apparentU- return

to his courtship.

Mabel Murr.\y Richardson
San Marino, Calif.

Fpiieiiig Around
Sirs:

I have five bantam chickens tliat often

dig out some of my mother's prized i^lants.

My mother says we'll have to pen tliem

up, and my dad says we'll have to give

them away. Could you suggest a method
to keep them away from the plants?

Re.\ a. Couture
Seattle, Wash.

One of the country's leading experts on

animal behavior says to fence the plants

in or regularly dust them copiously with

red pepper—kcrchoo!
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JUST OUT!
/;/ three movements . . . ivith solos!

SYMPHONY
•fth" BIRDS

JIM FASSETT
Musical Director of CBS Radio

Hear, for the first time, a sym-

phony played, not with instru-

ments, but with actual bird

songs! Composed by Jim
Fassett and painstakingly

'played' by using bird calls

(from the famous Stillwell

collection) at various speeds,

just as a composer selects vari-

ous instruments to play certain

passages. It's a must for bird-

lovers and music-lovers!

Recently aired by Mr. Fas-

sett on his October l4th CBS
Radio broadcast. Side B, A
Revelation in Birdsong Put-

terns, gives you thirteen differ-

ent bird songs, each followed

by the same song treated to

bring out the astonishing con-

figurations of its hidden musi-

cal patterns. Long-playing

(331/1, rpm) 12" record.

SYMPHONY of the BIRDS

only *5.95 ppd.

FICKER RECORDS
212 Arc.uli;i RtKul • Olil Crunwiih, Cdnn.

Money-hack guarantee • Immediate delivery!

YOUR NEW BOOKS
Fossil Fish • Geology • Biography

Oceanography • Nature • Adventure

AUTUMN ACROSS AMERICA
----- by Edwin Way Teale

Dodd, Mead, $.5.7.5

386 pp., photographs

Hevieweil b\ Roger Tory Peterson

TN 1947, Edwin Way Teale e.xplored a

new field, the natural history of a season.

Accompanied by liis wife, he followed

spring in tlie East from the southern tip

of Florida to die Canadian border, and his

report. North with the Spring, published

in 1951, immediately became a best seller.

It was inevitable that this book, which

may well be regarded as a classic, should

lie the first of a foursome on America's

clianging seasons. I had wondered how
lie would handle the ne.xt installment.

Would it be "South With Autumn?" In-

stead he chose to go west, cutting across

the season from tlie Atlantic to die Pacific.

The superlatively good product of his

latest odysscy is Autumn Across America.

Starting at Monomoy on Cape Cod at

the time the shorebirds gave the first inti-

mation that summer was blending into

fall, he proceeded down the coast as far

as that bottleneck for birds. Cape May,
before turning inland to the Pennsylvania

ridges and the broad flat country beyond.

Nhmarch butterflies, soutlibound, were
encountered from coast to coast—at Mono-
moy, Cape May, Point Pelee, on the

prairies, even midway across the vast salt

flats of Utah, and finally at their fabulous

wintering roost at Pacific Grove in Cali-

tornia.

I, Spring is universally the season of life

and rebirth. Fall brings mixed emotions.

To some, October is the season when
liealth and vitality are at their peak, the

countryside at its most colorful. Others,

like Thomas Hardy, insist that evtn in

the loveliest autumn days "there is death

in the air." Only once did this wave of

auluum sadness envelope Edwin Teale,

and that was when he revisited the Ill-

inois countryside of his childhood and saw
the old pond, now blighted, and other

changes. He wrote: "Nature — absorbed
with species and averages, not with indi-

\ iduals — cares but little whether these

birds return again. All the insects singing

in the grass, all the leaves still spread to

the sunshine, all the dusty annuals and
the waving flowers—they were all living

their last days and the end was moving
swiltly toward them. Life would come
again in the spring—but not this life, not

to these flowers, not to these leaves, not

to these crickets and grasshoppers."

A Author, Edwin Way Teale, takes a

break.

But this somber mood comes to the

surface only once or twice in all the 386

pages. For Teale is always vital, always

interested in everything that grows, crawls,

walks, swims, or flies. And, perhaps more
than any other nature writer today, he

has the skill to make even the most blase

reader almost as interested in the least

bug as in the more spectacular wildlife.

The three most striking manifestations

of fall—harvest and fulfillment, the migra-

tion of birds, and the color changes in

leaves — are described artfully and ex-

plained with ingenious skill, but this book

is more than a series of essays on the fall

season; it is also a travel book, taking us

through the heart coimtry where James

Fisher, my British colleague, and I failed

to go when we made our tour around the

perimeter of Wild America,

^i In Autumn /\cross America we are

taken on a skin-diving adventure off the

end of Long Island, down the hawkways
of Pennsylvania in a light plane, into the

heavens by means of a comet-hunter's

telescope, down a north-Michigan river

by canoe, up the Mississippi to its source,

into the Dakota badlands by moonlight,

over the high Rockies at high autumn,

down into the Bear River delta when a

million ducks are present, over to the

Olympics, "the land of the windy rain,"

and south with the waning season to Cali-

fornia, where the 20,000-mile trip tenni-

nates at the edge of the surf where sea

otters play. Forty-nine photographs of

exhibition quality enhance the book.

Don't miss this salute to autumn. It

is Edwin Way Teale at his best.

Tlie most recent icork of Roger Tory

Petersim, the well-known naturalist, is

Wild America (1955).
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Ihe search beneath

THE SEA

By J. L. B. Smith

Henry Holt, S3.95

272 pp., illiis.

Reviewed by Bobr Schaeffer

/^NE of the most fascinating episodes

in tlie annals of natnral history began
on December 22, 1938, some three miles

off the coast of South Africa, opposite the

mouth of the Chalumna River. Here a

small fishing trawler hauled aboard a very

strange fish which neither the crew nor

the captain could identify. When the

vessel docked at the near-by port of East

London, the almost five-foot specimen was
shown to Miss M. Courtenay Latimer,

Curator of the small East London Mu-
seum. Its curious lobed fins, distinctive

tail, and heavy scales were new to Miss

Latimer. She wrote immediately to Pro-

fessor J. L. B. Smith, an ichthyologist as-

sociated with Rhodes University, enclosing

a sketch and brief description. Hardly
able to believe what he saw and read,

Professor Smith hesitatingly identified the

creature as a coelacanth— a living repre-

sentative of a group of fishes long re-

garded by paleontologists as e.xtinct for

7.5 million years! When five weeks later

he finally saw the stuffed and mounted
specimen he definitely identified it as a

coelacanth, which he subsequendy named
Liititneria chalnmnae.

This first chapter in the saga of the

coelacanth is graphically described in

Professor's Smiths fretjuently emotional,

and self-revealing book. His obsession to

find a second specimen and his final suc-

cess provide the reader with an engross-

ing acount of constant planning, frustra-

tion, and renewed hope. Smith traveled

extensively up and down the east coast

of Africa, talking with fishermen and dis-

tributing leaflets about Latimeria. It was
not until December, 19.52, that all this

effort paid off. A cable from a trawler

captain in the Comoro Islands, which are

northwest of Madagascar and 1800 miles

from East London, announced the cap-

ture of a second specimen. With no known
French scientist in the area. Smith was
desperate for assistance to retrieve the

specimen. He finally approached Prime
Minister Malan directly and obtained a

military aircraft for the flight to the

Comoro Islands. Because of apparent dif-

ferences from Latimeria, it was named
Malania.

In September, 1953, a third specimen
was caught in the Comoro Islands, and this

one, in perfect condition, was sent to the

Research Institute in Madagascar. Al-

though Smith remained intensely inter-

ested in the coelacanths, he finally re-

linquished the study to the French, who
obviously were in a better position to

obtain good specimens. Since that time
nine more coelacanths, including two
females, have been obtained from tlie

same area. All the French specimens are

^ J. L. B. Smith, a few moments after the second coelacanth
was identified in December. 19.)2.

628
authentic bird songs and calls!

BIRD SONGS
of DOORYARD

FIELD and FOREST

YOUR NEW BOOKS

Bring nature's sweetest music

into your living-room with

three spectacular records c£

America's bird songs and calls,

recorded in the field by the

famous Stillwells ! Volume
III, presented for the first

time, features songs and calls

of Western birds, thus com-

pleting the 'national network

of bird calls'. Vol. I, 135 songs

and calls of 49 Eastern spe-

cies; Vol. II, 140 songs of 58

Eastern species; new Vol. Ill,

353 calls and songs of 68

Western birds! Long-playing

(331/3 rpm) 12" records, each

44 minutes playing-time. En-

dorsed by American Nature

Association.

EASTERN BIRD SONGS, Vols. I & II

each vol. $7.95 ppd.

WESTERN BIRD SONGS, Vol. Ill

$7.95 ppd.

FICKER RECORDS
212 ArciJui Road • Old Greenwich, Conn.

I
Money-bjch gujraiitee • Immediate delivery!
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r MORROW JUNIOR BOOKS

CRICKETS
OLIVE L. EARLE

All the facts about these friendly

insect musicians, including in-

structions for keeping a cricket

as a pet. Illustrated by the author.

Ages 8-12. $2.00

GREEN DARNER
THE STORY OF A DRAGONFLY

ROBERT M. McCLUNG

First egg, then nymph. Green

Darner survives to become a ma-

ture dragonfly. Illustrated by the

author. Ages 6-10. $2.00

PENGUINS
LOUIS DARLING

Excellent text and superb illus-

trations portray the life of these

curious but appealing birds. Illus-

trated by the author. Ages 8-12.

$2.00

William Morrow & Company
425 Fourth Ave., New/ York 16 -
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now in Paris, where they are being in-

vestigated in great ' detail by Professor

Jacques Millot and Dr. Jean Anthony.

Firsthand accounts of important dis-

coveries in science are nearly always more

exciting and more real than the interpre-

tations that follow. Those who enjoy

sharing in such discoveries will find this

book of absorbing interest. It is as much

the story of a man's reaction to a great

task suddenly thrust upon him, as it is

the story of the first two living coelacanths

seen by man.

Much has been written about the coe-

lacanths in the popular press, and a few

rather general misconceptions need to be

corrected. The coelacanths are a very dis-

tinctive group of lobe-finned fishes. They

are most closely related to another group

of lobe-finned fishes called rhipidistians,

which existed from the Devonian to the

Permian period. The rhipidistians gave

rise to the first vertebrates with true limbs,

the amphibians. The coelacanths, with a

separate history also extending from the

Devonian period, have remained i^raeti-

cally imchanged for over 300 million years.

Inhabiting a wide variety of marine and

fresh-water environments during their

long career, they probably were restricted

to the continental shelves about 75 mil-

lion years ago. Today one genus, Lati-

meria, remains (Mahmia is a multilated

Latimeria), and it is known to occur only

in one small part of the Indian Ocean.

One of the country's leading experts on

fossil fishes, the reviewer is Curator of

Fossil Fishes at the American Museum of

Satural History.

THE EARTH BENEATH US

by H. H. Swinnerton

Little, Brown, $.5.00

3.35 pp., illus.

Reviewed by H. E. Yokes

TpHE English seem to possess special

ability in the preparation of popular

scientific works; The Earth Beneath Us

is a valuable addition to the select com-

pany of such works in the geological

sciences. The author, Professor Emeritus

of Geology at the University of Notting-

liani, brings to the preparation of the book

a liletime of teaching and research in the

sell Mce.

The Earth Beneath C.s is di\idc-d into

six parts: "The Origin of the Earth," "The

Face of the Earth," "The Realms of

Pluto," "The Climates of tlie Past," "The

Procession of Life," "The Coming of

Man." Each part is in itself worthy of

book-length treatment. This reviewer's

principal criticism of the work arises from

the fact that Professor Swinnerton, in his

effort to encompass .so much in a single

volume, has had to give but barest men-

tion to many topics that are of much

interest to tlie average layman and geol-

ogist, and topics that are entirely worthy

of mention have had to be wholly omitted.

The broad knowledge of the author

insures the scientific accuracy of tlie work.

It came as something of a shock, dierefore,

to find that Death Valley is said "to owe

its evil name and reputation to the pres-

ence of outlets of this gas [carbon dioxide

from ancient volcanic vents], which, be-

cause it is heavier than air, lingers along

the floor of the valley."

This book is recommended to all in-

terested in the story of the eardi and its

history. Concisely written, the text is

clear and always interesting. Teen-age

and adult readers will enjoy it.

The reviewer. Professor of Geology at

Tulane University, has written widely on

his subject.

High, wide and
lonesome
. By Hal Borland

Lippincott, $3.75

251 pp., illus.

Reviewed by Edwin Way Teale

TT WAS the belief of the noted Ameri-

can editor. Maxwell Perkins, that the

best writing is done about events long

after they have occurred. High, Wide and

Eonesome, Hal Borland's recollections of

his boyhood on a homestead amid the

lofty, rolUng prairie land of eastern Col-

orado in the early years of the present

century, offers additional proof of the

Perkins theory. The book is simply and

beautifully written. Woven from the in-

delible memories of childhood, it brings

vividly to Ufe the people, the setting, and

die wild creatures of one of the last

frontiers of the homesteading era.

Hal Borland, now a distinguished

writer on the out-of-doors and contribu-

tor of weekly nature essays to die Sunday

editorial page of The New York Times,

was eight years old when his printer

father moved west from Nebraska to

homestead 320 dry acres in the rain

shadow of the Rockies in northeastern

Colorado. That was in the spring of 1909.

The open range was just giving way to

the fenced farms of "the first homesteaders

and all around were wild creatures that

had lived on the prairies "forever." They

-the jack-rabbits, the kit foxes, the horned

larks, the prairie chickens, the harvester

ants, the coyotes, the prairie dogs—play

an important part in Borland's book. All

outdoors, to his young eyes, seemed one

vast, wonderful /oo. Periodic visits to a

neighboring prairie dog village had for

him all the excitement that a trip to Coney

Island has for a city child. This feeling

of adventure and delight he has captured
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'JHAKTY
BOAT CRUISES

CONTROL
ENGLISH SPARROWS

FOOLPROOF NEW TRAP
3undNow you can control English Sporr

your premises when they ore too numerous—
with guaranteed "elevator-type" Havohort Trap.

Factory built. No resetting, bait lasts for weeks.

Humane. Songbirds released unhurt. Low price.

MONEY BACK TRIAL OFFER. Write TODAY-
for FREE illustrated literature.

HAVAHART, ISS-N water St., Ossining, N. Y.

WANTED:

MANUSCRIPTS

TO PUBLISH

Novels

Poetry

Biography

Religious

Juveniles

Travel

History

Specialized

Subjects

We will publish, promote,

odverlise, and distribute

your book. We ore among
the leoding, largest
publishers in the U. S.

Our successful plan insures

prompt publication. Send
Manuscript. We will re-

port in one week. No
obligation.

Send for free Brochure N

PAGEANT PRESS, INC.
130 West 42nd Street, New York 36

TOUR NEW BOOKS

in lii.s book. He has also captured some-
thing of the sense of transformation from

boy to man, the growing up to responsi-

bihty and maturity that featured the

memorable last pages of Marjorie Kinnan
Rawlings' TIw Yearling.

For the grim side of homesteading was
never far below the surface. It was a

battle against elemental enemies: hunger
and sickness and cold and drought. Cattle

destroyed the first cornfields. Work horses

died from eating tlic treacherous "death

camass" of tlie high prairies. Typhoid
fever struck. The boy was lost in a sudden
blizzard and saved only by die wisdom
of his horse. In the land around the Bor-

land homestead there was a constant ebb
and How of other settlers—the new ones

arriving, the discouraged and defeated

leaving. Lasting long enough to win title

to the land became the great goal. This

thread runs through the book as it did

through die life of those pioneer times.

The reader shares it, is exhilarated by it.

In those days when half a section of

land could be obtained from the govern-

ment merely by living on it for four years,

a motley collection of settlers was drawn
to Colorado. There were the "wild Walk-
ers" with their pack of tiiieving children

ranging over the countryside on horse-

back. There was the cultured couple who
journeyed from Illinois bringing a library

of classic books along. There was the

brutalized German from Cincinnati who
spent his days in sadistic abuse of his

animals and who, in an almost too-appro-

priate retribution, met his end in a kind

of Greek-tragedy climax. They, Hke tlie

sheepherder with his preposterous stories

of dietary eccentricities and the grim old

cattleman, bitterly watching the open
range shrink year by year, come sharply

into focus.

Aside from its considerable material on
natural history, its human interest, its

picture of the high prairies and the crea-

tures that inhabited them, such a volume
has special value as a record of the life

lived on the western frontier. It is a real

contribution to the annals of this period.

Burroughs Medal winner ( 1943 ) and au-

thor of many books on natural history

since Grassroot Jungle (1937), Edwin Way
Teale is an outstanding interpreter of

natural sciences for the layman.
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Each plant bears only a single stem of fruit

In from seven to ten months after planting, the

first flower stalk grows up through the hollow stem.

f.h . I

Month Menthc Month:

iluced. After 7 to lU months, the

first flower stalk grows up through

the hollow stem, while at the same

time the rootstock enlarges and ac-

cumulates a great amount of

starch."

"What good is the starch?" I

asked.

"The starch is stored-up energy

that enables fresh plants to get

started," Mr. Copper went on to

explain. "After a banana plant has

given up its fruit, it is cut down

and a shoot grows up from the

base. This will develop into a new
plant, ready to be harvested in a

year. Or bits can be cut from the

rhizome of the old plant and used

to start other plantations."

I looked at the banana trees with

more respect. "But where did the

roots come from originally?" I

asked. Now that I'd started to be a

nuisance, I was determined to get

the whole story.

"Originally," said Mr. Copper,

"they came from far, far away. I

suppose you've heard of Fra Ber-

langa."

I tried to look intelligent, al-

though the name meant nothing to

me.

Mr. Copper is a very nice man.

"As you know," he said tactfully,

"the Reverend Tomas de Berlanga

was a famous Spanish priest. In

1516 he left the Canary Islands and

came to .Santo Domingo as a mis-

sionary, bringing a few banana

rof)ts with him, and that was how
the fruit was first introduced to the

New World. Of course the history

of the banana goes back much
further. Bananas were originally

encountered by the armies of Alex-

ander the Great in India as far

back as 300 B.C. and were doubtless

growing there centuries earlier.

From tropical Asia, the plant was

taken to the eastern coast of Africa

and from there probably carried

westward to the Guinea Coast by

the early Arabs who were great

traders. When Portuguese explor-

ers discovered the Guinea Coast in

1482, they brought the plant and

its African name "banana" to the

Canary Islands. And thus we get

back to Fra Berlanga." Mr. Copper

looked anxiously at his watch.

"Time for lunch," he said relieved-

ly, and it was clear the history les-

son was over and school was out

for the day.

Armando, our favorite of the

four workmen whom we had em-

ployed to do the heavy digging and

who had lived in Palmar all his

life, added his bit to the picture.

"I can remember as a child," he

said, "when THEY first came here.'

"THEY" represented the Fruit

Company and Armando always

used the word with awe, as if it

were capitalized. "When they

came, they cleared away all that

stuffs. It was a terrible job but they

did it."

"What stuff?" I asked him.

Armando flailed his arms about

wildly but was unable to be more

specific. "He means the under-

brush," interpreted Sam, who is

better at understanding sign lan-

guage than I am. "This country

must have been impenetrable

jungle."

"Then they planted those funny

little bits in the ground," Armando

went on, "and afterwards they

chopped down the trees."

"THEY must have chopped the

trees down first," I corrected him,

finding myself unconsciously treat-

ing the Fruit Company with the

same awed respect Armando did.

"Otherwise the trees would have

smothered the plants," I added.

"Afterwards," Armando insisted

stubbornly. I was sure he was

wrong, but he refused to change

his story, so I checked with Mr.

Copper, who by then was prob-

ably sorry the Lothrops had ever

appeared in Palmar.

"He's quite right," Mr. Copper

told me. "First the underbrush was

cleared away, then the banana

roots were planted and some time

later the timber was felled."

"But why later?" I asked, de-

flated. "Wouldn't the fallen logs

crush or smother the banana

plants?"

Mr. Copper shook his head. "The

plants grow up around the logs,

which eventually rot and enrich

the ground. And that's very im-

portant."

"Then liauana cultivation isn't

so complicated after all," I teased

him. "Once you've cleared your

ground and planted your banana

roots, things work by themselves.

The plants regrow, the trees decay

and enrich the soil and all you have
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From flower bud to fruit

The growth of the fruit is swift and dramatic. ,, Vy / I /J//-'
It is only three or four months from the time ^ A\^o// fe!^%V'^
when the tiny flower bud opens until the \l\ -1' ET X^

As the stem Groups of flowers Each group of Growing plump, the bo-
lengthens, the bud are exposed as flowers becomes o nanas turn upward. The
turns downward. the bud opens. hand of bananas. bud remains at the tip.

A
Unilcil Fruit Company

to do is sit back and let nature do

the job."

"That's only the beginning," said

Mr. Copper. "You have no idea . .

."

I had no idea, but after a few

months I learned, mostly at first

hand.

We used to work every day on

one farm or another, digging in be-

tween the banana trees, and I be-

came very much interested in the

particular ones in our vicinity.

Each plant was under the surveil-

lance of the Fruit Company and,

in order not to interfere with their

periodic attentions to their precious

charges, we kept various digs go-

ing at the same time and when ne-

cessary switched from one to the

other. As bananas can be planted

in any month of the year and thus

mature at different times, the

growth on different farms varied

and we therefore had a good op-

portunity to watch the progessive

stages of development.

The changes seemed swift and
dramatic. One day we would see

nothing more than a tall plant or

tree with a dozen or more long



^ Planting banana "bits." sections of the
unflcr^roiind stem or rhizoiue of a banana
plant that has lived its life.

A This cross section and the vertical sec-

tion at right show tlie enfolded leaves and
the central pulpy part of the "trunk."

1% Ijii

green leaves waving in the breeze

(in case we were lucky enough to

have a breeze). A few days later

the stem which would eventually

bear the fruit had suddenly ap-

peared through the center of the

stalk, the tiny flower bud at its

end looking like an ear of com in

its husk. In no time at all, or so it

seemed, the husk, or bracts, had

dropped off and the stem was bent

over; above it, a bunch of baby

bananas pointed downward. And
then, for some reason that defies

logic and the law of gravity, the

bananas as they got bigger gradu-

ally pointed outward and then up-

ward, from then on growing up-

side-down.

The bud is fat and purply-red

and hangs from the drooping stem,

looking somewhat like an eggplant

elongated at the bottom. Its fate

is a sad one, for after it has grown

to full beauty and maturity, it is

knocked off and left to rot on the

ground.

The first time I witnessed this

procedure I was outraged, for it

was only later that I learned that

the bud, if not removed, takes

away nourishment from the bana-
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nas. We had been digging for

hours without finding anything

more interesting than a few pieces

of broken pottery, when my atten-

tion wandered and I noted a fierce-

looking little man ambling in anil

out of the banana trees with a long

pole to which a crescent-shaped

knife was attached. He was peer-

ing up at the trees, and apparently

whenever it suited his fancy he

would idly raise his pole and lop

off a banana bud. "Sam," I said ex-

citedly, "look what that dreadful

man is doing. We've got to stop

him."

Sam reluctantly removed his

eyes from the pottery and regarded

the native. "None of our business,"

he said shortly and returned to his

examination.

"You're a coward," I protested.

I was shocked at his indifference.

After all, we were guests of the

Fruit Company and I felt we owed
it to them to prevent what was ob-

viously a case of vandalism. So,

although I was trembling, I walked

up to the delinquent and said,

"What are you doing here?"

He gave me a nasty look. "What
are you doing here?" he countered.

\)"S
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^ Carrying bananas to the wasliing spot on
donkey Ijack.

^ Washing the fruit by the hand method. Some-
times a conveyor is employed.

^ The cuttkr notches the plant near the top with a crescent-

shaped knife, caiisinif the bananas to bend down. He then

fiuides the load onto the shoulders of the "backer" and severs

it with a machete.

"What else?" he repeated. "Why
nothing. I'm the bud man."

"And you go around day after

day cm that one job?"

"It is sometimes a little mono-

tonous," he admitted. "But the pay

is good."

For the first time, I got an idea

of tlie magnitude of the operations

involved in running a banana plan-

tation, when I realized that the

Fruit Company employed a man to

do nothing but lop off buds at the

proper time.

Most of the native employees

had been trained to do specific

jobs, and there seemed to be some-
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thing going on all the time. This

made life considerably more amus-

ing than it would otherwise have

been. There were periods in our

digging when nothing at all turned

up, and at such times, I was always

able to watch what went on in the

banana world.

There were the men who prop-

ped up the banana trees. With the

improved methods of banana cul-

tivation, the fruit has grown bigger

and heavier, so that in many cases

the tree is not strong enough to

hold it and tends to fall over.

When this seemed likely to occur,

the tree was propped up, sometimes

with a giant bamboo pole, some-

times with a long steel tube.

There was the irrigation, which

was a regular procedure. A series

of huge towers and an elaborate

system of overhead pipes covered

the entire plantation, and during

the dry season, which lasts roughly

from January until May, the bana-

na trees were watered on a specific

day each week, the day varying on

different farms.

The watering system was very

ingenious. There was one tower for

each 3.3 acres of land, and enor-

mous Diesel engines forced the

water through pipes to a nozzle at
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< A TRAiNLOAD ofUjiJnanas has
just reachf'd Gi»^iito. anrl the
workrTs arc loadiiif; tlic IhiiicIk^s

on a revolving; <(jiivi-\or. which
deposits tliciii in thi- -liiji'- hniil.

'* An AIRPLAM-: viKW of a United
Fruit Company ship taking on a cargo
of liaiianas at Golfito. The laborers'

houses are seen in tlie background.

the top of the towers, through

which the main stream shot into

the air, blanketing everything in

the vicinity. On the side of each

nozzle, which was pierced by a

tiny hole, was attached a small

wheel, and water, escaping
through the hole, caused the

wheel and then the nozzle to re-

volve slowly, thus changing the

direction of the sprinkling and

guaranteeing each banana tree its

weekly supply of liquid.

The irrigation always seemed to

take place on those occasions when
we had uncovered something in-

teresting. Time and time again we
would sink a pit and find some un-

usual archeology — brightly paint-

ed pots or stone statues perhaps-

only to have to make a mad dash

with our photographic equipment

to escape the approaching shower

or to find our objects reposing in a

sea of mud.

There was the spraying against

banana blight, which took place

every week on the day following

the irrigation. The pipes through

which the spray was driven were

close to the ground, with nozzles

placed at regular intervals. To
these, workmen attached 175-foot

rubber hoses which they dragged

back and forth, periodically chang-

ing them from one nozzle to an-

other, until each banana tree was

sprayed on every side.

The men who did the spraying

were supervised, albeit rather casu-

ally, and chances for cheating were

slim. The spray, called Bordeaux

mixture, turned everything a whit-

ish-blue—the trees, the ground, the

men themselves—and if even one

banana retained its original color,

the workman responsible for it was
out of luck.

The residue from the spray

lasted for days, and Sam and I

were apt to go home looking like

Indians about to perform a war
dance, our clothes and even our

faces streaked whitish-blue, at

times interspersed with bright

green from the nitrate, which was
regularly spread on the ground to

nourish the trees.

Then there was the cutting gang,

who might turn up at any time.

Their operations never failed to

fascinate me. Each gang consisted

of three men—the cutter, who de-

cided which bunches of bananas

were ready to be picked, and two

THE BANANA — FROM GROUND TO GROCER

backers, who managed the load.

The cutter was the man in

charge, and his job was an impor-

tant one. Bananas are never al-

lowed to ripen on the plant. They
are picked when green and must

be green when they arrive at their

destination. To the untrained eye,

one green banana looks just like

any other green banana, but actu-

ally there is a distinct difference

in the degree of maturity ( or im-

maturity), and unless the bunch is

cut down at precisely the right

time, it may begin to ripen before

it should. Thus bananas to be

transported to England were gath-

ered in a greener condition than

those for the United States, as the

time they would spend en route

was almost double.

The cutter, then, started by

pointing to his choice, after which

one of the backers would remo^•e

the prop that held up the "tree."

The cutter, using a knife on the

end of a long pole, would then
conliniied on pncr MIO



^ Warren Hamaker, center, lias l)roiifiht up 141 ancient stone pieces from an area
about 15 X 20 feet. At low tide, the mortars are from 9 to 12 feet below tbe surface.

Mystery Mortars
UNDER THE SEA

Venturesome divers have found them by the hundreds

at a few concentrated points, but not a single

grinding stone has been found to go with them.

Were they left by prehistoric man when the sea was lower?

WINTER currents along the

coast of southern California

are temperamental. Sometimes they

uncover pockets that may have been
buried for years under thick layers

of sand.

The year 1951 brought unusual

scouring by the currents, and one
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February afternoon an extraordin-

ary archeological discovery was
made in the cold Pacific waters off

Solana Beach. Swimming about in

the weird half-light, nine to twelve

feet down, two young skin divers

were searching for the succulent

abalone and lobster. Among the

By Margaret Thornburgh

ocean-rounded stones on the bot-

tom a rock that looked "different,

like a doughnut" was noted. When
they brought it to the surface, they

found that it was an Indian mortar

or grinding stone. Sand in the

hollowed-out center had made the

round rim conspicuously different
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from the surrounding cobblestones.

How did this mortar happen to

be in the sea? Could there be more

such relics down there?

One of the divers, seventeen-year-

old Warren Hamaker, went back to

find out. In fact, he returned again

and again when there were favor-

alile low tides and finally brought in

a total of 141 pieces! Some of them

were granite, but the great majority

were sandstone. All the mortars

were about the same size, six to

eight inches or so across, and all

were found in a small, well-defined

area no more than 15 by 20 feet,

in a sharp "little bay" in the rock

bottom.

The great abundance of the stones

only heightened the mystery. Never

had such a concentration of this

type of mortars been found, even on

land.

In September of that same year,

some boys diving just off La Jolla,

fifteen miles to the south, found a

rock that looked strange to them.

They took it to A. A. Allanson, field

archeologist and expert divc-r, who
recognized it as a broken piece of

a mortar. He, too, was curious, and

he began an extensive underwater

search between the beach and the

great submarine canyon that begins

less than a half mile from shore. In

the months and years since, he has

recovered 275 pieces from newly

bared and usually temporary

troughs and pockets of this limited

territory. With what other divers

from near-by Scripps Institution of

Oceanography have brought in, the

total number of artifacts has reached

over 600.

Although the collections include

several net weights, handstones,

and metates, and four pestles large

enough to be used with mortars

weighing 35 or 40 pounds, most of

the pieces are small mortars—to all

appearances identical with those

found at Solana Beach.

Where did they come from? In

what faraway times were they

shaped and used? Everyone who
sees these artifacts, some with shells

attached and ornamented with curls

and wisps of grassy sea growth,

speculates about their origin. That
ancient pieces should be found so

far below the present shore line is a

challenge to scientists.

Were the stones moved, somehow,
by natural forces? Or do they He

where prehistoric people left them?
Did the sea level rise or the land

level sink? Did men deliberately

drop them into the sea? And whij

has not a single small pestle been

foimd to go with these hundreds

of mortars?

"You'd think we'd find one pestle

of that size, locked in the rocks with

some of these mortars," says Al

Allanson. As a skilled observer.

^ A TYPICAL SECTION OF OCEAN FLOOR, near La JoUa, California, where many of the
mortars have been found. Even when the scouring currents expose them, they arc diflicult

to distinguish, because they often lie with the rounded bottom up.

-I. .1. .Itlanson



> One of the better-made
MORTARS shown in actual size.

It was recovered off La Jolla

l)y Mr. Allanson, whose col-

lection contains 275 pieces.

^ Expert diver and field archeologist A. A. Allanson, cataloguing

mortars hrought up from the sea floor. "You'd think we'd find om> pestle

of the right size, locked in the rocks with some of these mortars," he says.

"But we haven't."

thoroughly familiar with the ocean

floor in this section and with the

archeology of southern California,

he would certainly have recognized

such artifacts if they had been

present.

What vfGS their use?

What were these mortars used

for? They are small for grinding

acorns. For grinding seeds, perhaps?

Some are worn nearly through, in-

dicating long use. Others show no

signs of wear.

Could they have had a ceremonial

purpose? Tiie well-known archeolo-

gist Mark R. Harrington thinks that

they did but admits it would be hard

to prove. The ceremonial use of

mortars, particularly in the initiation

rites of young men, has been re-

corded for tribes in the San Diego

County area.

The great concentration of mor-

tars at the two sites encourages the

idea that these may have been

special spots for sacrifice or other
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religious observance. A primitive

fisherman might make it a practice

to drop a mortar from his craft at a

particular spot as a gift to the sea

gods—a bribe to the waters, perhaps

—as he started his quest for food.

Or it might have been a custom at

the time of a person's death to drop

mortars into the ocean, instead of

breaking the funeral offerings as

was the custom among many tribes.

Mortars are generally associated

only with the later cidtures, approxi-

mately within the last 2,000 years,

but there is still much to be learned

about the archeology of this coast-

even about the age of mortars.

Changing shore lines may have

put the mortars underwater. Al-

though the great glaciers of the Ice

Age did not reach southern Cali-

fornia, they affected it just the same.

A great quantity of water was locked

in the ice cap, and as a consequence

the level of all the oceans of the

world was considerably lower than

it is today. In the Ice Age, the rivers

emptied into the sea well below

their modern levels.

Dr. George F. Carter of Johns

Hopkins University had long pre-

dicted that some day just such un-

derwater artifacts would be found.

More than 25 years of work in the

archeology of this San Diego County

area convinced him that the remains

of ancient cultures were buried deep

in the offshore river deposits. Primi-

tive man liked to live near his source

of food; here this would put him

close to the edge of the sea. If the

beaches were lower than those of

today, melting of the great glaciers

would have flooded them. As the

sea rose, the people would have had

to move inland through the cen-

turies, and remnants of previous sea-

coast cultures would be submerged

under water and silt.

In more recent times, the pound-

ing waves could have uncovered the

ancient deposits. "Man tvas in Amer-

ica 10,000 years ago," says Dr. Car-

ter. "It is certain that habitation sites
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occur beneath modern sea levels.

Some of the material found at La
Jolla and in adjacent California

quite certainly reflect these facts."

Metates—flattish grinding stones

— belong to older cultures than
the mortars, and it may be signifi-

cant that a metate was found with
the material deepest and farthest

out, in about a hundred feet of water
and at the edge of the La Jolla sub-

marine canyon.

Pecking marks still visible

That the mortars have not been
moved far by ocean currents is

strongly indicated by the "pecking

marks" plainly in evidence on many
of them. These are slight indenta-

tions in the surface, made when the

rough bowl was shaped b\- the blows
of a harder stone. The same con-

clusion is suggested by the sheen
or polish on some of the manos, or

handstones. Also, the sandstone

mortars would have broken if they

had been subjected to much rolling

^ Net weights like tiiis have been recovered,
but tluy pose less of a problem, Ijecause they
could have been dropped by fishermen.

A Part of A. A. Alla,\so>."s coli.kctio.n. Most of them are sandstone; a
few are granite. The fact that they could not have survived much itattcring
by the surf suggests that tliey have been covered by eartii or sand during
much of the intervening centuries.

and battering in the surf zone.

With divers alerted, a few addi-

tional pieces have been discovered

since 1951 at various locations up
and down the coast. Several have

been brought up at other spots off

La Jolla, and one off Imperial Beach.

One was found by a commercial

abalone diver in 60 feet of water

off Point Loma. But in their extraor-

dinary concentration, the original

finds at Solana Beach and La Jolla

are unique.

Undoubtedly more of the ancient

pieces will be discovered. And as

additional evidence of the culture

of prehistoric man along this south-

ern California coast comes to hght,

we ma\- hope to fathom the mystery

of the mortars—their origin, their

antiquity, and their surprising con-

centration.

MYSTERY MORTARS UNDER THE SEA 467



Galapagos

Produces

A The creature is grotesque from
any angle, but this view reminds
almost everyone of someone they
know.

the ('

Zhing
A grotesque member of the batfish family, unknown until a few years ago, will

soon be given a scientific name by Dr. Carl L. Hubbs of Scripps Institution of Oceanography

By William E. Lundy

A RUMOR reached me at my
office in Balboa, Canal Zone,

that a fishing boat had just arrived

from the Galapagos Islands, bring-

ing with it a creature stranger than

any of the exotic forms of life for

which these islands are noted. I was
soon aboard a tuna clipper gazing

in amazement at a strange sight. The
weird, dark brown "Thing" — seem-

ingly a combination of animal-fish

or fish-animal — might well have
been a creature from an unknown
world

!

From a seven-inch body, two arm-
like growths, "hinged" where they

joined the "chest", protruded at

right angles, while what appeared
to be well defined and jointed "hind

legs" flared from the sides, ending
in fin-like weiis. A huge "proboscis"

stuck out from the "forehead" and
accounted for one-twelfth of the

total length of the creature. To all

this was added the tail of a fish!

"Twenty years I fish those waters,"
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said its captor, "twenty years, and
these" indicating other members of

the crew with a sweep of his arm,

"some twenty years, some more,

and never any of us see one like

this!

"We fish along the coast of Isabela

[Albemarle]—one of the Galapagos

Islands, you know—usin' a bait net.

It lay flat on the bottom. We send

divers down so it don't get hung on
rocks. How deep? Oh, maybe two
an' a half, maybe three fathoms.

"1 look into one just pulled up and
see a funny little snout stick out at

the edge of the net. Seem to look

straight at me. I wave my hand at

it an' down it go. I watch it climb

the side of the net a little further

away. Once more I wave my hand
an' down it go again. I watch it.

It don't swim; the tail don't move;
it Inmch along up the side of the net.

It use those little arm an' leg looking

things, like this. . .
." He demon-

strated by hunching one and then

the other shoidder upwards, as a

man's shoulders would do if he were

climbing hand-over-hand.

"When it reached the surface

again," he continued, "I grab it.

Then I know I have something new!

Could be only one ever caught! Ah!,

what a big noise it's going to make
when I take it to 'Scripps' "!

This was the account of the cap-

ture, told to me by M. M. Cardozo,

a member of the crew of the tima

clipper, Marij E. Petrick.

While I studied the specimen

from every angle, trying to memo-
rize all the peculiar things about it,

visions of a series of photographs

ran through my mind, and I longed

to learn the name of the creature.

Perhaps Mr. Cardozo guessed my
thoughts, for he generously offered

to let me — a perfect stranger — take

it home for a day or two. Carefully

I climbed the rail of the clipper and

onto the gangplank carrying a quart

jar of alcohol containing the oddity.
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With its arm-

like appendages
(pectoral fing) and
"legs" (pelvic
fins), the fish
climbed the side of

the net! ^ Other prominent fea-
tures of this seven-inch
fish include its projecting
snout, which is actually a

lure waved around to
attract small fish.

A A PROFILE VIEW reveals how
large the snoutlike lure is in

relation to the rest of its body.

Closer study showed that the
large "nose" was no nose at all, for

the breathing apparatus was repre-

sented by gill slits — one at the base

of each "hind leg." Underneath the

bony, nose-like structure was a com-
paratively large cavity. Within the

cavity could be seen a strange

growth, resembling two miniature

egg yolks sticking to a stem of car-

tilage. What purpose this growth
served I could not guess. The skin

was like fine sandpaper.

Several of those who came to take

photographs were struck by the

animal-like appearance of the crea-

ture and were curious to know its

position in the scale of evolution.

I could only promise to pass their

enquiries along to those qualified to

answer such questions.

I was unable to learn if any other

specimen of the "Thing" had ever

been found in local waters, and
Martj E. Petrick sailed without the

find being identified. Pictures of it

GALAPAGOS PRODUCES THE "tHING'

were rushed to various institutions

of natural history in the United

States in the hope of learning its

identity and life history. When the

pictures reached the hands of an

expert ichthyologist, the mystery

was soon solved. 1 was advised that

this strange fish belonged to the

family Ogcocephalidae, genus
Ogcocephalus, commonly known as

"Batfish," but not to be confused

with the giant mantas which are

sometimes called by that name.

Alluring "Nose"

The "arms and legs" which give

the fish such an animal-like appear-

ance are the pectoral and pelvic

fins, while the strange growth with-

in the rostrum ("proboscis") is a

lure — a greatly modified first dorsal

spine — which the fish waves about

to entice victims within range of its

mouth!

This type of fish, I learned, is

definitely not in the line of evolution

of either amphibians or mammals,
even though there is a superficial

resemblance in the fore-limbs,

which do greatly resemble, and
function, as arms. This is, instead an

example of what biologists call con-

vergent evolution: development of

a similar structure from separate

and distinct lines.

Although quite rare, this fish is

not unknown, several specimens

have been found before — all from
the waters of the Galapagos Islands.

Formerly this family of fishes was
represented in Pacific waters by a
single species (Ogcocephalus pot'

rectus), dredged from the depths of

Panama Bay many years ago b\- the

U. S. Fisheries steamer Albatross.

It was not until April of this year,

however, that it was definitely deter-

mined that the species is new. It

will soon be christened with a

scientific nameb\- Dr. Carl L. Hubbs
of the Scripps Institution of Ocea-

nography.
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"^ ^^ A man alone on a wild river pits his M'its against

yt one of our wiliest birds and ends up with a family

By Jack C. Couffer
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C. /,. BrolL-y. National Audubon Society

A Ever on the alert at nesting time: a pair of Canada Geese near their nesting site.

my photographic
equipment into the skiff beside

my sleeping bag, a borrowed can-

vas tarp, and a couple of cardboard

cartons of canned food. Then I

climbed in, and shoved off into the

current of the Snake River. Michael

Kershaw, State Game Protector of

Kennewick, Washington, nodded
good-by.

"I'll pick you up in five days,"

he said. "You'll see where the road

comes down to the river about 20

miles below the junction of the

Columbia. That's where I'll be.

Good luck." As an afterthought he
added, "And if you don't know
these honkers, you'll need plenty of

it."

Even before he pulled the empty
boat-trailer away, I was in the

strong grip of the river. I boated

the oars and let the current carry

me. In a few minutes I was around

the first bend, alone on the quiet

Snake.

In the rush of the past few days

I had barely had time to think

about the prospects of this assign-

ment. Four days ago, a friend had
called me in Los Angeles from

New York. "We're making a pic-

ture for Ducks Unlimited on the

life history of the Ganada Goose.

We need close, intimate views of

the nesting, and of the adult birds

with their young. We have word
that the birds are hatching now up
on the Snake and Golumbia. Gan

you get up there right away, before

it's too late?"

I told him that I could but that

the closest I'd ever been to a wild

Canada Goose was on the ground

with a V of them so far above that

I could scarcely see them. He said

that was all right. He was sure I

wouldn't have any trouble.

All the long plane ride from

California I had had no reason to

question his confidence. After all,

photographing a Ganada Goose's

nest should not be different from

photographing any other kind of a

wild bird's activities, and I had
done enough of that. Not until I met
the game protector at the airport

and saw his skeptical stare did I

begin to worry.

When Michael Kershaw looked

at my telephoto lenses, he shook

his head. "When an old goose hen
is on the nest," he said, "she's not

like any other bird. Birds, general-

ly, are the victims of their own be-

havior patterns. You know what to

expect from them, and they'll do

about as you predict. But a honk-

er's different, particularly when
brooding. A honker can think, and

they can outfigure you every time.

A Canada Goose doesn't like peo-

ple, and she's not going to let you

get close enough with that camera

to see anything but empty sky and
river."

These recollections flashed
through my mind as I drifted down

the river, and then I gave my atten-

tion to more immediate things. It is

a wonderful experience to be car-

ried silently by the water past a

new and exciting wilderness.

Where the current sped rapidly,

piling up against the shore of a

wide curve, a movement in a tangle

of willows caught my eye. It was
a hunting mink, as completely un-

aware of my presence as if I had
been a log drifting past. The ani-

mal splashed through the shallows

along the shore and disappeared

into a mass of drift logs.

When I passed another bend, I

saw the first of the gravel islands

that were the nesting sites of the

Ganada Geese. I took up the oars

then and rowed quietly across the

current to the lower end of the

gravel bar.

The geese choose these islands for

the protection they provide. Many
of the bars were merely low barren

humps, swept by high flood water.

Tangled piles of drift logs v.ere

scattered here and there. When I

landed my skiff on this first island,

I was not able to see a single li/ing

thing. The sinface of the ground

was paved with an even la\er of

rounded stones the size of base-

balls. Otherwise, it was so bare that

when I stood at one end, I could

easih' have seen any small move-

ment at the opposite end.

I started walking fast to explore

this small spot of land and get on*
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A Tufts of down plucked by tlie poose from her body
for tlie nest, here betray its location.



to the next one. I had gone only

a short distance when I came to

the; first break in the even contour

of the island—the weathered white

form of a beached log. From the

end of this log, not more than ten

feet ahead of me, there was a quick

movement and an explosion like a

shot. I reeled backward, startled as

though I had been giabbed from a

dark doorway. With wings pound-

ing the air, a tremendous bird was

propelling herself upward in front

of me. She rose fast and noisily,

like a pheasant out of a stubble

field.

When I regained my composure,

I realized how astonishingly large

she was—possibly SJz feet from

wing tip to wing tip. Her wings

were now moving in a slow pump-
ing rhythm, not fast like the egg-

beater hammering of her near-

relatives, the ducks. In a moment
she was joined from somewhere by

another bird, and the pair circled

away down the river, calling in

loud protest at my intrusion. I

quickly examined the nest of nine

large white eggs and then went

to the end of the island.

Walking more carefully now, I

was able to make out the next nest

before the bird rose. But she had

seen me, and had further been

alerted by her mate, who was

circling in fast turns high overhead,

honking loudly to announce my
coming to all the world. The hen

lay low on the nest, her neck

stretched out like a snake along the

ground. She quivered with the

urge to flee but stayed until the

last moment, making use of the

sudden explosive rise to startle her

enemy.

It was obvious that there was no

way to photograph these wild

geese satisfactorily on the barren

gravel bars. I returned to my boat,

trying to puzzle out a way, recall-

ing the game protector's lack of

optimism.

Ahead of me on the river lay the

second nesting island in the chain

of several dozen. It was larger than

the first, as big as two city blocks,

and on the lower section the gravel

rose to form low hillocks. There

was cover on this island—willow

clumps, grass, and small trees—

which might improve my chances.

1 crawled on my hands and knees

through a dense growth of willows.

When I came to the end of it, I saw

a meadow yellow with low-grow-

ing flowers. I was near the base of

the island's highest hill. On its sum-

mit was the alert figure of a honker

silhouetted against the sky. The bird

was obviously on watch and taking

his job very seriously. He had prob-

ably seen my boat land a quarter

of a mile away.

I started to move on under the

willows to search out the female

on the nest; then I was aware that

the old sentry was staring right at

me. Presently he began to honk,

his loud trumpet blaring out like

an auto horn on a quiet Sunday
morning. He then took wing and

circled high above, all the time

sounding his hysterical warning

call. The goose kept to the nest

until I was very close, then she rose

suddenly with a frenzy of wings.

SucceJJ at a Price

I moved to the nest quickly and

examined the eggs. Two of them

were pipped, and by listening

closely I could hear the tiny sounds

within. This, I thought, was my
chance. With the chick about to

hatch out, the old bird would not

dare to stay long off the nest. There

was good cover near by where 1

could build a blind. It would be

my first opportunity to see an adult

bird with newly-hatched goslings.

I set up my camera in a good

spot, covered it well with boughs,

and then walked conspicuously

away so that the adult birds would

see my departure. I waited by my
boat for half an hoiu', then started

back toward the blind, moving as

carefully as I could. In another half

hoiu- I inched into the blind on my
belly and carefully spread the

branches in front of my face. The
goose was on the nest. She had not

seen me, but she seemed to sense

my presence. Her neck was raised

high and she tin-ned her head ner-

vousl\% this way and that, constant-

ly shifting her bright-eyed stare.

Close on my right, nearer even

than the goose's nest, stood a

beaver on the bank, hunched over

a willow branch which he was

strii')]:iing of bark. He worked hard,

without a sign of apprehension. His

attitude told me I had made a good

entrance into my blind.

Presently the goose turned her

attention to the nest below her

breast. Her graceful neck arched

forward and down. I could see

that she was nuzzling a newly-

hatched gosling with her bill.

My camera began to roll. The

low whir of its motor sounded loud

in the stillness. For a moment I

thought the goose would hear it,

but I was down-wind, and the

bird's attention was held by the

sounds of the goslings beneath her.

They were hatching fast now. The

eight eggs would have been de-

posited in the nest over a period of

two weeks—one every other day.

But since the mother goose does

not start to incubate them until all

are laid, they hatch at about the

same time.

I felt that I was filming some

good material, and I looked for-

ward to getting more. The Hght

would soon be fading as evening

approached, and already thin

clouds to the west were taking on

a rosy color. I took another look

through the viewfinder. It was then

that a blast sounded close behind

me—so loud that I nearly jumped

out of the blind.

The old gander was standing just

a few feet from me, staring in terri-

fied surprise. He vaulted into the

air, honking loudly, and was fol-

lowed immediately by the startled

female.

At this critical time for the

young birds I did not want to keep

the adults off the nest. So I took

my camera and hin-ried back to m\'

beached boat and camp, hoping

that the adults would soon return.

An hour later, just when the last

twilight was about to go, I crept

back to a distant position where I

could observe the nest with binoc-

ulars. The adult geese had not

come back.

I slept restless!)', worrying about
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the goslings, hoping that the old

birds had returned. In the morning

I went immediately to the nest.

The adults were nowhere to be

seen. All but one of the goslings

had hatched. The unhatched egg,

chilled, was pipped heavily. I

helped the bird out, lifted the en-

tire nest, goslings and all, and

placed it in one of the cartons that

had held my canned food. I was
learning my lessons about photo-

graphing Canada Geese the hard

way, but I would not again make
the mistake of driving adult birds

away from their nest. I hoped that

the disturbed pair would lay again

this year and try another clutch

against the terrible odds that na-

ture and man has provided against

them.

Now, for the rest of my trip

down-river, I had a family to care

for. I reasoned that, like new-

hatched chicks, the goslings would

not need nourishment for the first

day. I took them to a shallow pool

at the edge of an eddy and let them

wade around. They drank and

snapped their bills, chewing at the

water. They would not venture far

from me. They behaved just as if

I were their true parent, and I ac-

cepted the responsibility, little

knowing what I was letting myself

in for.

After they had taken their morn-

ing's wade, I put the goslings back

into the carton, packed my meager

camp, and we started down the

river toward the next island.

It was one of the barren gravel

bars. I could almost i^redict now
where the nests would lie. One
would be found at the base of

each of the three drift logs that lay

where the high water had left

them. But I was a little off. Only

two logs had nests; a third had

been placed without apparent rea-

son in the middle of the flat plain

near the center of the island.

One of the nests contained four

eggs. Incubation had not yet be-

gun, and the nest had been care-

fully concealed by the female, who
had covered it with part of the

down that she had pulled from her

breast to line it. In another of the

nests there was a round stone the

size of a golfball set between the

eggs. I saw this curious thing many
other times as I continued down
the river—one or even two or three

pebbles in with the real goose eggs.

At the far end of the gravel bar,

I saw a fleeting movement. Hurry-

ing to a high point, I swept my
binoculars across the stones. An
adult gander was standing in the

shallow water at the river's edge.

Fifty yards inland another adult

bird was running rapidh' toward

him. She held her neck straight out

ahead of her, parallel to the ground

and very low, making an incon-

spicuous silhouette. She ran with

remarkable speed, and (even more

remarkable) her brood of olive-

colored goslings were strung out

right behind her. The small birds

were tumbling along over the

stones, falling and getting up again,

their legs moving rapidly to keep

up. The goose went into the river

beside the gander, and they waited

a moment for the brood to catch

up. Then they swam rapidly away
across the river, the young birds

close between them. I realized then

why I had not seen more adult

birds with new young. It was as

Kershaw had said, the geese had

been outwitting me, eluding me
before I had reason to suspect their

presence near by.

^ PoiSKD KKADY FOR Fi.uiirr. tills Canada goose seems to sense the presence of the photopraphor nc

Donald M. Cooper. !\an(tii:il lu.lnb.
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My third evening on the river a

bank of leaden clouds appeared

in the west. They were moving

rapidly, as if hurrying to catch up

with the high cirrus that speckled

the sky ahead of them. Before dark

I pulled my skiff up high, propped

it up, and threw the tarp over it to

make a shelter. In two hours, just

at dark, a cold wind began to blow.

Happing the canvas against the

metal boat. I gathered as much
wood as I could find and started

a fire to keep warm.

c4U~Miffht JSaby^ Sitter

My goslings were all doing well.

Even the late-hatched one was now
indistinguishable from the others.

That morning I had allowed them

to forage for an hour at a small

pond of trapped water at the river

jjank. There they had chased in-

sects and presumably found some-

thing to eat. During the day, they

ate from a dish of oatmeal that I

put out in the carton for them. I

had by now grown quite attached

to them and was determined to get

them safely down the river and

into Kershaw's hands. He was a

game protector, and here was some

game that surely needed protection.

About eight o'clock it started to

rain, softly at first, drumming in

distinct drops on the canvas over-

head. Then it came down hard, in

a steady roar. Cold came with the

rain, and my fire was soon out. I

thought of the goslings in their

carton. They were huddled to-

gether in a ball, trying to keep

warni, and were not, I was afraid,

having much luck at it.

I started another fire, just inside

the entrance to my shelter, and

tried to dodge the smoke that was

swept into the hut. I noticed that

my shelter was serving much like

a chimney. The smoke was billow-

ing through and out the other side

as if the shelter had been designed

for that effect. To keep the smoke

out of my eyes, I had to sit almost

in the rain. The goslings' carton

stood at the edge of the warm fire

glow, and I observed with some

consolation that the birds appre-

ciated the heat. About midnight

the rain changed to light snow.

I was convinced that if the fire

should go out, the goslings would

be badly chilled. Because of this,

I sat up all night in my sleeping

bag, dozing uncomfortably, drying

rain-soaked wood, and adding it

to the fire as needed.

Shortly after daylight, the rain

and snow stopped and I went on

down the river. That night it was

cold and it rained again. I was so

tired by now that I feared I would

fall sound asleep and let the fire

burn out. I had kept my goslings

alive this long and was determined

that they should not freeze now.

Somehow I kept awake.

Kershaw met me as he had said

he would. It was good to be sitting

in the cab of his pickup with the

boat in the trailer behind. The
birds were in the carton on the seat

between us.

After balling me out for molest-

ing the State's game, the protector

told me that he was sure Wadkins,

at the state game farm near Spo-

kane, would be delighted to rear the

goslings. The sun shining in the

window at the side of my head

made me sleepy. I stopped trying

to keep awake. In my mind, the

familiar expression was repeating

itself over and over: so this is

what they mean by a wild goose

chase.

^ A GANDER Stands watch while the goose, followed by her goslings, enjoys a swim.

Joe Van Jformer, National Audubon Society
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MUSHROOMS
Deep beneath the earth, the leaf-cutting ants convex't

their "parasols'" into fertilizer for fungus gardens that provide them with food

STRAY breezes rustled the foot-

loiig needles of the pines, and
the sawing of katydids resounded

through the soft Louisiana night. I

sat beside a miniature path that me-
andered away through tlic growth

of serub trees and dense weeds. It

was only three inehes wide, and it

disappeared to the left beyond the

range of iny fiashlight. To my right,
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however, it entered a small tunnel

formed under the brown needles

that had fallen from the graceful

longleaf pine above. This path had

been worn dovvn nearly a half inch

into the sandy soil by the hurrying

feet of countless thousands of leaf-

cutting ants on their nightly forag-

ing expeditions.

Tonight they were cutting leaves

By Ross E. HuTCHiNS
Photographs by the Author

from a chinquapin several hundred

feet away, and their columns were

passing me and disappearing into

the arched tunnel. To a casual ob-

server it might have appeared that

a stream of leaf fragments were mys-

teriously bobbing and jostling along

on edge down this narrow trail. Ac-

tually, beneath each bit of green leaf

was an ant, which was holding the
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< A NIJMBFIR OF KINDS of fiingus-j;row-

in;; aiils live in (lie United Slates, hut
Mosl spi-ctafular are tliese Texas leaf-

jutters, Alta le.xana.

f Ant highway. Tliousands of liiiri-y-

nfr ants carryinfi leaves to the iinder-
;roiind gardens pro(hiced tFiis tvpieal

What is left after a visit of the leaf-cutters. They can almost strip
tree overnight. They also collect various herries and stock feed.

'' A PARASOL ANT of the worker caste, carrying its

Inuden to the fungus gardens.



A Mounds like tiiim niink iln- l(i< jiion of elal)oratc undergrouiul fungus

farms. Some run 20 feet li.iicalli I he surface. If a colony like tliis moves

or is (Icslroyeil, a large sinkliolc nuiy apjjear.

fragment vertically in its jaws as it

hurried along. There appeared to be

a definite urgency about the actions

of the ants, as if each one were a

tiny automaton driven by the will

of some troglodite taskmaster deep

within the earth.

Several yards down this ant trail,

a small root lying across the path

just above the surface obstructed

the even flow of ant traffic. The toil-

ing ants invariably bumped into

it with their loads and only negoti-

ated the barrier after several frus-

trating tries. Eventually, however,

each one got across by bungling

aroimd or over it and again hurried

along.

Their bindens were by no means

light in the ant scale. Frank E. Lutz

once found that some leaf-cutters

in the Panama Canal Zone {Atta

ccplicilotcs) carried leaf fragments

weighing eight times as much as

themselves. If the ants could be en-

larged to the size of people, this

would be e(juivalcnt to carrying

1000 pounds at a fast jog.

From where I watched I could

spot individuals carrying leaf-frag-

ment.; of exceptional size or of un-

usual shape and could follow them

with my flashlight. I tried to esti-

mate the time they would take to

reach the smooth stretch in front

of me where I had my camera and

electronic Hash set up. But time after

time before arriving within camera

range, an ant wiih an especially

handsome leaf would become hope-
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lessly involved with a stray pine

needle or some other obstruction

and drop its burden. As far as pho-

tography was concerned, it was a

discouraging business.

Tvfo-way Traffic

Close observation revealed that

there were really two colmnns of

ants; those going toward the chin-

quapin "empty handed" and those

returning laden with leaves. Also

there were ants of various sizes

traveling this busy thoroughfare.

First, there were the large leaf-car-

r\ing ants. Then there were smaller

types that scurried along with their

sisters and in some cases rode home-

ward on the leaf-bits carried by

them. Here and there, large soldier

ants with formidable jaws could

be seen. These toiled not.

As my flashlight illuminated the

advancing colmnn, I was amazed
to see flashes of light like tiny head-

lights coming down the path, and

I had the distinct impression that

the mouthparts of the ants were

fluorescent. Closer observation,

however, revealed that what I saw
were reflections from the flat, highly

polished front sides of the ant's man-
dibles. This was a simple explana-

tion, yet it added another eerie touch

to the night and the somber forest.

I knew that even stranger things

were taking place deep within tho

dark nest chambers in the earth

which this struggling column of leaf-

cutting ants had as its destination.

A A TYPICAL VIEW inside a large

colony. Other nest cavities wen

Many others have observed the

leaf-gathering activities of the Atta

ants. It was, in fact, the sight of a

leaf-bearing file of these ants hurry-

ing along the bank of Barton Creek

near Austin, Texas, that first kindled

the interest of William Morton

Wheeler in the study of ants. His

interest became his life pursuit, and

he earned distinction as the world's

foremost authority on these amaz-

ing insects.

No ant, of course, with the spec-

tacular habits of the leaf-cutters

could long have escaped human ob-

servation. There is ample evidence.
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A Till-: FUN(a s cahdkn from a sirifjle cavily: a spoiifry iiia^>. Did'crenl

ants cultivale different fungi. They prevent the fungus from producing
actual mushrooms.

)und helow and in all directions. 1'hc

innel extending upward led to surface.

A At very close range, the thready mycelium can be seen growing over

the siu'face of the leaf fragments. The white clumps are the bromatia upon
which the ants feed. They result only under cultivation liy the ants.

from legends, that even the natives

of Central and South America had

watched them on their leaf-carrying

safaris. FI. W. Bates in his classic,

Tlic Naturalist on the River Amazon,

describes the activities of the South

American leaf-cutters, or "Saubas."

His observations were made in 1863.

Prof. S. B. Buckley was probably the

first naturalist to study the Texas

and Louisiana leaf-cutters, Attn

texana. Both of these men, along

with many others, found the habits

of the ants interesting, but tliey

missed the most astounding fact

about them. Thev did not realize

how the leaf-cutters used the leaves

and other plant debris that they car-

ried into their subterranean cham-

bers in such quantities.

Thieves in the Night

Your attitude toward the leaf-

cutters depends upon whether you

are a biologist or a farmer, for they

harvest leaves in such quantities

that they are a serious agricultural

pest in many places in the American

tropics. Even in Texas and Louisi-

ana they do great damage to trees

and gardens. They are especially

injurious to seedling pine plantings.

because they cut and carry off the

tender, grasslike, sprouting pines.

Strangely, they do not confine their

depredations to green forage but

will often invade granaries and carry

off ground chicken feed. It is said

that a large sack of feed may be

emptied in a single night.

The farmers of Louisiana an-

nually use hundreds of gallons of

carbon disulphide to destroy the

colonies by fumigation. These

sprawling colonics in Texas and

Louisiana, which are locally referred

to as "ant towns," often cover a hun-

dred square yards.
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^ A WORKER looks small l)esitle the queen. She has severed her front winjis in this picture.

Even smaller than the workers are the minims, which "weed" out foreign fungi from the garden.

A farmer who sees his orchard

or garden going down a hole in the

earth is not especially concerned

about the ultimate use that the

thieves make of the booty. But bi-

ologists began at an early date to

ponder the question, and the the-

ories were almost as numerous as

the biologists who propounded

them. One favorite idea was that

the leaves were employed to line

the subterranean cavities in which

the ants lived. As late as 1870, B. R.

Townsend, after studying these in-

teresting ants in Texas, concluded

that "... the leaves by their decay

produce a gentle heat, or, at least,

maintain a uniform temperature

whereby the eggs are hatched. For-

merly it was suggested that these

leaves constituted a store of food,

but such is not the case." This per-

haps, should be a warning to biolo-

gists against making dogmatic state-

ments, since it was only four years

later that Thomas Belt settled the

matter once and for all when he

wrote: "Some Naturalists have sup-

posed that they use [the leaves]

directly as food; others, that they
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roof their underground nests with

them. I believe the real use they

make of them is as a manure, on

which grows a minute species of

fungus, on which they feed;—that

they are, in reality, mushroom grow-

ers and eaters."

Intimate Relationship

This was the solution to the puz-

zle, and it has never been serioush'

questioned. Years of careful study

by many eminent formicologists

have shown that these ants live in

intimate symbiosis with the fungus

that they so carefully cultivate. In

fact, it is now known that there are

nearly a hundred different species

of fungus-growing ants, all in the

New World, and mostly in tropical

areas. In the United States there are

a number of species; Trcichymijr-

mex, for example, is rather common
over most of the East. Of all our

native species, however, none has

the spectacular leaf-carrying habit

or occurs in such tremendous col-

onies as the Texas leaf-cutter.

To study this ant is a man-sized

job requiring muscles and a total

disregard for personal discomfort.

These ants do not sting, but the

larger castes are equipped with

powerful mandibles, which can

easily draw blood. Thus, to excavate

one of the colonies is a project of

major projportions. The large nest

cavities begin at a depth of about

four feet. As one digs, he soon finds

that the entire area is honeycombed
with tunnels and hundreds of cavi-

ties. These range in size from small

coconuts to chambers several feet

long, a foot wide, and eight inches

high. Dr. M. R. Smith of the U. S.

National Museum once excavated

a nest in Louisiana that had a gal-

lery leading almost 20 feet below the

surface! The amount of earth that

is excavated by these busy insects

is truly amazing. The writer foimd

a place where a farmer had killed

out a colony the year before, and

an area 30 feet square had sunken

nearly a yard below the level of the

surrounding ground.

Each of the numerous nest cavi-

ties is filled with the grayish mass

of the fungus garden, in various

degrees of development. This mass
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is more or less honeycombed and

over and through it can be seen

thousands of busy ants caring for it.

Close observation quickly reveals

that they are of several sizes. The
smallest are called the minims, and

they are very tiny. Their work is

mostly weeding out foreign fungi.

The leaf-cutting crews are bound

to carry in endless kinds of fiuigus

spores that do not serve any good

purpose. Yet the work of these min-

ims is so efficient that no foreign

fungus is ever found in the garden.

This brings us to the fact that the

fungus cultivated by these ants is

a very special kind found nowhere

else. As a matter of fact, each kind

of fungus-growing ant usually cul-

tivates its own special kind of fun-

gus. However, Dr. Neal A. Weber of

Swarthmore College has had con-

siderable success in inducing some
fungus growers to live on the fungus

of other species. It is interesting to

speculate on the fact that this re-

markable form of agriculture was
developed perhaps millions of years

ago, long before man even existed.

Most of the fungi grov^Ti by ants

belong to the same plant group as

real mushrooms and toadstools, but

the ant fungus never develops into

mushrooms as long as the ant colony

is in control of it. There have been

a few cases in which typical mush-

rooms of tremendous size have ap-

peared over abandoned nest sites,

which seems to indicate that the

cultural control practiced by the

ants keeps the fungus in the my-
celial form.

Fungus Food

One of the rather intriguing

things about this fungus is that

while under cultivation by the ants

it produces numerous clumps of

clublike bodies called hroinatia. It

is these that constitute the ants'

food, not the thread-like mycelia.

They do not appear without the

ants.

When the collected leaves are

brought into the underground
chambers, the work of converting

them into compost devolves mostly

upon the larger workers. However,

even the tiny minims help out with

the labor of dividing the leaves into

small pieces and planting them with

fungus. This new plant compost be-

^ The soldier ants do not work in the gardens, and when picked up they
bite viciously. The jaws of this one are imbedded in the skin and drew blood.

ANTS THAT GROW MUSHROOMS

comes covered with a white mass

of fungus mycelium in about 40

hours — if conditions are right, and
that "if" is most important. Very pre-

cise conditions of temperature and

humidity must prevail if the fungus

garden is to flourish. The marvelous

thing is that the ants are able to

maintain these exacting conditions

without the aid of delicate instru-

ments such as we would find neces-

sary. It is done in a number of ways.

For example, leaves are cut only at

night or on cloudy days during hot,

dry weather; and wet leaves are

never carried into the fungus cel-

lars. During periods of low humid-

ity, the ants close the nest entrances;

and when the fungus gardens be-

come too moist they open additional

ventilating tunnels. The writer tried

on several occasions to keep fungus

gardens of Atta texana alive and
growing in a glass container, but

they always died out in a few weeks,

in spite of the fact that both temper-

ature and humidity were carefully

regulated by electrical controls. It

was obvious that some important

environmental factor was wrong.

Perhaps the most interesting thing

about the leaf-cutters is in connec-

tion with the founding of new col-

onies. It is very easy to tell when
the virgin female and the male

"town ants" are swamiing in south-

western Louisiana. The sex forms

are attracted to light at night in

astonishing numbers, and service

stations and similar establishments

are often covered with large winged
males and females that have
emerged from near-by colonies.

After her mating flight, the large

queen ant descends to the earth,

severs her wings, and digs a burrow
in the ground. She then enlarges the

bottom into a small chamber, and
finally seals the outside entrance.

She is now a prisoner in a self-made

prison, and you might ^^•ell ask how
she is going to start a mushroom
garden and begin rearing young.

This is a question that bothered the

early student of the Atta ants. The

answer, when they finally found it,

brought to light one of the most fas-

cinating adaptations in nature.

Before the queen departed from
continued on papc 499
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So STRONG is the luminescence of the species Mycena chloroplios, that
ahnost as good a picture can he taken in the dark (left) as in daylight
(right).

^ The whole fruit body of this species (Mycena mnnijmlnris) emits a
yellowish-greenish-bluish glow. Found in the jungle near Tawao, North
Borneo, it has been photographed hy daylight (left) and in the darkroom
(right) where an F.3.5 lens opening was used with a 60-minute time
exposure.

of 5 inches or more, is found around

old hardwood stumps, and shines

with an orange-colored light.

A well-known, large European
species (also found in California)

is a luminous mushroom (Pleurotus

olearius) which, in Europe, usually

GLOW PLANTS

grows at the base of olive trees. In

this species, the gills are always

luminous, and the entire mushroom
usually is, except for the spores. It

also gives out an orange to yellow

glow. Both this and the "Jack-O'-

Lantern" are poisonous.

A large Japanese species, also

poisonous, is the "Moonlight Mush-
room" (Lamptcromyces japonicus)

found growing only on the dead
trunks of beech trees, usually in the

autumn. The luminescence of this

species is not only found on the

gills but also on the spores which

fall from them (unlike its Euro-

pean relative).

The greater number of the phos-

phorescent fungi, particularly the

smaller species, are found growing

profusely in decayed wood in the

forests and jungles of tropical Asia,

especially during the rainy season.

The most interesting of the Asian

species are perhaps the Mycena
pruinoso-viscida, var. rabaiilensis of

Rabaul, New Britain, and the My-
cena roricla var. lamprospora found
in Singapore. These two species

are remarkable among luminous

fungi in that their spores alone are

luminous, and only when damp.
Spores that remain dry after fall-

ing show no luminescence whatso-

ever.

Most of the small Asian fungi are

found growing in decayed wood.
They will continue growing in a

laboratory, provided the proper

temperature is maintained. Under
laboratory conditions, their be-

havior, color, and light intensity

can be carefully studied.

The luminous characteristics of

these fungi vary greatly. The light

intensity of some is very strong,

while that of others is so weak as

to be barely discernible. Some emit

light from the entire fruit body,

while the light of others is re-

stricted to the gills or the stem, or to

the spores or mycelium.

Each fungus has its own particu-

lar color. Besides the orange light

of the "Jack-O'-Lantern" already

mentioned, other examples include

the greenish light of the Mycena
ilhiminans, the yellowish-blue radi-

ance of the Mycena manipiilaris,

and the blue glow emitted b>' the

Mycena Jiix-coeli.

Phosphorescent fungi have long

fascinated primitive people in

places such as Micronesia where,

on Yap Island, an interesting use

of these fungi is their appearance
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A The lower part of the stem of this luminous fungus, a variety of Myrena manipularis, is especially pliosplio-

rescent. so that in tlie picture taken in the darkroom the stems resemble electric tubes! At right is a prosaic view
taken in daylight. It glows with a bluish luminescence. (Shown in actual size. I

as hair ornaments for moonlight

dances. Long ago on Palao, native

women wore phosphorescent fungi

in their hair as bodkins. The aver-

age native, however, does not show

any enthusiasm for the little fungi,

but more often than not regards

them as a bad omen. The mycelium

of luminous fungi (the vegetative

phase, composed of a mass of fine

threads ) thrives on dead leaves and

decayed bark and limbs of trees.

The resulting blue arms of light

outstretched in a forest have given

rise to many local "ghost" super-

stitions.

But a practical use for these lum-

inous fungi is possible. The light

emitted by some of them is suffi-

cient for taking pictures in the pho-

tographic dark room, provided a

supersensitive film is used. With

Eastman XX, an F.1.5 lens opening

with a 30-minute time exposure, or

an F.3.5 opening witli an exposure

of between 1 and 2 hours, using

only the fungi for light, gives good

results. Color film requires an ex-

posure of 3 to 4 times greater

length.

Look carefully during your next

walk through the woods, it is

possible that you too may spy a

specimen of these interesting fungi,

and you can conduct your own
experiments.

^ It takes a photograph under artificial illumination to show this species, Myccnn liniinoso-viscida, for only its

spores are luminous, and only when damp, as shown at right.
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The first expedition to set foot on Alaska was organized by Russia^

led by a Dane, and described by a German, Georg Wilhelm Steller.

By ANN and MYRON SUTTON

WHEN the great Swedish bot-

anist Linnaeus chose the

name SfeUcria for a new plant genus,

he asked: "Who has earned a greater

or more precious glory for his name
than he who undertakes journeys

among the barbarians? Everybody
in the botanical world who knows
plants loves Mr. Steller. If my appeal

THE ADVENTURES OF STELLER

has any influence with you, I beg

you to adopt the name."

Were Linnaeus alive today he

would find, happily, that Steller's

name now applies to an Alaskan

heather, a blue jay, a duck, a niol-

lusk, three fishes, a sea cow, a sea

lion, a sea clifi^ and two mountains!

This is the avalanche of honors

that histor\' has heaped upon Georg

Wilhelm Steller, the pluck)' Bavar-

ian who sledged through Russian

snows, crossed Siberian prairies, and

sailed through raging Pacific seas to

become the first naturalist of Alaska

and probably the first white man to

set foot on .\laskan soil.

In his pitching cabin aboard \'itus
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A The two ships put out from Avatcha Bay. Kamchatka, on June 4. 1741. Mt. Steller. a l(),000-foot peak conim

Bering's flagship, Steller wrote some

of the world's finest descriptions of

North Pacific sea animals. He gave

astonishingly complete and detailed

accounts of the fur seal, sea cow, sea

lion, and sea otter at a time when the

world scarcely knew such animals

existed. Most of these works were

published in his immortal Dc bcstiis

marinis, an ambitious scientific proj-

ect if there ever was one. But writ-

ing alone did not make Stellar fa-

mous. Curiosity and adventure did.

Steller's abiding passion for na-

tural history kindled his destiny

early. He was born in the Bavarian

town of Windsheim in 1709, fourth

among eleven children in the family

of Cantor and Frau Jacob Stoller.

It was a good life. Cantors—whose

eighteenth-century contemporaries

included such noteworthy figures as

Bach and Handel—had no trouble

becoming respected members of the

community, and yoimg Georg Wil-

helm grew in prosperous musical

tradition.

Persistent though he may have

been as a scholar, poet, and musi-

cian, the irresistible appeal of Wind-
sheim's Schossbach Forest lured him

deeper and deeper into the magic

of the outdoors. Fox and deer

bounded among the trees. Blackcock

and capercaillie mated noisily in

spring. Hazel grouse whistled deep

in the woods. Soon partridges and

river otters began to impress Steller

more than rondos and minuets. The
inspiration of Windsheim's forests

filled him with a desire to learn

more about the natural sciences.

In 1730, Steller transferred from

the University of \Vittenberg where

he had been a theology student to

the University of Halle to study and

teach natural history. But even as

he explored the forests and gardens

of Halle, even as he toured the tun-

nels and galleries of Stolberg or

hiked the beautiful valley of Tyra,

his imagination flamed with an un-

quenchable curiosity about the

great wide world beyond.

He vowed to see it. He read the

voyages of Dampier and other sea-

farers, pored over Robinson Crusoe,

and dreamed of sailing to remote

and uninhabited islands where un-

tapped natural history lay waiting

for discovery.

After his botany lectures mush-
roomed into wide popularity at

Halle, Steller went to Berlin for an

official certificate of professorship.

He had no difficulty with the exam-
ination, but the king—who dispensed

such appointments personally—fell

ill at the wrong time, and Steller

failed his professorship by royal de-

fault.

Unsubdued, Steller turned his

clear, piercing eyes toward new hori-

zons. Now more than ever the lure

of the unknown gripped him. He
needed a job. University life seemed

dull and listless. The pages of Ro-

bmson Crusoe swam again before

his vision.

Bering Expedition Organized

At this psychological moment
news arrived from Russia that Fleet

Commander 'Vitus Bering had be-

gun outfitting prodigiously in St.

Petersbiu-g for an expedition to the

vast, unknown Kamchatka region

north of Japan. Steller needed no

second cue. He hired on as a doctor

with the Russian Army in Danzig

and sailed to St. Petersburg in hopes

of attaching himself to Bering's ex-

pedition.

But the fact remained that Steller

knew neither Russian nor Russia it-

self. A bewildering hodgepodge of

strange customs, languages, and na-

tionalities confronted this young, im-

petuous German. Though Peter the

Great had taken Russia out of me-

dieval mothballs, there still re-

mained a wild barbarism : the public

torture of witches, and robbers hung

in muddy streets. Even that august

body of patron learning, the Acad-

emy of Sciences, adjourned so its

members could witness humanity's

sidewalk spectacles.

Nevertheless, as Boring's expedi-

tion departed for Siberia, Steller set-

tled patiently at the newly organ-
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iny; the naturalist's landing in Alaska.

ized Academy of Sciences to study

languages, geography, and science.

He didn't wait long. News soon

came from the east that Bering had
decided to add two new scientists

to his command. Within a year Stel-

ler's dream came true. He had been

selected as one of them. Thus it was
that a Russian expedition under a

Danish leader came to have a Ger-

man as its outstanding narrator.

Nothing before or since has bene-

fitted Russia quite so much as the

wave of scientific and cultural en-

lightenment that swept her during

Peter the Great's reign. Frontiers of

knowledge expanded in all direc-

tions, and the physical frontiers of

Russia's vast borders were being ex-

plored and mapped. Although Ber-

ing's first voyage had been a part of

that nationwide reawakening, it had
stirred up such wondrous tales that

the authorities could not quite credit

all the results. Thus his second voy-

age, which Steller joined, was in-

tended not only to expand but to

corroborate the first.

The Admiralty's instructions were
to survey and map northern Asia

and parts of America, to chart the

Arctic coast, to establish astronom-

ical positions throughout Siberia,

and to find out, once and for all, if

Russia touched America. To do so,

Bering organized several expedi-

tions and hauled his supplies and

THE ADVENTURES OF STELLER

Courtesy American Geographical Society

A Fur seal, sea lion, and sea cow on Lieutenant Waxel's chart. This and
one other drawing by him are the only existing portrayals of the sea cow.
Drawings made by Steller's assistant, Plenisner. have been lost.

equipment 4,000 miles across Asia.

Steller was jubilant. He finished

his projects at the Academy of Sci-

ences and eagerly made prepara-

tions for traveling cross-country to

join the expeditions then in or en

route to the Pacific.

With the lighthearted tempera-

ment that flooded him, Steller fell in

love with the widow of the nation's

leading authority on Siberia. Pres-

ently they were married. But he was
so happily in love and so intent on

taking his bride along (he would

be many years in the wilderness and

at sea) that he was unprepared for

the shock that followed. When they

had traveled as far as Moscow, she

refused to accompany him farther.

She may have been right: still ring-

ing in her ears were bitter descrip-

tions of Siberian winters detailed by
her first husband. No amount of per-

suasion could change her mind; she

preferred the gaiety and comforts

of St. Petersburg—and she went
back.

After that, Steller continued alone

—and lonely—across the brooding

steppes, by boat up Siberian rivers,

by troika over snow-covered plains,

grieving for his shattered happiness.

But before he reached the other end
of the white continent, the gripping

fascination of Siberia's wilderness

had captured his innermost being

and wrung from his heart the last

bitter remorse for his wife. Soulfully

he wrote: "I have entirely forgotten

her and fallen in love with Nature."
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He had indeed. East of the Urals,

Steller found barbarism and ruth-

lessness but paid scant attention to

it. So that he could collect and ob-

serve more intently, he reduced his

personal gear to a minimum. He

cooked and ate in a single dish. He
wore what clothes he could find or

make. When he came down with

fever, he pushed on through sub-

zero temperatures. In fact, contemp-

oraries described him as impulsive,

full of life, tough and indefatigable,

unassuming, good-natured, and

above all passionately devoted to

science.

Three-Year Trek

No branch of natiual history

escaped him. He encompassed

everything from the coloration of

redstarts to crustaceans in the An-

gara River. To secure badly needed

paper for pressing plant specimens,

he once sledged 33.3 miles in the

middle of winter to a trading center

on the Mongolian border.

For three years Steller trekked

across the immensity of Russia —
through Tobolsk, Tomsk, Irkutsk,

Yakutsk, and finally to the Pacific

seaport of Okhotsk.

There Vitus Bering's ships—two

identical packet boats named S^

Paul and St. Peter—lay at anchor,

being outfitted for the trip to Amer-

ica. For this Steller had waited,

worked, and planned; for this he had

studied at Halle and St. Petersburg.

Here lay the goal of his dreams.

With Steller sharing the Com-
mander's cabin on the St. Peter and

listed officially as ship's surgeon and

mineralogist, the expedition de-

parted from Avatcha Bay—on Kam-
chatka's eastern shore—on Jime 4,

1741. Of the 78 aboard, almost half

were never to return.

Carrying "all sails except the sprit-

sail," they headed east-southeast

into the unknown Pacific. Five hun-

dred miles eastward lay Attn and

the Aleutian chain, which no white

man had ever seen. No one knew
where America lay. No chart gave

a direction, no log a distance.

On June 20, storm and wind
forced the companion ship St. Paul

to heave to under the mizzcnsail,
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and the expedition's two ships lost

sight of each other. The St. Paul

arrived back at Kamchatka the fol-

lowing autumn. For six weeks the

St. Peter sailed across the Pacific,

occasionally sighting driftwood and

seaweed which suggested the near-

ness of land. Had Bering turned

north, he might have found land

within 100 nautical miles. But fate

guided his course parallel to the

Aleutians until at last, on July 16,

the clouds unrolled above a majestic

panorama of snow-covered moun-
tains and towering peaks. They had

reached the Alaska mainland.

Imagine Steller's elation at this

epic moment! An entire country la\

unexplored at his feet. He noted

"with the greatest of pleasure the

beautiful forests close clown to the

sea, as well as the great level ground

in from shore at the foot of the

mountains." The exultant crew
named the highest peak after the

Saint of the day: Mount St. Elias.

On Bering, however, the burden
of 60 years of toil and hardship lay

heavily. He had labored incessantly

preparing for this expedition—build-

ing ironworks, ships, towns, and
forts in the face of innumerable de-

lays, vexations, and setbacks. Little

wonder that, having discovered the

"big country," he turned his atten-

tion not to wild exploration but to

the safe and immediate return of

ship and crew.

Not so, Steller. To him this was
the culmination of years of planning

and preparation. When Bering

tacked the St. Peter in close to Kayak
Island and ordered a boat ashore

for fresh water, Steller, beside him-
self with anticipation, refused to be

left behind and peremptorily low-

ered himself into the boat.

Steller's biographer, Leonhard
Stejneger, presumes that Steller's

eagerness—borne on a decade of

dreams and plans—prompted him to

leap out of the boat as soon as it

nudged the gravelly beach. Thus,

though no one knows for sure, it is

possible that Alaska's first naturalist

was also the first European to set

foot on its soil.

At any rate, honors had not beck-

oned him. Nature had. Leaving the

A A lUKi) tliat Steller was the

naliu-aiist to see alive: the Specti

Cormorant. Its wings were too sni;

carry its ])ody, and by 1850 it iiad

shot out of existence. Six spccinlOIl^

two imperfect skeletons are all

remain.

oni^

ulcd
11 to

been
and
that

crew to fill the water casks, Steller

set out to explore Kayak Island as

comprehensively as possible in the

scant time available. Abrupt!)' he

came upon an Indian cache and fire-

place from which the natives had

just departed, and he sat down at

once to itemize every facet of the

scene.

Alone and unarmed, he continued

through the thick forest, observing,

digging, collecting, always hoping

to find his first "Alaskans." From a

hilltop he spied the smoke of a dis-

tant campfire and rejoiced at the

prospect of meeting the natives,

learning their customs and language,

and securing complete data for a

scientific description.

Hurrying back to the beach, he

dispatcheil his plant collections on

the boat and asked Bering to send

gifts for the Indians. That was at

4 p. M.

Waiting for Bering's reply, Steller

sat on the beach and in approxi-

mately an hour penned a summary
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^ Kayak Island, wliere Stellor wont ashore. Tt lies some miles lo the southwest of the niounlain tlial hears his name.

of the scientific accomplishments of

his first day in America. He Hsted

and described the flora, including

upland cranberry, black crowberry,

and an e.xotic new species called

raspberry. He recorded the wildlife

in detail, describing a magnificent

blue bird which was later to be

named Cijanocitta stelleri, Steller's

Jay—familiar to pine-country bird

watchers from the Yukon to Mexico.

This meticulous set of observations,

consisting of more than 144 entries

laboriously jotted down in Latin, be-

came the first scientific paper of any

kind dealing with Alaskan natural

history*.

And the Indians? Bering sent

word that if Steller didn't hie him-

self back to the ship at once, he

could remain on Alaskan soil for-

ever. Steller complied.

Summer goes quickly from the

Alaskan scene, once August has ar-

rived. As the St. Peter zigzagged

" This historic document now rests in the
Leningrad Academy of Sciences. Photostatic
copies of it are in the U. S. Library of Congress.

THE ADVENTURES OF STELLER

through the Aleutians, Steller, ever

persistent with pen and journal and

keen eye, critically analyzed the be-

havior of fur seals, sea lions, por-

poises, sea otters, and other animals

along the way.

Bad Luck

The weather worsened steadily.

When Kamchatka still lay many
leagues away, the bane of explorers

struck Bering and his crew. Scurvy!

Long weeks without fruit, fresh

meat, or vegetables had brought the

men to a disastrous state of debilita-

tion. One by one they lost strength

and fell to bed.

With disease mounting and au-

tumn arriving, the expedition lead-

ers bent the St. Peter's prow steadily

for Kamchatka. Steller must have

stood at the bow for many a cold

and bleak Aleutian hour, peering

longingly into the mists, remember-

ing the rising snow tower of Moimt
St. Elias and fancying himself deep

in the interior, discovering its many

^ SriiLLEK wrote a li\(l\ and iiilor-

mativc account of a (ifleen-ininiite

meeting witii Aleut nativi-n. Notiii;^

their resenijilancc to the Tchuktchi
and Koriak people, he promptly
deduced their Asiatic origin. It was
the first description of Alaskan na-

tives, and this conclusion still stands.

strange, fantastic natural wonders.

Relentless gales and persistent

running seas drove the ship off

course. Again fresh water ran low,

and the ship's kegs turned foul and

brackish. Bering veered north, an-

chored in the Shumagin Islands, and

sent ashore for water. Steller went

along to bring out antiscorbutic

plants and to scout for new wildlife.

Here the expedition sighted its first

"Alaskans," several Aleuts who ap-

proached the ship with great curi-

osity. Although this brief encounter

lasted no more than fifteen minutes

(at close range), Steller's subse-

quent account of it is spirited and
remarkably detailed. It constitutes

history's first technical knowledge

of the Alaskan natives.

Delay in the Shumagin Islands

proved almost fatal, and for two

weeks the St. Peter traveled without

sighting land, rolling, pitching, and

tossing under powerful storms.

"Every moment we expected the

destruction of our vessel," said

Steller, "and no one could lie down,

or sit up, or stand. We were drift-

ing . . . whither the angry heavens

willed to send us. Half our crew lay

sick and weak; the other half . . .

crazed and maddened from the ter-

rifying motion of the ship."

By the end of October, they had
passed Kiska and swung north of

Attn out into the raging Pacific. Fog
and cloud obscured the sun, making
navigational obser\-ations impos-
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sible. On November 6, with the crew

exhausted, the ship damaged, and

hope flagging, all who could walk or

crawl held ship's council.

That dramatic council may well

have been history's most fateful hour

in the North Pacific. At dawn on the

day before, an island had been

sighted, and the joyous crew, think-

ing it to be the Kamchatka main-

land, had rejoiced. Now dilemma

lay before them: should they land or

go on? Aboard ship, conditions had

vastly deteriorated. Sailmasts had

weakened. Scurvy lay like a pall

over the vessel. Winter had arrived.

Bering, himself bedridden, coun-

seled his crew to make a few more

leagues to Avatcha Bay—or some

outpost of civilization. But their

ebbing strength finally turned the

decision toward immediate self-

preservation, and they turned to-

ward shore. Then they collapsed in

utter exhaustion, and Steller alone

remained alert as the vessel lurched

toward the breakers of this barren

island.

The ship was virtually out of con-

trol. As she drew closer to the jagged

rocks that fringed the bay, the offi-

cers rounded up as many crewmen

as were able and pulled them on

deck to manage the violent landing.

Seeing the danger, the crewmen

fought desperately with fading

strength to keep away from the reef.

They jiitched an anchor over the

side, and the cable snapped. Panic-

stricken, they flung out another, and

again the cable snapped. Wind-

whipped waves plunged in the dark-

ness toward the ship and broke in

thunderous breakers against the

rocks. When it seemed that the

vessel would be smashed to pieces,

a giant wave Hfted it miraculously

over the reef and into the quiet

waters of an inland channel.

Thus did the St. Peter, broken and

battered by heavy seas, deliver

its crew to Bering Island, on which

no man had ever set foot. Sea otters

and blue foxes yipped and barked

on the beach, and ptarmigan fed on

snow-capped ridges inland.

The only available wood was

driftwood, and in the days that fol-

lowed, the crew gathered it and

built pit huts along the beach.

Owing to the storms that lashed the

coast with increasing intensity, it

took two weeks to transfer the sick

from ship to shore. On November

28, a gale blew the vessel squarely

up on the beach.

Soon Vitus Bering succumbed to

A Stkller's Triumphal Arch,
tlie west shore of Beriii<; Isl;

where the remnants of the expodit

survived a dreadful winter. Stel

never relaxed iiis seientific sliii

and nuist have walked lhroii<i;li

arch on his journey to explore

northern shore of the island.

< Steller's historic dissection

of the sea cow. from a reconstruc-

tion hy liis liio<;raplier, Stejnefier.

Steller was the only naturalist to

see the animal alive.

The sea otter, source of tin

valuable fur in the world, was ;d

dant in Steller's time. Today.

struj;^linfr for survival under i»r<

live laws.
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scurvy and was buried a sliort dis-

tance from camp. But by January,

tiie disease had been arrested, and

the survivors, under Steller's care,

began their long road to recovery.

At lengtli Steller was free to pur-

sue his explorations in natural his-

tory, and on Bering Island he made
his most sensational observations.

He was the only naturalist ever to

see the spectacled cormorant alive,

and his eye-witness scientific de-

scription remains the only one in

existence. Within a hundred years,

the bird was completely extermin-

ated by uncontrolled hunting.

He was the only naturalist ever to

see, dissect, and describe the sea

cow, or northern manatee. This

monstrous animal, which has no

close lelationship to either seal or

whale, reached 30 feet in length and

weighed 6,000 pounds. Dissecting it

was an almost superhuman achieve-

ment. With disgruntled assistants,

inefficient tools, and the constant

depredations of blue foxes slashing

at the carcass and destroying what
Steller was trying to describe, it's

a wonder he succeeded at all. But

he did, and this, more than any

other accomplishment, places Stel-

ler in the naturalist's Hall of Fame.
Not long afterward, the sea cow
was slaughtered to extinction.

Steller also pioneered the tech-

nique of observing wildlife from a

"blind." He built a temporary hut

in the midst of the seal grounds and

sat in it for days, penning one of the

finest interpretations of a fur-seal

colony that has ever been written.

As summer came to the island, he

described the equally unknown sea

lion. Flowers sprang up profusely

in tlie sphagniuu marshes and on

the tundra, and Steller collected

specimens such as violets, anemones,

buttercups, cloudberries, and Sarana

lihes.

Meanwhile the S<. Peter's crew

had disassembled the broken ship

and built anew. By the middle of

August, after nine months on Bering

Island, the craft, laden with dimin-

ished supplies and increased scien-

tific specimens, sailed from the bay

and headed homeward.

Homecoming
Great rejoicing filled Avatcha Bay

when the battered remnants of Ber-

ing's shipwrecked crew returned.

Shortly afterward, Steller left the

expedition and plunged into collect-

ing and describing the natural his-

tory of the Kamchatka Peninsula.

Within a year, he received in-

structions from the Academy of Sci-

ences to conclude the Kamchatka
project and return to St. Petersburg,

collecting along the way.

He never made it.

While botanizing in the interior,

he was arrested and hauled to

Irkutsk to answer for an argument

he had had with the vice-governor.

Higher authorities fortunately re-

scinded the arrest, and Steller was
quickly released. But while cele-

brating with friends in Tobolsk, he

came down with a violent fever and

as usual paid no attention to it.

Anxious to be under way, he

climbed into a sledge for the 170-

mile trip in sub-zero temperatures

to Tyumen, much against the ad-

vice of his friends. He arrived in

Tyumen on November 12, 1746, and

fell lifeless before the day was out,

at the age of only thirty-seven.

Steller was buried in a shallow

grave in hard-frozen ground on the

right bank of the river Tura. Event-

ually the river undercut its banks,

carrying his bones away to mingle

with the creatures he loved so well

and described so faithfully.

No photograph or drawing exists

anywhere in the world to show us

what Steller looked like. But the

legacy he left in his brief eventful

37 years will remain a long, long

time.

Linnaeus was right. Who indeed

earns more precious glory than he

who journeys among barbarians?

Today, in America's tall pine coun-

try, a breed of happy-go-lucky,

black-crested jays bears living trib-

ute to Georg Wilhelm Steller—an

eighteenth-century Robinson Crusoe

whose dreams of adventure came
true.

Robert D. Jones, from U.S. Fish & Wildlile Scrv,

THE ADVENTURES OF STELLER



A Tins CRACK resulted from the quake. A parallel split is visible in the hackfiroiind.

An Earthquake

that Created an Oasis
What seemed like a catastrophe, brought water to desert Indians in Mexico

EARTHQUAKE! It started with

a series of loud rumbling noises

on the morning of February 9,

1956, and grew in intensity until

dynamie shock waves were being

felt hundreds of miles up the Cali-

fornia coast and inland into Neva-

da, Arizona, and Mexico. In Los

Angeles and San Diego, downtown
office windows were shattered.

Plaster walls cracked and buildings

492

swayed like palm trees in the wind.

Before it was over, millions of peo-

ple in the Southwest had felt the

quake. It was one of the greatest

rock-and-roll movements of the

past 50 years.

On the seismographs it registered

a magnitude of 6.8 at the epicenter.

This made it the second most vio-

lent earth tremor to hit the Cali-

fornia quake belt since the well-

By Arthur L. Center
Photnprnphs by the author, from Black Star

known San Francisco catastrophe

of 1906. Only the Arvin-Tehachapi

upheavals of 1952 were more tur-

bulent.

This geological phenomenon
didn't make many headlines across

the nation because, fortimately, the

most violent shocks were centered

south of the border in the sparsely

inhabited desert of Lower Califor-

nia, Mexico. Had the center been
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Earthquakes are frequent and violent in this area, but never before has one produced
water. Jose Maria Flores, a Cocopah Indian, checks on the overflow of his "miracle" spring.

located 100 miles to the northwest,

on the California side of the bor-

der, it is horrible to contemplate

what might have happened. As it

was, it will alwa)'s be remembered
as a blessing in disguise, though

the immediate effects were disturb-

ing. Even upon this monotonous
desert plateau in the Sierra de
Juarez 60 miles east of the Pacific

Ocean, the quake made a startling

change in the landscape in more

ways than one. Nothing withstood

its tremendous force. It cracked the

face of the earth in all directions

as though it were an eggshell,

snapping roots and cacti in half,

uplifting boulders, and shifting

large clods of ground several feet.

The main fractiue, which w-as par-

allel to the notorious San Andreas

fault, displaced the earth along an

AN EARTHQUAKE THAT CREATED AN OASIS 493



eighteen-mile fissure varying from

a few inches to two feet in width

and many feet in depth. Rocky

chffs were dropped or raised

abruptly to a height measured in

feet. In some places entire blocks

of soil were so vibrated that they

looked like furrowed fields.

In San Miguel, a Cocopah Indian

village not far from the principal

crack, every adobe house collapsed

as though made of toy blocks.

Luckily all of the occupants were

away in the cotton fields.

Amazingly though, the same tre-

mendous forces of Nature that had

reduced every home to a shambles

and moved mountains, created an

oasis in a waterless wasteland. Like

a miracle. Mother Nature opened

up her womb and gave birth to a

living spring.

This spring has brought new life

to the Santa Catarina desert In-

dians. Jose Flores, owner of the

land, immediately started to chan-

nel the overflow into irrigation

ditches and clear the surroimding

area for farming. With the help of

other Indians, he plans to raise

corn and beans for his people.

The 100 after-shocks ceased long

ago, but the water of this astonish-

ing spring is warm and palatable,

and it continues to pour out stead-

ily at the rate of 500 gallons an

hoiu", a living reminder of one of

Nature's most whimsical cataclysms.

* Jaaies Montgomery of San
Diego and friends mark the main
fracture in this picture, which
makes clear the unusually large

vertical and horizontal displace-

Hiont of the earth.

'' Earth tremors are not new
to this desert region. Here we see

what happens to a crack widened
l)V a series of violent earth-
([uakes. At one time the road
crossed at the spot where James
Montgomery is standing.

-'•i, • ^ . ?

Ghost

Children
OF THE

Tropic!
By John C. Palliste
Research Assoc'mtv. Insects tmit Spitlc

The American Museum of ^alural Hisn

One dares not harm Gl

THE butterfly collector in the

American tropical jungles i;

sure to encounter one native super

stition that he should be careful tc

respect. This is the poetic anc

charming belief that certain butter

flies are the souls of little childrei

who have died. Jungle Indians cap

turc and use other insects—as food

medicine, pets, and ornaments—bu

they do not disturb these butterflie

and would be deeply offended i

an\' foreigner did.

These butterflies are members o

the family Satyridae and are there

foi-e lelated to our common Satyr

and Wood Nymphs. There are sev

eral species of them, all in tw

genera, CithacrUis and Haeterc

They have a wingspread of aboii

three inches. Their wings are trans

parent; for this reason they ar

called the Glass-winged Butterflie
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'ERFLY VALVE.

nged Butterflies in American jungles; the Indians regard them as the souls of dead children!

The wings of most butterflies are

covered with scales (modified

hairs), but the glass-wings have

very few scales. These are usually

limited to the marginal areas, along

the veins, or in small patches on

the rear wings, which give most of

them a slight color pattern in vary-

ing shades of brown and red. The
rest of the wings, when viewed

through a microscope, show that

they are covered with very short

fine hairs, each placed where a

scale would normally occur. The
membrane is so transparent that

one can easily read through it.

You come upon these butterflies

along very narrow trails in the

deepest and darkest part of the

Amazonian jungle. Their favorite

haunts are in the rain forest where
the ground cover is thickest and
thousands of young trees are push-

ing upward towards the sunlight.

Like most Satyridae, they appear

weak in flight. But it takes a quick

eye to see them as they flutter

along, ghostlike near the ground.

Besides their ethereal appearance,

they have another characteristic

that makes them difficult to collect.

They are excellent dodgers. If you

fail to net a glass-wing on the first

sweep, you will never get a second

chance. A flap or two of its wings

is enough to take it to the tangled

border of the path. To follow it

with your net is completely impos-

sible; the ground cover is impen-

etrable because of interlocking

trees, shrubs, and thorny vines. The
butterfly will close its wings briefly

over its back and glide through a

narrow opening, then take another

short flap or two and close up to

glide again. Usually you lose sight

of the glass-wing the first time it

closes its wings and never see it

again. Lucky indeed you are if you

are able to follow it with your eyes

to where it settles, for it almost

fades into obscurity.

The Indians are not the only res-

idents of the jungle to regard the

Glass-winged Butterflies as the

souls of their departed children.

Most mestizos and many white per-

sons of the region entertain the

same belief. It is surprising how
widespread and persistent this con-

cept is throughout tropical Amer-

ica. The insect collector may avoid

considerable eiubarrassment and

possible danger by respecting it.

While collecting insects in the Pe-

ruvian tropics I secured a number

of the glass-wings, but I always

tried to make sure that no native

was near to witness tlie capture.

GHOST CHILDREN OF THE TROPICS 49.?



A The balls

Spnnish Tourist Department

also on the coast of Sj)aiii adjacent to Majoica and elsewhere in the Mediterranean.
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Tl was not animal. A microscope

revealed tlie telltale structure of

some form of plant life. It also re-

vealed that no creature dead or

alive was using this ball as a home.

Further research provided the

answer. The sea balls are formed

of the dead fibers of the ocean sea

wrack, Posulonia oceanicu. This

plant is a resident of shallow areas

in the Mediterranean Sea and is a

relative of the common eelgrass of

northern waters.

Early in the winter the plant

loses dead leaves; and finally, after

persisting for a considerable time,

the leaf sheaths are also detached

from the plant. It is the threadlike

veins of Fosidonia's leaves that

withstand disintegration and form

the sea balls.

Anyone who has ever idled along

a beach has watched the seashore

debris—small shells, pebbles, and

seaweed—being turned over and

over by the waves. It is this gentle

persistent rolling and turning ac-

tion, this gyratory movement, that

turns the tangled, amorphous mass

of dead Posidonia into such well-

compacted balls, 'j'licir surface

bristles with fibers broken sliort by

the action of the waves.

"It is the same action that pro-

duces the balls found in the diges-

tive tubes of ruminants, and the

hair balls that plague cats!" my
botanist proclaimed triumphantly.

As a matter of fact, the digestive

balls produced by camels can hard-

ly be distinguished in size, form,

and color from my sea balls pro-

duced by the Mediterranean!

The Mediterranean Sea has long

been a producer of fascinating

wonders. The sea ball is one of its

"Grade B" productions that has

been appearing since ancient times.

Greek and Roman writers men-

tioned "bodies" that had been

"abandoned by the sea." Galen and

Aristotle wrote about using the

ashes of sea balls as a cure for

scrofula, and in 1837 Germain de

Saint-Pierre reported that hunters

in Provence used the balls to wad
their guns. Today, in districts

where they are plentiful, sea balls

are used commercially in the man-

ufacture of paper and mattresses.

^ Sfpti;au!KR b.vthers always find sea Ijalls of interest at Alexandria, Egypt.
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>• One of Disney's "Secrets

of Life": the gathering of

nectar for conversion into

honey.

A W'llKN A QUEEN BEE pauses
in lier egg hiving, other bees
clean and feed her.

The Screen
Authoritative comments on films

in the field of nature, geography and exploration

A A BATTLE for a throne: two
queen bees in a fight to the
finish.

SECRETS OF LIFE
Revietved by John C. I'allister

Research AsiOciale
American Museum of Kalural History

and Dorothy Goodwin
Film Editor

'T~'HE latfst film in the Walt Disney

True-Life Adventure Series presents

the ever-clianging world of nature. Open-
ing with the constantly changing forms

of clouds, the scene shifts below to the

sea with its continuous tearing down and

building up of tlie coast. Plant growth,

the life story of bees and ants, as well as

life in the sea and along the shore is then

shown. The picture closes with scenes of

destructive stonus, volcanoes, and other

agencies of nature in the remaking of the

earth.

Next to the too-loud musical accom-

paniment, we might criticize the use of

too rapid time-lapse photography in re-

cording the growing, budding, and flow-

ering of plants. A false, bizzare impres-

sion is thus given when before our eyes

Howcrs bloom and die in an instant. The
lighting ot the bee pictures in many in-

stances was particularly disturbing. Back-

drop lighting placed individual bees in

silhouette, enveloped in a most curious

whitish halo, spoiling their beautiful

golden color and obliterating their detail

and e.xact movement.

The bee sequence, along with the foot-

age devoted to ants, is the best in the

film. It is a pity, tlierefore, that quite a few

gra\'e errors of fact are to be found in the

commentary. One of the most serious was
the impression given that after a swarm
has left, the old colony starts building

queen cells. Actually these queen cells

are started some eight days before that.

Another misstatement was that only the

larvae destined to be queens are fed

"royal jelly." Actually all larvae are fed

royal jelly for the first day or two.

It is to be regretted that Secrets of Life

does not quite reach the standard set by

Disney's best efforts.

^ An ant attacks a weevil, whose hiird shell discourages
most of its enemies.

498

A A BLACK ANT tries, unsuccessfully, to repulse a snake
invading its nest to eat the larvae.
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ANTS THAT GROW MUSHROOMS

the parent colony, she filled a spe-

cial pouch in her mouth with a tiny

pellet of living mycelium from the

parent garden. This was her hope-

chest, so to speak, and soon after

sealing herself in her dungeon, she

deposits the precious bit of spawn.

Her very life depends upon this tiny

speck, and she soon begins fertiliz-

ing it with material from her own
alimentary canal. At the same time,

she commences laying eggs, a few

each day. But all of these eggs are

not destined to develop into ants,

for she eats a part of them to sustain

her in her confinement. This is a

critical period in the founding of

the colony. About once or twice

every hour, she picks out a portion

of the tiny fungus patch, fertilizes it,

and then replaces it. Soon a few of

the eggs that she has spared begin

to hatch, and she begins feeding her

eggs to these tiny larval ants also.

Now she has two equally important

projects going at once: caring for

ihe mushroom garden and feeding

her young. These first young are ap-

parently reared entirely on an egg

diet, but all subsequent young will

receive only fungus food.

Five or six weeks after the queen

began her solitary confinement, the

first worker ants emerge from their

pupal eases as adults. These are all

tiny minims, and they at once take

over the work of tending the garden.

The queen has passed one important

milestone, but she still has a way to

go. She is laying a great many eggs,

but most of these are still being

eaten, since she has no outside

source of food. After a week or two

more, however, the tiny workers

open the door to the outside world

and begin collecting small bits of

vegetable matter with which to fer-

tilize the beginning garden. The
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mycelia now grows faster, and soon

the white bromatia food clusters ap-

pear.

This is another milestone passed,

and from this point on it is merely

a matter of more and larger nest

cavities, larger fungus gardens,

more and more workers of various

sizes to carry out the endless labor

of the sprawling underground ant

city, and finally the production of

the soldier caste. This latter caste

may not make its appearance for a

year or two. We are not sure just

how long the original queen-mother

lives; perhaps a couple of years. It

is known, however, that mated
queens are readily taken into the

fold. So the colony can, and regu-

larly does, survive far beyond the

life span of the queen that founded

it.

As one stands among the heaps

of earth that are strewn over the

ground above one of these great ant

cities, one sees very little surface

activity. It is only after digging

down into the maze of cavities and

tunnels that the extent of the colon)-

is appreciated. Beneath one's feet

is a profusion of large nest cavities

arranged at various levels and in

every direction, all inter-connected

and extending many feet beneath

the surface. There are dozens of sur-

face openings, some of them hun-

dreds of feet from the ant town

proper. It is usually from these

"feeder entrances" that the leaf-cut-

ting legions emerge to follow well

marked trails to the leaf harvesting

sites.

Probably it is not generally known
that many ants have stridulating

organs like crickets and thus make
audible sounds. The leaf-cutters

have such sound-making organs,

and if a soldier, large worker, or

queen is held within a few inches

of the ear, the high-pitched tone is

easily audible. What do the ants use

this sound for? Is it a means of com-

munication through the dark, sub-

terranean passages? Perhaps. This

is just one of the many things we do

not know about these remarkable

insects and their ancient "civiliza-

tion."
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THE BANANA - FROM GROUND
sever the stem a few feet below the

bunch of fruit. As the stem bent

over, he would steady it with his

pole so that the bunch would

swing slowly down and come to

rest on the shoulder of backer

number two.

The backers, who alternated the

jobs of removing the props and re-

ceiving the bananas, were the men
about whom I used to worry. The

Costa Rican native is small in size

anyhow, but for some unexplained

reason the men who were chosen

as backers invariably seemed to be

pygmies. As a bunch of bananas

contains from 70 to 200 pieces of

fruit and weighs anything from 75

to 125 pounds, I always expected

the poor backer to collapse be-

neath his load. He stood bravely,

however, with one shoulder wait-

ing to receive it and, once the

bunch had come to rest, he would

wait equally stoically as the cutter

with liis machete chopped it from

TO GROCER co„„„„.,/ Uom „„„<, 4.3

the stalk, perilously close to the

pygmy's ear.

Every so often the backer fum-

bled his catch and it would fall to

the ground. When that happened,

the entire bunch was abandoned

because some of the fruit might

have been bruised. The cutter

would then look disgustedly at his

helpers, the helpers would look un-

happy, and only Sam and I were

pleased, because this meant that in

a few days the bananas would ripen

in the heat and we would be able

to gorge ourselves.

It was almost our only opportun-

ity to sample the fruit, which was

rarely to be encountered in Palmar

off the tree. People working on a

banana plantation, I discovered,

are as little interested in eating

bananas as a candy saleslady is in

eating chocolate creams.

The cutting gang used to yell

wildly as they approached their

objective. Their cries, sounding like

a cross between a coyote and Ezio

Pinza, could be heard for miles

and never failed to chill my blood.

There was no way of telling when
this weird bacchanal was about to

take place, as the day for cutting

bananas varied, ten days or two

weeks sometimes elapsing between

operations.

"If only I knew ahead of time

when mayhem was to be commit-

ted, I wouldn't be so startled," I

chided Mr. Copper. "After all, irri-

gating and spraying each take

place on a fixed day each week.

Why can't the cutting be as well

organized?"

Mr. Copper gave me the patient

look he had doubtless developed

since I first started asking ques-

tions. "The cutting takes place

when we have been notified that

one of our ships will be ready to

take on a load in the near-by port

of Golfito," he explained. "I get

word that there will be room for

40,000 bunches, let's say, or per-
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haps 60,000. As I am always kept

informed as to which farms are

prepared to supply the cargo, I

give advance notice to the foreman

of each of those farms about how
many bunches he is expected to

furnish. The men begin cutting at

dawn, and then the bananas are

sent down to Golfito as quickly as

possible so that they won't spoil.

Tomorrow happens to be a cutting

day," he added, "and if you like,

I'll take you to watch the proce-

dure."

The following day, Mr. Copper

and I toured various farms. Some
of the older ones had no roads,

and we walked along narrow mule

paths to see a succession of pack

mules patiently waiting to be

loaded with two huge bunches of

bananas apiece before they were

led away. Most of the farms, how-

ever, were criss-crossed by an elab-

orate series of automobile roads,

making it possible for motor trail-

ers to follow the cutting gang close-

ly until the trucks were heaped

high with fruit.

Each farm had its branch railroad

with a miniature depot where

mules and motor trailers dumped
their loads. Here, under the watch-

ful eyes of the foreman, who dis-

carded any bunches that didn't

please him, each bunch of bananas

was hooked onto a pulley and

dipped first into a solution to re-

move the Bordeaux mixture and

then into a tank of water to remove

the cleanser, after which it was

swung into one of a series of rail-

road cars that had been completely

lined with banana leaves to protect

the fruit.

"And now what?" I asked Mr.

Copper, when the cars had been

filled to overflowing.

"Now," said Mr. Copper, "the

cars wait here for an engine to

come along and pick them up. The
engine goes from farm to farm

until it has collected about 75 cars,

after which it takes them down to

Golfito. Of course there's more
than one train," he added. "Picking

started at dawn, and bananas are

probably being loaded on the ship

right now."
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As tlicrc was no room ior another

banana, much less a person, in the

bulging railroad cars, I was unable

to follow the rest of the operation

until some months later when we
sailed from Golfito on a cargo ship.

The cargo ship in question was

called the S.S. Metapan, and she

was due to sail at 7 a.m. We board-

ed her the night before, and I

watched the loading until the early

hours of the morning, partly out

of curiosity, partly because the

noise made sleep impossible. Men
yelled, railroad cars rattled, whis-

tles blew, more men yelled. A car-

go of 4(),()()() bananas can be put

aboard in about 12 hours, and the

job apparently went more expedi-

tiously when the men used their

lungs as well as their hands.

The banana train stood along-

side the ship while a crew of work-

men handed out the fruit, bunch

by bunch, to the backers, who
transferred it to a circulating con-

veyor belt made up of an endless

series of canvas pockets. The oper-

ation had a certain rhythm, each

bunch of bananas proceeding in

turn from unloader to backer to a

pocket of the continuously moving

belt. Occasionally a pocket was

missed and went on its way empty

due to ( 1 ) a tarantula being dis-

covered in the fruit ( screams ) , ( 2

)

an inspector disliking the looks of

a particular bunch (hoots), (3) a

backer slowing up, his mind per-

haps on higher things (Bronx

cheers). The belt carried the fruit

into the refrigerated hold, where
the same process took place in re-

verse, the bananas being removed

from the canvas pockets by an un-

loader onto the shoulder of a back-

er and then carefully stowed in the

storage room.

W'e finally saileil at 10 a.m., and

I turned over on my hot bed, think-

ing enviously of the bananas in

their air-conditioned quarters and

muttering, as I finally fell asleep,

the slogan which some imkind soul

invented to describe the policy of

the Fruit Company: "Every banana

a guest, every passenger a pest."

Eight days later when we landed

in New York, we carefully made
our way through the elaborate ap-

paratus already set up oil the dock

to take care of the Metapan s prec-

ious cargo. Trucks were lined up to

transport the fruit to near-by stor-

age houses, especially ventilated

railroad cars were ready for its de-

livery to distant cities. A conveyor

belt was being put into operation

to bring the bananas up from the

hold, while inspectors waited to

pass on their condition.

On board the ship I had learned

about the final disposition of the

fruit. The first day out, the steward

brought us an invitation to sit at

the captain's table, a gesture I

found highly flattering until I dis-

covered there were only two other

passengers on board, both of whom
had been similarly honored. I did

sit ne.\t to the captain, however,

and by asking innumerable ques-

tions, was able to follow the ba-

nanas on the last step of their

journey.

In most of the large cities of the

United States, I was told, special

warehouses had been constructed

to take care of the fruit. In these,

different rooms are kept at differ-

ent temperatures, so that the bana-

nas can ripen either slowly or fast,

according to the orders received.

If the market is good, the heat is

increased; if the public is tempor-

arily blase, temperatiues are low-
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Larccsl bullerlly ,k-ak>r in North America

ered until the public's banana ap-

petite reasserts itself. "Grocers,"

explained the captain, "call up the

various warehouses to leave their

orders and the fruit is allowed to

ripen accordingly."

"What happens if a hurr\- call

should come in?" I asked him.

"In that case the fruit can be
ripeni'd very quickly," he said.

.-_^
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"Temperatures are stepped up, the

bananas are sprinkled with warm
water and gas is applied to give

them color."

Somehow it soimded like cheat-

ing. "But do they taste just as

good?" I asked doubtfully.

"Just as good," said the captain,

pushing aside the bananas and

carefully selecting an apple from a

bowl in the center of the table.

I knew just how he felt. For

months my life had been linked so

closely with the golden fruit that

it was some time before I coidd

bring myself to eat a banana with

any enjoyment. It was too much
like biting into a personal friend.
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YOUR NEW BOOKS ,» linued Iron, pa

know, this occ.inariiim is an ocean-sized

a<niariiun which contains samples of the

mammahan, fish and plant life of the sea,

the like of which has never been assembled

before. In a imi(ine spirit of showman-

sliip and scientific investigation. Marine

.Studios, Inc., brought box office appeal to

the support of oceanography. Happily,

tliis book reports, the venture is at last a

profit-making enterprise. Its success has

stimulated the establishment of other

oeeanariums at Falos Verdes, near Los

Angeles; at Coney Island, where the New
York Aquarium is to take a new lease on

a larger life; and perhaps at Monaco, on

the shores of the Mediterranean.

The two huge tanks at the Marine

Studios Oeeanarium make it possible to

give the public a close-up view of some of

the larger animals of the sea. From the

deck and through the portholes around the

sides of the tanks, the visitor can become

acquainted at close and comfortable quar-

ters with the intimidating barracuda, the

moray eel, the ray, the octopus, and a half

do/en different kinds of sharks. The tanks

at one time even contained a whale. But

the biggest surprise, by far, is the reader's

and the visitor's introduction to the i^or-
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poise: "... a superior animal with a sense

of humor, curiosity and imagination more

liighly developed than that of the dog."

.^t feeding times, which are scheduled

with an eye on the gate, the porpoises

put on i^erformances which would chal-

lenge even the highly developed imagina-

tion of P. T. Barnum. They pull riders on

aquaplanes, toss basketballs through the

ring, put out fires with artful splashes of

their tails, ring bells, hoist flags, and leap

spectacularly through hoops held high

above the water.

These big animals share the tanks with

more than a hundred other varieties of

marine life. There are butterfly fish, the

surgeonfish, and triggerfish, the brilliant

sergeant major, and the parrotfish. The

sluirp-eyed visitor will see the presumably

stationary anemone crawling about on the

bottom of the tank; the reader of the book

will learn that one species of hermit crab

provides this transportation for the ane-

mone in exchange for camouflage and pro-

tection. The sea slug will be seen wearing

a kind of fur piece of waving tendrils.

These, the reader of the book will learn,

are the stinging cells of an anemone; the

sea slug, immune to their toxicity, has de-

voured the anemone and adapted the

stinging cells for its own ends.

These and many other out-of-the-way

experiments of natural selection live suc-

cessfully together in the strange ecology

of the oeeanarium. The total picture is a

less than accurate reflection of life in the

sea itself. Regular feeding by the hand of

man breaks the predatory chain of natun-,

and the barracuda lies down with tlie

iingclfish.

Though natvire is thus modified in the

environment of the tank, the oeeanarium

has made research possible along a half

dozen new lines. Here again, the porpoise

is the star performer. Its life cycle has now
been recorded at close range and its rich

repertory of beha\ ior intimately observed.

Among other things, the porpoise has been

found to have a rare faculty: it can emit

and hear sounds in the ultrahigh-fre-

(picncy range and may thus, like the bat,

employ the ccho-.sounding principle for

navigation in the murky shallows and close

(juarters where it feeds. Investigators of

animal behavior have found that the peck-

ing order prevails even among the bio-

logiciilly primitive sharks. The octopus, as

a ma/e-runner, has demonstrated rudi-

mentary memory. On a more immediate

practical level of investigation, workers

at the oeeanarium have dc-veloped a shark

repellent, new techniques for fish farming

and, above all, new ways to maintain

atjiLirium collections in teeming, robust

heallh,

I'lic reviewer is editor and pnl>lisltcr of

Scientific American.
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From coast to coast Mission 66

means better vacations for you . .

.

E)e-filling mountains . . . breath-taking gorges . . . vistas to

quicken the pulse . . . historic sites to stir the heart — all

these are part of the National Park System, and all these

will now have more to offer to more Americans — thanks

to Mission 66.

Initiated by Conrad L. Wirth, National Parks Director,

and endorsed by the 84th Congress, Mission 66 is a 10-

year program to conserve, develop and staff the National

Parks, so that by 1966, they may accommodate an esti-

mated 80 million vacationers a year. Technically the pro-

gram includes expansion of overnight facilities, better

roads and sanitation and enlarged interpretive activities.

Actually it is an investment in Americas heritage.

Our far-flinig s\steni of National Parks, the greatest in

the world, had its beginning in 1S70. A small group of

public-spirited men, after exploring the Yellowstone, hud-

dled around a campfire in the Wyoming wilds and decided

that these natmal wonders should be preserved as a

public park for the benefit of future generations.

It is good to know that, tlianks to Mission 66, the camp-

fire is still burning bright . . .

FREE Tour Information —

If you would like to \isit the Natinual I'arks on vour next

vacation, or drive aMy-vJirrr in tile U.S.A., let US help plan

your niolor trip. Write: Tour Bureau, Sinclair Oil Coqioration,

600 Kiftli Avenue, iWw York 20, N. Y.— ask for our colorful

National Parks Map.

SINCLAIR HAILS MISSION 66 and the public officials, the Om-
gress, con.servation agencies and private citizens who lia\c made
this important project an actuality.

SINCLAIR
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Books of enduring interest p.i^jijy. A ,2
coverma a wide ranae of r'^wiffirc^ n^»range

Lascaux

or The Birth of Art

by Georges Bataille. Takes the reader on a "guided tour"

through the famous Lascaux Cave in France which con-

tains the finest, best preserved group of prehistoric paint-

ings ever discovered. Incised and colored some 20,000

years ago. they are superbly reproduced in full color in

this exceptionally fine volume. In the text the author

approaches the problems set by the origin of human intel-

ligence and artistic expression. He traces them through

the rise, transgression and passing of taboos, and detects

the shadowy figure of early man that looms up behind
these fabulous animal pictures. 68 photographs in full

color. 152 pages.
$17.75. postpaid.

The Art of Ancient Mexico
by I. Croth-Kimball and F. Feuchtwanger. This exciting

volume of text and pictures represents a major attempt
to evaluate and perpetuate in photographs one of the

great art cultures in world history. Includes objects using
a wide range of materials and techniques: clay and mo-
saic, basalt and jade, alabaster and sandstone, gold and
rock crystal, carvings and woodwork, enormous pyramids
and minute terra-cotta figures. Contains over 100 gravure
photos representing the finest examples of Mexican art.

^" P"^"'-
$12.65, postpaid.

Members are entitled to a 10% discount from the

purchase price. Send your check or money order to:

THE MUSEUM SHOP

The Eagle, The Jaguar

and The Serpent

by Miguel Covarrubias. This magnificent book is, in every

sense, an American publishing event of the first impor-

tance. Beginning with a comprehensive survey of the

origins of peoples in the new world, the author then deals

with the plastic arts (from the earliest horizons to the

present day) of the six chief regions of America north of

the Rio Grande. Contains 12 pages in full color, 112 line

drawings, and 100 superb photographs. 314 pages.

$15.25, postpaid.

Oceanic Art

by H. Tischner and F. Hewicker. The vigorous and bizarre

art of the exotic Pacific regions—Melanesia, Polynesia, and
Micronesia are presented in 96 full-page illustrations.

Informative background material will heighten your ap-

preciation of the masks and headdresses, ancestral figures,

funeral and ceremonial carvings, ritual stools and canoe-

prow figures. 128 pages.
^g^^^ postpaid.

Primitive Art

by Erwin O. Christensen. Surveys all the major areas
where primitive art has been produced: Africa, North
America, Middle America, the Andean regions of South
America, Australia, and the South Seas. In addition. Ice

Age cave paintings and engravings of Spain, France,

and Scandinavia are described and interpreted. This single

volume provides a fascinating introduction to the whole
subject of primitive art, enabling the reader to compare
the similarities of and differences among works of many
styles and in various materials. Over 400 illustrations—32
in full color. 384 pages. oir ic > _.^ ^ $15.25, postpaid.

The American Museum of JNalural History, New York 24, N. Y.



Letters

Is a Itosv U if/iiii u Kose,
Sim (I littsv?

Sins:

One generally finds tlie stamens and

pistils of a rose siirronnded by the color-

ful petals. What was niy surprise one day

to find instead another rosehud growing

from this eenter. It finally developed into

a fullblown blossom, and the petals of

the blossom from which it had sprung

took the usual course of roses — they

shriveled, dried, and fell.

The accompanying photo shows it

while still a bud, growing from the orig-

inal blossom. Other blossoms developed

and bloomed on the same bush in the

usual way. This was the only one that

took this original course.

Kay Coggin

Clialfont, Pennsylvania

For help on this question ive went to our

botanist. Dr. Jack McCormick, who has

supplied the following information:

At the apex of the stem of a growing

plant there is a region in whicli rapid

cell division occurs. As the cells pro-

duced in this region mature, they become
specialized into various parts of the

stem. Periodically, a few cells retain their

rejuvinative properties and become or-

ganized into new regions of division from

which come cells of leaf or flower tissues.

In the rose, as in many plants, even

after the flower parts are fully formed,

the tiny growing point remains intact but

its activity is greatly reduced. An injury

or some internal stimulus causes the cells

of tlie growing point to again resume

active di\ision. This may result in multi-

phcation of flower parts—petals, stamens,

pistils. Or a new stem with entirely dis-

tinct leaves and flowers may be produced.

Mrs. Coggin's rose is an example of the

latter condition.

Malformations and monstrosities occur

sporadically in all kinds of living organ-

isms. Proliferous roses, in which one
flower develops from the center of an-

otlier, are examples of floral monstrosi-

ties. Such growths are not infrequent, but

are rarely reported. The photograph sub-

mitted by Mrs. Coggin brought to mind
an even more spectacular example of

rose proliferation, which we reproduce

here from a book by Maxwell T. Masters,

published in London in 1869.

Shark Repeltent

We have received a number of letters

in response to the shark repellent story
( "Victory over the Shark" ) in the Septem-
ber issue of Natubal Histohy. Mr. H.
Nelson Slater writes from Europe, "We
were so interested in the article . . . that

I am writing to ask where and how we
could obtain the proper prescription for

LETTERS

the preparation of 'copper acetate.' As we
frequently swim in waters where there

are known to be sharks, I would very

much appreciate having the opportunity

of at least benefiting, psychologically,

from this discovery."

From Honolulu, Hawaii comes a letter

from Mr. Charles A. McWayne, Jr., Vice-

President of McWayne Marine Supply,

Ltd., ship chandlers: "I have read with

interest the article 'Victory over the Shark.'

. . . We have been purchasing shark re-

pellents for sale from a manufacturer who
has now gone out of business. . . . The
majority of our requirements have been
with tlie Civil Aeronautics Administra-

tion who have an urgent need for shark

repellent in connection with their work
throughout the Pacific Ocean area.

Strangely enough, the Civil Aeronautics

Administration, as well as other U. S.

Government agencies in the Pacific, are

unable to secure shark repellents. We are,

therefore, wondering if your office or the

author could furnish us with the name of

a manufacturer of the repellent."

W. S. Weaver wTites us from California:

"Ralph Hill's interesting article meant a

great deal to me. In Catalina in some
places we are bothered by Blue Sharks,

and since I am a constant swimmer and
know the unpredictability of a shark, I

wonder if you could teU me where I might

get some packages of shark repellent. The
Navy might have tlie shark licked, but we
'Islanders' haven't!"

The prescription for the repellent is not

available, but the Shark Chaser Chemicals

Company, 413 West 7th Street, San Pedro,

California, manufactures and sells the re-

pellent on a retail basis.—Ed.

Fish Prints
Sirs:

Not only did I enjoy the article, "Pic-

ture the Fish" in the October issue but

it suggested something to nie. My husband
is a Na\'y chaplain serving at a remote
island station and hard put to keep the

ship's crew amused. Last year ni\- hus-

band tried fish taxidemiy on an especially

interesting catch, but someone threw his

treasure overboard feeling that perfect

preservation had not occurred! The mak-
ing of fish iirints might interest these

men. Can you tell me where my husband
can write to order the proper paper and
ink?

Baiibaua W. McPh£rson
Crosse Point, Michigan

Any large artist's supply store can sup-

ply the paper and ink for making fish

prints. Readers lacking such a source can

order from Arthur BroMn. Inc.. 2 West
46th Street, New York 36, New York.-En.
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Sheep have become so closely identiliid

with the seminomadic Navaho Indian> ol

Arizona and New Mexico that it is difficnh

to imagine these tribesmen without tlieii

fl(i( k-. ^ iM llie ancestral Navaho once lived

by huiilinf; and part-time farming. Tlii>

did not acquire sheep in any number^
until late in the seventeenth century, aflci

tlie Pueblo Indians had revolted again-l

their Spanish conquerors. Many Puebb'
families, fearing retribution, went to livr

uitli their Navalio neighbors, bringing

their sheep and the techniques of sheep

herding which they had learned from tlu'ii

European masters. Additional sheep wen-
stolen from .Spanish ranches of the Wm
Grande valley.

These were the beginnings of the Na\-

alio flocks, and sheep soon revolutionized

Navaho economic life. Though the men
continued to hunt and raid, the women
were the shepherds from the first. The\
also did the farming and weaving, and
became the pillars of Navaho econonix.

The needs of the Hocks even dictated ihr

typical Navaho social unit - the isolated

family group illustrated on this monlli">

cover.
Harry Tschopik. jic.
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minor points some manufacturers might consider trifles — makes

the Model 21 the perfect shotgun. And perfection is no trifle.

Start with the frame — it's machined from a single forging of

Winchester Proof-Steel. So are the hammers and firing pins. Barrels

that could have been brazed are mechanically interlocked instead.

The result? Just one. A shotgun that will give you the utmost in

pride, performance and satisfaction through a lifetime of hard use.
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The story of an incredible
scientific treasure hunt YOUR NEW BOOKS

THE

SEARCH

BENEATH

THE

SEA

By J. I. B. SMITH. The first-person

account of the fourteen-year
search for a fish supposedly ex-

tinct fifty million years. Until

1938 nobody — and especially no
ichthyologist — ever expected to

see a Coelacanth (pronounced
see-luh-kanth). Then a letter and
a sketch of a very strange-look-

ing fish caught in South African

waters set Dr. Smith charging off

on a most amazing fishing trip.

"One of the most fascinating epi-

sodes in the annals of natural

history. Those who enjoy sharing

in such discoveries will find this

book of absorbing interest."

—BOBB ScHAEFFER, Natural His-
tory Magazine. Illustrated. $3.95

The first Baedeker to
Mars by an expert who
knows his way around

the planets

By I. M. LEVITT. How soon will you
be able to go to Mars? How will

you get there? What will you
wear? Breathe? Walk on? See?

What living things are you likely

to encounter? What will their

shapes be ? Answers to these ques-

tions are no longer in the field of

idle speculation. The director of

the famous Fels Planetarium in

Philadelphia, I. M. Levitt, gives

the exciting known facts about
this most intriguing planet, tells

you what a "traveler" setting

forth on a Martian journey would
like to know. Illustrated. $3.50

At all bookstores

HENRY HOLT AND COMPANY
508

The author relaxes and tatches up on her journal.

Spring on an
arctic island
- by Katherine Scheinian

Little, Brown, $.5.00

331 pp., illus.

Reviewed by

Marie Peary Stafford

TN 1954 eight Americans, sponsored by

the New York Zoological Society and

the Arctic Institute of North America,

spent 6 weeks 450 miles north of the

Arctic Circle on Bylot Island studying its

wildlife. The reason for choosing such a

little-known spot is explained by the au-

thor: "The comparatively low number of

species and the clearly visible relations

between them on this open, undisturbed

land made Bylot Island an ideal choice

for a short-term ecological study."

Frankness is one of the author's most

endearing characteristics. She makes it

plain at the outset that she and her hus-

band are "amateur ornithologists," that

her story is a personal record of an im-

iisual adventure, and that whatever scien-

tific information she gives has been
gleaned from the five bona fide scientists

in the party. She is also scrupulously care-

ful, in speaking of the Eskimos with

wliom she became acquainted, to limit

her observations to the small group of

Baffin Island Eskimos who visited and

travelled with the scientific group during

its short stay in the Arctic.

There was one other woman in the

party, the wife of Doctor Drury of the

Biology Department of Harvard Uni-

versity, and it would be interesting to

hear her accoimt of this same expedition,

because eitlier Mrs. Scherman is a deter-

mined idealist and outstanding "good

sjjort ' or she is an iron woman. In speak-

ing of the camping place eventually

chosen as headtjuarters during the six

weeks' stay, she writes;— "Our lagoon

looked pure, blue, and sparkling in the

evening sun, but it was the favorite feed-

ing and sleeping quarters of snow geese

and glaucous gulls as well as the habitat

of numerous visible small water creatures

and heaven only knew how many millions

of invisible ones. Its water was not only

teeming with life but had an unpleasant

yellow tinge in a cup. We closed our eyes

and drank it."

Later, after telling of the frustration ex-

perienced by the party in trying for days

to get the Eskimos to take them from

Pond Inlet to Button Point, to which the

Eskimos agreed but made no move to go,

she tells how, without any warning what-

ever, one evening at six, the sledges

started. She was, of course, completely

unprepared. With her arms full of

cameras, blankets and equipment, she

made a leap for one of the sledges, missed

and fell flat on her face in the snow. She

says "The Eskimo driver stopped his clogs

and giggled while I collected myself. I

couldn't do anything but laugh too."

There are other things which are also

difficult to understand in Miss Scherman's

story, chief among them being her insist-

ence that these Eskimos are living in "the

springtime of mankind," that they are the

last living remnants of the Stone Age and

for this she greatly admires them. She

speaks of them as "sojihistieated and

subtle"; she finds them "man at his best,

in perfect balance with nature, imafraid

of death or misfortune, gay, quick-witted

and eoinageous." Yet these Stone Age
men have cameras, repeating rifles, out-

board motors and one of them kept a

diary and another had inherited $10,000

from his father!

However, these points, although they

occur and re-occur throughout the book,

are mere quibbles. The author is extra-

ordinarily observant and is extremely

aware of the beauties of nature in all its

phases. She has remarkable powers of

description and her word pictures of the

tundra, its bird life and its subtle flower-

ing are unforgettable. So, too, are the in-

teresting bits of information she gives on

NATURAL niSTOHV, DECEMBER, 1 956



till- 0(1001 of the pomiafrost on plant life

and tlie intrioatoly interwoven causes and

offocts of tlie lemming cycle.

In spite of the author's optimism and

idealism, there is a sinister undercurrent

to lier story. On the one hand there are

the Eskimos, who she says quite frankly

arc a dying race, soft, unable to see the

<langers of the white man's civilization.

In the old days when a man hunted only

to feed his family, he needed only a few

dogs to pull his sledge. Now, when hunt-

ing and trapping for the white man has

become the chief means of livelihood, the

Eskimo needs a much larger team, and

hunting to feed them occupies the greater

part of his spare time. More and more he

comes to depend on the white man's food,

jiis modern conveniences and his money.

Tlic other side of the picture concerns

tlie wiiite man in the Arctic. One of tlie

most delightful characters in the book

is Pete Murdoch, the young Hudson's Bay

Factor at Pond Inlet. Charming, friendly

and always helpful to white strangers, he

was kind, and just as understanding to

the Eskimos. He was in his early twenties

and although happy and contented in his

\\ork, he felt it was time for him to go

out in the world and mi,\ with his own
people. What happened? For eight

months he was discontented and miser-

able, an obvious misfit. Now he is back

in the North again where he will prob-

ably remain. The two different types of

civilization do not mi.t. It is obvious that

to bo fitted for one disqualifies a man for

the other.

All in all, this is a charming book, easy

to road, fascinating in its descriptions of

a land and a way of life completely dif-

ferent from that which the ordinary reader

is ever likely to experience. But it takes

someone like Mrs. Scherman to get the

most out of living it and to describe it

adequately.

Tlie reviewer, daughter of Admiral

Robert E. Peary, discoverer of the North

Pole, was born in Northern Greenland.

Bring 'em back
petrified

...----.--by Lilian Brown

Dodd, Mead, $4.00, 277 pp., illus.

Reviewed by Eleanor Lothkop

TN Bring 'Em Back Petrified, Lilian

Brown tells the story of a season in the

jungles of Central America where she

accompanied her husband Dr. Bamum
Brown, noted paleontologist, in his search

for fossil remains of the great animal mi-

grations of the Ice Age. The Browns

spent approximately six montlis in and

around Santa Amelia, a native village in

the province of El Pefen in Guatemala,

and a double theme is interwoven through-

out the book—one, the scientific search

for fossils, the other, a chronicle of the

people of Santa Amelia.

Santa Amelia was picked as head-

quarters because a native hunter had dis-

covered fossil bones in the vicinity. This

remote little village had an air strip where

a small plane landed the Browns and the

provisions for their expedition. It had little

else in the way of conveniences. The na-

tives, however, were for the most part a

happy, carefree lot and, considering their

isolation and consequent unaccustomed-

ness to foreigners, they adapted them-

selves amazingly (juickly to their visitors.

The men and boys vied for jobs to assist

Dr. Brown in his hunt for strange bones.

Dr. Brown's quest was remarkably suc-

cessful, particularly considering that, ac-

cording to the author, "Looking for bone

in tlie jungle . . . simply isn't done." His

methods were frequently imorthodox, but

they paid off. Thus his most productive

finds came as a result of persuading the

workmen to dive into the river to retrieve

fossil bones, their enthusiasm being kin-

dled by the device of totting up individual

finds on a blackboard with a bonus paid

according to the score. Bits of mastodon,

ground sloths, camels, and prehistoric

horses and bisons were salvaged in this

way, confinning Dr. Brown's theory that
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not always available or ol)\iou.s to tlio

unaided eye.

Tlie pliotoKrapli.s are beautiful; pat-

tern.s, te,\tuie.s, eliiaroseuro, and form.s are

e.\eeptionai. Tlie .scale of the picture.s i.s

just right. ( Tlie few good books in tliis

field are .soinetiines marred by the small

size of the photographs.

)

A look at this book will remind diose

who really see and enjoy the world around

(Item that there are literally millions of

undiseo\ered or imappreeiated visual as-

pects of nature. Books of this (luality not

only aid the artist who constantly returns

to nature for his raw material, but bring

to the naturalist's attention unnoticed

forms and patterns in nature.

The reviewer, an art instructor, specializes

in the teaching of Nature Structure at

Pratt Institute.

.iMERICAN WATER AND
GAME BIRDS
--.-.... by Austin L. Rand

Dutton, $11. ,50

240 pages of te.xt, 167 photos,

35 silhouettes by Ugo Mochi

Revieived by

Robert Cushman Murphy

"pJERE is another gorgeous picture book
designed to complement an earlier

production of the Chanticleer Press en-

titled Land Birds of America. The present

volume contains 130 reproductions of

color photographs by the Cruickshanks,

Porter, La Tour, Hosking and other virtu-

osi of the camera. Many figures are

enlarged almost to tlie size of the nine-

by-twelve-inch page and, with a few ex-

ceptions, they faithfully render the hues

and difficult gradations of plumage. Only
here and there, as in the case of the Cali-

fornia quail, is the result a bit off-color.

The flamingo portrait represents a captive

bird—though not so stated—and it lacks

the brilliant rose of this West Indian spe-

cies in the wild.

There are also 70 black-and-white loho-

tographs of high merit and usefulness.

One of them, a wedge of flying snow
ucese by Kubichek, has been printed up-

side down. An additional decorative fea-

ture of the book is a series of clc\'er

silhouettes by Ugo Mochi. The artist is,

however, less familiar with the e.xtraor-
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diiiary subtleties of bird conformation

tlian he has shown himself to be with

those of mammals. Some of his cut-outs

are pleasing and convincing, whereas

others ( the tropic birds, for example

)

hear little resemblance to the visual im-

pression of the living subject.

The text does much more tlian merely

explain the meaning of the pictures. Dr.

Austin Rand, Chief of the Zoological Sec-

tion in the Chicago Natural History Mu-
seum, has done a thoroughly competent

job. He has perhaps overemphasized the

relative dimensions of species within a

yroup, because a volume of this kind is

hardly likely to be much used in field

identification. But he has succinctly re-

corded the habits and outstanding char-

acteristics of the bird families and their

species, including much information de-

rived from very recent research by him-

self and others. It is a pleasure to see

such a student of animal psychology as

Dr. Rand forthrightly label the broken-

wing behavior of certain nesting birds a

"ruse." This reaction has been the sub-

ject of intensive study and differing inter-

pretations. The fact that it works in saving

eggs and young from predatory enemies

shows, nevertheless, that it is a "purpose-

ful" adaptation even if neither voluntary

nor deliberate. The text throughout is a

sane and forceful plea for stepi3ed-up

activity in protecting natural resources on

our continent. Unless we do this we shall

certainly lose many more of our birds.

The rciicwcr {Lamont Curator Emeri-

tus of Birds lit the American Museiiin of

Natural History ) is a leading icorhl au-

thority on birds and author o)i the subject.

His works include Oceanic Birds of South

.America.

In search of adam:

The Story of Man's Quest for the

Truth About His Earliest Ancestors

-by Herbert Wencit

Translated from the German
hy James Cleugh

Houghton Mifflin, .$6..50

.540 pp., illus.

Revicivfd by
ThEODOSIUS DOUZIIANSKY

A N attempt is made in this hook to pre-

sent in a li\ely and readable ft^irin

the history of the evolutionary idea, par-

ticularly as it concerns the origin of man.

A great deal of historical ground is con-

ered, from Aristotle to the year 19.53, and

from the "dragon teeth" to the African

australopithccine remains. Tile author is

a free-lance writer and journalist who,

without resorting to a "journalese" style,

skillfully enlivens his narrative by drama-

tic or amiisiiig details of the lives of those

wild ha\c present<'d us with theories, or
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ONE very hot day in July, 1943,

Lt. (j'g.) George H. Smith

of the United States Navy was sit-

ting on a small rubber raft some-

where between Munda and Guad-

alcanal. He was very thirsty, and

he was cursing man's inability to

drink sea water. To his surprise, he

saw a booby bird land on the

water, put its long neck under the

surface, and apparently take a

drink.

In Smith's own words, "It made
me mad. I couldn't understand why
the bird, which was only Hesh and

blood like myself, could drink sea

water while I couldn't."

Smith's next reaction was the

crucial one. Though under all the

strain of a life-and-death predica-

ment, he set himself a plan of

scientific investigation.

"I shot the bird," he relates, "cut

him open, and traced the course of

the water through his digestive

system. Around the intestines of

the bird I found a handful of fat,

and I reasoned that if I greased my
mouth with this fat, I might be able

to swallow sea water without tast-

ing it. For five days then I drank

a pint of sea water each day."

Lt. Smith was picked up after

20 days afloat, still in fairly good

physical condition.

Smith's story was widely circu-

lated. His procedure for making

sea water drinkable, and the fact

that he had drunk a pint of it a

day, were even incorporated into

survival instructions used by some

Navy and Army Air Force crews.

Soon, however, less optimistic re-

actions began to be expressed.

Articles appeared in service pub-

lications pointing out that men are

not booby birds and that drinking

sea water as Smith had done could

kill a man. U. S. Navy medical

authorities reported that the reason

Smith had suffered no ill effects

from five continuous days of im-

bibing sea water was that he was

not soriouslv delndratcd at the bc-

Can shipwrecked men survive

if they drink sea water?

How can its salt content

be removed?

Scientific research tries

to supply the answers

By William H. Allen

ginning of the ordeal and that on

the fifth day a rain squall provided

him with all the fresh water he

could drink. If he had been de-

hydrated when he started or if the

rain squall had not come when it

did, he might have lost his life.

Smith himself had noted that the

amoimt of water he lost in urine

during the five days was appar-

ently three times the quantit\' of

sea water he drank. Obviously, ex-

cretion of the salts in the sea water

was taking water from his body,

and he would have been danger-

ously dehydrated if he had con-

tinued drinking sea water.

Unfortunately, the medical re-

ports on the incident were not read

as widely as the original report,

and Smith's experience is still cited

by some siuvival "experts" as proof

that man can survive at sea without

fresh water.

Recently several newspapers and
magazines of large circulation have

carried stories purporting to "prove"

SI3



that it is safe to drink sea water.

Most of these stories are based

either on the account of Dr. Alain

Bombard, who drifted from the

Canaries to Barbados in his raft

L'Heretique in 1952, or on the ex-

periments carried on by ths Frencli

Navy, which are essentia.ly a con-

tinuation of Bombard's work. The

French experimenters now main-

tain that a man can survive for six

days by drinking only sea water.

But he must drink it in small quan-

tities—approximately one-tenth of a

pint (50 c.c. ) at a time. If sea

water is to be drunk beyond the

sixth day, the French say that the

survivor must drink 1000 c.c. ( 1.05

quarts ) of fresh water on the sixth

day to help get rid of excess salt.

In short, it is claimed that the

survivor could live for eleven days

on little more than one quart of

fresh water, although this claim

has not been subjected to experi-

ment. Unfortunately, many of the

stories written about the French

experiments omit any mention of

the restrictions on the use of sea

water and leave the reader with the

impression that the sea will pro-

vide all the water a man needs for

an indefinite period.

The U. S. Naval Aero-Medical

Safettj Journal stated in 1955 that

"all physiological knowledge at

present indicates that sea water is

inimical to the human organism

and that its use will shorten rather

than prolong survival time." This

view has been repeated in other

official Navy publications. The U. S.

Air Force Manual 64-5 entitled "Sur-

vival," which is carried in all Air

Force survival kits and on many
commercial airplanes, says: "Do not

drink sea water."

Why do tlu' services take this

stand? Is it due to the natural re-

luctance of medical men to accept

a theory that has not been thor-

oughly tested? Or is it because the

theory has been tested and found

wanting? The fact is that the prob-

lem of providing water for the sur-

vivors of shipwreck and aircraft

ditchings has been thoroughly in-

vestigated, and the investigators

have found that the use of sea

water is not the answer.

During World War II, the aiTned

forces and the merchant marines

of all the combatants were faced

with the problem of providing sea-

men and airmen with a supply of

water in case of disaster. This

problem posed many questions, the

first of which was: How much
water does a man need in a sur-

vival situation?

The standing rule of thumb used

prior to World War II on board

naval vessels and merchant ships

was "a pint a day per man." How-
ever, tests on subjects placed in a

simulated survival situation soon

showed that this was not enough

to keep a man in water balance.

Different investigators came up
with different answers as to the

exact amount of water needed to

prevent dehydration, but all agreed

that the minimum amount was a

great deal more than a pint a day.

The following table, compiled

by Dr. E. F. Adolph and his asso-

ciates, gives the values generally

accepted by the end of the war.

A SOLAR STILL can produce
two pints of I'resli water
from sea water a day. De-
flated it occupies tlie space
of a pint can of water. Some
U. S. JNavy planes carry the
model hein"; used helow.

TOTAL WATER INTAKE REQUIRED
TO BALANCE WATER LOSSES
AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES

I Fahrenheit

(§

*2 UUUUUU^
40 UUUU
33 uuu\:
30 uuu
28 uuu
27 UUt

A team of United States scien-

tists directed by Dr. Adolph went

even fiu'ther and estimated the re-

lationship between total water sup-

ply and survival time at various

temperatures. Dr. Adolph com-
puted that at environmental tem-

peratures under 70 degrees F., a

man who starts out in water bal-

ance can survive for ten days.

These values apply to an inactive

man, in the shade, and with a low

calorie intake.



n i-lr Worhl rhato

^ Dr. Alain Bombard and raft (above and right) used in liis 65-day
experiment to prove shipwrecked men can survive on fish and water.

Note that the advocates of drinking

sea water claim only that a man
can survive for six days by drink-

ing sea water alone and for eleven

days if he drinks slightly over one

quart of fresh water while drinking

sea water. Thus it appears that by
drinking no water at all a man
would survive for four days longer

tlian he would on sea water, even

if the claims of the advocates of sea

water are valid.

The data for environmental tem-

peratures of 70 degrees F. and
under are used in the example

above because all the sea water ex-

periments recorded have been car-

ried out in temperate and cool

climates. As is shown in the table

below, expected survival time goes

down sharply at higher tempera-

tures, even if the subject can re-

main in the shade.

The accuracy of Adolph's predic-

tions has been borne out several

times in actual survival incidents.

An extensive study of shipwreck

survivors during World War II

showed that the maximum time

without water recorded by any sur-

vivor was eleven days—just one day

longer than the prediction.

Adolph also demonstrated that,

as the body becomes increasingly

deficient in water, certain symp-

toms follow in order. The degree

of dehydration was rated by meas-

uring the per cent loss of body

weight. At the beginning of dehy-

dration there is thirst and discom-

fort. Succeeding symptoms, in

order, are lassitude, loss of appe-

tite, sleepiness, rise in body tem-

perature and, at about 5 per cent

dehydration, nausea. At from 6 to

10 per cent dehydration, the victim

HOW LONG CAN A MAN SURVIVE IN THE SHADE

ly

de
F.

20
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rublter rafts

A Mwi AlKllM
equipment with

> The kit consists of cakes of

silver aliiniinuni silicate and a

plastic processing bag.

^ The processing bag is filled

with sea water
droj)pe(

d h

>;ihiii^ lvit>.

(•(itiimrrcial

odour has been described in the

breath. Within an hour or two,

deHrium sets in, quiet at first but

later violent and unrestrained; con-

sciousness is gradually lost; the

color of the face changes and froth

appears at the corners of the lips.

Death may take place quietly:

more often it is a noisy termination,

and not infrequently the victim

goes over the side in his delirium

and is lost."

Those who advocate the drink-

ing of sea water argue that the

effects so graphically described by
Critchley do not follow when sea

water is drunk by a man in water

balance. They point out, moreover,

that anyone who goes swimming in

the sea swallows some sea water

and that many castaways swallow

substantial amounts of sea water

before reaching the safety of a life-

boat or raft. The advocates of sea

water maintain that by drinking

small quantities of it immediately,

a man can both slake his thirst

and keep his body in water balance.

The question of whether or not

a man can stop or avoid the sensa-

tion of thirst by drinking sea water

is difficult to prove or disprove. In

several experiments on drinking

small quantities of sea water, the

subjects have reported that they

had no feeling of tliirst. All these

experiments took place in cool

^ It is then kneaded gently for an hour
to grind up the cake.

Desalted water is drawn off
from a filter in llie hottoin of the ha";.
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climates, and none nf (Iumh ran lor

more than six days. In actual sur-

vival incidents under similar en-

vironmental conditions, survivors

who had no water denied any feel-

ings of thirst, and some who drank

small amounts of sea water were

thirsty.

Actually thirst is only a si!j;nal of

the body's need for water. Thirst is

often satisfied while the body is

still slightly dehydrated. This is

especially true in cool climates.

Tests made by the U. S. Army in

cold climates show that if men
drink only when they are thirsty,

they stay in a continuously dehy-

drated state.

The sensation of thirst vai^ies a

great deal with individuals. A per-

son's description of how he feels

changes with his psychological as

well as his physiological condition,

so the tenn "thirst" can be re-

garded as little more than an ex-

pression of personal opinion.

However, the effect of drinking sea

water on the body's water balance

can be computed and the compu-

tations verified by experiment. It is

possible to determine by acaial test

how much sea water the body can

tolerate, though for obvious rea-

sons laboratory experiments cannot

carry the study to a point where

the subject's life is actually en-

dangered.

A vital liinction of the watci' iu

our bodies is to permit the kidneys

to extract waste products from the

blood in the form of urine. The
chemical and physical processes

involved in this function would take

us beyond the scope of a general

article. So we are centering our

attention on the effect of the in-

gestion of the dissolved salts in

sea water, predominantly sodium

chloride or common salt. And the

basic point is that the body uses

only a very small amount of salt.

Additional salt ingested must be

excreted with the urine, using

water which could be utilized by

the body in other functions.

With the osmotic concentration

of sea water only slightly below

that of urine, the daily pint of sea

water that the body will tolerate

will oiil_\- yield about 3 JO of a jiint

( 143 c.c. ) of free water for the ex-

cretion of other urinary constitu-

ents, as Dr. Homer W. Smith

points out in his book From Fish to

Pliilosopher. The amount of water

actually needed for urine formation

is about a pint, not to mention up-

ward of 1500 c.c. more (over

3 pints) for sweat, if the indi-

vidual is exposed to sun and
wind. Yet 500 c.c., or about 1

pint, is the greatest amount of sea

water that can be swallowed each

day without gastrointestinal dis-

turbance from the unabsorbable

magnesium and sulphate. Consum-
ing larger amounts, concludes Dr.

Smith, would only lead to diarrhea

and further dehydration and would

hasten the end.

The most favorable report on the

Three Canadians (below rifiht) were able to cross the Atlantic on a raft

(below left) because rain water was available.

London Daily .Vc



use of sea water is that of W. S. S.

Ladell, printed in TI)e Lancet, Oc-

tober 9, 1943. Ladell ran a series

of experiments with a group of

seventeen men on a "shipwreck

ration" such as was carried in life-

boats. Some of the subjects drank

sea water, others fresh water or

fresh water plus sea water.

Ladell summarized the effects of

drinking up to 400 c.c. (a little

less than a pint) of sea water daily.

The subjects were either totally or

partially deprived of fresh water

and were on the low-calorie and

low-salt diet of the "man on the

raft." Thus they were getting al-

most all the salt their bodies used

from the sea water they drank.

Ladell's conclusions were as fol-

lows, both for men drinking only

sea water and for those using sea

water as an "extender" for an in-

adequate fresh-water ration:

(a) At first, the subject retains

the same amount of chloride that

his body had lost before he began

to drink sea water. Subsequently

he excretes the full amoimt of

chloride taken in. (b) The output

of urine is increased, but there is

a slight gain in the amount of the

water in the body, because the

extra water lost in the urine is less

than the extra water taken in as

sea water, (c) There is a gain in

the total urea clearance.

(It should be noted that this ex-

periment was performed in a lab-

oratory where sweating would be

at a minimum.)

Ladell's experiment indicated

that a slight advantage was to be

gained when a man on limited

fresh water or without any fresli

water drank sniaU quantities of sea

water. However, the agency spon-

soring the research did not recom-

mend the drinking of sea water.

Evidently it was felt that the small

gain to be expected did not war-

rant the risk involved. Even if the

survivor was able to hold his in-

take of sea water down to the limit

recommended by Ladell (400 c.c.,

or less than 1 pint), the small

volume of water gained in this way
could not support human life in-

definitely and would give little if

innttnmil an papv 555
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THE WONDER
We take for granted the substance on which
all life depends, not realizing that it has more
strange properties than any other common fluid

WATER plays a role on this

earth surpassing in import-

ance that of any known substance.

It is even more essential to Hfe

tlian air; at least it must be present

first. Were a seed completely dry,

it would never germinate when you

plant it. Locked within the dry im-

pervious shell, every seed contains

some water. The germ of all life

I'xists only in the presence of water.

The cell is the unit building

block of all plant and animal life.

Its protoplasm may contain from

60 to 90 per cent water. This unit,

on which all life depends, contains

suspensions or solutions of count-

less substances in water. In fact,

the majority of living things on this

earth actually live in water — the

ocean.

More than 70% of the earth is

covered by water. Fortunately for

life on earth, water is not static

but constantly on the move. After

a rainfall, some water percolates

into the ground, some runs off by

way of streams to the oceans, some
evaporates, and some is given back

to the atmosphere by the transpira-

tion of plant life and the breathing

of animals.

Tremendous amounts of water

are present in living organisms.

Your blood plasma is about 90%

water, and your body as a whole

About the Author:

Pennsylvania born. Prof. John H.
Daugherty has studied at four in-

stitutions and taught at seven. He
ser\'ed as a teehnician at the Radia-

tion Counter Laboratory in 1952
and 19.53 and is now Chairman of

the Department of Seienee at The
National College of Edueation at

Evanston, 111,—Ed.

contains 75% or more water. O
course, much of the water is ii

chemical combination with othe

substances. Water is so importan

to your chemical make-up that ;

20% loss of water from your bod;

would cause death.

If you have a friend who de
clares that he never drinks wateil

he obtains it, of course, in the food]

he eats. A good steak may contaiii

more than 60% water, and potatoes

78%. Some vegetables contain exc

more. Your body itself forms uati

as a bi-product of chemical oxid;

tions — as much as two cuplul

each day.

Water is unique in many ol il

properties, nearly all of whicli i

some way affect life. For exanijilc

the fact that cells of living matti

contain a high percentage of watt

means that cells can absorb mor

heat with less rise in temperatur

than any other common substaiici

This property is called spctifi

heat. Water has the highest spct ifi

heat of any common substance

much higher than the earth or tli

materials of which it is composri

The aluminum pan on your stox-

heats up quickly, but if it contaiii

\^\\\\i\iliUtlM
^^

}U{}
?/WWVA
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even a small quantity of water it

heats up very slowly. It takes al-

most five times as much heat to

raise one pound of water one de-

gree as it does a like amount of

aluminum. Thus the high specific

heat of water aids cells in main-

taining reasonable temperatures.

When living matter does over-

heat, another characteristic of

water comes to your aid. Evapora-

tion is a cooling process, and water

again is unique — it requires more
heat to change water to a vapor

than any other ordinary liquid —
in some cases ten times as much.

^'^'»^

On hot days you perspire, and the

. heat to evaporate the perspiration

comes from your body, thus cool-

" ing you off. Were your sweat

glands not functioning, as in a re-

cently reported medical case, you

would need to take frequent ice

baths during warm weather or live

in air-conditioned surroundings.

Some liquids may exceed the dis-

solving power of water in certain

instances, but no other liquid can

dissolve such a wide variety of

things and in such quantities. Only

dissolved substances can pass

through cell walls in your body.

The process by which they travel

thiough membranes is called os-

mosis. It takes place when solu-

tions of unequal strength are sepa-

rated by a semi-permeable mem-
brane like a cell wall. Cells can

receive food nutrient and get rid

of waste products in this manner.

One property of water proves to

be an exception to the general rule

of how substances react to heat.

Most substances expand when
heated and contract when cooled.

As water is cooled toward the freez-

ing point, it contracts until it

reaches a temperature of about 39

degrees Fahrenheit, but from this

j)oint downward to 32 degrees, the

freezing point, it expands! This

means that the coldest water, which

is less dense because it has ex-

panded, stays on top and is the first

to freeze. The ice stays on top, too,

because it is less dense than water.

As a result, it is there to be melted

first when the weather warms up.

Life can still go on under the ice

with the aid of oxygen dissolved in

the water.

While gravity pulls all things to-

ward the earth, water can never-

theless rise from considerable

depths in the soil by capillary ac-

tion. Capillary attraction is the

force that causes a liquid to rise

in a very small tube. Water not

infrequently rises four feet or more
through fine pores in the soil. If

you place the corner of a cube of

sugar in your coffee, soon the

whole cube is saturated by capil-

lary attraction. One of the most re-

cent fountain pens to be designed

uses the principle of capillarity to

fill it. Plants depend upon this ac-

tion to obtain water during dry

periods. The sap of a tree, a water

solution, rises to the top of the

highest tree with the help of capil-

lary action, osmosis, and surface

tension. Some details of the com-
plex process are still partly a

mystery.

This last characteristic of water,

a high surface tension, aids some
insects, too. The molecules of the

top layer of a water surface seem
to be stretched like a membrane.
It takes but a small force to break

the film, but some insects, such as

the water strider, can skim across it

without getting their feet wet.

Water, w^ith its many unique

properties, is inseparable from your

life, and its manifold uses in science

and industry are of primar\' impor-

tance to our comfort and happiness.

THE WONDERS OF WATER 519



Nature'sMoth Killer
The Ophiou ichneumon fly operates its own fifth cokimn. It shoots it eggs deep

within the Polyphemus moth's larvae, and the grub that emerges eats its host alive

!

By Harold V. Green
Phoronrafihs by llw author

<,20

*• The FKMAi.K I'oLYPiiKMUs MOTH is capable of layini; 300 egfjs. The larvae are vora-

cious leaf-eaters. Where ahiinilant. they constitute a serious threat to oiu- siiatle trees.
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A Fortunately the ichneumon fly (also known as the Ophion wasp) keeps the situation under control. It seeks
out the larvae of these large moths and lays its eggs deep within them. The ichneumon's grul) then eats its way out.

THE Polyphemus moth is capa-

able of laying 300 or more eggs.

The leaf-eating larvae that emerge

from these eggs could wreak havoc

among our shade trees. Fortunately

for us, they do not become too

numerous, for the Ophion ichneu-

mon fly has as its goal in life the

destruction of the caterpillars of

these giant moths.

When the Ophion ichneumon fly,

also known as the Ophion wasp,

finds a Polyphemus caterpillar, it

alights close to the caterpillar with

its antennae nervously twiddling

and prepares for the attack. As

though realizing the Ophion's in-

tentions, the caterpillar will often

jerk its foreparts high into the air,

pull back its head until it appears

hooded, and make a clicking sound

with its jaws. I have known grown

men when menaced in this fashion

to draw back in real alarm. How-
ever, this "terrifying attitude," as

it has been called, does not disturb

the Ophion in the least. It ad-

vances upon the caterpillar from

the rear, plunges its ovipositer like

a hypodermic needle into the cater-

pillar's body, deposits one egg, and

then makes off. All is again as it

was: the caterpillar appears and

acts unharmed. But deep within its

body lies a tiny, deadly seed.

As a rule, shortly after receiving

an "injection," the caterpillar be-

gins spinning its cocoon. This is

not brought on by the injection.

The Ophion, in some mysterious

fashion, seems to recognize and

single out caterpillars that are

about to pupate, and it reserves its

seeds of death for them alone.

The Ophion's egg hatches within

the caterpillar's body, and the grub

that emerges begins at once to eat

its host alive! By the time the

Polyphemus caterpillar has spun its

cocoon, the grub of the Ophion is

full-grown. The caterpillar, having

used every last bit of energy in

spinning its cocoon, gives up the

struggle for survival and dies. Its

silken sheath, which was to have

cradled it until time for its rebirth

in a lovelier guise, becomes instead

its shroud.

Now the parasitic grub of the

Ophion, made fat by its meal of the

caterpillar, pushes the drained

husk of its host to the bottom of

the cocoon and spins itself a dense,

brownish-colored envelope within

that spun by the caterpillar. It then

pupates. Later, in the spring, in-

stead of a large moth, a giant rela-

tive of the wasp family emerges—
the Ophion ichneumon fl)'.
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A When free of its host, tlie ichneumon grub spins its owai
cocoon inside the cocoon of the Polyphemus larva. At this stage

of its development, it is full-grown and al)oiit to enter its pupal
state to he metamorphosed into an adult iclnieunion fly.

A AfTI-.H THK ICIINEIMON FLY has cut a

"trap door" in its own cocoon, it has to

make an opening in the moth's cocoon.

^ The adult ichneumon
FLY has just emerged from
the moth's cocoon.

An ichneumon fly's cocoon
which has been removed from that

of its host—the Polyphemus nu)lli.

At the right is shown the neatly-cut

"trap door" made hy the emerging
adult ichneumon fly. The lumpy
mass on the left end of the cocoon

is the drained, deflated hu^k of the

Polyphemus larva.
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The

Hamster
changes to

In the secrets of the

hibernating animal may lie

greater safety for the patient

undergoing heart and brain surgery

By Paul 0. Chatfield

If you keep a golden hamster at

an environmental temperature

of about 41 degrees F., a remark-

able change will take place in its

body. This low temperature causes

the animal to prepare for hiberna-

tion, during which its temperature

will fall to a level very close to that

of the surrounding air. At such low

temperatures, the hamster's fat

< The Golden Haai-
STER during its wak-
ing state is an alert

little animal, ever
curious about its sur-

roundings.

would become "frozen"— too hard

for utilization as nourishment dur-

ing its long sleep. But this is no

XDroblem, because the hamster auto-

matically "changes to winter oil."

Its fat is transformed to a less satu-

rated form, so that as the animal's

temperature drops, it remains liquid,

usable as a source of energy.

The hamster finally curls up into

a ball, and its heartbeat slows down
to perhaps only four beats a mi-

nute, instead of a usual rate of

about 400! It breathes perhaps

once every two minutes, and its

metabolic rate, as reflected by its

oxygen consumption, drops to 1/30
of what it was in the normal state.

The animal may remain in this

lethargic state for weeks, or it may
awaken in a few days.

The process of waking from hi-

bernation is also dramatic. When
the animal is mechanically dis-

turbed, or at some unknown signal,

it begins to tense its muscles, thus

increasing the production of body
heat and the consumption of oxy-

gen. It starts to breathe faster, and
the heart rate increases gradually.

Its blood pressure also rises. When
the body temperature reaches about

68 degrees F., the "brain waves,"

which were absent during hiber-

nation, return. After about tluee

A Wo/nan Saved bv Hihemalion

hours, the hamster is fulh' awake,

scurrying about and acting as if it

were greatly enraged at being

rudely awakened.

The hibernation of the golden

hamster, and of other animals, is

> DURINC HIBERNA-
TION it is curled up
into an immobile ball.

The only visible sign

of life may be an oc-

casional respiration.

now of interest even to surgeons.

They have discovered that chilling

the body of a patient is useful dur-

ing operations on the heart and

brain, and they have turned to hi-

bernating animals to study ways of

increasing the safety of their "h>po-

thermia," or temperature-lowering

techniques. What is being learned

of the life processes of such ani-

mals as the golden hamster may
therefore pre\'ent disaster to hu-

mans during these critical opera-

tions.

An expectant inotlier who remained unconscious for over 24 weeks after sufferinc brain injuries, was kept
for a week in a "virtual state of hibernation." Her temperature at the time of her admission to a London
hospital was rising to a dangerous level. By means of cooling anesthesia, it was reduced to as low as 12.6
degrees below nonnal, and the most critical period was passed. Her baby, a son, was born \o\-ember 8.

(From The Scu- York Times.)

THE HAMSTER CHANGES TO WINTER OIL
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^ The hills people of Nepal use the
Panirolin''s scales for rings and necklaces,
which are worn to ward off rheumatic
diseases.

cA Study. In Scaled
The strange-looking Pangolin comes equipped

with its own protective armor — a coat of hard brownish-gray scales

!

By Samir Sen
Photographs by the author

NOT SO long ago I was aroused

one morning by the news

that a nomad had crossed the

mountains from Nepal bringing a

"weird creature" witli him. Would
I identify it?

Dressing hastily, I went out to

find myself confronting what
looked like a relic of some pre-

historic age. Its entire body was

covered by protective armor —
brownish-gray scales that over-

lapped one another in a most sys-

tematic and attractive pattern.

Turned over, its underside proved

to be tender and flesh colored, like

the palm of the human hand. Its

overall length, I afterwards ascer-

tained, was twenty-eight and one-

half inches.

As 1 collect and keep a number

of "wild" animals from the Hima-

laya, I was thrilled to have before

me a young, male Sdlak—the local,

Indian name for the elusive crea-

ture more universally known as

the pangolin.

The pangolin ( also called the

scaly anteater) is the Old World

coimterpart of the armadillo and

anteater of the American hemi-

sphere. Several species of pango-

lins, grouped into one genus, have

been found to e.xist in the moist

equatorial forests of the Old World.

Two distinct species are found in

India. The Indian pangolin
(
Munis

crassicaudata) inhabits the plains

and lower slopes south of the

Himalaya. The Chinese pangolin

(Mcinis pentaclactyla), also called

the eared or hill pangolin, is found

at moderate heights in the Hima-

laya. The specimen brought to me

Owner of a large

estate in India, the

author is a keen eol-

leetor of wild ani-

mals and hirds. A
sehoolteacher, he
also leetures on natural history. His

ardent love of nature and wild life goes

hack lor three generations.

belonged to the latter species, the

Chinese pangolin.

After sharing my knowledge of

the "creature" with its owner, I

asked the old man what he in-

tended doing with it. To my horror

I learned that he was waiting for

it to die so that he could make
"big medicine" to use on himself.

This practice is common among
remote Himalayan tribes, so I was

not unduly surprised. Various parts

of rare animals and birds are con-

cocted into potions reputed to cure

every conceivable himian ailment.

Several months previously a burly

Tibetan trader had implored me to

give him a claw from my tame

leopard. (The claw of a living

leopard is supposed to possess very

great charm against disease.

)

I have found that there is little

to be gained from trying to dis-

suade natives from these age-old

beliefs. But I was determined to

rescue the pangolin from the ig-

nominious end that seemed to

await it, so I asked the old man
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wliat ailed liiiii. A pr()liiirj;c(l dis-

coiirse on tlu' siil)jc'ct iiKlicatfd a

case of malnutrition, coupled widi

old age. A fair sum of money antl

an impressive bottle of hrightl\-

colored tonic sent the old man hap-

pily trudging off to thi' local wine

slinp, and I betaine the pioud

possessor of a vi'r_\' fine pangolin.

1 was now free to e.\ann'ne the

new membcu- of my "wild" famih'

and to ascertain all that T had read

about it. Sure enough, the hard

scales were, in fact, composed of

agglutinated hairs that covered the

upper part of the head, the back

and sides, the whole tail, and the

outside of the limbs. A few bristle-

like hairs grew on its imderside

and between the scales. I found

that there were 18 rows of scales

around the body, 10 rows of smaller

scales on the top of the head, and

22 along the tail. Almost half of its

2S)2-inch length was body.

In its natural state the pangolin

lives on ants and termites, which

fall easy prey to its long, glutinous

tongue. This tongue is worm-like

and tapers to a fine point; its owner

can comfortably extend it to a dis-

tance of S inches. I also learned

that pangolins enjoy liquid food;

at least mine does. In a matter of

seconds, it will empty a bowl of

milk or water with lightning flashes

of its long tongue.

During the next several months

I learned much more about the

pangolin. Its "hands" consist of

three long curved claws flanked by

a shorter one, aiitl are ideally suited

lui- burrowing. Tlie animal can dis-

appear into tlie grountl witli amaz-

ing speed. When walking, the

claws of the forefeet bend inwards

to form hard soles. But the whole

soles of the hind feet, which pos-

sess shorter claws, are applied to

the ground.

It possesses small eyes and ridge-

like external ears, but its sight and

hearing are poor. It makes up for

this by its keen sense of smell. In

a lemote corner of my garden an

abundance of insects is usually to

be found. Sooner or later my pan-

golin will find its way to this spot,

no matter where he may be placed

at the outset.

Jyotklng. dtopi him

The pangolin moves slowly with

a swinging gait, sniffing the ground

as it goes resolutely over, around,

or under obstacles in its path. Be-

ing close to the ground it will often

stop and stand up on its hind feet

for a better look at the lay of the

land before continuing its journey.

It can do better than that: my
Chinese pangolin can climb a tree

with remarkable facility, although

this species is considered chiefly

to be terrestrial and sub-terrestrial.

Grasping the branches firmly with

its forefeet and prehensile tail, it

is quite at home and difficidt to

dislodge. In Africa, I understand,

a tree-dwelling species lives on ants

and termites found on trees.

The pangolin seldom seems to

lake the offensive. On one occasion

I did see it grasp the leg of an

aggravating kitten and hold it for

a moment in a viselike grip. The n,

without further ado—as if it didn't

know what else to do—it slowly re-

leased it. Sitting up on its tail like

a kangaroo, with its forefeet

clasped together, it almost looked

as if it were praying for a good

set of teeth. When excited, the

animal emits a loud hiss. I have-

not heard it make any other sound.

When asleep, or attacked, the

pangolin curls itself into a tight

ball. In fact it gets its name from

this act, which is known in Ma-
layan as "pengolin." The head is

curled between the fore limbs and

the tail firmly covers the head and

the soft parts of the body. In this

posture, it is completely protected

by its scaly armor and displays

prodigious strength when one tries

to unravel it. The sharp protecting

edges of the overlapping scales

then serve for offense as well as

defense.

These scaly creatures are more
common in this part of the world

than is generally supposed, but be-

ing nocturnal animals, they are not

often encountered. Hiding by day

in rock-crevices or in deep burrows

that they have made themselves,

they emerge only to feed at night.

I have derived much pleasure

and satisfaction from observing my
XDangolin. I only hope my nomadic

friend has enjoN'ed his tonic half

as much!

^ Its scales are actually composed of afrglu-

tinatetl hairs or bristles, enormously enlarged
and flattened.
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Is

there

Life

on other

ARE there men on other celes-

1. tial bodies? Is Homo sapiens

actually as remarkable a creature as

he appears from the perspective

of an insignificant planet revolving

about a minor sun? What place

does our xJnny world and its two-

legged inhabitants occupy in the

cosmic pattern?

Questions like these are not

limited to readers of comic books

and viewers of science-fiction TV
programs. They ai-e being asked—

and sometimes answered—by sober

scientists who command a world

audience.

The subject is not only affecting

intellectual but spiritual life, as

evinced by a statement made by

Father Francis J. Connell, Dean of

the School of Sacred Theology,

Catholic University: "It is well for

Catholics to know that the princi-

ples of their faith are reconcilable

with even the most astounding pos-

sibilities regarding life on other

planets." Father Connell had no

new information concerning "spare

men." He was simply ahead of most

religious leaders in grappling with

the theological implications of an

idea that has burst into great prom-

inence in our times.

Worlds ?
New advances in astronomy and other fields of science increase

the likelihood that the complex conditions necessary for the crea

tion of life have occurred in many other parts of the universe

By Gary Webstkk



Typical of the serious scientific

studies is a recent volume by H.

Spencer Jones, Astronomer Royal

of Britain. Significantly, he calls his

book Life on Other Worlds. Inter-

est runs so high that the volume
has been issued in a soft-cover edi-

tion for mass distribution, and it

was recently discussed in Reader's

Digest.

Speculation on the theme is far

from new. A few early Greek

thinkers were of the opinion that

the stars are inhabited. Hardly any

sensible person accepted such a

notion in ancient times, however.

Was it not obvious that this solid

Earth is central in the scheme of

things?

Centuries later, Copernicus,
Galileo, and their followers thought

of themselves as pioneers in the

new astronomy. But they were
much more than that. Their dis-

coveries affected major areas of

philosophy. Earth was relegated to

an obscure role in a boundless

star-filled universe. Man's once-

secure central place was chal-

lenged. Old ideas concerning his

status were shaken; they rocked

violently, then fell and shattered.

Echoes of the crash are still

rumbling. Four centuries of inten-

sive investigation have produced

no final answers to some of the ques-

tions raised by modern conceptions

of the physical universe.

Eager guesses have been offered

in abundance, however. In 1601,

Nicholas Hill solemnly announced
his conviction that the sun and
stars swarm with living creatures.

That sounds absurd in the light of

present-day knowledge of solar

temperatures. But until recent gen-

erations, even astronomers had only

a fraction of the data now avail-

able to general readers. \Vith no
facts to disprove them, many vague
theories flourished.

In an atmosphere of such eager

optimism, it was comparatively

easy for Richard Locke to perpe-

trate a monumental hoax. He wrote

a series of vivid articles, complete

IS THERE LIFE ON OTHER WORLDS?

with scientific terminology and de-

scriptive details, purporting to de-

scribe "lunar men" seen through a

huge new telescope. These stories

were pubfished in the New York

Sun in 18.35. Millions took them

as sober fact. Religious enthusiasts

even began collecting funds with

which to send missionaries to the

Moon.

Though the fraud was quickly

exposed, it did not curb interest

in the possibility of genuine dis-

coveries. Improved apparatus

showed the Moon to have little or

no atmosphere, so attention shifted

to Mars—the planet thought most

likely to have conditions approxi-

mately like Earth's.

Percival Lowell, among the most

distinguished of American astron-

omers, became convinced that the

red planet supports life. His views

were largely influenced by narrow

streaks that he dimly perceived on

the surface of Mars. After years of

study, he concluded these to be

canals built by intelligent beings

who were making a gallant attempt

to preserve civilization on the arid

sphere.

Lowell's theories are now gen-

erally discredited. But the quest

continues with undiminished zeal.

Just as growing information about

the Moon led men of the last cen-

tiny to shift their hopes to more

distant Mars, so an increase of

knowledge about that planet has

resulted in a shift of attention to

sections of the universe that are

beyond observation.

So long as our solar system was

considered to be the product of a

celestial collision, planets were
thought extremely rare. New "ex-

plosion" concepts of planet forma-

tion assume that many stars have

families of encircling satellites.

Evidence provided by giant tele-

scopes suggests that there may be

some 100 million billion stars in

visible galaxies. In no case is it

possible to see their planets. But

if the typical life history of a star

involves the loss of fragments, there

may be myriads of unseen planets.

Assuming them to exist, it seems

reasonable that a small percentage

have physical conditions similar to

those that prevail on Earth. And
where there are myriads, a small per-

centage may mean quite a lot.

Therefore, life must exist on many
spheres . .

.

So runs the typical argument.

Present theories make it sta-

tistically likely that Homo sapiens

is not alone in the cosmos. However,

of direct evidence that "men" live

anywhere other than upon Earth's

crust, we possess not one shred.

Before accepting a probability

estimate as "proof," it may be

profitable to take additional factors

into account. How did life itself

originate? Through what influences

did the manifold forms we know
evolve? What are the minimum con-

ditions under which such forms can

continue to exist?

With all its tenacity, life is fra-

gile. Because a high degree of or-

ganization is involved, environ-

mental factors must be relatively

constant. If any of a score of con-

ditions were altered considerably,

the human race would perish.

Temperature is among the most

obvious of the factors bearing upon

the life process. Heat tends to af-

fect molecular structures in direct

ratio to their complexity. Molecules

that serve as building blocks in

living cells are enormously more
elaborate than those of most in-

organic compounds. Hence, high

temperatures destroy every form

of life. Though low temperatures

do not so certainly lead to death,

metabolism and reproduction are

geared to moderate ranges.

Earth's most extreme annual

variations never exceed 250 degrees

F.—and that figure is not reached

at any one spot. True, temperatures

as high as 1.33 and 136 degrees F.

have been reported from desert

regions in North Africa. And at the

other end of the scale, the mercurj'

has been known to plunge below
minus 100 in Siberia. But most
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land surtaces are only about 100

degrees warmer in midsummer
than in dead of winter. Oceans and

tropical lands do not vary nearly

so widely.

Cosmic temperatures range from

the frozen death of absolute zero to

hellish fury at the surface of stars

—differences so great that no instru-

ment can measure them accurately.

Our nearest celestial neighbor,

the Moon, might be thought likely

to enjoy a climate similar to that

of Earth. But proximity is a false

clue. Lacking the regulating effect

of oin- planet's atmosphere and

oceans, the surface of a satellite

like the moon alternately sears and

freezes. During an eclipse, the

moon's temperatiue has been ob-

served to fall from about 160 de-

grees above to 110 degrees below

zero in a single hour.

No other body known to astron-

omy, except possibly Venus, even

approaches Earth's efficiency in

maintaining a global temperature

that keeps water constantly liquid.

Weirdly, however, that same nar-

row band is of maximum efficiency

in organic chemistry. The tempcra-

tiH'e conditions on our planet give

carbon compounds the instability

that fosters change — without pro-

ducing molecular chaos.

Water is the most important of

solvents. Global temperatures con-

stantly below freezing or above the

boiling point would eliminate the

possibility of life.

In order to enjoy the special

range of climatic change that per-

mits survival, a planet must be

neither too close to its sun nor too

far away. There must be an in-

sulating blanket of air that is

neither too thin nor too thick. The

planet must rotate upon its axis

at such a rate that days do not

become too hot nor nights too cold.

Many other factors are involved.

Their relationships are so complex

that life-sustaining climates are rare

almost beyond possibility of com-

putation.

Even given a favorable heat

band, there are fantastic odds

When Harlow Shapley, the celebrated astron-

omer of Harvard University, was asked whether
the likelihood of life on other heavenly bodies
appears to be increasing, he replied:

Our expanding knowledge has been very important in re-

inforcing our belief that sentient beings are not uncommon through-
out the universe.

We now know that some billions of years ago, stars and
galaxies were crowded together. The origin of planetary systems would
then have been highly frequent, although now essentially impossible,

if collision is the source.

We also know that the stars, radiating life-supporting fuel,

are to be counted by the sextillions, thus enhancing the probability of

high sentient life.

Finally, evidence has accrued that the step from the in-

animate to the animate by way of the amino acids is not impossible.

In fact, life is probably the inevitable consequence of chemical evolu-

tion wherever physics, chemistry, and climatology are right.

against a planet's having all other

essentials for life. Water is one of

them, for it is the chief component

of both plant and animal cells.

Oxygen is needed by animals;

most plants require a constant

supply of carbon dioxide. On Earth,

these problems are neatly dove-

tailed: photosynthesis uses carbon

dioxide as a raw material, releases

ox)gen as a waste product. Mean-

while, animal metabolism burns

oxygen and throws supplies of car-

bon dioxide back into the atmos-

pheric bank. Strip vegetation from

the planet, and the broken cycle

would cause man to suffocate—as-

suming that he could ward off

starvation.

Air is essential for life-sustaining

gases, but it also serves as a shield

against death-dealing radiation. Its

ozone, water molecules, and layers

of ions block or alter ultraviolet

light and other emanations that

rain upon our globe. No other

heavenly body has yet been dis-

covered to have anything even

roughly comparable to our atmos-

phere.

At the Moon's surface, air is

nonexistent or so thin that it can-

not be detected. Failure has dogged

every attempt to discover oxygen

in the atmosphere of Mars, and

astronomers agree that the red

planet has only negligible traces

of water vapor. Jupiter and Saturn

are thought to be surrounded by

clotids of ammonia and methane.

Venus seems blanketed in gases

unsatisfactory for the support of

life. The planet Mercury is thought

to be almost or entirely without air.

Uranus and Neptime are known to

be swathed in methane. Pluto, re-

volving in the celestial deep-freeze

at the remote outer edge of our

system, shows no signs of possess-

ing an\thing resembling Earth's

mantle of air.

Our planet's crust contains high

concentrations of silicon, iron, and
other comparatively heavy sub-

stances. Light gases are rare. Study

of luminous bodies such as the sun

and stars indicates that they are

largely composed of hydrogen and

helium—with only traces of ele-
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mt'iits tliat loom large in Earth's

shell.

The chemistry of the human body
is known to utilize at least fifteen

elements: hydrogen, oxygen, car-

bon, iodine, sodium, nitrogen, sul-

phiu-, phosphorus, manganese, cop-

per, calcium, iron, magnesium,
l^otassium, chlorine. Lacking any
one of these in usable fonn, life

would be greatly modified if not

quickly eliminated. Vegetable or-

ganisms—which produce all Earth's

o.xygen and food— rely upon
oxygen, carbon, hydrogen, and ni-

trogen, with traces of other essen-

tial elements.

Given a planet with suitable

temperature range, adequate water,

precisely-balanced atmosphere, and

a supply of essential elements,

would not survival of its organisms

be guaranteed?

Not quite.

Distribution of solids and liquids

must be just right. If Earth were a

perfect sphere, rather than a

scarred and wrinkled spheroid,

water would cover the entire sur-

face of the planet evenly. Most

geologists affirm that the continents

actually float upon molten rock-

somewhat as icebergs project

slightly above the water but with

all the hot rock underneath. A
downward shift of less than three

per cent in the granite-based seg-

ments of the planet's crust would
sink every acre of land beneath un-

broken oceans.

Only the precise ingredients —
each in just the right amount and

the whole molded neither too

smooth nor too rough—can produce

a planet boasting both seas and

dry land. A modification of the

proportions could reduce Earth to

an arid desert or a sodden hulk

eternally washed by huge globe-

circling tides.

Viewed thus, it may seem in-

credible that even one heavenly

body should provide an environ-

ment in which life can be main-

tained. But difficulties in account-

ing for the preservation of Earth's

organisms are trifling when com-

pared with enigmas that shroud

the origin of life itself.

A The Milky W\Y contains the cquivalont of approximalelv lUU hil-

lion suns. Its diameter is estimated to be about 100,000 light years.

No one has yet offered a satis-

factory description of the phenom-

enon called life. We know that the

same chemical elements and physi-

cal forces are involved in both liv-

ing and nonliving aggregations of

matter. But it helps very little to

agree that the living state is

marked by unique electro-chemical

relationships—for we do not know
what those relationships are.

"When we speak of Life itself,"

said D'Arcy W. Thompson, "we

know that we speak of a great

mystery. We seem to have stepped

unbidden upon holy ground."

Thompson was neither a mystic

nor a visionary but a hard-minded

scientist with an international repu-

tation, who simply made articulate

what many have recognized.

At breakfast, you and I can share

a piece of toast or divide a waffle

in half. It is a major enigma that

food is so transformed in digestion

and metabolism that part of it en-

ters ijotir life structure and f)art is

incorporated within the organism

that is me.

This much is clear: life must

utilize not-life in order to extend

the duration of its own intricately-

balanced state. Yet all the evidence

points to the conclusion that only

a living organism can beget new
hfe. We are left with a neat riddle

upon our hands: how did life

originate?

There are three classical solu-

tions; none has won anything like

universal acceptance.

Religious seers urge that life was

launched through a special creative

act on the part of a divine being.

Ancient scientists—and many
modern ones—have thought that liv-

ing organisms arose spontaneously

through the interaction of natural

forces. A few noted anahsts have

urged that "life" is a special in-

gredient of the cosmos, no more

created or originated than matter

and energy.

Proponents of the third theory

hold that sperms or spores have

always been scattered throughout

the universe. \\'henever they fall

into a suitable environment, they

multiply. Thus, life did not orig-

inate—because there never was a

time when it did not exist. Earth

owes her \'ast panorama of or-

ganisms to the fact that particles

of this eternal "life substance ' hap-

pened to reach the planet at an

appropriate stage in its develop-

IS THERE LIFE ON OTHER WORLDS

!
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ment. No less a thinker than Lord

Kelvin supported this view. Acord-

ing to him, life reached Earth as a

passenger upon a chance meteorite.

Careful lahoratory study of nu-

merous fragments from sf)ace has

failed to reveal the presence of

cosmic hitchhikers. There is no ex-

perimental evidence to support this

theory of "panspermia."

Precisely the same can be said

of the view that is most popular

with contemporary scientists. Many
authorities are rather confident in

saying that life must have arisen

spontaneously from not-life. There

is of course indignant repudiation

of such notions as Van Helmont's,

who as late as the sixteenth cen-

tury thought he succeeded in

bringing about spontaneous genera-

tion of mice from a paste of damp
flour and soot!

Contemporary views are much
more refined than Van Helmont's.

Natural forces, say many thinkers,

caused gradual establishment of

more and more complex molecules.

Carbon formed the skeleton of

many. Eventually, chance combina-

tions produced molecular field con-

ditions of such nature that the giant

carbon-founded cluster began to

perpetuate itself. This took place in

the warm shallows of a primeval

sea whose waters contained all

requisite materials in solution or

suspension. Once launched in this

fashion, life has been .shaped and
modified by environmental influ-

ences. From this primitive begin-

ning, ages of natural processes have

produced every living creature on

Earth.

Some ask: "Why, if life once be-

gan spontaneously, is the process

not continually being repeated? We
should see new forms arising all the

time in swamps, lagoons, and in-

lets." One fairly obvious answer

would be that man has only been

in a position to watch for such

events for a "split second" as geo-

logic time is measured. But the

specialist may point out that there

was apparently no free oxygen in

the earth's early atmosphere and

that when it came, the origin and

persistence of primitive organisms

became an accomplished fact. That

is as much as biochemistry can yet

tell us.

That is where the matter rests.

It is impossible to prove the

validity of any view. Divine crea-

tion, cosmic sperms, spontaneous

generation—each rests upon belief

rather than observation.

Lacking experimental evidence

to support any view, the scientist is

forced to admit with D'Arcy
Thompson that life's origin is at

present an insoluble riddle. The
existence of living organisms upon

our tiny planet neither weakens nor

supports the idea that other

heavenly bodies have civilizations

of their own.

Somewhat more satisfactory evi-

dence is available in relation to

our final question: Through what
influences did life assume its mani-

fold forms?

Without understanding how life

was launched upon Earth, it is pos-

sible to indicate some conditions

without which Homo sapiens, for

example, could not have developed.

Details are hopelessly obscure.

There is an uncharted abyss be-

tween "first life" in the form of a

one-cell organism and the 26 mil-

lion million integrated cells of a

human child at birth. Indeed, the

radical break between not-life and
life is hardly more inscrutable than

steps in the progression from primi-

tive amoeba to a creature possess-

ing nerves and bones, specialized

organs, sensory systems, and a

brain that permits development of

language, culture, religion, and
science.

Many significant links in the

chain of organic modification are

obscure or completely unknown. A
few of the factors—such as gravity

— are sufficiently clear for crude

analysis.

Jupiter, loonung .317 times as

massive as om- planet, exerts a pull

so strong that human locomotion

would be impossible on its surface.

The effect of a strong gravitational

field upon the shape of the brain,

circulation of the blood, and struc-

ture of the skeleton is a matter for

conjecture. Precise possibilities of

organic evolution imder such in-

fluences are unknown.

Nor is there any certainty as to

what forTiis could develop in a

gravitational field weaker than that

of Earth. At the surface of Mars,

the incessant tug is only 38 per cent

as strong as upon our own planet.

On other spheres, gravity varies

from a negligible force to pressures

great enough to liquefy hydrogen.

Given a planet identical with

Earth in every respect but gravity,

and varying significantly at this

point. Homo sapiens could never

develop.

Nearly ever\thing about Earth

appears exceptional. Even the

Moon is a celestial oddity. No other

body in the solar system is remotely

comparable to it. There are satel-

lites about other planets, of course.

But most are comparatively tiny.

Jupiter and Saturn, to be sure, have

sizable satellites but not so large

as the Moon in comparison to their

own great size. Weight ratios be-

tween satellites and the planets

the\' circle range from 1:4000 to

1:16,000,000. Weight ratio between

Earth's bright daughter and the

parent planet is 1:81.

The Moon may have been torn

or ejected from the side of Earth.

One theory is that this took place

after our planet had cooled suffi-

ciently to form a thin shell about

its molten interior. It has been

argued by some that the Pacific

Ocean represents the remnant of

the jagged hole that the Moon left.

But this is only one of the hypo-

theses.

Down through the geologic ages,

the earth has been subjected to
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long-tc'ini cliiiialic cycles, wliicli

have influenced the course of evo-

hition. So also has the "accident"

that gave our planet its annual pro-

gression of seasons. This is the

result of its being tilted on its axis

at about 23)2 degrees, as is shown
by every schoolroom globe. If the

axis were either parallel with or

perpendicular to the plane of revo-

lution about the sun, seasonal

changes would vanish into the

deathly monotony of unvarying

years.

Still another teniperalure cycle

is linked witli rotation. Because the

planet spins comparatively rapidly,

there is cjuick and regular alterna-

tion of light and darkness, heat

and cold. Mercury's rate of rotation

is geared to its passage about the

sun. Hence one side continually

bakes, the other is perpetually

frozen.

Benefiting as it does from at least

three types of cyclical temperature

change, Earth becomes a planet of

struggle - within - endurable - limits,

never plunging above or below

levels for life. The biological signi-

ficance of this phenomenon is be-

yond estimate. Lacking ordered

change within an extremely narrow

temperature range, the history of

organic development would be

quite different.

In order to harbor creatures

broadly comparable to the ones we
know, other planets must not only

possess conditions to sustain life.

They must have passed through a

pattern of cosmic development rea-

sonably similar to Earth's. It is not

a set of isolated qualities that must

be matched, but the whole of an

infinitely complex pattern extend-

ing through vast periods of time.

And without a basically similar

biological heritage, no planet

woidd have produced a man or any-

thing approaching it.

Earth's possession of living

forms even in the broad sense,

therefore assumes new significance

—not in spite of the new astronomy

but because of it. That each detail

of the incredible panorama should

be exactly duplicated in sequence

is statistically about as likely as

IS THERE LIFE ON OTHER WORLDS?

/.,>;. OhiL-riatory

^ The IVebula of Andromeda is a separate {ralaxy comparable in size

to our Milky Way. It is estimated to lie 11/4 million light years away.

the proverbial re-creation of

Shakespeare's entire works by a

chimpanzee striking typewriter

keys at random.

Even on the strangely sheltered

planet that nurtures the only life

we know to exist, there are per-

haps ten million species—but only

one Homo sapiens. Perhaps it is

not too much to suggest that even

in this special environment, it re-

quired an almost incomprehensible

number of trials to produce a single

strain of men.

Men of Earth think, talk, laugh,

hope, experiment, compute, and

manipulate symbols. Hence, until

we know there are comparable

creatiu-es on other planets, we may
consider man the central mystery

of the cosmos.

Is he the product of accident . . .

or the fruit of design? Did he de-

velop as a result of purposeless

forces which fitted him to live on

the wandering sphere that is Earth

... or was Earth created with in-

finite pains in order that it might

be the cradle of man?

No one ventures to claim that

man has been duplicated elsewhere,

but we may ask whether scientific

thought is not tending toward possi-

bilities no less startling.

Harold C. Urey, atomic ph\'sicist

at the University of Chicago, re-

cently estimated that life exists on

at least 100,000 planets. Less con-

servative analysts place the number
of inhabited bodies at ten times

that figure.

There are billions of heavenly

bodies more or less like Earth. Each
has billions of years in which to be

affected by natural forces. "It

would be at least strange," urges

physicist George Gamow, "if life

—even in its highest forms — had

failed to develop in these 'inhabit-

able' worlds."

Our minds are being stretched

be\ond customary limits. Perhaps

it will take electronic computers —
products of man's brain but more
capable of handling astronomic

figures—to evaluate probabilities of

other thinking creatures in the al-

most limitless realms of space.



Cinnamon
^plce tPiai

anged

htory

Some of the most

hazardous

and adventurous

trade routes

in history were

pioneered in

the name of cinnamon

By Alice L. Wood

CfT-vc//(7ii)n'P No, Mcinsahib! But

J_^ try this!" The enterprising

merchant pointed hopefully to a

small brown heap of powder.

"No! No! It's cinnamon I want!"

Then a neighboring merchant,

on his knee-high wooden platform,

pulled out a stick of cinnamon

three or four feet long, and we
bargained as to its price. We
reached an agreement, the cUioti-

clad Indian and I. He sold me the

cinnamon by the tola, weighing it

out on tiny scales. Then he

wrapped my long fragrant wand
in an old copy of the Hindustani

Standard and lounged back on his

heels, surrounded on all sides by

trays full of his wares: small red

piles of cayenne, orange-brown

curry powder, and gnarled ginger-

root. Here were seeds and bulbs

and powders to baffle the eye of

an uninitiated American.

We inched past sweetmeat
stalls, droning with hungry flies;

past Brahmin calves, nibbling the

fresh produce; and past the red-

toothed patrons of the betel-nut

merchants. Ha! How our hungry

G.I. chowhounds would love us die-

titians for this cinnamon; for cin-

namon (Cinnaniomum zeylani-

cum), or actually cassia-bark

(C. cassia)", is America's second

most-used spice, and C-rations

certainly were dull in India!

This spice, dalchini, or darcliini,

as it is called in the East, has a

name that means in Persian "Chi-

nese wood," and it is beheved to

be the oldest of the spices. Only

recently has it been relegated

solely to kitchen uses, for once it

was among the world's most

precious commodities. Imagine

wanting cinnamon and spices so

much that you'd be willing to sail

to the ends of the earth for them,
^There are A dozen or more plants called
"cassia" in English. Most of these are in the
legume group and are not related to the cassia-
bark tree of this article.
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Da cama's voyage, the first Euro-
pean journey by sea to India. It net-

ted an estimated 6000 percent profit.

at a time when the world was

thought to be flat and navigators

feared that they might fall off the

edges! Or, as if that weren't

enough, there were tales of sea

monsters, which terrified sailors

perhaps even more than the very

real dangers of scurvy. Then there

were pirates and mutinies to add

to the hazards, for crews of saiHng

ships were recruited largely from

prisons. Nonetheless, Da Gama
and other navigators risked all of

these dangers to attain treasures

like spices!

Cinnamon caine to Europe dur-

ing Greece's Golden Age. Later,

Roman galleys brought it from

Phoenician cities such as Tyre to

the plutocrats of Rome, but from

about the fourth century before

Christ until the time of Da Gama,
the Arabs controlled Europe's

spice imports. The "Spices of

Araby" came by camel cai'avan

across Asia. During the early

Renaissance, the merchants of

Genoa and Venice bought spices

from these Arabs and traded them

all over Europe. The great for-

tunes from the spice and silk trade

provided the wealth that built

Venice's architectural glories and

endowed the sumptuous buildings

where Michelangelo and his con-

temporaries painted their inaster-

pieces.

But an American businessman

would not have envied the Arab

tradesinan, with his caravan of

acrid-smelling, ill-tempered camels.

This tradesman faced many dan-

gers on his trek through Asia.

Nonetheless, profits were so liigh

that he took measures to keep his

monopoly secure. Cinnamon, the

Arabs told curious Europeans, was

found in the nests of strange birds

—like the phoenix. The harvesters

collected it when the birds carried

heavy pieces of flesh to their nests,

causing the cinnamon to fall out;

or again the cinnamon hunters

might shoot the birds with arrows

loaded with lead. There was
another story that cinnamon grew
around marshes where frightful

monsters guarded over it.

The Crusades spread the taste

for spices throughout Europe. It

was dining the fourteenth and fif-

teenth centuries that cinnamon and

spices began to come into their

own on the banquet tables of

England. Meat courses, served in

such profusion, were seasoned

lavishly with the available condi-

ments and spices, including cinna-

mon. But in that day, before the

era of the fork or the dictum of

Emily Post, cinnamon and spices

were so scarce and expensive that

only kings and noblemen and their

cooks and official tasters could af-

ford to eat thein. Spices were not

just tasty. They preserved food

and helped to disguise the flavor

when it spoiled.

But cinnamon had other func-

tions of far more vital significance

than its culinary role. The ancient

Greeks placed boughs of cinna-

mon (or perhaps it was cassia-

bark) in the temples of Apollo.

Cinnamon was used in religious

rituals of the Hindus and in those

of most of the other religions of

the Eastern Hemisphere as well.

Cinnamon helped to make the sa-

cred oils of the Tabernacle. When,
in ancient Rome, the patricians-

men as well as women—used cin-

namon to scent their baths, they

were severely censored for defil-

ing the precious gift of the gods.

During the Middle Ages, cinna-
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"Si'ICES OF ArABY"

came by camel caravan across Asia.

mon was used as an ingredient of

various charms and acts of black

magic. The medieval lover, as part

of the hocus-pocus he employed

to win the admiration of his lady-

love, bathed in cinnamon—and

used it to concoct love philters. In

India today, it is used in dyeing

calico and as an ingredient of

medicine.

Only gradually was the mystery

of cinnamon's origin dispelled.

Marco Polo, in his accounts of

travels in the Orient, told of seeing

it produced in India and Ceylon.

Like many another skilled racon-

teur, Marco Polo's listeners ac-

cepted his adventurous accoimts

as less than 100 per cent truth.

But finally his tales were confirmed

when Vasco Da Gama (in 1497

and 149S) made his southerly voy-

age in search of a route to India.

Da Gama reached India with a

fleet of four caravels—square-

rigged, flat-bottomed vessels which

were the finest ships afloat at that

time. His crew was armed with

swords, boarding pikes, spears,

and crossbows, and few of them

were armored. It was on May 21,

149S, that he landed in Calicut.

The journals say:

"The captain-major sent one of

the convicts to Calecut, and those

with whom he went took him to

two Moors from Tunis, who could

speak Castilian and Genoese. The

first greeting that he received was

in these words: 'May the Devil

take thee! What brought you

A A SPICE SELLER of Iran, w
inercliaiits in Asia have Ijeen

hither?' . . . He told them that we
came in search of Christians and

of spices."

As he was leaving Calicut to

return to Portugal, the Zamorin

had him captincd and thrown into

prison. Later the Zamorin released

him and sent a note written on a

palm leaf to the King of Portugal:

"Vasco Da Gama, a gentleman

of your household, came to my
country, whereat I was pleased.

My country is rich in cinnamon,

cloves, ginger, pepper and preci-

ous stones. That which I ask of

you in exchange is gold, silver,

corals, and scarlet cloth."

Da Gama returned to Portugal

with a rich cargo, for the expedi-

tion made profits of 6000 per cent

and is considered financially one

of the most successful voyages of

exploration in all of history. Da
Gama went back to India twice

—once to revenge himself with

heartless cruelty for the imprison-

f Roman galleys hron^ht riiuianion to

"^^ . the patricians of Rome.
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eigliini; his wares on a balance as

doing for many centuries.

ment, and then to establish a

colony for Portugal.

In 1.505, Dom Lourenco de

Almeida ran aground on Ceylon

while hunting for rival Mohamme-
dan spice ships. This began one

of the bloodiest and most unsavory

chapters in colonial histoiy. First

the Portuguese, next the Dutch,

and finally the British exploited

Ceylon for its spices. The Portu-

guese established a special caste

to do the cinnamon-harvesting.

The Dutch made a treaty with

the multititled King of Kandy,

"prince descended from the golden

sun," "he before whom all ele-

phants bow," to drive out the

Portuguese. Then they proceeded

to make themselves even more

disliked, if possible. In their at-

tempt to establish a cinnamon

monopoly, the Dutch made it a

crime to steal or tamper with cin-

namon trees or their product and

declared that all cinnamon trees,

even if they grew on private prop-

erty, belonged to the king of Hol-

land. Offenders were punished by

death, and since the Ceylonese

were not inclined to co-operate,
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entire villages were slaughtered.

To bolster the price of cinnamon,

shiploads were sent to Holland to

be burned. Since cinnamon and

cassia-bark trees grew wild on the

tropical islands thereabouts, as

well as in eastern India, Burma,

and western China, nature com-

bined with the Ceylonese to de-

feat the enterprising Dutch.

The British took Ceylon in 1796

and i3ut the cinnamon monopoly

in the hands of the East India

Company. Later, they taxed cin-

namon exports at as much as half

their value. This drove cinnamon

off the world market, since the

cassia-bark of French Indo-Cliina

and the Dutch East Indies was

cheaper. Cassia-bark is still more

popular in much of the world

than is the milder Ceylonese cin-

namon.

The East India Company was

an outgrowth of the Grocer's Com-
pany of London, which is said to

have taken its name from the fact

that it sold foodstuffs like spices

in generous quantities, like the

gross. A royal charter allowed, and

later obligatcil, the Grocer's (Com-

pany to "garble" (inspect and

cleanse, or destroy) foodstuffs sold

in the city of London. Anybody

who sold "ungarbled" spices might

be fined, imprisoned, or placed in

the pillory. One cidprit who was

pilloried had an opportunity to

savor his spices as they burned

imder his nose!

One induccnient to effective

food and drug legislation in

America was the evidence of wide-

spread adulteration of spices. In

1887, a study showed that half of

the cinnamon and cassia-bark on

the market was adulterated with

things like peas, starch, mustard

hulls, turmeric, minerals, cracker

dust, burnt shells, and charcoal—

unexotic additions to the once so

cherished spice!

Today, both cinnamon and

cassia-bark are sold in the United

States as cinnamon, and what we
think of as cinnamon is almost al-

ways cassia-bark. Cinnamon makes

up only about fifteen per cent of

the total import and is used

mostly for garnished beverages-

swizzle sticks for rmillid drinks.

The Old Fashioned and a variety

of punches can likewise take such

a garnish, but I or other uses

Americans i)i( lii the stronger-

flavored cassia-bark. .Most of the

true cinnamon is marketed in

Mexico, where a great deal of it

is used to mix with chocolate.

For all of their ingenuity,

American chemists have not yet

succeeded in duplicating the fla-

vors of spices, for the essential

oils and known ingredients of

spices comprise only part of the

flavoring materials. Chemists

think the resins, alkaloids, and

glycosides, apparently combined

with other unidentified chemical

compounds, are what give a spice

its characteristic flavor. Grinding

tends to break down the cell walls

and cause the spice to lose its odor

and flavor more quickly than when
whole. This is partly because the

essential oils are volatile but also

because the natural antioxidants,

which were trapped in the intact

cells, are now free to escape or be

oxidized. The fibrous material in

A A \vii\i (11- (li Yi.oiv standing

next lo a cinnamon luisli.Tliis is the

true cinnamon, as distinct from
cassia-jjark.

^ The plant is cut liack to produce
numerous shoots. From between
the inner and outer hark conies the

thin layer called stick cinnamon.
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the cell walls of cinnamon bark

may in itself be important to fla-

vor. Anyhow, freshly ground

spices are noteworthy for their

fragrance.

Spiced products improve with

age. Science and technology today

give the nod of approval to the

age-old practice of making plum

pudding and fruit cake well in

advance of the holiday season.

Some of the spiced vegetable

chinks, too, ought to stand for four

to five hours before they are

served.

Modern studies have also borne

out traditional beliefs in the value

of spices as preservatives. The

antioxidants seem to be responsi-

ble. With baked products like pas-

tries, tests have shown that while

salt hastens the development of

rancidity, spices delay it.

The practical gourmet will want

to make sure that the spices he

uses are of the first quahty.

American spice manufacturers as-

sure him that they are, if he buys

them in small quantities (no more

than a six months' supply at a

time) and stores them in airtight

containers. The American house-

wife, they add, can purchase a

complete spice shelf for five dol-

lars. This means that spices cost a

small fraction of one per cent of

the consumer's . food dollar—but

how much they add to his enjoy-

ment!

How his medieval ancestors

would envy today's consumer!

With spices guarded by a friendly

neighborhood grocer, who sup-

plies them clean, safe, and con-

veniently packaged for little more

than a song, he lives the life of a

plutocrat! Today, we need not be

wary and cautious in our purchase,

for the Pure Foods and Drugs

Administration and the manufac-

turers combine to assm^e us our

dollar's worth in spice from the

time the product reaches this coun-

try until it gets to our grocery

counter. The consumer leaves it

up to the e.xperts to judge the

quahty and nature of liis cinna-

mon, too; and it takes an expert

to tell a stick, or "quill," as it is

called in the trade, of cassia-bark

from cinnamon, for both of them

curl as they dry in the sun. Cassia-

bark is a red-brown color, while

cinnamon is light buff; and though

cassia-bark is preferred in this coun-

try, both are legitimately sold as

cinnamon.

Westerners seldom visited Cey-

lon until World War II, but before

then, they used to write rhapso-

dically about the cinnamon gar-

dens, telling how, during blossom

time, the breezes would waft the

dehcate fragrance for miles

around. Recenth', one Singhalese

student in the United States-

more reahstically, one might guess

—remarked that the "blossoms

stink."

But all agree that the bark is

fragrant, and one of the charms of

cinnamon is the pleasing aroma

that comes when it is in the oven.

When a pan of cinnamon buns is

baking, this sweet, yeasty, pun-

gent odor is every bit as enjoy-

able as the eating that comes

later. Baking cinnamon buns is

one way to make the kitchen the

most populai- room in the house,

for it draws people hke magic. At

that moment, even a twentieth-

century scientist could almost be-

heve that cinnamon had super-

natural powers! Gingerbread, cin-

namon apples, and spice cake

have sometliing of the same tangy,

pleasant smell. Interestingly

enough, even today, cinnamon is

the second most-used spice in

the United States. For all of its

long history, it has proved itself

without peer in the realm of

spices, which today are so numer-

ous and varied that a medieval

king would stare in wonder and

amazement at the spice shelf in the

ordinary kitchen.

^ Binding cinnamon in Indonesia. The spice

loses its flavor with age but less rapidly in this

form tlian after being ground.

Amvrican 5picf Trade Ass. -.
f.

/f

A Loading cinnamon into a bullock cart in the

Orient for shipment to Europe.
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An expedition to excavate the past leads to

fresh glimpses of a land from which American

correspondents have recently been excluded

By
LOUIS DUPREE

BADWAN
,o#KANDAHMn

"HAMSHIF 6tt»

A Baba. the kiiully fliploniat of the

village of Batlwan, with the author.

THE only really forbidding

thing about Afghanistan is the

lack of the overemphasized com-

forts of the West. Even to get to

this Muslim country south of the

Iron Curtain one must make the

trip from Pakistan by truck or auto-

mobile over difficult roads, for the

country has no railroad system.

Once there, however, we find a

people free of the superficial tinsel

enveloping our civilization in the

West. It was in Afghanistan that

we found Baba.

Baba, whose real name is Ghu-

1am Rasul, is the headman of the

village of Badwan, located about

20 miles from the city of Kandahar

in southwestern Afghanistan. Al-

though Kandahar is the head-

quarters of an American engineer-

ing company ( Morrison-Knudsen

Afghanistan, Inc.), Baba's village,

AFGHAN PROFILE

at the time of our archeological ex-

pedition, had seen only two Ameri-

cans, both engineers, and no other

westerners.

The first time we saw Baba he

was beaming. He always beamed
when he had a problem to solve.

His problem now was our prob-

lem, and our problem was that our

truck had slid into an irrigation

ditch outside Badwan. The truck

was tilted at an angle over the

bank. Baba and our interpreter,

Ibrahim, were talking in Pushto,

the official language of Afghanistan

( along with Persian ) , and Baba

was happily wagging his head from

side to side and clucking "Ho, ho,

ho" (Yes, yes) to whatever Ibra-

him was saying. When the wag-

ging and clucking was over, Baba

tiu-ned and said a few words to the

spectators. The men trotted to the

village, which was becoming in-

distinct as the sun dropped behind

the surrounding black hills.

"They are going to the \'illage to

get shovels and picks," said Ibra-

him. "This is the chief of the vil-

lage of Badwan, where we will

live. His name is Ghulam Rasul,

and he wants to help."

At the mention of his name,

Baba smiled. It was a happy, tooth-

less smile, and the wrinkles on his

tiny face pointed upward. Only
once did I see those wrinkles point-

ing down in sadness.

Baba was about five feet one

inch in height, weighing — in full

chieftain regalia — a maximum of

115 poimds. He had close-cropped

white hair, a magnificent white

beard, a tanned and weathered

face, and the youngest, brightest,

proudest eyes I've ever seen. Most
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^ When the expedition truck slipped into an irri<;ation ditcli, Balia

(behind the soldier) directed rescue operations. Lack of roads forced

the truck to Idc parked one-half mile from Badwan.

^ Baba settlin<; a villafic dispute while sitting atop a grain sack.

A Afghan soldiers assigned to

protect the author's party. No pro-

tection was actually needed, be-

cause Afghan tribesmen are as

friendly as they are fierce.

peasants in Asia age young, and

the light in their eyes slowly goes

out. But though the villagers said

that Baba was over 80, his eyes

were those of a young man.

We grinned at each other, and

from the polar ends of 26 and 80

years, we repeated the formal

Pushto greetings. As long as I knew
Baba, we repeated these saluta-

tions every day, and he always

looked as sincere as he did that

first day.

When the villagers returned,

Baba directed the pick and shovel

operations. The truck was extri-

cated, and we drove to the village.

Hosp'itaiity Plus

Let's look at it this way: sup-

pose three Afghans arrived on

camels at Skinner's Crossroads,

Vermont, a mythical community
consisting of a General Store and a

population of 50 males. The Af-

ghans are accompanied by a gov-

ernment official (a Democrat, in

Vennont, at that). This gentleman

and his thj-ee foreign wards an-

nounce that they plan to excavate

certain American Indian caves near

Skinner's Crossroads. To carry out

this plan, they need a house to

live in aftd workmen to dig the

caves. How would their welcome

compare to the one we received at

Badwan?
First, Baba took care of our

housing problem. We were shown

to a new, four-room, mud-brick

house. It was perfect for our pur-

poses, and we were all set to move
in when the local mullah (Muslim

priest) appeared and began to

argue violently with Baba. We
learned that the mullah owned
the house and had been planning

to move in the next day. Baba had

wanted to give us the best housing

available. Under the circumstances.

we decided to decline. Another

plan seemed more feasible. Baba

owned a five-room, mud-brick stor-

age house, only two rooms of which

were occupied: sheep and goats in

one, an Afghan sharecropper and

his family in the other. We leased

two rooms for ourselves and our

equipment.

We had just finished impacking

when Baba arrived at our open

door, followed by five of his vil-

lagers. They were the Village

Council, the heads of the various

clans, who had come to ask us

why we wanted to live in their vil-

lage. Obviously they had a right to

know. We went into an empty

sheep bin and squatted. Eastern

fashion. I explained, through Ibra-

him, that we were archeologists
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and tliat \vc waiitcil to excavate a

cave (Shamshir Gliar) near Bad-

wan, to look for "old things." The

council looked puzzled until I said

that I wanted some men irom tlie

village to work for me.

Baba clucked his tongue appre-

ciatively and asked how much I

would pay.

"Ten Afghan rupees a day"

(about 25 cents), I replied. I

thought this was generous. Labor-

ers in the larger towns and cities

generally received only five Af-

ghanis per day. But I failed to

reckon with the fierce indepen-

dence of the back-country farmers.

Baba said sadly that he was

sorry but that none of his people

woidd work for such a low wage.

This was the time of year, he ex-

plained, when the pomegranates

were ripe, and any boy could earn

fifteen Afghanis a day picking and

packing the fruit.

Eager Volunteers

I was beginning to feel like a

filthy capitalist trying to exact slave

labor from an unenlightened pea-

santry, when Ibrahim turned to

me. "Baba says to tell tlie Ameri-

can to offer us tiiirteen," he said.

This I did with alacrity, and

Baba accepted on behalf of his

village. Immediately four members

of the council applied for jobs; the

fifth was too old.

To look at Baba was to see the

mildest, sweetest of countenances,

in whom aging had been a thing

of beauty. A widower, he lived

with his teen-age daughter, who

cooked and kept house in mud-

brick fashion for him. And from

Baba the village drew its strength.

He had come to Badwan only fif-

teen years before and for the past

ten years had been headman. He
was one of the few men in the

village who had traveled beyond

Kandahar, and he had ventured

farther afield than any. In his

youth, Baba had wandered as far

north as Herat, and as far south

as Quetta and Sukkur, in what was

then Incha.

Like all good leaders, Baba also

provided humor. Why didn't such

a young man as he marry again,

they constantly asked him. My
daughter is for you, Baba, she

* Baba weighing' grain for a landlord"? agent. Baba protected his people

from landlords who tried to charge too much rent.

needs a real man, one would say.

Baba would laugh at these sallies,

and you could almost see him

blush. To Badwan, Baba was a

constant symbol of its strength and

humor in the midst of a hard life.

That's why I was shocked when

Baba came to me one morning

with his beautifully lined face con-

torted and ssvollen, the wrinkles

pointing down in pain. His left ear

was infected. A hot, dirty infection.

As many travelers have related,

most easterners think every west-

erner is a doctor. I am not, but

luckily we had a large supply of

one of the newest antibiotics, ter-

ramyacin. I prescribed what the

instructions indicated would be a

good dose for Baba and left the

pills with his young daughter.

We went to work in the cave. At

noon, the workmen walked to the

village for their lunch, and when
they returned they reported that

he was still very sick. They were

worried — and so were we.

Baba was even worse that eve-

ning. The villagers sat around his

hut, counting their beads. The local

mullah prayed for Baba. We in-

creased the dosage. Religion and

science. East and West, had met.

The ne.xt morning the swelling

had started to subside, and the

sparkle began to return to Baba's

eyes. He smiled, and his wrinkles

began to point up again. The vil-

lage felt strong once more.

Baba was one of the few farmers

in Badwan who owned the land

that he worked, a fact which added

to his prestige. As headman, he

officially measured the harvested

crops, and he was responsible for

the pomegranate orchards of Bad-

wan's biggest absentee landlord.

In his position as master of the

pomegranates, Baba kept us sup-

plied with a da\-to-day ration of

that delicious fruit.

My wife, Annie, had a unique,

though unwitting, way of earning

her share. After a dust\' day's work

at the cave, Annie would splash,

Bathshcba-like, in a stream that

ran through the pomegranate or-

chard. Among the trees would
gather the boys of Badwan — from
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• Long-tailed sheep, grazing in a pomegranate orcliard. Boys and
girls tend the sheep and goats.

6 to 60. ^^'llen the performance

ended, they would toss pome-
granates. When Baba heard of such

a disgraceful breach of decorum,

he stationed himself in the orchard

to keep away onlookers. He was
apparently successful, yet after

each performance, pomegranates

continued to land on my wife's

side of the stream. I never would
have suspected Baba of having

such a good throwing arm!

At night, the people of Badwan
would sit outside their huts and

tell stories by the dim light of their

cooking fires, or, if too tired, they

would fall asleep in their mud huts.

Since we had a Coleman lantern,

Baba would always spend a little

time with us before going to the

mosque for evening prayers.

Shaking his head and separating

his beard with gnarled fingers, he

woidd try to teach us Pushto. Pa-

tiently, he would repeat and repeat

an extremely difficult tonsil-twister

and cackle loudly each time we
mispronounced it. We looked for-

ward to those nightly lessons. Baba
was teaching us the greatest lesson

of the Orient — patience, tempered

with humor.

Every Jiidki (Friday, the Mtislim

Sunday), the village prepared a

feast of mutton and chicken pilau

for us. Baba supervised, of course,

and was at his diplomatic best.

S40

Occasionally, the governor of the

sub-province of Panjwai and his

staff would visit us on Juma. During

these visits, between tea drinking

and chess, we would explain to the

officials that we were interested in

archeology, not in gold and
luanium.

JId-fashioned Couriesy

One time, a persistently skeptical

visitor asked me how I could tell

that such and such an artifact was

older than another. Before Ibra-

him could translate the question

for me, Baba indignantly told the

visitor that the American had
spent many years learning these

things and that the American
couldn't teach him everything in

one day. "I don't believe all that

he says either," continued Baba,

"but, after all, he is our guest!"

Yes, and the guests of Baba we
remained throughout our stay at

Badwan. Once we had to leave the

village for ten days, and we left

behind all our archeological equip-

ment—clothing, cameras, and guns.

When we returned, the room was
just as we had left it. Baba had
said: "While you are gone, nothing

but dust will enter your house."

As the excavations drew to a

close, I could not help but feci

sorry. Badwan — and Baba — had

been perfect hosts. TV would prove

A Evert Friday, the Muslim Sund
the expedition witli some of his frien

a poor substitute for jaw-breaking

Pushto by lantern light.

The morning finally came when
we were to leave Badwan. I arose

early and walked out into the cold

December sunlight. Squatting by

the doorless entrance, bundled
completely in his loose-fitting,

white wool coat, was Baba. His

liead was drawn, turtle-like, into

the body of his coat, and. all I

could see were his bright eyes,

peering at me from the darkness.

He popped his head out, and we
greeted each other as we had done,

day after day, for the preceding

eight weeks.

Baba's voice was sad, matching

mine.

Our workmen and a number of

the idle villagers gathered behind

Baba, all squatting against the wall

of our hut. They watched as we
loaded our truck. When we had

finished. Dr. John Zeigler, the ex-

pedition geologist, and I said good-

bye to our workmen. We each em-

braced in turn, expressing our

thanks for loyal and friendly serv-

ice. With Baba it was different. We
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Ann Dupr,

iday, the governor of Panjwai visited

is seen at right, in front of author.

were saying "so long" but not

"good-by," to an old, old friend.

What happened next must be

considered in the light of Muslim

customs concerning women. Af-

ghanistan is one of the few Islamic

countries that still requires its

women to be veiled, and women
still occupy a definitely subsidiary

position in Muslim society. Few
Muslims will publicly display any

regard for a female, even for their

own wives. But Baba came up to

Annie, shook her hand and told

her that he would miss her. Nasar

Muhammad, assistant headman
and our labor foreman, embold-

ened by Baba's act, quickly and

embarrassedly shook her hand. No
one else dared join in this breach

of tradition. Instead, the Bad-

wans good-naturedly jeered and

cheered.

We drove away with cries of

"Gliodai pomon" (God be with

you) in our ears.

However, we had not seen the

last of Baba with the bright brown

eyes.

Two months later, the door of

Louis Duprtfe

^ Badwan Pathans, some of wlioni worked at the excavations in

a cave near Badwan. The man at riiilit is shy.

our Kandahar house opened, and

in walked Baba and Nasar. We em-
braced, and then Baba embraced
Annie, and touched her blonde

hair. The old devil blushed to the

roots of his whiskers. He must

have been waiting such a chance

since the pomegranate episodes!

Baba had traveled the 20 miles

from Badwan and Kandahar on

top of an ancient lorry to pay his

official respects to the new gover-

nor of Kandahar, and before re-

turning he had stopped by to have

a cup of tea with us.

Pilgrimage

As we talked of trivial matters,

I could see that Baba had some-

thing important to say—and finally,

he burst out with it: "Next year I

will make the Haj," he announced

triumphantly. This meant the pil-

grimage to Mecca, the Holy City

of Islam, one of the religious duties

of every good Muslim. To enable

himself to make this trip, Baba had

saved for many years. The pilgrim-

age would raise him to an even

higher position in his village and

throughout the Muslim world. All

True Believers would call him Haji

— one who has made the pilgrim-

age. His name would change to

Haji Ghulam Rasul Badwani. "But

to my friends, I will be Haji Baba,"

he laughed.

The last we saw of Baba he was
leaning down and waving from the

top of a loaded lorry, going back

to Badwan. Back to where his

strength was needed.

"Ghodai pomon, Baba."

Thus we had seen an important

man in daily life. There are thou-

sands of village headmen in the

Middle East, and they must be

politicians, tax collectors, judges,

father-confessors, union organizers,

as well as first class farmers and

shepherds. Understanding the

human qualities of men like Baba
will help us understand the Middle

East a little better.

Readers of NATUR.JiL HISTORY will remember LOUIS
DUPREE's earlier article, "Who Saw tlic Scli'goon?" in the
December, 1955, issue. The present article was likewise an ont-

grovvth of an archeological expedition in .\fghanistan imder the
American Museum of Natural Histor\-. Dr. Dupree is now ,\sso-

ciate Professor of Middle Eastern Studies, Air Univcrsit\

.

Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama, and a Research and Editorial

Specialist at the Arctic, Desert, Tropic Information Center.
Research Studies Institute.
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The Cave o,

Want to explore a cave? This one in Venezuela

holds thrills enough—a water passageway, awesome

caverns piled high with beautiful mineral forma-

tions, and last but not least—strange, nocturnal

birds that leave the cave only at night for food

By Jeanne and Russell Gurnee

A Jeanne Gurnee, descending a 30-foot pit

Ly means of a cable ladder she and her hus-

band secured at the top.

542

tfirncr Colmilz

A The Cuiaaia Indians used to enter the cave once yearly for an "Oil Harvest"

which was preceded by religious rites. The entrance is 85 feet wide and 75feet liigli.
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lie Guacharos
THE screams and shrieks of the

l)irds were deafening. We were

standing in the complete blackness

of a limestone cavern surroimded

by thousands of hawklike birds,

which were flying fitfully around

us. These were the strange
Guacharos (Stcaioinis caripensis),

the only birds in the world to

choose caverns as their home, leav-

ing them only at night for food. In

addition to this odd selectivity, they

are reported to be found only in

Venezuela, Colombia, Ecuador,
Peru, and on Trinidad Island.

"How can the birds carry on
their daily activities with complete

absence of light?" "What would
prevent them from crashing into

obstacles in the dark?" "What are

their nests made of?" "Where and

what do they eat?" "What other

animals share the inky blackness of

the cave with the Guacharos?"

It was our fascination for the

bird combined with an interest in

cave exploration that brought us

to Caripe, Venezuela, to see the

conditions surrounding the life of

the Guacharo.

Five years before, we had first

become interested in caves when
we began seeing black openings

in the mountains along the Pan

American Highway coming north

from Mexico City. Soon we were

climbing on bnrro-back to Garcia

Cave in Monterrey, Mexico, and

we visited all subsequent commer-

cial caves on our homeward tri]).

Each February since thi'u we
have been fortunate enough to

spend a vacation "caving" either in

this country or Yucatan, and now
Venezuela. During the remainder

of the year, weekends are crowded

with traveling to, and crawling

through, caves near home with

other members of our local "grotto"

of The National Speleological

Society. All cavers, whether they

are speleologists (people scientific-

ally interested in caverns and their

life) or spelunkers (those who ex-

plore caves for the sport), are

drawn together by an inherent and

insatiable curiosity about the un-

known. In a way, caves represent

one of the last frontiers, with

thousands of caverns still holding

many unexplored depths that may
reveal secrets of past civilizations

as well as valuable geological and

biological data. In this atomic age

they are also becoming valuable as

storage areas.

In one of the Society's publica-

tions, an article by Dr. Eugenio de

Bellard Pietri, Venezuelan speleolo-

gist, told of a cave containing a

colony of birds also seen and de-

scribed bv von Humboldt who

Shctt Co. of Venezuela

^ 0.\E of the stranfic Guacliaros,

Slealornis caripensis.

visited the cave in 1799. Their

uniqueness interested us so much
that we soon foimd ourselves plan-

ning to investigate them. The trip

took us first by plane with 88

pounds of baggage (about 50

pounds of it cave gear) and then

17 hours by jeep with our kind

host, Gene de Bellard, over the

roads of the Venezuelan interior.

Lush rain forests and barren pla-

teaus flanked the road on our drive

to the valley of Caripe. There we
found ourselves in a spelunker's

paradise, for the limestone moun-

tains round about were rich in

caves.

After a few hours' sleep, we ap-

proached the cavern of the birds.

Large stalactites near the entrance

were covered with green growth,

a strange bridging between the

lush vegetation outside and the

cool, dark gray sterilitj' within. A
clear stream issued from one side

of the opening and tumbled over

'*' TllK GlRNKES RECONNOITKR i'or llio host \va\ acro?? die Avator.



A The valley of Caripe, Vene-
zuela, is a spelunkcr's paradise.

The limestone mountains are

rich in caves.

>• Massive stalactites festoon
the entrance to tlie cave, as one
takes a backward look from the

])ank of the shallow stream that

flows throush it.

the rocks outside. We were excited.

After checking oin- flashlights, we
lit our carbide lamps and snapped

them on our helmets. A few thuds

on the head from projecting rocks

soon teach would-be cavers that a

helmet is one of the most im-

portant items of equipment.

While we laced our knee-boots,

Ramon, our guide, slid off his

woven sandals to explore barefoot.

Presently we were splashing our

way up a wide stream. Ramon
went ahead, lighting our way with

a lamp. Mineral-laden moisture,

slowly dripping from the ceiling

through the ages, had created

fabulous formations in this mile-

long tunnel, turning what might

have been a barren subway into

one of the most fascinating caves

we had ever seen. Mounds of mas-

sive stalagmites and stalactites cov-

ered the floors and ceiling. As we
walked along, we glanced periodi-

cally at the water. Once Gene de

Bellard exclaimed he saw some-

thing moving in it. He stooped

down and came up with a crab,

its appendages wriggling in space.

Although some shellfish do live in

caves, this type was believed to

have been washed in from the sur-

face. However, we soon found

colorless catfish approximately five
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inches long. We have seen catfish

in other caves also. In Yucatan they

were quite a bit larger.

As we moved out of the

sight of light, we came to what

seemed to be the end of the long

entrance room. The passageway

closed down considerably, and as

we contemplated the complete

blackness of the way ahead, we be-

gan to hear odd but distinct sounds.

To a cave explorer it was parti-

cularly strange, because most caves,

in addition to being completely

black, are silent. As we passed to

the next room, a shocking series of

cries issued from the darkness, and

we knew that unseen creatures

were all around us. Here, finally,

were the Guacharos.

Thousands of rattling voices

filled the air with such continuity

that they became a sea of ear-

splitting noise. While we tried to

accustom ourselves to it, we shined

our lights upward. The ceiling was

so high ( 120 to 150 ft. ) that a fiash-

light beam was lost in the black-

ness. We knew that the birds were

looking down from the ledges near

the ceiling with a sensitivity be-

yond man's powers.

We had, meantime, come out of

the stream and were standing in a

white forest of seedlings several

feet in height. We examined the

floor and saw thousands of palm

nuts scattered there. Some had ger-

minated in the rich cave earth,

which was composed mostly of the

guano of the birds. Without sun-

light, however, the seedlings had

soon died and withered away. The
nuts revealed the birds' dietary

tastes. The Guacharo is a nocturnal

bird; each night he leaves the cave

and travels to areas where these

palms are plentiful. Eyewitness ac-

counts tell us that single Guacharos

have been seen silhouetted against

the night sky, hovering near a

cluster of palm fruits, not imlike

immense hummingbirds. The Gua-

charos have a noiseless, loping

flight. Botanists have studied the

palm nuts in the cave and at-

tempted to locate the feeding

grounds. Humboldt, the famous

scientist-naturalist, estimated that

these birds traveled as far as the

Orinoco valley for forage, and

present-day accounts tell of hearing

their screams over the oil fields of

Matiuin, 60 miles away.

The Guacharos continued their

raucous outbursts as the\' flew. We
could see some sitting haughtily in

their nests, necks outstretched,
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peciinti; down at us. We turned out

all our lights, then, and stood in a

thick l)lackness more complete than

anything experienced above
ground. Time, space, and sound

were deceiving, and the clacking

soimds continued to echo every-

where from the vaulted galleries.

While the birds of Guacharo
cave were what we had come more
than 3,000 miles to see, we were

not prepared for the singular

beauty of the cavern itself, and we
decided to explore it further. Their

cries died away in the distance as

we crouched down through a nar-

row passage and followed the

stream along. Climbing up and

over a slippery mountain of guano.

we entered Precious Hall. Its name
gives only an inadequate idea of

the magnificent and colorful for-

mations. The room was estimated

to he 600 feet long and 60 feet

wide.

We located a pit at one end.

Flashing a light down, it seemed

to be about a .30-foot free drop to

the floor. Securing a cable ladder

to the top, we descended to a small

passageway. We crawled along and

came to another pit. Jeanne chim-

neyed down another fifteen feet

into a hole lined on all sides with

beautiful, translucent orange crys-

tals. Along one side our lights re-

flected against some almost four

inches long. Crawling on again we

climbetl up a tight passageway

through a low-hanging curtain of

stalactites to another black pit.

About it were some of the most

weird and erratic formations we
had ever seen. These so-called

helectites extended precariously in

space from one joining place at the

ceiling. One resembled a bird in

flight. How helectities are formed

is still a mystery to be solved by

speleologists. A caver, whether he

be a naturalist or athlete, could not

lielp but find fulfillment in this cave.

Having done some exploring, we
climbed out of the pits and returned

again to the noisy room of the

Guacharos.

Something small ran over our

^ Dr. Eugenic de Bellard Pietri,

ihe most active "spelunkcr" in Vene-
zuela, collectinji specinicn.s from tlie

cave's stream. One is seen jjelow.

A PERSPECTIVE
MAP of the cave,

showinji its prin-

cipal passages
and halls.



< After descending this pit, Jeanne
Giirnee found another one. lined witli

Ix'aiitifiil transhicent orange crystals.

'^ The authors pause in

their exploration of the

inner parts of tlie cave.

feet in tiie darkness. We snapped

on our liglits to reveal a cave opos-

sum scurrying busily about his

affairs. This fellow was fairly

sociable, in fact, about the most

friendly inhabitant we were to

meet, and after sliding hazardously

in the guano, we caught one of the

creatures for closer examination.

Our thoughts kept going back to

the fanciful Guacharos which,

though we had spent many hours

with them, had not descended in

flight lower than 30 to 40 feet

above the cave floor.

"I can see why these birds have

rarely been photographed," said

Jeanne; and I had to admit that

the prospect of getting pictures

looked pretty grim.

The profile of this room was

somewhat like a lopsided cathedral.

The left hand wall sloped upward

at about a 70-degree angle; and it

would be physically impossible to

scale it. The right wall was prac-

tically vertical. The flat ceiling was
pitted and pockmarked with water-

worn holes and loomed 150 feet

above us. The nests of the birds

were easy to identify by the dark

streaks of droppings, which showed
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they had chosen the most inacces-

sible ledges near the ceiling.

"Well, it's impossible to see very

much from here. Let's see what it

looks like from above," I said. With

my camera case over my shoulder,

I recarbided my headlamp and

started to look for a place to climb.

In approaching the wall, you

had to walk ankle-deep through a

black, shiny mass. Near the wall,

I found that it was covered with

flowstone, a smooth calcite cave

formation. I chimneyed up a crev-

ice nearby and, once there, found

enough handholds to continue.

About 50 feet up, a ledge 7 or 8

feet wide extended for 30 or 40

feet along the cliff. Looking down,

I saw Jeanne's headlamp clearly;

and when I looked upward, my
light set oflF a renewed burst of

screams from the birds above. I

called to Jeanne, but she couldn't

hear me over the racket of the

Guacharos.

Left by Indian Oil Hunters

At this point, I came upon a

long, rotted pole about 4 inches

in diameter and 30 feet long. The
story of how it had gotten there

flashed to my mind. Many years

ago the Chiama Indians of the

area used to enter the cave once

yearly at the time of the "Oil

Harvest." Young Guacharo birds,

being unable to fly, have very

little activity, and the oily diet fed

by the parent birds causes them to

become extremely fat. This fatty

substance when rendered out gives

a remarkably pure oil for cooking

purposes. The Guacharos are also

called "oil birds" for this reason.

The Indians would enter the cave,

knock the nests down with these

long poles, and slaughter the birds

for the small amount of fat that

each one would yield. Some of the

poles were used as an aid in climb-

ing to these precarious ledges, and

occasionally more daring Indians

would span the upper portion of

the cave by wedging the pole

across from ledge to ledge and

monkey-climli to the opposite wall.

The pits below have been named
for the unlucky ones who failed.

In recent years, the Venezuelan

government has made the cave a

national preserve, Humboldt Na-

tional Park, and cave guards and

guides protect its inhabitants.
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Baron Alexander von Iliiinholdt,

for whom the area was named,

came to the cave in September of

1799 and was the first to present a

serious study of the birds, as well

as the cave itself. Other scientists

have succeeded him in the study

of the habits of the birds, includ-

ing Anton Goerinp, William H.

Phelps, Dr. Eduardo Rohl, William

Beebe, R. Johnson, and more re-

cently Professor Donald R. Griffin

of the Department of Zoology at

Coinell University, who discovered

the method by which these birds

fly in complete darkness. They
locate the walls by an echo system

somewhat similar to radar. The
system can be compared to that

of a bat, with the exception that

the bat emits sounds that are al-

most entirely inaudible to man. As

I stood clinging to the wall, I

distinguished in addition to the

screams of the birds a second, fully

audible typewriter-like ticking

iiiuilr hy (111' birds in lliuht. Tliis

was tiie sound by wliicli they

avoided obstacles in the dark.

Echoing back from a wall or otlur

()])struction, it would warn tlic

bird's sensitive car tiiat he must

alter his course. Thus, the Gua-

charo's audible ticking noise is his

sonar system. The birds are able

to determine the distance of the

obstacle by the time it takes the

echo to return. Griffin found that

by plugging the birds' ear canals,

they tended to lose their sense of

orientation. From this it conld be

concluded that their perception is

auditory. Experiments by Griffin

and Phelps in a lighted room
showed that Guaeharo birds can

see, for they flew using eye percep-

tion. However, when they ap-

proached a dark-colored wall, they

used echo-location as an aid to

flight.

As the birds ticked and screamed

through space, I speculated on how

I could judge distance, focus, and

fix exposure on an object flying

around at a high speed in absolute

darkness. Glimbing again, the go-

ing became more difficult. The wall

was now perfectly vertical, and I

was still 40 feet from the ceiling.

I found anf)ther handhold and for-

tunatci)' saw anf)ther pothole chim-

ney. If I could only get up another

five feet! I looked upward and saw

that the top portion of the cave

narrowed to about 20 feet. Below,

I found I could see the nests of

the birds on the opposite side. The

birds were looking at me like fat

pigeons. They were about the size

of a hawk and reddish-brown in

color. The reflection of my light

made their eyes shine like trans-

lucent red marbles. In flight, their

wingspread was about four feet.

Inching upward, I suddenly saw

an opening in the wall and slipped

into it. It was actually a miniature

cave within a cave, and it gave ac-
conlinuefl on page 553

What the authors had come to see—the unique oilbirds of Venezuela.
eddish-bro\«i in color, they sport white spots on liead and wing. Lonp, thin

athers projectinfi whiskerlikc from the hill resemble those of tlie wliippoorwill.

t right: one of the nests, perched near the ceiling, 150 feet above the cave's floor.

Shell Company of V
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• A SOCIAL VISIT to a {;iant firoupei'si im<lciwaler cave-lioiue. The floatinfi oljjt'ct in tlio Ijackground |*

is not a stranae inhabitant of the sea Init a cluster of flash biill)s ballooninR to the surface.

^^^ Beautiful
nd DEJ^DLY
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The Scorpion Fish, one of the most dangerous
in the sea, is also one of the most beautiful — and approachable I

MIKE and I put on onr aqua-

liin.t^s, adjusted our cameras,

and sank slowly to the bottom.

The scene was the beautiful bay

ol' Trincomalee in Ceylon, not far

from a precipitous iieadlantl know n

as Swami Rock and ni'ar a sub-

merged Hindu temple. Hut inter-

esting as the latter was, it was not

the object of tliis dive. The water

was so clear that it was easy to

make out the main details of the

flat sandy sea bed 45 feet down.

Yet e.xcept for the Hindu temple,

it seemed completely barren, a sub-

marine desert without a trace of

life.

Soon, however, our goal came in-

to view — a rusty, broken sphere

about four feet in diameter — the

remains of a buoy that had sunk

many years ago. It was now
nothing less than a major housing

project. This seems to be the fate

of all hollow objects that man
ahaiidons to the sea, from tin cans

to luxury liners. One wonders how
certain fish managed to get along

in the millions of years before there

were any wrecks! As the broken

and corroded buoy approached, I

could see that the entire top was

missing, and that the interior was

so crowded with scorpion fish that

it was remarkable how they man-

aged to avoid stinging one another.

Perhaps it should be quickly ex-

plained that the fish in question,

upon contact, ejects poison through

one of its spines in a purely de-

fensive action. It is also called the

Butterfly Cod, and the Lion, Tiger,

or Zebra fish and is seldom more

than a foot long. A predator, it

eats only live fish captured by a

curious technique. Seeming to hyp-

notize its prey by waving its fins

before it, it suddenly opens its

mouth and swallows the victim

wlifile.

I first met the scorpion fish while

afiualunging on the Great Barrier

Reef-that l,2()0-miie-long chain of

coral which is one of Australia's

greatest natural wonders. I had

crawled into a small cave some .30

feet below the surface to pay a

call on a giant grouper who lived

there. ( He wasn't in at the time.

)

I was examining the cave when
my eye was caught by a movement

just overhead. What looked like a

bundle of turkey tail-feathers was

orbiting in a leisurely fashion a

few inches above me. I realized at

once that I was looking at the

scorpion fish's dangerous spines.

Unless I accidentally knocked

against the little creature, however,

I knew that it would do me no

harm, and for some minutes we
quietly surveyed each other. I then

^ This sunken buoy is the home of the scorpion (i-li \ jailed li\ lln' autjioi
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became ambitious and optimistic-

ally tried to capture it. The only

possible tool was my snorkle

breathing tube. Had there been

any spectators, they would have

been entertained by the clumsy

spectacle of the fencing match that

ensued. When I tried to hook it

with my snorkle, it neatly side-

stepped, until tiring of the game it

disappeared into one of the cavern's

smaller recesses.

Now, off Ceylon, I was ap-

proaching a whole colony of this

fascinating fish and could study

their behavior at close range.

Swimming slowly around, they

were fluttering their feathery spines

like Edwardian ladies showing off

their frills in an Easter parade.

As we came nearer, the fish be-

gan to pour out of the buoy to get

a look at us. Now a great many
fish are inquisitive, but most are

also shy and will retreat hastily

if you come too close. These scor-

pion fish, however, while inquisi-

tive, showed no trace of shyness.

They acted as if they had no ene-

mies in the world and could not

imagine that anyone would want

to harm them. (They may have

been right!)

They still showed no signs of

alarm when flash-bulbs started

popping all around them; indeed,

they began to ogle the cameras as

persistently as the crowds around

a mobile TV unit. It would have

been hard to find more co-opera-

tive subjects, above or below
water. Our only problem was to

make sure that while we were

busily focusing on one fish we
were not getting into poisonous

proximity to another.

After a while we stopped shoot-

ing into the interior of the buoy,

and Mike Wilson, my partner, lay

on the sand about six feet away
so that he could compose some

long shots in comfort. At once a

small caravan of scorpion fish be-

gan to wend its way towards him,

until almost a dozen of the crea-

tures — from babies three inches

long to grandpappies two feet

across the spikes — were ranged

round Mike in a semicircle, all

5 SO

watching to see what he would do

next. They reminded me irresistibly

of puppies wanting to join in a

game or be taken for a walk.

By this time we had developed

the friendliest of feelings toward

the fish and were beginning to look

upon them in a proprietary man-

ner. Several times Mike almost

touched one of the smaller speci-

mens with his gloved hands. Eacli

time, it ruffled its spines a little

but showed no great alarm beyond

retreating a few inches. The only

thing that did seem to ann(5y them

was a very small, brilliantly blue

fish which acted as a gadfly, dart-

ing at them and biting their skin.

In a spectacular bit of mistaken

identity, one of these little bullies

attacked me, and for a fish only an

inch long it managed a nasty nip.

ch!

But that was nothing to what

these amiable little scorpion fish

could have done, had I come into

contact with them. For a firsthand

account of what it feels like to be

stung by Pterois volitans ( its scien-

tific name), I went to Rodney Jonk-

laas, the famous Ceylonese under-

water marine collector. Rodney has

netted dozens of scorpion fish for

aquaria, not always without con-

tact.

His technique while swimming

underwater was exactly the same

as a butterfly catcher's. Carrying a

small net in his left hand, he would

use his free right hand to scare

his victims into captivity. One day

he had just trapped a medium-

sized scorpion fish in this manner

when it suddenly backed out of

the net, and one—just one—of its

poisoned spines barely penetrated

the skin at the joint of Rodney's

middle finger.

An excruciating pain at once

spread over his hand, but he man-

aged to recapture the fish and get

ashore. For a moment the pain

ebbed; then, in e\t'n more intense

form it returned, until his entire

arm became numb. His fingers

were swollen and stiff, and soon he

was in such agony that he lost

consciousness. When he came to

about ten minutes later the pain

was still there; it was half an hour

before he could get medical treat-

ment at the Colombo Zoo, of which

he was at the time Deputy Superin-

tendent. The treatment consisted of

drinking dilute ammonium chloride,

after which the pain quickly sub-

sided. There were no after effects.

A second occasion was very simi-

lar, but this time the pain was not

so intense, and though it lasted

for a couple of hours, it was not

incapacitating. And a third time

the sting gave Rodney no trouble

at all—though it would seem too

rash to assume that he was build-

ing up an immunity, for in both

of these cases the stings were quite

trivial.

It seems highly probable that if

one were unlucky enough to get a

good dose of the scorpion fish's

poison, by being pierced by sev-

eral of its spikes at once, the result

would be fatal. Perhaps the remark

about its relative, the Australian

stonefish, also applies here, "It's

not really poisonous, but the pain

kills you." This could certainly

happen to an aqualunger who

came into contact with one of these

creatures at any depth: the shock

might easily cause him to lose his

mouthpiece and he could drown

before reaching the surface.

The fishermen of Ceylon have a

great dread of this fish; there is at

least one reported fatality caused

when a man stepped on a dead

specimen. But as is usually the

case, no one can supply names,

dates, or places, so the fish's

lethality is still not proved.

Unproven though this may be, I

like to feel that I have proven

something: one of the most dan-

gerous animals in the sea is also

the friendliest. Perhaps I am too

trusting in these matters, but when

I remember how they all filed out

of their battered home and gath-

ered roimd our flippered feet, I

like to think that they simply

wanted to make friends. One of

these days I'll look forward to mak-

ing their acquaintance again—from

a minimum distance of at least

twelve inches, of course!
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A Rodney Jon'KI.ws ciiuiidii-ly nets a scor|ii(>n li-li

A A SCORPION Fisil comes to take a

look at the aqua lunged intruder.

'^ Unafraid, even cooperative, scorpion fisli gallier around Mike
who pholnirraplis them from a comforlalile, reclininj; position.
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Now— the magnificent

companion to

NORTH WITH THE SPRING

Autumn
ArroSS,

?rica

By Edwin Way Teale

\niilher fascinating ailventiiir wilh a

season by a great natiiralist-wriler—

a 20,000 mile wandering jonrney finm

Cape Cod to California thrmigli tlir

infinitely varied autumns of cmr land.

"Don't miss this salute to autumn.

It is Edwin Way Teale at his best."

— Roger Tory Peterson, Natural

Hixlory Magazine.

A Superb Christmas gift book.

WUlh 40 beaulijul pholof:rnphs

by tlie author

Nou at all 1 kstores . S:,.7:,

DODD, MEAD & COMPANY
New York 1 6 ^^_^^^

NOW!—A Complete
BUTTERFLY COLLECTING
and MOUNTING KIT

to start you

off on a

fascinating

hiobby or

profession

Here's what you get in the kit:

• Butterfly net witti nylon marquisette bag.

• Spreading board-4" x 12".

• 100 insect pins (imported).

• 40 matt or glass head pins.

• 50 glassine envelopes.

• Locality and determination labels.

• Butterfly forceps.

• Paper strips for mounting.

• 2 ounce bottle of liquid for charging killing

bottle.

• Material for making killing bottle.

• Instruction leoflet.

• Bonus gift of 10 tropical butterflies with
each kit.

COMPLETE KIT only $5.95, postpaid.

BUTTERFLIES FOR ART WORK
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fo.ssil remains. Howc\er, so great is the

number of biologists, anthropologi.sts, and

hunters of fossils and prehistoric artifacts

in the pages of this book that in the minds

of .some readers at least, the stories of

these men and women will coalesce into a

somewhat confused mass. Saddest of all

is the abundance of slips and mistakes. It

is jarring to read that in 40 years Morgan

and his colleagues bred 10,000 genera-

tions of Drosoi:)liila flies, the famous sub-

jects of genetic research. The number is

too high, as it is when these men are saitl

to have recorded over 200 million of the

flies and that in four years Drosophila

produces as many generations as mankind

has produced from the end of the Ice Age

down to the present. There are many
other slips of this kind.

Tlie latest wnrk of the reviewer (the

eminent biologist and author of Genetics,

and the Origin of Species 1937), is The

Biological Basis of Human Freedom

(1956).

K INGDOM OF THE BE.'VSTS

. — ...-by Julian Hu.xlcy

and W. Suschitzky

Vanguard Press, $12..50

1.59 pp., 175 photogravure plates

Rcviciccd by T. Donald Carter

'Tpm.S Ijook could appropriately be en-

titled "Portraits of Living Mammals,"

ior the majority of its photographs are

t'xceptional head studies of various mam-
mals found in European zoological parks.

.\Ir. Suschitzky has been fascinated by

animals since childhood, and his pictures

give evidence of this keen interest and his

skill as a photographer. Taking pictures

of animals in a zoo is a simple matter, but

to get a series of pictures in such sharij

locus that textures of hair and unique

facial expressions can be studied requires

the utmost patience and ability. Patience

and ability have been justly rewarded in

this collection of photographs.

As might be expected, Julian Huxley

has written a very readable and authorita-

li\c l(\t to accompany the photographs.

On the first pages of the book there is a

brief but comprehensive review ol the

history and relation.ship of mammals, with

short descrii^tions of some of the more

interesting mammalian fossils. These de-

scriptions are in conjunction with a series

of photogravure plates made from Mr.

Suschitzky's photographs.

The second section of the book, entitled

".\nimal Photography," written by Mr.

Suschitzky, explains the type of camera

and films he considers best fitted tor this

work and gives other information whith

should prove helpful to any person enti'r-

ing this special field of photography. He
also relates numerous interesting anec-
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dotes of his cxpcricTiccs ilnriiiK his Iwi'iily

years of taking animal pietures.

In the third section Mr. Hnxley gives a

brief description ol some interesting facts

about the animals whose photographs ap-

pear in the book. The publisher deserves

great credit for tlie exeellenci' of the re-

productions and the format of the l)ook.

It would have been helpful, however, if

the name of tiie animal appeared on each

plate.

T. Donald Carter is Ax.iistant Curator of

Miwtmah at the American Mit.seuni of

Natural llistorij. Ili.i puhlixhed works in-

clude. Hoofed Mammals of the World
(1953).

Children's Books

In respon.se to enquiries regai ilin;; Vdimf;

people's hooks that ran be recdmniendcd

as Cliii.stiiiiis nifls, the f(, Miming lilji-- are

."UCKested hy Miss Marion (!arr. llie Kdilor

of Junior Niitiiriil History:

The .Ska and it.s Rivkiis, by Alida
Malkiis, Doubleday & Co., \. Y., age 12-

16, illustrated, $2.7.5.

The Sroitv of Caves, by Dorothy Sterl-

infi. Doubleday & Co., N. Y., age 8-12,

illustrated, $3.00.

Great Discovekies in Moiiern Science,

by Patrick I'rinf-lc, Roy Publi.shing, N. Y.,

age 12-16, illustrated, S.3.00.

The Stars, by Irving Adler, John Day
Co., N. Y., age 12 up, illustrated, .'S2.9.5.

Insects in their World. 1)\- Suzan
Moguchi Swain, Garden City IJooks,

Garden City, N. Y., excellent lor identifi-

cation purposes for the beginner, age 8-12,

illustrated, !52.50.

Deserts, by Delia Guetz, William Mor-
row iv Co., \. Y., about plants, birds, muni-

nials, reptiles, and people of the desert,

age 8-12, illustrated, $2.00.

Tri e-to-i.ife Stories, Juvenile Series by
Dr. R. \V. Eschmeijer, A. S. Barnes & Co.,

N. Y., each about a fish, bird or mammal,
with stories of our country's renewable

resources, age 8-12, $1.00 each: Freddy
l'l)\ SgllRREI.. (illARI.EY COTTO.VTAIL,

lioiiiiv IJi.LEr.ii.i.. Woouv Woodcock.
Wn.i.iE Whitetaii., Ai. y\i.r.i(.ATOR. Tommy
Trout, Billy Bass, Mac Mai.imui. Mob
White.

The Story of the Ice Ace. i)y Rose

Wijler and Cerald Ames, Harper & Bro-

thers, N. Y.. age 8-12, illustrated, $2..50.

Cave of Riches, by Alan Himoxir, Whit-
tlesey House Book, .McGraw Hill, N. Y.,

a story about the finding of the De.id Sea

Scrolls by a Bedouin boy, age 8 up, illus-

trated, $2.7.5.

THE CAVE OF THE GIIACH.4ROS .n„m,„//,,

cess to a ledge which was within

si.x feet of the ceiling. Flashing my
light around, I saw one of the nests

projecting from the near-by sheer

wall. It was approximately one foot

in diameter and was a shallow

bowl of smoothly packed mud. No
bird sat on the nest. The owner

was no doubt H\ing frantically in

the air, waiting impatiently for my
retreat.

I took photographs of the nest

and the birds in flight, while the

birds themselves did everything ex-

cept cooperate with me. The Giia-

charos are curious by nature and

tliey flew qin'te close to observe me.

Their ticking and cries indicati'd

tlieir approach, but they would

wheel suddenly out of range when
I hoped to photograph them.

Later the next problem pre-

sented itself: how to get down. The
getting down in this case was go-

ing to be more difficult than the
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e.xploration for experienced personnel. Natural
science interests favored. March 3-24, 1957 and
possibly March 24-April 13. Cost: $310.
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JOSEPH C. WAMPLER, Archaeologist-Mountaineer
Box 45 . Berkeley, Calif.
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getting up. The vertical wall which,

viewed from the bottom, appeared

to be straight up, now seemed to be
an overhang; and Jeanne's tiny

headlight was a little dot at the

bottom ot a pit. I lowered myself

over the edge of the first ledge,

feeling out the toeholds with my
slippery, muddy boots. When I

could wedge into a crevice, I

would feel a sense of security; for

even though it was .50 feet deep,

I could hold nnself in by friction.

Which wa_\- had I come up? I

called to Jeanne, but she could not

hear over the screams of the birds.

I continued down cautiously.

At last I reached the ledge with

the long sapling used by the In-

dians. Should I attempt to use it

for my descent? Discretion was
the better part of valor, and I de-

cided to take my chances on the

handholds and crevices that nature

had provided.

As I went over the edge again I

realized suddenly that this was not

the same route I had taken uji.

.\fter another ten feet there seemed
to be no more handholds. The
rocks which had fortunately been
quite clean near the roof of the

cave, were now smooth as soap,

although not as clean, and so I

thrashed aliout like a frog in a

well.

Jeanne, watching my descent,

came up the slope under the place

where I was hanging anil called

out directions for gaining foot-

holds. In this way she succeeded

in getting me down to where I

could gracefully fall knee and
elbow-deep in the soft guano.

By now the din of the birds had
increased in tempo and the entire

population was awake. Glancing at

m\' watch I realized that night was
falling and that the birds were
getting ready to leave for their

evening feeding grounds.

W'v waded down the little stream

toward the entrance and took up a

vantage point on a liigh rock to

await the cMidiis (it the birds. Sit-

ting in the total darknes.s, we could

hear some "scouts" approaching the

entrance. As they ticked in staccato

rh)thin, they sounded like flying
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Li;eigers looking for something to

count. These few l)irds circled out

into the dusk, their bodies sil-

houetted against the sky, and then

flew back into the second cave

room. A second group came out

and repeated the procedure, tick-

ing as they flew back into the

cave again. The sky grew increas-

ingly dark.

Finally a larger number of Gua-

charos could be heard approaching

the entrance in a black wave. They
Hew out into the night and did not

return. There was a lull, and a

second wave of birds flew out into

the night. By that time the sky no

longer could be distinguished from

their bodies and a steady stream of

birds was disappearing into the sky.

Before dawn lit the sky, the Gua-

charos, which normally never see

the light of the sun, re-entered the

cave to spend their daylight hours,

too, in perpetual darkness.

While the birds settled (m tlu'ir

vaulted ledges for another day, we
passed from their roosting room

to the entrance hall. Their cries

became a faint echo; and as we
turned our backs on the oil birds

of Venezuela, we both felt we had

witnessed a strange and awesome

phenomenon.

THIRST co„„„,„.,/ /.„„, „„,.,. ,>,«

any extension in survival time over

that to be expected li\' a man drink-

ing no water at all.

The sea-water enthusiasts argue

that Dr. Alain Bombard drank sea

water and survived; therefore, sea

water must be beneficial. What
was Bombard's experience and how
does it compare with that of ship-

wreck survivors? Bombard de-

parted from Las Palmas, Canary

Islands, on October 19, 19.52, and

landed at St. Lucia, Barbados, on

December 23, 1952—a journey of

65 days. But 52 days after setting

out, he boarded the S. S. Aroka,

stayed an hour and a half, and liad

a meal. These 52 days represent

his longest period of survival with-

out outside help.

Bombard's voyage was a truly re-

markable exhibition of fortitude

and an impressive demonstration of

the capacity of the human body to

withstand abuse. However, several

shipwreck survivors, less well pre-

pared than Dr. Bombard, have

made longer drifts.

The longest drift on record is

that of Poon Lim, a native of Hong
Kong, who spent 1.3.3 days on a raft

in the South Atlantic after his ship,

the S. S. Ben Lomond, was tor-

pedoed in 1942.

Poon Lim spent the first hour

after the torpedoing floating in his

life jacket. Then he had the good

fortime to reach an unoccupied

raft. The raft had food and water

for 50 days—but the last 83 days of

his drift he subsisted on rain water

and fish. Brazilian fishermen picked

him up, still in good physical con-

dition after 1.33 days on his own.

Has the survivor no choice but

to rely on rain water as Poon Lim
did, or take a chance on sea-water

poisoning as Bombard did? For-

tunately, most survivors of ditch-

ings or shipwreck will not be

limited to these alternatives. Two
devices developed during World

\Var II give today's survi\-or a

margin of safety—the desalting kit

and the solar still.

The desalting kit provides a

method of converting salt water to

She might

be yours

.

.

. . . ;(;//( all the liood tliiniis to make
her lije a full and happy one . . . or

she might have been born in the rubble

oj war's ajlermath to an impoverished

family. She might lack even the most

essential clothing and food jor these

formative childhood days.

Thousands of children overseas and

in this country need hel]} now while

they still ha\e a chance for a healthy

childhood.

Any contribution, however small, \\ill

mean so much — to homeless young
refugees in Finland. West Germany.
Korea — to ragged, undernourished

children in France. Greece. Italv —
needy bovs and girls on the Navajo
Indian Reservation and in the Southern

Appalachian Mountains of the L.S.

Save the Children Federation has

spent 2.T years bringing help and com-

fort to children regardless of race or

creed. Non-profit, uonpolitical. non-

sectarian— the Federation depends
solely on voluntary contributions.

National Sponsors include: Faith

Baldwin. Mrs. Dwight D. Eisenhower.

James A. Farlev. Herbert Hoover.

Rabbi Edgar F. Magnin, Dr. Ralph

W. Sockman. Mrs. Spencer Tracv.

> SAVE THE CHILDREN I

I FEDERATION
;

j
345 EAST 46lh ST., NEW YORK 17, N. Y. |

I wish to help needy children by giving
|

I. !

I £''.
Contributions deductible for income tai purposes. I
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fresh in practically any weather,

but it can be used only once. The

solar still functions only when the

sun is shining or under a light

cloud cover, but it can be used in-

definitely.

The desalting kit precipitates dis-

solved salts in sea water so that

they can be filtered out. Each de-

salting kit contains a number of

briquettes of silver aluminum sili-

cate and a plastic processing bag.

Each briquette will desalt about a

pint of water. The kit will produce

six or seven times as much water

as could be carried if the same

space were used to carry canned

water.

In use, the processing bag is

filled with sea water up to a marked

line and the briquette dropped in.

The bag is kneaded and agitated

gently for an hour, allowing the

briquette to break up and the

chemical reaction to take place. De-

salted water is drawn off through

a filter in the bottom of the bag.
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from which it can be drunk directly

or squeezed into a storage bag.

The solar still is a spherical plas-

tic envelope that can be inflated

either by mouth or by using the

pump carried on most life rafts.

Inside the sphere is stretched a

black cloth, upon which sea water

drips from a reservoir. The sini

heats the moist black cloth, and

from it the water evaporates —
fresh. The evaporated fresh water

condenses on the inner siu'face of

the plastic sphere in small drops,

which run down to the fresh-water

trap at the bottom of the still. The

salt stays in the black cloth.

Each solar still can produce

about two pints of fresh water a

day, and most life rafts on aircraft

carry several stills. Each still takes

up about the same amount of space

as a pint of canned water.

The stills operate most efficiently

in direct sunlight but will operate

on cloudy days if the overcast is not

too thick. They will not operate

at night or on very dark days.

The map on page 517 shows how
much help can be expected from

rain in various parts of the world.

Rain plus the water from the solar

stills usually carried on life rafts

will usually yield between 80 and

130 per cent of the requirement

for survival in almost all areas com-

monly traversed by planes and

ships.

Desalting kits provide an addi-

tional supply to carry castaways

through periods of unfavorable

weather. The inherent ability of

the human body to withstand abuse

provides a further safety factor.

In view of the resources now
available to the castaway, it seems

foolish to recommend that a sur-

vivor drink sea water. In most

emergencies, he will drink some ac-

cidentally, and a certain amount

of dried salt is also taken in. This

unintentional salt would, in most

cases, nullify the meager benefit

that might be gained from drinking

sea water. The drinking of sea water,

then, is just another of the recurrent

fables that should be given a quiet

burial. Man is no more able to drink

sea water than Coleridge's Ancient

Mariner.
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NOW-NEW DELUXE 4 DYNASCOPE Reflector

with ADVANCED Precision Features Offers

A Truly Professional Telescope COMPLETE

FOR$
ONLY 79

95
F.O.B.Hoilford.Conn.

Shipping Wt. 21 ibi.

ese advanced features with

telescope at double the price!

irror— pyrex, finished to exacting specifications and guarcn-

the limit of resolution ! Aluminized and zircon quartz overlaid

protection and lasting use I (The 4-inch mirror gathers U
y comparable 3'/2 inch mirror.)

cost iron, true Equatoriol and Alt-Azimuth mount with free

moving Polar Axis Rod complete with friction adjustments for any latitude,

declination, and ascension. Rugged, weighs approximately 12 pounds, both

axes % inch steel supported on 4 bearing surfaces and guaranteed for vibra-

tion free action and necessary smoothness.

Q NEW 1'4 inch eyepiece mount with exc/usive double draw locus and rack

and pinion. Adjustable for 3 inches of travel to accommodate any eyepiece

negative or positive! Built in diagonal mirror accurate to Va wave tolerance.

Q3 eyepieces-18MM Huygens, 9MM achromatic Ramsden, 7MM achromatic

Romsden for 65X, 130X and 167X.

^^ 4-power achromatic finder-scope with crosshairs. Extra large field of view.

NEW covers for eyepiece tube and open end!

Q NEW bakelite tube beautifully finished in grey wrinkle enamel!

NEW improved hardwood folding tripod legs in natural finish. Sturdy,

balanced, perfect portability!

THE ULTIMATE IN 4-INCH TELESCOPES Prove it yourself at NO RISK!
Here at lost is the scientific instrument that serious astronomers have been

woiting for— with a full warranty of highest accuracy at lowest cost!

Now you needn't spend $150 and up to be sure of high-precision observa-

tion. Nor do you need go to the time and trouble of building your own
telescope to get the most value for your money. For the dollar and-cents

facts about the new Deluxe 4-inch Dynascope are these: The advanced
precision features ore those you would want to select lor younell. But buying
them singly, as on individuol, you could never beat our low price. Nor
could you hope to surpass the technical co-ordination and stability that

have been engineered into this superb instrument to meet the most exacting

standards of optical and mechanical superiority!

Fully achromatic, tested and proven by scientists in leading planetaria,

the new Deluxe Dynascope comes to you complete with every port and fea-

ture exactly as described and illustrated here. Each instrument is carefully

triple-tested before shipment and is accompanied by the Inspector's per-

formance report. Specially packed, it is ready to be set up for observation

within a few seconds. Shipment is F.O.B, Hartford, Conn., express charges

collect {weight 21 pounds). There is nothing else to buy, no added charges,

no extras of any kind.

YOU WILL BE DELIGHTED-OR MONEY BACK!
Prove to yourself — without risk — how good the new Deluxe Dynascope

really is. Order it now. Try it at your own pleasure. Compare its performance

with that of any other professional telescope at double the cost or more.

It will deligtit you and exceed your every expectation— or simply return it

within 30 days for a full refund. But don't delay. As you know, quality

engineering of precision instruments does not permit mass production.

Consequently the supply is limited. To assure yourself of immediate delivery,

send your check or money order today!

THE CRITERION MANUFACTURING COMPANY
Manufacturers of Quality Optical Instruments

DEPT. NHD-18; 331 CHURCH ST., HARTFORD 1, CONN. TEL: CHAPEl 7-1696 -CABLE ADDRESS: CRICO
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